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The author has something to say, which he perceives to be trur:
and useful, or helpfully beautiful.
So far as he knows, no om
has yet said it; so far as he knows, no one else can say it.
H(
is bound to say it, clearly and melodiously if he may; clearly, at
all events.
In the sum of his life he finds this to be the thing,
or group of things, manifest to him-this, the piece of true knowledge, or sight, which his share of sunshine and earth has permitted
him to seize. He would fain set it down for ever; engrave it on
the rock, if he could; saying, 'This is the best of me; for the
rest, I ate, and drank, and slept, loved, and hated, like another;
my life was as the vapour, and is not; but this I saw and knew;
this, if anything of mine, is worth your memory.'

Ruskin, Sesame and Lilies.

The Clnnese
·
c11aract·er "I"
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FOREWORD
Chang Chi·yun C5J.Jt rl)J)
The I- Ching or Book of Changes represents the crystallization of
highest creative intelligence of the ancient sages of China. It
the accumulated political experience~ of the leaders of China
It is the essential basis for the
ynthesis of the simple and abstruse teachings of Confucius. The ideas
ideals underlying the interrelated hexagrams are interwoven and
to one another, thus symbolizing an infinite variety of natural

The I -Ching deals with eternal truths which transcend the limitaof time and space, and which, therefore, are perennially new dete the incessant progress of the ages.

In this st;nse its teachings

ain to the immutable principles of the universe.
The !-Ching also deals with events in human life and shows how
hese events can be brought into correspondence with cosmic principles,
what are the correct courses of action or conduct in relation to the
circumstances of the time, the place, the occasion, and the particular
situation in which a man finds himself. It is, therefore, capable of
showing how man can adapt himself to the multitudinous mutations in
life, which are governed by immutable principles. Thus, the character
I can be understood as signifying change or mutation or transformation.
Furthermore, according to the I -Ching, however numerous and complicated are the affain. of human life, they can be managed in accordance
with simple, easy principles. As stated in the Great Appendi~ of that
classic, "People the world over arrive at the same destination, though
by different paths; they reach the same conclusion, though through

l
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diverse considerations." Again "Wh
.
d
'
en we contmue and go f rtl
In contemplating the meaning of this text, exploring it with feelings
a d to the situations their various trans't'
d
u ler
, 'b
.
.
I IOns an transformations
' of joy, and imbuing himself with its profound significance, the student
pousl le SI tuatwns on cart!1 '11 l
'
WI
Je encompassed '' I th'
of the !-Ching will gain a rich stock of knowledge and wisdom to enable
charac t er I may be understood a .· 'f .
·
n Is sense
"s srgni
ying
cas
d
·
.
1
e an s1mp 1city, i.e. him to establish himself in life, to manage affairs in general, to govern
easy actions and simple operations. - "V
ast
and
profound
indeed is
his country, and to relieve the miseries of mankind. Confucius said,
!-Ching!''

The three meanings of the character I explained ab
bl
comprehend the Tao of S . .
ove ena e us "
Ina.
1
pint and Earth and the nature of things '
I
.
.
smuc l as the !-Chi
I
ng c evelops umvnsal truths "to th . f
Jreadth and greatness
. II
.
eir
' as we
as In the most
. .
desi n ·" ·
exqUisite
g s ' It rna Y truly be distinguished
as a classic "whose wisdom
comprehensive enough to embrace all
things of the universe and whose
Tao brings order into the whole world."
Of the sixty-four h,
_.
.
exagrams winch constitute the symboli'c
f
th
0
e I-Chtng th f'
·
We '
'. f ust Is the Ch'ien hexagram, symbol of S irit
n s text w1uch describes the essential attribut
f
. p
.
.
. .
.
es o tius hexagram
reads: Yuan hen li c
C
g
heng, I.e., Ongmatwn, Penetration Har
d
'
mony an
orrectness. These four characters re resent .
of the whole Book of C1
- ,p.
the fundamental principles
Ianges. In Ius Wen yen T
.
.
gave them the followi·n .
1
.
reatise, Confucms
g exp anatwn:
"What is called Yuan, the attribute of 0 . .
.
.
.
and highest of all
.
ngmatwn, Is the first
11
exec ences; what Is called He
-I
•
of Penetration is the
·
f
.
ng, t 1e attnbute
.
'
umon o all that Is beautiful· what . . 11 d
Lt, the attribute of Harmony is tl h
'
Is ca e
Ie armony of all t1 t . . 1
'
and what is called Chen
I
.
la IS ng Jt;
g, t le attnbute of Correctness .
h
management of all affairs.
' Is t e correct

"Instead of indulging in empty talk, I consider it more meaningful and
enlightening to express myself in definite action." In accordance with
this teaching, this writer endeavours to take a retrospective view of the
historical events which the Republic of China has gone through during
the last twenty years, dividing them into four stages represented by the
four characters yuan heng li chen.g. An explanation of these four stages,
involving as it does an exposition of philosophical truths as well as
actual hi5torical eve;nts, may give readers the advantage of a far-reaching
penetration into the teachings of the I -Ching.
1.

Yuan:

The Penod of Origination: the Movement of Practical
Revolution: from the 38th (1949) to the 41st year (1952)
of the Republic of China.

2.

Hcng:

The Period of Development: th<: Movement of Local
Self-Government: from the 42nd (1953) to the 49th year
(1960) of the Republic of China.
The Period of National Reconstruction: the Movement
of Economic Reconstruction: from the 50th (1961) to
the 54th year (1965) of the Republic of China.

3.

Li:

4.

Cheng: The Period of Revival: the Movement of Cultural
Revival: from the 55th year (1966) of the Republic of
China.
1.

"The superior man, em b odymg
·
benevolence . f't
.
' Is I to preside
over men· b · ·
. b
. ' . nngmg about the harmonious co-operation of all th t
IS eautiful, he is fit to show in himself the union of all
. . abenefiting all creatures, he is fit to exhibit the har
. propneties;
correct and firm 1 . f' _
mony of nghteousnessi
' le Is It to manage all affairs,"

THE PERIOD OF ORIGINATION

With the removal of the Governm::nt from the mainland to Taiwan,
~H things had to be started from the very beginning. It was a time
extreme difficulty, for the work of restoration was more difficult
that of establishment. The President clearly explained to the
that the first thing for their attention was to clarify their
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thoughts and distinguish their enemies from themselves.
instructed to regard creative ideas as the greatest weapon for
ing order out of chaos. The ideals of San Min Chu I, or the
Principles of the People, are, in r~ality, derived from the I
In this classic it is said, "The cardinal virtue of Spirit and
the production and maintenance of life."
reproduction is what is called I, the process of change." Again, "
indeed is the originating principle indicated by Ch'ien!
things owe their beginning.
capacity of K'un.

Comprehensive indeed is the origi

To it all things owe their birth."

Dr. Sun

sen, Father of the Republic of China, adopted from the !-Ching
two words "production" and "origination" and conceived the
Yuan doctrine, i.e., the doctrine of prod uti on and origination, as

theoretical basis of his philosophy of revolution. This doctrine
neither to materialism nor to idealism, but transcends both,

th~m

in one.

xvii

"The superior man renews his efforts at moral cultivation
from day to day."
. '1 an t ' the superior man acts
"All day long actl. ve an d VIgi
incessantly so as to keep pace with the times."
. of these teachings
0 n t he b as1s
, ' the President advocates the philo.
.
.
h
.
1 of "practice wit v1gou r" · It is on this fundamental doctnne
sop
. of the Tao has depended for thousands
thatlYthe Tao-t'ung or successiOn
and it is also on this doctrine that the spiritual citadel of
0 f years,
p · d f
.
l regeneration and revival ha~ been established. The
eno o
. natwna
.
'b
uan- of the
.
.
.·
h'
h
corresponded
to
the
first
attn
uteY
.
Ongmatwn, w IC
•
•
f
October
1952
when
the
reorgamzatwn
o
.
d
d
Ch'ien hexagram, en e 1Il
'
'
•
.
t
had
been
completed
and
the
Seventh
National
Congress
the K uomm ang
had been held·

Pre-eminently it has become the main stream of

thought. The concepts of production, of origination, of ben
of the Golden Mean, and of action are all derived from the
and represent, analytically, five different principles;
they constitute one single ideal. The phrase "chung hsing", which
action in accordance with the principle of th Gold~n Mean, and
is a combination of the two words Chung (the mean) and hsing (a
originates in the !-Ching, in the Lesser Symbolism of
of the T'ai hexagram.

The President has said that our failure

mainland was due not to the impracticability of our principles
our inability to carry them into practice.

H~nce in October,

1949,

2. THE PERIOD OF DEVELOPMENT
The characteristic feature of the Period of Development was the
co-operation between the Government and the peop~e. Again
IS borne out by the following teachings of the I-Chzng.
"Spirit and Earth are in communication with each other,
· f ree cou rse. The high
and all things in consequence have t h elf
and the low are in communication with one another, and they
.
"1
actuated by the same aim.

Institute for the Study of Practical Revolution was established in Y
Ming Shan to launch a movement to study this subject.
the necessity of incessant practice is also borne' out by
sayings from the I -Ching:

This id

"When Spirit and Earth are not in communication with
other, all things will not have their free course. When th~
low are not in communication with one another,
no well-regulated state under the sky·"

"The movement of Spirit is full of power. A
the superior man nerves himself to ceaseless activity."
"The superior man carries the results of his learning
practice with benevolence."

to the Chinese Constitution, "the high"

means the

t 'ung-chih, which means comrades actuated by the same aim,
this text of the !-Ching
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Central Government while "the low"

means the governed territo

In conformity with the spirit of Dr. Sun Yat-sen's Plans for Na

the Congress are also associated with the teachings of the
is said in this classic that "when a thing has run its
itself.

Reconstruction, the Constitution of the Republic of China has

been carried into practice, with the result that the foundation of
State was not sufficiently strengthened.
importance to the Equal Power System.

It therefore attaches

outlying regions, as well as high-ranking administrative officials

Accord-

National Congress held in March, 1950, a special clause
to abolish the limitation of the President's terms of
that the great task of national regeneration and revival
to the right leader.

As a result, delegates of

ious levels and classes, representing the people of provinces, districts

And,

Again, "The passing from

in endless cycles is called Circulation."

The Government, after its removal to Tai

has perceived that in the past local self-government had not defini

By changing itself, it further goes on.

on, it becomes durable."

"Equal Power System", in which power leans neither to the central
the local governments.

XIX

This right change at the right

outstanding contribution towards national consolidation
the Period of Development.

leaders of various professional organizations, have all been chosen
general election.

The triple object of this process is to secure

communication of the opinions of the people, to consolidate their
Local self-government

dies not only a political but also an economic significance.

Penetration, is the union of all that is beautiful." Again,
about the harmonious co-operation of all that is beautiful,

and to strengthen their creative powers, thus enlarging and
the pattern of constitutional government.

re, it is said in the [-Ching: "What is called Heng, the

Th<"

implementation of the Land-to-the-Tiller policy is indeed one of
fundamental methods for the realization of local self-government.
also is corroborated by the following teachings of the !-Ching:

r man is fit to show in himself the union of all proprieties."
manner in which men of ability from all parts of the
"patcd in the National Congress and associated with one
thout distinction of territorial divisions or levels of rank may
·described as "the assembly of all that is beautiful".
special clause approved at the

"It is only the superior man who can

In this respect, it may truly be considered as being "in
with li or the rules of propriety".

"Notes of the same key respond to one another; creatures .
the same nature seck one another."
"If the ruler cultivates union with men, the people
flock to him."

it is in effect equal

itself, being adequate to meet the immediate needs

comprehend

influence the minds of all under heaven."

Congre~s,

As

The road for constitu-

t having been cleared of obstruction, the President was
for the third term of office in succession.

With this the

Development, which corresponded to the second

attribute~

the Ch'ien hexagram, ended.

For all these reasons the feelings of devotion and loyalty
people for their government have been greatly intensified.

HE PERIOD OF NATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION
Fundamentals of National Reconstruction, Dr. Sun Yat-sen set

Judged from the standpoint of the Central Government, the
tional Congress is the vital basis of the Constitution of the country
the symbol of national ~olidarity.

Necessary changes in the Consti

hree Principles of the People in the following order:
1.

The Principle of Livelihood

G• The Principle of Democracy

THE I-CHING
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3. The Principle of Nationalism

xxi

"In preparing things for practical use, and inventing and
instruments for the benefit of all under the sky, there are

He said that the twentieth century wa& the epoch in which
talents were available for the realization of the Principle of Liv
and he considered the people's well-being to be the aim and object
this Principle.

Dr. Sun's idea that the livdihood of the people is

can be understood that, since the remotest antihas attached great importance to commercial and indust-

u''""''""

paramount importance in national reconstruction, likewise, may be
to stem from the teachings of the !-Ching.

, with a view to promoting the well-being and happiness

For in this classic, it

of the world.

said, "That which is metaphysical is called Tao or Cosmic

This demonstrates the following saying

the very beginning of the !-Ching:

and that which has physical form is called Ch'i or Object."
and Ch'i are inseparable from each other, for the former is the rea
underlying the latter.

Consequently,

the

philosopher-statesman

become a sage only when he attaches importance to both the Tao
its manifested objects.

This is confirmed by the following saying

the chapter on "Inspection of Handicrafts" in the Book of Rites, ca

Chou-Li:

"What is called Li, the attribute of Harmony, 1s the harof all that is right.

Benefiting all creatures, the sage is

exhibit the harmony of righteousness."
aim and object of Dr. Sun Vat-sen's Revolution was the indusand modernization of China, and economic reconstruction

"Matters relating to all sorts of crafts are attended to

:ne,ces:s1'ty go hand-in-hand with social welfare.
of the Principle of Livdihood.

In this lies the

It is said in the !-Ching:

the sage."

The Chinese are practical people who get at essential
verification of facts.

"Most sublime is the Tao's abundant virtue and its great
It possesses everything in abundance: this is its

This is borne out by the following

It renews everything daily: this is its abundant

the I -Ching:
"The First':"'Cause of Ch'ien is able with its beauty
utility to benefit the whole world."
"How shall the ruler gather the masses around him? By

November, 1965, was commemorated the centenary of the
Sun Yat-sen.

At that time, owing to the realization of

plans for economic reconstruction, the total value of Free
tural products had exceeded that of its industrial pro-

power of his wealth."

the total volume of its exports had also exceeded that of its
"All the people were brought together and all their
were assembled in one place.

h this achievement, the Period of National Reconstruction

They made their exchanges

retired, everyone having got what he wanted."
4·.

"The I opens up the knowledge of things and fulfils
undertakings of men.''

THE PERIOD OF REVIVAL

"

occasion of the centenary of the birth of Dr. Sun, the

...
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President, by special mandate, proclaimed the anniversary of Dr.

XXlll

the possibility of ruin; and when his affairs arc

birthday as the Festival of China's Cultural Revival, saying that

not forget that confmion may set in.

tural revival is the vital basis for national revival.

safe and his country can be prt;servcd."

Deep indeed is

111

order,

Thus, his person is

solicitude for the welfare of the people and most meaningful are
words.

Henceforth, in carrying out our main government policy,

will stress the importance of preparing onrsel ves against calamity
forethought, so that permanent peace and security may be mai
and a correct beginning made for all creative activities.

The idea

·ng the proper limits"

means running to extremes.

corrected by the "Middle \Vay".
'ien ht-xagram -

cheng -

This

Since the fourth attribute

means correctness, the treading of

vVay" by correct actions will result in the emergence

correctness is of paramount importance, as taught in the

(origination) after that of Cheng (correctness),

sentence; chung i hsing cheng in the !-Ching, which means:

of prosperity after one of adversity,
after a period of confusion.

"The subject is

111

the central place, and his action

and the

Consequently "all

perfect peace."

becomes correct."
commentary on the phrase chung hsing, i.e., action in harmoIn this idea lies the essential meaning of

principle of the Golden Mean, the following sayings of

character chung (centrality or the Middle Way or the Golden

may be quoted:

signifie::. time while cheng (correctness) signifies space.
of the concepts of time and space, the phrase becomes chtmg i
cheng or simply chung hsing, i.e., action in harmony with the

of the Golden Mean.

"The superior man stores largely in his memory the words
of former sages to subserve the accumulation of his

Here the idea of centrality or the Golden

is just as important as that of correctness, as corroborated by the f
''The superior man perceives the mainspring of things and

mg saying in the !-Ching;

promptly without waiting for the delay of a single day."
"The phrase- 'exceeding the proper limits' -means
the subject knows how to advance but not how to retreat;
how to maintain but not how to give up; knows how to gain
not how to lose.

Is it not the sage alone who knows when

advance and when to retreat, when to maintain his abvantages
when to give them up without ever acting incorrectly?

Is it

·"The superior man toils with success, but does not boast of
he .achieves merits, but does not count them a virtue; -

this

height of magnanimous goodness."
"The superior man, when he sees what is good, moves toit; and when he sees his errors, he corrects them."

the sage alone who can do this?"
"The superior man improves his virtue and labours at his
Further, the I says:
"The superior man, when resting m security, does not f
that danger may come; wh~n he is well established, does not

in order that he may advance at the proper time."
he Ken hexagram denotes stopping or resting; -

resting

it is time to rest, and acting when it is time to act. When

"

statesmen of profound understanding who embody in themof the transcendental widom of the age3.

one's movements and rests all take place at the proper
course becomes bright and clear."
"Even in ordinary speech the superior man

IS

make a compr~hensive survey of the above-explained four

sincere.

recent Chinese history, we can paceive that the four attri-

m ordinary conduct he is cautious."

the Ch'ien hexagram "Speech and outward conduct arc the hinges and springs
the superior man.
and Earth;

~

yutr.n heng li cheng -

His speech and conduct move

ract ideas but, in fact, basic and feasible principles governan old saying that "scholars of East Chekiang, in discoursing
esswtial nature and inner life of man, invariably try to seek

should he not be careful in regard to

corroboration from historical events."
It may be realized from what has been set forth that the t'-"'''•uu 1

and the study of History are truly important occupations to

These ideals are the noble aims set forth

the philosophy of education and the philosophy of politics taught
the ancient sages, and may well serve as golden rules for the states
of all countries and of all times.

It is said in the !-Ching, "Wi

superior men, can a country be properly administered?"

It is t

a matter of utmost importance to "nourish and invigorate" sta

author, Mr. Wei Tat, alias Chien-shan (:®:~·), is a "superior
the present day. Though a member of a commercial comHong Kong, his main interest has never been in business
less in politics. Absorbed in the study of philosophy and
for a great part of his life, his scholastic attainments consist
knowledge and undastanding of the teachings of the

in order to produce the largest number of talented men for the
-

The study of the

should whole-heartedly devote ourselves.

of the !-Ching are analogous to, and corroboratc.'Cl by, those
Analects of Confucius.

represent not

·0n of the universe and the onward movement of history.

The movement of the hinges and

determines glory or disgrace.
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men who are capable of accomplishing great tasks "in accordance

and of Buddhism.

He is well able to write his philosophical

the will of Spirit and in response to the aspirations of the masses",

English to expound and propagate Chinese culture to the

who can establish themselves firmly on solid ground "like a rock

1968, at the International Sinological Conference here in

cannot be uprooted", men who, with the fourth attribute of Ch
i.e., Correctness, are "fully competent for the management of affairs

practice".

men who have the managerial ability to introduce reforms by '
ing what is obsolete and adopting what is new."

had delightful conversations together, deeply enjoying, in
of the [-Ching, our "mutual association as friends for dis-

All these are

mental ideas underlying the movement of Cultural Revival.

It

therefore be said that the !-Ching can make a unique contribution
ward the spiritual culture of the China of the present day, embodyi
as it does teachings that are profound, eternal and far-reaching.

Chien-shan also served as delegate of the China

to the Spiritual Summit Conference held in India in 1968, and
admiration on the part of our international friends for the role he
Recently, having completed in English his new treatise Chou
Exposition of the !-Ching), in thre-:: volumes, he requested
a foreword to it.

He did so in all sincerity, not at

a desire to seek some general eulogi:;tic remarks from me.

It is said in that classic, "Were not the authors of the I
misfortune and anxiety?"

in

What causes China so much anxiety

is not the problem of achieving victory and :;uccess but the problem

ly to be judged by his own work.

I have therefore ex-

few of my r~flections on the history of China over the past
in terms of the teachings of the I -Ching to serve as the

xxvi
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foreword he requested.

PREFACE
The China Academy
Yang Ming Shan
September, 1969.

impulse to embark on the present study of the Boo'c of Changes,
Chinese as the 1-Chin ;;·, came to me without any conscious
on my part in the course of my work upon another classic, the
of Rites, or the Li Chi, as it is called in Chinese. The translation

of the latter work, especially the chapter on Education, required
consultation of the Boo!? of Changes.

In this book I had long

y interested, and the possibility of access to a large number
commentaries in the libraries of Hong Kong, written Ly learned
through the centuries, had often made me wish that some competwould try his hand at a detailed exposition, in English, to
world the teachings of this wonderful Book
for thousands of years, has existed as a unique embodiment of
philosophy, metaphysics and ethics.
y inner life and meditations became more and more influenced
'" "'"''-'H«~l'."

of the Book, and as I came to comprehend more and more

· the metaphysical significance of the Text and its Ten Appendices, I
increasingly impelled to expound this school of philosophy more
and truthfully than had hitherto l:een done.

I soon found,

that to attempt this task with any prospect of success would revast amount of time which I cou:d then ill afford. But, having
a good number of Chinese commentaries on the Book, some of
very rare masterpieces, and becoming increasingly fascinated
multitudinous transformations and correlations of the hexagrams
corresponding meanings, one day, while working on the Li
the sudden and firm decision to tackle the task and prepare
philosophical study. This decision was later strengthened,
hand, by my growing interest in metaphysics and philosophy
the other, by my awareness that none of the existing English
and commentaries had done full justice to that great Book.
of 1941, I had completed an integral portion of the work
!;)Irlltted

it to Hongkong University as a thesis for the degree of

~rr

I'

Master of Arts.

The 1-Ching appealed to me not merely because

afforded a theme for an academic dissertation, but primarily

. Shantung.

By this time he was already recognized as a great

at least as the enlightened teacher of many disciples some of
were accomplished in the "Six Arts"; yet he expressed a desire to

its intrinsic interest and important teachings.
My belief in the uniqueness of the !-Ching is corroborated by
ed Chinese scholars of all the dynasties in Chinese history and,
European scholars, by the German philosopher Count Hermann

· the remaining years of his life to the study of the I, of that
of Mutation which governs the perpetual evolution of the entire
and its creatures.

"the most remarkable book of the world's literature".

In his

this distinguished Master of the

School actually sets forth conceptions of Spirit and Earth which,
and symbolism, are identical with those represented by the first two
grams of the I-Ching, thus indicating this Book's strong influence

It was said of him by the "grand historian"

Ch'ien (145-9J B.C.) that he applied himself with such diligence
y of the !-Ching that the leathern thongs which bound the

ling who, in his book The Recovery of T1·uth, acclaims the I-Ching
South Amet·ica." Meditations,

xxijt
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tablets of his copy gave way three times from wear and tear
.1

(lt

In the Confucian An~lects, he is reported to have said on one
when he was already advanced in age, that if a numter of
added to his life, he would complete his study of the I-Ching,
save himself from falling into grave errors ({1\i;JJ(;~~'

IL.+£-J.$

him.
Besides being a most remarkable book in content, the !-Ching is

interpretation of the passage just quoted has teen disputed, but

one of the most ancient and venerated in the collection of sacred

doubt that it expresses Confucius's high opinion of the I-Ching.

known as the five canonical classics of China.

phrase "save himself from. falling into grave errors" signifies that

Its teachings

the essential basis of Taoism and Confucianism and have been an

ae.rst::a.wcurL~ of the !-Citing enables the superior man to live and

times and in whatsoever situation he may find himself,

portant source of inspiration and enlightenment to philosophers
scholars throughout the long history of China, leading them to a
understanding of the meaning of their lives and their relations with
universe.

It was once said of the Christian Scriptures by a devotee

they contained shallows in which a cr ild could safely wade, and
in which a giant must struggle to keep afloat.

A similar statement

l::e made of the I-Ching, for some of its teachings are so simple

as it will render him

capab:e

of adjusting and transforming

:in accordance with the change of his circumstances and the spirit
times.

It was said that Confucius, in order to facilitate under-

of the Book by future generations, wrote various appendices, which
handed down to us under the name of the "Ten Appendices"
'Ten Wings"

C+~). 3

practical that any person of average intelligence can understand
follow them, while others are so lofty, so profound, that the ablest
strain his intellect to comprehend them and might sink exhausted in
effort.

may be said about the manner in which the subject is set
the present treatise.

First, an attempt is made to trace the

underlying the ideas expressed in the text.

Secondly, the

significance of the text and its corresponding ethical and
The importance of the !-Ching is clearly reflected in the fact that
was the subject of intensive study on the part of Confucius (551 -479 B.C
in the evening of his life, after he had returned from his long and f
I·
I

wanderings among the feudal states and settled down in his native

Confucius", The Historical Records (Shih Chi). In ancient China the
were in the form of engraved bamboo tablets bound tozether by leather

Analects, VII, 16.
appendices will be fully discussed in a separate chapter of the Introduction.
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other teachings are set forth.

In this connection, significant events

cited from history, especially Chinese history, as illustrations.

Third

the meaning of the text is developed in accordance with what is

XXXl

T'-'"'"~·~• just as all spiritual spheres arc m touch with one another, and
all outer phenomena arc connected in some way. This being the
it is of no avail to study one hexagram or one of its lines, unless its
symbol or symbols are studied at the same time. Thus, the

as "the Principle of Analogy or Correspondence," i.e., by relating
line in question (each hexagram has six lines) to its correspo
symbols, comparing the ideas suggested by them, and formulating
elaborate notions on the basis of the comparisons.

Fourthly, the

of the transformation and transposition of a particular line are
with, pointing out the new symbolisms arising therefrom and indicat
how th·e meaning of that line is borne out or further elucidated by
'

resultant symbolisms.
possible, a

s~ries

1 - i.e., the lowest line- of the Ch'icn hexagram ::=
explained in the light of the meanings of Line 1 of the corresponFu hexagram

~~.
_.., those of Line 2 of Ch'icn

:=:.;;;;

will be supple-

by those of Line 2 of the corresponding Shih hexagram

__

EE.,

and

Ultimately we may perceive a unity of significance underlying

Finally, to make the exposition as complete

m111u 1111.1._,1' ty of ideas represented by the linear figures, just as an

of divinations based on a certain line are set forth

metaphysician may perceive a world of spiritual meaning

as to show how the text can be interpreted in different ways in cliff

the whole of Nature as its vital basis.

It follows from this

that the system of philosophical thought e~tablished on the system

hypothetical cases.

must, of necessity, represent an architectonically articulate
To Western scholars the mode of thought expressed in a large p
of this treatise may appear uncommon and even fantastic.

It is both

lytical and synthetical- analytical, because the meaning
broken up into its component ideas to show how they are all based
the symbolisms of the hexagram in question and its several lines; and
thetical, because they are combined again in association with other
represented by corresponding and interrelated symbols to show how,
analogy and correspondence, the meanings of interrelated symbols
roborate and reflect one another.
ted hexagrams and their corresponding individual lines, and the estab
from such a comparison, of more developed ideas and ideals.

consists in the explanation of the lines of every hexagram by connec
them with corresponding lines of another hexagram.

It was the search for this underlying unity of

the search for the multitudinous sense-connexions behind the
and not the parrot-like reading and re-reading of the text by
Wen and the Duke of Chou, that occupied so much of Confucius's
impelled him to turn his tablets over and over again till "the
straps and iron clamps which bound them together were thrice worn
Here lies one of the unique features of the
Every hexagram and every line is understood as being correlated
hexagrams and lines, and their meanings are thereby perceived

described as the comparison of the forms of the ideas underlying ·
rnent~

y knit whole.

Its main process

one another.

In this way, we rna y "prove" the text of every

and every line by taking into account the meanin2,s of correspondjust as we treat a theorem in geometry by relatin;:s it to other
This principle of interpretation has been consistently followed in
t commentary.

the detection of analogous percepts, concepts and ideas in ·
symbols, and a synthesis of them into more elaborate metaphysical
ethical notions.

beginning of the !-Ching goes !:ad: to mythical antiquity.

It is

Thus, ideas of virtue, of metaphysics, of the ph

universe, of the social organization itself, all march in harmonious
interdependent order.

The truth behind all this is that the sixty

hexagrams with their 384 individual lines are organically connected

·meaning of these statements will become clearer to my re:1ders when they
read one of tho3e sections entitled "Analogies and Co~respondences" in my
m:rua1:1es in Books II and III on the two fundamental hexagrams, Ch'ien nne\
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not strange, therefore, that different

writer~

xxxiii

The imperial K'ang Hsi edition of the Book, the Chou I Che Chung

on the Book make

guesses at its actual age. Thus Rev. Canon
Introduction to his l::ook, A Translation of the Confucian Yi King, with

cp), which appeared in 1715, contains quotations from the comics of 218 scholars, covering roughly the time from the second
B.C. to the seventeenth century A.D. Those 218 are of course

statement that "the Yi King is regarded by the Chinese with
veneration .................. as l::eing the most ancient of their classical

a tenth of the learned

This statement, however, was strongly refuted by James Legge,

Book and to solve the many problems it poses.

men whc: have tried to interpret this mysIn the present

an attempt will be made to present simply and clearly, and,

that "the Shu is the oldest of the Chinese Classics, and contains
more than a thousand years earlier than King Wen. Several pieces

possible, to develop, the vast amount of thinking that has been

Shih King are also older than anything in the Yi; to which there can thus

commentators throughout the centuries.

assigned only the third place in point of age among the monuments

to the first two hexagrams, it cannot, of course, pretend to give

Chinese literature."

forms the symcolic basis of the text, is regarded as an integral portion
the Book.

y leave the reader with clear fundamental ideas on the subject.
,uu.~•u•"

But if the

of hexagrams, the composition of which is ascribed to

justification for my present task lies in ·the fact that English

(3rd millennium B.C.), is regarded as part and parcel of the !-Ching
in principle it should be regarded ·- then it is perfectly correct

say that the I -Ching is the most ancient of the Chinese classics.
be explained in due course, the !-Ching is understood

<1S

As

"having

in point of time, through three antiquities, and, in point
through the hands of three sages"

CAJ!l:.=:.~

Into

given by such a commentary the reader should be able to fit
of further research.

It is obvious that James Legge, when comparing the

classics, had in mind only the main text of the !-Ching.

a~

of knowledge which may be attained in a complete study, but

The solution of this problem concerning the age

the !-Ching depends on whether the system of sixty-four hexagrams,

Inasmuch as it is con un-

~•a'"v'·'"

and commentaries respecting the !-Ching have been scanty. Up
the only satisfactory English translation available was that made
Legge, published in 1882, Vol XVI of the Sacred Boo.h of the

Legge, like other scholars before him, wrote a running commentary
Book; but the commentary is so concise as to appear like a mere

• i:lt~.=:.rt;).

to the translation.

In his Preface, Legge mentions that in 1876

Rev. Canon McClatchie published a book in Shanghai with the title,
The

Boo.~

of Changes escaped the fate of the other classics at the

of the notorious "Burning of the Books" in B.C. 213 under the tyrant
Shih-huang-ti, or First Emperor of the Ch'in dynasty (221-2C6 B.
In the memorial which Premier Li Ssu addressed to his sovereign, c

Translation of the Confucian Yi King, or the 'Classic of Changes,'
Of this version Legge writes, "I have followMcClatchie's translation from paragraph to paragraph and from
to sentence, but found nothing which I could employ with advan-

ling that all old books should be consigned to the flames,
was made of those dealing with "medicine, divination, and
The !-Ching was held to be a book of divination, and so was

Tw•·~,··""'

In the catalogue of works in the Imperial Library, prepared
Hsin (?;iU'ltt) about the beginning of the Christian era,

Legge's time, there have been two other translations of the IOne of them is a German presentation by Richard Wilhelm, callBuch der Wandlungen, published in 1924, an English translation of
has since been made by Cary F. Baynes and published by Pantheon

commentaries on the I and its Appendices; these emanate from
different authors or schools, and comprise 294 contributions, both long

Shu, ch, 30 ("Treatise on Literature")

Books Inc.
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and Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd.

The other is an

XXXV

to study for themselves this singularly fascinating subject, which has

translation by John Blofeld for practical

of years engaged the best attention of Chinese sages and

1963 by George Allen & Unwin Ltd.
Besides Legge's and Wilhelm's commentaries, I have in my

This present treatise does not pretend to be an exbaustive exposition of

well over a hundred Chinese commentaries belonging to different
from the Han dynasty to the present day.

While

Devoted as it is to the treat-

of only the first two hexagrams, namely, Ch'ien and K'un, and the

superficial, others are of the highest value and
much useful material.

far-reaching philosophy of the !-Ching.

related to them, it is intended as the first part of a humble

Many of the r1uotations from Chinese

towards the spiritual culture of the world, in tbe hope that it

aries appear in my treatise as free translations, for it is the essential
and not the form of expression that is of real importance.

as one of the rough stones in tbe complete Temple of Chinese

In many

the original Chinese version is either enclosed in parentheses along with
translation, or appended in the footnotes.

WEI TAT

Throughout the present commentary, I have assumed the role,
a critic, but of a sympathetic exponent of the metaphysical truths
ing the !-Ching.

I want to show how the !-Ching has been

1969

and interpreted by Chinese scholars of the old school, and how I
understand it in the light of Western culture.

I want to show my

of Europe and America the Chinese ways of thinking and the '
profundity" of their philosophical understanding.

I think this may be

right way for a Chinese to express the spirit of Chinese culture to
West.
The aim of my enquiry into the whole text of the T-Chin.g and
Ten Appendices is to set the results before my readers in a form
will make it easier for them to exercise their own judgment. That
been my sole purpose in this treatise- to present and develop a great
bel of interpretations, old and new; to suggest, on the basis of these,
accurate exposition of an exceedingly difficult and complex

system

philosophy and ethics; and then to leave the construction, as I have
ed it, to be confirmed, rectified or expanded by later students.
It is my fervent hope that these efforts, incomplete and crude
they be, will stimulate th(,: interest of some of my readers and

.;:;ui.,VULL>f
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The Diagram of Ultimate Reality
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THE HEXAGRAMS in the order in which they appear

THE NAMES OJ1, THE HEXAGRAMS ARRANGED

in the I -Ching as arranged by King Wen

IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
1

NUMBER OF
HEXAGRAM

NAME

CheD
Chi Chi
Chia Jen
Chich
Chich
Chien
Chien
Ch'ien
Ching
Chun
Chung Fu
Feng
Fu
Heng
Hsiao Ch'u
Hsiao Kuo
Hsien
Hsii
Huan
I
I
K'an
Ken
Ko
Kou
Ku
Kuai
Kuan
Kuei Mei
K'uei
K'un
K'un

NUMBER
HEXAGRAM

NAME

Ch'ien

mu1!!
'fJ<.A
~~

rf!'j
~
~fifr

.

Jii!r:
;tt-

Tti.
ltl :+:
l~.
-~-::i!~

51
63

37
40
GO
39
53
1
48

3
61

55
2"1

32

;J\1'4:

9

;j\;\i~

62
31
5
59
27
42

29
52

)~

49
4:4
18
43

~,\

20

mt+:

54

IT'k
rr\1

38
2

Efl

47

Li
Li
Lin
Lii
Meng
Ming I
Pi
Pi
P'i
P'o
Sheng·
Shih
Shih Ho
Sui
Sun
Sun
Sung
Ta Chuang
Ta Ch'u
Ta Kuo
Ta Yu
T'ai
Ting
Ts'ien
Tsin
'fs'ui
Tui
Tun
T'ung Jcn
Wei Chi
Wu Wang
Yii

10
30

»N.

19
56

.H-,

4
36
8

]!!

22

~
f9~5Q

i~
3'¥1J

:rr
Olfi
r(;EP~t

Mi
:f.fl

21
17
41

57

;;0
7dl:

34

);jffiJ
j({J

6

26
28
14

'3}~

11

m~
~i

50
15

35
45

58
~IJA

*ii'f

X:~

I*

33
13

64
25
16

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

K'un

Chun

Meng

Hsu

Sung

Shih

Pi

10

11

12

1'.,.'

15

16

Li

T'ai

P'i

T'ung ]en

Ta Yu

Ts'ien

Yii

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

w

12

23
46
7

J~

j;J.fi

9

------ --- ---- -------------------- -------- ------- -- -- ----- --- -- ------------- -- -- --- --- -- -............. -- -----........ ----- -- -- -- --------------- -- -........ --- --- --

--...........
-------- --

Sui

25

Ku

Lin

Kuan

Shih Ho

Pi

Po

Fu

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Ta Kuo

K'an

Li

Hsicn

Heng

38

39

·tO

Ta Ch'u

34

35

:i6

...,...,

Ta Chuang

Tsin

Ming I

42

Kou

Chia ]en

K'uei

Chien

Chieh

45

4.6

47

48

Ts'ui

Sb.eng

Ching

K'un

-- ------ ------- ·- --- --- ---- -- --------- ----

51

Ting

Chert

Ken

Chien

Kuei Mei

58

59

60

61

62

Tui

Huan

'Chieh

Chung Fu

Hsiao Kuo

50

52

53

5:)

54

,)6'

XL
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~

tl!aiiiD -

Feng

Lu

61

-

-

Chi Cei

Wei Clli

THE SIXTY-FOUR HEXAGRAMS
THE HEXAGRAMS, exhibited circularly and in a square, according to the natural process of development from the Yancr and
Yin lines, and the order of arragement ascribed to Fu Hsi.
"'
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BOOK I

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I

The Genesis and Developn1ent
of the I -Ching
The student of the I-Chin.g must know something of its history, in
order to read and understand it aright from the outset. For this book
was not written by one author at one time or by joint authors within the
same period of time. Like the Gospels of Christ, the I-Chingis a synthesis
------

of the works of
four
•"-

-~·-•·-·~---~~~--o~-

ve~~~rated

~-----~--~-·

~

<<-.

-~-

<

sages who belonged to different periods

•-·~·,--·-,,~"'•"•,"'-•·--•···~--·-····--

_in_E}s!_o~y._namely, F:ti_Jt~-'- KjpgjVepdJ:t.ePt!~<::_()f Chou, and Conf1Jcius..

As for the thousands of commentaries, they belong to all periods from the
time of Confucius down to the present day.

As might be expected, the

commentaries are not all alike, some dealing with the symbolical basis of
the Book, others emphasizing its metaphysical and philosophical side, still
others confining themselves to its ethical teachings; a few of them delve
into its mathematical intricacies, explaining the text in accordance with
"the Principle of Analogy or Correspondence".

Rarely indeed has there

been a commentator who has expounded the teachings of this mysterious
book from all these four aspects.

Thus, the I-Chitzg may well be likened

to a diamond of many facets, not all of which can te delineated on a
two-dimensional plane.

Small wonde1 that the light of this multi-dimen-

sional Diamond of Truth has rarely shone forth in all its 1::eauty.
Most commentator.s ar(! agreed that" the origin of the !-Ching lies in
mythical antiquity. This statement is unquestionably true, l::ut it applies only
to the system of symbols--i.e., the Eight Trigrams and the Sixty-four Hexagrams-.Jhat constitutes the diagrammatic tasis of the Book. 1 The text
itself is not so ancient; its historic period, in the Chou dynasty, can
·-~--

•

7

····--

definitely 1::e established.
One of the Appendices gives testimony to the age and authorship of
1 The

ge~esis

l~trodqctiqn,

of this system of symbols will be dea,lt with in Chapter III of this

THE I-CHING

2

TftE GENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF TftE l-OftiNG

the text of the I-Ching. The Hsi Tz'u Appendix
usually
K - - . . .(~~{f),
-...._,.,__..,_
called ~'It!':.atise, is the most important. It affords a due in the

Yu-li (~!E), in the present province of Ho-nan. I?.11J:ip._g___this...pe.ciod....o£.
imprisonment, he . devoted himself to contemplating the meanings of the

following terms:

~ixt~-f~"_h~::x~.g.:r.ams.

Was it not m the period of middle antiquity that the I began
to flourish?
anxiety?

Were not its author or authors in great misfortune and

1

According to Chinese writers, the furthest antiquity commences with
J<'u Hsi in the third millennium B.C.; and the nearest witq. Confucius in
the middle of the sixth century B.C. Between these is the period of
middle antiquity, covering a comparatively short time from the rise of
the Chou dynasty, towards the close of the twelfth centmy B.C., to the
Confucian era. According to the above-quoted parag1aph, it was in this
period of middle antiquity that the text of the 1-Ching was composed.

King Wen and the Duke of Chou as Authors
Another passage of the Great Treatise affords more definite testimony
to the age of the I-Ching;
Did not the I begin to flourish toward the end of the Yin
dynasty when the virtue of Chou had reached its highest point and
when King Wen was having troubles with the Yin tyrant? It is for
this reason that the statements in the Book intimate a sense of danger
and teach how those who are in danger can attain security while
those who are easy-going are to ce overthrown. 2
The dynasty of Yin (Shang) (1751-1112 B.C.) was superseded by
that of Chou (1111-249 B.C.). ,1)~ founder of (J~ou w~s ~!~g__"Y_~!!
(r.l171-1122 B.C.), though he never occupied the throne. The troubles
he had with the last sovereign of the Yin dynasty reached their height in
1132 B.C. when the tyrant threw him into prison in a place called
1 Jl,;Z.~off!, ' ~!=f:li!l~ ' fp~;lf?lf~.li!i~ • (Para. 49, Section II) •
2~;2:.~-!I!.t~~~*~'~~~,~~±~~-~,~~~~~·~~~~,~

f.l!!'M o (Para.

69, Section II)

o

He knew full well that in previous dynasties those
symbols, though arranged in different orders, had been regarded as images
of metaphysical significance, by means of which a spiritual person could
attain conscious touch with the inner realities corresponding to them. He
understood further that those symbols represented general situations in life
in which man usually finds himself. He therefore took them up, one
after another, according to the contrasts in the lines of each successive
pair of hexagrams, studied their symbolisms and their correlations with one
another, and then explained their significance in a short paragraph, with
some indication of the proper action to l::e taken in the circumstances.
Thus he wrote sixty-four short essays, symbolically expressed and based
.on the hexagrams, on a variety of important themes, mostly of a moral,
social, and political character. These sixty-four essays constitute part of
the main text ofthe I-Ching.
King Wen was not kept long in confinement. His friends succeeded
in appeasing his enemy's anger and securing his liberation in the following
year. It can thus be inferred that the composition of this text of the [.
Ching, so far as we owe it to King Wen, was probably begun in 1132
B.C. and finished in 1131 B.C.
The part which is thus ascribed to King Wen is only a small portion
of the I.

A larger portion is attributed to his son Tan, better known as

the Duke of C}:J.~. The latter did not deal directly with the entire hexagram
but, by means of symbolical or emblematic illustration, expounded the
significance of each line, beginning with the first or bottom line, and
gave indication of the good or bad fortune relating to the action taken
in connection with it. The combined significance of the six lines as
interpreted by the Duke of Chou corresponds in general tenor to his
father King Wen's interpretation of the hexagram as a whole.
The Duke of Chou died in the year 1094 B.C. The I-Ching as it
has come down to us must, therefore, have been completed a few years
before his death.
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wrote a long commentary on the Book1 and passed on the teachings to

Confucius as Commentator

T'ien Wang Sun (BEE:i%) from whom they passed to the three most
distinguished !-Ching scholars of the Han dynasty, namely, Shih Ch'ou

We have traced the text of the I -Ching to its authors, King Wen in
the year 1132 B.C. and his son, the Duke of

Cho~I.

Several centuries

C:IJfU8fD, Meng Hsi (ih=:>V, and Liang-ch'iu Ho CW:lfl3~). It is possible,

later, came the great task of Confucius (551-479 B.C.). He had returned
from his long and strenuous wanderings among the feudal states, and was
settled down in his native Lu. He was now an old man, nearly seventy,

but hard I y necessary, to trace the lineage of this school of
throughout the different dynasties down to the present day.
it best to adopt Dr. Yang Chien-hsing's idea of dividing the
of the Book of Changes since Confucius's time into three main

worn out by years of travel, privation and anxiety, at a time of life when

the Han, the Sung, and the Ch'ing. 2

the physical frame l:egins to demand quiet and repose.

wisdom
I think
history
periods:

He took no

further active part in the administration of his native state, but spent the
rest of his life in moral and historical studies, in editing the classics, and

In the Han dynasty (206 B.C. to 220 A.D.), the most outstanding

to the study of the !-Ching, and wrote various "appendices" to elucidate

authorities on the !-Ching were, as mentioned above, Shih Ch'ou, Meng
Hsi, and Liang-ch'iu Ho. Others of note were Ching Fang OizM) and
Pi Chih (VJ:@:). This Han School was superseded by that of Wang Pi

the text of King Wen and the Duke of Chou, to point out the human

c.=r3ti:D of the Wei dynasty (220-265), who expounded the !-Ching only

activities corresponding to the cosmic situations represented by the symbols,

in the light of the mysticism of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu and disregarded the symbolic basis of the text. The Han School was thus lost in

in teaching his disciples.

It was at this period that he devoted himself

to explain the method of divination, the sequence of the hexagrams, and
similar expositions.

Commentators after Confucius

which he entitled the Chou I Chi Chieh (JW.l~*~if,), i.e., the combined com-

Out of all the three tho~1sand disciples of Confucius, only two are
now known to have completed the course of study on the I -Ching under
the personal instruction of the Master.

oblivion for more than five centuries until Li Ting-tsu C1~JiTiiJT'f) of the
T'ang dynasy (618-907) attempted to revive it by compiling the fragmentary works of some thirty-five different commentators in one edition

They were Shang Ch'u

(~JU!),

a native of Lu, twenty-nine years younger than Confucius, and Pu Shang

( rH!),

mentary on the Chou I. This work ·was, however, too concise and too
undistinguished to be effective in bringing about a renaissance of the
Han School.
In the Sung dynasty (960-1279), the outstanding authorities on the!-

also known as Tzu Hsia (-=f~). The Former passed on the
wisdom of the I to K.an Pi Tzu Hung (~1lfr51.) who passed it on to

Ching were Shao Yung

Ch'iao Pi Tzu Yung CtTt-IJ!-=ffF~Y who, in turn, passed it on, through four
"generations" of disciples, to T'ien Ho ( BlfriJ) of the state of Ch'i.

Shao's school of thought and did his utmost to correct the errors of Wang
Pi C:IJti:D; but he made a grave mistake by laying major emphasis on the

T'ien Ho lived through the Ch'in dynasty and witnessed the "Burning
of the Books", which, however, did not involve the !-Ching. Following
the rise of the Han dynasty, T'ien Ho passed on the wisdom to several

divination-aspect of the !-Ching and explaining the text as a collection
of oracles instead of a system of philosophy, thus failing entire! Y to do

disciples of vvhom the most celebrated was Ting K'uan

CTJ&).

({W¥10, who developed the metaphysics of the

Ching along entirely new lines, and Chu Hsi (~~~~0. The latter followed

justice to the nobler and deeper motives with which the venerated sages

Ting

1 kb~P&J~, lt!l1EBfllDi~&i.i:l',~&;JtrHJ/\. , lt!Jclf~(1~:*Mn • J.J.~?i'U~ • ;llk: rtrHl~~ ' lffr'tt'f·B1,
~)'IJft •1'af£5'f·hU----;l!i • J;rJ"H¥.!1!2-iY:=:f • :l't':f~:aJ-ji'f • f£'f·j!f.fffJ o f!):ffi"it:I:*tl\16~: imffl
-·1} ':fYXJFG--:fhTf~IT.Jlt 'mn~!"F-F:J-~' Mi''lllfHZ~-}:ffjit • l*JJ!l.-:I·~-~' IEM'f~ o

!-

1 TT.Lf!:;kMm:=2m~

;z Cf,

~h~~

o

: &;1 ~~WtW/f.:e\'<"
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of old had composed the classic. The commentators of the subsequent
dynasties of Yuan and Ming (1277-16,!3) followed more or less the same
lines of thought as those of the Sung masters, with perhaps one exception, Lai Chih-teh OK~olO, who improved on the Han and Sung schools
by discovering new methods of interpreting the symbolisms of the hex.
a grams, thus throwing new light on the mental processes of King Wen,
the Duke of Chou, and Confucius.
Of the outstanding !-Ching authorities in the Ch'ing dynasty, (16441912), may be mentioned Hui Tung (;t;B;j:JiO who wrote Chou I Shu ;cm~1
Jzl!;); Chang Hui-yen (iJEJ$:-~D who wrote Cheng Shun I I C~~w~~) and
Yii I I O~t~~), both of which are based on the Han school of interpretation; Mao Ch'i-ling (::f1§t~) who wrote Chung Shih I C1rJll\:.~); Chi Tak'uei (~C,j(~) who wrote I Wen C~F~~) and Kuan I Wai P'ien (.ft~;)i.
:Fro); Chiao Hsun C1i~ilf1) who wrote the I T'ung Shih C~:®.l¥0; and Tuan
Mu Kuo Hu Cli#r1t:ffl!fli!D who Wrote Chou I Chih (m]&):f~). Those illustrious commentators either explained the meanings of the symbolisms,
or expounded the philosophy of life on the basis of those symbolisms, or
revealed the significance of the multitudinous transformations and correlations of the 64 hexagrams and their 384 individual lines. In this way
they transformed the whole edifice of thought represented by the !-Ching
into one co-ordinated and interrelated system of philosophy in which the
evolution and association of ideas are governed by principles of almost
mathematical and scientific exactitude. Of those Ch'ing scholars Chiao
Hsun C;t;tHJll!) should be recognized as the highest authority on the !-Ching.
He was a great mathematician and wrote commentaries on other classics
besides the !-Ching. His I T'ung Shih (Jij):®_j:{)!), which consists of fourteen
volumes, was the result of more than twenty years of concentrated study
of the Book. To him should be given the credit of having discovered, for
the first time in 2,500 years, one of the master keys to the Book of Changes,
the key which reveals how Fu Hsi made use of the system of hexagrams
to impart ethical teachings to his people, and how King Wen, the Duke
of Chou and Confucius understood the correlations of those hexagrams
and came to write the text and the Appendices. The I T'ung Shih
reveals the principle of mutation which governs the inter-adjustment of
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all the hexagrams and shows how every word and every phrase is correlated
with all similar wm·ds and phrases throughout the text. Like Higher
lVIathematics which can only J:c studied after an elementary co:1rse has
been mastered, an English commentary on the !-Ching on the basis of
the I T'ung Shih can only be understood and appreciated a~ter the entire
text of the book has been studied along traditional lines as followed in
the present commentary, i.e., after the student has familiarized himself
with the entire text and is at least capable of visualizing at once all the
sixty-foar hexagrams with their corresponding names, and following their
transformations from one to another.

Commentators of Our Times
Coming to the present age, valuable contributions were made by the
distinguished authorities Yang Chien-hsing (fb}!.IJtJ[;;), Huang Hsing-jo
(~JH.;:f'f), both of Wusih, and Hang Hsin-chai (;tjt*m) of Hangchow.
The last-mentioned had the largest collection of works on the !-Ching

and wrote four volumes on various aspects of the classic. Huang
Hsing-jo wrote the I lfsueh T'c.n Yuan Ching Chuan C.hieh (£cy':l*~m

fW":J1¥), while Yang Chien-hsing, who has completely mastered the
T'~mg

1

Shih and is developing the subject on a more elaborate scale,

has written a series of works which includes his Lectures on the I -Ching
(4 vols.) (Jbtf:?iitrJtiJ.\k). Most of his other manuscripts were unfortunately
either lost or burnt following the attack and occupation of Wusih by
Japanese forces in 1938.

Both Huang Hsing-jo and Hang Hsin-chai have

passed on, leaving Yang Chien-hsing as the only authority of the present
day to keep alight the torch of Chinese wisdom handed down by our
sages and scholars througho:lt the last five thousand years.
As for myself, I had during my boyhood the good fortune to te
instructed in the Chinese classics by a learned scholar of the old school.
My teacher made me memorize the whole text of the !-Ching by heart
and dic.l his best to explain its meaning to me. Then, in 1922, when I
was a student in the Arts Faculty of Hongkong University, I attended
a complete course of lectures on the Book by Ou Ta-tien (lil[:;k:!1-l-!-), a

THE I-CHING
Later, in
1936, twelve years after my graduation, he was my private tutor and
gave me advanced instruction on the !-Ching. I am also fortunate in
having procured from various so:1rces all the great commentaries on the IChing including those enumerated above. All these works provide a rich
mine of valuable materials for my present treatise. One of them in
particular is most enlightening-the Chou 1 Tsa Kua Cheng Chieh (,00».,

T

Hanlin and Professor of Chinese Classics in that University.

:$ffi!i-lm'~¥) by Chou. Shan-pei (}.lfJ~jif), the only authority I have so far

encountered who explains the text in accordance with the "Principle of
Analogy or Correspondence". In this masterpiece of his I have found
full confirmation of all the observations I have made in the twelve sections
entitled "Analogies and Correspondences" in connection with the twelve
individual lines of Ch'ien and K'un. For this I shall always owe him a
deep debt of gratitude.

CHAPTER II

The Metaphysical Tenets
of the I -Ching
On every side, and in everything, we perceive constant change of
form, shape, and activity; everlasting transmutation of substance; impermanence in everything; nothing stable; nothing firm; nothing persisting;
everything in constant motion; everything in a state of flux; everything
flowing on like a river, never the same for two consecutive moments; all
things ever-changing particles of a huge cosmic flame; nothing permanently
"being"; everything constantly "l::ecoming" or passing from one state
to another; action and reaction; cycles and rhythms; the beginningless
and endless sequence of events; the constant operation of cause and effect;
the Law of Change ever modifying and altering the shape, form, activity,
state, and condition of everything, from the very moment of its creation
or birth.
In the vortex of constant changes, thinking men and women have
sought for a fundamental principle of REALITY underlying, supporting,
and sustaining the universe of these transitory, changing shapes, forms,
activities, states, and conditions,-that "unconditioned and absolute ground
for all that exists conditionally", which Plato asserted to be the real subjectmatter of philosophical inquiry.
The wise have ever refused to accept the changing, impermanent,
phenomenal universe as the ultimate truth or REALITY. They have
always insisted upon looking behind and beyond the world of manifestation
for the essence which they believe must lie hidden there; for the infinite
essence underlying the finite; for the immutable essence underlying the
transitory.
Gazing upon the universal manifestation of the law of change, the
thoughtful have ever asked themselves and others the ultimate question:
What is it that 1nani!ests change?

What is it that IS?

What is it that is

rl
[
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YIN (~) and YANG 0~), i.e.,

truthfully and in fact REALITY?
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l''eminine and Masculine, the Receptive

and the Creative, Negative and Positive, Passive and Active.

These two

While the majority of the human race has contented itself with creating

aspects or principles, being inseparable parts of a unity, are always at vvork

gods, demigods, godlings, and minor supernatural entities in endless variety,

in space and time, interplaying and co-operating with each other, and

the wiser meml=ers, discarding these creations of the naive imaginations

it is the interplay and co-operation of these two cosmic forces that causes

of their brethren, and ignoring the interested dogma of the various priest-

the ever-changing phenomena of our universe.

hoods attending the shrines of the local deities, tribal gods, and superna-

as we know it, these two polar opposites manifest themselves as Spirit and

tural personages, have ever sought for the principle of REALITY which

Matter, Father and Mother, Day and Night, Light and Darkness, Life and

abides in the infinity of manifested forms, shapes, activities, and existences

}'orm, Good and Evil, Motion and Rest, the Positive and Negative Poles

of the universe, and in which all things in their turn abide and have their

of Electricity and Magnetism, and many other dualities familiar to us

being.

in daily life. In the text of the !-Ching arc many sayings expressing this

They have perceived that REALITY cannot l::c merely the outward
manifestations of existence. With its finite appearance, the material panorama of the manifested universe is recognized as a phantasmagoria, and
all beings participating in it as mere actors on the great stage of the
Cosmos.

The wise have ever held that the manifested universe is akin

to a cosmic dramatization of REALITY.

truth.

In the world of relativity

For instance, one of the Ten Appendices to the Book (The Great

Treatise) says:

"The creative rhythm of Yin and Yang constitutes what

is called the Tao"

(-~-~912.~~~). 1

Again: "In the 1 (ChangesJ

there is the SUPREME ULTIMATE which engenders the Two Primal
Forces (Yin and Yang) " 2 (JJ.,if;i(:Ni • 1f::g:f.Wi~)

•

One of the best expositions of this doctrine of Unity in Duality is
given by Chou Tun-i (JWJ¥5c~) (1017-1073 A.D.), a sage of the Sung

Ultimate Reality according to the 1-Ching

dynasty (960-1279 A.D.), in his T'ai-Chi-T'u Shu.o (:f.\:t.Ni,rnfljjlt). 3

Now what have the venerated sages of Ancient China, the scholarauthors of the

Boo:'?. of

Changes, perceived

have they taught about Reality?

and understood?

What

They have taught us by unique diagrams

Thr:

following passage serves as an illustration:
The Supreme Ultimate through creative Movement manifests its
Yang Aspect.

This Movement, having reached its limit, is followed

as well as illuminating words that there exists one Boundless Immutable

by Quiescence, and by this Quiescence, it manifests its Yin Aspect.

Principle, one Absolute Reality, which antccedes all manifested conditioned

When Quiescence has reached its limit there is a return to Movement.

Being.

It is called in the !-Ching the T'ai Chi

Ultimate.

C:i:ti.),

i.e., Supreme

This Ultimate Reality is the One Life, the One Self-Existence,

the Absolute All-in-All, Eternal and Infinite, the Causeless Cause of all
things and THAT to which all things eventually return

Thus Movement and Quiescence, in alternation, become each the
source of the other.

The distinction between Yin and Yang is deter-

mined and the Two Modes (i.e., Yin and Yang) arc established.

( --*'ft~~

::V-"* • 1Ji;~:{l~fli--*).

The phenomenal universe, with all things contained
therein, is the objective manifestation of this Absolute Reality.

The Ch'ien Principle [Yang] constitutes the male element, and
the K'un Pnnciple [Yin] constitutes the female element.

These Two

Forces [Yin and Yang] by their interaction operate to produce the
This Al::solutc Reality which is to be known not by the intellect but
by a very much superior faculty, the faculty of intuition, which knows
by direct, immediate comprehension, is understood as having two aspects:

1 Section I, Chap. V Para. 24
2 Section I, Chap. XI, Para. 70
.
.
3 This essay will be dealt with in detail in a separate chapter of th1s IntroductlOn.

T
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myriad things, and these in their turn produce and reproduce,
that transformation and change continue without end.

13

Polarity as seen in the Physical Sciences

30

As well as delving into western philosophy and mysticism for confirmation and corroboration of this central doctrine of the Boo.? of Changes,
we can find in modern science a few illustrations that are familiar to

The Law of Polarity
In western literature, this principle of interaction l:etwcen Yin and
Yang is known as the Law of Polarity. It is interesting to note that this
law has been expounded ty Ralph Waldo Emerson in his Essay on Compensation in the following manner:

POLARITY, or action and reac t'10n, we meet 1n every part
of nature; in darkness and light; in heat and cold; in the ebb

ji

us.

I

~

centrifugal and centripetal gravity; in electricity, galvanism, and
chemical affinity. Superinduce magnetism at one end of a needle,

unchangeable basis of the universe, can now Le broken up into tiny granules

I
I

of negative and positive electricity, respectively known as electrons and
protons, the electrons revolving around the proton, or the nucleus, just as

I

the planets revolve around the sun. If we had the faculty of being able
to observe an atom of hydrogen, we would notice the dizzy circuits of a

li
II

the opposite magnetism takes place at the other end. If the
south attracts, the north repels. To empty here, you must

I

An inevitable dualism bisects nature, so that

I

condense there.

each thing is a half, and suggests another thing to make it
whole; as spirit, matter; man, woman; subjective, objective; m,
out; upper, under; motion, rest; yea, nay.
Henri Bergson, too, was apparently referring to the same trnth when
he wrote in his Creative Evolution:

As we all know, the solid atom, once considered the indivisible and

(

and flow of waters; in male and female; in the inspiration and
expiration of plants and animals; in the systole and diastole of
the heart; in the undulations of fluid and of sound; in the

Let us first take the case of the atom.

ll

negative electron revolving round a positive nucleus at the rate of six
thousand billion times per second. 1 Recently, physicists have also discovered that the whirling electrons themselves arc also both positive and
negative, corresponding to the masculine and feminine aspects of the
Absolute. The results of these developments are described by Dr. Karl
K. Darrow, 2 who points out that "when a plate of dense

matter is

exposed to a stream of photons, electrons are found springing two by two
from the plate, negative and positive leaping from the same point. This
means that a photon of light has died and given birth to a pair of
electrons,

one positive and one

negative."

Conversely, it

is held

possible and even probable that "a positive and a negative electron may
meet each other while roaming through space, and merge with each other
to form a corpuscle of light."
During the 1951 Festival of Britain there was a memorable exhibition

It is true that in the universe itself two opposite movements are
to be distingnished, "descent" and "ascent''. The first only unwinds

in the Hall of Science showing the basic constituents of matter.

a roll ready prepared .... But the ascending movement, which corresponds to an inner work of ripening or creating, endures essentially,
and imposes its rhythm on the first, which is inseparable from it.

piece of lead from the point of a pencil was gradually amplified so many
thousands of times that one could walk in passages of light among the
crystals that made up its composition. Finally, tlte crystals themselves were

A minute

amplified, again so many thousands of times that there was nothing to be
seen but the inherent forces of matter-vast blue space in which positive
1 Cf. Robert Linssen, Living Zen, p. 274, Grove Press, Inc. New York,
2 K::trl K Darrow, The Renaissance of Physics,

...

--------;·'~~

T
t
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I

and negative electrical charges made a steady rhythmic pattern of light
and energy-impulses. This is the true constitution of matter-energy and
light, consisting of positit•e and negative electrical charges.

This is the

living, underlying structure of the universe, the primal substance from
which form is created.

[
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This law of periodicity is also known as the Law of Cycles and the

I

Law of Growth and Decay.

I
I

this Introduction.

I

outward expression, in the sense of possible development, is not limited.

They will be explained in Chapter III of

Suffice it to note here that

all

things

are subject

to the law of growth and decay; there is not one thing of which the
Even the culture of a nation must die, once the meaning which it embodies

Let us take a simpler illustration- water.

has founcl full expression.

We all know that water is

The rise and fall of civilizations, the regular

composed of oxygen and hydrogen, but not many of us are aware that,

succession of the four seasons, the ebb and flow of the tides are all governed

in the atomic structure of a molecule of water, hydrogen is positive and

by this basic law.

oxygen negative.

This can easily be proved by what is called the elec-

Universes, too, have their birth, their growth, their decay and their death.

trolysis of water, i.e., the decomposition of water into its constituent elements

Ovid expressed this truth long ago in the following lines from his Meta-

by means of an electric current.

morphoses:

In that experiment it will be found that

the hydrogen bubbles arise at the anode (positive pole), while the oxygen
bubbles arise at the cathode (negative pole).
One more illustration.

on a star, rings of alternating light and darkness called 'diffraction patterns' were seen around it.

There is nothing constant in the universe.

Now, why alternating light and darkness?

Obviously, in this phenomenon, too, occurs this duality of Yin and Yang in
the form of light and darkness.

We can thus see that the Principle of

All ebb and flow,

and every shape that's born, bears in its womb the seeds of change.

In 1920 Professor A. A. Michelson noted (as

had many other astronc>mers before him) that, when he focused his telescope

In accordance with this law, Worlds, Solar Systems and

Herbert Spe~cer also had perceived the operation of this law

I

I
'l

I
I

when he wrote in his First Principles:
Apparently, the universally coexistent forces of attraction
and repulsion which, as we have seen, necessitate rhythm in all
minor changes throughout the Universe, also necessitate rhythm

Polarity, long ago embodied in the Book of Changes, has been amply borne

in the totality of its changes-produce now an immeasurable period

out by the experiments and observations of modern scientists and philosophers.

during which the attracting forces, predominating, cause univerasl

By analogy and correspondence, this principle is in operation throughout

concentration, and then an immeasurable period, during which

Nature, in all spheres of existence, from the highest to the lowest, from

the repulsive forces, predominating, cause universal diffusion-

the greatest to the minutest.

alternate eras of evolution and dissolution.

Periodicity and Recurrence

The Law of Enantiodromia

Another principle taught in the Book of Changes is the absolute umver-

In a unique fashion the Book of Changes also embodies and expounds

sality of the Law of Periodicity, of flux and reflux, ebb and flow, which

the Law of Reversion in extr~mis (~~&.\&), i.e., the reversion of one

physical science has observed and recorded in all departments of nature.
An alternation such as that of Day and Night, Life and Death, Sleeping

pole to its very opposite at an extreme point (~fpi~~. ~~jlt~). In
western philosophical terminology this law is known as the Law of

and Waking, is a fact so perfectly universal that it can easily be recog-

Enantiodromia, a Greek word used by Heracleitus to signify reversion to

nized as one of the fundamental La,<\·s of the Universe.

the opposite.

By this is meant that one pole, whether Yin or Yang,

T
I
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automatically changes into its opposite at a certain point just as water
automatically begins to expand instead of contracting when its falling
temperature reaches four degrees Centigrade, and just as night begins to
change into day, and day into night at a certain moment. The truth
is that when the Creative Principle, Yang, has reached its greatest strength,
the dark power of Yin is born within its depths; night begins at midday
when Yang breaks up and begins to change into Yin.

Likewise, day

I

I
1.

I
I
I
I

begins at midnight when Yin breaks up and begins to change into Yang.

. 17

of fullness and maximum expression, its polar opposite, Yin, begins automatically to manifest itself. Likewise, Yin, indicated by the black portion,
appears from the centre and gradually grows, expanding and increasing till
it attains its utmost limit of manifestation, as represented by the straight
line at the lower part of the diagram.
and the cycle is repeated cd infinitum.

Thereupon Yang is reborn again
This alternate growth and passing

away of Yin and Yang, their successive influx and effiux,

and their trans-

formation at an extreme point are simultaneous manifestations of two
basic laws taught in the !-Ching, namely, the Law of Cycles and the

Thus it is written in one of the Ten Appendices that "when the sun
has reached its meridian height, it begins to decline.
has become full, it begins to wane."

THE METAPHYSICAL TENETS OF THE I-CHING
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Law of Enantiodromia.

When the moon

It is interesting to note that Herbert Spencer touched upon the operation
of this law of reversion also when he wrote in the book already referred

This principle may be perceived in the following diagram called the
T'ai Chi T'u (~;fli[OO), i.e., the diagram of the Supreme Ultimate with its
two aspects Yin and Yang:

to.
Motion as well as matter being fixed in quantity, it would
seem that when the change in the distribution of matter which motion
effects come5 to a limit in whichever direction it is carried, the
indestructible motion thereupon necessitates a reverse distribution
(Italics added).

j

1

I
r
The origin and meaning of this symbol together with those of the corresponding Eight Trigrams CiUJ) will be e.:rplained in Chapter III of this
Introduction. Suffice it to point out here that Yang, indicated by the
white portion, is born from the centre and gradually grows, expanding
and increasing till it reaches its utmost limit of manifestation, as represented
by the straight line at the upper part of the diagram. At this very point

r

I

I

When applying this Law of
Chin'! teaches that an individual
throughout the transformations and
but, in either case, not beyond a

Enantiodromia to man himself, the!may remain identical with himself
metamorphoses of his mortal condition;
certain limit. Should this limit be

overstepped, the unity collapses. At the utmost limit, reversion to the
opposite takes place. Modern physicists investigating the nature of the
mesotron seem to have affirmed this truth, for they have discovered that
the nucleus of a mesotron atom is composed of neutrons and protons, and
that at a certain point, and with a certain mechanism of exchange, a
proton

""ill

change into a neutron, and a neutron into a proton.

II

A physician is in a position to see this cycle of change with his
naked eyes. Take the case of vitamin B injections. It has recently been

I

discovered that when a person takes increasing doses of vitamin B, there
comes a point at which further doses will produce the opposite effect,

l

i

T
I'
18
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I
The

!-Ching deals then with the transformation of the sixty-four

definite case in which reversion to the opposite at a certain point takes

r
r

hexagrams,

place.

I

correlation of their individual lines.

resulting in vitamin B deficiency or what is called avitaminosis.

Here is a

I
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their inter-adjustments and the transposition

and mutual

These multitudinous transformations

and their significance are understood as corresponding to the myriad

the great psychologist, in his commentary on

I

changes in life and in the universe.

Richard Wilhelm's translation of the Taoist Book of Life called The Sec1·et

(

erroneous inter-adjustments of those symbols, the superior man learns to

Dr. C. G. Jung,

Through a study of the correct and

ofthe Go!den F.'ower (i:Z:~~*§'), says that he often sees a successful

live and move in a right manner at all times and in all situations, and so

business man attaining all his desires "regardless of death and the devil",

escapes falling into grave errors.

and then withdrawing from activity at the height of his success.

In a

short time the man falls into a neurosis, which changes him into a

Chou 1-The Meaning of its Name

querulous "old woman", confines him to his bed, and finally destroys
him. The picture is complete, including even the change from the masculine
to the feminine attitude.
IS

Now that we have, in the foregoing paragraphs, dealt with the problem

The explanation given by the Boo.? of Changes

of Ultimate Reality and the principles of mutation that govern the evolution

that he has exceeded the limit of his sphere of activity and has undergone

of the universe and its creatures, we are in a position to understand the

a transformation in extremis.

In the Boo:'? of Changes, this situation is

various meanings of the Ch nese title of the Boo.'? of Changes. The !-Ching,

represented by the sixth or topmost line of the Ch'ien hexagram which

as we have it today, is usually known as the Chou I (.009,).

symbolizes a dragon that has soared too high in the heavens, beyond his

to the best authorities, the character Cho·u .ffifl has the following five significa-

proper sphere, and has now occasion for repentance (1cf~::1f'/'ilt).

tions:

Minor Aspects of Mutation

According

[

1. Chou was the name of the principality of which King Wen, the
sage-author of the main text of the 1-Ching, was the chief. It became later

I

the name ofthe dynasty founded by King Wen's son, King Wu, during

After dealing with the three above-mentioned basic principles of muta-

I

which the study of the I flourished at its highest degree.

tion, the Boo}? of Chc.nges also aft:irms subsidiary principles, of which two

r

means the !-Ching of the Chou dynasty, in contradistinction to the I of

may be mentioned here.

I

the previous two dynasties.

First, since the Yang Principle is the principle

of change and of spiritual initiative, the !-Ching teaches the possibility of
the inner transformation of man, a transformation which renders essential
progress possible in spite of fate. Every fate is, for its part, susceptible of
transformation into a new fate through creative understanding. An inferior
man can transform himself, by self-cultivation, into a superior man.

Homo

faber ("inventive man")-to use Danzel's apt definition-will, on a higher

plane of being, be able, de novo, to· transform himself into homo divinans
("intuitive man"). And for humanity, transformation can be achieved by
spiritually conscious man.
set out.

It is only necessary to know from what point to

The requisite knowledge is furnished by the 1-Ching.

I

I

Thus Chou 1

2. Chou means universality (.ml~, }.lfj;;Jm), the idea being that the Book

I

deals with Ultimate Reality, which is infinite and eternal, and of which

I
I

the uaiverse is the phenomenal manifestation.

I
I

[

I
I
I
I

l

Furthermore, it signifies

that the transformation of things is a universal, never-ending, never-resting
process

(B.,~.ffifl~).

In other words, the Principle ofChange pervades the

spiritual as well as the material worlds.
3.
Chou mi

The character

)jlfj* , which

Chou is a component part of the Chinese phrase

signifies minuteness, indicating that the !-Ching

teaches in minute detail the profoundest truths of Spirit and Earth, and

r

2d

[
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I

explains the mode of operation of the Principle of Mutation governing

r

the evolution of all things in the universe.

[
I

This idea is clearly borne

out by a paragraph in one of the Appendices to the !-Citing which reads:
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over that for 'the moon' R .1 As the sun gives place to the moon, and
the moon to the sun, so is change always taking place in the phenomena
of nature and in human society.

Alternatively, according to the Shuo Wen

r

CIDt3t), the character "I" is a picture of an animal, thus: 1jl, showing

The I is based on a principle of accordance with Spirit and

I

Earth; therefore it enables us to comprehend the tao of Spirit and

I

the images of its head, its body and its four legs (see Fmntispiece). Its
meaning, as given in the Shuo Wen, is "a lizard". Could it be a chameleon,
which is well-known for its ability to vary the colour of its skin at different

f

times of the day and according to its background? 2

Earth and its order . 1
Through the I, the sage comprehends the full scope of the trans-

As regards the name Ching

formations of Spirit and Earth without any error; by an ever-varying

of the Han dynasty.

adaptation he completes the nature of all things without exception; he
penetrates the teo of day and night, and so understands it. 2
4.

According to the living authority Yang Chien-hsing

the character Chou is also a component of the phrase Chou Liu

t
(~~W),

Jj!f]Vft,

which

signifies universal flow, the idea being that the 1-Ching deals with the
ceaseless flux and reflux of the Univenal Life-force, i.e., the Yang Power,

I
j~

Chou means a cycle, signifying that all changes occur in cycles

()ffJii'iHl:MJ). In World-Creation there is no beginning and no end.

It is

all a matter of cycles-cycles of creation and re-creation that can be
found in all things.

it was not added to I till the time

The Han scholars, when engaged in collecting and

digesting the ancient literary monuments of their country, found it convenient to distinguish those whose value had been acknowledged by Confucius
as Ching, i.e., classics, meaning what was canonical and of unchallengeable
authority.
Finally, it is appropriate here to explain the original meaning of the

I

two terms Yin

throughout all spheres in the Cosmos.
5.

(~),

(~)

and Yang

(~).

In its primary meaning, Yin is "the

'II

dark", "the cloudy", "the shadowed", while Yang is "the light", "the

f

These two concepts of Yin and Yang are applied respectively to the

I
I

bright", or "pertaining to the sun", T'ai Yang being the term for the sun.
shadowed and the light side of a mountain or a river.

f

I

In the case of a

mountain, the southern is the bright side (Yang) and the northern the
dark side (Yin), while of a river it is the northern side that is bright

(

(Yang), because it reflects the light, and the southern side that is in shadow

I

(Yin).

The character I (£) means change, mutation, transformation. Needless

r

[

forces of the universe dealt with in this chapter.

to say, it deals with the Principle of Mutation which manifests itself in

1-Ching-The Meaning of its Name

the universe.

According to such authorities as Ma Po-yang (.~fa~~);

Chia K'uei (){~), Cheng Hsuan (jj)~), YU Fan (Jl~D and Lu Ping

CM!*), the character I is formed from the character for 'the sun' B placed
1 .Ml::R• , t&'H~mffil:::~Ji!!z3rr o
2 fl1/m7;:l!f1;2:{t~' af!ij)G;1fi;lfmffipf;:m • ~sf-fHf.:Zilirrm1rJ •

J

I
f

l
I

l
t

1

In the

Boo.~

of Changes these two terms denote the two polar

However, these two

terms, Yin and Yang, do not occur in the actual text of the Book.
Their first occurrence is in one of the Ten Appendices called the Great
Treatise (~~jdf).
l

~JP.J§lgEI: SJ.:I~ib d~l@l~;ffl\llt

• ~itW:I=I:

-EI : ~':f:~)( a T~JJ ' J& 8 J.J.::::"F '
&i!{tz.Jtl • ~;(E~q:t~

SJ.I~~' *~~·llliiflEI: ~'1!~8TJ.Io
' S:f±J.J* ' ~§~ibz~ ' l§f~JlU'i:l!m

~lfllffiiff.X:

0

2 &"<!:x: ~~!fllfi~, e;;r'§ ·ilm:fi:I!EI:~J;; a+~~~f5 , i!iJ!S~m. *-iJjWS=~~•~z4i ,
S1'$!N!~

• ~~D.r'

a+.:::~' :Jlk.ilUJ;;~, ~;f.!;;~-&

•

l(
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CHAPTER III

(

Origin and Formation of

I(

the Eight Trigrams

I

The earliest historical document dealing with the origin and formation of the Pa Kua or the Eight Trigrams, which constitute the symbolic
basis of the I -Ching, is the Great Treatise, the most important of the

I

Ten Appendices. This treatise contains three views, the first attributing
their origin to Fu Hsi's spiritual perception, the second demonstrating it
by the Principle of Polarity, and the third explaining it on the basis
of a cosmogonic plan supposed to have been miraculously revealed to Fu
Hsi.

I
I
r

f

First View
The 11th paragraph of Section II of the Great Treatise says:
In remote antiquity, when he was lord of all under heaven, Pao
Hsi, looking up, observed the signs in the sky and, looking down,
surveyed the patterns on the earth. He noted the ornamental designs on
birds and beasts and the different properties of the soil. He gathered
wisdom and knowledge from far and near, from his own person and from
things in general. He then began to devise the Eight Trigrams (linear
figures of three lines each] to reveal the attributes of Divine Spirit
and to classify the qualities of the ten thousand things.t

I
I

I
I
I

r

l
r

Pao Hsi (J§Iji) is another name for Fu Hsi (f:*.), the most

I

ancient personage mentioned with any concrete detail in Chinese history.

I

His place in the chronology of Chinese history dates from 3322 B.C.

[

It is said that he was born of a miraculous conception and endowed
with the spiritual attributes of a sage.

Reported to have tau 0Yht his

I
(

I

l
I,

1
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people methods of huntin_s, fishing and rearing cattle, Joe was named Fu
Hsi or Pao Hsi, P:to meaning cooking and hsi animals for sacrifice.
He was also reputed to have devised a primitive system of writing, laid
down marriage rules for his people, and invented the lute, the harp,
and a calendar. In the p:ua5raph just quoted, he appears as the sageruler, the philosopher-king, who devoted himself to meditation on the
fundamental meaning of life and the universe; and, as a result of his
spiritual insight, he devised the "Pa Kua" (the Eight Trigrams) to teach his
people the art of divination and impart to t!-:em certain metaphysical
and ethical truths. 1
The question anses: why did Fu Hsi resort to a system of concrete
symbols and not a body of abstract principles for the instruction of
his people? Two reasons may be given, one historical and the other
psychological. First, Fu Hsi is supposed to have ruled in China long
before the Chinese language became sufficiently developed as an effective
medium for the expression of metaphysical truths. Many centuries had
yet to elapse before Ts'ang Chieh (lfiliil), minister of Huang Ti (2nd
millennium B.C.), appeared and invented the Liu Shu (7'\i!f), or the six
scripts, which gradually superseded the primitive system originated by Fu
Hsi. Second! y, from time immemorial the Chinese mind has been distinguished by its realistic imagination, synthetic thinking and intuitive
perception of truth. Detailed logical reasoning-that function of the
analytical intellect which so greatly distinguished the ancient Greek
philosophers-seems to occupy only a secondary place in the Chinese
mind. It was therefore natural that the sage-rulers of ancient China
should take advantage of this essential feature of the Chinese mind by
adopting, in the absence of abstract terminology, a pictorial or symbolical
method of imparting spiritual truths.

Indeed, this symbolical way of

thinking shows itself quite prominently in the Chinese system of writing. It is significant that the written characters of the Chinese language
are not mere words but symbols of ideas. Thus, an idea can generally
1 For a detailed account, see Chang Chi-yun, Fifty Centuries of Chinese History,
Vol. I, Ch. I. published by The College of Chinese Culture, (Yang Ming Shan,
Taiwan, 1691).

T
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be expressed within this system symbolically, in and by itself; the
$ymbolic image of a conceptual relation is painted, and from its connection with a preceding or succeeding symbol tLe intended rr.eaning is made
plain.

And tl:is is exactly Low the meaning of a hexagram and of its

individual lines is determined by King Wen and the Duke of Chou.

I

l

The use of symbolism is common not only in Chinese metaphysics
but also in Christianity and other religions.

ORiGiN AND FORMATION OF THE EIGHT TRIGRAMS

Second View
The 70th and 71st paragraphs of Section I of the Great Treatise
(attributed to Confucius) give another account of the origin of the
trigrams:
In the I there is the Supreme Ultimate (T'ai-chi), which

Thus St. Patrick used the

-· engenders the Two Primal Forces (Yin and YangJ. 1 These Two

shamrock to symbolize the Trinity; "the pelican symbolizes self-sacrifice,

Primal Forces give rise to the Four Forms, which in their turn give

and the phoenix the Resurrection of Christ; the chrisom symbolizes the inno-

rise to the Eight Trigrams.

cence of the newly baptized, the chrism his dedication to priestly service;
and all beautiful things symbolize the uncreated bea'Jty in the mind of Him

23

l

The Eight Trigrams serve to determine

the good and evil issues of events, an:l from this determination
arises the prosecution of great tasks. 2

who made them, a beauty akin to His wisdom, which sweetly ordercth

f

all things, and His Love, which was the secret motive of creation. " 1
Not only religion and philosophy but the fine arts also arc full
of symbolism. The artist's mind is keenly alive to the "infinite sugges-

tiveness" of. things. To the poet "the meanest flower that blows can
give thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears;" and such a phrase as
"Chill October" creates a scene from Nature permeated with the deepest
pathos of human life. Just as symbolism in art largely consists in
apprehending the world of nature in human terms, symbolism in the
Book of Changes consists in perceiving metaphysical realities and human

situations in and through the system of sixty-fo'..lr hexagrams.

The

t
I
I
[

I
I
f

If we ponder upon the essential meaning of the above passage, we
may imagine that: Fu Hsi, in his profound contemplation, intuitively
perceived that our phenomenal universe is the objective manifestation of
an Inner Reality which is eternal and ever-creative, and which manifests
itself in two aspects:

Feminine and Masculine, Negative and Positive,

the Receptive and the Creative, Yin and Yang. He fully understood
the nature and mode of operation of these two polar opposites, and grasped the truth that they are always at work, interplaying and co-operating with each other, thereby causing the ever-changing phenomena of
life and of our universe.

He thereupon devised the strong undivided line

I

" - " to symbolize the masculine principle Yang, and the weak divided

l

placed over themselves and each over the other, become the Four Symbols:
. ~~· - ., ~-. These are respectively understood as the T'ai Yang
_,_,

t

line "--" to symbolize the feminine principle Yin. 3

f

(Major Yang); Shao Yin (Minor Yin); Shao Yang (Minor Yang);

a right understanding of the inner meaning of the hexagrams leads to a
right understanding of the spiritual significance of life and · of the

I

I
l

1 This reference to the Supreme Ultimate with its Two Aspects (Primal Forces),
Yin and Yang, reminds us of the Hindu teachings regarding the Absolute or
Parabrahman with its two aspects Purusha and Mulaprakriti. It also reminds us
of the Occidental conception of Unity in Duality, i. e., of Ultimate Reality with
its two aspects of Life-Spirit-Time and Form-Matter-Space.

umverse.

I,

2 Jit~~ ' :IHEl'ri~ ' PriM!m~

sense-images of the I -Ching are based upon the masculine and the feminine
aspects of Ultimate Reality and, as a synthetic whole, they represent
the ·Macrocosm as well as the Microcosm. Their various inter-relationships an:l numerous transformations indicate not only the myriad modeS\
of co-operation between the two Eternal Principles but also the inner /
correspondence between Ma.crocosm and Microcosm. It follows from this that

1 Cf. Arthur Chandler, Ara Coeli, Ch. XIV, p. 171, on "Symbol and Sacrament".

I

l,.
'

__

These two lines,

--

' J1g~~i\$r ' Aii?Ei'!i'W ' 1'!fJ:!g~7\~ •
3 ~nm: J;!l!JMliWil: ~11114linfi!VY~, J!::k;l'f!tZ:rl'l, '~3fliltm-~ • r.m~'Mff&' P.JTR!®Ii!HmMIJz •
~,l;{~m '•-~~llt '~~~llffiiJ1X:ir • ,1;{~-=::t •
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and T'ai Yin (Major Yin). The same two

line~

placed successively over

these Four Symbols form the Eight Trigram:; £hown below:

=
-

---- -- - --

27
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The whole concept can be expressed by the following diagram:

~f

- ------ -----

These Eight Trigrams denote the di:E'erent stagt:s in the mutual co·
operation of the two polar opposites, Yin and Yang, and they are called
by the following names:

SUPREME ULTIMATE

r
l

r
1,

----

--

-----

I
Ch'ien

Tui

(ij!t), representing Spirit or the sky (ij!t~J().

L

(Q), representing water,

t

especially an expanse

water as in a marsh or lake

Li

(~),

(Q~~)

representing fire, the sun, and lightning

.

(Jlltt~j(,

~s. ~~).

Chen

,

rt

~

~

(/.11), representing thunder CR~~)

(~).

representing wind and wood

--

y~~g

Yin

.

f

Sun

:t

1

c~~jJ.. ~;f:)

.

l

~

____

->.!li

T'ai .Yang

Shao Yin

--·
-- --

Shao, ,Yarig

T'ai Yin

J.

K'an

(:ljz), representing water, especially as in rain, the

clouds, springs, streams in defiles, and the moon
(:i.X~7J<, ~m, ~~. ~jjt, ~JII, ~~. ~JD

--

of

/0
' ,/,/, *
.---~~

Ken

C.BO, representing a bill or mountain

K'un

(.!:$), representing the Earth 0$~:lfu)

.

(J~j:ey!lJ)

r

r(

~
f
[

Ch'ien
(Spirit)

Tui
(Marsh)

-- -lfJii

:

Li

(Fire)

--

--- ----

(Wind)

(Water) (Mountain) (Earth)

.!¥! /

:it

Chen

(Thunder)

Sun

--ROWil

K'an

--

Ken

·-,_ :1:$ ,

--

K'un

l
I,

[

............................_.

Iff./ -\Q

I

One of the reasons why three lines are chosen to form a symbol is
that Spirit, Earth and Man (J(:!fuA.) constitute a sort of Trinity., called
the ''Three Powers", man being the intermediate creature between
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Spirit and Earth, the synthesis of Spirit and Matter.

=
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Now to each of

these trigrams is assigned a certain attribute which is suggested by the
object it symbolizes. For instance, Ch'ien
suggests the attribute of
untiring strength or power, the reason being that the creative activity cf
Spirit never ceases.

On the other hand, K'un ;:;:,

which

represents

Earth, suggests the attribute of docility or submission, the idea being
that Earth, as a vehicle for the manifestation of
or submissively the influence of

~pirit,

receives docilely

~pirit. 1

••

....

Third View

0

__...._..

The third view of the origin of the trigrams is derived from the
73rd paragraph of Section I of the Great Treatise:-

It will be observed that this scheme consists of small circles and

Spirit gave birth to the spirit-like things; the sage took them
as models.
them.

black dots.

Spirit and Earth produce changes; the sage imitated

are Yang numbers, and all the even numbers·-2, 4, 6, 8, 10-indicated
by black dots are Yin numbers. According to the Great Treatise, the

In the heavens hang images that reveal good and evil

fortunes; the sage converted them into symbols.
-~i.ver

All the odd numbers-1, 3, 5, 7, 9·-indicate:l by circles

I.fl~_¥ ell ow

odd numbers are numbers of Spirit, and the even numbers those of Earth.

gave forth the map, and the Lo ;B.iyer gave forth the
scrip; the sage noted their meanings. 2
<

In this connection, .!t may be of interest to point out that, in Astrology,
.th~_

The key sentence in the above passage is: "The Yellow River gave
forth the Map."

twelve signs of the Zodiac are also alternately positive and negative:

.the o::ld signs, such as Aries, Gemini and Leo,· being positive and mascu-

This map, which, according to tradition, was borne

_)ine; and the even signs, such as Taurus, Cancer and Virgo, negative

on the back of a dragon-horse emerging from the Yellow River, contain-

..c:_tnd feminine. 1

ed a scheme which served as a basis for Fu Hsi to devise his eight

Order for the esoteric study of numbers, also believed that numbers had

trigrams.

R~rsonalities

Confucius believed in such a map, and he referred to it not

only in the !-Ching but also in the Record of Eites, where it is said
that "the map was borne by a horse." In the Shu-Chi1:.g or Book o£

\

History, it is recorded that the map was still preserved at court, among
other curiosities, i!l B.C .. I 079. The map has various delineations, 1:. ut

Similarly, Pythagoras, who established at Crotona an

or characters-even sex:

o::ld numbers being male, and

even numbers female-and this belief fully agrees with the theory of
numbers indicated in Uie.Ri~~~~ Map:
1-.,·~~"

-•• ~ .-

Now when the numbers are arranged in straight lines to form a
square, it is difficult to perceive their underlying meaning and their

the usual scheme is as follows:

relation to one another.

S'Jme commentators, attempting to explain the

meaning of the map, usually introduce into it the Five Elements,-Water,
1 The various meanings and attributes of the Eight Trigram> will be explained in
detail in the next chapter of this Introduction.
2 ~%.! • ~NliJz ; 7i;~!~Nf: • ~~ ; :R~~ • Je. -er~ ~Af@tt ; i'fiJ/:I:Hiil • 1ff/:U~ '
~NliJ;Z..

Fire, Wood, Metal, and Earth,-and their common explanation is: the

•

l. Cf. Vivian E. Robson, B. etc., A Student's

Text·BQQ.~

of Astrology.
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one of Spirit produces Water in the North and the six of Eart1 fulfils
it (:;R -:i:.J.k, ttH.f\nxz);

the two of Earth produces Fire in the South

THE ·.HO T•U

(.i;l:!c::i:.'}(, xtn\GZ.); the three of
Spirit produces Wood in the East and the eight of Earth fulfils it C::R.:=.
- :i:_:;f:, ttHJ\!JXz); the four of Earth produces Metal in the West and the
and the seven of Spirit fulfils it

or

nine of Spirit fulfils it (t-fu[2:9~~. ~:fL!JXz); finally, the five of Spirit

THE YELLOW ·RIVER MAP
showing

produces Earth in the centre and the ten of Earth fulfils it (Ali~±,

:tfu+nxz).

THE FORMATION OF THE EIGHT TRIGRAMS

Thi3 explanation iG obviously too difficult for people of or-

dinary intelligence to understand. But Jen Ch'i-yun (ff:Jg.~) of the Ch'ing
dynasty has given a good clue to the uncerstanding of the map in his
commentary on the !-Ching called 1 Hsueh Hsi Hsin (~~;')bl.') .

That

clue consists in arranging the numbers in circular form as follows:

~

--.....
+
......

}

~f

0

~
It will be obervel that the Yang number 5 and the Yin number
I 0 are grouped together to form the centre of the scheme.

Then we

...a

I
I

..----

, see the Yang numbers I, 3, 7, 9, going forth from the inner section to
·the outer circumference.

At a certain stage the Yin numbers 2, 4, 6, 8,

begin to appear, going forth in a similar manner from within outwards,
from the inner section to the outer circumference.

On the basis of this

insight, we can transform the map into a proper cosmogonic plan as
follows:

This Map is drawn from the point of
view or an observer racing southwards
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The Ho T'u or the Yellow River Map
The central disc represents the T'ai Chi (:;l.-::JE.E), the Supreme Ultimate,

i.e., the Absolute.

It contains within itself the five Yang marks and the ten

Yin marks. This signifies that the Absolute has two aspects-Yin and Yang.
The white portion indicated by the Yang numbers 1, 3,

7 and 9

represents the Yang Aspect manifesting itself from within outwards,
beginning from the point indicated by the number I, and increasing and
expanding till it reaches the fullest extent, when its polar opposite, Yin,
automatically begins to manifest itself.

The black portion indicated by the

numbers 2, 4, 6 and 8 represents the Yin Aspect appearing at the point
indicated by the number 2 and increasing and expanding till it reaches the
fullest extent when Yang automatically hgins to manifest itself.
The white portion indicated by the Yang numbers 1 and 3 represents
the initial stage of the manifestation of the Yang Principle. Manifestation
takes place from within outwards, from the centre to the periphery.
Therefore, at its initial stage, the "Minor Yang" (!j)~) is in the inner
section near the centre.

The white portion indicated by the Yang

numbers 7 and 9 represents the full growth of Yang. It therefore appears
in the outer section at the circumference and is called "Major Yang"
(jcjlffiJ).

Similarly the black portion indicated by the Yin numbers 2 and 4
represents the "Minor Yin" ((;!;~) or the Yin Aspect in its initial stage
of manifestation. The Yin Aspect, too, manifebts from within outwards.
Therefore the ".Minor Yin" appears in the inner section near the centre.
The remaining black portion indicated by the Yin numbers 6 anci 8
represents Yin in the fully-developed stage. It is therefore fonnd in the
outer section at the circumference and is called ".IHajor Yin" (:;t~~).
The Yang Principle begins by ascending on the left side, then turns
the right and finally ends by descending on the right side. The Yin
on the other hand, begins by descending on the right side, then
to the left, and finally ends by ascending on the left side.
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The disc or rather the globe in the centre, representing the T'ai Chi,
or the Absolute, or Ultimate Reality, is also known as the Tao.
Unity in Duality.

It is

This is why it is said in the Great Treatise that "The

creative rhythm of Yin and Yang constitutes what is called the Tao"

C~ [)1;t~~ zJI'H!D ·

gradually expands and increases, Yin gradually decreases until a point · .· ·
reached when Yang has grown to its fullest extent and Yin seems to have
passed away. At that point begins the re-manifestation of Yin. Similarly,
when Yin is gradually expanding and increasing, Yang gradually decreases
and begins to pass away until a point is reached when total darkness reigns
without any Yang light at all.

At that point the manifestation of Yang

This is the great principle of the alternate "growth and

passing away" of Yin and Yang

(!l£;~;/fcj,I~LZJffi).

It is the Law of

Enantiodromia in operation.

section logically is be~t represented by the K'un trigram

==

(all three

Yin lines).
(3) The section· in the North-cast (left lower corner) contains one part
This section logically is best represented by the Chen trigram

alternation of day and night, the succession of the four seasons, life and
death, the rise and fall of civilizations, manifestation and obscuration,
Manvantara and Pralaya, Nights and Days of Brahma, and many other .
This is the operation of the great Law of Periodicity, or the

::..=

(one

Yang line inside and two Yin lines outside).
(4) The portion to the South-east (left upper corner) is where we
have two parts of "grown-up" Yang inside and one part of the remaining
Yin outside.

:.= (two

This section logically is best represented by the Tui trigram

Yang lines inside and one Yin line outside).

(5) The portion in the South-west (right upper corner) is where we
have one part of "new-born" Yin inside and two parts of "grown-up"

=

Yang outside.

Furthermore, we should be able to perceive in the River Map the

dualities.

manifested itself to the fullest extent just before the rebirth of Yang. This

of the "new-born" Yang inside and two parts of "grown-up" Yin outside.

It can clearly be observed that when Yang is born, and as it

begins again.
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This section logically is best represented by the Sun trigram

(one Yin line inside and two Yang lines outside).

(6) In the North-west section (right lower corner), we have two parts
of "grown-up" Yin inside and one part of the remaining Yang outside.
This section logically is best represented by the Ken trigram

=:

(two

Yin lines inside and one Yang line outside).

Law of Cycles, as referred to in the preceding chapter.

(7) The "Yang-growrng" section in the East (on the left side) is the
intermediate stage between Chen (N. E.) and Tui (S, E.).

Formation of the Eight Trigrams

logically is best represented by the Li trigram
The construction of the Eight Trigrams can now be dealt with on
basis of this plan.

...

::=

(two Yang lines

enveloping one Yin line in the middle) .

On further consideration, we will readily observe
(8) The "Yin-growing" section in the West (on the right side) is the

following:

intermediate stage between Sun (S. W.) and Ken (N. W.).
(I) The highest or topmost section m the South is where Yang has

manifested itself to the fullest extent just before the birth, or rather the

=

rebirth, of Yin.
trigram

This section

, logically is best symbolized by the K'an trigram

==

This section

(two Yin lines

one Yang line in the middle).

This section logically is best represented by the Ch'ien
Thus, all the Yang lines of the Eight Trigrams correspond to the Yang

(all three Yang lines).

(2) The bottom or lowest section m the North

of the River Map and all the Yin lines correspond to the Yin
IS

where Yin has

In this way, the Eight Trigrams are formed.
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Flux and Reflux of Yin and Yang

is no end. It is all a matter of cycles--cycles of creation which can
be found in all things. This cyclic proce&s of creation is the fundamental
law of the universe, and all our cycle& of time, all periods of evolution,
are manifestations of that one eternal Cycle of Creation, by which the

Bearing these fundamental principles in mind, we should l::e able,
merely by looking at the Eight Trigrams, to perceive the transformation of
Yin and Yang and the main stages that mark the periodic and regular

='

flux and reflux of these two principles. Take the Ch'ien trigram
for
instance. Here we see three Yang lines, showing that the manifestation of
Yang has reached its maximum. The opposite pole Yin should begin to
Here in Sun
manifest itself. This is seen in the next trigram Sun
we find that Yin has already entered from below and Yang is beginning

=·

==

to pass away. Thus in the next trigram K'an
we see that Yin has,
in its growth, reached the top surface occupying two positions and leaving
only one line of Yang force at the centre. Then in the next trigram Ken
we see that the receding Yang force has pa&sed on from the centre to
the top and is on the verge of being overthrown by the advancing Yin
which has occupied the first and central positions. The movement goes on
until we reach the stage represented by K'un :::: when we can at once
see that all vestiges of Yang have passed away and Yin has occupied the
whole field of manifestation.

=:

But this condition of fullness attained by Yin cannot long be maintained because the "Law of Enantiodromia" is in ceaseless operation.
we see that the opposite principle Yang has
the next trigram Chen
This
automatically returned and has made its power felt at the base.
active motivating Yang power grows and advances until in the next trigram
it has extended its influence to the top position leaving OJ:?.ly one
Li
Yin line at the centre. This growth of Yang continues; and at tlie next

=..:

==:

=·

stage, represented by Tui
Yang has occupied the central positidn and
become consolidated with the first Yang line, while Yin has only enough
This remaining force of Yin comforce left to appear at the top edge.

=·

pletely disappears when the next stage, represented by Ch'ien
is
reached, for here we see once again three Yang lines occupying the whole
field of manifestation, indicating the utmost limit that can possibly be
attained.
As in the case of K'un, this condition of fullness cannot be
maintained. Yin automatically returns and the whole proce&s of
and involution is repeated all over again. There is no beginning

universe exists and persists.
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The K' an Trigram

CHAPTER IV

Meanings of the Eight Trigrams
In the previous chapter, it has teen pointed out that the Eight Trigrams
represent severally Spirit, Earth, Water, Fire, Thunder, Wind, Mountain,
and Marsh; and that each trigram denotes an attribute corresponding to
what it represents. Why so? The explanations to be set forth in this
chapter are more a matter of interpreting symbols than a matte1 of minute
logical reasoning. They have much to do with the combining of percepts
into concepts, concepts into ideas, and ideas into ideals. They are culled
from various commentaries after patient research and <i;eliberation. I set
them forth here as clearly as I can and my readers CG~:n take them for
what they are worth.

The Ch'ien and K'un Trigrams

and

----

--Let us now consider the next pair of trigrams, K'an == and Li ::::;:,
symbols for Water and Fire. The K'an symbol ==• when drawn vertically,
becomes

In, which resembles falling rain or flowing wate1.

It is interes-

ting to note that the Chinese character for water, Shui, in its ancient
form, is written thus:

))}

lH

closely resemblincr the K'an trigram.
'

0

Secondly, in the K'an trigram, the Yang line is in the centre, in the
inside, tetween the two Yin lines. Similarly, the Yang element of
water, i. e., the light and life, is inside, not outside, which explains
why we can see things under water and why fishes and vegetation can
live and grow in it. Thirdly, in the K'an trigram, the Yang line is
entrapped between two Yin lines, suggesting the picture of a man
entrapped by two women who are both docile and submissive to him! This

=

Let us begin with the two fundamental trigrams, Ch'ien
and
K'un
representing Spirit and Earth. Now Ch'ien consists of all
Yang lines. Therefore it is the one right symbol for pure Spirit, the
Yang Principle, the masculine aspect of Absolute Reality. K'un, on the
other hand, consists of all Yin lines. It is therefore the one right symbol
for Mother Earth, which belongs to the feminine aspect of Absolute Reality.

:=:=,
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As has been mentioned in the previous chapter, Ch'ien denotes the attribute
of untiring strength and K'un that of docility or submission. The main
reason is that Ch'ien is creative and K'un receptive (fr:~1$)1W{).

indicates a dangerous and difficult situation. Likewise, water is one of the
most dangerous things on earth. In the West, too, it is said: where
there is water there is danger. Hence the attribute denoted by K'an is
d 'ff' It (-lk.-;:grrA) Last y water w e so t and pharit, has
d

~L_:-~JRJ~Jl9,

·. .

,.

,

tremendous inner strength. Th1s 1s why 1t can support huge steamers and
work gigantic machines. Similarly, the K'an trigram ==is soft outside as
·indicated by the two Yin lines, but strong internally as indicated by the
central Yang line. For all these reasons, K'an is the appropriate symbol
·for water.
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suggest the idea of Earth.

The Li Trigram

The topmost Yang line above the two Yin

lines indicates the idea of something rising above the Earth-obviously a
mountain.

Furthermore, Yin represents the hidden side of things in con'J'

tradistinction to Yang which represents the exposed side.

-On the other hand, the Li trigram
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Now the Ken

~dg;;~-;= shows a solid mass exposed above the surface of the Earth,

==, which symbolizes fire,

has a

Yin line inside and two Yang lines outside, suggesting darkness within
and light without. In this respect, it is dmilar to fire which is dark inside
as can be seen in a candle flame, and bright outside.

Because its Y an 6

element lies on the surface, fire maintains life outside the periphery of its
flame by radiating energy of various kinds; but because its Yin clement lies
inside, fire consumes and destroys everything within its periphery.

As

one commentator observes, in cooking food, we generally place the food
in the water but above the fire. Such is the common sense on which Chines~
scholars rely in showing that the Li trigram is the symbol of fire and
the K'an trigram that of water. In fact, such common sense is a most
uncommon thing, and has a profound significance when brought within
the world of creative ideas represented by the Boo,? of Changes. Its fire
gives out light, the attribute suggested by Li is, brilliance or attachment,
-brilliance, because fire gives out light; · anl ;·ttach~~;;;~-b~~~~s~·
is

fi;·;

sure to lay hold of things, and also became the Li trio-ram =-: sucrgests a
"

-

0

covering something that is hidden inside, thus suggesting the idea of a
mountain covering a mass of minerals. Then, again, the topmost Yang line
which represents masculine strength tends to stop the advance of the lower
two Yin lines, just as a mountain often proves to be a barrier to the advance
of human beings.

=

Lastly, the two upper lines of Ken

=: constitute the

which, according to the Treatise
lower portion of the Sun trigram
on Trigrams (@ti~ ), is also a symbol for wood. Thus in the Ken trigram

=: we see an

accumulation of Earth below and of wood above; hence

the symbolism of a mountain.
In connection with the above explanations, it is mo3t interesting to
note what John Ruskin writes in his Modern Painters (Part II, Sect. IV,
Ch. 1). Dealing with the "Truth of Earth" and its general structure, he
says that "the hills are its action, the p:ains its re3t," and, again, "the
spirit of the hills is action; that of the lowlands, repose." Now in the Ken
trigram
the topmost line, Yang, represents action, while its two

::::=,

lower lines, being both Yin, represent a condition of rest.

"Action" on

top of "rest" therefore suggests the idea of a hill or mountain emerging
from the plains or lowlands. All the2e considerations indicate that the
Ken trigram is the right symbol for mountain.
The attribute denoted by
Ken is stoppage or arre3t. Further, in the same trigram,_~E-lt,~~re~_C,.!~:J

The Ken Trigram

t~~-~§1=-P..Q~~-~ErlJ~~E2....!'~!~?~~-f?.E~.i~¥~!h£L~~~~.~!:.r:£~t.
stops there. Hence, again, the attribute cf stoppage (C~ll::lft') .
.'· .. _____.../

-..................

=·

The next pair of trigrams to be considered will be Ken

=

It just

The Tui Trigram
and

Tui
symbols of Mountain and Marsh respectively. Let us look at
the former. The two lower Yin lines constitute also two-thirds of the K'un
trigram which, as has been explained, symbolizes Earth. They therefore

The Tui trigram

=

--

is the symbol of marsh or a low-lying expanse
\

,l
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of water. The syrnbol it::elf f.eems to resemble a receptacle or vessel with
an opening at the top. The two top lines constitute the upper portion of
Thus we have a picture
the K'an trigram
which symbolizes water.

==

showing water above, and a base comisting of two bed:),

Hence the idea

of a marsh.

41

Thunder results from the clash between the Yin and Yang forces

(~f>JH!J

l'41 • ~iffilr\GiD·

This latter explanation seems to l::e more correct, as we
know that thunder and lightning are the discharge or explosion of electricity which, in itself, consists of two poles, positive and negative, i.e.,
Yang and Yin.

==·

Flowing water such a' that of a brook i;; symbolized by K'an
but stagnant water i,; represented by Tui
In the two upper lines
we see part o: K'an, i. e., flowing water, but this downflow of water is
checkeJ. by the bottom line with the result that the water becomes stagnant.

=·

Now, thunder excites and moves.
Chen is movement or mobility

Hence the attribute denoted by

(~!F.J.HQ.).

The Sun Trigram

This again gives the idea of a marsh.
The attribute suggested by Tui is pleasing t:atisfaction (1t:I'Y1-!h), the
idea \:;eing that a manh supplies water for fertilizing and irrigation
purposes and makes possible the luxuriant growth of vegetation, thus
affording us pleasure and satisfying our yearning for growth and nourishment.

Further, as will be explained at the end of this chapter, Tui is

the symbol for mouth. It is obvious !tow man can o1Jtain satisfaction
through the enjoyment of food and delightful conversation.

The Chen Trigram

--

=·

The last trigram we have to consider is the Sun trigram
symbol
for Wind. As previously explained, in this trigram we see that Yin has
entered from below. We also see an opening at the bottom through which
entrance or penetration may be effected. Now, of all elements, wind is
one of the most penetrating, inasmuch as it enters into all empty spaces,
into every chink and crevice, into every hole however narrow and small.
For this reason, the attribute denoted by Sun is penetration

=

C~Afu).

Furthermore, the two upper lines of Sun
form part of the Ch'ien
trigram, which symbolizes Spirit or sky, sky being regarded as the external
The Yin line below signifies some Yin or cooling

-:::..=

=•

We now come to the last pair of trigrams, Chen
and Sun
symbols for Thunder and Wind. Chen consists of one Yang line at the

::::=,

bottom and two Yin lines above. As in the case of the Ken trigram
we perceive the idea of Earth in the two Yin lines, because they constitute
the greater part of K'w1, the symbol for Earth. The Yang line below
the two Yin lines signifies the Yang force struggling for expression through

unJlu.....u ....c;

prevailing below the sky.
to our minds.

The idea of wind is thus naturally

Othel" Objects represented by

the Eight Trigrams

the Earth. It is the common belief among the Chinese that Thunder is
the outbreak of the Yang force which has been hidden and accumulated

be understood that the natural objects and their attributes
i'YlllellitlCined are by no means all the phenomena which the eight symbols

It is also believed that

They symbolize hundreds of things, many of

during the winter in the depths of the Earth.

which are listed in one of the Appendices called the "Treatise on Trigrams". Thus, in Chapter X of that Appendix, we learn that Ch'ien
and K'un represent Father and Mother, and the remaining six trigrams,
which are all derived from Ch 'ien and K'un, represent their six children
-three sons and three daughters. This is not difficult to understand. The

==•

:=,

=:

=

Chen
K'an
and Ken
trigrams which respectively use the
(i.e., the Fatherfirst, second and third lines of the Ch'ien trigram
symbol) represent the first, second and third sons. Similarly, the Sun
Li
and Tui
trigrams which respectively take the first,
(i.e., the Mothersecond and third lines of the K'un trigram
symbol) represent the first, second and third daughters. It reminds us of
the story of Adam from whom God took one rib and transformed it into
a woman. In the case of Ch'ien and K'un, the ribs of the Father were
transformed into three sons and those of the Mother into three daughters.
So we can very well see in the eight trigrams an ideal family of eight
members.

=,

==:

=

:=:=

Furthermore, in Chapter IX of the same Appendix, we learn that the
eight trigrams are understood as symbols of different parts of the human
body, representing the head, the belly, the ears, the eyes, the hands, the
mouth, the legs and the knees. These symbolisms will be explained in
detail in the commentary on that Appendix. Here I will express only one

=

idea in connection with each of them. First of all, Ch'ien
represents
Spirit. Now Spirit manifests itself in man through his head, the head
being the "seat of Spiritual Light"; so Ch'ien becomes the symbol for
represents the receptive aspect of Reality. Now our
head. K'un
abdomen is supposed to receive all the things we eat and drink. Hence
symbolizes fire or light, and our .
K 'un represents the abdomen. Li
eyes respond to light vibrations. Besides, the form of this trigram resembles an eye. Hence Li represents the eyes. Coming to the next trigram

:=::

==:

== ,
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K'an
we find that it has its Yang line hidden inside. Likewise,
the faculty of hearing is hidden inside the ear; we cannot see the eardrum,
which is not exposed outside like our eyes. Much less can we see the
organ of corti in the inner ear which is the real sense-organ of hearing.
It is hidden within just as the Yang line of K'an is hidden within. Hence
K'an represents the ears.

=..=

The Chen trigram
has its Yang line functioning from below; this
is analogous to our legs which move from below and carry our body
shows a divided line at the bottom, a sort
onwards. The Sun trigram
of joint connecting two parts together. This is analogous to our knee-joint
which connects the thigh and the shin. Hence Sun symbolizes the knee.

=

=:

The next trigram Ken
has one Yang line moving on top and
represents the attribute of arrest. Similarly, our hands move around the
upper part of our body and are capable of arresting or stopping things.

=

Hence Ken represents the hands. Finally, the Tui trigram
has an
opening on top and stands for satisfaction. Similarly our mouth is an
opening in our head and has the power to please and satisfy. Hence Tui
represents the mouth. What a multitude of things can be represented by
the eight trigrams!
With the above explanations of the eight trigrams, I hope I have
succeeded in some measure in showing how we may interpret the trigrams
and perceive behind them many layers of spiritual meaning as well as
natural objects and their attributes. The deeper the consciousness, the richer
will be the world of ideas perceived through the trigrams. Those who are
intuitionally developed and have polarized their inner consciousness in deeper ranges of spiritual significance will spontaneously see more behind this
plan of cosmogony and the eight trigrams than I have so far tried to
reveal.
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below.
CHAPTER V

Rain has not yet fallen and thunder has not yet pealed.

This,

as the name Chun signifies, is a condition of diffi ult or distress (~!/l.f{O. ""
It indicates movement (symbolized by Chen
in the midst of peril

Formation of the

(symbolized by K'an

Sixty-four Hexagrams

Chich

The preceding chapter discussed the nature and symbolisms of the
eight trigrams. This chapter will deal with the hexagrams, which are
complex in character and more numerous than the trigrams.

It must,

however, be made clear that the purpose of this· chapter is not to explain
the meaning of the text of any hexagram in particular, but simply to

__ ,
==

,f

:..=)

==)·

On the other hand, in the latter hexagram,

we can see that thunder

:..=

has pealed and expended its

force in the upper regions while the clouds have discharged their burden
of rain; the atmosphere is cleared, and there is a feeling of relief from
anxiety. This is why the latter hexagram is designated Chich, which
1~:1.
1'1 I

means solution or relief.

Again, the trigrams by themselves cannot indicate a situation of war

---

compare a few hexagrams with the trigrams in respect of their relative
adequacy for symbolic representation, to endeavour to prove the vast supe-

and the movement of armies, but if we combine the K'un trigram

riority of the former over the latter as symbolic images, and thus to sug-

and the K'an trigram

gest some reasons why it is necessary to double the trigrams in the variotl!l
permutations to form a complete and adequate system of sixty-four hexa-

7), we shall have a picture of water (symbolized by K'an
collected on the earth (symbolized by K'un
It is of interest to note

grams.

that, not only in the symbolisms of the !-Ching but alsCJ in those of West-

Trigrams versus Hexagrams

==

to form the Shih hexagram

=:::D.

ESE

--==)

Oili.#,

No.

ern literature, ~dicates assembled multitudes of men. For instance,
in the Bible, the waters on which the mystical Babylon sits are explained
in the Apocalypse as "people and multitudes and nations and tongues".

Numerous as are the natural objects which they may be taken to re-

This symbolic significance of water perhaps explains why the above hexa-

present, the trigrams in themselves are not sufficient to indicate the chang-

gram is named Shih, meaning hosts or multitudes.

Looking again at

ing phenomena of the universe and the complex situations and events in
human life; they cannot represent the multitudinous relationships between
human beings, and the moral qualities which distinguish a superior man

the hexagram, we see that it is made up of five Yin lines and one Yang
line.

from an inferior one.

For instance, the trigrams alone cannot indicate

opinion of many commentators, it represents "the lord of the whole fig-

the phenomena of clouds gathering in the sky before the crash of thunder
and falling to earth as rain after the crash. If, however, we combine

ure"; and the parties represented by the other lines are expected to be

The Yang line occupies the central place in the lower trigram-the

most important place, next to the fifth, in the whole hexagram.

In the

No. 40), the weather conditions will be more adequately

obedient to him. He must be the leader of the hosts. Then, again, in
the two trigrams we notice the attributes of peril (K'an
and docility (K'un ::::). These attributes exactly correspond with the character
of an army, because an army is a most dangerous force and yet, docile,
it obeys the commands of its leader. It can thus be seen that, by com-

We sl;all see that in the Chun hexagram the water vapours

bining trigrams into hexagrams, much more meaning can be represented.

or clouds indicated by the upper trigram K'an
are hovering above,
is still confined
while thunder indicated by the lower trigram Chen

Some illustrations can be given also to show the inadequacy of in-

==

-.....___:=.--=---=-----------the ~~~a_n .anti...~~~~_:
and -~; one ·a.oove the other to
form the Chun hexagram =:= (~f~, No. 3) and the Chich hexagram

==
-- Cm~,

symbolized.

==

:..=

==)

-J.i
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dividual trigrams for representing human relationships and moral qualities.
Individual trigrams can never represent the romance and love-tensions between a boy and a girl; but if we combine the Tui and Ken trigrams

(=

and==) to form the Hsien hexagram

=-=
--

(~!~, No. 31), we

shall have a picture of "the youngest son"assuming a position below that
of "the youngest daughter". It has been explained that Ch'ien and K'un
symbolize Father and Mother and the other six trigrams represent their six

=·

children. Now the upper trigram Tui
which supports the third Yin
line of K'un, represents the third or youngest daughter, while the lower
trigram Ken
which holds the third Yang line of Ch'ien, represents
the third or youngest son. Thus, in the Hsien hexagram, we see the
young man assuming an inferior position, apparently worshipping the
young lady above him. Another interesting feature of this hexagram is
that all the correlative lines, i.e., Lines 1 and 4, 2 and 5, 3 and 6, are
in polar relation to each other, that is to say, one is Yin and the other

=:,

Yang, attracting and responding to each other.
When we study the text of this Hsien hexagram, we shall be in-

47

(llf!!-, No. 15), we find that quality clearly expressed, because we see the

=:=:

above and the mountain-symbol Ken =:below.
earth-symbol K'un
This suggests to our imagination that the mountain which, in reality, is
high above the earth, has condescended to assume a position below that of
the earth. It suggests the idea of humility or modesty, and for this reason
the hexagram i:. named Ts'ien lif , meaning humility. Western scholars
may criticise the symbolism of this hexagram and say that it is ridiculous
or fantastic to imagine a mountain below the earth. But such imagery is a
distinctive characteristic of Oriental thought. The Oriental way of thinking
is symbolical. It expresses the inner significance of a pheno~enon without
consideration of its external reality.
C.:klii~

Thus in the Ta Ch'u hexagram:::..::!!

, No. 26) which consists of the mountain-symbol above and the

sky-symbol below, Confucius actually perceives "the sky inside a mountain"
and accordingly advises the superior man "to fill his mind with the words
and deeds of former sages and to store up his virtue" (~;tEW-Jcp , j(lf. ~
f-J2J,~~mu§tt:ff' J2J,lf;!t.). It is obviously ridiculous toconceiveofthe
sky as being in reality within .a mountain. However, as Chu Hsi GrJ~)
has taught us, we can conceive it for the purpose of the symbolism.

terested to learn that its six component lines actually indicate the successive stages of a love affair.

For instance, the first line, according to

the text, indicates "the moving of the young man's big toes" (~~fli:),
apparently signifying his eagerness to approach the young lady. The
second line indicates "the moving of the calves of his legs" (~~MJ:);
the third li indicates "the moving of his thighs" (,ijt;ltJR). Line 4 indicates " rmness-correctness leading to good fortune". Firmness-correctness re may signify firm love and correct living-apparently a pledge by
t young couple. Line 5, according to the text, indicates "the moving of
the fle!>h along the spine above the heart" (mX;;l:tH~). Finally, Line 6, the
topmost line, indicates ''the moving of his cheeks, jaws and tongue'' (Ji3\tjt
m~E)! It is understandable, therefore, that the name of this hexagram
Hsien (.roX;) means "spontaneous mutual influence" (.roX; ' ~{g).

Enough perhaps has been written to show that we can perceive more
ideas and ideals in the hexagrams than in the trigrams. The author aims
not so much to reveal the meaning of the six hexagrams described as
to try and give the reason why Fu Hsi found it absolutely essential to
couple the eight trigrams in the various permutations to form sixty-four
hexagrams. It was to reveal and to give symbolic representation to the
whole world of ideas, the world of spiritual significance, that Fu Hsi conceived and evolved this unique system of sixty-four hexagrams and arranged
them in circular as well as in square form as shown in Plate 2. The
circular order of arrangement of the symbols with the Ch'ien hexagram
-

(symbolizing Spirit) at the top, and the K'un hexagram

§§§

(sym-

bolizing Earth) at the bottom, has a profound significance, inas;:h as we
may perceive in it, as in the changes of the eight trigrams, the alternate

Finally, the Eight Trigrams alone are not sufficient to represent moral
qualities-the quality of humility, for instance. But when we combine the
K'un a?d Ken trigrams

(== ==)
and

to form the Ts'ien hexagram~~

--

gr~w~ and passing away, the influx and e:ffiux, of the Yin and Yang
~;prmcxples. This cyclic process of transformation is much more subtle and
· ted; but for this very reason it is all the more interesting.
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are capable of getting into conscious touch with the inner reality correspond-

Basic .Features of the Hexagrams

ing to them.

First of all, in each hexagram, we have to consider not only the upper
and

lower

trigrams

and

The Hexagrams for the Parpose of Divination

their relationships with each other, but the

two intermediate or nuclear trigrams as well, formed by lines 2, 3 and 4,
and 3, 4 and 5.

These intermediate trigrams have their special significance,

and must not be disregarded when the meaning of the whole hexagram and
of its individual lines is to be determined.

Secondly, the three lines of the·

The 384 lines of the 64 hexagrams are understood to represent situations in life of a general character, embracing at the same time both the
human and the cosmic aspect.

Every such situation bears within itself the

principle of transformation and indicates the best course of action for a

outer or upper trigram correspond to those of the inner or the lower, so

man to take and the possible consequences he has to face.

that we have three couples of correlative lines, the first corresponding to

the J-Ching has for thousands of years been used as a book for divination.

the fourth, the second to the fifth, and the third to the sixth.

Much signi-

Whenever a gifted and trained person consults it in the proper w::q, he will

ficance may be perceived from their relationships with each other and with

receiVe informanon as to his future personal conditions; and, through the

the other lines and trigrams.

commentary written by King Wen, the Duke of Chou and Confucius, he

Thirdly, by the Law of Enantiodromia each .

individual line is capable of transforming itself into its polar opposite.

For this reason,

This

will also receive instruction on the broadest lines imaginable for the most

means that each hexagram is capable of 64 transformations and, as there

efficient mastery of his fate. In this regard, it is worth noting that the

are 64 hexagrams altogether, the total number of possible transformations

famous German philosopher, Count Hermann Keyserling, actually says in his

amounts to 4,096.

These transformations are understood as representing the

book The Recovery of Truth that the Book of Changes yields, in his experience,

multitudinous transformations in natural phenomena and in human life.

"true prophecies in every single case in which it is consulted according

The fourth feature to be pointed out is that the hexagrams are all organi-

to the rules by such as are versed in the art''.

cally connected and interrelated, just as all spiritual spheres are in touch

was the wisdom of the Book of Changes held in Japan, that the "Council of

with one another, and just as all outer phenomena are connected in some

Elder Statesmen", the Genro, even in the days of Emperor Meiji, consulted

way.

From this it follows that every hexagram as a unit has its mean-

it in every emergency and received from it the general plan to be fol-

ingful place within the system of symbols, just as every cell has its mean-

lowed in Japan's political moves. One great Japanese expert in divination was

ingful pl<>.ce within an organ.

Mr.

Thus, one of the Appendices, called "A

Treatise on the Sequence of the Hexagrams"

CJ+M ),

actually traces the

Donzo Takashima (:ff~rfD~).

Incidentally, so highly

During his life, he had numerous

occasions to make use of the !-Ching for divination regarding the moves

connection of meaning between the hexagrams in the order in which they

and destinies of nations as well as of private individuals.

follow one another in the text of King Wen.

called the I Tuan (~~) in which he explained the meaning of the text

Finally, since the hexagrams represent cosmic as well as human relations,
they are, as a whole, understood as symbolizing the Macrocosm and the

of the 1-Ching in a lucid manner,

He wrote a book

and recorded hundreds of cases of

divination which he had made.

Microcosm, which, as taught in most religions, inwardly correspond to each
other.

Thus every symbol has at the back of it many possible meanings,

every one of which reflects every other.

How the Hexag1·ams were fi'ormed

When properly meditated upon,

the sixty-four symbols can serve as real agencies for the perception of
psychological and metaphysical connexions, and, by means of them, we

The question arises:

How were the sixty-four hexagrams formed on

the basis of the Eight Trigrams?

By adding Yin and Yang lines to the
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eight trigrams? Or by doubling them up?
first doubled up the trigrams?

FORMATION

If the latter was the case, who

Now there are two possible methods of formation. First, we start
from the eight trigrams as the basis and continue the process of adding
lines to each of them. The addition to each trigram of each of the two
fundamental lines (i.e., a Yin and a Yang line) produces 16 figures of four
lines. Manipulated in the same way, these produce 32 figures of five lines;
and a similar operation with these 32 figure5 produces the 64 hexagrams,
each of which forms the subject of an es~ay in the text of the !-Ching.
This method was advocated by Shao Yung (B~~) of the Sung dynasty,
who illustrated the process by the following diagram:
One Way of Forming the Sixty-four Hexagrams

OF THE SIXTY-FOUR HEXAGRAMS
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proceeding at once from the trigrams to the hexagrams, according to what
we find in the second paragraph of Section I of the Great Treatise:
Thus strong and weak (Yang and Yin) are brought into contact
and the eight trigrams double up through the eight . fermutations.
CM:i'tl:lllil~~113lt: • /\.iHEl!t);
Accordingly, adding the Ch'ien trigram to itself and the other seven
. trigrams results in the formation of the following eight heXagrams:

=
=
=

--- - -=- -=
=== =
=
------== == -- ---- -

=

And when similar operations have been completed with the seven other
trigrams, we have the total number of 8 times 8 or· 64 hexagrams (See
. Plate at beginning of Introduction).
It is .a moot question who. first doubled-up the trigran;:ts to form the
64 hexagrams of the I. According to Sze-ma Ch'ien and Yang Hsiung

(.fib£), it was King Wen; 1 according to Cheng K'ang-ch'eng. (~.&J{IPG), .it

According to some commentators, the above method of formation of
the hexagrams is borne out by the following passage from Chapter II of
one of the Appendices called "Treatise on Trigrams"

Cimi~

):

was Emperor Shen Nung (iii$bl); 2 .according to Sun Sheng(!*-~), it \Vas
Emperor Yu of the Hsia dynasty (~~); 3 and according to Huai Nan-tzu
O!ti¥.Ff ), Wang Pi C:EJ5), · Yu Fan (~IJl) and K'ung An-kuo C:fL:ti!
-IJ), it 'was Fu Hsi himself. 4 . Chu Hsi C.*.), when questioned on the
subject, was inclined to hold that Fu Hsi had multiplied them .himself
. however, this great Sung philosopher declined to commit himself as to.:
whether their names were as old as the hexagrams themselves, or whether
they dated only from the twelfth century B.C. For reasons which will ~be
~iven in the following paragraphs, many scholars, including Wu Hang (~
if£) 5 and the living authority Dr. Yang Chien-hsi_ng, think. that

The full form of a hexagram consists of six lines. The (alternating
even and uneven) places in it are divided into Yin and Yang. The
strong (undivided) line and the weak (divided) line occupy t.hese by
turns. Thus, through six positions, the figure of a hexagram IS completed. (~7"\iliTOP.:IGi~

• ?1-~:51~ ' ;J!ffl*llfill] '

Mz~/"\{ftffi]P.;IG]jt).

There is a second method of forming the hexagrams, which consists in

~e ~mal~

1 Cf. Biographies of the Kings of the Chou Dynasty~ Historical Records (.§l!ifa :
~);

H!l*

2 Cf. Cheng K'ang Ch'eng's &say 011 the I CD~~).
. 3 Cf. The Introduction of K'ung Ying-ta's Commentary on Wa~g Pi's Chou I Cheng
I (fl.i®EfjtS::).
4 "Fu Hsi made' the- sixty-four permutations," Huai Nan Tzu (i'ffiFff-:fOfiJ: {71':1!1~

z:ki-rmtlb.
.
·
s-~ms: ~~z:m , ~u '~•z.' :trrrm:tr~I§Ji!rffii~ ' ffii*f'~m;~;I-zcgJtmx
- ~M·
.
. .

.
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FORMATION OF THE SIXTY-FOUR
HEXAGRA:iJs
.

cramation
of tl~e trio-rams
was the \VOrk •of Fu
Hsi and that the names of the
.
<::>
,.
six~y-four hexag:.'ams, as we have them now, were given by King Wen.
The reasons for ascribing the device of the hexagrams to Fu Hsi are found
in the Great Treatise. In Chapter 2 of Section II of this work, there is a
long account-of how Emperors Fuo Hsi, Shen Nung, Huang Ti, Yao and
Shun promoted the economic welfare of their people by maki~g varia~
inventions on the basis of the symbolisms of certain hexagrams. The account contains twelve instances, of which two are discussed below:

0

"Fu Hs~ invented the art of making various kinds of nets by
knitting strings, both for hunting and fishing. The idea oLthis was taken
(1)

from Li

'
':'

-

!IJl : : (the thirtieth hexagram). " 1

How does Li suggest the idea of a net? First of all, as explained in
the previous chapter, Li ==suggests the idea of the eyes, and its attribute is
attachme1~t (~i~ § ' $;g-JI-& ' Ht~z~). Then the lower nuclear trigram
Sun
is the symbol of "string" (~jliH.;l[ Cf. Remal;'ks on the Trigrams,
Ch. XI ~!~) and of "fish" (~:$~ Cf. l\Ieng's List of Antiquated Symbols
il5i.B2.~~). Then, again, ~ccording to Yti Fan (j!lJ}l), the Li hexagram

=

-

: : is formed as a result of transposing the two ceq.tral lines 2 and 5 to
the K'un hexagram

§§ to

--

their corresponding positions 2 and 5 of Ch'ien

(!:$.:::liz¥t~~~), and position 2 of Ch'ien represents the .fields

(!lit

· ft:'=:fffEB) (Cf. text of Line 2 of Ch'ien). Combining ·all these percepts of
"eyes", "attachment'-', "string", "fish" and "fields" together, we have the
idea of something woven with stt·ings, showing many meshes or eyes, 1 and ·
used for catching fish and hunting animals and birds in the fields. The
fish and animal!. are attached or held in it when caught; Evidently) it
s!lggests the picture of a net for hunting and fishing.
(2) "On the death of Pao Hsi, there arose,Shen Nung in his place.
He fashioned wood to form the plou.5hshare· and bent wood to make the
1 ~: fp~iji'ffi~~~ , .~;,t{a;.i=.m~'

MmtM • .

.

. 2 The Chinese words for meshes and eyes are exac'tly the same: i.e., yen (e.g., the
.· eye of a needle).
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plough-:handle.

The advantages of ploughing and weeding were then taught _
.. ..........
.to all under heaven-. The idea of this was taken from Yi 1it·. ii5 (the
·.-;~·~

forty-se.c·ond hexagr~tli)"' .•
Why doe8 the Yi heX.agraJn

-

5S

suggest the idea of a ploughshare with

=

a handle? :first of all the upper trigram Sun
is the symbol for wood
(~~-*) (Cf. Remarks on Trigrarbs) and its attribute is pe~t,aiiotJ or
entrance (~2\-fu.) (Cf. preceding chapter). The upper nuclear trigram.
Ken
is, as explained in the preceding chapter, the,,!'ymbOl fo~ hand.
(~~::f.). Combining these percepts, w~ hav~ the idea of plough which
consist!> of a piece .of wood. fashioned by hand and penetrated. by, -aiiother
piece of wood. The woo~en ha11dle is bent by hand. Furthermore, as ~as
been explained, the upper trigrl\m Sun
is the symbol for thigh (~~
JBt), signifying advance and r~treat (~jey~j!), and .the low.er trigram
Chen
is the symbol for foot Cit~JiD· This. suggests the idea of the·
. hands holding the .handle of the plough, and the thigh; a~d ·feet ,pusi¥ng .·
the share, the man himself advancing and retreating in the fields ·with · the
implement. It is evidently' the picture of a far~er tilll~g the fields :with
a plough.

=::

a

=

==:

Now, if this story oJ inventions by the ancie~t sages- is histo~.lcally.
authentic, there can be no doubt that the doubling up of the 'trigrams ·to -form hexagrams was the work of Emperor F~ Hsi, inas~uch as thlnystem ,
of hexagrams must have alr~dy been devised before Emperors Fu Hsi'and ·
ploughs.
Shen. Nung_ could have perceived in. them the ideas of nets
Had .Emperor Yti or,.King
been their originator, those ~age-emperors
who rule~ before them would not have been able to bring about 'those in~
ventions and economic- institUtions specified in the Great. Treatise~ Similarly,
if Shen Nung had been ·the originator, F~ Hsi would not have perceived in
the Li hexagram the idea of a fishing net. This _chain of reasoning should,
theref,ore, settle the question regarding the first authorship of the hexagrams.
Questions- su~h as this do not appear _to me . to be of much importance.
What is important iS the qu~tion whether the hexagrams can appropriately

Wen

and
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serve as agencies. for the. perception of psychological and metapl~ysical connexi?ns and, if so, how deeply we can perceive ~nd ·realize the spidtual
significance underlying them. In other words, the essential meaning of the
symbols and the depth Of our tUiderstanding corresponding to it are what
matters in so far as my work· on the- I-Ching is concerned.

_The Sixty-four Names of the Hexagrams
. Now com~ the quel)tion of names for the hexagrams. Were they also
cciined by Fu flsi himself? Here~ too, the opinion,s of commentators are
divided. ·Some held that they were given by King Wen, while others
ascribed them to Fu H~i~ . In his Wen Hsin Lu Chou I Chieh CrJ1 1 t,i!mJ~
m), Teng Tzu-pin (~;;t-3!() give!. several elaborate arguments. in favour
of the latter view. However, it is doubtful wheth~ the primitive system
of writing. devised by Fu l!Ji could provide all the difficult characters for -·
the ~signation of the hexagrams. It is. the belief of most commentators that
. Fu H~i"Ieft only ten characters in connectlon ~ith the I-Ching; namely,
the nam~s_ of.the eight trigrams _and the two word~ hsiao hsi (ffl}~l); meaning
the alternate progression and retrogression of Yin and Yang. For this and
many other reasons I incline to agree with James L~gge that the names,
~We have theiJ1 now, came from King Wen:
It is perhaps more interesting to note -that these names are not given
to the symbols arbitrarily. . Each ·of them has a special .meaning which
harmonizes with that of. the entire hexagram to which it ~ assigned. An
®camination of the sixty-four names indicates that they are generally .determined on the basis_ of the foilowi~g f~ur principal factors:
1.

stage of its annual cycle of manifestation. This hexagram
corresponds to the first month of the year, the first month
of the natural spring, when for six months, through the
fostering sun and genial skies, the processes of growth will
be going on. 1 Furthermore, the antithetical positions of
the two fundamental symbols of Spirit and Earth, the
latter on top of the former, indicate the harmonious
interplay or inter-penetration of Yin and Yang, on
which creation depends. This suggests a progres!.iv~ and
successful state of affairs both in the natural and political
world. The name of this hexagram is "T'ai" (~), which
means success and prosperity. To illm.trate further: the 23rd
hexagram

-

the 11th hexagram 5$ consists of ti1e Ch'icn trigram
'

'

(symbol 'for- Spiri9. bel~w and the K'un trigram (symbol
tor Earth) above, indicati~g that the Yang Power, represented by the ~ee Yang lines, has attained the third

Yang line at the top of

five Yin lines. This signifies that the Yin forces, represented by the five Yin lines, in their progression from below
upwards, are approaching the climax of their manifestation,
being on the point of overthrowing the remaining Yang
power, represented by the single Yang line on top of
them. Applied to the plane of human lif~, this symbol
represents the growth of the influence of inferior men and
the waning of that of superior men. In other words, it
represents a situation in which five inferior men are combining to overthrow the one superior man above them.
The name of this hexagram is "Po" (:l]BJ), which means
overthrow or demolition.
2. The spiritual significance underlying the hexagram, or
some spiritual qualities which it represents. For example,

Th~ cosmic situation symbolized by the hexagram, indicat-

ing the· prog!eSs ot retrogr~, the full manifestatiOil or
full withdrawa~~ of the Yang or Yin forces. For example,

ii has only one

1 The Fu hexagram

--==
-

CUD, which shows one Yang line below five Yin lines,

i.e. the return of Yang, corresponds to the 11th month of the year (Chinese
Calendar), in which, on the day of the Winter Solstice, the creative power of
Yang begins to re-manifest itself after Yin has completed its annual cycle of
manifestation.

The Lin hexagram

E~

(!lli;), which shows two Yang lines below

=
four Yin lines, correponds to the last month of the year. Similarly, the T'ai hexagram, as explained above, corresponds to the first month of the year.
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the 15th hexagram : : : is composed of the earth-symbol

==

CHAPTER VI

=:

K'un
above and the hill-symbol Ken
below.
This suggests to the imagination that the hill which, m
reality, is high above the earth has

assume a position below that of the earth.
the idea of humility.

The Lo Shu or the Scrip from

condescended to

the Lo River

It suggests

The name of this hexagram is
So far much has been written to explain the origin of the eight tri-

"Ts'ien" (~), which means humility.

grams and the construction of the sixty-four hexagrams. They are all based
3.

Events in life which the hexagram appears to indicate.

on Fu Hsi's mystical realizations and on the cosmogonic plan called Ho

For example,

T'u or River Map which had been providentially revealed to him.

the 6th hexagram -

Ch'ien trigram (symbol for

consists of the
-power and strength) atove

and the K'an trigram (symbol for danger) below.

This

Now

there is another diagram which is closely related to this River Map and
which deserves some explanation here. This is the Lo Scrip, i.e., a scrip

a higher position exercising his strength to control a

emerging from the Lo River (#Hf). It is alluded to in the same paragraph of the Great Treatise in which the Ho T'u is mentioned. This scrip

dangerous person in the lower position, and, on the

was a scheme of the same nature as the River Map.

other hand, that dangerous person below watching out

back of a tortoise which emerged from the Lo River, and it was shown

for an opportunity to assail his antagonist above him.

to the Great Yti when he was engaged in his gigantic work of draining

It also represents the person depicted by the inner or

off the waters of the flood, as related in the Shu Ching.

lower trigram being in a state of peril, and threatened

it suggested "the Great Plan"

symbol shows, on the one hand, a powerful person in

by strength from without, or a dangerous person who is
conscious of his power and ever ready to assert it.

All

this is supposed to give the idea of contention or strife.

Ci*fil),

It was found on the

To the hero-sage

an interesting but mystical docu-

ment of the same classic, a treatise of Physics, Astrology, Divination,
Morals, Politics, and Religion, the great model for the government of the
kingdom.

The common representation of this scrip is as follows:

The name of this hexagram is "Sung" (if~), which means
contention or litigation.
4.

Inanimate material objects which the outward form or
shape of the hexagram resembles.

For example, the 50th

hexagram : _ resembles in appearance a Chinese bronze
cauldron which generally has legs and ears.

The lowest

line, divided, represents its legs; Lines 2, 3 and 4, all

f ,
()_-r--·c'
~-·

\_...

~'

undivided, represent its body; Line 5, divided, represents
its two ears; and Line 6, undivided, represents its lid or
the handle by which it is carried.
hexagram is "Ting"
cauldron.

CmD,

which

The name of this
means

a

0

bronze
In his Introduction Legge substitutes numbers for the groups of marks
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to form the following plan:
4

3

8

9
5

2

7
6

and he says that it is nothing but an arithmetical puzzle in which tlie
numbers from 1 to 9 are arranged so as to make IS in whatever direction
they are added together. Legge's interpretation may arouse wonder; but,
it seems to me, he misses the whole significance of the plan by ignoring the
distinction between the circles and the black dots, i.e., between the Yin
and the Yang marks. As with the River Map, the meaning of this Lo
Scrip may be more easily perceptible if its Yang marks are arranged in
circular form as follows.

A thorough interpretation of this diagram wouid take up more space
than is available here, for it involves the principle of interaction of the Five
Elements and of analogy or correspondence between trigrams and numbers.
Suffice it to allude to two cosmic principles which are suggested by this
arrangement of the Yin and Yang numbers in the plan. First, it will be
observed that the two Yin numbers 2 and 4 indicate the initial manifestation of the Yin Principle, while 6 and 8 indicate its advanced stage. Similarly, the two Yang numbers I and 3 indicate the initial manifestation

Different commentators have given this plan different interpretations,
some of which are too far-fetched to be appreciated by the Western mind.
For in::.tance, Jen Ch'i-yun (fflg:~) has constructed the "Post-Cosmic Eight
Trigrams" (i.e., the Hou T'ien Pa Kua as arranged by King Wen) to
correspond to the eight numbers on the eight sides in accordance with the
principle of "mutual construction and destruction" of the Five Primary
Elements, namely, Metal, Wood, Water, Fire, and Eart~ as follows:

of the Yang Principle, while 7 and 9 indicate its advanced stage. Now
the point to be noted is that the Yang cycle starts from a point in the
advanced stage of the Yin cycle, the first Yang number I being placed
between the two Yin numbers 6 and 8. Similarly, the Yin cycle starts
from a point in the advanced stage of the Yang cycle, the first Yin number 2 being placed between the two Yang numbers 7 and 9. This clearly
indicates the alternate manifestation of Yin and Yang, each succeeding the
other at a certain point. In this respect, the Lo Scrip is similar to the
River Map in symbolic significance.
Secondly, it will be observed that, of the five Yang numbers-!, 3,
5, 7 and 9-the starting number 1 is placed at the bottom; the three
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intermediate numbers-3, 5 and 7-are spread out in the middle section of
the plan; and the culminating number 9 is placed at the top.

Since Yang
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This diagram shows a white disc within a black ground and with a
central point.

The white disc represents Yang or the Motion-aspect of

Ultimate Reality, while the black ground represents Yin or the Rest-aspect.

signifies the life-side or the spiritual aspect of things, this arrangement of
the Yang numbers indicates that the evolution of life proceeds from below

Thus, the picture signifies the manifestation of Yang, that is, of Light and

upwards, starting from the lowest or mineral kingdom, through the inter-

Motion, from an inner centre, after the previous cycle of cosmic darkness

mediate vegetable, animal and human kingdoms, up to the highest or superhu-

and rest.

man kingdom (Perfect Man). An analogy of this principle is seen in the
drawing of the hexagrams, which invariably proceeds from the lowest line

differentiation.

I upwards to the topmost line 6, i.e., from the plane of Earth, through the

invisible, yet omnipresent, VJithout beginning Or end, yet y;criodical in its
regular manifestations--between which periods reigns the dark mystery of

intermediate plane of Man, to the plane of Spirit.

These two interpreta-

tions of the Lo Scrip are given by Jen Ch'i-yun in his Chou I Hsi Hsin
({ff,i-f3£fi'Uj)Bf;Ji:~).

However, the profoundest significance of the Lo Scrip
seems to be expressed in the following diagram which was first drawn on the
basis of the Scrip by Hu Kuang-shan CM~!II): 1

THE LO SCRIP
(As Interpreted by Hu Kuang-shan)

+
What does this diagram indicate?

------------------------------------------------------..~·

The centre, represented by the number 5, denotes the dawn of
The white disc represents divine Unity, from which all

things proceed, and to which all must return.

Non-Being (Yin).

It is the One Life, eternal,
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CHAPTER VII

DIAGRAM OF THE SUPREME ULTIMATE

The T' ai Chi T' u

• :fi ii'fi ;t t.i
ABSOLUTE AND ULTIMATE REALITY

or

Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate
YANG:

YIN:

MOTION

REST

Let us proceed to deal with another diagram which is most closely
related to the Lo Scrip and the River Map.

It is the T'ai Chi T'u

(:-k~

fW) or "Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate", a remarkable work which
was ascribed to Chou Lien-ch'i

()j!fjilj~)

(1017-1073 A.D.), called also

Chou Tun-i ()j!fj.tfc®), and Chou Mou-shu
sages of the Sung dynasty.

(Jj!fj]l;~),

the first of the five

According to the be&t authorities, this diagram

was originally a work of the Taoist School passed on by Ho Shang-kung
(fiiJJ:~)
~i),

to Wei Po-yang

CWME~),

from Wei to Chung Li-ch'uan

Ci!~

from Chung to Li.i Tung-pin (8ylfil31{), from LU to Ch'en T'u-nan

Cll*illf4'), from Ch'en to Ch'ung Fang (:f+;Qt), from Ch'uug to Mu Pochang C&1E*), and finally from Mu to Chou Lien-ch'i. 1 Whoever might
have been the first author of this diagram, it is perfectly true that Chou
Lien-ch'i wrote a short essay to explain its philosophical meaning.
essay was called T'ai Chi T'u Shuo

(:;t~lllfwt'),

of the Diagram of the Supreme Ultimate".

The

rz:

i.e., "An Explanation

As this e3say is based on the

metaphy&ical truths of the !-Ching, and as a study of it will facilitate the
understanding of the meaning of the first two hexagrams, Ch'ien and K'un,
it •may be well to introduce the diagram, the Chinese text of the essay,
and its English translation.

CH'IEN
MALE ASPECT

~
~

'-1

0
0

.

i$
j!

*'*

K'UN
FEMALE ASPECT

CREATION OF ALL THINGS
1. Cf. Y. L. Fung's History of Chinese Philosophy, Vol. II, P. 822 ff, also History

of Sung Dynasty (5KR!), BK. 435, P. 4,
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'fhe T'ai Chi T'u
An Explanation of the Diagram of
the Supreme Ultimate
"The Infinite (Wu-chi)! And yet the Supreme Ultimate (T'ai-chi)!
"The Supreme Ultimate through creative Movement manifests its
Yang Aspect. This Movement, having reached its limit, is followed by
Quiescence, and by this Quiescence, it manifests its Yin Aspect. When
Quiescence has reached its limit, there is a return to Movement. Thus
Movement and Quiescence, in alternation, become each the source of the
other. The distinction between Yin and Yang is determined and the
Two Modes (i.e., Yin and Yang) are established.
"By the transformations of Yang and the union therewith of Yin,
the Five Elements of Water, Fire, Wood, Metal and Earth are produ9c'C!..
These five ethereal forces ( ch'i) are diffused in harmonious order, and the
four seasons proceed in their course.
"The Five Elements constitute one system of Yin and Yang; Yin
and Yang constitute the one Supreme Ultimate; and ·the Supreme Ultimate
is essentially the Infinite. The Five Elements come into being, each
having its own specific nature. When the true substance of the Infinite
and the essence of the Two Modes and the Five Elements unite in mysterious union, integration ensues. The Ch'ien Principle (Yang) constitutes the male element, and the K'un. Principle (Yin) constitutes the
female element. These Two Forces (Yin and Yang) by their interaction operate to produce the myriad things, and these in their turn produce
and reproduce, so that transformation and change continue without end.
"It is man alone, however, who is endowed with the sublime essence
of Yin and Yang, and hence is the most spiritual of all beings. When
his bodily form is produced and his spirit develops intelligence and
consciousness, and when the five moral principles of his nature are aroused

by, and react to, external phenomena and become active, there follows
the distinction between good and evil, and the myriad phenomena of
human affairs appear.
"The Sage regulates and settles these affairs by the principles
of the Mean, correctness, benevolence, and righteousness, regarding
contemplative Quiescence as the cardinal principle. Thus he establishes himself as the highest standard for mankind. Hence the Sage,
in his moral qualities, is in harmony with Spirit and Earth; in his
brilliancy, with the sun and moon; in his orderly procedure, with
the four seasons; and, in his good and evil fortunes, with gods and
demons. The superior man cultivates these moral qualities and
enjoys good fortune, whereas the inferior man violates them and
suffers evil fortune.
"Therefore, it is said that 'Yin and Yang are established as the
way of Spirit, tenderness and strength as the way of Earth, and benevolence and righteousness as the way of Man.' It is also said that 'if
we trace things to their beginning and follow them to their end, we
shall understand the concepts of life and death.'
"Great indeed is the Book of Changes!
significance."

Herein lies its profoundest
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THE T'AI CHI T'U

T'ai Chi T'u Shuo
An Explanation of the Diagram of
the Supreme Ultimate
General Remarks
I need hardly append an elucidation of the meaning of this essay because all the explanations I can give will be given in various parts of my
commentary on the first two hexagrams. There is, however, one point
which I wish to emphasize here. In the above discourse, Chou Tun-i
explained the T'ai Chi T'u purely from a philosophical point of view,
which is entirely different from the original purport and significance
conceived by the Taoist masters who drew it. For, according to Chu Itsun's Ching I K'ao C*-~•*~:f!~), this diagram was originally drawn to
show the different stages of self-development through Taoist meditation,
i.e., the different stages of the process of transmutation of the lower
personality into a suitable vehicle for the manifestation of the Higher Self
which is essentially one with the Absolute. The plan was originally meant
to be interpreted from below upwards, the lowest circle representing what
is called the hsuan p'in chih men C::ttJtzF~), i.e .. the Gate of the Mystic
Female. This signifies that part of the body through which the vital fluid
has to be drawn upwards from the lower region. The second lowest circle
represents the state called lien eking hua ch'i, lien ch'i hua shen (~rrf{t~,
~*"ttffi"$), i.e., refining the vital fluid and transmuting it into creative
energy, and transmuting this creative energy into spiritual essence. The
five smaller circles in the centre represent the stage called wu shing ting
wei and wu c'hi ch'ao yuan Cliff}E{.sl: • li~~Jl][;). This means the correlation of the Five Elements and the polarization of the Five Forces with
the creative spiritual source of life. At this stage the five streams of
life-force are directed to vivify the five main organs of the body-the
heart, the liver, .the spleen, the lungs and the kidneys-and they are theh
turned upwards to unite at the higher source, i.e., the seat of Creative
Spirit at the centre of the brain. The circle just above the group of five

•
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smaller circles represents the stage called Yin Yang p'ei ho and Ch'u K'(ln
t'~en Li C~~i'liUt' Jflt:!f(;q~~~).

This means that the two polar opposites,
Ym and Yang, are harmonized into one unity. Symbolically speaking,
the central Yang line of K'an
which corresponds to the lower
abdominal region of the body is extracted and brought up to fill the
which corresponds to the head, thus concentral Yin position of Li
and Ch''1enverting the two symbols, K'an and Li into K'un
respectively, thereby restoring to pristine purity the Yin and Yang as;:;:
of the Absolute. Finally the uppermost circle repre~ents the highest and
final stage of self-realization and is called lien shen huan hsu, fu kuei wu
chi (~jjilf!Jil!f!t ' 1Jt• • fili).
This means the purification of the divine
essence, its return to the Great Void, and its ultimate union with the
Infinite. This is analOJOUS to the Buddhist attainment of Nirvana-the
conscious realization of Identity with the Absolute. It is the final goal of
life. It means the perfection of man and his union with the Divine. For
this reason the diagram was originally called "Wu Chi T'u" (4In:+..:
rm)
~·~Jf!IJ'
i.e., the Diagram of the Infinite. Chou Tun-i changed its name into T'ai
Chi T'u, reversed its order of interpretation, and gave an explanation
which is akin more to the genesis of the universe than to the return of
man to the divine source of life.

==
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by meditation or other practices, ascends from the base of the spine to the
centre at the top of the head, achieving union with Divine Spirit.

CHAPTER VIII

rfhe Three Systems of Changes
and Their Authorship
As already mentioned, the Book of Changes has, for thousands of years,
been used for divination purposes. The earliest reference to this classic is
found in the Chou Li, the official Book of the Chou dynasty, where it is
said that "the Grand Diviner" (T'ai Pu) had charge of the rules for the
"three I", i.e., the three systems of Changes, called the Lien Shan, the
Kuei Ts'ang, and the Chou I (Jjijli!l:k r ~=B,z~ ' -B~IlJ ' -Biwit '

-B)jijB,).
Now, why three systems?
(i~!tal<;)

The reason given by Cheng K'ang-ch'eng

In the latter case, the K'un hexagram represents Matter as opposed to
Spirit, Darkness as opposed to Light, and Yin as opposed to Yang, implying that, before the dawn of cosmic creation, Darkness alone filled the
Boundless All; Spirit was veiled by Matter, and the Yang Principle was
"wrapped in the Ever-Invisible Robes" of Yin. 1
The question arises: What was Fu Hsi's original order of arrangement
for the sixty-four hexagrams? Who was it that changed that original system
into the three successive systems of Lien Shan, Kuei Ts'ang and Chou I?
The answer given by the highest authorities, including Dr. Yang Chienhsing, is that Fu Hsi's original system began with the Ch'ien hexagram,
being exactly the same as that adopted by King Wen and followed by
the people of the Chou dynasty.

is that the order of arrangement of the sixty-four hexagrams was

different in each of the three dynasties: Hsia, Shang, and Chou. In the
Hsia dynasty (2183-1752 B.C.), the system of Changes commenced with

This system had been handed down by Fu Hsi through sixteen generations to Emperor Shen Nung (1[1$~) who, however, changed it into the

the present 52nd hexagram Ken

Lien Shan system which began with the Ken hexagram

==
--

and was called Lien Shan, i.e., a

range of mountains, because the Ken hexagram consists of two Ken trigrams
one above the other, representing mountains upon mountains.
Later, in the Shang or Yin dynasty (1751-1112 B.C.), the system com-

=:,

menced with the present second hexagram, K'un §~, and was called Kuei

--

Ts'ang, a phrase signifying "returning and safe-keeping", the idea being
that the K'un- hexagram consists of two K'un trigrams :::, representing
Earth, to which all things return,_ and in the bosom of which all minerals
and plant-life are safely kept,
Besides these explanations, there are metaphysical reasons for the different orders of arrangement of those symbols in the Hsia and Shang dynasties. For in:,tance, in the former case, the Ken hexagram signifies the back
of our physical body and incorporates a secret of meditation which was
known and practised by the ancient sages. It represents the spinal column,
containing a channel through which the Creative Power, when awakened

=::
--·

In doing so

Shen Nung adopted for himself two new names, Lien Shan Shih (~Ill~)
and Lieh Shan Shih (f.!~llJ.£\:), 2 the latter sounding more or less the same
as the former. When Emperor Huang Ti (j(ifW) became the ruler of
China (2nd millennium B.C.), he in turn changed the I into the Kuei
Ts'ang system, which began with the K'un hexagram; and, in doing so,
he adopted for himself the new title Kuei Ts'ang Shih Cilit.I\:)'
After the Hsia and Shang dynasties came the Chou dynasty (1111-249
B.C.) during which the study of the !-Ching was pursued with keen interest. Another change then took place, this time back to the original.
For, when King Wen wrote his text on the J, he reverted to the original
system of Fu Hsi, and this was adopted by the people of the Chou dynasty
and called the Chou I. Thus, the Chou I began with the Ch'ien hexagram
±MEl: ill!!~.~' i'ii-'1-E'I' ill~=*t '*i:~lli' ~,!£~'
.y,i!!J-'1!!.·
2 Also Lei Shan Shih Cllbtlrs::).

1

~m:i:l'a~~' ~Pt.li~:!:lfiZ.~

•
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followed by K'un, symbolizing re3pectively Spirit and Earth.
I will now describe in somewhat greater detail how King Wen and
the Duke of Chou came to write the text of the Book and how Confucius
wrote his Appendices.
To understand the Book, it will be necessary to keep in mind the circumstances in which King Wen addressed l.imself to the study of the sixtyfour hexagrams. Toward the end of tie Yin or Shang dynasty, the kingdom was in a hopeless state of decay and disintegration.
the reigning king described its condition thus:

A brother of

The house of Yin can no longer exercise rule over the
land. The great deeds of our founder were displayed in a
former age, but through mad addiction to drink we have destroyed the effects of his virtue. The people, small and great,
are given to highway robberies, villainies, and treachery. The
nobles and officers imitate one another in violating the laws.
There is no certainty that criminals will be apprehended. The
lesser people rise up and commit violent outrages on one another. The dynasty of Yin is sinking in ruin; its condition
is like that of a person crossing a large stream, but finding
neither ford nor bank. 1
This miserable state of the nation was due very much to the evil character and tyranny of the reigning monarch. When the son of King Wen
rose in rebellion, he denounced the monarch thus in "a Solemn Declaration" addressed to all the states:
Cheo, the King of Shang, treats all virtue with contempt,
and abandons himself to wild idleness and irreverence.
He
has forfeited the mandate of Heaven, and brought enmity
. between himself and the people. He cut off the legs of those
who waded in the water in a winter morning; he cut out the
1 The Shu Ching, xi, 1, 2.

heart of the good man. 1 He has abused his power by killing
and murdering. He trusts and honours the villainous and the
bad and drives away his instructors and guardians.
He has
thrown to the winds the statutes and penal laws. He neglects
to offer sacrifices to Heaven and Earth and has discontin,ued
the offerings in the ancestral temple. Instead, he makes cruel
contrivances of extraordinary ingenuity to please his wife. 2 Heaven will no longer bear with him, but is bringing ruin
upon him with a curse.
While the kingdom was heading toward disaster under King Cheo's
misrule, the principality called Chou was rising. This principality w~s
situated to the west of the kingdom, in what is now the province of Shensi.
The lords of this principality had long been distinguished for their ability
and virtue. At the time of King Cheo, its chief was Ch'ang, now known
to us as King Wen, who had succeeded his father in 1174 B.C. He was
not only lord of the Chou principality but had come to be a sort of viceroy over a great part of the kingdom. Equally distinguished in peace and
in war, a model of all that was good and admirable, he conducted himself with remarkable wisdom and self-restraint. Princes and people rejoiced
at the prospect of hil. leading an attack upon the tyrant, but he shrank
from exposing himself to the charge of being disloyal. Nevertheless, the
jealous suspicion of the tyrant Cheo (*f) was aroused. Wen was thrown
into prison in B.C. 1132 and momentarily expected the arrival of the order
for his death. In that fateful period when his life was hanging in the
balance and his mind was filled with doubts, he occupied himself with the
trigrams and hexagrams.

1 These were well-known instances of Cheo's wanton cruelty. Observing some people
one winter's day wading through a stream, he ordered their legs to be cut through
at the shank-bone, that he might see the marrow which could so endure the cold.
"The good man" was a relative of his own, called Pi-Kan. He enraged Cheo by
the sternness of his rebukes; so the tyrant ordered his heart to be cut out, that
he might see the structure of a sage's heart.
2 It was said that to please his wife, the infamous T'an-chi, Cheo made "the Heater"
and "the Roaster", two instruments of torture.
The latter was a copper pillar
made slippery and laid above a pit of burning charcoal; culprits were forced to
walk along it
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Those linear figure~ had long been used for the purpose of divination.

evaluation strikes us as singular. According to his method each line seems
to become a living entity, and suggests some phenomenon in nature or
some case of human experience, from which wisdom or folly, good fortune
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The use of the divining stalks is indicated in "the Counsels of the Great
Yii", one of the earliest books of the Shu Ching; 1 and a whole section in
"the Great Plan", also a b:wk of the Shu Ching, describes how "doubts
were to be examined" by meam of the tortoise-shell and the stalks. 2 King

or misfortune, may be inferred.

In a short paragraph he explained the

Wen was familiar with divination, a time-honoured practice in his age.

meaninO' of each line in comonance with the meaning which King Wen
"' to the whole figure. To him, therefore, are ascribed the 384
had given

Possibly it occurred to him that nothing was more likely to lull the suspi·

paragraphs based on the 384 lines, and these have become an integral por-

cions of his dangerous enemy than the study of the linear figures, thinking
that if the prison guards took notice of what he was doing, they would
merely smile at the lines and the sentences which he appended to them.

tion of the text of the !-Ching.
It is not known in what period of his life the Duke of Chou wrote
his commentary on the lines; but as Confucius once said that

In any case, that was the situation in which the lord of Chou found
himself: a prisoner in Yu-li, with the sixty-four figures arranged before
him. Each of the hexagrams assumed a mystic meaning, and glowed with
a deep significance. From them he learned of the qualities of various objects of nature, or of the principles of human society, or of the condition,
actual and prospective, of the kingdom. He named each of the figures
by a term descriptive of the idea with which he had connected it in his
mind, and then he proceeded to set that idea forth with an appropriate
note of exhortation or warning. Thus he composed sixty-four short paragraphs, one for each hexagram. These have been handed down to us as
the main text of the Chou I, i.e., the !-Ching of the Chou dynasty, and
are called the "T'uan", a word meaning "judgment", i.e., King Wen's
judgment on the essential attributes and characteristics of the hexagrams.
Thus the work of Prince Ch'ang or King Wen contained in the 1
amcunts to no more than 64 short paragraphs. We do not know what
led his son Tan, better known as the Duke of Chou, to enter into his work
and complete it as he did.
Tan was a patriot, a hero, a legislator, and
a philosopher.

Perhaps he undertook to study the linear figures as a tribute

of filial duty.

What had been done for the whole hexagram, he would do

for each line, and he made it clear that all the six lines showed different aspects
of the general situation represented by that particular hexagram. But his
1 The Shu Ching: II, ii, 18.
2 The Slw Ching: V, iv, 20-31.

"he who

made the !-Ching must have experienced sorrow and misfortune" ( {'f£1f

~if~}~.=¥), it may reasonably be inferred that the Duke wrote it during
the very sad period of his life when he had retired from his regency as a
result of the rumours spread by his malicious cousins that he intended to
usurp the throne. In the other periods of his life, when he was fully
occupied with the government of his kingdom, he could hardly have had
the leisure to meditate and work on those symbols.
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tion of the hexagrams of the 1-Ching.
CHAPTER IX

The 3rd and 4th "Wings", called the "Upper and Lower Hsiang
Chuan"

'The Appendices

to

(~{;~),

i.e., "Treatise on the Symbuls", consist of

br~ef

references

the Duke of Chou's comments on the individual lines of the hexagrams.

Two things will be considered in this chapter: the authorship of the

The 5th and 6th "Wings", which arc called the "Appended Sen-

The text is ascribed, without any dissen·

tences" or "Appended Judgments" (Wtrot), constitute what is called by many

Appendices, and their contents.

tient voice, to King Wen, the founder of the Chou dynasty, and his son

"The Great

Tan, better known as the Duke of Chou.

In regard to the portion as-

While explaining much of what is found in the text, they also deal with

cribed to King }'\Ten, the evidence of the third Appendix and the statement

the origin of the trigrams, the methods pursued in the practice of divina-

of Ssu-ma Ch'ien are as positive as could be desired; and as regards the por-

tion, the rise of various arts in the pi-ogress of civilization, and other sub-

tion ascribed to the Duke of Chou, there is no ground for doubting the

jects.

long-enduring tradition.
ascribed to Confucius.
different opinion.

Tr~atise".

They arc the two most important Appendices.

Until recently the Appendices have all been
Some modern scholars, however, have ventured a

Before entering on this question of authorship, let us

"the Wen YcH Treatise" (3(\c=n, i.e., "Ex-

The seventh "Wing", planation of the Sentences", -

is confined to amplifying the expositions

of the first and second hexagrams by King Wen and his son, showing how

discuss briefly the nature and number of the Appendices.

they rna y be interpreted in terms of man's nature and conduct.
The Appendices arc reckoned to be ten, and called the Shih I or
"Ten Wings".

They are in reality not so many; but the text is divided

into two sections, called the Upper and Lower, or, as we would say, the
first and second, and then the commentary on each section is made to
form a separate Appendix.

The eighth "'Ving", called "Remarks or Discourses on the Trigrams"

Ci&:H ), concerns the difTcrent arrangement of the trigrams by Fu Hsi and
King Wen in relation to the

~easons

of the year and the cardinal points.

.It contains also lists of natural objects which the eight trigrams are supposed to symbolize.

Generally speaking, these ten wings, or expositions, reveal the material

The ninth "Wing", entitled the "Treatise on the Orderly Sequence of

which produced the ideas expressed by King Wen and the Duke of Chou.

the Hexagrams" (ff:U), is intended to trace the connexion in meaning

Their purpose is to show that the multifarious images linked with the

betweeu the hexagrams in the order in which they follow one another in

hexagrams and the lines are not purely arbitrary creations but follow defi-

the text of King Wen.

nite laws and have a basis in the structure of the hexagrams.

In short,

these ten wings deal with the technical aspect of the /-Ching in contradistinction to its philosophical aspect, and contain in substance the oldest.
commentary relating to the Book.

C??imf~),

i.e.,
"Random Hexagrams'' or "Treatise on the Oppositions of the Hexagrams",
is an exposition of the meanings of the 64 hexagrams, not taken in succesFinally, the tenth "Wing", calledinChinese"Tsa Kua"

sion, but at random, as they <tpproximate to or arc opposed to one another
The first and second "Wings", called the "Upper and Lower T'uan
Chuan"

(~{;\!jt),

m meaning.

i.e., "Treatise on the T'uan", give exact interpretations

of King Wen's decisions (judgments) on the basis of the structure and
other elements of the hexagrams.

This commentary is an extremely thorough

and valuable piece of work and throws much light upon the inner organiza-

Such are the Appendices of the I-Chi1zg.

Who wrote them, and is it

possible to accept the dictum that they were all written by Confucius?
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In several essays of the Ku Shih Pien Ctill!JJ$) much internal and
external evidence has been mar~hallcd to show that Confucius had nothing
or very little to do with the Ten Appendices. The arguments set forth
m those essays follow, toge1her with my comments:

c-w

~),564

B.C., several years before Confucius was born.

It is contended,

on the ground of this transcription from the Tso Chuan, that the Appendix
in question could not have been the original work of Confucius.
this argument appears to me rather far-fetched.

Besides, Chu Hsi

Now,

C*fl)

1. In the Tsin dynasty
419-265 B.C.) there was unearthed from
the grave of Hsiang Wang of Wei (~~.=£.) in Honan a large collection
of ancient books, amongst which were two volumes of the !-Ching exactly

has already given a. satisfactory solution of this question.

First, the two

similar to the Upper and Lower Sections of the present-day Chou I, but
this collection did not contain any of the "Ten Wings". Hsiang Wang
was a savant who venerated the scholars of the Confucian School and was

the time of Confucius, who could not have been the first and only person

paragraphs referred to are an explanation of King Wen's text on the Ch'ien
hexagram.

That explanation might have been given by someone before

after the Duke of Chou to study the I-Ching.

Before him there must have

been other scholars who had tried to expound the text of King Wen, and it
was possible and probable that one of them had written that commentary

fond of ancient literature. He worshipped as his teacher Tzu Hsia, a great
disciple of Confucius. It is therefore contended that if Confucius had writ-

on the four characters "Yuan heng li cheng" which formed King Wen's

ten the Ten Wings, they would have been brought by Tzu Hsia to Wei

text, and this commentary had become well-known among the scholars and

and preserved in the grave together with the two sections of the main text.

diviners of those days.

The absence of these commentaries was thus taken as evidence that they
did not exist in the life-time of Tzu Hsia.

tences by heart, and on that particular occasion which was mentioned in the
Tso Chuan she simply quoted them as an oracular verdict on her own
particular case.

This argument was advanced by Ch'ien Mu (~f!) in his essay called
"The Ten Wings were not written by Confucius" (~TJ!3f'::JL.:;F-f'f). It
seems to me that this evidence cannot be accepted as conclusive, because
the omission of the Appendices from the buried collection of books might
be due to other causes than their non-existence.

And when Confucius came to write his Wen Yen Trea-

own age. Now, while the main text of the !-Ching, being six or seven
centuries before the time of Confucius, might well be classed as ancient
literature, the commentaries on it by Confucius (1f he were the true author

I',

tise to explain the texts of King Wen and the Duke of Chou, it was perfectly natural and legitimate for him to introduce this old familiar commentary and embody it in his treatise. How can that be taken as conclusive evidence 'that Confucius was not the author of the ten Appendices?

According to the version

just given, Hsiang Wang was especially fond of ancient literature. He
naturally wanted to preserve in hi& grave those books which he considered
to be ancient, and was not so much interested in books belonging to his

li

Mu Chiang had probably learned those few sen-

3. The Great Symbolism of the Ken hexagram ~

- =,
=
--

which reads:

"The superior man does not go in his thoughts beyond the duties of the
position in which he finds himself"

(~~f'-}!~lfl:jt{ft),

is recorded in the

I

I'

Analects of Confucius as a saying of Tseng Tzu, a disciple of Confucius. It
is contended that. irConfucius had been the author of the Ten Appendices,
this saying from one of them should not have been recorded in the Analects

of them) could only be classed as modern at the time of Tzu Hsia and
his disciple Hsiang Wang, and it might be for this reason that they were

as being by Tseng Tzu. However, Tseng Tzu, as one of Confucius's disciples,

left out of the collection selected for burial.

had most probably learned the Book of Changes from him; at least, he was
familiar with the Master's teachings about the conduct of a superior man.

2. Chapter I of thr Wen Yen Treatise (the seventh Appendix) contains
two paragraphs which are found in one of tl1e narratives of the Tso Chuan
as having been spoken by the IV archior.css-dowagcr Mu Chiang of Lu ( "
'-

It was, therefore, perfectly natural for him to quote one of his Master's
sayings, and this quotation was recorded by the editors of the Confucian
Analects as being originally spoken by him.

One fails to see therefore how

the ascription of a common saying to Tseng Tzu can be taken as conclusive

--------=========-··~·----~
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evidence that his teacher, Confucius, did not write the A ppendiccs.

been advanced by James Legge in the Introduction to his translation of the
!-Ching. He points out that, in tbe fifth, sixth, and seventh Appendices,

4. The teaching about the Tao, about Spirit, and about Kuei-shen (i.

there frequently occurs the formula, "The :tv-faster said", familiar to all

e., gods and demons or spiritual beings) embodied in the I-Ghing differs

readers of the Confucian Analects.

greatly from that recorded in the Analects. For instance, in the Analects,
Tao means the correct way, e.g., the way of the superior man, the way
of a father, etc., while in the I-Ghing, Tao signifies that Ultimate Reality
which consists of two aspects, Yin and Yang.

79

He contends tlw.t if Confucius were

the author of the Appendices, he would not thus be "distinguishing himself
from himself".

In other words, if tbe Appendices were all written by

Confucius, be ought not to have introduced that formula.

Furthermore, in the Ana-

lects, T'ien (7() means Heaven or a personal deity possessing will power
and other faculties, while in the I-Ching, T'ien signifies Spirit, that creative principle which constitutes the positive aspect of Ultimate Reality.
Finally, while in the Analects Confucius teaches his pupils to revere the

This testimony represents, perhaps, the strongest internal evidence that
Confucius could not possibly have been the author of the Appendices- at
least, of those three in which the formula "The Master said" appears.

"gods and demons" but to keep aloof from them, in the I-Ghing, gods

In regard to this evidence it is worth while to note, first, what a

and demons are actually the subjects of discourse, being described as having
close relationships with man, and playing definite parts in creation. It is
argued that if Confucius were the true author of the Appendices, there
would not have been such differences between the teachings of the I-Ghing
and those of the Confucicm Analects.

great scholar, Clm Chen(*~), had to say. According to l1im, Confucius,
in the case of tbe seventh Appendix, postulated questions and ansvvers for
the elucidation of the meanings of the individual lines of the Ch'ien and
K'un hexagrams, and he introduced the expres5ion Tzu yueh (..:;f-S), i.e.,
"The Master said", to distinguish his answers from the questions, and also,
perhaps, to stress the importance of those answers.

In reply to these arguments, it may be pointed out that the I-Ghing
deals with Metaphysics while the Confucian Analects deal with Ethics. Like
Aristotle, Confucius may be regarded as a teacher of both branches of the
Ageless Wisdom. While he had to formulate his ethical teachings, in
accordance with the different mentalities of his pupils, in the realm of
eternal truth he had to give exact explanations of such inner realities as
the Tao, Spirit, gods and demons. The differences in meaning of the
terms in question were not due to the different ascriptions of various
scholars, but to the original dual significance of those terms. It was possible that Confucius used them differently in his ordinary ethical teachings
and in his writings on Metaphysics. The point will be clear if we consider for a moment that the term God has two distinct meanings, namely, a
personal Deity to whom prayers can be offered, and Absolute Reality
which can only be attained by silent contemplation.

In the second place, Ssu-nn. Ch'ien, known in China as the "grand
historian", and living only ab::mt three hundred years after Confucius,
ascribed the Appendices to Confucius. His "Life of Confucius" is the
earliest and, in fact, the only connected biographical sketch of the Master;
and his Historical Record:;, in which that biography is included, is recogQ
nized as a standard work on Chinese history. He travelled extensively, viQ
sited the birthplace of Confucius, and talked with old people who kept alive
the ancient traditions about Confucius. Furthermore, Ssu-ma Ch'ien was
strictly a historian and not an advocate of Confucianism, taking sides in
dispute. His account of Confucius's work in connection with the I-Ching
may, therefore, be accepted as a true account.
Nevertheless, by whomsoever they were written, the Appendices may be
regarded as true representations of the prevailing views in those days on

Hence, this argument

does not give sufficient grounds for concluding that the Master of the
Analects could not have been the author of the Appendices.
5 .. The strongest argument against Confucius's authorship seems to have

various points connected with the I.

I

i

But for the guidance and hints de·

rived from them as to the meaning of the text, and the relation between its
statements and the linear figures, a consistent interpretation of the I 'Would

T
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be beset with great difficulties.

56¥).

Contents of tl1e First and Second Appendices

I

The first and second Appendices bear in Chinese the name of T'uan
Chuan (~~), "Treatise on the T'uan"; t'uan is the name given to the
paragraphs in which King Wen expresses his conception of the significance
of the hexagrams.

I
I

with it, for he speaks oracularly, after the manner of a diviner. The writer of this Appendix tries to show the processes of King Wen's thoughts in
these operations, how he looked at the component trigrams with their symbolic intimations, their attributes and qualities, their linear composition,
and their correlations with other hexagrams, till he reached the only dccision possible. All these considerations are sometimes taken into account,
but sometimes just one of them is deemed sufficient.

as kang (ji!Jtl) and jou

Gf~),

The phrase Kuei-shcn

0\t~Ffl),

I(

I
(

In this way, some

technical characters appear in the Appendix which arc not found in the
text. The lines, for instance, and even whole trigrams are distinguished
i.e., strong (or hard) and weak (or soft).

"gods and demons", or "spiritual beings",

=

iI

This hexagram con-

sists of the Ch'ien trigram
(symbol of Spirit) below and the Li
trigram ::::=::: (symbol of light) above. Its intermediate trigrams arc Ch'ien

=

=

(lines 3, 4 and 5).

Now, the yielding element that receives the position of honour is the
Yin line in the fifth place.

This line occupies the great central position

of the upper trigram, and all the other lines, strong as they are, respond
to it in obedient sympathy. In other words, all the five strong lines are
possessed by the one Yin line in the honoured place, just as all the people
of a kingdom arc the subjects of the sovereign, who occupies the position
of highest honour. Hence the idea: "Possession in great measure".
The words of King Wen's Judgment are interpreted by Confucius on
the basis of the attributes and structure of the hexagram. Within dwell
the firmness and power of Ch'ien; to the outside, the elegant and bright
form of Li appears.

occurs, but the names Yin and Yang do not appear.

::== .
~

let us look once more at the Ta Yu hexagram

(lines 2, 3 and 4) and Tui

He docs not tell us why he attaches a particular

meaning to each hexagram, nor why he associates good or bad fortune

In order to understand the symbolisms underlying this commentary,

The Yin subject in the fifth place, the ruler to whom

everything conforms, modestly conforms on his or her part to the Yang

Let us select one of the shortest instances from the first and second

I

!

subject in the second place and finds correspondence there in the centre of
Spirit.

Ch'ien, being doubled (lower primary trigram and lower intermedi-

ing "PosseMio:~: ::::::,:::,~gra:~: :;;n, ,7:ei: ~: :: (==~~;n:;n~ !

ate trigram), indicates the continual movement of Spirit, i.e., movement
in time. Thus the ruler is able to move with the spirit of the times, act-

government enjoying prosperity and. realizing all its proper objectives; but
all that he wrote on it was: "Ta Yu indicates supreme success" (*/ff ,

ing in the right manner at the right moment. :Finally, the combination
of Ch'ien and Li indicates that the successful execution of measures demands

Appendices.

:ffi*)· Developing the significance of that view, the Appendix says:
In Ta Yu the yielding entity has the place of honour in the
great middle, and the upper and the lower respond to it. Hence

His character is firm and strong, elegant and bright; it finds
correspondence in Spirit and moves with the spirit of the times;
(~El

'*-1f • ~1~:®::{\1:'

\(

I

that firm decision dwell within the mind, while the method of execution
must be elegant and bright.

i

The Third and Fourth Appendices

comes its name Ta Yu, "Possession in great measure".

hence the words, "Supreme success".

l,.

*

The third and fourth Appendices were designed to do for the Duke of
Chou's symbolical exposition of the several lines what the T'uan Chuan
does for the entire figures, but the work is accomplished with less elabora-
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we." (i.fi~'@s'l:ill , ;gJ-yJJ!Jl1J£U\i~'f~j). (Cf. my explanation of this Great
tion and in a more succinct manner.
Hsiang Chuan (~j:i),
Symbolism of the I".
Duke's text column by
word or two, and now
these laconic remarks
A ppendiccs.

The whole work bears the name of

Symbolism in my commentary on the K'un hexagram in Book III).

"Treatise on the Symbols" or "Treatise on the
One may imagine Confucius going through the
column and noting down on his tablets now a
a sentence or two, to illuminate the meaning. All
combine to form a part of the Third and Fourth

The Hsu I'Iexagram
The fifth hexagram Hsu i~ ~(Waiting, Nourishment) is formed
_....,.,

by the trigrams K'an :[jz ::....., , representing clouds, and Ch'ien f(.c; ::::;:,
representing heaven or the sky, and the Great Symbolism of this hex-

It would not be necessary to speak of it at great length, were it not
for the fact that the six paragraphs on the symbols of the Duke of Chou
are always preceded by a paragraph called "the Great Symbolism", which
discusses the trigrams composing the hexagram: how they together form
the six-lined figure, and how their blended meaning appears in the institutions and achievements of the great men and kings of former days, and
of the superior men of all time. The paragraph is generally in harmony
with King Wen's explanation of the hexagram, and a place in the T'uan
Chuan would actually be more appropriate to it. However, since it always
begins with the mention of the two symbolical trigrams, it is madeperhaps for the sake of symmetry- to form a part of the Treatise on the
Symbolism of the I.
In short, the Great Symbolism refers to the images associated with
the two trigrams in each hexagram; from these images the commentary in
each case deduces the meaning of the hexagram as a whole, and from this
meaning it in turn draws conclusions applicable to the life of man.
I will give a few examples of the paragraphs of the Great Symbolism.

=,

The first hexagram Ch'ien

is formed by a repetition of the trigram

representing Spirit, and its Great Symbolism reads: "The
Ch'ien
movement of Spirit is full of power. The superior man, in accordance
therewith, nerves himself to ceaseless activity."

Cx1T1h~' ;;[t~£),

E!5!iPI:;:XJ,).

The second hexagram K'un ~= is formed by a repetition of the

=

=,

~-

.

trigram K'un
representing the earth, and its Great Symbolism reads:
"The earth's condition is capacious receptivity. The superior man, in
accordance therewith, supports all men and all things with his great vir-

agram reads:

I

I
!(
I
f
f
(

I

Il

l
f

I
I

I
l·

I

-+'

Clouds rise up to heaven:
The image of Waiting.
Thus the superior man eats and drinks.
:Feasts and enjoys himself.
•EJ-·~.~r-~~'0r~.~xnJ~~.r~~~o
:::a-...
• ·:.r.s::: _ ~!1..::. j'..,.
ru
A:.:-~ -J- ~ fei/\. ><:.. .....-..... - ......

In the heavens, water takes the form of clouds. Once the clouds rise,
it will not be long before rain falls. Meanwhile, it is a matter of waiting. When rain falls, all life is nourished and refreshed. The superior
man acts in accordance therewith and feels joyous and of good cheer.
In commenting upon this Great Symbolism, Ch'eng I ch'uan C&Jtr
]II), the great philosopher of the Sung dynasty, says:

As the watery vapours form clouds and rise to the sky, they
must wait for the harmonization of the Yin and Yang elements
before they become rain. That stage at which the clouds are in
the process of ascending before forming rain is symbolic of the
idea of waiting. Just as the Yin and Yang forces interact and
co-operate before the formation of nourishing rain, so the
superior man musters and preserves his talents and moral qualities before expressing them in useful activities. As he observes
the clouds rising to the sky, waiting to become rain, the
superior man chastens his moral sense, composes his mind, and
waits for his right time; he eats and drinks for the nourishment of his body, and feasts and enjoys himself for the

r
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nourishment of his mind and spirit, thus "living in peace and
tranquillity, and waiting for the decrees of Divine Spirit".

The Fifth and Sixth Appendices

The Li Hexagram

-

The tenth hexagram Li .Iii :0..- freading) is formed by the trigrams
Ch'ien !lit:_
, representing heaven or the sky, and Tui :ft
presenting a marsh or lake, and its Great Symbolism reads:

== ,
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re-

Heaven above, the marsh below:
The image of Treading.
Thus the superior man discriminates between
high and low,
and determines the aims and aspirations of the people.

~B:L~T~·Jii·~TBmLT·~~$o
Now, why did Confucius associate the ideas of heaven and marsh
with the aims and aspirations of the people? The answer is that the difference in elevation between heaven and marsh suggests the idea of the
difference in status between higher and lower levels of life. Within the
frame of the same nation, the same age, the same culture, there are great
and small, profound and shallow, superior and inferior men. Because of
this fundamental difference in the inner development of men, it is essential for the fulfilment of their individual lives that each class of people
should be taught to understand and accept their level of life and its corresponding sphere of aspirations and activities. This means that the sageruler who is in charge of the government of his people should discriminate
between the higher and lower strata of political and economic life and determine the aims and activities appropriate to each stratum. In China
this ideal was realized through the institution of rites and ceremonies
which were generally classified and graduated in accordance with the'
different status and professions of the people. All this is based on this
Li hexagram, which, besides representing the difference in elevation between the sky above and the marsh below, deals with the treading of the
path of propriety and the observance of rites and ceremonies as its main
therne.

The fifth and the sixth Wings constitute a treatise that is entitled Hsi
Tz'u (~!!$) or Ta Chuan (:kJI:), and likewise has two parts. The title
Ta Chuan occurs in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's work and means Great Commentary
or Great Treatise. As regards the title Hsi Tz'u, Appended Judgments,
Chu Hsi GF:lO says:
The appended judgments are the judgments originally made
by King Wen and the Duke of Chou and appended by them to the
hexagrams and their lines; they make up the present text of the
Book. The section before us is the commentary in which Confucius explains the appended judgments, at the same time giving
a general introduction to the whole text of the complete work.
The full title of this treatise, therefore, should be Hsi Tz'u Chuan
g), Commentary on the Appended Judgments.

I

"

'!

(~

It is interesting to note that not once does the character called I,
which later came to be the name of the classic, appear either in the text
or in the first four Appendices. However, we meet with the character
nearly fifty times in the Great Treatise. It is applied most commonly to
the text of our classic, such as the 1 or the I Shu (Jb:ij:), "the Classic
of Changes" or "the Book of Changes". It is also often applied to the
changes in the lines of the hexagrams. The definition of the name I is
given in one paragraph as follows: "Creation and re-creation is what is
called I" (44zmJb). 1

The Seventh Appendix
The so-called Seventh Wing, named Wen Yen (Commentary on the
Words of the Text), is a very important section. It is an exposition of
the text respecting the first and second hexagrams, being an attempt to
show that what is said of Spirit and Earth there may also be applied to
1. Section 1, Chap. l5

)
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Man, and that there is an essential agreement between the qualities ascribed to Spirit and Earth and the five constituents of man's moral and intellectual nature, namely, benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom,
and sincerity.
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nearly all the objects mentioned in this list have been introduced as
symbolic images by the Duke of Chou in his text on the individual lines
of the hexagrams, and a study of this Appendix recalls the paragraphs in
the main text in which those objects are mentioned.

It is interesting that the style and method of this Appendix, as of
"the Great Treatise'', are similar to those of the Doctrine of the Mean,
and several paragraphs, moreover, suggest the magniloquence of Mencius.
For instance, in the Docbi1M of the Mean, Tzu Ssu eulogizes the qualities
of a sage, saying: "He is the equal of Spirit." In the Appendix under
discussion, the sentiment is expanded in the following manner:

The Ninth Wing, Hsu Kua (J¥:1:~ ), is the Treatise on the Sequence of
the Hexagrams. King Wen, as already mentioned in preceding chapters,
gave a name to each hexagram, expressive of the idea- some moral,

The great man is he who, in his attributes, is in harmony
with Spirit and Earth; in l1is brightness, with the sun and moon;
in his orderly procedure, with the four seasons; and, in his relation
to good fortune or misfortu~e, with the gods and demons. lie
may advance ahead of Spirit, and Spirit will not act in opposition to him; he may lag behind Spirit, but will act as Spirit ~t''
the time directs. If Spirit will not act in opposition to him, how
much less will man! How much less will the gods and demons!

social, or political truth- which he wished it to set forth; and this name
enters very closely into its interpretation. The author of this treatise endeavoured to explain the meaning of the name, and also the sequence of
the figures, or how it was that the idea of the one led on to that of the
next. Yet the reader must not expect to find any connecting chain in the
sixty-four names. The connexion between any two is generally sufficiently close; but on thr whole the essays resemble "a heap of orient pearls at
random strung". The vicissitudes of human affairs are a topic never long
absent from the writer's mind. He was firmly persuaded that fashion is

The Ninth Appendix

The Eighth Appendix

ephemeral; union is sure to give place to separation and, in course of time
separation will in its turn bring re-union.

The eighth Wing is called the Slmo Kua (~!D, i.e., "Remarks on
the Trigrams". It is shorter than the seventh, consisting of only 22 para-

The Tenth Appendix

graphs, in some of which the author rises to sublimity of thought reached
nowhere else in these treatises. We find in it the earlier and the later
arrangement of the trigrams- the former, that of Fu Hsi, and the latter,
that of King Wen; their names and attributes; the various stages of the
work of God in nature, represented by the later order of arrangement of
the trigrams; and finally a distinctive list of the natural objects symbolized
by them. Much ridicule and destructive criticism have been heaped upon
this list of objects which the eight trigrams are supposed to symbolize. It
is regarded by P. Regis and James Legge as "a slough" of nonsensical
remarks, which would be difficult to parallel elsewhere. I have no desire
to argue with these two distinguished scholars, bnt I would point out that

The last Appendix is the tenth, called Tsa Kua Chuan C*iid~{!H:), or,
"Treatise on Random Hexagrams", dealing with them as they approximate, or are opposed, to one another in meaning. It is in rhyme,
moreover, and this, as much as the meaning, determined, no doubt, the
grouping of the hexagrams. Jam(,S Legge says that the student will learn
nothing of value from this Appendix, and that it is rather a "jeu d'esprit"
than anything else. Here, again, he reveals some incomprehension of the
!-Ching, not realizing that the meanings given in this Appendix to the
sixty-four names of the hexagrams should be understood as clues to help
interpret the significance of the respective hexagrams. One or two instances may make this point clear. First, the meaning given to the third

-- - is "perception" or "seeing". Thus,
-the idea of "seeing" or "perception" is contained in the text

hexagram Chun

in the Kou :9Jfr

-~

of any

hexagram, that hexagram will he found to be closely correlated with the
Chun hexagram. For example, the first line of the Kou hexagram :9J6

-_ _ indicates "perception of evil"

The inclusion of this idea of

(j1(2g).

"perception" in the Kou hexagram is caused by the correlation of Kou

--

with its opposite symbol Fu 1$!

- =,
~

so that when these two hexagrams

adjust with each other by transposing the second line of the former, which

is wrongly placed, to its correct position 5 of the latter thus:

-=,-==
-_,
-----

this latter symbol is at once transformed into the Chun hexagram Tti.
Similarly, Line 4 of the Ku hexagram

it

=- indicates

--

forward and see, he will find cause to regret it"

--- .
--==

that "if he go

({E~;a:).

The idea of "seeing" in this Ku hexagram arises from the fact that
Ku is correlated with the antithetical symbol Sui [lM

-g;; ,

transposing

and that when

these two symbols adjust with each other by
Line 4 of the
latter, which is wrongly placed (being a Yang line occupying a Yin posi-

-- ---==

tion), to its correct position I of the former thus: -=~§:,the latter is
at once transformed into the Chun hexagram

which, in this last Ap-

pendix, bears the mec.ning of "seeing" or "perception".
Furthermore, the purpose of this Appendix is to indicate that the
meaning of every hexagram is borne out by five or six other hexagrams
which are correlated with it. Thus, the meaning of the Ch'ien hexagram

ljf£ ,.._.,._ is developed in the corresponding Fu hexagram qJ[. ~~ , the Shih
hexagram flrli
hexagram Il

----

-----

, the Ts'ien hexagram

39
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li! : : (No. 15 ), the Yii

, the Pi hexagram J:h ~a and the Po hexagram «,iJ

-- ----

, while the meaning of the K'un hexagram :.tip

is further ex-

·-==
- , the T'ung
.........

Jen [ft]A. ; : : , the Li

./'- ::=,
--

.
Ch' .1 "*"'. ~ the Ta Yu ....J-.1f
and the Kuai
the Hs1ao
u /J""ffif
hexagrams. This met;:; of explaining the text of the !-Ching

='

-*=
-

w~s

first

discovered by the accomplished contemporary scholar Chou Shan-pel (Jj!ij:f!f
j::It·) to whom we are indebted for his excellent commentary called Ch~u
P '
Ch
Ch' h (toa S:Q:fr-H~.fli"')
Like the I T'ung Shih (~®,
I Tsa Kua
eng
te
J~'~J&J;tE.::I::ntR.JW •
•

JFf;), of Chiao Hsun (~iff[), referred to in Chapter I of this Introduction,
this commentary furnishes another "master key" to the !-Ching.

,I
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figures (hexagrams).1

CHAPTER X

In the Tso Chuan, i.e., Tso Ch'iu-ming's Commen-

tary on Confucius's "Spring and Autumn ,Annals", there is abundant evi-

The I -Ching and Divination

dence that before the time of Confucius divination by the I-Ching was already

With the exception of the Ch'ien hexagram which consists of all six
Yang (whole) lines, and the K'un hexagram which consists of all six Yin

a general practice throughout the states then constituting China. There arc
at least eight accounts of such a practice between the years 672 B.C. and
564 B.C., before Confucius was born; and at least five accounts during his

(broken) lines, each of the remaining sixty-two hexagrams represents
a varied combinatkn of six Yang and Yin lines.t These hexagrams

life-time, although none of them concerned him personally. In all those
cases the text of the I-Ching, as we have it now, was freely quoted. 2

were generally used for purposes of divination and moral instruction. The
Chinese term kua Cil·) signifies something hung up as a symbol or senseimage through which we may perceive some underlying spiritual meaning
relating to om particular situations in life or some general indication as

It is known that divination was practised also in ancient and modern

to the auspicious or inauspicious nature of coming events

CJJH4El , :~IJ;J!ftll·

1:!1. o lE~EJ '~~1:1Hb.J~~£:J,ii~A' rri:~l!JZ.i~). It is written in the Great

Europe. People of ancient Greece consulted the Oracle of Delphi. In more
recent times Herbert Spencer, in his Stuily in Sociology, has alluded to the
habit of a Methodist who, before going on a journey or moving to another
house, opened his Bible, took the first passage his eye rested upon, and

Treatise C~ro~) that "the sages set forth the hexagrams, examined the sym-

tried to find in that passage an intimation of approval or disapproval from
heaven. Much use has been made of the Bible in divination, particularly

bols contained therein, and appended their explanations; in this way, the
good and ill fortunes indicated by them were made clear" (lli.AID!::Hii~~

the Book of Revelations.

'~~~ITfiWlitf[,)\!). 2

"The good and the ill fortunes mentioned in the
explanations arc the indications of gain and loss in men's con::luct of affairs ...... " (1f~;'J!f '1{}.-:k:Z~{!L). "Therefore the superior man, when living in quiet, contemplates the emblems and studies their explanations; when

History relates various other methods pursued in

different countries-divination by Astrology and Numerology, for instancebut Chinese divination by means of the hexagrams is a much more elaborate process and has a metaphysical basis.
The unique feature of the I -Chi1>g as a book of divination has been
pointed out in Chapter V of this Introduction, namely, that the Book con-

initiating any movement, he contemplates the possible changes revealed in
divination, and studies their possible consequences. Thus is help extended

siders human life in terms of "a definite number of general situations em-

to him from heaven; there will be good fortune, and advantage in his every

bracimr at the same time both the human and the cosmic aspects".

movement" (:)!~;g·.:_r-)t}Jl!Jii~~' ii'if.l;JC~~t 'f):rflUilt1t~, ffij:5G;;fJ;S, :Jl:fl.F-1

It starts

"'
from the premise that "every such situation bears within it5elf the law of

:R!iffiz , trx ~5fD. a

transformation." It shows also how "every person can make sure of the
particular process in which he is actually involved and can find out the

Divination by means of the I-Ching was quite commonly practised in
ancient China. It is said in the Chou Li (ftDff!l) that "the Grand Diviner"
had charge of the rules for the three I (systems of Changes), called the
Lien Shan, the Kuei Ts'ang, and the Chou I; that in each system there

specific transformation in store for him at a given time." As a matter
of fact, whenever an adequately endowed and trained man consults the I-

were eight primary linear figures (trigrams) and sixty-four derived linear
1 See Plates III and IV.
2 The Great Treatise, Section I, Ch.IL
3 Ibid.

Ching in the proper way by means of the divining milfoil stalks, he rel ~lil!tt r , ~.::::~;Z.l'.."1 , -E!illl~ll • :::Eo1li@?2~ • .::::RftcHl?J • :;ll;;~tE:ilili' i\ • ;W;J.iU!l·M':,.~-:frlm '
2 See in the Tso Chuan, under the 22nd year of Duke Kuang (672 B.C.);_ the 1st ye~r
of Min (6Ell); and in his 2nd year (650); twice in the .15th year of Hs1 (64:5); h1s
25th year (635); the 12th year of Hsuan (571}); the 16th year of Chang (575?; the
9th year of Hsian (564:); his 25th year (548); the 5th year of Chao (537); h1s 7th
year (535); his 12th year (530) and the 9th year of Ai (486).
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ceives not only ·information about his personal conditions and their possible
transmutations, but also instruction as to the best course of action he should
adopt for the most efficient mastery of his fate. In every situation one way
of action is right and another wrong. The right course of action brings
propitious results while the wrong course leads to misfortune. As the instruction given in the Book is on the broadest lines imaginable, how is the
consulting party to apply it to his particular case? What definite action
is he going to take or to avoid?
This necessity for right action on the part of the consulting party
marks the !-Ching as more than an ordinary fortune-telling book. For
example, if a fortune-teller whose means of divination is a pack of cards
(the Tarot) tells his client that the latter will receive a letter with money
from America in the course of the next few days, that client can do nothing
but wait till the letter comes or till he gives up hope for its arrival. In
this case, it is the foretelling of a definite event, some predestined occurrepce, which is entirely independent of any action or non-action on the
part of the person concerned. Similar! y, the prediction by Katina
Theodossiou in her Your 1953 Stars of the election of President Eisenhower
and the death of King George VI is a prediction of definite predestined
events. Such a prediction is devoid of moral significance, and this is true
of ordinary fortune-telling in general. On the other hand, by demanding
correct action, initiative and transformation on the part of the consulting
party, the !-Ching transcends the sphere of fortune-telling and becomes a
Book of Wisdom, and the consulting person himself changes from a submissive puppet of Fate into an active co-operator with Fate, his new and
correct actions becoming decisive factors for the improvement of his destiny.
Since man is a spiritual being, endowed with spiritual initiative and free
will, although he is more or less bound by his present circumstances which
are but the result of his past decisions and deeds, he can, through conscious
comprehension and creative activity, set in motion new forces which will
modify the issue of events. As long as things are still in a state of becoming, they are susceptible of being guided along propitious directions.
Only when they have progressed to the final stage of being do they manifest themselves as Inexorable Fate against which man seems altogether
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powerless. As a free agent, man is both fulfiller and originator of his
destiny at every moment of his life. That he is really so can nowadays
be demonstrated empirically within the limits in which such things are
provable at all; the requisite means are furnished by the I -Ching. The
movements of the 384 lines of the 64 hexagrams are understood as the
"imitations" of the secret movements of the Macrocosm, and as there is
an inner and reciprocal correspondence between macrocosm and microcosm,
man, through the correct manipulation of the divining shih-stalks and the
establishment of the right symbol or sense-image, is capable of reaching a
point at which he may learn to adjust himself correctly within the cosmic
scheme of things.
Let us now examine the method of divination, and then study a few illustrations from the Tso Chuan and from the personal experience of the author.

Method of Divination
For the actual practice of divination fifty milfoil stalks are used. The
reason for this is that in the middle of the Ho T'u or Yellow River Map
there are five circles symbolical of Spirit and ten black dots symbolical of
Earth. These numbers multiplied together make fifty (:;k:frr:Z..ltiL.+).
The divining stalks are dried stalks of a plant known as the Siberian milfoil (Ptarmica Sibirica), which is still cultivated on the grave of Confucius.
I visited Ch'u Fu (!lllJ'?.), Shantung, in 1921, paid my respects at the
Temple and Tomb of Confucius and bought a bund~e of those stalks as a
souvenir, not realizing at the time that they would &orne day play a significant part in connection with my study of the !-Ching. The Great Treatise says that these stalks are endowed by Divine Spirit with attributes which
fit them for the purpose of divination. These stalks and the tortoise are
referred to as shen or "spirit-like" in paragraph 68 of Section I of the
Great Treatise. In paragraph 73, it is said that they are specially produced
by Divine Providence.
The process of manipulating these spirit-like stalks so as to form the
linear figures is described in several passages in the Great Treatise (Section
I, Chap. 9, parr. 49-58). The most important of these passages reads:

I
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the numerical values of the year, the month, the day, and the hour, and
so arrive at a prognosis without the use of stalks, or incense, or any other
external paraphernalia.
nificance.

The burning of incense always has a triple sig-

First, it ascends before Divine Spirit as a symbol of devotion and

reverence. Secondly, it spreads sweet savour through the room as a symbol of
the Divine Presence. And lastly, its undulations harmonize perfectly with
spiritual and devotional vibrations but are distinctly hostile to almost all others.
Now, the "diviner" takes up the 50 milfoil stalks and, holding them
up so as to touch his forehead, he makes an effort to place himself en
·rapport with Spirit.

Often he invokes the spirit of those Saints and Masters who are famous in history for their prophetic genius, and prays for
revelation and guidance. At the same time he keeps his mind concentrated
on the matter requiring consultation. It is believed that in such a state of
mind, he may be blessed with divine help through his Inner Self, which
is one with Spirit. At the right moment one stalk is taken from the bunch
and put aside, playing no further part. The metaphysical meaning of this
is that the "One" represents the Absolute, which, being All-in-all, does
not function or enter into any process of creation. So only 49 stalks are

~mtm-t-/ff:ft).

These are now divided
used in divination (7;:ta:Litrl.-t"'
into two portions at random to represent "the Two Aspects", Yin and
Yang, or Spirit and Earth (73-iffi~.::::::.' .I?J,~-'41, f%~fl.\J1~1h.). Another reason now appears for putting the fir&t stalk aside to leave 49; this is that
50 stalks, when divided, give either two odd numbers (i.e., two Yangs)
or two even (two Yins), whereas 49, however divided, must produce two
different bunches, one containing an even number of stalks, and the other
an o::ld number,

SJ

as to repre3ent Yin and Yang.

Now, having divided the 49 stalks into two bunches, the diviner places one
bunch on the right side of the table and the ather on the left. He then takes
one stalk from the bunch on the right and inserts it between the little finger
the ring finger of the left hand so as to symbolize "the Three Powers"
Spirit, Earth, and Man

(!j-~f}.~:::, :::?.~:R:Im.A.::=:::ti!!)·

Then he holds

left bunch in his left hand and, with his right hand, draws out the
four at a time, to represent the four seasons, until there are four or

1
.l
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fewer stalks remaining Ci!ltZ.PJ[JTJ ' f),::~~dJL!lt;J). This remainder is inserted
between the ring finger and the middle finger of the left hand to represent
the intercalary month which comes into time once in three years
t!Jf),~(Mj).
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the fingers of the left hand is again either 8 or 4.

This again is noted

down on the chart as before.

(1\-i!H~f':fn

The various sets of four stalks each, grasped in the right hand,

are now placed back on the left side of the table. lie then holds the
right bunch in his left hand and repeats the whole process of ma-

We have now obtained sufficient data for the establishment of the first
of the six lines of a hexagram; they are provided either by the three numbers which have been noted down on the paper or by the sum-total of the

nipulating the stalks, this time inserting the remainder between the middle

two bunches of stalks left over after the third manipulation.

finger and the forefinger of the left hand, to represent the other intercalary

these two bunches of remaining stalks must be equal to the difference
between 49 and the sum of the three numbers noted down on the chart; and
when this figure is divided by 4, the quotient is always one of four num-

month which occurs in the next two years, i.e., twice every five years1
(:tL.]jt.JI}jMJ ' ~#t!Jli'ff~ftD.

The sum of the stalks now between the fingers of the left hand is either 9 or 5. The various possibilities are as follows:

1+-1+4=9,

bers, namely, 6, 7, 8, 9, which, as stated above, are the numbers of the Ssu

Hsiang ([ZY~) or the four emblematic symbols, i.e., the so-called Major
Yang and Minor Yang, Major Yin and Minor Yin. The number 9 makes

or 1 + 3

the Major Yang, i.e., a positive line that moves. As such, it will automatical-

or

ly change into its polar opposite Yin. The number 6 makes the Major Yin,

or

+ 1 = 5,
1 + 2 + 2 = 5,
1 + 1 + 3 == 5.

a negative line that moves.

Yang.
It follows from this that the number 5 is easier to obtain than the number
9.

The sum of

These stalks arc now laid aside for the time being, usually next to the

incense-burner in front, and the number 9 or 5 is noted down on the chart,
thus completing the first manipulation.

After this the remaining stalks are

gathered together again to form one heap of either 40 or 44 stalk&, and
this heap is divided and manipulated anew by exactly the same process as
before. The sum of the stalks held between the fingers of the left hand
at the end of the second manipulation is either 8 or 4, made up as follows:

1+4+3=8,
or I+ 3 + 4 =8,
or 1 +I + 2 =4,
or 1 + 2 + 1 =4.

As such, it will automatically change into
Thus, if we obtain 9 as the quotient, we draw a Yang line with the

~ " to show that this line
must undergo transformation.
Similarly, if we obtain the number 6, we
draw a Yin line with the special mark "X" in the middle thus: "-X-" to
indicate that this line must change into Yang. According to the rules of
interpretation, "Major Yang" as well as "Major Yin" lines must be taken
into account in the interpretation of the individual lines. On the other
hand if we obtain the number 7 or 8 as the quotient, we simply draw a
'
Yang line " - " or a Yin. line " - - ' ' ao. the case may be, seven
being the Minor Yang, and eight the Minor Yin. These two lines are
"at rest" and are therefore not taken into account in the interpretation
of the individual lines (Cf. General Rules of Interpretation in the fol-

special mark "0" in the middle thus: "

lowing pages).
The experienced diviner can, from a glance at the three numben noted

This figure is noted down on the chart.

It can be observed from this that

on the chart tell at once what line is to be drawn.

If he finds them to

the chances between 8 and 4 for the second manipulation are equal. With
the remaining stalks the diviner carries out the procedure a third time.

'
be, say, 5, 4, 4, he draws a "Major Yang" line, because 5 + 4 + 4

At the end of the third manipulation, the sum of stalks held between

the quotient will be 9.

1. In every five years there are two intercalations.

Subtract this from 49, and the difference will be 36.

= 13.

Divide 36 by 4, and

Similarly, if he finds 9, 8, 8 on the paper, he

draws a "Major Yin" line, because
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General Rules of Interpretation

49-25=2"1
24+ 4== 6

(1) When the hexagram obtained by divination consists entirely of

non-moving lines, i.e., when none of its lines d'fe to be transformed, the
Groups of numbers such as 5, 4, 8, and 9, 4, 4 represent "Minor Yin lines"
while such groups as 5, 8, 8 and 9, 8, 4 represent "Minor Yang lines",
because in all these cases, the quotient is either 7 or 8.

oracle takes into account only the idea represented by the hexagram as a
whole, as set ·down in the Judgment by King Wen and in the Commentary
on the Decision by Confucius, together with the "Great Symbolism".

To make up a hexagram six lines have to be drawn, each of which

(2) When we get a hexagram showing one moving line, i.e., when

requires three manipulations of the stalks.

Hence eighteen manipulations

are nccc~sary to build up a hexagram to represent the situation of the
consulting party concerned. The next question to be considered after the
formation of the hexagram is the transformation of its "Major Yang" and
"Major Yin" lines, if any.

Naturally, every hexagram has the following

possibilities: one possibility in which no transformation takes place, the
hexagram consisting entirely of "non-moving" lines (Minor Yang or Minor
Yin); one possibility in which all the six lines are to be transformed, tl1e
hexagram consisting entirely of "moving" lines (Major Yang or Major Yin);

one line is to be transformed, we must take into account not only the text
and the "Great Symbolism" belonging to this original hexagram as a
whole, but also the text appended by the Duke of Chou to the given line,
and in addition both the text and the "Great Symbolism" of the transformed hexagram. Thus the original hexagram would be the starting point
of the development leading, by reason of the influences of the moving
line, to the final situation represented by the transformed hexagram.

every other hexagram; in other words, every hexagram is capable of being

(3) When two lines in the hexagram thus obtained are to be transformed, we must not only take into account the text and the "Great
Symbolisms" of the original and the transformed hexagrams, but
also consider the meanings of the two transformable lines (i.e., the
text appended by the Duke of Chou to these two given lines), paying

transformed into the other 63 hexagrams; and as there arc 64 hexagrams

special attention to the upper line.

six possibilities in which only one line is to be transformed; and 56 possibilities in which more than one line (i.e., from 2 to 5) lines are to be transformed.

In this way every hexagram can be brought into relation with

altogether the total number of possible transformations for the whole system
of symbols is 6'1 X 64·, i.e., 4,C96, which is considered sufficient to represent all possible situations in Nature and in lmman life. Whenever transformation is necessary, a new hexagram is set up which is called Chih Kua

C:ZM) in contradistinction to
Kua (;;f.~tf-).

(4) If there are three moving lines in the hexagram thus obtained, then, apart from taking into account the ideas represented by
the original and the transformed hexagrams as a whole (i.e., the text
of King Wen and the Great Symbolisms), we must also consider the

original hexagram wl1ich is called Pen

words appended by the Duke of Chou to the three moving lines under

For example, if the Ch'ien hexagram ~ is obtained, and

study. These three moving lines represent the three stages in the

t]Jc

its second line is to change into Yin, the transformed hexagram will be

development of the situation of the consulting party.

T'ung Jen _:..;?. ([rU]\), the meaning of which must also be taken into

(5) If there are four moving lines in the hexagram thus obtained,
i.e., if four lines are to be transformed, then, according to the rules of
interpretation given by Chu Hsi in his book I Hsueh Ch'i Meng (~~

account in determining the prognosis sought.

Again, if Line~ 2 and 5 of

Ch'ien are to change into Yin, the transformed hexagram will be Li
which, likewise, will also be examined for probable instructions.

---

!@:.~), i.e., the Beginner's Guide to the Study of the !-Ching, special

·'

,,,

attentiol! must be paid to the lower one of the two untransformed
lines in the transformed hexagram ( tmx ~}:[ljj)Jz!~z::::..~~.X ,_1; '
{0£), T.X/.0~1 ). But experienced diviners are of the opinion that
we should also study the meanings of the two hexagrams as a whole
and the four moving lines for probable instructions.
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·
·
be arrested., ..... , .. , •.••. ,. The 1nner
tngram
o f K u is the symbol for wind,
and the outer trigram that for mountain. It is autumn now. Our wind
will blow down their fruits on the mountain, and we shall seize their timber. This signifies that we shall conquer them. Since their symbol indicates 'fall of fruits' and 'loss of timber', they will surely be defeated."
As recorded in the Tso Chuan, Duke Hui's armies eventually were defeated

(6) If five of the six lines of the obtained hexagram are to be
transformed, then, according to the above-mentioned I Hsueh Ch'i

and he himself was arrested.

Meng, the words appended by the Duke of Chou to the untransformed

The question arises: On what grounds, on what symbolic basis did
T'u Fu make his prediction? The first point to bear in mind is that,

line of the transformed hexagram is to be studied for instruction
Clix~' .QIJJ2:(Lti</f~~.Xd::IJ.

But in this case also, we should, as
advised by experienced diviners, take into account the meanings of
the two hexagrams as a whole and the five moving lines.
(7) If the hexagram consists entirely of moving lines, i.e., if all

the six lines are to be transformed, then King Wen's text on the
transformed hexagram is to be taken as the prognosis for the con-

sulting party. It is advisable, however, to consider also the meaning
of the original hexagram and its lines for probable instruction.

Illustrative Cases
Let us now, as an illustration, examine one of the many cases of divination recorded in the Tso Chuan, i.e., Tso Ch'iu-ming's Commentary
on Confucius's Spring and Autumn A.nnals. The battle between Duke Mu
of Ch'in (~f>Jl-i""'::) and Duke Hui of Tsin Cff~-0) in the 15th year of
. Duke Hsi of Lu ({~-0+1ilr:f'. 64:5 B.C.) is familiar to most Chinese students. The story is that Duke Mu launched a punitive expedition against
Duke Hui, and before the attack he ordered his diviner, T'u Fu ( l,:f!:)(_),
to make a prognosis of the result of the battle. T'u Fu arrived at the

The prognosis was fulfilled.

since no transformation was necessary for any one of the individual lines,
King Wen's T'uan-tz'u of the Ku hexagram was to be studied for infor"Ku indicates great progress
mation. New the T'uan of Ku reads:
and success. There will be advantage in crossing the great stream ....... "
This text alone is sufficient to bear out T'u Fu's remarks about the "propitious" results of the battle, about "crossing the stream", and about the
"defeat" of the enemy. According to Mao Ch'i-ling (E£1ij-ifli), author of
Chung Shih 1 ({qt.B:;Jl,), the idea of "crossing the stream" is derived from
the picture of the lower four lines of Ku

=='

==
--

which resembles the K'an

trigram
symbol for water. It was actually recorded in history :hat
the state of Ch'in (~) and that of Tsin (fi") were separated by a nver
which the armies of the former had to cross in order to attacl< the latter.
But T'u Fu did not, for his interpretation, rely on the text of King
alone. He studied the other symbolisms embodied in the Ku
hexagram, and derived from them his ideas of the overthrow o.f
the enemy's chariots, the arrest of Duke Hui, and the defeat of lus

Wen

army.

Let us now look at the Ku hexagram

==
=- more c1ose· ly · Mao Ch'i-

--

ling has pointed out five special features of this symbol in his book Ch'un

Ku hexagram i/i ~, in which there was no transformation for any one

Ch'it~

of its lines. T'u then said, "Very propitious. The stream will be crossed,
and the chariots of the feudal lord will be defeated" (l..-lf~/IiJ ' ~lji_!&).
Upon being questioned again by Duke Mu, the diviner said, "Great for-

here.

tune is on our side. They will be thrice beaten and·the ruler of Tsin will

suggests the idea of a bowl (i~ ~J(- : !t~fJ1l.'iliD, and a bowl resembles more

Tsan Shih Shu

(~:f.Jct:.IitaK~), of which three may be considered

First, the upper intermediate trigram of Ku =~ (Lines 3, ·1-, 5,)

:.=,

is Chen
which was generally accepted by the diviners of ancient
times as the symbol of a chariot, the reason being, perhaps, that Chen

-

- - - · · · · - - - - - .. w .... ~-

-·- -·-

•... __ ,

~--
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According to the Chiu Chia I, Chen is

understanding of the peculiar feature:;; of the symbol in its application to

also the symbol of a feudal lord (7L*-£ : !Zi~irlf{*), thus representing

the particular case in question. Only an adequately-endowed and specially-

the official rank of Duke Hui. Now the special feature of the Ku hcx:agram

trained person may venture, without making a fool of himself, to lift a

or less the body of a chariot.

is that its upper trigram Ken

=:

is exactly the Chen trigram

=

turned upside down (f'U1t1:ftlJ]~), and it suggests the idea of an inverted bowl.

This clearly indicates the overthrow of the chariots and the downfall of
the feudal lord.

Furthermore, according to the Treatise on Trigrams, and

as explained in Chapter V of this Introduction, Ken suggests "the idea of
the hands"

-ill.).

(J:;U~:f)

corner of the veil which shrouds the future.
In his memorial address delivered m Munich, May 10tb, 1930, in
memory of Richard Wilhelm, translator and commentator on the !-Ching,
C.G. Jung said:

and is the symbol of "stoppage" or "arrest" C.N:ll:

This suggests the idea of seizing or arresting with the hands.

is why Line 2 of the Sui hexagram

At his first lecture at the Psychological Club in Zurich,

This

Wilhelm, at my request, demonstrated tbe method of consult-

M :-, 1 which is part of the lower

ing the [-Ching, and, at the same time, made a prognosis,

~

intermediate Ken trigram

?,

which in less than two years was fulfilled to the letter and with

shows "one cleau;ing to the little boy".

unmistakable clearness.

Thus, in Ku·== we sec the symbol of "clutching hand" or "arresting

"""'-

hand" over the symbol of "feudal lord".

What more did the diviner

want to support his prediction that Duke Hui would be arrested?

And,

It is, perhaps, part of my destiny to have acquired during the past
thirty years a fair amount of experience in divination by means of tbe !I have been in touch with two profes3ional diviners and have

lastly, according to a general rule of interpretation, the inner trigram

Ching.

always represents the consulting party and the outer trigram the opposite

myself time and again attempted to consult the Book, more on behalf of

party,-in this case, the enemy.

=,

In this Ku hexagram

=:
--

the inner

=:,

friends than for myself.

Perhaps it may not be out of place if I relate

here, just as an illustration, a case which was comparatively less "private

sy 1n bol for \Vind, and the otrtcr trigram is Kc11
symbol for mountain. This is why T'u Fu referred to them as "our
wind" sweeping over "their mountain", blowing down their fruits and
timber-a clear indication that the military forces of Duke Mu would
break down the resistance of his enemy Duke Hui. The time of the
divination has also to be considered. In this case it happened to be
autumn, the very time at which leaves begin to fall and fruits are ripe
enough to yield to the force of the autumn wind. This lent support to
the judgment of the diviner.

and confidential" and whose validity it took o~1ly a few days to establish.

As with Columbus's egg, the interpretation of the significance of a

Extremely disconcerted and wondering if she could ever reg am con-

trigraln is Sutl

symbol seems an easy task once the mystery is pointed out.

But, in

On January 16th, 1951, I sent my house-servant to make some purchase
in town.

She did not return home.

on the following day lying in a critical condition in Queen Mary Hospital,
having been unconscious for more than 24 hours as a result of falling from
a tram-car.

There was profuse bleeding from her cars ---a case of fracture

of skull with injury to brain and heart.

sciousness, I consulted the !-Ching, partly to seek consolation and partly to
tfst the validity of its prophecy.

unique and demands on the part of the diviner a good deal of intuitive

on tl1e following numbers:

~~-

turneJ Uf>side down.

I was told that not much hope

could be held out for her.

reality, it is extremely difficult inasmuch as every situation is essentially

1. S u i : ; is exactly I\:u

As a result of enquiries, I found her

I obtair.ecl the following hexagram based
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4
4

tion is paid to the text of the upper line.

5

reads:

8
4

-

Now the text of Line 6 of Pi

"The sixth line shows one with white as his only ornament. There

will be no error" C~rt

5
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The idea of "white" sugge!'.ted that the

patient was suffering from a haemorrhage which might bleed her body

4
8

white.

5

preted as "no harm".

4
4

transformed hexagram Fu

5
-.,

The phrase "n.o error" brought some relief, for it is usually interBut the best consolation was derived from the

-~S,

the symbol for Recovery.

No symbol is

more welcome than this symbol of recovery when the subject-matter of the

4
8
5
8
8
5

-

con&ultation is the illness of some one.

Obviously, it is the best sign for

cases of unconsciousness, for Fu indicates the return of Yang after a cycle
of Yin, the return of life after a period of seeming death, the return of
light after a period of darkness.
(Original Hexagram) (Transformed Hexagram)

Pi ft
The original hexagram was Pi

--

SE·

her return"

==
n -="=' of which Lines 3 and 6, being

"Major Yang" lines, were to be transformed into Yin.
hexagram was Fu ~

in the text of this hexagram which reads: "In seven days will come his or

Fu :fl

-

The transformed

When I had drawn the fifth line and was

manipulating the stalks for the sixth one, I was overwhelmed with a sense
of fear, for I noticed that if the next set of numbers signified a Yin line,
the hexagram would become Ming I gij~ ~~' the symbol of "Wounded
Intelligence", ming ( §ij) meaning the light of intelligence and i ( ~) injury
or wound. That would certainly suggest the idea of "injury to brain".
Besides, Ming I is composed of the Li trigram (the sun-symbol) below and
the K'un trigram (the earth-symbol) above.

According to the text, it

represents the light of the sun entering within the earth

(!YlA.:i'1!1.tft). This

More interesting still is the sentence

c-1::: a*:fX).

My house-3ervant remained unconscious for about five days, became

(
(
r

I

Il
(

l

semi-conscious on January 23rd, was conscious enough to answer questions
on January 28th, and was discharged from hospital on March 8th, fully
recovered.
As mentioned above, I have introduced this case simply as an illustration.
I am not particularly interested in establishing the validity of the prophecies of the !-Ching.

I touch upon divination because I feel that my

work cannot be complete with only an exposition of the philosophy of the
Book and without any discussion of divination, for which the Book has been
used for centuries.

For similar reasons I have introduced a series of ex-

amples of divination at the end of my commentaries on the text of King
Wen and the Duke of Chou m Books II and III.

They are all hypo-

at once suggested to me thf" idea of burial, of death, etc. But, fortunately,

f

thetical cases in which either no transformation is necessary or only one

it was a Yang line that came out, and so a different symbol was formed!

r
(

line is supposed to require transformation.

Nevertheless, the close relationship between the Ming I and Pi hexagrams
suggested to me that my servant nearly died as a result of injury to her
brain.
As stated above, when two lines are to be transformed, special atten·

f

The interpretations suggested

therein are based on thoJe given by Donzo Takashima in his book I Tuan
(jtj.\%~1~1f) which, as far as I know, is one of the best books available on

divination.
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The Coin Oracle
In addition to the "milfoil-stalk" method of divination explained in the
preceding pages, there is in use a simpler and easier method employing
three old Chinese copper coins, each with a hole in the middle and an inscription en one side.

The three coins are either inserted into a dried tor-

toise shell or enclosed between the two palms of the diviner; they are well
shaken up and then thrown down together on the table.
a line.

Each throw gives

The inscribed side counts as Yin and is given the value of 2,

while the reverse side counts as Yang and is given the value of 3.

BOOK II

From

this the character of the line is determined.

If all three coins arc Yang,

the line is 9, i.e., a positive line that moves.

If all three arc Yin, it is

6, i.e., a negative line· that moves.
Two Yin and one Yang yield a 7, and two Yang and one Yin yield
an 8.

These two lines are at rest.

When the hexagram has been estab-

THE CH'IEN HEXAGRAM

lished on the basis of these figures, we look up the Book of Changes, find
the texts corresponding to tbc original and transformed hexagrams, and
then proceed to interpret as in the case of the milfoil-stalk oracle.

---

Part I

TI-lE CH'IEN I-IEXAGRAlVl
(Syn1bol of Spirit)

T

I
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THE CI-I'IEN HEXAGRAM
(The Symbol of Spirit)

-a

...

' ...

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
This hexagram is formed by the doubling up of the Ch'ien trigram.
It is the only figure that consists of two Ch'ien trigrams, i.e., six Yang
lines.

As such, it is the right symbol for pure Spirit, 1 the Yang Principle,

or the masculine aspect of Absolute Reality.

It is significant that in ancient

times the Chinese term for Spirit, t'ien )(_, was written in the forms of
~

and

~

, which bear a very close resemblance to the six individual lines

of the Ch'ien hexagram. 2

The direct antithesis of Ch'ien is the K'un

hexagram ~;; which, consisting of two K'un trigrams, stands for Matter
or Earth, the Yin Principle, or the feminine aspect of Absolute Reality.
Thm the Ch'ien hex:lgeam rcp:esents the Creative

Pfin~iple

of the universe

as opposed to K'un which represents the Receptive Principle.
Significance OW) or Wisdom

( :f~1 )

It represents

as opposed to Love ({:.), Energy (1J~)

1 The Chine-;c word T'ien is often tran_-;]ated into Engli~h as "Heaven". Thi>
English word, however. usually connote3 inert space, m such expre.>sions a--;
"heaven and earth" and "go to he:wen" clearly show. 'With thi; co:mo~ation, the
word "Heaven" cannot be used for T'ien in the !-Ching. Here the conception of
T'ien, synonymo.1s with that of Ch'ien, i3 a dynamic foxe capable of directing,
energizing, and shaping the destiny of things, persons and even nations. Thro:.~gh
O:.Jt this entire work, therefore, T'ien or Ch'ien is translated as "S;Jirit' ', co~~
responding to the German "Geist" in the sense as preserved in the term "Holy
Ghost".
2 Cf. Ch'u Ta-chun We.ozg Shan I Wai nl\:f\7~: ~!l!JiJ>'D , Vol. 1, p. 2.

,............. .•..........................
~~.~ ~,,

~
·:j<,l:

----- ---· -~---~-~-
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Spirit. As Yang Ch'ien-hsing in his book Lectures on the I-Ching has said,
as opposed to Matter (}!{), father as antithetical to mother, ruler as antithetical to mini~ter, husband as antithetical to wife. As will be explained
in the following pages, it also represents the s::tgc or sage-ruler or what
Plato called the philosopher-king who has, in his self-perfection, attained
union with Spirit. As the symbol of strength, it suggests the idea of a
dragon, of a horse, of the head, of jade, and of gold. 1

if but for a moment that

\!.Di;_;;;;,--~~;~~§~_;;~ui~T~£~~~-11P C~;ff~~~&~~~f:~:f,r-.--~·u~~ 'U~

Iji'[Jfp~~). It is incessant re-creation by SpHit that m~I~tams.the worl _

as it is, and we verily owe our physical as well as our spn1tual hfe to th~t
Yang Principle which we call Spirit and which, in the I-Ching, IS
symbolized by the Ch'ien hexagram.

The Chinese character ch'ien 'iJi't: means Spirit (¥'t;fi1~) or creative
activity which is the essential characteristic of Spirit (ijl't:~ttr.). A study
of the component parts of the word will reveal its significance. It consists
of two radicals, namely, lji and Z . The left-side radical, in its ancient

The idea of creative activity as the main attribute of the Ch'ien hexa~
gram is often referred to by Confucius, as shown in the following remarks
attributed to him:

*.

(a) :From the Shuo Kua (H}d~ Remarks on the Trigrams): "Ch'ien

form, is written thus:
The middle sign 0 symbolizes the sun or solar
\ _____"_ .. ·----···
·----·- ...... . ...........
···•····· ···--activity, while the two little signs above and beneath it I.V ~ indicate the

is strength"

rays, i.e., the perpetual radiation of the sun. 2 The little sign G in the
....__~-------··-------rioht-side
radical denotes, ____
flowing
movement.
The word as a whole signifie:,,
u
.,.,...
__.,...,.,,,,,-..,.,...
,..,
when applied to man, his full masculine power and ceaseless activity; when
applied to Spirit, it means eternal world-creation. Thus the word ch'ien
~t has the same meaning as the hexagram which bears that name.
·~·-~------..,.,..""'' .,.~

(c) From the Hsi Tz'u (~~T Great Treatise, Section II):
"Ch'ien represents the strongest of all in the world" (;F;:if!G:5l(TZ
~~ltl!J

1 Cf. (a) Treatise of Remarks on the Trigrams, ch. XI: fi)tfr:¥t&Jl;·tfL' ijrl;J,i0l.iij • ~t'f'
~!t,J.0:3Z:,~:li,~·

(b) I Ling:
litflr!U'~:Ml

ft ' 'Jt%!t =f·

(iliii~,_f;~Wf),

Vol. 1, p. l.

C'*fti} Treatise on Miscellaneous Hexagrams):

"Ch'ien is strong, K'un is weak" Cfif~I]:l:rj~~J

As the symbol of the Yang aspect of the Absolute, the Ch'ien hexagram
represents the creative energy in the univer~e. There is but one power, one
force, one energy, in the entire universe, and that is the creative energy of
Spirit. This is true both of the universe surrounding us and of the world
within our own consciousness. All that we call force or energy in nature
derives from that one eternal, creative energy of Spirit, and all the force
and energy within ourselves is a manifestation of that same creative energy.
The force which maintains the atom, and makes it the vortex of energy
discovered by] modern science, the force which makes the sun an apparently inexhaustible source of life and energy, the force which makes
man a creative and active being~all that force is the manifestation of

2 Cf. Takashima: I Tuan

(rjit~fu).

(b) From the Tsa Kua

-,.,.~.

: fl::ffiii~L!~7011i • ~~~~ • :fE;jj\:f;i§:i\:;jj\: • :fEA'Jt%:7\A • ~~)(: • 1.0~
'::(£/li'J~ml ' 1.0~ ' ~~~!!±@! ':t£:m:10:11Jf'F 'f;ij~~~ '::(E,c,,~jjilj!!lJJ,
:l't~~flll!3nljil; • -~zAWcfWjljifiZ;Z:\lft • -;;n:zf!!fftfllilfl~z: • -;m:z-ll?t1'il1lrrtlil!Z;Z:.ffl •

cr~ati v~~~l_l_~Egy_~L~Ei.~~-t~~~~~~9:_!gJ19~~_iU1Q_Jh~
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signifies the four essential attributes of Spirit, namely, Origination, Penetration, Utility-Harmony, and Correctness-Firmness. The first characttr yuan
jG means great, origin, cause. It signifies that Spirit is the great creative
principle to which all things owe their origin. It is the First Cause of all
things C~~f:Ht1)· The second character heng "']t means penetrating, pervading, permeating. This signifies that Spirit penetrates all spheres of
existence without any exception; in other words, it pervades the whole
universe. These first two attributes-yuan heng-are explained by Confucius

Kin()' Wen's T'uantz'u
~

CH'IEN REPRESENTS THE ATTRIBUTES OF
ORIGINATION, PENETRATION, UTILITY-HARMONY, AND CORRECTNESS-FIRMNESS.
As related in the Introduction (Book I), during his imprisonment at Yu-li, King Wen devoted himself to the study of the sixty-four
hexagrams and, as a result, composed an equal number of short paragraphs, one for each hexagram, to reveal their underlying meanings.
These have been handed down to us as the main text of the Chou
I, i.e., the !-Ching of the Chou dynasty, and are now known as the
T'uantz'u (~~), meaning "judgment"- i.e., King Wen's judgment
on the essential characteristics or meanings of the hexagrams.

in his T'tJanchuan

(~fl})

as follows:

"Vast indeed is the great and originating power indicated by Ch'ien!
To it all things owe their beginning. It unites and commands all things
under heaven.
''The clouds move and the rain is distributed, and the various things
are evolved in their respective forms" C::k!li:¥L:7G • -~t;0~HfJ • JJrJE::R . ~fT

The Four Attributes of Spirit
The third attribute li ;fij means advantage, utility, harmony, signifying
that Spirit, through its never-ceasing creative activity, brings about a
harmonious order of things within the cosmos, causing all things to grow .
and develop to the fullest extent of their utility (i:*i'!i.::fiJ). Finally, the
fourth attribute cheng fl means correctness and firmness. These last two
attributes- li cheng-are explained by Confucius in his T'uanchuan as

Now what did King Wen write about this Ch'ien hexagram?
How did he explain its spiritual meaning? His explanation consists
of four characters: yuan heng li cheng (j[;=f;frj_&). These four characters form the most significant expression in the text of the !Ching, where they are frequently used to explain the different hexagrams. In the T'uantz'us of the sixty-four hexagrams, we often find
those four characters linked together. To be exact, the whole phrase
"yuan heng li cheng" is found in the T'uan-tz'us of six hexagrams,
namely, 1st, 3rd, 17th, 19th, 25th and 49th. By itself, the word yuan
is used in connection with twenty-four hexagrams, and the word
heng with forty hexagrams. According to Jen Ch'i-yun C1£J.l!l:M), an
eminent scholar of the Ch'ing dynasty, the twenty-four hexagrams
to which the yuan attribute is assigned are specially related either
to the Ch'ien hexagram or to the K'un hexagram.

follows:
"The way of Ch'ien (Ch'ien Tao) is to change and to transform, so
that all beings will realize their true nature and fulfil their respective lives
each in its own correct way.
"Thus the grand harmonious order of things is preserved in unity.
The result will be Utility-Harmony and Correctness-Firmness" (~tili~ft
'45-iE'[~i[J'

i*i!l::tfrl '

7Jfrj_&).

To an ordinary fortune-teller who obtains the Ch'ien hexagram in

In regard to the Ch'ien hexagram, the expression "yuan heng li cheng"

divination, this text "yuan heng li cheng" indicates great success and good
fortune, provided the course of action contemplated by the consulting party

\
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is a correct or righteous one; but to a philosopher it embodies a profound
metaphysical significance. Thus, according to the great authority Jen Chiyun ( {£~3!0, the first two attributes-origination and penetration-denote

manifestation of Absolute Reality from which all things have theii' begin-

112

ning and to which all things ultimately return.

As shown in the River

Map (JtiJ]i!) in Book I of this work and explained in Chapter III,
Absolute Reality exists from all eternity, is itself both Yin and Yang,
masculine and feminine, and is alternately passive and active in regular

the outflow of Spirit or the Yang Principle from within outwards ()Gffir1r!Lft
, J_jCjfi$~ , )G:!_¥: §1 jl-3iffi?'D, i.e., the cvolutiona~·x_process_?.f.?iif~_r.~nti<!:!ion fro~
unity to multiplicity ( -.:Lfs:1t~~~-*);-t:h;y sigU:ify .. tile outgoing from rest

and harmonious successions.

to activity ( ITJ~ffiJ·JJJ)

manifest themselves in all things that exist in the universe

of'fne efflux
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of the "Great Breath" causing the ap-

The two opposite poles of Yin and Yang
(/J~!!tJjtjl£;;iTI]:}[g
'--~---·--

!lEi,"'- .7(±&-.:ktJE....,._,,,.,,.....• ~Jt;J~Jt;J~.:;tzj~li}
They are "once more one" when
.......,....,

pearance of the phenomenal universe (j(~f-=l::.k • 7~rtrfiSC:::{ft).

'·-~--~-----·--.._-~,

..,,...","•-~ '--~--

'""'"--'

-tnc···

rectness-firmness-denote the inflow of the Yang Principle from without

objective universe has returned to its one primal and eternal Cause ()c),
only to differentiate again and commence a new period of creative activity.
This is the meaning underlying the well-known explanatory sentence which

(~Ij~fr{1, ~%Jt.4, ~Ijffi(§l7}ffiifl'g), i.e., the involutionary process

appears in most commentaries of the I-Ching; "Cheng hsia ch'i yuan" Cti.

On the other hand, the last two attributes-utility-harmony and corinwards

of integration from multiplicity back to unity Olit7!13'!l};f-<2f;:); they signify

T;El;l:JG), which may be translated thus: "After

the withdrawal from activity to rest ( fBi!Jfffi~) or the influx of the "Great
Breath" causing the dissolution of the phenomenal universe C:fd~.!&~

',T..

',~_/

:l:fu r1l i!).

The expression "yuan heng li cheng" signifies, therefore, that creation
is a twofold cyclic process: an outgoing from unity in Spirit to the multiplicity of created existence, and a return from the oblivion in matter to
conscious union with Spirit. This is the eternal rhythm of creation, which
in Hindu philosophy is called "the Breath of Brahma", the outflowing
breath causing the universe to exist, and the ingoing breath dissolving it

,I
I
I

I

I
r

cheng, yuan arises again."

According to Hindu philosophy, the awakening of a universe from the
unity of pralaya, its existence in diversity during a manvantar.:J of outer
manifestation, and its return through that manifestation to the unity of
Spirit constitute the greatest of all cycles of creation.
All this pre-supposes a prior existence of the universe m a previous
cycle of manifestation. As symbolized by the River Map, the cosmos
itself is continuous, and its past is beginninglcss; but temporary intervals of
latency or non-existence periodically interrupt its history. In other words,
it rotates through changing phases. Each successive appearance of the re-

I
i

gone into a latent state.

The Sanskrit word Atma, the Hebrew Ruach, the Greek Pneuma, the Latin
Spiritus and the English word "Spirit", all either mean breath or are closely

f

and Effect, the cycle of world history closes again. The manifested universe then retreats, and the U ni v~-sal or Cosmic Mind or, as it is called in

into unity once more.

It is interesting to note that in many languages the

word embodying the idea of "spirit" at the same time connotes "breath".

associated with that idea.
The rhythm of creation can be found in all things, in all cycles of
manifestation from the greatest to the smallest.

This cyclic process of

I

manifested universe follows inevitably after the one which had previously
In course of time, according to the Law of Causc

the Fu hexagram ~;; (13!!}), "the Mind of Spirit and Earth" C.:Rtlliz

-

Jl.') rests from its activity. But dawn follows night and the cosmic dawn

witnesses the re-manifestation of all things once again.
and

the

visible

world

comes into

A

new cycle

being once more as the

creation is indeed the fundamental law of the universe, and all cycles of

opens

time, the yugas of the Hindu philosophers, the yun hui (3Jfr) of the
Chinese metaphysicians, and all periods of evolution, are manifestations of
that one eternal Cycle of Creation by which the universe exists~

heritage of all the existences found in the previous cycle. The characteristics of the previous cosmos determine the nature of the one which
succeeds it.

''Yuan heng li cheng" denotes the four main stages in every cycle of

It is interesting to note that in his book The Wisdom of the Oversell

I

j
----------------------·----··--- ..-------·--"--·-·-
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Dr. Paul Brunton expounds the same idea in the following words:
"This antithesis of work and rest, of Becoming and Being, of a

contains the following passage:

rhythm curiously like that of the in-breathing and out-breathing of living

The first budding forth of things into life is the manifestation of
the attribute of Origination, and among the seasons it corresponds to

creatures, immediately confronts us when we try to understand the WorldMind's relation to the universe. The present universe is not the first which
has manifested nor will it be the last.

115

spring. The growth and development of things is the manifestation of
the attribute of Penetration, and among the seasons it corresponds to

Each separate world-system-such

as the present one>-is merely a unit in a beginninglcss and endless series.

summer.

In this sense only is the universe indestructible.

attribute of Utility-Harmony, and among the seasons it corresponds to

Each is a heritage from

the one that existed before, a precipitation of karmas which have

~ucceeded

in bringing about their own realization.
"The history of universal existence is therefore the history of an endless
chain of alternations between potential bring and actual becoming.

Thus

the universe is undergoing an evolution which is being worked out according
to strict karmic law and not by mere chance, as materialists think, nor by
arbitrary commands of a personal creator, as religionists think.

The modern

scientific notion of evolution is only a half-truth. The real process is a
rhythm of growth and decay, evolution and dissolution, following each
other with inevitable sequence. It is the combination of these two phases
which makes up a universal movement that knows no finality. If cosmic
nebulae develop into solar systems, these in turn dissolve eventually into
cosmic nebulae again. The universe of forms ever returns to its starting
point: it is without beginning and will be without end; this is why it i!:.
subject to birth and death, degeneration and renewal, that is to change. It
is like an ever-rolling wheel moving onward through these alternating aeons
of activity and rest. Hence the ancient teachers represented it under the
figure of a revolving Swastika-wheel."
In the I-Chh~g this eternal truth is also represented by the River Map,
which has been fully explained in Chapter III of the Introduction.

autumn.

As in the greatest period of time, so also m the

festation bf the attribute of Correctness-Firmness, and among the seasons
it corresponds to winter.

I
I

The truth expressed in the foregoing passage may be elucidated in

I
I

I
I
I
J

I
I
I

I
I
r

[
r

I
(

I

I

period of one single day or one single year this eternal Rhythm of Creation
can be perceived. According to Chu Hsi C*~O, great philosopher of the
Sung dynasty, the four attributes of Ch'ien, "yuan heng li cheng", correspond to the four seasons of the year.

The storing up of nature's resources and energy is the mani-

I

r

As above, so below.

The attainment of full fruition is the manifestation of the

another way. In spring, the outer world awakens from the unity and rest
of winter, and with all the joy and vitality of youth nature is reborn. In
summer, the diversity of outer manifestation is at its fullest, and nature is
glorified.

In autumn, the return to unity begins --there is a gentle melan-

choly in autumn in which all things return to Spirit from which they came.
Then in winter all is at rest once more, and the unity of Spirit asserts
itself while life seems to be withdrawn from outer nature. The breath of
creation has retreated. For the moment all things are one with Spirit, the
Supreme, the Eternal, and in the greatest depth of winter, the midnight of
the Winter Solstice (always three days before Christmas), when all nature
is silent, the Yang Principle or creative energy begins to manifest itself
anew (~~--~~) and paves the way for the return of spring.
By analogy and correspondence, the rhythm of creation can . be perceived in cycles other than that of the four seasons. One way in which we
can find the clue to the mystery of creation, the mystery of cycles and
systems, lies in the study of this law of correspondence or analogy. As a
Master of Wisdom has pointed out, this law is "the one thread by which
we can find our way through the labyrinth, and the one ray of light that shines
thrOttgh the darkness of the surrounding ignorance. " 1 According to Jen
Ch'i-yun, an eminent authority on the !-Ching, the four attributes of

His "Symposium of Philosophy"

I

1 Mahatma Djwhal Khul ("The Tibetan"), Initiation, Human and Solar, Lucis Publishing Co. pp. 5-7.

I

J
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Ch'ien---yuan heng li cheng-correspond to the four main periods of a day,
namely, morning, noon, evening and night.

At dawn the world awakens

117

who made a statistical study of these cycles in his treatise on "The Periodic
Recurrence of Internecine Wars in China" 1

from the unity of the night to the manifoldness of outer activity, and in
the sunrise there is the sensation of exultant life being reborn after the night
of rest.

At noon the struggle of outer activity, the clash of many striving

and toiling creatures, is at its greatest. But in the evening, the work of
the day being over, the world returns to rest, and there is peace in the
sumet.

Then, when the sun disappears behind the horizon, all creatures

seem to be drawn together in the harmony of Spirit, and once more the
weary world returns to the divine rest from which it awakens at dawn.
As in the cycle of a single day and a single year, so in the life of man
the same eternal rhythm of creation manifests itself. According to the 5ame
authority, Jen Ch'i-yun, the four attributes of Ch'ien-yuan heng li cheng
-correspond to the four main stages in man's life: childhood, maturity,
old age, and death.

There is harmony and grace in childhood, which is

lost as the child grows up.

With the awakening of individuality. the soul

estranges itself from Divine Spirit and becomes a separate development. In
old age, however, we sometimes see that wonderful return to unity, when
peace seems to descend on the soul which has completed its cycle of existence.
The life of a human being is but a day in the greater life of the
Overself, the Eternal Spirit, which is the true self of man.

In thi:; greater

life, this pilgrimage of the soul, we again see the rhythm of creation
manifest itself; the soul travels from unity in Divine Spirit through ages
of suffering in matter-a crucifixion in the world of outer existence- back
to Divine Spirit whence it came, but now in full self-consciousness, bearing
with it the harvest of its ages of suffering.
Again, according to Jen Chi-yun, the four attributes of Ch'ien correspond
also to the four stages in the rise and decline of a nation, namely, (a) the
period of peace (tf1), (b) the period of prosperity

(~),

(c) the period of

decadence (~), and (d) the period of disruption ClJ. Authorities on
Chinese history are agreed that these alternate cycles of order and chaos
have recurred with striking regularity in China's political life at an interval
of every eight hundred years.

One of these authorities is Dr. J. S. Lee

In hi5 book My Country and My People,

Dr. Lin Yutang points out

that each cycle began with a short-lived and militarily strong dynasty,
which unified China after centuries of internal strife. Then followed four
or five hundred years of peace, with one change of dynasty, succeeded by
successive waves of wars, resulting soon in the removal of the capital from
the North to the South.

Then came secession and rivalry between North

and South with increasing intensity, followed by subjugation under foreign
rule, which ended the cycle. History then repeated itself, and, with the
unification of China again under Chinese rule, there is a new bloom of
culture.
Finally, m one of Confucius's commentaries called the Wen Yen Treatise, the four attributes of Ch'ien are understood as corresponding to the

five cardinal virtues of man, namely, benevolence, righteousness, propriety,
wisdom and sincerity; to the five primary elements of nature, namely, wood,
metal, fire, water and earth; and also to the five cardinal points of the
compass-east, south, west, north and the centre. These correspondences
will be explained in detail in the commentary on the Wen Yen Treatise in
Part II of Book II.
There are layers and layers of meaning underlying the text of the !Ching. In itself that inner world or spiritual significance behind the hexagrams, like that behind our phenomenal universe, is infinite. There is no
limit to its poso.ible depth. Confucius, with his wisdom and through years
of assiduous study, must have understood it thoroughly, at least more
thoroughly than an ordinary scholar.

According to Confucius, the four

attributes of Ch'ien are not only attributes of Spirit but also the personal
qualities of the sage who has attained conscious union with Spirit. In his
Trectise on the T'uantz'u which is his commentary on King Wen's text, he

describes the sage as the embodiment of those four attributies, pointing out
how, through hi& penetrative understanding of the beginning and end of all
things, the sage has achieved complete ascendancy over nature and over all
1 The China Journal of Science and Arts, March and April, 1931.
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situations m life, and how, by virtue of his dynamic transforming power,

(See Book I).

he changes the masses of people from the very centre of their spiritual

numbers in the former and the nine nurnbers in the latter, all the odd

being and enables them to fulfil their respective lives in the correct way.
According to Confucius, the sage is the complete man whose being is essen-

numbers, indicated by circles, are Yang numbers, while all the even numbers,
indicated by black dots, arc Yin numbers.

tially rooted in the innermost depth of Ch'ien Tao or Creative Spirit.

which all the six lines are in their correct positions is the Chi Chi hexagram

By

--=.

A glance at the two plans will

sh~:w

that, of the ten

Therefore, the only hexagram in

working consciously with the higher powers of Divine Spirit he becomes
its co-agent in the great universal work which both Spirit and Earth arc

mt~

trying to accomplish (~3\:ffuz1-tFD·

three strong Yang lines in their right place and in the right relationship.

In extolling these great creative

I

powers of the sage, Confucius likens him to the master of six dragons, who

l
'!

rides the right one at the right time and drives through the sky

(~4¥*;\li'~

J2JJ!E!J3\). Confucius even goes so far as to say that when the sage appears

It represents a state of complete fulfilment,-that is to &ay, the realization
of the right and harmonious order of things.
Of the two trigrams that form a hexagram the lower one is called the

aloft, high above the multitudes, all nations will spontaneously respond to
his influence and so enjoy perfect peace.

-

It is the only hexagram in which three weak Yin lines follow

inner while the upper is termed the outer trigram.

(i§f!±l~~, ~~ij(;$).

The three lines of the

inner trigram and those of the outer one are related to one another by their
positions, and have their significance modified accordingly. The first and
the fourth lines, the second and the fifth, the third and the sixth are all

Rules of Interpreting Hexagrams

correlatives; in other words, the lowest line of the inner trigram is the
Not unlike the method employed in geometry, the interpretation of the
meanings of the hexagrams is rigidly bound up with certain traditional
axioms, principles and postulates. Special rules of interpretation have to
be observed in the perception and elucidation of the meaning of each
hexagram. Where these rules arc imperfectly understood, the significance
of a hexagram is no more able to reveal itself than physical life is able to
make its power fully felt in an imperfect or deformed body.

And only

correct understanding of these rules can lead to a deeper comprehension of
the special meaning of the expression "yuan heng li cheng".
We know from the Introduction (Book I) that a hexagram consists of
six lines occupying six positions commencing from the lowest. What we
have to bear in mind now is the principle that the first, the third, and the
fifth positions are Yang or positive positions, while the second, the fourth,
and the sixth are Yin or negative positions. Accordingly, the first, the third,

I
j

l
I

I
I

l

I,

correlative of that of the outer trigram; the central line of the inner trigram is the correlative of that of the outer one, and so on.

To make the

correlation perfect, the two correlatives should be lines of different qualities,
one Yang and the other Yin. And, finally, the middle lines of the trigrams, i.e., the second and the fifth lines of the hexagram, have a peculiar
value and force.

They are supposed to occupy the central positions of a

hexagram. If we l1ave a Yang line in the fifth place and a Yin line in
the second, or vice versa, the correlation is complete. Let the subject of
the fifth line be the sovereign or a commander-in-chief, according to the
name and meaning of the hexagrams, then the subject of the second
line will be an able minister or a skilful officer, and the result of their
mutual relationship will be most beneficial and successful.
Now, in order to co:nprehcnd the deeper symbo~ical meaning of King
\IV en's explanatory phrase "yuan heng li cheng", we have to take si-

and the fifth lines, if they are to be correct, should be all Yang lines.

multaneously into consideration the Ch'icn and the K'un hexagrams, i.e.,

Likewise, the second, the fourth, and the sixth should be all Yin lines. The

the first and Eecond hexagrams: ::::::;: and

reason why odd numbers are Yang and even numbers Yin may be sought
in the theory of numbers revealed in the River Map and the Lo Script

2, 4 and 6 of the Ch'ien
hexagam are not in their correct positions.

~
~
~

It will be seen that Jines
-hexagram and line3 1, 3 and 5 of the K'un
~-·
-~

J

We cannot expect to have

'I
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harmony and a correct order of things when strong Yang lines arc occupying Yin positions, while weak Yin lines are occupying Yang positions. It
would only be a condition of incongruity or incompatibility.
be done to attain the ideal of harmony
1s that

both

hexagrams

~hould

be

and correctness?

transformed.

refers to ''moving clouds and distributed rain''.

i

What is to

The right

trigrams :I:_X

order

of things will only l::e established by a transposition or interchange of
certain lines. According to Hsun Shuang (i§]~) and Hui Tung (~;f!),

-=-

the Chich hexagram

==

in whicn, as already described, all the lines are in their correct place>

(JYl::!:rpi'!iffl! • h

is the true symbolical meaning Confucius had~mi

f[JWJ).

This

when he wrote in

his T'uanchuan the passage already quoted on "Utility-Harmony and
Correctness-Firmness" (Jjl.LiQ~1t • 45-iE'f~ifrJ • -f*ui:::¥11 • )J7jirj~). Confucius gave the same meaning of "li cheng", Utility-Harmony and Correctness-l'irmncss, in another treatise where he writes: "The meaning of UtilityHarmony and Correctness-Firmness is that the strong and weak lines (i.e.,
~Yang jl.Jl.Q,,~~- linest.~~.. rizl~:tly placed in the correct positsons" (;frJ.Jt(f~r]
--~

*iEfffifft'{j). 2

·~<

-

--- -c.,

o,~ . ,,-~~·--··"'·"'"'"-''·'''"'-"'-''"'- ~"-"'4,o'-"-•·=···----·--c·--· ., .. •-..,,

Thu3 the attribute of Penetration implies the

interpenetration of

Ch'ien and K'un to form the Chi Chi hexagram.
It has been stated in
a previous Eection that Confucius, in explaining the concept of Penetration,

-

--- = ----

--=-::1,

- -

-~-..,.
1 ,Ihus:-~
--

-- ---- -

f

I

}
i

I

»¥

== .
--

--

We can at once see that the K'an trigram

appears as the upper trigram in the former and as the lower one in the
latter· while the reverse is true of the Chen trigram
i.e., it is the
'
lower trigram of the former and the upper one of the latter. Now, while

=.=,

the Chen trigram represents thunder in both cases irrespective of its position,
the K'an trigram signifies clouds in the former case (because it is the upper
trigram), and rain in the latter case (because it is the lower trigram).

t

This is why the Great Symbolism of the Chun hexagram reads: "Chun is
formed by the trigram representing clouds and that representing thunder"

I

(~·ml=f1);

while the Great Symbolism of the Chich hexagram reads:
''Chich is formed by the trigram representing thunder and that representing
(~]':1i~).

It is not at all difficult to understand why Yu Fan laid
down this general rule that an upper K'an trigram is to symbolize clouds
and a lower one rain. This rule is b:1sed upon physical laws governing
rain''

==

is Fu Hsi's
the formation of clouds and rain. The K'an trigram
symbol for water or watery vapours. When watery vapours rise to the
upper regions they gather together and form clouds; and when they become

condensed, they co;ne down to earth as rain.

Thus the Chi Chi hexagram

which is formed as a result of the interpenetration of the Ch'ien and K'un
hexagrams actually contains within itself the symb0ls for water, clouds and
ram.

- -

2 The T'uanchuan of the Chi Chi Hexagram (63).

1

• J::L:X~~t ..=f.:!:~wtf~.._.~:f:fffi1Jm). "
In this connection, let us take a look at the Chun hexagram TtL == and
~-·~···=<'-'"'___ ,..__

As a result of this transposition,

Principles, upon which all creation depends

Now, whenever we have two K'an trigrams

authorities on the I-Ching(Jij'J : B~reE~

transposed to the three correlative Yin places of Ch'ien, i.e., to its fourth,

'

the upper trigram and the intermediate one formed

This special rule of interpretation, which students of the I-Chi1>g should
bear in mind, was first enunciated by Yu Fan (JiiD, one of the greatest

positions of the K'un hexagram, i.e., to its fifth, first and third places
respectively; ~imilarly the three Yin lines 1, 3 and 5 of K'un should be

and each Yin line follows its polar counterpart, i.e.. a Yang line, in the
right harmonious relationship. This transposition of the lines means in
reality the interpenetration of Ch'ien and K'un, which in turn means the
/
interpenetration of or mutual co-operation between the Y" -and Yang

i.e.,

They are the two K'an

combined in one hexagram, the upper K'an trigram must, according to a
special rule of interpretation, signify clouds, and the lower K'an 1·ain.

the Ch'ien hexagram should be transposed to the three correlative Yang

the two hexagrams are transformed into the Chi Chi hexagram ~~

==• -=:=.

by lines 2, 3 and 4:

both great authorities on the !-Ching, the three Yang lines 2, 4 and 6 of

sixth and cccond places respectively .1

It is significant to note

that the Chi Chi hexagrams : : : actually contains within it two trigrams
which are symbols for clouds. 1·ain and U'ater.

The answer

121

Students of the I-Chin,g always hold that clouds arc formed and rains

tt

T
"
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fall only as a result of the harmonious co-ope tion or mutual permeation

What, then, is the view held by other authorities?

of the Yin and Yang forces (!J1l:Jl2,HDffiJ1& ~14/t"D/ i.e., the harmonious
interaction of positive and negativ~ ments in nature (oxygen being
negative and hydrogen positive).
This idea will be better understood if
we study the K'an hexagram which is formed when the two central lines,

_, --

i.e., Lines 2 and 5, of the Ch'ien hexagram ~ , which are regarded as

central forces (L[J~i), penztrate the K'un hexagram =~thus:
Before penetration

"'

--"""""""
--"""""""' """""""

--

---

--.

--

The resultant K'an hexagram consists of two K'an trigrams, the upper one
of which is, by the rule just stated, interpreted as cloud and the lower one
as rain. Thus the penetration of the Yin hexagram K'un by the Yang
hexagram Ch'ie;~ givc3 rise to the symbols of clouds and rain. This is the
precise meaning of the Chinese saying: "¥l:~?]J:ftl~~1~m~J!l.-l;ttJ.", i.e.,
~ """--"""""
~."·~
''Yang Ch'ien penetrates Yin K'un, formmg clouds and rain. This refers
to the formation of the K'an hexagram."

Different Interpretations of the Text

Hsi GK~O, Lai Chih-teh C3k9:D~), Gu Yuan (~tl?1c) Su Tzu-ch'i C~-*~
and others, only two attributes-Origination and Penetration-arc

I

l
Ii
{

1

ascribed by King Wen to the Ch'ien hexagram. They hold that li cheng
should mean "requiring to be correct and firm" or "there will be advantage (utility) in being correct and firm."

They maintain that this phrase

is an oracular advice given by King Wen to those who, on consulting the

I
I

1-Ching for divination, obtain this hexagram.

l

phrase "yuan heng li cheng"

(jG~jfrJtO

Accordingly, the whole

means that great benefits and

success will accrue to him who, by divination, obtains the Ch'ien hexagram,
provided his

motives are correct and firm, i.e.,

spiritual qualities of rectitude and firmness.

gives this advice on right motive in action and firmness of character to
warn those who obtain this auspicious hexagram against jumping rashly to
the conclusion that they would be successful in any course of action
however blameworthy and selfish.
In view of the terseness of the phrase m question, both interpretations
of the text seem possible. It is therefore difficult to prove definitely which
is the correct view.

As may be expected, those philosophers who hold the

former view lay greater emphasis upon the spiritual significance of the
hexagram'l, while the champions of the latter view attach more importance
to the use of the I-Ching as a book of divination.
In this connection, it
is well to bear in mind that divination was not the sole purpo:,e for which
the I-Ching was composed by the ancient sages.

Turr-i (fili]'Jfjzl\"m), Ch'cng I (;ftl0JO, Ch'u Ta-chun (fffi*±f::J) and Jen Chi-

used for four different purposes.

Righteousness, and ( 4) Wisdom and Sincerity (the fourth attribute
corresponding to the last two virtue~ which arc more or less related). This
view has been adopted in this commentary.

if he manifests the

It is believed that King Wen

Now the question arises: Does King Wen ascribe four attributes to
Ch'ien or only two?
According to many authorities, especially Chou
yun ({f~~), as well as the "Wen Yen Treatise" on this hexagram, King
Wen assigns four attributes as mentioned above, corresponding to the five
cardinal virtues of man, namely, (1) Benevolence, (2) Propriety, (3)

According to Chu

~)

,,

After penetration
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As

mentioned by

Confucius in Chapter X of his Great Treatise, the I-Ching

can be

"In the I there are four things charac-

teristic of the way of the sages," he says.

"We should set high value on

its diction to guide us in our speech, on its transformations for the initiation
of our movements, on its emblematic figmcs for the construction of implements, and on its prognostications in the practice of divination."

0h1'f~

A~~~m·B~~~~~·B~~~~~·B~~~~~~·B~~~~
;it~)

•

Therefore, to confine the !-Ching to the sole purpose of divination and
to interpret its meaning solely from that point of view would be to limit

-------

"-------------
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unduly the scope of one of the most remarkable books in the world's
philosophical literature. That would be doing an injustice to those ancient
sages who were responsible for its composition.

Divination
The 1-Ching was originally used as a book of divination, the method
of which has been explained in the Introduction.

It is not at all difficult

to manipulate the divining stalks and build up a hexagram on the basis of
the resultant numbers, b11t it is certainly no easy task to a:pply the. text
obtained to the case in question, for different interpretations nl:ust b~ gi:v~n
to different cases, and it requires much intuitive understanding to reach the
right prognosis. In this ·commentary, jmt for the sake of completeness, a
few hypothetical cases will be introduced under each hexagram and each
line, and an attempt made to interpret the text in connection with those,
cases.

Needless to say, only the most common cases, such as those concern-

ing war, health, business, marriage and child-birth can be considered, and
only a general interpretation can be given. In actual practice, the unique
features of every situation must be considered, and the different shades of
meaning of the text or of the symbolisms closely scrutinized in order to
arrive at the best conclU3ion possible. Most of the cases considered in this·
commentary are taken from Donzo Takashi:Xu.'s b:>ok, the I Tuan (~~~.
!If), which is one of the best books available on divination by the !-Ching.
Now, as a rule, when this Ch'ien hexagram is obtained in divination
with no transformation for any one of its individual lines, King Wen's
T'uantz'u, which has just been explained, and Confucius's T'uanchuan are
Some- .
to be taken as the bas~s for the prognosis of the case in question.
times the Great Symbolism is also consulted.
Now, since Ch'ien
represents the ceaseless creative activity of Spirit in contradistinction to
K'un which stands for a state of rest or passive submission, the consulting
party should be incessantly active, and, when dealing with people or
affairs in general, adopt a strong, positive attitude instead of a passive
and submissive one. It is best for him to lead a spiritual life, trying to
practise the five cardinal virtues which correspond to the four attributes of

I
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I
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Ch'ien, and when he does good to others, he should not expect or ask for
anything in return, because, as taught in the Wen Yen Treatise, "the
First Cause of Ch'ien is able to use its beneficial qualities to benefit the
world and does not say what the benefits are." ex~ ft:~f:rf'l~J2;1,~;f!Jt1 i:;R.

·r, :::Fi§§T;frj).

:

If the consulting party is a woman, she should be careful
and try to restrain herself, because the obtaining of this hexagram indicates
a condition of excessive activity and self-assertion,-perhaps, a strong will
She will
to power, which hardly becomes a woman of feminine virtues.
meet with success and good fortune only if her course of action is a

righteous course.
Prognosis about Business: According to Takashima, Ch'ien indicates

advantage in &elling, but not in buying.
No reason for this is given in
his book; but probably his interpretation is based on the truth that Spirit
is essentially outpouring, which corresponds to the idea of a constant stream
of goods pouring forth as a result of good sales.
About Future Destiny: Relatively speaking, Ch'ien and K'un stand for

good and evil respectively. And there is a saying in the Wen Yen Treatise
on the K'un hexagram that "the family that accumulates goodness is sure
to have superabundant happiness, and the family that accumulates evil is
sure to have &uperabundant misery" c~~Z.* ' ~~%r~Jlf.' fl~~Z.* '
£,tUM~). Thus, the philanthropist who~ns this Ch'ien hexagram in
divmation may rest asmred that he will enJoy superabundant happiness
in the future .
Abcut Spiritual Progress: As the symbol of Spirit and a sage, the

Ch'ien hexagram cleany indicates that the superior man (the consulting
party) has a good understanding of Spiritual Significance, treading his
spiritual path with devotion and single-mindedness. But he should beware
of underhand attacks by inferior men who are hidden from his view, just
as the Yin lines are hidden from the Ch'ien hexagram.
AbQUt Childbirth: As the symbol of the masculine aspect of the Absolute,

Ch'ien ~early indicates the birth of a baby-boy-most probably a high
s~~ :~d~w_ed with spiritual attributes.
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CHAPTER II

The T'uanchuan

~s=*~~~,-~-~,~~~o 1

~11m "fit' ~~ri% o ~

*~~~'~ft~~'~*~fi~~~o

~~~~,~~~·,~~*~,»~~0
itHL~k~ '-~~$o
VAST INDEED IS THE GREAT AND ORIGINATING PRINCIPLE INDICATED BY CH-IEN! TO IT
ALL THINGS OWE THEIR BEGINNING. IT UNITES
AND COMMANDS ALL THINGS UNDER HEAVEN. 1
THE CLOUDS MOVE AND THE RAIN IS DISTRIBUTED AND THE VARIOUS THINGS ARE
EVOLVED IN THEIR RESPECTIVE FORMS.
THE SAGE PROFOUNDLY UNDERSTANDS
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE END AND THE
BEGINNING AND THE MEANING OF THE SIX
SITUATIONS OF LIFE REPRESENTED BY THE
COMPONENT LINES OF THE HEXAGRAM AND
ESTABLISHED IN HARMONY WITH THE SPIRIT.
OF THE TIMES. ACCORDINGLY, HE BECOMES
THE :MASTER OF THE SIX DRAGONS, RIDING
THEM, EACH AT THE PROPER TIME, AND DRIVING THROUGH THE SKY.
THE WAY OF CH'IEN (CH'IEN TAO) IS TO
CHANGE AND TO TRANSFORM SO THAT ALL
BEINGS WILL REALIZE THEIR TRUE NATURE
1 See subcommentary by Kung Ying-ta (574-648), Chou-i Cheng-i (Correct Meanings
of the Book of Changes), ch. 1, in the Thirteen Classics Series (:fur-"J{~J,!iJ!hJE~).

AND FULFIL THEIR RESPECTIV:E LIVES (MING)
EACH IN ITS OWN CORRECT WAY. THUS THE
GRAND HARMONIOUS ORDER OF THINGS WILL
BE PRESERVED IN UNITY. THE RESULT WILL
BE UTILITY-HARMONY AND CORRECTNESSFIRMNESS.
THE SAGE APPEARS ALOFT, HIGH ABOVE
THE MYRIAD THINGS, AND ALL NATIONS ENJOY PERFECT PEACE.
The Chinese character t'uan *was originally the name of a prehistoric
~nimal of the rhinoceros type, well-known for its keen sensitivity and
' sharp horns. Its sensitivity to approaching influences corresponds to the
'power of sense-perception of a sage, which enables him to perceive beforewhat cannot be inferred by mere knowledge of facts. It suggests also
idea of perceiving different meanings behind a hexagram. Furthermore, the main idea that is associated with the function of sharp horns is
that of "cutting asunder" or "dividing." This function is analogous to
of King Wen's T'uantz'u which is to set apart or distinguish the difcharacteristics and meanings of the hexagram. 1 This is the reason
the name T'uan is adopted for King Wen's explanations of the hexThe word now signifies "judgment" (lf-fu) and is defined as
attributes" C*~MiE.. • £ti : M::t~-fu) by Confucius in his Great
(~~), i.e., King Wen's judgment on the essential characteristics
'moral attributes'' of the hexagrams. This treatise on the T'uan or
an is traditionally ascribed to Confucius. To what extent can this
tion be justified has been discussed in the Introduction (Book I).
most Chinese texts, the T'uanchuan of the Ch'ien hexagram apthe explanations of the individual lines by the Duke of Chou.
t treatise, however, it has been transposed over here immediathe T'uantz'u of King Wen. Since the object of Confucius's
is to explain the meaning of the T'uan and not the paragraphs
of Chou, the transposition is considered proper and convenient.
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The "Four Attributes" and the Sa,ge
In the Treatise on the T'uan, Confucius explains the meaning of
the four attributes, "yuan heng li cheng", firstly as they originally
belong to Creative Spirit and, secondly, as they ~re embodied in the.
person of the sage who is one with Spirit. The first paragraph of
the text is an explanation of the first attribute, Yuan. It points out
the existence of the ultimate creative principle, known as Ch'ien or
Ch'ien Yuan, to which all things owe their origination. Ch'ien Yuan
is, indeed, the First Cause of all things and contains all the meaning
which has ever been intended by the term Spirit. "Great" or "Vast"
is the word used by Confucius in eulogizing the attributes of Ch'ien
Yuan. This epithet is used because, relatively speaking, Ch'ien and
K'un signify greatness and littleness respectively as shown in the T'ai
hexagram

f=~.~which

is composed of a Ch'ien trigram below and

a K'un trig'tam.Jbove. The T'uan of this hexagram reads, "In T'ai
we see the little (K'un) gone and the great (Ch'ien) come." With the
same meaning in mind Confucius once said, "It is only Spirit that
is great, and only Yao corresponded to it. How vast was his virtue!" 1
Paragraph ~ of the text is an explanation of the second attribute
Heng. It points out that Ch'ien Yuan penetrates all spheres of existence
without any exception,~that is to say, its forces permeate all
points of the universe. It is this interpenetration of Yin and Yang that
makes possible the creation of all things and the evolution of life.
This is illustrated by the phenomena taking place in the physical
world, e.g., the formation of clouds and rain and their influence
on the production of things from the earth. Clouds and rain are formed
as a result of the harmonious co-operation or interpenetration of the
Yang (positive) and Yin (negative) forces in nature, i.e., by the combination of negative oxygen and positive hydrogen. The penetration of
the K'un hexagram by the central forces of Ch'ien produces the K'
hexagram which consists of two K 'an trigrams:
1. Confucian Analects: Book VIII, Ch. XIX.

--=
- -- ----
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upper one of which signifies clouds and the lower one rain. The
between the timely and abundant rainfall and the germination
sprouting of all living things requires no elucidation. Suffice it to
here tlmt when the Yang and Yin forces do not harmoniously inno clouds and rain will be formed; long drought will be the
followed inevitably by famine; and when this occurs, the masses of
whose existence depends on the production of the soil, will find it
to maintain their harmonious relationships with one another or
fulfil their lives in a correct way. The harmonious order of things will
This shows that everything depends on the originating
penetrating principle of Ch'ien Yuan.
In paragraphs 3 and 5 of the text, the subject is the sage. He is not
named, and Kung Ying-ta (A. D. 574-648) in his work on the
does not introduce him till Paragraph 5, when the meaning neccsthe presence of a human agent who rules in the world of men as
does in that of nature. Paragraph 3 is a description of the sage
manifests the first two attributes of Ch'ien-Yuan Heng-revealing a
perception of the connection between "the end and the beginand of the significance of the different situations in life over which
Paragraph 4 explains the last two attriand Paragraph 5 describes the sage as
these two attributes.
sage who has merged his consciousness in Spirit understands that
Reality has neither beginning nor end. The end of one cycle of
tion means the beginning of the succeeding cycle just as the end
day means the beginning of the following day. He fully. comthe connection between the end and the beginning in the world
've, for he sees the connection of cause and effect in the
nature and the course of human affairs. The various stages in
are symbolized by the lines of the hexagrams, which, as in the
Ch'ien hexagram, represent six situations or positions all
according to the spirit of the times. And the ideal sage, living
in the world, is a perfect master of all these situations, ·
right measures at the right moment according to the position
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"In a position of wealth and honour, he does what is proper to a

in which he finds himself.

position of wealth and honour. In: a poor and low position, he does what

Thus, if be finds himself in a humble position at the lowest place,
understands that his right course is to remain in retirement and devote
time to self-improvement. He is like a dragon lying hid in the deep
If the highest position has been attained, in which
the time being.
might exceed the proper limits of his sphere of activity and thus have

sion for regret and repentance, then he understands that the right course
him is to transform himself and retire to a proper and safer place. In this w
he resembles a flying dragon withdrawing from the extreme heights he has
tained and retiring once again to the deep. If at any particular time
finds himself in his correct central positions symbolized by Lines 2 and
of the Ch'ien hexagram, he understands that the right course for him is
make his appearance in the world, to meet and co-operate with people,
to express fully his virtues and talents for the welfare of humanity.
such cases he is like the dragon that appears in the field and then
triumphant! y in the sky.

Finally, if a perilous or a doubtful position

approached, such as that represented by Lines 3 and 4 of Ch'ien,
understands that his right course lies in being continually active and ·
cautious and apprehensive, and that, should he determine to rise to a
position, he must test his powers before doing so in order to avoid a
fall which often results from a rash advance.

In this case he res:errlDH

the dragon which accumulates and conserves his energies before
up to the higher regions of the sky, and which, before exerting
strength for his final leap, retires for a while to his original position in
deep.

Thus the ideal sage is a perfect master of all situations.

As far

the six situations represented by the six lines of Ch'ien arc concerned,
may indeed be called metaphorically the master of the six dragons,
ing them each at the proper time and driving through the sky.
A vivid description of such an ideal sage is found in
the Chung Yung (The Confucian Doctrine of the Mean):

is proper to a poor and low position. Living among barbarous tribes, he
does what is proper to a situation among barbarous tribes. In a position
of sorrow and difficulty, he does what is proper !9-·-cfsituation of sorrow
/
and difficulty. The superior man ca~ find pfmself in no situation in
'~/
which he is not himself. " 1
Paragraph 4 of the text is, as stated above, an explanation of the last
two attributes of Ch'ien, namely, Li Cheng, meaning Utility-Harmony
Correctness-Firmness. As previously explained, Ch'ien Yuan is not
ly the principle of creation pervading all spheres of existence, but also
principle of change or transformation, causing all things to change
.and transform themselves so as to attain their fullest development and
ize their innate nature in a harmonious and correct manner. Thus a
harmonious order of things is realized and preserved. This
·'"'"'""''"'"'Onds ·to the condition obtaining in autumn and winter when
reaps the harvest of crops, fruits, and other natural products, and
vital forces of Nature are withdrawing in preparation for another
of productive activity commencing with the following spring.
Symbolically speaking, this grand consummation of all things
about by the co-operation of Yang and Yin, of Spirit and
, is reflected in the ideal Chi Chi hexagram

are in their correct places. This Chi Chi hexagram is brought
by the interpenetration or interadjustment of the Ch'ien and
hexagrams representing Spirit and Earth.
h 5 of the text is a description of the sage who manifests the
attributes of Ch'ien by attaining self-ptMection and transforming
of people with the living impulse of his Being, inspiring them
qn a higher level of existence· than before. Appearing aloft, high
all thing, he establishes himself as the sage-ruler of his people,

"The superior man does what is proper to the station in which he
himself; he does not desire to go beyond it.

@ltti'f== in which all

*m:at.

•
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bearing the sutpreme responsibility for peace a:nd
taught in Chapter XXII of the Chung Yung, "He only who emb
the most complete Truth that can exist under heaven can develop his
nature to the fullest extent. Able to develop his own nature to the fullest
extent, he can do the same to the nature of other men, Able to develop

The Chinese word chi UEE) means ultimate, extreme, pivot, or root.
T'ai Chi, therefore, may be called the Great Pivot or Hinge of the
Universe, the source of all things visible and invisible, material and moral.
In a word, it is the Ultimate Eternal Reality in the Cosmos, the extreme
limit in the vast chain of causes, the First or Final Cause of all things.
In the !-Ching, this Reality is also called Ch'ien Tao ($'t:ili), i.e., Spiritual
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to the fullest extent the nature of other men, he can develop to the
extent the natures of animals and things. Able to develop to the
extent the natures of animals and things, he can assist the trans£
and nourishing powers of Spirit and Earth. Able to assist the trans£
and nourishing powers of Spirit and Earth, he may rise to be the equal
Spirit and Earth." 1 Thus "the superior men deem worthy what the
Ruler deems worthy, and love what the sage-ruler loves. The vv!.uu.tvu
people delight in what delights him, and are benefited by his benefi
activities."z Chu Hsi says, "The sage is Spirit, and Spirit is the sage
C~EP~, ~@p~).

His spiritual influence permeates all Nature,
and transforms humanity, and brings peace and harmony on earth.
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Significance. This means that it is an independent but purely spiritual
reality, not contained in the phenomena as such, but lying beyond the
of forms (%iffiJ:::M). Just as the meaning of a thought does not
in the sentence, just as life does not coincide with the body, nor the
of the sage with the doctrine by means of which he tries to
it, so Spiritual Significance does not coincide with its expression.
Significance has a reality of its own, independent of its embodiment on the
of names and forms Ciliz;tf>:H • ~;:g~%). But although Significance
not coincide with phenomena, it underlies them as their innermost
All phenomena~clouds, rains, and the various kingdoms of nature
.cvt:..·~1=r~o ~,

6M?Jblt3f)-are mere manifestations of Ultimate Eternal Reality.

Spiritual Significance and the Sage
Now understanding of the Tao or Significance
The tendency of modern thought is to return to the ancient idea
homogeneous basis for apparently widely different things-heterogene
evolving out of homogeneity. Biologists are still searching for
homogeneous protoplasm and chemists for their protyle, while science
looking for the basic reality of which electricity, magnetism, heat, and
forth, are the differentiations. The I -ching carries this idea in to the r
of metaphysics, and asserts the existence of an Ultimate Eternal Re
called T' ai Chi (::tJAi) as the creative basis and source of all things.
primal principle has been described as the Tao (ill), as Significance
Meaning (:@), 3 as Life (i'fP-), as Truth(~), as Deity or God (ift), as
(~), as Reality CJHIJ, as the Absolute C~~'tf), as the Infinite
--I

111.lix--f~~ ~ ~'il~o~Wl}tt!t, 'fl~~J.ttt£ 'J!U!l~mA.;~:!Y£' i'l~'£A.;~:tt 'J!U!l!3m!WJz'l!t ''ilm~!lm
~'!!:!:' RUnJ.tt~7:tiii;ZAt1f • 11T!;TJ¥lx!tl1Z.ft1J'' ~UfiJ.LY:~xtill~~

o

2 The Great Learning, III, 5.
3 Chuang Tzu: Ch. XVI on The Exercise of Ji'aculties: "Tao means Significance."
M'F~'t!tf~

: ~ ' lJlHf.r.

0

(~~)

means only the

of a vital relationship to it, and man's essential progress is
only to the extent to which he succeeds in establishing a profounder
:)JUllectton with it. Rabindranath Tagore puts it particularly well in his
: "The essential fact of this world has a vital meaning for us;

:<':"i'f!C,<+'-' ...'"' ...''"'H

to be fully alive to it and establish a co1zscious relation with it,
impelled by scientific curiosity or greed of material advantage,
, :..~xu>.L..uJg it in the spirit of sympathy, with a large feeling of joy and
" Thus, the superior man is one who has a deeper realization of
u~"'"'-!l.LHF; of the world and centres his consciousness within a deeper stra~
Significance CtFf-8l~~Z.~~), while the sage C~AJ is the com(~.A.) whose being is essentially rooted in its profoundest
When man should have perfected himsef and completely organized
faculties from the outermost to the innermost (~rffi:ffi'i'f~ • J2},~n:;:
e would be perfectly free. For then he would no longer be
a blind puppet of the laws of nature; on the contrary, his superior
would enable him to manipulate these laws successfully, as does
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the poet with language, which he has fully mastered as a means of expression.
He does not direct the external course of nature's processes by breaking
its laws, but by mastering them from the height of superior understanding.
His creativeness originates from the realm of First Cause. To repeat, the
deeper man's insight into the hidden meaning of nature, by which he
intensifies his consciousness, the greater his ascendancy over nature. Metaphorically the great man is indeed capable of riding six dragons and driving
through the World of Spirit

C~*~~QIJfll.::R).

The true sage represents the highest fulfilment of life imaginable.
Therefore, the spiritual state of the sage means nothing less than the highest
development of the complete soul. Therefore, if presented as an ideal and
an example, it can benefit all mankind. The wisdom of a sage is not a
particular or an eccentric field of activity; on the contrary, it is in principle
accessible to everybody CA1*'PJ.l2L~~~). When the superior man
perfected himself so as to become a sage, his creative influence
far-reaching and spontaneous. He need not say or do anything. He need
not even be understood in order to produce creative effects ()lffiltJHm~).
Like the great physician of souls who heals and soothes by his mere pre·
sence, like an enlightened lecturer who influences his audience not so much
by what he says as by the inmost impulse of his Being, the
sage spontaneously inspires all who come in contact with him-his
existence is his creative activity. It ir, said of the Emperor Shun that
only sat there with his face turned toward the south, and there
il

!!

perfect harmony in his kingdom

c~c.lEmOOrmxTiJ3').

According to

!-Ching, there is nothing extraordinary in this fact, because, as soon as

sage has developed himself from the surface down to the profoundest
of his being, Spirit works directly through him. Spirit radiates so
fully into the surrounding world that people automatically adjust themsel
to him ('1mJL.,P.X1t). It is a fact that he who has reached his spiritual
need no longer act purposefully or with effort (~J,'i;[fjj~). The nr<)fOlllnctes~
within him is working and it does so in a direct way. The deeper
centre of his consciousness, the wider will be the range of phenomena
his immediate influence affects. It may ultimately exercise an "unconscious'
rule on a whole nation. It is therefore clear that there is a mystic
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transcends any power of the intellect or of the body, and which
manifest and operative in the life of a man when his divine selfJcuv ...
realization, his God-consciousness, becomes awakened and permeates his
entire being. Confucius alludes to this force in his Wen Yen T1·eatise. Thus
he glorifies the sage-ruler as the great man who, in his virtues, is in harmony with Spirit and Earth; in his brightness, with the sun and moon; in
his regularity, with the four seasons; and in his relation to good and evil
fortune, with gods and demons.'' 1 This mystic force was at one time also
subject of a dialogue between Mencius and his disciple, Kung-sun
'ou ((i;:J}id:t). Mencius told his disciple that "this vital force is the
and the strongest. If nourished by rectitude and free from in jury,
~~

Since the sage has his being rooted in Significance which is the
basis of all living things, he represents the basic notes in life's
.~u.J ........ y. By making these basic notes of life sound in the consciousness
by his example, he enables all people to attune themselves rightly to
notes and to resolve the dissonances in their lives into harmonies
;fn). Moreover, by changing the key or the pitch of the notes (~t:j:J
, the sage initiates the impulse which constitutes the ultimate
condition of all progress and effects an acceleration of universal
Thus the sage enables all to fulfil their respective lives in the correct
(~iH&tfn) and so preserves the harmony of all things. Therefore, the
of the sage represents the most urgent need of any age. It is true
··he is only interested in Significance as such, which through all
remains eternally the same. But there must emanate from him at
right hour the impulse of change or renewal (ft::il§.~{-1::.) which is
at a given moment to prevent life from stagnation and decay.
The question arises as to whether sages are born into the world in every
tion or century, and whether they all become innovators and estabcun.u.ua.L
(1:; fft) in the history of mankind. The answer is that only
many centuries does a sage appear, and his historical influence
'~:R.l'lttil-Jt~ ' l'i!:B A -il-Jt!IJ3 ' ~2!J~·fi·Jtf.f' 38:3\l!.iil$-fl J'tif!4 •
~ ~~J , ~~fi'jj~~ , ~IJ~"f-x11it;Z.~,

•
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depends upon the circumstances of the time 0~~~). Only what is in
harmony with the spirit of the times can make its influence felt. In
order, therefore, that his influence can be effective, the sage must
embody the necessary type of Being of the given time (~za~ , fi-'Jcj:1
z~D· What makes him an innovator and a landmark in the history
of mankind is not only his greatness as such; it is also the circumstance that at the given time his particular Being represents the
realization of the possibilities struggling for expression within the
spiritual world (lf!~fffj~t • Ji[f[Rlf!A)· Only the man who gives a new
impulse to life from a deeper range of insight, not standing aloof,
but in the centre of the historical process, is a veritable creator l
determining destiny. The perfect sage is therefore he who emerges
at the right moment and embodies the necessary type of Being at
that right moment. Sui Jen Shi (fifA.f£J emerged in China at a
time when the people lived like wild beasts and ate their food un.
cooked. He at once met the needs of his time by devising methods
for making fire and employing it in the preparation of food. Yii. the
Great (jc~) emerged at a time when a large part of China was
inundated by a terrible flood, and he fulfilled the requirements of his
time by deepening the river beds and cutting new channels to drain
the water off to the sea. Both Sui Jen Shi and Yii the Great became
historic figures CI~?J?s lit), because they were in perfect harmony
with the spirit of their times. Ch'eng T'ang (R)G;i'~), sage-emperor
the Shang dynasty, and King Wu C:&CE), sage-emperor of the Chou
dynasty, arose also in harmony with the spirit of their age,
carried out those reforms which the conditions of the time deman
CJ~l:klf!A). The idea of their reforms was the combined result of all
the social forces at work at the time. Thus related to temporal
reality, the tvro sages became historic figures. People spontaneous
responded to their influence and a new harmonious order of
was established

0Hllffi~!ft1
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CHAPTER III

1'he Great Symbolism
.~

s : 7;.1r 17t,:y.;r-JJZ t15~ ~ ~m, o

THE MOVEMENT OF SPIRIT IS FULL OF
POWER. ACCORDINGLY, THE SUPERIOR MAN,
NERVES HIMSELF TO CEASELESS ACTIVITY.

The object of each Great Symbolism of the !-Ching is to indicate the
correspondence between cosmic and human activity. It invariably begins
with a short sentence dealing with the trigrammatic composition of the
hexagram and explaining the association of the ideas represented by the
two constituent trigrams and the meaning of the name of the hexagram. It
seeks to show how the cosmic situation represented by the hexagram is
established and how the name of the hexagram comes to be what it is.
Then it proceeds to indicate the moral lesson suggested by the meaning of
whole figure and to demonstrate the use which should be or has been
made of that lesson in the administration of affairs or in self-culture the
'
being that there is a right mode of life for every situation, the adopof which enables man to adjust himself correctly within the cosmic
~..,«.uuu of things and so live and move in harmony with Spirit.

Ceaseless Creative Activity
The G1·eat Symbolism of the Ch'ien hexagram shows that this hexagram
up of two Ch'ien trigrams, i.e., two Spirit-symbols, and that the
characteristic of Spirit is creative activity. This creative activity,
is evidenced by the manifestation of the solar system and other cosmic
by the exciting forces of thunder and lightning, the fertilizing inof wind and rain, the revolutions of the sun and the moon and
motion and change throughout the universe, is a matter not
!'eDLtUl~les but of aeons of time. What, then, should the superior man,

THE GREAT SYMBOLISM
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who has his being in Spirit, do in order that he, as the microco&m, may

of Book VI, the Master said, "Such was Hui that for three months there

be at one or in harmony with the macrocosm? The teaching of this Great

was nothing in his mind contrary to perfect virtue.

Symbolism is that he, too, should make himself creatively active all the

may attain to this mental state for a day or a month and that's all."

time.

He should seek incessantly to strengthen himself physically, mentally

and spiritually and to overcome indolence and lethargy.

called "the culture of making-all-things-easy".

Evidently the aim of this

culture is to relieve ordinary men and women of as much mental labour as
possible.

There is no doubt that such endeavours have simplified the pro-

blems of life and added to its pleasures, but the question arises:

Have they

contributed to the spiritual progress of mankind on which the !-Ching has
laid all its emphasis?

The ceaseless activity of Confucius himself is described in Chapter 18
of Book VII.

In modern times much importance has been attached to what might be

The other students

The Duke of Yeh asked Tzu-lu about Confucius, and Tzu-

lu did not answer him.

When the Master heard thig, he said, "Why did

you not tell him that I am simply a man who in his eager pursuit · of
~nowledge

forgets his food and in the joy of his attainment forgets his

sorrows and does not realize that old age is coming on?"
The best and clearest conception of "ceaseless activity" on the part of
in the following paragraph of Chapter 20 of the Doctdne of

The answer from the metaphysical point of view is

that they have not and that, on the contrary, they are simply leading to
de-spiritualization; for Spirit only grows by the overcoming of natural
inertia and the intensification of personal activity.

will not intermit his labour.

5tanding of life's meaning, to fulfil its higher purpose, and to heighten the

about, or anything in what he has enquired about which he does not

manifestation of Spirit. Confucius once said, "To him who does not strive
for himself, I do not assist; to him who does not struggle for understanding,

know, he will not intermit his labour. If there is anything which he has

I do not explain; if I show one corner to him and he cannot recognize that

not apprehend, he will not inte1·mit his labour.

the remaining three are also corners, I do not repeat my teaching."

thing which he has not discriminated, or his discrimination is not clear,

And

Whoever really has the welfare of his

While there is anything he has not enquired

not reflected on, or anything in what he has reflected on which he does

he will not intet·mit his labour.

While there is any-

If there is anything which he has not

For the essential thing is

practised, or his practice fails in earnestness, he will not intermit his

not information but understanding, and understanding can be attained only

If another man succeed by one effort, he will not spare a
hundred efforts. If another man succeed by ten efforts, he will use
a thousand (author's italics).

disciples at heart should act in the same way.

,I

while in what he has studied there is anything he cannot understand,

creative exertion can enable the spiritual man to acquire a deeper under-

Confucius was perfectly right.
1i

Only personal and

The superior man, while there is anything he has not studied, or

by personal ceaseless creative application.

If, therefore, we-the products of Creative Spirit-wish to live a truly
spiritual life "in tune with the fnfinite", we must oppose to the culture of
making-all-things-easy a culture of taking-things-all-the-more-seriously.
Spiritual life shall be considered an everlastingly new creation which requires
the greatest exertion of all the vital powers.
A few illustrative cases from the Four Books will make this point clear.
The

ceaseless

self-cultivation of Yen

Hui, one of Confucius's

enlightened disciples, is recorded in the Confucian Analects.

most

In Chapter 5

labour.

Let

a

man proceed in this way, and, though dull, he will surely

become intelligent; though weak, he will surely become strong.
Another conception of the ceaseless

creative activity of Spirit 1s

in Chapter 26 of the same book. Its quotation here may serve
more light upon the meaning of this Ch'ien hexagram.
Perfect Truth has no cessation.

Having no cessation, it is eternal.
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Being eternal, it manifests itself. Manifesting itself, it reaches far.
Reaching far, it becomes extensive and substantial. Extensive and
substantial, it becomes high and brilliant.

CHAPTER IV

Yaotz'u of Line 1 of Ch'ien Hexagram

Extensive and subztantial-·This is how it contains all things. High
and brilliant-This is how it over-spreads all things. Reaching far and
teing eternal·-This is how it perfects all things.

THE FIRST LINE, YANG, MEANS:
DRAGON CONCEALED IN THE DEEP.
DO NOT ACT.

So extensive and substantial, the individual possessing it 1s the
co-equal of Earth. So high and brilliant, it makes him the co-equal
of Spirit. So far-reaching and eternal, it make~ h:m infinite.
The moral lesson which the Great Symbolism of this Ch'ien hexagram
contains for man is analogous to that glorious teaching of Lord Krishna:·

LESSER SYMBOLISM: "DRAGON CONCEALED IN

THE DEEP. DO NOT ACT." FOR THE YANG.
FORCE IS STILL SUBMERGED IN THE LOWEST

Work unceasingly, l:.ut at every moment sacrifice the fruits of your
endeavour.

PLACE.
,,
I

I'
'

I

Yaotz'u is the name given to the explanation of the individual lines
the hexagrams by the Duke of Chou. The Chinese character for yao

pt.,
i

i

''

'I

'!

which is defined in the Great Treatise as "imitation" (x~~CJJ:t~
"imitation of the right movements in Nature" (3\')(7~TZ.i!J~{g),
in conformity with the principle of mutation inherent in each
The idea is that each hexagram is sacramenthat is to say, it is the outward sign of an inner reality, and that
line represents a unique sense-connexion within the meaning of the
hexagram. Moreover, the relationship between the different lines
between each line and the hexagram to which it belongs can, in
cases, be corrected and harmonized by adjustment through mutation
Similarly, man as a free agent is also an expression
growth; he is, at every moment, both fulfiller and origi!lator.
specific mode of being and doing he expresses a cosmic situation;
be conceived as detached from this connection. Similarly,
of nature may be envisaged as symbol& expressing tbe spiritual
of the Cosmos, and man as a spiritual being is capable .of
through'' the phenomena and perceiving the Spiritual Reality

all

-·
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underlying tbem (~!JtJ~'l33:ffi). With such a creative understanding of life,
his relations with the outer world and with Spiritual Reality can indeed

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 1 OF CH'IEN HEXAGRAM

First, tbe Ch'ien trigram, it is said. contains three strokes (=:::E), and

be harmonized and perfected by correct adjustments from time to time

the K'un trigram six: (==)· As the Yang contains the Yin in itself, its
representative number is 3-t-6=9, while tl1c Yin, not containing the Yang,

tl1rough transformation of l1imself. Tl1e manner of his transformation depends upon his situation in life and the conditions of the particular mo-

has only its own number 6. 1 This explanation, entirely arbitrary, l1as
been deservedly abandoned. The second is based on the use of the "four

ment.

Practically all situations of a general aspect can be represented by

forms or emblematic symbols" (gg*), namely, the major Yang (:;t;:~JD

the 384 yaos or lines of the 64 hexagrams, and evidently a right understanding of the !-Ching and its application on tile part of a really ear-

represented by the symbol (=), tl1e minor Yang C!:P~~) represented by

nest man enables him to find the right example in the wisdom of the I
for l1is imitation whenever he is in doubt; for instance, when he contemplates eitber continuing his mode of life or initiating a certain change of
his activities.

sbort paragraph elucidating tl:e explanation of tbe Duke of Chou by
furtler revealing ti-e different sl:adcs of meaning symbolized by tl:e line
ThrouglJOut the 63 l:exagrams from the 2nd to the 64tb, the

Lesser Symbolism of each line, according to most Chinese texts, appears

immediately after the explanation of that line by the Duke of Chou; but
in this first hexagram, Ch'ien, all the seven paragraphs concerning the
Lesser Symbolism arc found coupled togetl1er in one section, separated
from the Yaotz'us by the T'uanchuan and tl1c Great Symbolism.

Cm1!D,

the numbers 9, 7,

It is tl1e "major Yang" represented by 9

and the "major

jl)) and of ti1e nine numbers in the Lo Scrip

Yin" rcpressentcd by 6 that, in tbe manipulation of the divining stalks

(tiJ¥:) to form hexagrams, determine the changes of the lines; and so 9
and 6 are used as the namc3 of a Yang line and a Yin line respectively.
This explanation is now universally accepted. The question arises: Why
is 6 and not 8 the number for major Yin?

Tbe six lines of a bexagram are numbered from one to six, commen-

The reason i& tl1is.

ture of Yang is to advance, i.e., from 7 to 9.

The na-

So 7 is minor Yang and

9 major Yang. On the other hand, tl1e nature of Yin is to retreat, i.e.,
from 8 to 6. Hence 8 is minor Yin and 6 major Yin.
The third explanation is derived from the River Map and the Lo
Scrip (explained in ti1e Introduction).

The Numbers Six and Nine

(==),

and the minor
Yin (0/'~) represented by ( = ) · To these arc assigned respectively, as
governed by the arrangement of the ten numbers in the River Map CM
6 and 8.

The Lesser Symbolism, ascribed to Confucius, generally consists of a

in question.

(==), the major Yin (jeW;;) represented by

of both plans.

The number five is in the centre

This is regarded as the basic number.

Now, of the

ten numbers in the River Map and the nine numbers in the Lo Scrip,
all the odd numbers, indicated by circles, are Yang numbers, while
all tbe even numbers, indicated by black dots, are Yin numbers.

cing with the lowest. To denote the first and the sixth lines, the terms
Ch'u meaning "commencing" and shang meaning "topmost" arc used in

Accordingly, out of the first five numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) three arc Yang

the Chinese text.

(1, 3 & 5) and two arc Yin (2 & 4).

"third", and so on.

The intermediate lines arc simply called "second",
As the lines must be ei.ther Yang or Yin, this dis-

tinction is indicated by the application to them of the numbers nine and
six. All Yang lines are nine, and all Yin lines are s1x.
Several explanations have been offered for tl1e application of these
numbers.

This is one of the meanings
underlying the well-known pl1rase "three for Spirit. two for Earth" (;J;I: 7C

Mitfu).

Now the sum of the three Yang numbers (1 +3+5) is 9, and
that of the two Yin numbers _(2+4-) is 6. Hence 9 and 6 are used as
l_Cf. K'ung Ying-ta, Chou I Cheng fo

~i'! ' }il1J@IE'f~ ' ~H:fi3it ':!JitB1'f:t~1fl: ' l!Mil'~;f(~ ' i\'Z:f1;W.7L " ~/f1-11~~ ' tJZ;fl;J&
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the names of a Yang line and a Yin line respectively.
There is yet a fourth explanation which is much simpler and is ':lased upon the phrase quoted above: "three for Spirit, two for Earth". It·
is as follows:
A trigram has 3 lines.
Let 3 be the fixed number.
Now, three for Spirit (Yang) means 3x3 == 9.
Two for Earth (Yin) means 2x3==6.
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without affecting the ultimate result. Thus 6, 7, 8, 9, 9, when added,
yields 39 and 3 plus 9 gives 12, and I plus 2 finally reduces to 3. Add
the same digits, ignoring the 9's; tl1e answer is 21 (or 2 plus I, reducing
again to 3).
It may be of interest to mention here that Porphyry, who was evident1y imbued with Pythagorean ideas, by cutting up some of the longer
essays of Plotinus into parts, brought the whole number up to fifty-four,
which is a product of the two perfect numbers 6 and 9. He then divided them into six volumes, each containing nine books-the famous Enneads

of Plotinus.
This explanation is found in the Chung Shi I ({*~~), a commentary on the !-Ching by the famous scholar Mao Ch'i-ling (::f.;§f~).
It may be of interest here to allude to what Pythagoras has taught
in regard to the two numbers 6 and 9. As mentioned in Chapter III of
the Introduction in connection with the Yellow River Map, the even n
her 6 is female, i.e., a Yin number.· It arises from the addition of
first three numerical characters-I plus 2 plus 3. These numbers 1, 2
3 are the only numbers that will evenly divide 6. To the
therefore, 6 is the whole or perfect number. It is the "hexad",
I

'

completion or consummation.
Furthermore, Pythagoras believed odd numbers (Yang) to be
powerful than even numbers (Yin). The number 9 is supposed to ha
special physical features. For example, when multiplied by 2, 3, 4,
so on, the digits of the answer, when added together, will always
again to 9. Thus 9x2=18 and 1 plus 8=9; 3X9=27 and 2
7=9.
Again, if the digits of a number are reversed, and the number
created is subtracted from the original, the digits of the remainder
resolve by addition to 9. Thus 63, when reversed becomes 36.
36 from 63 and the remainder is 27, the digits of which, by
pins 7), become again 9.
Further, in adding numbers together the number 9 can be

Consecrated by Buddhism, this perfect Yang number 9 has been regarded with great veneration by the Mongols and Chinese. The Chinese
formerly had to bow 9 times before entering the presence of their emperor.
9 is the Ennead, and 9 months represent the pre-natal life of a child. The
fallen angels, in Paradise Lost, fell for 9 day!.. Jehovah was believed to
have returned to earth 9 times. These instances seem to indicate that the
number 9 has some special significance.

stx

In this treatise it has been found preferable not to use the numbers
and nine but to call the lines simply Yang and Yin.

Time and Place
In the Chinese text. the term "commencing" is used to designate the
or lowest line and the term "topmost" to designate the sixth line.
!-Ching not only does every word have a meaning but the
of every word and every phrase has a distinct significance which
with the whole body of metaphysical truths which the !-Ching
for. In the case of these two apparently unrelated terms ''com' and "topmost", for instance, one wonders why a more related
of words such as "first and last", or "lowest and topmost", or
~""'''"'VJL.Uj>l. and concluding" is not adopted. The reason is that, accordthe Chinese conception of the terms, the word Ch'u W, i.e., cccom' .denotes a point of time, while the word sha.ng J:, i.e., ''top-
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most", denotes a point of space, the idea being that, m considering the
meaning and mode of transformation of the lines, one must bear in mind
the respective position which they occupy and the different times at which

The Dragon as a Symbol

The same line or the same trigram symbolizes

~et ~ now s:udy the first line of the Ch'ien hexagram, and try to

entirely different things when placed in different hexagrams or in different

perceive. 1ts essentml underlying meaning · First of a 11 , 1't 1s
· a y ang lme
·
occupymg a Yang place in a bexagram that, in itself, represents the Yang
aspect of Ultimate Reality. yang is male as opposed to Yin which is
female. Yang represents the principle of creativeness of change
f f
. .. .
.
'
, o ree
lllltiatlve m contradistinction to Yin which mean
ti'
b
·
s recep veness, su ordmation and docility. The Duke of Chou has explained this first Yang line

they occupy such positions.

positions of the same hexagram.

This rule indicates that in human affairs

the same thing or the same fact of life has entirely different meanings for
an individual at different times in different situations.

For instance, at

one time, in one situation, he realizes the deepest significance of his life

i;l

by doing everything within his power to avoid a tragedy, but at another
time, in another situation, he can only realize himseJf by giving bis wholehearted assent to it. What is right and most significant for him depends, ·

~s the symb.ol :or a dragon, whose main characteristics are perfect masculinIty and p~nod1c. transf~rmation in different sizes and on different planes

first and last, upon the conditions of his particular moment and upon th

of nature.

nes~ mytholog~, t~e dragon is usually represented as soaring skywards in
s~rmg a~d begmnmg to hibernate in autumn only to re-emerge from his
hibernatiOn on the approach of the following spring Th'
· di
·
.
.
·
1s per10 c mamfestatlon of his powers followed by periodic withdrawal from activity, in
·regular alternation, is exactly analogous to the creative force of Yang
"'.'hich, in spring, awakens the outer world from its "winter rest" and so

is no terrestrial life except in functional dependence on the Now and th
Here.

The !-Ching teaches that, for every man in a particular situati

and at a particular moment, there is a course of action or mode of
which is not only relatively right but absolutely right.
also embodied in the passage from tl1e Doctrine of the Mean given
pages 130 and 131.

e.na~les nature to be reborn with all the joy and vitality of youth. The

Z'~;It. of
;•

From what has been stated above, it is clear that changes in
i

and situations demand definite changes in man's mode of life, in
customs, and even in political and economic institutions. Every situa
in life is essentially unique.

So is every moment of history.
vV>.HLJ.HA"!

stand and apply the law of growth through progressive transfv...u.,.uv•
which demands continual change and renewal in harmony with the
Only he who makes the right inner and outer adius1:me:n1

and gives the right impulse to life from the right place at tbe right
ment, becomes "the master of his fate and captain of his soul".

this rejuvenation is rea~hed i~ ~id-s~mer, after which the process
Withdrawal commences agam, grvmg nse to the gentle melancholy of

to be followed, once more, by the peace and rest of winter. This
'W:lthldraLw::~ of the Yang-life from nature is complete at the Winter Solsand tllen, in the deepest mid-night, when all nature is silent, Yang
anew.

man, therefore, in passing from situation to situation within the
flux of time, must, if he is to avoid being an anachronism, learn to

of the times.

This pecuhar feature of his life makes him the fit subject not

only of th~ first Yang li~e but of all the six Jines of the hexagram, as
the respective commentanes on those lines will show. According to Chi-

peculiarities of his particular situation. It would seem that every man can
think and act as he would. In reality, however, every man who does
deliberately bring about his own ruin has to shape his will in
with his place and time, simply because he wants to live and because

),
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This alternation of departure and return is, as has been

. . out before, the eternal rhythm of life, the eternal cycle of cream which and through which the universe exists. The operations of
and ~he movements of the dragon are all governed by this princicychc change.

__

.,.__

to many religious schools, the dragon (or serpent) is regard-

,~~*' 1lll::O:'§ffiJM:' t&iH$W:rJ)
'~U1!::~~' fik* '~Ubi~:RJ!!l 'fiU: , ~U~
,J:T#!!IiltlJi,
· ,
tiJI.i-

'~UM- ,~E:-

~zjjt.
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ed as the embodiment of divine wisdom. The symbol has always stood
for psychical regeneration and immortality. Hence, Hermes called tl1e
serpent the most spiritual of all beings. Jesus, too, accepted the serpent
as a symbol of wisdom; "Be ye wise as serpents," he says. Then in the
Boo~ of Sarpa1·ajni, there is this remark:
"In the beginning, before Mother (Yin) became Father-Mother (Yin-Yang] , the Fiery Dragon
in the Infinitudes alone." The "Spirit of God moving on Chaos"
symbolized in the shape of a fiery serpent breathing fire and light upon~•
the primordial waters, until it had created cosmic matter and made
assume the annular shape of a serpent with its tail in its mr)l1th--wnu:n
symbolizes not only eternity and infinitude, but also the globular form
all the bodies created within the universe from that fiery· mist. The
verse, as also the earth and man, serpent-like, periodically casts off its
appearance, to assume a new one after a time of rest. The dragon
surely as graceful and poetical an image as the caterpillar and
from which springs the butterfly, the Greek emblem of Psyche, the
soul! The dragon was also the symbol of the Logos with the
as with the Gnostics. In the Book of Hermes, Pymander appears to
mes in the shape of a fiery dragon of "Light, Fire, and Flame".
is therefore a profound meaning underlying the idea of a dragon
symbol of a spiritual man and the subject of the Ch'ien hexagram.

According to another important principle of interpretation, the six lines
of a hexagram are understood as representing the Trinity of "Spirit, Earth
and Man'' (~ • :f:fu • A) with the top two lines representing Spirit, the
lowest two lines representing Earth, and the two intermediate lines representing Man.

- - - - - } Spirit
_ _ _ _ _ }Man

- - - - - } Earth
The first or lowest line reasonably represents the lower layer or the
bottom of the Earth-the deep wherein the dragon conceals himself. It
therefore suggests the idea of a hidden dragon. When applied to the plane
:of actual life, this idea of the hidden dragon denotes the situation of the
superior man who lives in temporary seclusion. By a superior man is
meant a spiritual man, a man possessed of the virtues of a drago~
a man endowed with the attributes of Ch'ien (.fz;ij). Animated by the
~creative power of his Inner Being, he feels the innate urge to go forth
•·r~into the world to serve his fellow-men and achieve his life task; but, beI

•

The Concealed Dragon

li

I

Why is the dragon regarded as lying concealed in the deep?
ing to the Lesser Symbolism: it is because the first Yang line occupies
lowest plac.e of the hexagram, indicating that the creative force of Y
is still remaining deep down in the bowels of the earth. The time
ted is the eleventh month of the Chinese calendar year, the month of
Winter Solstice, corresponding to December in the Western calendar,
the dark power of Yin is in the ascendant and when its polar COllnt:erJDOll
Yang, is waiting for its turn to become manifest (lJJjL ' ~-f-z}.J '
l!J~~jj! ' fJ!k*AA~ ' ~~11f7\: ' i!iZElilft). When applied to the life
dragon, thir. latency of Yang signifies that it is not yet the time for
to' make his appearance in the field.
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I

the subject of the lowest line of Ch'ien, he realizes that the time is
yet ripe for him to do so. In the first place, his present position is
low for bringing his personal influence to bear effectively upon the
His debut into public life may be premature. Secondly, a prudent
and seclusion may be necessary if the state of the world is not
favourable for his humanitarian activities. The spirit of evil
be in the ascendant as indicated by the predominance of the
power of Yin at this initial stage of the Yang cycle of manifestarepresented by the first line of the hexagram. Should this be the case,
of righteousness would not be strong enough to influence the- times,
to dominate the age. On the contrary, he may expose himself to
and even bring calamity upon himself as a result of the antagonof those "inferior men" (Jj,.A_) who do not agree with his principles
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parts of a dragon, namely, "dragon-head", "dragon-heart", and "dragon-

and idcals. 1 The best course for him is to remain 111 seclmion like the
hidden dragon and cultivate self-improvement till tbe time comes for bim

tail"--a triumvirate animated by one dragon-spirit.

to emerge into the world.

Ning and Ping Yuan, took refuge from the troubles of the times in Liaotung as dependents of Prince Kung Sun-tu C-0I-%£!1t). It was recorded
that Kuan Ning in his conversations with Kung Sun-tu confined his topics

Historical Illustrations
Many a man of destiny is known to }Jave passed tlJrough such a solitary and contemplative phase of life. Emperor Kao Tsu of the Han
dynasty had for years to content himself with the insignifcant post of
t'ing chang (manager of the caravanserai) at a time when a tyrannical
ruler and a despotic prime minister were in power.

I Yin (1ft§Et), the illus-

trious prime minister of Emperor Ch'eng T'ang (Jtz{~), had for many years
led the humble life of a farmer in the lands of the prince of Hsin
( {jl-{fr ~iJtJFlf01!!-f). Lu Shang ( g [fi}), the octo.senarian prime minister of
King Wen, spent the greater part of his life as a fisherman by the banks

of the river Wei ().\-0frfjf']{l'}~).

Yen Hui, the celebrated disciple of.

Confucius, pursued his studies in a wretched alley (@]J§-~f5~).

Shun, the

farmer-emperor, tilled his Eclds in the Li mountain l:efore he met and
later succeeded Emperor Yao (~~~!b). King Wen was imprisoned in
Yu-li when he contemplated the meanings of the hexagrams of the !Ching and wrote his explanatory paragraphs on them

Two of them, Kuan

C.:Z::E IE! fJ::lTI.iffilPiJiiJ

J0). All those great souls had in their early life developed their dragonpowers and sage-qualities and were capable of expressing them for the
good of humanity; but since their position was low and obscure, they
contented themselves with continued retirement until the time was ripe for

to the Classics an:l never touched upon world affairs; but Ping Yuan, who
was by nature he:1dstrong and upright, criticized the Prince's officials in
an outspoken manner.
officials.

This caused much resentment on the part of the

Kuan remonstrated with Ping:

lies in not making a show of himself.

"The virtue of a hidden dragon
You will only bring disaster upon

yourself if you speak out at the improper time"

(i~~~B:::fJ'lJ0~

, 1Jg.f;f4;.

If-f • 1B~~Zill). Ther<"upon he advised Ping to leave Liaotung.

Ping did
so, just in time to save l1is life from a secret plot which had been organized by the officials to assassinate him. From this it is clear that not only
rash acts but also rash words may result in the destruction of a whole
career, while, on the otl1er hand, silence is truly golden in certain situations and leads to good fortune and success.
The expression "Do not act" (:27J ffl), which forms the apodosis of
the Yaotz'u of Line 1, is also understood as the oracular advice given by
the Duke of Chou to the individual who in divination obtains this first

line of the hexagram. It is called in Chinese the "Tsan-tz'u" (!.5~), i.e.,
advice given in response to divination, and it means that, in the circumstances indicated by the first line, it is not yet the time for the person
~?ncerned to assert l1imself.
To c~uote a well-known saying, }Je slJOuld
1'lrlde his light under a bushel" for the time being.

them to come forward to fulfil their mission in the world.
advice on "non-action" has teen given by the Duke of Chou
It should be noted also that history contains many instances
action leading to good fortune, while rash action spells disaster. One ·
teresting instance which bears special reference to the meaning of Line

with some lines of other hexagrams.
Line 6 of Shih ~:

For instance, it appears

CRWJ::f(, ;J\A:VJJ-fl), Line 3 of Chi Chi

-=

=~

-

concerns three men of letters named Kuan Ning (ff$), Ping Yuan (P.J~~
and Hua Ch'in O';ti)(), who lived towards the end of the Han dynasty.

)L.:=_ ' ;J\A.ftlffl), Line 3 of Ta Yu

So close was their friendship that they recognized one another as di

3 of I

~ (~/~-=:::. •

A.!r?:JX.~

• ftlffl). In all those cases, i.e., in the particular circum-

1 ~~: rJ•Aim:~z.~ '~j!;1ffi1JH' .!!U~rJ•N9T~ 'Jk:;y-.lfM!i:' ~~!1ff5lil 'lir.I.\\~Wilk. • ilJt]J(ZIJ
rn '~lji~~£~:;till:: 'Ilild~im!·;}~~~ ':;r'Emffl-f.!:r. •

·-··-·---···--·-----------

-rif::VJHJ), and Line 3 of K'an - - O.k:;;'-.;

indicated by those individual lines of the above-mentioned hexa-
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grams, the Duke of
may be pointed out
ly the "small men"
of any kind; and in

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 1 OF CH'IEN HEXAGRAM

Chou definitely advises against action of any kind. It
!Jere that in three cases out of those five, it is especialthat are thus warned against activity or movement
one case the Duke counsels "non-action" for as long
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cording to the Book of Rites, spent the eleventh month of every year in
"fasting, keeping away from distractive sights and sounds, abstaining from
sensual gratification, composing his body and soul, and doing everything in
a quiet manner, in order that the Yin and Yang forces should be harmonized within himself" (£Jllh • :B-f-I?H~ • :t1!15 • ~llB~ ~ ~%Ji1$ • ¥Jftkjlj'Ji

a period as ten years!

£Lr1r~~zmJt).

Analogies and Correspondences
A study of the I-Ching is of necessity a study of symbols-of hexagrams, trigrams, and lines. The meaning of one hexagram, or of one line,
is often clarified and confirmed by a simultaneous examination of other
related hexagrams or lines. Therefore the reader of this commentary will
often find his attention directed from one hexagram to anotller or drawn
to and fro among several. For instance, the ideas of "non-action"
"hidden dragon" suggested by Line 1 of Ch'ien
the meanings of at least tllree related hexagrams.
corresponds to Line 1 of Fu

-1Sf §§.
-

First, Line I of

One

dence is that Fu has only one Yang line, and
lowest position similar to that of Line 1 of Ch'ien. The Chinese
Fu means recovery or return. In this case it means the recovery or
turn of the Yang power at the beginning of a new cycle of creative
as can be perceived from the appearance, or rather the re-appearance,
the first Yang line at the bottom of the hexagram. Now the Great
holism of Fu reads:

"On the day of the Winter Solstice, the """'"''"''"'
kings closed tbe gates of the state; the travelling merchants did not
their journeys; nor did the princes go out to inspect their domain"
B~

s Mtm • r.!Mr~rr · J§~~:1J).

that
The
tive
and

day, thus bearing out the idea of non-action suggested in Line
underlying meaning is that on the day of Winter Solstice, the
power of Yang begins to manifest itself in nature as well as in
it is considered inadvisable for man to fritter away this ne

energy in physical exertions of any kind. He should preserve and
ish it and allow it to grow and accumulate by leading a quiescent
for some time.

It was for this reason that the superior man of old,

Apart from the Great Symbolism of Fu which has just been discussed,
the T'uanchuan of that hexagram as well as tl1e Yaotz'us of some of its
lines also bear out the idea of a "hidden dragon" or "non-action" as represented by Line 1 of Ch'ien. For instance, the last sentence of the
T'uanchuan reads, "In the Fu hexagram do we not see the Mind of Spirit and Earth?" CW::it~~:l:fuZJIY'f). Now, wbat is the sense-connexion
between a l1idden dragon and the Mind of Spirit and Earth? The conn-ection lies in the idea tl1at a principle of mutation exists in the Mind of
Spirit and Earth-the Universal Mind-and governs all its manifestations.
Not only is this Universal Mind itself for ever beyond human perception
but even the operation of this principle of mutation in the world of phenomena is a matter of great mystery, scarcely perceptible by man. This is
analogous to the idea of a dragon transforming itself and its activities in
various ways from season to season, being wellnigh invisible when it lies
concealed in the deep.
Furthermore, one of the manifestations of this principle of mutation is
the Law of Cycles, the operation of which may be perceived in this }'u
hexagram whicl1, according to the order of arrangement of the hexagrams,

--=: (:!J;U,

follows tl1e Po hexagrem S

No. 23), the symbol of demolition or

in which five Yin lines are mounting upward to overthrow tl1e
Yang line by exerting a disintegrating influence on it. The sequence
these two hexagrams Po and Fu (

SE

----

and ~E

)
--

indicates that af-

the Yin lines of Po have overthrown the last Yang line and pushed it
of the hexagram, another Yang line enters from below and forms the
hexagram. This is the eternal cyclic movement, from which life comes
manifestation again just at the moment when it appears to have been
~'""'~-''""c;1y vaaquished or exhausted. Applied to the world of pllenomena,
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this &ignifies that when things are at their worst they begin to mend; when

Transformation of Line

chaos reaches its full limit peace begins to be restored; when darkness is at
its deepest, light begins to manifest itself.

When Line

Now, how can this trend of thought bear out the idea of "non-action"
as representd by Line 1 of Ch'ien?

The idea is that the "return,., of life

or of light at the beginning of a new cycle is not very remote from its
preceding stage of absolute lifelessness or darkness at the end of the previous
cycle.

It represents a situation that is still precarious, a situation in which

extreme caution has to be exercised.

Rest and spiritual cultivation are

essential and will lead to good fortune, while rash action or reckless advance
is sure to bring about disaster or give cause for repentance.

This is why

the Yaotz'u of Line I of the Fu hexagram, which advises against headstrong advance, reads:

i

"Return before going too far.

No need for re-

morse. Great good fortune" (:;f~ji • 7f;fi.EHfi • jC2f), while the Yaotz'u
of Line 6 reads: ''If armies are ordered to advance, the end will be great

I

~ i '

defeat, disastrous to the ruler of the country.

For ten years it will not be

•

possible to attack again" CJiH'fflilj • *t~:f\mc QIJtiJE"!,?g • $~+-¥~%ill)·
In explaining the Yaotz'u of Line 1 Confucius writes, " 'Return before

1\,,

going too far'-thus one cultivates one's character" (~~z:f£

• J2:1.{~$.}fu). ·

These remarks signify that at the stage represented by the Fu hexagram,
:1,;
i

I

i

I

I

!•'

fucius.

It is clear, then, that the meaning of each individual line of a

hexagram can be better understood when studied in relation to other lines
m correlated hexagrams.

Line 1, the line at the bottom of theCh'ien hexagram, can be corroborated by at least three interrelated hexagrams.
•I

and the hexagram becomes Kou !J,fi

-

__ •

Sun is

the symbol of Wind, one characteristic of which is the uncertainty of its
directions.

Thus the Lesser Symbolism of Line 1 of Sun

-

:::= reads:

"Now

------~------------~~------------

be advances, now he re~,:_.... ltis mind is in doubt" C~W.f\~B • ~il3~
~~doubt and uncertainty of movement signifies clear! y
that the subject of Line 1 of Ch'ien hesitates to advance into public life.
Again, the Lesser Symbolism of Line 1 of Kou __ reads:
fastened to a brake of bronze.

"Tied and

This describes the arrestation of the weak

(line) in its advancing course" (Mi1JJ.f\~B • ~r~;tlt • -*~1f£{g). These
. ideas of "tiedness", of "arrestation", and of "brake" bear out the meaning of Line 1 of Ch'ien and support the suggestion that its subject should
~emain

where :he is.

Thus, both these quotations corroborate the meaning

of the first line of Ch'ien, namely, "it is not the time for active work."
This shows the interrelationship of the hexagrams and the way in which
tne meaning of one reflects that of another.

Here indeed lies one of the

unique features of the I-Ching.

.its subject should renounce the world and live out his life as a recluse. A
as will be explained in due course, the first position of a
the seat of the ruling line CH.:::i::.) of the Chen hexagram _.
, and Chen, being the symbol of thunder, signifies motion, i.e., ac-

(~,

Line 1 of Ch'ien therefore stands for intense activity; only it is

--

No. 57) and Kou __ (ffi, No. 44), which are formed as a result of the
transformation of Line 1 of Ch'icn.

It must be noted that Line 1 of Ch'ien does not at all indicate that

One of them, the Fu bexa-

gram, has just been discussed. The other two hexagrams are Sun - -

-

Subject of Line I not a Recluse

line in a Yang symbol is a strong indication of creative activity.

It has been mentioned in a preceding paragraph that the meaning of

,,

=

And this exactly corroborates the meaning of Line

1 of Ch'ien as perceived by the Duke of Chou and explained by ConI,

becomes Sun ~

of Ch'ien transforms itself into Yin, the lower trigram

non-action and moral cultivation are essential, while rash action leads to
remorse or misfortune.

II
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type of activity which is connected with self-improvement and not
any enterprise in the outer world.

The subject lives in privacy sim-

because the time is not yet ripe for his emergence into the world, and

--.;--·--------
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he finds it most proper to devote himself to the perfection of his inner
nature, while waiting for the opportunity to carry his principles into prac-

and rest

in being ruler.

'

I have no need of the empire.

157

In a ce-

It is this temporary concealment under Line 1 that in time enables

remony for the ancestors, though the cook were not attending to his
kitchen, neither the boy impersonating the dead nor the officer of

him to 'appear in the fields' under Line 2, 'leap forward' under Line 4,

prayer would step over the sacrificial cups and try to take his place." 1

tice.

and 'soar to the sky' under Line 5.
described in tl1e Wen Yen Treatise

His situation under Line 1 is thus
In another paragraph of the Wen Yen Treatise the meaning of Line

C.Y:"B.~): 1

of Ch'ien is further clarified:
He lives withdrawn from the world without regret;
The superior man regards his perfected virtues as the basis of his

He can experience disapproval without distress of mind.
When opportunity presents itself, be joyfully carries his principles into

conduct, and any day may see him expressing them in the outer world.
When it is said that the dragon lies hid, it means that the superior

action;
When opportunity is denied him, he cherishes tl1em in retirement.

man lives in retirement and has not made his appearance; l1e has not
yet proceeded to accomplish his life task.
man knows it is not the time for action. 2

Such an attitude is entirely different from that of the two recluses
well-known in Chinese history as Ch'ao Fu (~:£) and Hsii Yu (fr'fffi),
who shunned the world and refused to serve it even when Emperor Yao
besought them to do so.

The following interesting incident concerning

Thus "non-action" under Line 1 signifies that the superior man lives
in a state of pure quiescence for the time being, during which his Yang
forces are nourished and strengthened, and his capacity for responsible
humanitarian work is developed and extended. In the words of the Great

Hsu Yi.i is recorded in the works of Chuang Tsu.
The Emperor Yao wished to abdicate in favour of Hsi.i Yu, saying, "If, when the sun and moon have come forth, one insists on

Treatise

Wl1en the dragons and the snakes retire into a state of hibernation,
they thereby keep themselves alive.

throne, and the empire will be at peace; yet I still preside over it. I
am conscious of my deficiency, and beg to surrender to you the em-

Wl~en

pire.''

Supposing, therefore,

Wl1en we take advantage of things for our personal security, we
are seeking the exaltation of our moral character. 3

that I were to take your place now, should I gain any reputation
thereby? Besides, reputation is but the shadow of reality; and should
The titmouse, building its nest

in the mighty forest, occupies but a single twig. The tapir, slaking
its thirst from the river, drinks only enough to fill its belly. Return
1. Ch. 2, para. 4.

we minutely investigate the nature and reason of things,

till we have entered into their profoundest spirit, our object is to
utilize them tO the utmost extent.

"Ever since you, Sire, have directed the administration," replied

I trouble myself about the shadow?

(~~-$):

When the looper coils itself up, it thereby straightens itself again.

lighting the torches, is not that a misapplication of fire? If, when
the rainy season is at its height, one still continues to water the ground,
is not this a waste of labour? Now you, Sir, just stand before the

Hsi.i Yu, "the empire has enjoyed tranquillity.

At this stage, the superior

1 Chuang Tsu, "Transcendental Bliss".
2 Ch. VI, para. 30. ~.Y·.t~LiX:~~:t10:fT' ETPJ M;Zff·tf2. '?rf;Z}.'l¥\1!1' ~;Jffii;f':l% ' :frffii;f':~ '
3

~it.Y·!~Bf!Hf2< •
R!!JiZ.I!IT • .r;t>Rillill, 'l[!l!lt'b;Z'r.!, .Liff.Jl'ill, 'l%\l\t/\ffi1f! • J.:-tffl:.ffl-ill • 5f:J]ffl~ , J;I.*~-t!L •
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the scene and wishes to subdue or win all the subjects of the five

Divination

to herself!

Few people would care to marry such a female.

As the symbol of power and strength, Ch'ien

King Wen writes of this hexagram: "Kou shows a female

represents a military man as opposed to K'un which represents a man of

is bold and stron~ .. It willnot be ?oo~ to marry such a female"
.. In the light
·thi~ ;·eadi~~:---~he . ~~;;i~~e in

Prognosis about War:

letters (Line 3 of K'un suggests the idea of artistic beauty).

Therefore

the Yang lines of Ch'ien may suggest the idea of military expeditions.

""-·~'""""""~--""''"·"'"""''~":·~·"'''"'"~--.,..--...-.,~~ .....=--·-"""'""'"''"

·c;r

q11estion must be considered as an undesirable one.

But Line 1 indicates only the beginning of the manifestation of the Yang
power.

The dragon is still lying hid in tl1e deep.

This corresponds to a

situation in which the order for battle has just been given,
military forces are still being assembled.
attack.

and the

It is not yet time to launch the

A hidden dragon may also be regarded as a sign of ambush.

Abcut Business:

A Yang line in a Yang symbol obviously indicates

good progress, but since Line 1 represents a hidden dragon and not a prancing or soaring one, it is certainly no indication of a "roaring business".
Besides, the text of Line 1 reads:

"It is not the time for active doing."

This clearly suggests that the ccmsulting party should confine himself within
his present s:::ope and make no rash attempts at expansion.
When a man achieves glory and wms
honours he is said to be on the wing-"with flying colours" OI~~Jjf,%j£),
About Worldly Honours:

or "ascending to the clouds"

(@:J::ilf~),

heights which are lost in the clouds.

i.e., ascending to the great

This is one of the reasons why a

dragon flying in the sky is recognized as a symbol of the Great Man who
is established in the position of supreme honour O~fm t£1(

• );:Allitlli).

Now Line 1 represents a hidden dragon, not a flying one.

This hidden

dragon has to go through

s~veral

stages before it soars skywards.

corresponds to the humble position of a m:m whose chances of winning
high honours arc still remote.

The consulting party is therefore advised to

c::mtent himself with his present positi'n anJ wJ.it for oppJrtunitie3 to rise
to higher ones.
About Marriage: When Line 1 transforms itsel( into Yin, the

becomes Kou !Yfi

-- •

Now in this first Yin line of the Kou """·"-""!"-~

King Wen saw the symbol of a bold, bad woman who appears

Abo-ut Childbirth: A Yang line in a Yang hexagram clearly indicates
the birth of a baby- boy.
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In the present commentary an attempt will be made at synthesizing
symbolical and the philosophical interpretations.

2 of Ch'ien Hexagram

Symbolisms
First, let us consider how the idea of "the field" was suggested to the
of the Duke of Chou by Line 2 of Ch'ien, and how 'the idea of. ":a

THE SECOND LINE, YANG, MEANS:
DRAGON APPEARING IN THE FIELD.
IT WILL BE ADVANTAGEOUS TO MEET WITH
A GREAT MAN.
i,'
'

'i:'ii::

LESSER SYMBOLISM: "DRAGON APPEARING IN
THE FIELD." THE VIRTUOUS INFLUENCE (OF
THE GREAT MAN) IS DIFFUSED EVERYWHERE.
In dealing with the Yaotz'us of the Duke of Chou, the student of
[-Ching should not be content with the mere comprehension of their

I;!
I

1

I,

I'

(~~),

and that the lowest

lines may be understood as the symbol of Earth in contradistinction

I

dragon conceals himself, it logically follows that Line 2 should be inas the surface of the Earth, or the fields. According! y, Line 2
, -in relation to Line 1, be understood as indicating that stage in the
of the dragon at which he emerges from his retirement in the, depths
and makes his appearance in the fields above. In other words,. he
from his hibernation and is now on the surface of the Earth.
a previous commentary it has also been pointed out that Line 2 of

losophical meaning and its relation to ordinary life; he should go
and try to unravel the thought-processes evolving in the mind of that
author as he contemplated the significance of the different lines. In

being a Yang line occupying a Yin position, is not in its correet
and that i~ order to adjust itself it should be transposed to the cor~

case of Line 2 of Ch'ien, for instance, the student is not satisfied with

that the dragon of Line 2 ascends from a lower position to a higher
the lower trigram of Ch'ien to the upper one of K'un. And since

mental picture of a dragon making hi3 appearance in the field and
another picture of a great man in a humble position meeting with

II<

i

as symbolizing a host of dragons

tbe uppermost two lines which represent the plane of Spirit. Now, since
1 has been recognized as representing the depths of the Earth where

·'·
:l
'

appearing in the field" was conceived. In the commentary on
I, it has been explained that all the six Yang lines of Ch'ien may be

great man in a higher position. He would penetrate into the
basis underlying the component ideas in these two pictures, e.g., ideas
"fields", of "meeting", and of the "great man", trying to
how they came to be conceived by the Duke in connection with that

Yang position 5 of the K'un hexagram.

Now this transposition

hexagram is the symbol of Earth, its upper trigram ·may be
as representing the upper surface of the Earth, i:e., the fields.
ascension of Line 2 of Ch'ien to a higher position in K'un may
to our mind the idea of a dragon rising from his hiding-place
deep below to the fields above (!jit=3tJ:$1i • J:$~E8)

o

This analytical method of study of the !-Ching, with special emphasis
the symbolisms behind the thought-structure, was closely followed by
ars of the Han dynasty, but it was almost entirely neglected by those
I ,.'
I

the Sung dynasty, the latt€1' occupying themselves mainly with the
sophical interpretation of the text, and disregarding its ;;ymbolicai

while Line 2 of Ch'ien is transposed to position 5 of K'un, Line
has to be transposed to position 2 of Ch'ien. This transposition
the lower trigram of Ch'ien into Li Jilt
df

Remarks on the Trigrams

Cim:H)

=::::, which, according to

and as explained in the
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Introduction, is the symbol of an eye, i.e., the sense of sight
) .

Besides, there is a saying in the same treatise that "things meet
understand why the subject of Line 2 is not merely a min

see one another at the stage of evolution that is represented by the
trigram"

(:f§J!f-JiJ!D .

In the light of this statement, the Li trigram

come to be understood as meaning perception or the act of seeing.
the inter-transposition of tbe two lines between Ch'ien and K'un gives
to the pic.torial idea that "the dragon is seen in the field" (5! w~{E EB)

a great man, we Imve to bear in mind that, throughout the. !-Ching,
and Yin, besides being the masculine and feminine aspects· 9f things,
denote relative or opposite qualities:

and inferiority; strength and weakness; good and evil; or con'tendencies:

such as advance and retreat, expansion and contraction,

increase and decrease.

The Superior Man of Line 2

such as greatness and smallness;

Here, in this case, the second Yang line may

as being as30ciated with the quality of greatness.

By com-

1:.'
I

i'

the percept of man and that of greatness, we have the concept of
When applied to the realm of human life, this picture of the
in the field symbolizes the situation of the superior man who, possessed
the moral powers of a dragon (ij~~ffi]iEr:j:l1!lffu),

!:

For the same reason, the fifth Yang line of the Ch'ien hebeing the middle line of the upper trigram, also represents a great

has emerged from

contemplative seclusion into the world outside and has now become a
of intense activity, showing forth his virtues and abilities and
recognition from people of all classes.

It is his chance now to reach

successfully and happily-to project his best self into the world, and
make the best of the world part of his life.
Line 2, he has just come out into the world.
of success to attain.

However, like the dragon
He still has further h

To climb higher up the ladder of success, he

have the guiding and uplifting hand of some Great Man who
higher and more influential position than he himself.

Hence the

advice that "it is advantageous to meet with a great man."
this advice, like all other advice given by him in the text, is based
the symbolisms of Line 2.

The question therefore arises:

Line 2 that suggests the idea of a great man?

What is it

Whence comes the idea

meeting with him? and why is there advantage in the meeting?
To answer these questions we have to ponder more deeply
symbolisms of Line 2 and the significance of its transformation.
I,

seen that the six lines of a hexagram may be understood as
I

tbe Trinity of Spirit, Earth and Man

C=:::t . . ~tfu.A).

Now this

pretation applies also to the three lines of a trigram. Thus, with
to the lower trigram of Ch'ien, the top line, i.e., Line 3, represents
the lowest line repteients Earth, and the middle line, i.e., Line ·2~

the great men of Lines 2 and 5 of the Ch'ien hexagram are subcharacters occupying central positions and embodying the central . or
virtues of life (Lines 2 and 5 are both central lines of the inner
Mencius says of the great man, "By" dwelling
ence and pursuing the path of righteousness, the great m(m ~om
his _task in life" C5i=EI3~ • .7\AZ.$1ii~). 1 It was in more or
terms that the great man of Line 2 is described in the Wen
on this hexagram.

For in Chapter VI, paragraph 31, of

written that "with magnanimity he lives in Signifi~ance;
he moves in Significance" (~c~- :

j'[J2L.@-Z. • i:BrrZ.).

to Cheng -K'a'ug--ch'eng (~~~n:\0 of the Han dynasty and
the great man whom it is advantageous for the

~ubject

of

meet is the subject of the fifth line, who is not only a s~ge but .also the
hir. people. As a sage occupying the seat of supreme honour, heil) v::edly
man in the right place, Line 5 being a Yang line occupying the
Yang position on the plane of Spirit.

In the Wen Yen Treatibe
.

'

Man of Line 5 is eulogized as he who, "in his moral qualities,
Y with Spirit and Earth; in his brilliancy, with the sun and

his orderly procedure, with the four seasons; and in his good and
Works of Mencius, Book VII, Pt. 1, Ch. 33, para. 3..
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evil fortunes with gods and demons" C~*-A.~ • t~W:.;R:lfu~;;lt:j! • tiW: B jJ
~ , t!W:I!B~~Jtr:f • t!W:5'U$15-Jt""'15[2g). It is this great sage-ruler of Line
who is worshipped by the great man of Line 2, and whose
he fervently desires. As Lines 2 and 5 are correlatives, it may be '-'Vl~'-'lUl
ed that the two great men not only meet with each other but respond
each other to their mutual benefit. But this interpretation has been
ciz.ed by other commentators, among whom may be mentioned Wang
CE~)

of the Wei dynasty (~), K'ung Ying-ta C::FLlf.JH!) of the
dynasty ()$"), Hui Tung (;m;tll:[) and Yao P'ei-chung (pj\S§Ccp) of

having the "moral qualities of a ruler" C6:J!). K'ung Ying-ta points
further that in the treatise in question this royal man of Line 2 is
Jlu.,. ......~

in the following terms:
His goodness benefits the world, but he does not boast of it. His

virtue is spreading extensively and exerts a transforming influence upon
the people (~-jitjffi:;ffj(; • 1!~rm1t).
In view of these eulogies in the Wen Yen Treatise, the subject of Line
. by the Duke of Chou. He and the great man of Line 5 are a blessing
humanity and it is advantageous for the people in general to meet with

Other Interpretations
,

since he is described by Confucius in the Wen Yen Treatise

is recognized by Wang and K'ung as the "great man" originally .intend-

Ch'ing dynasty.

) ,i

w.an,t

165

C7~J~· ~!fgflJJ!::tL.=:tLliZ.*-A.)

.

•I

I

' l'

These scholars have given a different interpretation to the text
question. According to them, the text signifies that it is advantageous
the people of the world to meet with the great man of Line 2, not
it is advantageous for the subject of Line 2 to meet with the great
of Line 5. Hui Tung and Yao P'ei-chung base their interpretation
the above-mentioned intertransposition of Line 2 of Ch'ien and line 5
K'un. To their minds the ascension of Line 2 of Ch'ien to position 5 of K

Wang Pi a.lso points out that of the

SIX

lines of Ch'ien only

two central lines 2 and 5 are direct beneficial influences to the world,
subjects of all the others being too occupied with their own self-culture
their indecisions and distresses to care for the welfare. of their felAs can be seen from the Yaotz'us of thesefour lines, the subject
1 lives in seclusion (1]~) ;· that of Line 3 has tq be "active
vigilant'', ''cautious and apprehensive'', being in a ' 'dangerous situa-

J~§= E~ signifies that the subject of that line becomes a

" (.=,JJO; the subject of Line 4 suffers from mental conflicts, being

ruler occupying the seat of supreme honour with the subjects of all the
Yin lines responding to and supporting him. Conversely, the transfer·

and undetermined as to the proper course of his movements ([9
and, fiina,lly, the subject of Line ,6 is in a state of repentance, having

-

--

--

Line 5 of K'un to position 2 of Ch'ien ~=~

--

-=_

changes

rtce<ede:d the proper limits of his sphere of activity" (_tJt). . Thus,
tl1e two great men of Line 2 and 5 are in a position to contribute

lower trigram of Ch'ien into Li :::,::, which, besides being the symbol

well-being of the world CE~tt

an eye, is also the symbol of the sun, i.e., light or enlightenment.

• ;frJ~*A • U!E.=li~) •

ing to the Chou I Shu

(fi!f1~3l!!;)

of Hui Tung and the Chou I Yao

(fi!fl~Psit.B~)~)

of Yao P'ei-chung, this symbolism of light
the idea that the regime of that great ruler is one of enlightenment.
Hsueh

follows, therefore, that the emergence of this great man should be
as of great advantage to the world C.=#I{ft • 3tl:$li~::kA. ' J:$liWJ!
nl<:Jflt • ¥~fffiNl 'itc;f!J~). On the other hand, Wang Pi and K'ung
ta pase their arguments on entirely different lines. They hold that
subject of Line 2, although not occupying a royal

: i)Jfflj~~ • .:::::=.JtrJrz: • JZBf{lj§j(;Ji\1 • 1:

is difficult to judge which of the two interpretations is the correct
i.e., the one originally meant by the Duke of Chou.

In his Wen

CPI=l~'LA~fi!f.l~m), Teng Tzu-pin C~Ff3.t:) points
distinctions between the two views and tries. to justify the former
i.e., the one held by Cheng K'ang-ch'eng, by quoting from the Wen

Lu Chou I Chieh

the following passage which explains the meaning of Line 5:
Keyserling, Creative Understanding, p. 344.
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Notes of the same key respond to one another;

cot1nection, it is well to bear in mind that the one objeGt of the :sages

Creatures of the same nature seek one another.

c~rnposing the l-Ching is to reveal to man for his guid?nce in life a,
1.'h~

of spiritual truths by means Qf the sixty - four hexagrams.
On the basis of this truth, Teng contends that the two great men of ~incs
2 and 5, being both possessed of the moral qualities of a sage-ruler, are
''creatures of the same nature'', and, as such, would naturally respond

,,r.,1 .., 1 ,1 ~a 1,.., ~are given

and associate with each other to their mutual advantage.

way of presenting spiritual truths which. renders tr,1em susceptible, to d.iverse
and applicab_le to the complex . situations in life._, : . This

Still another interpretation is offered by Ch'eng I

(~iji)

of the Sung:

dynasty. It may be of interest to note that Ch'eng very cleverly transcends those difference3 by combining the two interpretations into one in

which is

·pe~rhaps

l_)ictorial method of teaching is another unique featu::e of the I ~Ching.

.Analogies and Con·espondence.s

commentary on the I -Ching, thus giving equal credit to both schools
thought.

In his I Chuan (~{4) he writes:

"It is advantageous for a

minister to meet with a ruler of great virtue, for this gives him an o
portunity to carry his principles into practice.

to the world by vvhatis called tl::e "pictorial methGrl'~,
tbe simplest method by which :rp.etaphysicq.l truths _c;;an
At any rate, it_is only this pictorial or symbolical~

It is also advantageous for

In accordance with the principl~ ofanalogy or correspond~nce applible specially
the two fund~mental hexagrams Ch'ien ~nd K'un':._:_ ·a
.

t6

..

--f •. -- .

..-.~

•

• -

· le which Confucius explains_ in pa:i;-agrapbs 27 and 28, Chapter V

a ruler to meet with a minister of great virtue, for this means
and ·joint achievement of success. And it is also advantageous· for

.

'

.

.-

the Wen Yen Treatise on the Ch'ien
.

~

.

",:

.

:

'

hexag~amJ

b).lt

.. . .

.. ..
wl1ic~,

~.

'

.

~· '. ~~

mira{J_ile

: 1 -' . t.~

'

"·,,:.. ~ '. ·'

<

~

••

people of the world to meet with a man of great virtue, for his

, most commentators throughout the centuries have failed to appreben<:l

presence is an uplifting influence to them.

apply-Line 2 .of G_h'!en correspor:ds to Lipe 2 of the Shih hexagram

meant the subject of Line 5."
:k~zli1

r

Cmft : g!frJ~:ktiz;g-QLfj-Jt~ • ;{g~,fr

• J2J.::!tnX;ttJ;7J • :;R--pfrJ~:ki!zA • J2J.~;tt~ • :k~zEtLn&

.

.

By the ruler of great virtue

Now, Sllih
(~:@.),

Historical Illustrations
phase in the life of Confucius in which he had established his school
Hsing T'an.(~:f:l) between the rivers Chu and Ssu O~?P!l), when t
sands of people were coming from all places to listen to his teachings.
also represents that stage of the life of Emperor Shun, in which the
ity of his residence had, owing to his all-embracing spiritual influence
developed in three years into the nucleus of the capital of his

,1 __

·

•

·

-

=:s
=-= is formed

by extendirig Line 2 of dh'ien

'

as it were, right across the antithetical hexagram K'un

__ E ~.

--

In other words, Shih 'is formed
.

.

by ··extending· Line ~

.~

the. Shih hexagram as a. whok . but also
all its.- illdividual
lin~s bear
.·: .
.
and supplement the ideas suggested
by
Line_. 2 of Ch'-1en-..
-.. Before we
. . .
"
.
to
study the ;relevant
and .complementary
ideaQ .of-these
two hexa.
.
. · .....
.. .
:
let. us set forth the mai:g fea.tures of the Shih hex<~~gram.
'

_

'

.

-

.· ~

:"'

'

Chapter VI of the Int~oduction, _ Shih

due time abdicated in his favour.
These instances are only two of the many well-known historical
sodes illustrating the significance of the second Yang line of Ch'ien. In

.

.

.

Ch'icn to penetrate and fill the corresponding second position of .~'un.
·}s interesting to note that, in
t:pjs partiqular case,
the
mea!fings -of not
.
..
..
.
..

'i I

By that time he had already won the affection of Emperor Yao who

-

( flijj, No. 7) and should be studied -in relation to th_at corresponding

o )

According to most commentaries, Line 2 of Ch'ien · represents ·.

·

·==
= = . -.
==·--

1s the

of an army. In this symbol we have a picture of water (symbolizthe inner trigram K'an
stored up irt . the earth
(symbolized
by
.. .
.
.
.
:..·
·'
outer trigram K'un :::;:=). As waters indicate asseiubiecLmultitudes of

==)

'
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men, 1 the storing up of water in the earth is analogous to the

of the high praise associated with Line 2 of Ch'ien.

of military strength in a great mass of people-invisible in times of peace

as "the great man" or "tbe man with the c,ualities of a ruler"

but always reaCly for use as a !>ource of power.

whose "virtuous influence is far and wide" (i£:/(llf~fu), 2 and through whom

Furthermore, the attributes

of the two component trigrams are danger inside and obedience outside.

He may be regarded

(B'i!·tlU, 1

"the whole world advances in civilization" C::RT)tBJ]). 3

This points to the nature of an army, which is powerful and dangerous
at the core but has to obey its commander's orders.

this case is represented by the Yang line in tbe second position, to which
tl1e other lines, all yielding, are subordinate.

Only when Line 2 of Ch'ie:n is studied in relation to the correspond-

The commander in

Since it is in the lower ra-

ther than the wpper trigram, it represents not the ruler but the competent
general, who maintains discipline in the army by his authority.

ing Shih hexagram, only when the great man of Ch'ien is likened to the
strong man or competent general of Shih can we understand why the sageauthors of the !-Ching extolled in such glowing term3 the virtues and merits of the subject of Line 2 of Ch'ien.

Were it not so, we would find

it impossible to explain how a man in "the fields", i.e., the second posiNow, the T'uanchuan (i.e., the Adjudgment) of this hexagram reads,Z

tion of Ch'ien, who has just emerged from the solitary and contemplative

"Shih indicates how, in the case which it symbolizes, with the qualities

phase of l1is life as represented by the lowest line, can, all of a sudden,

of firmness and correctness and a strong (great) man, there will be good

achieve so much and exert such far-spreading influence in the world.

fortune and no error" (gjfj , jlt ' 3tA cfL~:E~).

The Yaotz'u of Line 1

reads, "An army must set forth in good discipline.
misfortune threatens" (gjfj I±:!J2H.if!

' ~~!2{j ).

That of Line 2 reads "The leader

ceived as aptly symbolized by Line 2 of Ch'ien.

given by Chou Shan-pei (J,!ff:ff..l:'t~Y is Ch'eng T'ang (JtZ~), who, before

Ct'f!lf\]Lp • '2;5E~ • .:E.=.~ifP") .

he became the first emperor of the Shang dynasty, led a revolution and

The Lesser Sjm,olism of Line 2 reads, 11 '"The king has thrice conveyed

overthrew the tyrant Chich

to him the orders of his favour.'

in the empire.

heart" C.:E.=.~ifl

,

An outstanding one

The king has thrice

in the midst of the army, good fortune, no error.
conveyed to him tlJe orders of his favour"

History furnishes many examples of great generals who may be con-

If discipline is poor,

The king cherishes all nations in his

of the Hsia dynasty, thus restoring peace

In modern history we may find a good example in Gener-

al Douglas Macarthur

·ff[~;f~!E,).

(~)

who brought peace to Japan.

When he was the

supreme authority in the post-war administration of Japan, responsible only
How do all these ideas of "a strong (great) m:m", "an army setting

to the President of tl1e United States of America (corresponding to the

forth in good discipline", "the is.me of orders by the king", and "the

subject of Line 5), he answered very appropriately to our sage:.' descrip-

cl1crishing of all nations at heart'' reflect and supplement the ideas repre-

tion of t1Je subject of Line 2 of the Ch'ien hexagram.

sented by Line 2 of Ch'ien?

In the first place, the "strong man",

the "competent general", of Line 2 of Shih is one with "the great man"
of Line 2 of Ch'ien.

Transformation of Line

It is he who sets forth with his army in good dis-

cipline for a righteous cause,-to liberate the people of a country from

As has been pointed out before, the meaning of every individual line

tyranny of a despotic government, for instance, thereby bringing

a hexagram may also be borne out by the effect of the transformation

out of chaos and receiving orders of favour from the king who

that line.

all nations in his heart.

In the case of Line 2 of Ch'ien, its transformation into Yin

Having achieved such success, he is surely

1. See Intro~u<;tiQn, chap. V.
2. C£. Introdu~tiQn, Chap. V, Symbol of War.
3. ;f·Jl.AJ. : "j:_J...:f'F*-A

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cf. Paragraph 5, Chap. II, Wen Yen Treatise 0:1 Ch'ien hexagram.
Lesser Symbolism o£ Line 2 of Ch'ien.
Paragraph 18, Chap. VI, Vven Yen Treatise on Ch'ien hexagram.
Chou I Tsa Kua Cheng Chieh (ffi.!J1Ml'!hi~Wil), page 3.
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YAOTZ'U OF LINE 2 OF CH'IEN HEXAGRAivl

converts the Ch'ien hexagram into tbe T'ung Jen hexagram lq]A

-=
==
-

The name of this hexagram mean:; "union of men", i.e., men meeting one
another, thus bearing out the idea of ''meeting'' in the text.
formation of Line 2 alsC> converts the lower trigram into Li

The trans-

EE,

wbich

is tbe symbol for eye, and as such is as3ociated with tbe sense of sight.
Hence again the idea of seeing the great man.
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influence is diffused eycryw·here," signifies the wide-scale distribution, after
a viGtory, of decorations for meritorious services.
dicts a successful outcome of the battle.
About Busine:;s;

Line 2, tbcrefol·e, pre-

Tbc notion of "field" may signify that the business

of the consulting party bas to do with agricultural products; such

as

tables, corn, wheat, cotton, mulberry for sericulture, and so on.

vegeThe

Wbat has been discussed so far in tbis chapter serves to show the var-

rise of tbe dragon from the deep to the field may be interpreted as a nse

ious percepts, concepts, ideas and ideals which arose in tbe minds of King

in prices, and the advantageous meeting with a great ma11 indicate that

W~n and tbe Duke of Chou as they meditated on the meaning of the bexagrams ~nd their individual lines, and which determined their choice of
..
.
A
words and phrases in the composition of their explanatory paragrapns.
thorough study of the !-Ching therefore gives tbe student a vital understanding of the mental processes of these ancient sages, and helps him to
make spiritual contact with them.

some great men (government o .<Iicials, for instance) will favour him with
a big contract for bis products, enabling him to net a good profit":
About Worldly Hon'Jurs:

party is emerging from obscurity to public life, and that he is most likely
to come into contact with some great man who will belp him to win the
honour he desires.
About Marriage:

Lesser Symbolism

Line 2 clearly indicates that the consulting

Line 2 is correlated with Line 5, the subject of

which occupies a position of high honour.
A word should be added to elucidate the meaning of the Les.ser Syntbolism of the second line of the Ch'ien hexagram.

The virtuous influ-

ence of the dragon refers to the creative Yang force w hid' has reached its

riage between two distinguished families.

Obviously it signifies a marIt shows a young man m an

advantageous position, capable of nsmg to great heights of fame and
success.

second stage of manifestation above the surface of tl:e Earth. The diffusion
of that ~influence over all things means that the Yang power is now penetrating all kingdoms of nature, especially the vegetable kingdom.

When ap-

plied to the superior man, it means that he bas made his . appearance on
the stage of life as a man of intense activity, radiating his beneficent
influence for the elevation and enlightenment of

bis fellowmen, just as

the sun radiates its life-giving energies for the benefit of all living things.

Divination
Prognosis aboui War:

Just as the "hidden dragon" of Line 1 may

indicate ambush or concealed military forces, so the idea of a "dragon
appearing in the field" may indicate the advance of those armies into
the open battlefield.

The sentence in the Lesser Symbolism., "The vi~tuous

A Yang line in a Yang hexagram clearly indicates
tl1e birth of a male child, a great soul, who will grow up as a man of
great ability and good fortune.
About Childbirth:

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 3 OF CH'IEN HEXAGRAM
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the character lung, namely, Ch'ing Lung Shih (1lf~~), Ch'ih Lung Shih
CHAPTER VI

Yaotz'u of Line 3 of Ch'ien Hexagran1

THE THIRD LINE, YANG, MEANS:
ALL DAY LONG THE SUPERIOR MAN IS CREATIVELY ACTIVE AND VIGILANT.
AT NIGHTFALL HIS MIND IS STILL BESET WITH
CARES AND APPREHENSIONS.
THE POSITION IS DANGEROUS, BUT THERE
:I

WILL BE NO ERROR.

THE LESSER SYMBOLISM: "ALL DAY LONG
CREATIVELY ACTIVE AND VIGILANT." THIS
REFERS TO THE TREADING OF THE RIGHT
PATH OVER AND OVER AGAIN.

(~ft.&:),

Pai Lung Shih Cs~~), Hei Lung Shih (~ft~). and Huang Lung .Shih (~ft~). Later, Confucius actually used this character
lung to express his veneration for the greatness and wonderfulness of Lao
Tzu whom he had just visited. He said to his disciples, "I saw Lao Tzu
today. Be is truly like a dragon."
It may be asked why, of the two lines 3 and 4 that represent the
plane of Man, only Line 3 is considered as the symbol for man. According to o?e authority, the reason is this: Line 4, being Yang in a Yin
position, is not correctly placed; fUrthermore, it is in the upper trigram,
too far away from ~arth.

According to Confucius's expla~ation in the

Wen Yen Treatise X~ , Line 4 is not in the midst of men (cp~{E}\_).
Line 3, on the other hand, being Yang in a Yang position, is correctly
. placed, and it is in the lower trigram more closely related to Earth than
, Line 4. Hence Line 3 only is considered a superior man~ Another question arises: Why is he not considered a great man, since the term "great
man" is used in the text in connection with Lines 2 ¥-d 5? The answer
is that he is not occupying either of the central positions in the hexagram.
It should be remembered that the two central positions )n a hexagram
have special value and significance, and are occupied only by the second
and fifth lines.

"Superior Man"

I

I

As explained in a preceding section, the third and fourth lines of a
The subject of the third line
hexagram reprellent the plane of Man.
therefore is a man endowed with the attributes of Ch'ien-a superior man.
The reason why a superior man and not a dragon is represented in a
hexagram that symbolizes a "host of dragom" ($~~) is that a superior
man is the dragon among men just as a dragon is the superior man among
The Chinese term for
animals Cw~~i!U=PZ.:E"r, :E"-1-~ ' )\_cpzft). 1
dragon, lung ft, was, in ancient times, often used as a title of honour for
the most superior officials next to the emperor in rank. Thus, the five
ministers of Emperor Fu Hsi were given names all of which began with

"Creatively Active And Vigilant All Day Long"
The original Chinese sentence reads: "The superior man is Ch'ienCh'ien till the end of the day." Why Ch'ien-Ch'iei?c? Because the
line is at the top of the lower Ch'ien trigram and just in touch
the upper Ch'ien trigram. The double use of the. word ch'ien means
ve and again active", i.e., ceaseless activity.

Why the enrl of the

This is because, when the second Yang line which is not correctly
makes the correct adjustment by transforming its~lf intv Yin, the
trigram becomes Li - - , the symbol of the Sun. Now in Chinese
have exactly the same word jih 8 for "sun" and "day". Hence Li,
symbol of the sun, is also understood as the symbol of "day"; . and

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 3 OF CH'IEN HEXAGRAM
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sine~ -Line 3: is at the upper end of this Li trigram, we have the concept:

''till the e~~a of the day'l or ''tiil tee end.of the :sufi's- jou£ney every day",

i.e:, alt the --i:lay 6r all' day long.··
. - Anotb~r reason why Line 3 signifies "all day long": and "in the even~
in~-,, ~~ "a~ nigh~';, lies in the fact :th~t Line.. 3 _of- 9h':ien corresponcls
to Line 3 of the T'ai hexagram
I

i

..

.

* :=:=,

which consists of a Ch'ien trig-

·~-

ra;n below.- and -~ K'un t~igram above.

J\l' ~w Ch'ien and K'un are often

used as sy~bols for day and night, or light and darkness, and in the
T'ai hexagram, the upper K'un trigram follows the _lower Ch'ien trigra,m

a~ ~ight f~llo~s day. Lin~ 3 of T'ai therefore marks ~~e P?riod ot: the
da~ just befor~ nightfall, i.e., evening Cl£*!111:il!U!: ~!fr~iJ:t$/ ;ra
J:J'• fl~;f§~· itz~Bfz:fz: • ffii~!t:?'fu)· 1
,,_.
~.'Mind

_,,

Beset with ca-res and- Apprehensions

··:.,,:

Situation Dangerous''

The ideas of .':danger'' and· "cares and apprehensions" are based
theK'an· trigram=~ which comes· into being when Lines 2 and 4, which
.a:r;e both 'incorrectly placed, have adjusted, -themselves by changing in
Yin thus: ==· Now K'an, the lower intermediate trigram (Linei 2, 3
and 4) of the transformed rexagram, was originally Fu Hsi's symbol f
since, been_ recognized b¥ all scholars as the symbol
water ~ but it ,has
~
danger as w'ell, on~ reas~n 'bein'g 'that water is evidently one of the
'

'

•

•

<

•

•

•

J-

:

'

-·- :.

•

I'

-

...

dangerous elements_ in the w?rld despite its extreme usefulness. When
ferring to man, K'an alsJ suggests the idea of "increasing anxiety",
"clistress of mind"2 (:Ljz~JJJJ?f,:ffl 1 [.\w.J), i.e., "cares and apprehensions"
explanation of these symbolisms has been given _in the Introductio

Au,

==

Now Line 3 of Ch'ien is the

central line of this K'an trigram, tbe very line that is so jeopardized.
its association with the ideas of danger, of care, and of apprehen-

According to Takashima (J%D~), the well-known Japanese authority
on the 1-Ching, Line 3 of Ch'ien, being Yang in a Yang position, represents ''a superior man of strong characte_r and great _abilities, but not
a central position. He is at the head of the lower trigram,
instructions from the authorities of the upper one for the governof his subordinates (i.e., the subjects of Lines I and 2).

It is a

If, in carrying out his adminisve measures, he goes against his higher authorities he would bring about
reprimand or even punishment; if, on the other hand, he disregards
opinions and sentiments of his subordinates, he would incur th~:;ir relenluw~ru and antagonism.
He is midway between. the higher and the
planes of life, the critical situation upon which weal or woe, success
failure depends. Only constant vigilance and constant activity in the
direction can save him from trouble."
task and a heavy responsibility.

A more vivid description of Line 3 has been given by Wang Pi (:E
of the Wei dynasty (~), a great authority on the !-Ching.
He
"The subject of Line 3 occupies the extreme position of the lower
finds himself below the upper one, dwells in neither of the central
tions, and treads the doubly-hard path of danger-doubly-hard, because
3 is a Yang line occupying a Yang position and, relatively speaking,
is hard as opposed to Yin which is soft.

Above, he is not on the

of Spirit, and cannot therefore peacefully enjoy his spiritual honours;
, he is not in tbe fields, and cannot therefore establish his abode on
ground.

If he devotes himself entirely to the lower path of life, he

but it may qe repeated here tbat K'an
shows a Yang line confi
between two Yin li~es. By analogy and c0rrespondence, this sym

to abandon those moral attributes that are essential for his living
the higher planes of being; if, on the other band, he dedicates himself

tbe situation of a good man entrapped by two bad men, or a male grip-

treading tbe higher path, he is likely to disregard tl:e conventional

J>ed by two females-obviously a sign of danger and anxiety, a situation
- ~ Ji!lij;;;-,lf4J1J~~-: ¥ZJ:!fi~~;Z~ • ¥ZSffll~.' lj!Z~ffl!:l!tl • ~IJE~Y'ft€3 • 1J;l{SY'
' -';l RemarkS on Trigrams, 'Ch. XL
, '·

J•.•:.•1L.L_~

extreme caution should be exercised.
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so necessary for the world below." 1

~-iZ~·~~HZP·~~*z&·~~Jz~·~~~·*m~~#·T~$·

Q
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Thus the situation of Line 3 is regarded as a perilous one, and for
this reason the subject is "active and vigilant all day, and still careful
and apprehensive in the evening". His ceaseless activity, his apprehensive
state of mind, and his constant self - cultivation in tl;e realm of Spiritual
Significance will save him from errors and transgressions into which he
may otherwise fall if he ignores his perilous situation and acts rashly.

He says,

"There is difficulty in knowing the significance of the first line, while to
know that of the _topmost line is easy.

and misfortunes.

Historical Illustrations
Line 3 represents the situation of King Wen after his incarceration: at

as "Lord of the West", that be worked from morning till night, leaving

In his Great Treatise, Confucius gives a brief account of the generat
nature and relative value of the several lines of a hexagram.

Only such a mode of life can save him from errors

when be had returned to bis own state of Ch'i Ci!I3t) and resumed
the government of his people. So complete was his devotion to his duties

Relative Values of Various Lines
"II
II:

and apprehensive".

177

These two lines form tbe begin-

ning and the end of a hexagram" CJ:tWMni • ;!tJ:~ffi ' -**-t!?,).
second and fourth lines are of tbe same quality as being both in
places , but their positions with respect to the fifth line, are different,
their value is not the same. The second is the object of much t.u.Llll.lJ'-'"u'"""

scarcely sufficient time for his meals (J<:.:£32Kil ' :kliJ:ti!& • 13 ~::r:B&:ft).
Line 3 also indicates the situation of Emperor Shun, when his reputation for
saintly cbaracter and benevolent government had spread far and wide.
Emperor Yao was watching him from above, and people were worshipping him from below. He bad all the time to be extremely careful and
vigilant in order to avoid any errors which might jeopardize his position.

Analogies And Correspondences

tion being the correlative of Line 5 and occupying a central position,
the fourth the subject of many apprehensions,- from its nearness to th

'

'

line"
c=~gg IGJJ}J[ffi~{ft ':itit::r:fPJ ' =~· 12B~'ll' jfttf1,).
third and fifth lines are of the same quality as being both in Yang
but their positions are different. The occupant of the third meets with
misj01·tunes, while the occupant of the fifth achieves much merit; this

because the former is in a low position on the plane of Man and
latter in a noble position on the plane of Spirit" (.=:.~li • Jj§JJ/Jjffi~{{L •
.::::.:37j2g , li:37"J}J , Jt~Z.~th). A detailed explanation of these
will be given in due course. Suffice it to point out bere that in
cases the subject of Line 3, as described by Confucius, meets with
fortunes and difficulties, simply becaU3e he occupies the highest place,
not the central position, of the lower trigram. In the case of Line 3
Ch'ien, the situation is further affected by the circumstance that it is
i'l

"antagonistic correlative" of the topmost line, the subject of which is
a state of repentance, owing to his having exceeded the proper limits
hi(sphere of activity. Hence the earnest admonition by the Duke of
that the occupant of this Line 3 should be "active and vigilant, ca

"

~.••L_

As mentioned in preceding commentaries, the law of analogy or cor:
consists in the explanation of each line of a hexagram by
1<-L<:u.u.• ,. it to the corresponding line of some other hexagram. . The main
is the detection of corresponding percepts, concepts, and ideas in
texts of the two or more interrelated hexagrams, and the synthesizing
elaborate ideas or ideals. Thus, where two or more
are bound up with one another, they should be studied together inof separately. Now, Line 3 of Ch'ien corresponds to Line 3 of an'hexagram of the same sound, Ts'ien,i =~

(~.

No. 15 ),

the

of Modesty, wbich, to avoid confusion, will be referred to in this
mmentary as the Modesty hexagram.
As explained in Chapter V of the Introduction, this Modesty hexagram
is made up of the trigrams Ken, denoting mountain, and K'un, del In Mandarin the two terms are similar in pronunciation but diffe!ent in tone,
while hi Cantonese their pronun~iation is enti~ely different.
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noting earth.

YAOTZ'U OF LINg 3 OF CH;1EN HEXAGRAM

The mountain is below while the earth is above, thus sug-

gesting to the imagination that tbe mountain which, in reality, is high
above the earth, bas now condescended to assume a position below it.
This suggests the idea of lmmility or modesty.

Furthermore, the dominant,

ruling line of this bexagram is the Yang line in the third position.

It is

in its proper place and belongs to the lower trigram, thus suggesting again
the idea of modesty.

tremely respectful" can he be "active and vigilant all day long".

This

superior man of Line 3 of Ch'ien is also described in the Wen Yen Treatise ()( § {,Y} ) 1 as "able to know where to end and then end it"

Cmt$-f$-z).

When associated with tbe above quotation from the Great Treatise on the
Modesty hexagram, this signifies that only when he "knows where to end
and tl1en end it" can be "preserve his position".
perior man is also the modest man.

In order to understand bow the ideas of Line 3 of Ch'ien are cor-
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the Judgment

(~{f)

In otber words, the su-

Furthermore, in his Commentary on

of this Modesty bexagram, Confucius. writes:

"It

roborated and supplemented by those of tbe Modesty bexagram, let us

is the way of Spirit to send down its beneficial influence below and become

compare the text of the former with that of the latter, paying special

brigl1t and brilliant.

attention to those ideas that are relevant to one another. Now, tbe Yaotz'u

fluence upwards to become active" (J(:il:rF~rmJ't~§ • Jfu:l!VIf-mL1:.1J). Further, "a modest man in a position of honour radiates greater glory. In

of Line 3 of Ch'ien, in part, reads:

"Tile superior man is creatively

It is the way of Earth to lie low and send its in-

Cllt~m:i:J't

, 1f!.ffij:;fPJ~).

active all day long," i.e., till tbe end of the day CB-1"-*t, !:3 fc:ft:).
analogous idea is represented bythe Modesty hexagram because its T'uantz'u

a low position, he cannot be ignored by men"

reads: "The superior man carries out bis work to tbe end" CE:t·"f-;~H,t,) .
Tbe analogy is rendered still more striking by tbe fact that the Yaotz'u

his Wen Yen Treatise

explains that the superior man "knows the highest position to be attained

of the tbird line of the Modesty hexagram has a similar tenor:

and attains it

"The hard-

working and modest superior m.an carries tbings to a successful conclusion"

(!;ijlif:B"-1- '

~*!'i~f).

These instances of analogy cannot be considered as
mere coincidences; they were, in trutlJ, deliberately established by the sagt>authors to show that the Modesty hexagram

==

Let us compare these four sentences with what Confucius has written in
C>C3~)

C9:-o£3§z).

in regard to Line 3 of Ch'ien.

There he

He is not proud in a superior position nor

disappointed in an inferior one" CfiFr.l:t\LfTD~.~ • .:{fT{ftffij::t:~). Combining the texts of these two corresponding hexagrams, we arrive at the
following notions:

is formed by the exten-

Just as Earth sends its influence upwards to become active there, so the

sion of Line 3 of Ch'ien to occupy the third position of the opposite hex-

superior man rises to the highest position that can be attained by him.

agram

K'un,

thus:

-

__ ;:-, and that Line 3 of Ch'ien corresponds

--

exactly to Line 3 of the Modesty bexagram.

It is strange to note tbat

this principle of analogy and correspondence has escaped the attention of
all commentators throughout the centuries.
Tl1e correspondence between Line 3 of Ch'ien and tbat of the Modesty
hexagram may be traced furtl1er.

For instance, in describing the nature

of the modest man as represented by this Modesty hexagram, Confucius
writes in Chapter VII of his Great Treatise (*.-fl4),

"The modest person

will be extremely respectful and will be able to preserve his position" (lillt
-&.~

• ~n~J2:L#;it{ft~{g). When this idea is associated with that of Line 3

of Ch'ien, we have the notion that only when the superior man is

"ex-

Because he is not proud of his superior position, he pours fortb bis spiritual
influence on tlJOse below him and thereby spreads enlightenment.

He is

not disappointed in an inferior position, because be knows be will not be
ignored by the people.
Two more correspondences have to be pointed out in this connection.
First, in explaining further the text of Line 3 of Ch'ien, Confucius writes

'~All day long active and
vigilant, this signifies the way of conducting affairs" Ct.t B fi~Z::. 1J~-ttt.).

in Chapter III of tbe Wen Yen Treatise2 :

It is interesting to note that some idea about the way of conducting affairs
may be gained from the

Yaotz'us of several lines of the corresponding

l \Ven Yen Treatise on the Ch'ier\ hexagram, Chap. II, para. 6.
,2 Paragraph 12.
·
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Modesty hexagram.

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 3 OF CiriEN HEXAGRAM

For instance, the first line of this hexagram indicates

attitude of extreme modesty toward all the great scholars of his time. But

that "the superior man, being doubly modest, may cross the great stream"

}Jc

(llfllf:B-=f,

Sbib-teh

ffl~j(]ll).

Secondly, line 5 indicates that "he may advan-
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later overtlm::w tle dynasty and usurped tbe throne.

Ci!Uffi1@),

prime-minister of the T'ang dynasty,

The other is Lou
who is known

tageously use the force of arms" Cf!J]t:i&£fj(;). Thirdly, line 6 indicates that

to have taught l1is friends that if some one spat in their face, they sbould

"he may with advantage set armies in motion to cbasd~e a city or a state"

allow the spittle to dry of itself instG:d of wiping it off or protesting a-

(7flJJilrrflili • {LEE,~). All these ideas signify that the superior man of Line

gaimt tLe insult

3 of Ch'ien, in spite of his extreme modesty, may,

in certain circum-

is not one of genuine modesty but only a cloak for designs of wild am-

stances, engage in adventurous undertakings, such as crossing great streams

bition and deceit in one case and for cowardice, inertia, love of ease, or

and waging war against a city or a state.

a sense of inferiority in tie otber.

CUI ITrl§:HiO.

In both thse imtances tbe attitude assumed

One i:.; reminded of the remark made

by Darcy in Jane A·ustin's Pride c:c.d PreJudice that "nothing is more
Lastly, let us consider some further complementary ideas underlying

deceitful than de apparauce of lmmility."

An illustrative case of such

the two corresponding rexagrams in question, showing bow the ancient

deceitful lmrnility is Uriah HEep in Dicken's David Copper field.

Chinese sages taught us to distinguish betwEen true and false modesty.

mode:;ty or lmmility can only be inspired by tl;e highest spiritual culture,

Genuine

These two attitudes of mind, which are so vitally dissimilar in their true

as represented by tbe two corresponding hexagrams under discussion. Thus,

nature, are very hard to distinguish in tl;eir outward manifestations.

tbe meaning of Line 3 of Ch'ien supplements and completes that of tbe

As

seekers of truth we have to make sure that we are not mistaking for gen-

Modesty bexagram.

uine modesty that wl1ich is really mere simulation of modesty.

formulated and inculcated by the ancient Chinese sages through the medium

is the criterion by which we can assure ourselves?

Now what

In answering this

It is in this way that moral ideas and ideals were

of the bexagrams and trigrams.

question, we have to note a passage from Chapter II of the Wen Yen
Treatise relating to Line 3 of Ch'ien.
''The superior man

Paragraph 6 of tbat chapter reads:

advances in virtue and pursues his life work.

He steadily pursues his

VVc bavc noticed tb.t to detcrmir<e tl:e meaning of a bexagram and

• ,\!;;{§ • §TQJ.

its several lines, examination of tl:e dfcct of their cbanges is an impor-

In other words, the superior man at-

tant factor. In nine cases out of ten, tbe meaning of one line is confirmed

advances in virtue through loyalty and sincerity.

work through proper speech and truthfulness" CiFf~f.£Hrtf*
~~-&.

• {rtf~j'[;ft~ • §TJ2:1.,F~Hlftfu).

Transformation of Line

He

It is this moral culture, em·

taches supreme importance to moral culture.

and elucidated by tbe significance of its transformat:on.

In the present

phasized in Line 3 of Ch'ien, that distinguishes a man of true modesty

casc8 of Line 3 of Ch'iEn, its transformation into Yin converts the lower

from one who only pretends to be modest;

that enables tbe modest man

trigram into Tui };t, which, according to tbe arrangement of the eight

to spread enlightenment while in a position of honour (llf~fffijt) and to

trigrarns by King V/en, corresponds to West, vvl:ere tlle sun 0ets at tbe end

(J¥ffi]~PJJFil«).

Conversely, without moral culture, a man may hide under the mien of

of each day Gtx~WJM3t, 5t~·~i·ti:; • Flz:{±P'tJ • WJ:7Z.~t1J). This bears
out tbc idea of "the end of the day" in tl;e text. The transformation of

humility many frailties of his nature.

Line 3 converts also tl1e Ch'ien hexagram into Li

preserve his respectability while in an inferior position

He may become unduly submissive

and even servile while in an inferior position,

or treacherous and hypo-

critical while in a position of honour. Suitable illustrations are provided by
two well-known characters from Chinese history.

0~

is Wang Mang

CE$) who, as prime-minister of the Han dynasty, was famed for his

®!. ;.:-

--

(the lOth hexa·

gram), the third line of wbich indicates "treading on the tiger's tail" (m,t
lJ'Effi) -

obviously a most dangerous experience.

Tbis idea of danger is

well expressed by tbe following lines from the Book of Odes:

182
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tigations; and that this treading of the path is to be tried not just once or

"treading"-

twice but "over and over again" (./X.:fl5]!-tf!J. The Chinese .term for path
is tao 5]!, which has two meanings, namely, way or path, and meaning or
significance. In the present case it means both, that is to s::ty, the superior man is trying to tread the path toward perfection, toward that inner
world of signijican~e which is his spiritual home. To be exact, his actual

treading the path of ceremony and manifesting such virtues as respect, sincerity, good-faith and true-heartedness. It is actually in these terms that

work consists in the constant practice of virtues, for he is the s::tme superior
man who, as described in the Wen Yen Treatise, "practises the four virtues

Confucius describes the superior man of Line 3 in his Wen Yen Treatise.

of Ch'ien', CE".f-fiJit[Zg j!~-)1 which c·:>rrespond to the five c::trdinal virtues
He is also the same superior man as described- in the Great Sym-

One feels worried and fearful at heart,
As if treading on a tiger's tail.
It may be noted in passing that the word li Jii means

.

He says: .."The superior man advances in virtue and pursues his life work.
He advances in virtue through loyalty and sincerity.

He steadily pursues

his work through proper speech and truthfulnes3" C:Et.f-ntrffi1f~*'}i!;q~,ml2:l
~1!-fu

• {~~.lz:.;ft~ ; mQJ,.@-~fu). Only by following such a mode of

Spirit,

"engages ·himself

in ceaseless -~~~~~--------~----------------~-activ
The ideas of ''ceaseless-

life can the superior man in the situation of Line 3 free himself from

'going over and over again" are more or less similar, both involving the repetition of efforts. It may be of interest to point out that

It is not without significance that the very first line to re-

even this idea of "repetition" is based on the symbolism of Line 3, for

great errors.

present man, out of the 384 lines of the sixty-four hexagrams, should begin ·

..

with a description of "the superior man" and end with a suggestion that
l1e should commit no "errors". The reason for this association of the two
ideas may perhaps be sought in two well-known Chinese sayings about
the !-Ching. One of them is that the scheme of life taught by the !Ching is meant for the superior man and not for the inferior m!::oz

::€i-T&!It '

C~:m

gf~Jjv\&!lt).

The other is that the !-Ching is a book that teaches man to live in such a correct manner that he becomes
grave errors.

It was in the spirit of this understanding that

--

..

this line corresponds to Line 3 of the T'ai hexagram~==,
four lines of which

-

:=::

the upper

--

constitute the four lower lines of Fu 1Ji :=:,which

is the symbol of recovery or return.~ The idea is that if the superior man
ever loses his Higher Self by lingering in the lower world of emotion and
desire, he must at once recover it, and that if he ever wanders away from
'his proper path, he must at once return to it.

Thus, "ceaselessly" and

"over and over again" he pursues his pilgrimage towards that Citadel of
Light which is his Ultimate Goal.

said on one occasion, "If only a few mne years were added to my life,
I would· complete my study of the !-Ching and I might then escape falling into grave errors.''

Divination
Prognosis about War:

The Lesser Symbolism

War is a dangerous enterprise.

Line 3 .which

indicates a state of "activity and vigilance, caution and apprehenJ?ion"
(JiitJ¥t·~~),

clearly signifies that in the case under consultation the armies

I

II,

Let· us conclude with a short commentary on the Lesser Symbolism of
Line 3 of the Ch'ien hexagram. For fear that people ~ay misunderstand
the nature o.f the superior man's daily activities, Confucius points out in
this Lesser Symbolism that his real work consists in "treading the right
path of life", not in studying ancient books or making scientific inves-

must fight on and hold on, keeping up their vigilance and exercising extreme caution, especially at night. As described in the text, the situation
is dangerous, but all will be well if no blunders are committed.
l Cf. Wen Yen Treatise, Ch. 1, para. 3.
2 Cf. Yii Fan's Commentary.
~~a:~=~~,~~~~,~~~~~~~·
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The subject of Line 3, though occupying the
highest of the three positions, is still in the lower sphere. Still remote are
About Worldly Honours:

the days in which he will attain to high office and win high honours.

1

l

As a superior man he may have ac=1uired some exalted virtues, but in the
worldly feme he is having a very anxious time, being still in a perilous position. His activity, his vigilance and his carefulness, however, will save him
from falling into errors.
From the indications of Line 3, the business in question is carried on n:>t in the builines3 centre (Line 3 is not central) but ic
About Business:

some out-of-the-way places, maybe in some danger zone wbere circumstances are specially difficult (Line 3 is described in the Wen Yen

Treati~

as being "doubly hard" Jif.liji]ffii/Fcj:l). But if the party concerned is vrgilant and careful enough, he may get out of danger and gain profits.
The ideas of activity, of carefulness and
danger in connection with Line 3, signify that the family in question is
About Family Conditions:

having a hard and anxious time. If, however, the members work hard
and take care of themselves, they may be saved from disaster.
About Marriage:

Line 3 is the correlative of Line 6, the subject of

which is supposed to be occupying an "excessively high" position and has
occasion for repentance (Jt~1f·it.J). It indicates a sort of incompatibility
between the two families, and the humbler one is advised not to aspire
too high. Consummation of the marriage may result in repentance.
A Yang line in a Yang hexagram indicates the
birth of a male child, but in the case under consultation the delivery may
give cause for anxiety. "The position is dangerous, but there will be no
error."
About Childbirth:
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CHAPTER VII

Y aotz'u of Line 4 of Ch'ien Hexagratn

THE FOURTH LINE, YANG, MEANS:
THE DRAGON LOOKIKG AS IF HE WERE

I

NO ERROR,

f
r

THE LESSER . SYMBOLISM:

LEAPING UP, BUT STILL IN THE DEEP.

r

r

I

"HE SEEMS TO BE

LEAPING UP, BUT IS STILL IN THE DEEP.'' IF
HE ADVANCES, THERE WILL BE NO ERROR.

(

In order to understand the uncertain movements of tbe dragon as

I

represented in this case, we have to consider the obvious but essential fact

f

that Line 4 of Ch'ien is a Yang line occupying a Yin position, and to

f

(

recall the general principle that in interpretatihg the meaning of different
lines, Yang and Yin often denote opposite qualities such as superiority and

f

inferiority, or contrary movements such as advance and retreat.

In the

present case, the Yang nature of the line itself and the Yin nature of the
position it occupies are interpreted as indicating respectively advance and
retreat, i.e., ascending and descending movements.
Hence we have the
mental picture of a dragon impelled, on the one hand, by the exuberance
of its Yang masculine powers to leap up to higher spheres of activity, but
obliged, on the other hand, by its Yin position to retreat to the depths of
. the water below. According to the great authority Ch'u Ta-chun (,@j;:
f{:g: ~LL~::Yi-), Line 4 corresponds to the fourth month of the year, when
much thunder and rain occur, bringing direct communication between the sky
and tbe watery depths, and wben the dragon is sufficiently developed to
be conscious of the fullness and exuberance of his masculine energies. He
will be doing violence to his nature if he does not leap up to the sky at
this time; nevertheless be does remain for the time being in the depths

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 4 OF CH'IEN HEXAGRAM
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telow, and he is justified in doing so, because Line 1, which represents the
dragon lying hid in the deep, is the correlative of Line 4.
Line 4' is in the upper trigram, just above the lower one, and indicates
the stage at which the Yang forces are permeating the upper planes.
It

C*m

again suggests the id~a of leaping up.
According to Lai Chih-teh
~), Line 4 occupit:s a Yin position which, as may be seen in a Yin

symbol (- --), shows a hollow space in the middle. This. percept of
"hollow space" coupled with the fact that Line 4, as the lowest line
of the upper trigram, represents Earth, suggests the idea of a. hollow space
in the Earth, i.e., an abyss or lake

We shall have a clearer picture of a lake when we ponder more deeply
on the meaning of Line 4 and the effect of its transformation.
seen that the subject of this line is not in his right place. Now, according .
to th¢ principle of transposition already explained in preceding s~ctions, he ·
should transpose himself to the first position of the K'un hexagram, converting that hexagram into Fu ~ ~E, the first line of whic4 corresponds

-

to the first line of Ch'ien which represents "a . dragon lying hid in the
deep".

As a result of this mutual adjustment, Line 4 of

Yin, and .the entire hexagram becomes Hsiao Ch'u

!]\~ · - - ,

(No. 9).

The name Hsiao Ch'u means "minor restraint", the idea being that the
fourth Yin line represents a slight check to the advance of the Yang lines.
EVidently this idea is analogous to that of the dragon restraining his
upward advance.·

In explaining this Hsiao Ch'u hexagram, King Wen

'writes: "We see dense clouds, but no rain coming" (~~::fffi). Now the
gathering of dense clouds provides_ the ideal condition for the leaping
· soari~g of the dragon.

~71-: g:g~wJ~;J\lf, 1]\:tliz~~ • ~ffifffi::fm •.WJQX;Ii\lzf~-lli).
Let us
look at this hexagram more closely.
First, the upper trigram is Sun ~·

:=::,

a symbol signifying uncertain forward and backward movements (see

Remarks on Trigrams, Ch. XI) (~~~£13 • ~:;r:5!0· The Lesser Symbolism
of Line 1 of the Sun hexagram

Ji~

·==

(No.

57)

reads:

"Now

he

His mind is in doubt (jif!!! , ;t;~fu).'' This
indecision and uncertainty of movement bear out the uncertain upward
advances, now he retreats.

Secondly, the lower

=•

intermediate trigram, consisting of Lines 2, 3 and 4, is T~~i ·jt
Fu
Hsi's symbol for marsh, which is closely related to a pond or lake both in

Transformation of Line

'

It is analogous to that of the dragon which looks as if he is going to leap
up but does, not do so and, inste-ad, retreats to the deep lake below (~w

and downward movements of the dragon of Line 4.

(~J!l['M<:~VII!).
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This close relation between clouds and the

_of a dragon, and that between winds and the roaring of a tiger are
out by Confucius in his Wen Yen Treatis3 (::)([3 :

~oin

~~ft' Jl.q;£~).

. The· situation repres~nted by this Hsiao Ch'u hexagram is one of
'am:L uncertainty,· where it looks as if rain will fall, but no rain comes;

meaning and in physical appearance. Thirdly, the lower Ch'ien trigram,
which signifies activity, evidently represents the strength or the masculine
.power necessary for the leaping of the dragon.
Finally, the upper Sufi.
trigram is also a symbol for the act of "going in" or entrance (~~)\)/
thus corroborating the idea of the dragon enteri:~g or going into the depths
of the lake. The various images that suggest themselves as a result of the
on and transformation of Line 4, therefore, combine to give the
of a dragon being in doubt, uncertain and perplexed as to hiP
now advancing and lea ping up under the impuls~ of his innate
power, now l::eing checked by the nature of his position, and
nally retreating into the marsh or the lake below.
The foregoing discussion of the mental processes involved to conceivf
meaning of Line 4 of Ch'ien may serve to illuminate the nature of
Chinese thought and writing. Even at this early stage of studying the
~-v.,•.,,... , it becomes clear that one of the most distinctive features of
thought is concreteness of imagery based upon the principle of
·~wun.... c

It is noticeable that, throughout the l-Chit~g;
imagery is predominant over abstract terminology. It may even

correct to say that of all philosophic::tl treatises in 'the world, the Icontains the greatest profusion of images and the smallest number
1. This symbolism has been explained in thE' Introduction.

of abstract terms.

189
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An attempt will be made here to show that tl1e very

be cannot for any length of time remain in his present position which,

names of the majority of hexagrams are images themselves or consist of

being Yin, is not proper or congenial to him.

At the same time, he

images similar to those represented by their corresponding figures.

The

should not retreat to and remain permanently in the position of Line 1,

name of this Ch'ien hexagram, for instance, has been shown to contain

the correlative Yang position, because, having already developed his Yang

images of the sun and its radiating rays.

qualitirs and advanced to tbc higher plane of life, he should continue to
function tllcre for tbe welfare of humanity C:FL~Jttt

Returning to the meaning of Line 4, the most convincing view that

tlldk • lfrH::f1{Jo:f,(fiii·/J0T).

: attl*Iil~~.!&. • ~~'ffi

In these circumstances, the best course for him is

this line represents a lake is set forth by the great scholar Ch'u Ta-cl1Un

to weigh tbe conditions and possibilities of the particular moment and

Cllli*g:J)

then deterrnine his movement in accordance with them (.liJi'l1 ; !@!QL~[;/i , /f~

who points out in his I-Wai

0£7D

that Line 4, being the lowest

line of the upper trigram, represents Earth, just as Line 5, being tbe middle

~~1.!2-Jf:U.

line,

as a dragon may at one time leap up to the bigher regions, and at another

represents Man; and that, after the two Yang lines 2 and 4 have

At one time he may advance, at another be may recede, just

effected their correct adjustment by transforming themselves into Yin, the

time retreat to the deptbs.

resultant intermediate trigram (Lines 2, 3 and 4) becomes K'an

above or below.

which is Fu Hsi's symbol for water (Jjz~;]\).

==

There is no permanent place for him either

All depends on the possibilities of the moment.

His

This gives us the mental

insigl1t into the special contemporary conditions and the prevailing spirit

picture of "water collected in a lowlying region of the earth" ,-evidently

of his people enables him to act in the right manner at the right time.

a marsh.

Whether he moves upward to the position of supreme honour (Line 5) or
retires into private life in a humble pc:Jsition (Line 1), he does so with the
best and most altruistic motives (:Ei]lf) : JtH.,:fF0 • ~~:ft:f_L).

A Transitional Stage

Only thus

is be able to fulfil his higl1est aspirations without committing serious
Going one step further in our consideration of Line 4, we perceive
that the subject of this line is in a transitional stage, baving just risen
above the lower trigra'il and being now at the bottom of tbe upper one

CE1i'fjEJ : ~TI!Z.t.J.E • $J:IlzT o

~!z:ill~z~&).

In many hexagrams
Line 4 ~ignifies a position beset with apprehension (.::::.~rtJ, rz9~'il).
In
describing Line 4 of Ch'ien in his Wen Yen Treatise, Confucius points
out that its subject is occupying neither of the central positions in the
hexagram, and that he is "neither in the realm of Spirit above, nor in
the field below, nor in the midst of men on the intermediate plane"
(because he is now above men and close to his ruler, i.e., the subject of
the fifth line). Thi.s signifies that he has no definite position in the world
in spite of his high standing C:EiJi15El • _l:~:(:£7( •

T::f:frffi • r-p ~tEA • ~

blunder3 (3[;*).

Should he blindly and rashly plunge forward with utter

disregard for the limitations of his position, the attitudes of the people, and
the conditions of his particular time, be would be liable to serious errorl!,
doomed to failure or even disaster CfL-fJH~ · · :,f~'::f,ill-Jfl

1t:Wd6cZ.I}l: • ffri1&¥J5z(:).

• 1:1]~;;!(~ • ffi~~

Of course, there have been instances in history in

whic:h tbe reverse i3 true, instances in which prime ministers, such as Ts'ao
Ts'ao C~HD and Wang Mang

Cf.4f) of the Han dynasty, succeeded in

dethroning their emperors and seizing supreme power; but their actions
have been denounced by all historians as the greatest blunders, and they
them3elves have been c::>ndemned throughout the ages as traitors, usurpers,
and robbers.

Tbc vain-glory of one moment becomes the infamy of all

JlliGJ!Jz!lft • rmX5:E{.ftYf~), and he is perplexed as to what bis movements
should be (~zfu).

Obviously it is not safe for him to push himself

rashly forward, inasmuch as rash advance may bring him into conflict

Historical Illustrations

with the subject of Line 5, and give rise to the suspicion that be i~
entertaining undue ambition for the seat of his ruler.

On the other hand,

The revolution of King W u which led to the overthrow of the

Yin
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dynasty and the establishment of the Chou dynasty was actuated by an
entirely different spirit.

people from the harsh regime of the Tyrant-Emperor Cheo

Oi); and King

Wu, the leader of the movement, emerged at the right moment not as the
usurper of the throne but as the saviour of his people (fL~iU!
~,1!

, /Fjey~C.).

: ;Lf;:~;JSl/:1,

Before he succeeded and ascended the throne, l1e had

completely fulfilled the meaning of Line 4 of the Ch'ien hexagram, because
for thirteen years after succeeding his father, King Wen, as the lord of
two-thirds of the empire, be had lived contentedly in comparative obscurity
(~:E.+.:=:.:¥

, jj~!Wfrlij)

Analogies and Correspondences

It was a movement for the emancipation of the

,just as the dragon of Line 4 remains in the

depths of the lake.

Students of the !-Ching are, as a matter of course, trained in the art
of thinking in analogies, that is, the correlating of various concepts and
ideas represented by corresponding hexagrams and the noting of their
complementary points.

In looking for such analogous ideas and concepts,

we have to compare the respective texts of the hexagrams, pondering upon
their meanings and paying special attention to identical words and phrases
occurring therein.

Now, Line 4 of Ch'ien corresponds to Line 4 of the

Yti bexagram ~ ~= (No. 16), the symbol of enthusiasm and satisfaction.
This symbol consists of the thunder-symbol Chen:= above and the earth-

According to Kan Pao

CF1f), King Wu had for a long time enter-

tained doubts in his mirid regarding the ethical propriety of his revolutionary .

K'un :;:;: below.

This suggests tbe idea

of thunder-i.e., the

ang forces-issuing from the earth with a crashing noise. Thus the Great

measures, doubts corresponding to those indicated by Line 4 (Qtztf • ~Z
-ill). While on the one hand he reali~ed that the revolution he contemplated

analogous to the idea of the dragon of Line 4 of Ch'ien leaping up from

was inspired by the spirit of the times and the demands of his people, he

e deptbs of the lake.

holism of Yii reads: "Thunder comes roaring out of the earth." This

was, on the other hand, afraid that it might turn out to be a gross violation
of the moral traditions of tbe age, according to which loyalty and

The Chinese term

yu

(~)

means harmony and happiness.

King Wen

allegiance to the Throne were regarded as the highest virtues C~*Jli&Jllj~

ve this name to tbe hexagram in question because to bim it denoted

~Azff! • im11~Jl!H!U.m1¥tz~ • iLZ~A::;y;::f!}Brm~z). This apprehension

condition of harmony and happy contentment throughout the kingdom,

accounts for his delay in launching his attack on the Tyrant Cheo.
idea was to give Cheo every opportunity to reform himself and so save

the people rejoiced in and readily obeyed their sovereign. At such
time his appointments and military undertakings would be hailed and
Tbe fourth line, Yang, is

l1is regime, and also to convince King Wu himself and the world of the

the lord of the figure and, being

to the fifth position of supreme authority, is regarded as symbolizing
minister trusted by the ruler and obeyed by subordinate officials and

perfect correctness and timeliness of his action.
Line 4 als:l represents the situation of King Wen when, despite the

people as represented by the lower lines of the hexagram.

fact that he was already lord of two-thirds of the empire, he remained in
a subordinate position and continued to serve the emperor of the Yin
dynasty as his faithful minister.

It also represents the

situation cf ·

The upper trigram, Chen, signifies movement.
'un, signifies obedience and devotion.

The lower trigram,

Further, K'un means masses, i.e.,

Emperor Shun when, as regent, he was being tested by Emperor Yao,

or the people; while Chen means the eldest son, the leader of the

prior to the latter's abdication in his favour. In Shun's case there was no

Hence we have the idea of a movement that commands the

mistake, because he advanced or remained below in accordance with the
spirit of the times.

""uLlcru;e

and devotion of the masses and therefore inspires enthusiasm,

all before it. The essential cause of the success of such a movement
in the fact that its leader acts in accord with the will of the masses.
~ ~ovement iq ~<1<;ord<\nCe with the wishes of the

people explains
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harmonious human relations, so movement in accordance with natural laws

things can be achieved. No doubts should be entertained ()LIZ.9 • !tH~ , }(

explains the harmonious order of the universe.

1fMo ' fJJ®1) •

Tlms, the T'uanchuan of

the Yii hexagram reads: "Spirit and Earth move in harmony (with natural
laws); therefore the sun and moon do not swerve from their courses and
the four seasons follow one another in proper succession.

Tbe sages move

Secondly, 111 elucidating the meamng of the text for Line 11 of Cb'icn,
Confucius writes in his vV en Yen Treatise 1 as follows:

in barmony (with the wishes of the people); therefore their punishments
He finds no permanent place either above or below, but that

and penalties are entirely just and the people acknowledge and follow
their leadership.
111 y ii!, 1

Great indeed is tbe significance of tin'eliness indicated

1s not because

He may advance or

recede -vvithout any fixed abode, but l1e docs not leave the people.

It is clear, then, that the line of thought suggested by the Yii hexagram
bears out the meaning of the corresponding Line 4 of Ch'ien.

a higher position or remaining in an inferior one in accordance with the
conditions and possibilities of the time, just as the dragon of that line
soars to the higher regions or remains in the deep in accordance with the
conditions of his environment.

Tl1e superior man advances in virtue and pursues his life work in
order to advance at the right time.

It corrob-

orates the idea of the minister or leading official of Line 't advancing to

Does not this Yii hexagram bear out the

From the above paragraph it is clear that the supenor man of Line

4 does not depend on those above him for favours but devotes himself to
moral culture and l1i~ life work and advances only at the right time.
Now this notion is amplified by the text for Line 3 of the corresponding

Yii l1exagram, in wbich an opposite case is postulated.

signi1icance of King Wu's political revolutions which, as represented by
~Will

Line 4 of Ch'ien, were brougbt about in accordance with the

of

Spirit and in compliance with the wishes of his people?
A few more analogies and correspondences should perhaps be traced
in this place for the sake of thoroughness.

First, tbe uncertainty in the

movements of the subject of Line 4: of Ch'ien signifies the existence in his
mind of considerable doubt or perplexity.
This is why Confucius, in
2 that
·
f
I·
;
·
·
1
· V'v en Y~n
explaining the meamng o
"me ·r, wntes In JIS
e Treatise
'
"the subject of this line is neither in the realm of Spirit above, nor in the
field beneath, nor on the intermediate plane of man.

Hence he is in

perplexity; and being so, he has doubts about what should be his movements."

Lc has improper motives.

Now this word "doubt" occurs also in tbe text of Line 1 of the

This text reads:

The third line, Yin, shows one looking up (for favours), while
one indulges in plea~ure.

Tbis lea&; to repentance.

late in advancing (when the time is ripe to do so),
indeed be occasion for regret.

If one be
there will

TI1e significance of right action "at the right time" as taught by Line

4 cf Ch'ien is stressed in the last sentence of tbe T'uanchuan of the corresponding Yii hexagram,

wbich reads,

"Great indeed is the meaning of

timeliness indicated in Y ii!" The realization of this ideal of timeliness
depends on a nice perception as to what exactly is the best in the given
circumstances.

In otlJCr words, it depends on tact. Tact is the most essential,

the profoundest tiling a man can possess.

1t is a far deeper thing than

1

corresponding Yii hexagram.
fourth line, Yang,

show~;

The first part of that text reads:

the source of harmony and satisfaction.

"The
Great

all abstract intelligence.

For ''tact means the gift of establishing the

necessary relationship between the Eternal and the given unique situation of
the moment. " 2

It is of interest to note that a clear conception of this qual-

ity of tact, which is so essential to the superior man of Line 4 of Ch'ien, Is
1. ~8: "J(.Li!!Jj,JI[~)llfJ • l&r:iP.ll'.i,lo~ • mJIZ"Hl'IH':·& '"JflA.l,J,fl~l)l!JJ • ~IJ7fli"iili'ilifflif\':0ti 'Tfii;Z.Il'l.f•flt

::k:J:i:~

~ ~~

0

2. Paragraph 33, Chap. VI:hll!J • ~-ift~<I!IUffl);p..-j, • 1.:1''(£~~ • T::t:l'EFt3 • rVFtfA '1iltPJ<,;t.'
~;;t;?f ' ~;;t·rf!,
0

1. Paragraph 7 Chap. ll: J.:"F;trrr:)f\" • =lf'n'ff,·tf!. • }'ffi~xL~
!llj:·:J!.

• ~1-'l.iJ!Il~·lli • :ft:r~~ft{f§;3:R • fff.l!z

0

2, Herrrvmn Keyserlirrg:

Creative Understanding, p, 336,
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actually given by Confucius in paragraph 41 of Chapter V, Section II, of
The Great Treatise, which deals particularly with Line 2 of the corresponding Yii hexagram. There he writes:

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 4 OF DH'IEN HEXAGRAM

''Spirit and Earth keep on changing, and the fonr seasons come into
being. T'ang and Wu achieved their revolutions in accordance with
the mandate of Spirit and in

respon~e

to the wishes of the people.

Great indeed is the timeliness indicated in Ko"
Does not he who can see the hint of things possess spirit-like
wisdom? ...... The hint of things is a slight indication of movement.
It is the first perceptible revelation of good fortune. The superior
man acts when he sees the hint. He does not wait till the day

ends. 1

writes, as before quoted, that whether he advances or recedes, "he does not
leave the people" C*Jmt~-th). This idea of "not leaving the people" is
corroborated by the text for Line 4 of the corresponding Yii hexagram,
which reads: "The fourth line, Yang, shows he is the source of harmony
and happiness. Great is the success which he achieves. •........ F1·iends will
gather a1·Qund him just as the hair is gathered together in a hair-clasp."

*~1~

• Mlia~).

Lastly, the most remarkable thing about the analogies and correspondences of Line 4 of Ch'ien is the fact that the idea of "change" or
"revolution" (~) underlying that line actually occurs in both of the two
hexagrams, namely, Yii~~
related.

tfP',

Jilf.PY-:::RfffiJl~F¥ .A

(~:f;fu~rrulm~ )$G

• Yl.i~ifi

• :$Z.H~::k~FIX).

From these passages it is plain that
analogous ideas of change and revolution, of Spirit and Earth, and of the
four seasons are expressed in all the three interrelated hexagrams Ch'ien,
Yii and Ko. The very name of the last-mentioned hexagram, Ko (J!jli),
signifies change or reform or revolution, and in order to indicate the

Thirdly, in dealing with the subject of Line 4 of Ch'ien, Confucius

CT\12:9 • m:rt,
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and Ko : _ (No. 49), to which Ch'ien is

To begin with, paragraph 20 of Chapter IV of the Wen Yen

Treatise reads: "He acts as if he were leaping up, but is still in the deep.
The way of Ch'ien is undergoing a change" (J:il(;JFli:ftmM • IJitillJ]~). We
have learned that this change is illustrated by the change of government
or revolution brought about by King Wu in harmony with the wishes of
the people.
This necessity for harmony applies not only to change of
government or of man's position but also to the change of Spirit and Earth
It is written in the T'uanchuan of the corresponding Yii
themselves.
hexagram that "Spirit and Earth move in harmony and the four seasons
follow one another in proper order" (~:f;fu.J2LJI]fi~ , rmlmll~f~;cA;). Likewise,
it is written in the T'uanchuan of the correlated Ko hexagram that

inter- relationship between this Ko hexagram and Line 4 of Ch'ien, the
Chinese word Ko (:!¥) is actually used in the text in connection with that
particular line. The idea of change or rej01·m underlying Line 4 of Ch'ien
is referred to in the text of the corresponding Line. 4 of Ko, which reads:
"He is popular with the people. Changing the government brings good
fortune" (~~TJXilt , 1:f). In explaining this text, Confucius writes in the
Lesser Symbolism: '"The good fortune following the change of government'
is due to the faith reposed in his aims" Ci&ifJZE ' {~it-!h). Again, this
idea of "faith in his aims" is reflected in the Lesser Symbolism of Line 4
of Yii, which reads: "His aims take effect on a grand scale" C~:*:fJ-!h).
These analogies point to the conclusion that Line 4 of each of the three
corresponding hexagrams represents the stage in the progress of world affairs
or of human activities at which reforms or revolutions can be rightly
carried out and the aims of the superior man can be realized on a grand
scale.

Only this stage represents the right time when reforms and revolu-

tions can satisfy contemporary necessities.
The commentary on Line 4 of Ch'ien will not be ccmplete if we
omit to consider the meaning of another related hexagram whose fourth
line corresponds to the line under discussion. It is the Ta Chuang

:kll±

==
- (No.

34).

he~agram

The four Yang lines of this hexagram suggest

abundance of strength and vigour, but this strength should be held in
subordination to the idea of right, and exerted only in harmony with it.
Line 3 of this hexagram shows "a ram butting against a fence, and getting
his horns entangled" (:;k~±)L.:=:. • 1!::F~tl • ilt!t:f:i3), while Line 4 represents
a situation in which firmness-correctness leads to good fortune, and occasion
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for repentance disappears ()L[:J] • trJJ•l1H'::).
Very clearly, the meaning
of these two lines reflects that of Line 4 of Ch'ien, which indicates that

I

all Yang lines.

rash leaping or butting against a greater force may result in embarrassing

I

would be liable to serious blunders; but inasmuch as he moves in their

entanglement, while correct and timely movements lead to good fortune.
The upper Chen trigram of Ta Chuang is the symbol of feet and signifies
motion (~:ffi~.f)J , :J.~HE.), while the lower Ch'ien trigram represents the strength

necessary for that motion.

Here, we perceive the image of a dragon

moving or leaping upward with all its strength. This again shows the inter-relationship between the two hexagrams.

The Lesser Symbolism of Line '! of Ch'ien reads: "If he advances,
The question as to why there is no error in his

movements may be answered in at least three ways.

First, symbolically

speaking, by "advance" in this case is meant the promotion of Line 4 to
position 5 which is a Yang position. This signifies that the subject of Line
f, Yang, moves up from a Yin position to a Yang one,

incorrect to a correct one.
free from error.

i.e., from

~m

He is making the right move and is therefore

Similarly, if this Yang subject retreats to position I

below, he will again find himself in a correct place, because position I is
Yang.

Secondly, the ascension of the subject of Line 4 to the position of

supreme honour is actuated by altruistic motives, not by selfish ambitions.
The case of King Wu has

be~n

cited as an illustration.

II of his Wen Yen Treatise, which has been quoted in a previous section.
He finds no permanent place either above or below, but that
F

not because he has improper motives.

He may advance or

recede \Vithout any fixed abode, but he does not leave the people.
The superior man advances in virtue and pursues his life work in
order to advance at the right time.
The meaning of the statement "He docs not leave the people" C:W~Jffi
~ill)

I
I
I

!
I
I

is also based on the symbolism of Line 4.
For no matter in what
direction this line moves, it does so amidst lines of the same nature, i.e.,

Should he desert them, he

midst, there is no mistake.

Divination

!

Prognosis c:.bo·ut Wc:.r: As indicated by the symbol of a deep lake

111

Line 4, the advance of tbe armies may be impeded by deep water, or
they may be lmrassed by enemy forces hidden in ravines.
advisable to make preparations to cope with such emergencies.

It seems
It would

be a mistake to omit such preparations.
About Business: If tbe consulting party 1s a

travelling business man

dealing in marine products or a salesman travelling with his goods, he may
run the risk of being caught in a storm, but the expression "no blame"
or "no mistake" indicates thet there will be no harm.

The notion of

"leaping up and then retreating to the lake" may mean a sudden nsc m

I

the pnce of his goods followed by a fall to its original level.

f

I
f

Thirdly, the best

answer to this question is given by Confucius in paragraph 7 of Chapter

the mirlst of and not ewc:.y from the people.

I

I

Lesser Symbolism
there will be no error."

I

In other words, the subject of Line 4 lives and moves in

t

I

I

About Worldly

Honours:

The idea of the dragon leaping up signifies

that he may all of a sudden rise to a high position and become famous.
It indicates great good fortune.
About Childbirth: As in previous lines of Ch'ien, the birth of a male

child is indicated.
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Tbe attainment of this position marks the complete fulfilment, the crownCHAPTER VIII

Yaotz'u of Line

5

ing glory, of the spiritual man's life.

For in China, it is not the saint

wbo is considered the higbest type of man, but the sage endowed with the

of Ch'ien I-Iexagran1

nature of the statesman, in other words, the Sage -Ruler, called by the
ancient Cbincse the "Inner Sage and Outer King" (pg~Ji-3:::), by German
philosophers the Henscher-Weise, and by Plato the Philowphcr- King. Of
this Great Man Confuciu::; writes in his Wen Yen Treatise as follows:

THE FIFTH LINE, YANG, MEANS:
DRAGON FLYING IN THE SKY.

The great man is he who, in his moral qualities, is in harmony

IT WILL BE ADVANTAGEOUS TO MEET WITH

with Spirit and Earth; in bis brilliancy, with the sun and moon; in

A GREAT MAN.

l1is orderly procedure, with the four seasons; and in his good and
evil fortunes, with gods and

demon~.

He may act in advance of

Spirit, and Spirit will not act in opposition to him; be may follow
Spirit, but will act only as Spirit at the time would do.
LESSER SYMBOLISM:

SKY."

"DRAGON .FLYING IN THE

Spirit itself will not act in opposition to him, how much less will

THIS 5IGNIFIES THAT THE GREAT MAN

HAS ESTABLISHED

HIMSELF AS A MAN

If Divine

men ! How much less will the gods and demons ! 1

OF

CREATIVE ACTIVITY.

How is it that the Great Man can be so free as to be able to

ad~

vance ahead of Spirit in directing the creative forces of the universe without
meeting with any opposition from Spirit?

The }!,lying Dragon and the Great Man

The answer is that the external

expression of Spirit is sovereign, world-ascendant, creative initiative.
Vve have seen that the topmost two lines of a hexagram represent the

man has so perfected himself as to be one with Spirit, he becomes per-

plane of Spirit. The Chinese term for Spirit, t'ien (:;K), bas at least two other
meanings, namely, Heaven and sky.

The analogy between Spirit and sky

is easily apprehended, since the sky with its seemingly infinite dimensions
is regarded as the external appearance or the symbolic image of the Divine
Spirit behind the universe.

Thus Line 5 which is on the plane of Spirit

is also associated with tbc idea of the sky.

It indicates that the creative

';\Then

fectly free.

!

!'
I

Of all the Yang lines of Ch'ien, only Line 5 is an adequate

symbol to represent such a perfect man.

It may be recalled that in the

situations represented by tbe lower lines, the subject cannot function in
pure freedom but has to maintain his life by means of adaptation to his
environment.

Only tl1e subject of Line 5 bas mastered his environment

and has risen superior to Man and Earth.

power of Yang has in its manifestation reached the higber regions in the
sky above the earth and above the plane of man.

Symbolically speaking,

What is it in Line 5 that distinguishes it so strikingly from the other

it signifies that the dragon has, in the process of his cyclic evolution,

lines?

leaped up from the deep and from the fields, and is now flying triumphant-

line has a unique distinction, for besides being on the plane of Spirit in

ly in the sky which, with its clouds and winds and huge distances, affords

a lJexagram tbat in itself represents Spirit, it is the only one of the six

Why is it such an appropriate symbol for the great man?

This

him ideal conditions for the demonstration of his masculine and spiritual
powers.

In relation to human life, it represents the situation of a great

man, i.e., a sage, who is established in the

supreme position of a ruler.

l Vlen Yen Treatise on Ch'ien Hexagram, Chap. VI, Para.

34:

~ E:TJJit~~)j. ~'ilJ~l:l~;!~ff:, ~JtliJi!ll-fr;~tl!f~.
?t:~ffii$1x~t\ri • ~;:ll<Yt@:. ITITi5ilJi~NY.. 1~~iil$'¥.

:J:::J\.A':'M, lifJ:x.1!ll.frJ'I;1,W..

:Jt;xmJ y~ 9t~ J)i!;

,

T'
I

I
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Yang lines of Ch'ien which 1s both "central" and "correctly placed."
All the other lines lack either one quality or the other or both.

Line 2

is central but not correctly-placed; Lines 1 and 3 are correctly-placed but
not central; and Lines 4 and 6 are neither central nor correctly-placed.
2 can only function in the field; the superior man of Line 3 has to be

times G1Hc'"~Z,)(EY~iflj:{q]}!J15'

I

its feathers were used for decorating the crown of the emperor; and it was

!

careful and apprehensive; the dragon of Line 4 has to remain in the deep;
The great man of

I

Line 5, however, transcends all these limited spheres of activity and is

I

and tbe subject of Line 6 ba:; occasion for repentance.

I

I

capable of functioning as freely as "a flying dragon in the sky".

I

Symbolisms

ponent ideas of the text of the present chapter.

First, taking the upper

trigram a:J the symbol of the Trinity of Spirit, Earth and Man CfJfuA),
the middle line, i.e., Line 5, represents rr:.a·;o..

Its Yang nature denotes

greatness as opposed to Yin which denotes smallness.
of "great man" as in the case of Line 2.

Hence the concept

Secondly, when Line 4, which

is not correctly placed, achieves a correct adjustment by transforming itself
into Yin, the upper intermediate trigram, which consists of Lines 3, 4 and
5, becomes Li

::::=,

which symbolizes three things, namely, (1) the act

of seeing or meeting Ci'FHt'fliJ!E)--hence the idea of meeting
(2) a pheasant or flying bird

OilfJ~);{t)

r~

greet men;

(Chapter VIII of "Remarks on

the Trigrams")---hence the idea of the dragon flying in the sky; (3)
the sun or fire,
ruler.

(~jfj;&)<fi!,

Fl )--hence the idea of an enlightened sage-

Of tbese three ideas suggested by the Li trigram two have already

been explained in the commentary on Line 2.
tbe pheasant still requires explanation.

Only the symbolism of

The Li trigram, being the symbol

of the sun, fire, and light, is associated with ideas of spiritual enlightenment

C*lf~f0:)(f~J]),

civilization, and moral culture

Ofl\1 E~mu'?'tJ).

nese word Li (f1JO also means separation or distinction

Ol!J).

The ChiIn China

the pheasant is considered a civilized bird because the Chinese believe there
is no promiscuous intercourse among pheasants.

The male and the female

usually keep separate from each other and have intercourse only at special

I

Thus, in the Shu Ching,

(~!lfih).

In the Chou

dyna~ty,

the custom for scholars to present pheasants to each other on their first
meeting.

Because of the close analogy between the meaning of the Li

trigram and the nature of tbe pheasant, the Li trigram is understood as
the symbol of the pheasant.
quated symbols"

(;'~*),

It may be added that in the list of "anti-

Li is actually the symbol of flying, of a flying

bird, of the stork (~1\:.~*-: [tJlU~Jt~J~~

• 11H.~).

Hence, agam, the idea

of the dragon fl yit•g in tile sky.

Historical Illustrations

I

I

• 5(/fffl1f • J.l1VH"1ffi1).

the pbeasant is called the colourful bird

\

Line 5 of Ch'ien bas other symbolisms which will bear out the com-
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I
I

This is why the subject of the first line has to hide himself; that of Line
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According to some authorities (Wang Pi and K'ung Ying-ta, for instance), the "great man" referred to in the text, whom it is advantageous

I

to meet, is tbe :-:ubject of Line 5, the idea being that, because of bis perfect

I

geous for people throughout the whole world to come into contact with

l

!!

wisdom as a sage and his perfect statesmanship as a ruler, it is advantal1im (

T.f!J~JLii.~:kA).

Line 5 represents the ~'ituation of tbe divine

ruler Fu Hsi, who, in the days of remote antiquity, ruled all under heaven
with the assistance of his "five dragon-ministers" (Ji'lf'£) 1 , and devised the
'1ystem of trigrams and hexagrams to teach spiritual truths to his people.
According to other authorities, the "great man" is the subject of Line 2,

i

which is the correlative of Line 5.

I

sage-ruler of Line 5 comes into contact with the great man of Line 2 and

I

According to this interpretation, the

derives great advantage by appointing him as one of his ministers. Thus

i'

Line 5 should represent tbe case of Emperor Y ao responding to and co-

I(

operating with the great Shun

r

fr'
t
f
(.,

(~.~if.D.

It should also represent the case

of Emperor Kao Tsung of the Shang dynasty meeting the great man . Fu
Yueh

G~;jU11l#l"i)

and appointing him prime minister.

The pros and

cons of these two interpretations have been discussed in the

on Line 2.

commentary

In the present case of Line 5, the former interpretation seems

to be the correct one, the chief reason being that Confucius himself has
advanced more or less tl1e same interpretation in his Wen Yen Treatise.
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His most important sentence referring to Line 5 1s: "When the sage makes

King Wu which led to the overthrow of the tyrant Cheo and the establish-

his appearance, all creatures will look up to l1im" C~Afffffi~¥1lfl). In
his T'uanchuan (i.e., his explanatory treatise on King Wen's text) Con-

ment of the former as the ruler of the empire C~Bli~(k:-~

fucius also writes: "When the sage appears as leader of the people, all

*i '

• Jl:tlf~I3~

iEULZ~ -tJ!J.

This idea of "establishment as the ruler of the empire"
again corroborates the meaning of Line 5 of Ch'ien.

countries will enjoy peace" C§ilim~ • ~~~~$). These two views of
Confucius clearly signify that it is advantageous for all people to come

The "Lurd" of a Hexagram

into contact with a great Sage- Ruler.

An important fact about Line 5 which students of the I-Ching must

Transformation of Line
How is the meaning of Line 5 further revealed by the effects of its
transformation? When this line changes into Yin, the upper trigram be-

::=

comes Li
which, as already pointed out in a previous section, symbolizes three things, all of which bear out the 5ignificance of Line 5.

bear in mind is that this line is recognized as the "Lord" or "Ruler" Ci~
±.) of the Ch'ien hexagram. In each of the sixty-four hexagrams, one
or two lines are recognized as the "Lords" or the ruling lines. The position of a ruling line varies with different hexagrams, and is determined
chiefly on the basis of two factors:
(I) The good attributes represented by the individual line and by the

Then the transformation of Line 5 into Yin converts the entire hexagram
into Ta Yu jz;{f
reads:

==
-=

(No. 14).

Tllc T'uanchuan of this hexagram

In Ta Yu the meek has the grand central place of l1onour, and
receives support from both above and below.

The attributes of Ta

Yu are strength and vigour as well as elegance and brightness.

The

subject of the ruling line responds to Spirit and fulfils his timely mission ( *-1'f~8

• -*1~~{ftj(cj:l , ffi]J:: Tlf!z .... · · ;!t~lli'd'lMffn)CBfl ' Ji!

central or correct position it occupies.

In this case the ruling line is

generally Line 5.
(2) The special significance of the line which gives meaning to the
entire hexagram and constitutes its outstanding central idea. That particular line may represent undesirable qualities and may not even occupy
a correct place; but as long as the meaning of the entire hexagram is
derived from such undesirable qualities, that line must be proclaimed the
lord or the ruler.

¥ .:=R fffi IWf fi) .
The "response of the subjects of all the Yang .lines" to the ruler of
Line 5 of Ta Yu and the "timely fulfilment of his mission" bear out the
nature and function of the Great Man of Line 5 of Ch'ien. Evidently
it is advantageous for all men to respond to such great rl)lers as are represented by Line 5 of Ch'ien and Ta Yu.
Line 5 corresponds also to the fifth line of the Kuai hexagram

-

- - (No. 43).

k

Why is the recognition of the ruling line such an essential factor in
the determination of the general meaning of a hexagram? A reference to
astrology and psychology may help us to understand. Now, in astrology,
every horoscope comprises a.U cosmic elements, the location of the centre
of emphasis being the only variable; yet it is that centre of emphasis that
determines the meaning of the particular nativity. Likewise, many modern
psychologists suggest that in the deeper chords of man's life may be found
notes from practically the whole gamut of reality.

In this hexagram, we perceive the combined power of

This signifies that in

the five Yang lines exerted for the overthrow of the topmost Yin line.

part of every man's being all conceivable types of man are represented.
Which type is to manifest itself as the dominant feature depends on the

According to one authority, it represents the revolutionary movement of

g~mer

adjustment of each individuaL

In

oth~r

words? all kinds of dispo3i·
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tion arc found within each and every man; only their emphasis varies,

lord, the reason being tbat K'un represents Earth and the attributes of

and it is this emphasis that determines a man's life-configuration.

subjection and acquiescence; and its second line is a Yin line occupying

notions are exactly analogous to those relating to a hexagram.

These
Each of

tbe sixty-four hexagrams has many possible meanings, and the meanings
of all the 5ixty-four hexagrams reflect one another, the connection remainunbroken and identical however it may be viewed.

ing

Just as there is

an inward contiguity of human mind~ which, in time and space, are entirely separate, so there is an inward inter-connection between all hexagrams, however different they are in outward appearance.

Now the same

sense-connexion underlying a hexagram is capable of different interpretations according to which line's significance within it is predominant.
depends upon tbe emphasis.

All

The slightest shifting of the empbasis may

completely transform the meaning of a bexagram.

For iw;tance, in his

pampblet called "The Book of Changes and Genesis", Rev.

H. R. Wells

suggests entirely different interpretatiom for the first fourteen l1exagrams.
In the Chun hexagram -~n

:: ....

(No. 3) be sees the symbols of the two

the correct, central, and weak position on the plane of Earth.
take another hexagram, the Kuai bexagram
bow the ruling lines are determined.

~-

the hexagram indicates the removal of the subject of the topmm;t Yin line
by the combined power of tbe five Yang line;;.

\Ven saw in this line tlJe symbol of a small or bad man, a feudal prince
or I1igh minister, lending his power to maintain a corrupt government or
a dynasty that has grown old and is ready to vanisb. Line 5 is also recognized as the lord of tbc hexagram, because it is the highest of the five
strong Yang lines representing the good crder of the dynasty w bich is to
supercede tbe old one.

Its subject is the leader of the revolutionary move-

ment to overthrow tbe tyrant of Line 6.
its proper central place.

It is a strong line occupying

Hence the recognition of this line as the lord.

hexagram represent the fin;t and ~>econd sons (of Adam and Eve!).

two different names are given to them.

tower of Babel, because this hexagram' 'has a representation of Earth -=over
Heaven = " !

It is indeed true that the sixty-four hexagrams are suscep-

tible of as many interpretations as are imaginable, and it is this multiplicity of interpretation that explains their effective applicability to the most
diverse situations in life.

However, special emphasis must be laid upon

certain ruling lines in order that the ideas arrived at may be valid and
harmoniously related to the complete system of metaphysical truths for
which the T-ChiY.g stands.

A~

we proceed in our study, we shall consider

the various principles governing the emphasis of the ruling lines.

because Ch'ien represents Spirit and the good attributes of a ruler or sage;
and its fifth line represents the sage-ruler on the plane of Spirit.

Another

reason is that Line 5 is a strong Yang line occupying the correct central
place.

In the K'un hexagram

--=='
~!ljlllfll

Kua Chih Chu" C!&i+z::J~), i.e., tbe lord responsible for e~;tablishing tbe
general meaning of the entire l1exagram.

Tl1e second mling line is called

CtHz_=t.), i.e., the lord wbo occupies his

tlJe "Cbu Kua Chib Chu"

rightful place by virtue of his superiority and his great moral attributes.
\'\!ben a hexagram has two or more ruling lines, we ba\'e to consider
tbe nature of their interaction and find out whether their subjects agree
or conflict with each other.

.Just as in astrology we bave to wmider the

diffcren t "aspects'' of various constellations with tb cir different indications,
so in our study of the difi'erent bexagrams we bave to consider tbe mutual
Tbe general meaning of the

hexagram, especially its auspicious or inauspicious character, depend;; largely
upon the harmonious or inbarmonious nature of the interrelation between
its ruling lines.

If the hexagram has only one ruling line, then the signif-

icance of tbe other five lines must be determined according to their special relationships with it.

it is Line 2 that is recognized as the

In Cbinese commentaries,

The first one is called the "Ch'e-ng

relations between tbe different ruling lines.

In the case of this Ch'ien hexagram, Line 5 is recognized as the lord,

For this reason, the top-

most Yin line is the lord of the hexagram in spite of the fact that King

Thus, the Kuai hexagram bas two ruling lines.

T'ai hexagram'* =-(No. 11), be perceives an indication of the story of the

(No. 43), and consider

The word Kuci mean:; removal, and

brothers, Cain and Abel, because the two trigrams which compose that
In the

Let us

lii)e tlmn others,

Some lines arc more closely related to a ruling

Let us take tbe Ch'ien bexagram as an illustration,

W!~
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have just learned that Line 5 is its ruling power.
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It is obvious that Line

of the Kuan hexagram ?ill

2, which responds to Line 5 a8 its correlative, and Lines 4 and 6 which
occupy positions just next to it, are more closely related to it tlmn Lines

1 and 3.
case?

Wllat then do these different degrees of intimacy signify in this

The answer is that the great man of Line 2 responds to tl1e sage-

ruler of Line 5 as his subject.

The dragon of Line 4 is prepared to leap

up, when the right time comes, to the supreme position.

The dragon of

Line 6, l1aving exceeded the limit of his spbere of activity and gone to
the extreme position beyond that of Line 5, bas occasion for regret and
repentance.

Tbe remaining two Line I and 3, being almost entirely un-

§;;;
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(No. 20) mean::; that its sc1bject 1s "ob-

serving the glory of the kingdom", and that "it will be advantageous
for him to be a guest of the king" (:fllil!llz:J't • :fljftlJ{y~-E).
line, Yin, of tl1e Chia Jen hexagram

'fJ<..A.

-

The 4th

(No. 37) shows its subject

There will he great good fortune" (~*::kj!f).

"is enricbing tbe family.

'fhen we have an equal number of hexagrams in which a strong (Yang)

4th line is the immediate subject of a wea.k (Yin) 5tb line.
ity of these cases, the relationship is inauspicious.

In the major-

}'or instance, the 4th

fill - - (No. 30) indicates that its subject

related with Line 5, are not influenced in any way by its ruling power;

line, Yang, of the Li hexagram

hence the dragon of Line I hides himself in seclusion in the deep below,

appears in an unseemly manner disastrous to himself; it indicates "fire,

while the superior man of Line 3 devotes himself entirely to the cultiva-

abrupt death, and rejection by all" C:D~:ftfl

tion of his inner being.

Yang, of tbe Ting hexagram

WU

• ~yn • ntYIJ). The 4th line,

: (No. SO) shows "a cauldron has its

legs broken and is overturned, spilling its contents which are prepared for

Relations between Individual Lines

the ruler and lying in a shameful condition. Evil is indicated" G~H:Fr JE

Generally speaking, every hexagram embodies two relations which are
of special importance.

They are the relation between Lines 2 and 5 as

correlatives and that between Lines 4 and 5 as ruler and immediate subject.

It is well to bear in mind here that the "immediate subject" and

the "correlative" require different qualities or virtues for their correct adjustment with their lord.

For instance, the former, being in closer touch

with his lord, should naturally be receptive, submissive and obedient.

For

It (I).~ • Jt Jf~

1.1~

• /iJ).

An equal number of hexagrams exists in which

a strong 2nd line responds to a weak 5th line as its correlative, resulting
in a propitious relationship.
Meng hexagram

'*- ::::§

For instance, the 2nd line, Yang, of the

(No. 4) shows "a son able to bear the burden
--,£,-,""") .
The 2nd line, Yang, of the Lin hexagram

7 ..
of tl1e f am1.l y , ,~._-rsc.~

-==

(No.

19) shows its subject "is advancing in company with the sub-

this reason, a weak Yin line is better than a strong Yang line for Position

ject of the 1st line.

4. The subject of Line 2, on the other hand, being further away and res-

(JYX:~~!

ponding to his lord from a different spbere (i.e., in anotl1er trigram),

which a u/ea.k 2nd line responds to a strong 5th line as its correlative.

appears to be more of a representative nature and has to exercise more

majority of these cases show "afflicted" relations.

initiative and discretion than the immediate subject. Accordingly, a strong
Yang line is preferable to a weak Yin line for Position 2.

The correct-

'

• J!L:t>f()jilj).

There will be good fortune without any exception"
Finally, there is an equal number of hexagrams

line, Yin, of the Sui hexagram

1\i

:=

111

A

For instance, the 2nd

(No. 17) shows one "who clings

ness of this judgment can easily be corroborated by an examination of

little boy and loses tbe strong man" ( 1:if:rj\f-,~"j:j(:). The 2nd line,

various hexagrams and the application to them of this general principle.

of the Hsien hexagram AA.

There are 16 hexagrams in which a weak (Yin) 4th line is the immediate
subject of a strong (Yang) 5th line.

calves of his legs.

--

(No. 31) shows one "moving the

There will be evil" (fi;X;.ft~F,Iil).

We shall learn that, in all these

vases, the relationship is an auspicious one. For instancc 1 the 4th line, Yin 1

So much for the general principles governing one aspect of the 1n-
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by Confucius in the Wen Yen Treatise in the following terms:

Principles applicable to a hexagram

may be equally applicable to human relations of our present-day world.
The earnest student of the !-Ching may, at tbis stage, feel that he is on

same nature seek one another.

the threshold of a new symbolical world--a living but eternally changing

wet; fire turns towards things that are parched.

world--peopled by different kinds of subjects with innumerable relationships governed by spiritual principles and capable of transformation and

dragon; winds follow in a tiger's wake.

makes his appearance, all creatures will follow him in their gaze.

mutual adjustment.

An acquaintance with these principles may enable us

Things that are rooted in Spirit gravitat-:: towards what lies above;

to think more clearly in terms of concrete analogy and correspondence, to

things that are rooted in Earth gravitate towards what lies below.
Thus all things follow their own kind. 1

grasp the significance of our particular situation at a particular moment,

Notes of the same key respond to one another; creatures of the
Water flows towards places that are
Clouds trail behind a

Similarly, when the sage

and so to adjust ourselves correctly within the cosmic relation of things.
When we compare tbe main ideas underlying the Pi hexagram--the
ideas of "union", of "holding together", of "response", of "devotion and

Analogies and Correspondences

obedience"--with those of Line 5 of Ch'ien--i.e., those of "mutual

According to the law of analogy or correspondence especially applica-

response", "mutual relation", "harmony", "accord", "following", and

ble to the two fundamental hexagrams, Ch'icn and K'un, Line 5 of Ch'ien

"lack of opposition" --we shall realize how close is the analogy between
the two hexagrams. In the case of line 5 of Ch'ien, the moral is that a

corresponds to the Pi hexagram lt
holding together.

§; (No.

8), the symbol of union or

This Pi hexagram consists of the K' an trigram, symbol

great man is not he who merely occupies a place of authority but he who,
besides occupying a high position, enjoys the whole-hearted support and

of water, above, and the K'un trigram, symbol of earth, below. This
suggests that water on the surface of the earth flows together wherever

or ministers who, after ~eizing the reins of government, regarded themselves

it can.

as great men and imagined that with their military power they could

Symbolically this connotes holding together or union between the

different members and classes of a state.

The Yang line occupying the

fifth position, the position of authority, in the hexagram, represeE].ts the
ruler to wbom tbe subjects of all the other lines readily render obedience.

devotion of his subjects.

History abounds with cases of unscrupulous generals

disregard the feelings and attitudes of their people.

Bitter indeed was their

disillusion when, before long, they found themselves overthrown and condemned to violent death by the people.

The subjects of all the yielding lines hold together because they are influenced by a man of wisdom and strong will in the leading position.

One more analogy of much importance between Line 5 of Ch'ien and

Moreover, this strong and guiding personality in turn holds together with

the Pi hexagram deserves consideration.

It will be recalled that "the great

the others, finding in them the complement of his own nature. In explain-

man" of Line 2 of Ch'ien is related to "the king" of Line 2 of Shih who

ing King Wen's judgment on this hexagram, Confuc1us writes in the

"gives orders three times" (j~_:::::.q~6)'J).

Now "tbe great man" of Line 5

Those below arc devoted and

of Ch'ien is related to "tl1e king-" of Line 5 of l)i who according to the

obedient .................. High and low respond to one another" (lt • Jti.ffi-tl!. •

text "urges the pursuit of the game in three directions, and misses the

-r~·JiJ&~-tP. · · · · J~.Tff!l:P.).

animals in the front" CEJtj=.!§l£~ ':'J::M~).

T'uanchuan:

"Pi means mutual help.

These ideas in connection with the Pi hexagram bear out very clearly
the conception of the "~reat man" of Line 5 of Ch'ien 1 who

1s

described

u

'

The correspondence between

1 Wen Yen Treatise on Ch'ien Hexagram, Chap, II, Para. 8:

f;;J~:tg~ • tm*l:t-R:st< • ~.Kl\1~~ • ;k.Jiti.~~ • ~t't:'iili • I->E\1:t:&E , :wi.Af1iTii,!ii;IJ&J1lll ,
• :<Ji:"f.lc!ll;'f§:t~i\T • JiiJ'&v'l!;M;'m·&
0

~

*"¥* '1lf mJ:
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the concept of a great man and that of a king in these cases IS no mere
coincidence. It testifies that the Duke of Chou had both corresponding

2H

ties of his personality to the advantage of himself and of the whole nation.

symbols in mind when he constructed the explanatory sentences m question.

Divination
Prognosis about War: Line 5 represents an enlightened ruler occupying

Lesser Symbolism
Let us now revert to the particular subject of Line 5 of this Ch'ien
hexagram. We noted how the Duke of Chou saw in this line the symbol
of a great man and a dragon flying in the sky. Confucius, in elucidating the Duke's view, writes in the Lesser Symbolism: "The great man
is at work" C*A~·ill.), i.e., he is pursuing his life work. The idea is
that only in Line 5 does the great man find the right place and the right
time for effective action. The importance of timeliness and placement
cannot, indeed, be over-emphasized, because the great man can only satisfactorily express his ability and become historically great when he is in
his right place and acts at the right moment. Wang Pi says, "Position is
exalted through virtue. Virtue becomes effective through position. Is it
not proper that when a man of perfect virtue occupies an exalted position,
all nations look up to him?" 1 When a great man has come to power, he
may reveal qualities of which no one, not even he himself, would have
thought him capable. But only at the right time and in the right place
can the right man personify something great, for only at a particular time
and in a particular place does his personality give an adequate expression
to the demands of the age. Position 5 of Ch'ien, being the strong central
place in the upper trigram, is the right place for the great man.
Bismarck once said, "A man is exactly as great as the tide surging
beneath him."

These words, spoken by the Iron Chancellor at the height

the position of supreme honour. Its Lesser Symbolism reads: "The Great
Man accomplishes his life work." It may therefore be interpreted as an
indication that the war is waged for a righteous cause and that it is conducted personally by the ruler himself. The Lesser Symbolism clearly signifies that he will win the war and so accomplish his life work.
The flying of the dragon is a clear indication of a

About Business:

great rise in the price of the goods dealt in. The idea of "meeting with
the Great Man" signifies that the business in question is carried on either
for, with ,or by order of the government. It is a profitable business.
About Worldly Honours:

Line 5, being the position of supreme honour,

1s a sure indication of great success.

The consulting party may rest as-

sured that a high office or honour will be conferred on him through the
recommendation of some great man, and that he will enjoy great glory
and fulfil his highest aspirations in life.
About Illness:

Line 5 is on the plane of Spirit high above Earth and

the world of man.

This signifies that the man with the illness will be

summoned to the other world. In other words, his life in the physical
world is coming to an end. Therefore, as far as the case in question is
concerned, Line 5 must be interpreted as an inauspicious sign.
About Childbit·th:

As a yang line and the symbol of a sage-ruler, Line

of his fame, bear out the truth of the sense-connexion underlying the fifth
line of Ch'ien, because the subject of Line 2 with all his strong, noble

5 is a sure indication of the birth of a male child and, what is more, the
incarnation or re-incarnation of a great soul endowed with the qualities of

virtues is responding to him as his correlative, and all the other subjects

a sage and statesman.

of the lower lines are looking up to him as their ruler.
is indeed surging beneath him.

A mighty wave

He is now able to fulfil all the possibili·

,,,
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line suggest for the most efficient mastery of his fate? Here is one of the
tests of the efficacy of the !-Ching as a spiritual guide in life. The answer
is that the subject, like a dragon, should retire to his original position in
the depths below, and there remain in hibernation till the right time comes

l,

~·

,,,

round when, fully regenerated, he can commence another cycle of his creative
life. The significance of this retirement is borne out by the fact that the
first line of Ch'ien, which symbolizes the hibernating dragon, corresponds
THE TOPMOST LINE, YANG, MEANS:
DRAGON EXCEEDING THE PROPER LIMITS.
THERE WILL BE OCCASION FOR REPENTANCE.

to the first line of Fu 1J[ ~~ , which, as its Chinese name implies, indicates a condition of renewal or regeneration.

The Value of Humility
THE LESSER SYMBOLISM: "DRAGON EXCEEDING
THE PROPER LIMITS;-THERE WILL BE OCCASION FOR REPENTANCE. THIS SIGNIFIES THAT
A STATE OF FULLNESS CANNOT LAST.

If the subject is the ruler of a state, or some great man who has
completely fulfilled the role assigned to him, then, according to the principle
of transposition already explained and applied in preceding commentaries
of this volume, he should transpose himself to the humbler but absolutely
right correlative place, that is, the third position of the K'un hexagram.
Testimony to the correctness of this move is afforded by the fact that,

The Arrogant Dragon

after this transposition, the K'un hexagram becomes Ts'ienjjf =~ (No.

Line 6 of Ch' ien is a Yang line occupying a Yin and "non-central"
position. The subject of this line is therefore not in his right place. He
is at the highest point, far away from all people, having no subject in
Line 3 to respond to him as his correlative (because Line 3 is Yang). He
has reached the utmost limit of his sphere of activity; he has gone beyond

hexagram in which all the six lines are propitious symbols Gl7\3t ~-=g).
It is held by Ou Ta-tien and several other authorities that Confucius deliberately seeks to intimate the correctness of this transposition in his

the zenith of his power and is now at a critical stage.

His time is past.

T'uanchuan of this Humility-hexagram, Ts'ien ; ; . In this T'uanchuan

It would be better for him to withdraw, so as to avoid doing harm and

he refers both to the condition of fullness represented by Line 6 of Ch'ien

darkening his fame with repentance. The right thing for him to do is to
transform himself, to change the- general tenor of his life. In doing so, he
takes that initiative (Yang being the principle of change and free initiative)

-

which is the inner condition of all true progress. Here on the highest plane, he
must re-create himself, for every perpetual process of re-creation must at certain
intervals experience a transposition or a change of direction in order to
avoid an arrested development threatening disaster or even death. Now,
what exactly is he to do? How is he to re-create himself? To what position
is he to transpose himself and in what direction? What transformation does this

beings, -·by Spirit and Earth and gods and men.
are as follows:

l5), which represents the great virtue of Humility and which is the only

,

- .. and to the virtue of humility represented by the hexagram Ts'ien

=~

pointing out that fullness is detested while humility is loved by all
His actual remarks
,I

,i',

It i~ the way of Spirit to diminish the full and augment
the humble. It is the way of Earth to impair the full and replenish
the humble. Spiritual Beings inflict calamity on the full and bless .
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the humble. It is the way of men to detest the full and love the

quest, with the result that some unexpected reverse of fortune brought their

humble.

lives to an untimely and dis1strous end. Napoleon Bonaparte had conquered practically all Europe at the time when he still forged ahead in an

1

According to the same authorities, a similar intimation is glVen by
Confucius in his Great Treatise where, in two successive paragraphs, 2

lll

Chapter VIII, he explains conjointly Line 3 of the Humility-hexagram

attempt to conquer Russia as well. Had he succeeded, he would most probably
have advanced still further to conquer the whole world. Shih Huang Ti, First

and Line 6 of the Spirit-hexagram, eulogizing the toiling humble man who

Emperor of the Ch'in dynasty, unified China and could have become the
greatest influence for national development had he devoted himself to that

''places himself below others", and denouncing the dragon that has "soared
beyond his proper limit". The idea is that, human nature being what it
is, man is apt to become supercilious and overbearing and forget the moral

purpose; but he set fire to the libraries, put scholars to death, and built the Great
Wall at the sacrifice of millions of lives, hoping that he and his descendants

precept of "live and let live" after he has established himself in a position
of high honour. Only humility and timely retirement can save him from
disaster.
Lao Tzu expresses the same truth in Chapter IX of his Tao Teh Ching:

t:!fmjEfz • ~~n;ttB •
ttmrmmz •~PI ~1* •
~.:rs.~~

, ~z~~~J .

~ j!t ffiJ ~

'

:s;fJJrX. ' ~~

§I :i:l ;tt~

•
' JH! ' ::RZ.ill:.

could remain at the highest pinnacle of glory for thousands of generations.
Yuan Shih-k'ai ($t@W1) was in 1913 elected President of the Chinese
Republic. In terms of the I -Ching, he became indeed the dragon of Line
5 of Ch'ien, soaring in the sky; but he wanted to be something higher;
he wanted to be emperor of China. Resorting to various machinations

'

The ultimate destiny of these human dragons is so wellknown that expatiation upon it is hardly necessary. Ceaseless advance without knowing

Opulence, honours, superciliousness, necessarily bequeath calam-

governs all departments of Nature: these are the fundamental causes of

ity.

their failure and eventual destruction.

Retire after achieving success and attaining fame·-this is the
way of Spirit.

of the T'ang dynasty abdicated from his throne in favour of Shun; and
Emperor Shun in his turn abdicated in favour of the Great Yii (~ij1\jl
~

History is full of instances in which kings and emperors, under the
delusion that they were "the only will and compelling power in the world",
indulged ruthlessly and incessantly in political expansion and military con1. iift~f.f : ::R:liifl:li§l\iiffl~'tl • :J;llJ.~:~lliiiTi'M\.~

2. Paragraphs 45 and 46

• d~il\Iffif~ • M:!~il\?.ii'iitifif& •

'I.·

In more recent times , the case of Adolf Hitler is perhaps the most notorious.

Sharpness, which results from filing, cannot be preservt>d.
None can protect the hall that is filled with gold and jade.

Historical Illustrations

I

and disregarding the spirit of the times, he eventually established himself
on the throne; but this only hastened his downfall and consequent death.

when to retreat, ruthless efforts to gain and grab without knowing when
to let go,t transgression of the limit of their proper sphere of activity, and
disregard of the spiritual law of cyclic periodicity, of ebb and flow, which

It is better to leave alone, than to grasp at fullness.

':I

..

~JJ~)

On the other hand, Emperor Yao

. Cincinnatus of Rome and George Washington of America

retired at the right moment from their triumphant positions to their simple
country home. In this way they fulfilled their lives in perfect harmony
with Spiritual Significance.
What is true of these great historical personalities is equally true of
ordinary men. Here indeed is a lesson for mankind to learn-the lesson of

':I

,1
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timeliness in advance and withdrawal.
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Nowhere Is such a lesson more

intelligently and less painfully taught than in the !-Ching, because this
book appeals not to our emotions, but to our faculty of pure reason and
intuitive perception.

f

f
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treme position-·i.e., the state of fullness-for any length of time without
undergoing some definite change.
things.

There is indeed a turning point for all

Here lies the reason why so much emphasis is laid by saints and

sages on the importance of observing the "golden mean"-the aurea mediocritas-and avoiding all extremes.

Lesser Symbolism

Teachings of this nature are specially

set forth in the I-Ch{ng and in another Chinese classic called the ChungYung, i.e., the "Doctrine of the Mean".

Let us now consider more closely the situation represented by the sixth
or topmost line of the Ch'ien

hexagram.

Confucius saw in it a con-

dition of fullncs3 which cannot long be maintained.

Other Symbolisms

This is exactly what

is taught by Lao Tzu in his Tao Teh Ching just quoted above.

But

We have seen that the six lines of the Ch'ien hexagram represent the

students of the I -Ching do not regard this teaching merely as the result

different stages through. which the dragon passes during the cycle of his

of some particular experience in life or some intellectual meditation upon

evolutionary life.

the nature of things. They perceive in it the cyclic operation of an eternal

then he leaps up; tben he flies; then he exceeds his limits; and finally, he

and immutable principle, the principle of polarity which governs the

repents and bides bimself again.

flux and reflux of Yin and Yang in Nature. According to this principle,

Ta-chun, the second, fifth and sixth stages are symbolized by the Chun -r:[1

embodied in the River Map which has been explained in the Introduc-

(No. 3), the T'ai

tion, when either Yin or Yang has manifested itself to its utmost limit,

order of succession being also the same.

At first he bides himself; then he makes his appearance;

~

(No. 11), and the P'i

it automatically transmutes itself into its polar opposite which, in its turn,
begins to express
WJ~

'

~JtJJ]j_

itself

• ffiHJ.!J0-) .

( ~JJ}til.Ji~~ • ~i~Ji>!@~ • l~:f!~_'t
The operation

• l-Ift@~± • ~

of this fundamental principle

is best illustrated by the periodic change of the moon's phases within
every cycle of its revolution, and the alternation of light and darkness--

According to the great authority, Ch'u

consists of a Chen trigram

1?

(No.l2) hexagrams, the

-==-

}lirst, the Chun hexagram

~-

=.= below and a K'an trigram== above.

As

has been explained in preceding commentaries, the former trigram is the
symbol of a dragon
~~).

CJ:?~j~~~)

while the latter is the symbol of clouds

OX

We have therefore the picture of a dragon making his appearance in

of Day and Night-within the period covered by every revolution of the

the fields with the do·uds floating in tbe sky above him. Second, the T'ai

earth.

hexagram

The moment when the Yang aspect has reached its limit as at

midday or at the time of the full moon is the very moment when the Yin
aspect begins to manife3t itself.

== ,

as its Chinese name implies, signifies a condition of great

success, i.e., a dragon flying in the sky.

Third, the P'i hexagram __ ,

This Yin manifestation reaches its climax

--

at midnight or at the time of the new moon, when the Yang aspect begins

which immediately follows the T'ai hexagram, represents a condition of

to make itself felt again.

misfortune.

The moment when the sun has attained its

This means that the auspicious course denoted by T'ai has

highest point is the very moment when it begins its downward journey. Like-

ended, and is followed by an unfortunate one, jmt as the happy stage of

wise, when the moon has waxed to its fullest extent, it straightway begins

the dragon flying in the sky is followed by one in which he exceeds the

to wane.

proper limits of his sphere of activity and has occasion for repentance.

tained.

In both cases, the condition of plenitude cannot long be mainThis is exactly the case of Line 6 of Ch'ien.

Here the Yang

clement has attained its acme and a conversion in extremis is inevitable. In
other words, the dragon or the ruler of this line connot remain in his ex-

The order of these three hexagrams therefore has special significance in that
it bears out the order of the dragon's movements.
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Tbe right behaviour to cope with this adverse situation is to be deduced

True Conception of Repentance

from the component images of the hexagram and their attributes. The

In the !-Ching, the indication of repentance does not mean actual
disaster. Disaster is due not to repentance but to the total disregard of it after
going to extremes.

Repentance is that state of mind whic.h prompts us to

rectify our errors and withdraw from indulgence in an erroneous mode of
life.

Students of Chinese history may know that the timely repentance of

Han Wu Ti at the place called Lun T'ai Ol€~\W~~~:ffif) actually saved
his dynasty from downfall. On the other hand, tl-.c total lack of repentance
displayed by that recklessly self-indulgent Emperor Yang Ti of the Sui

lower trigram, K'un

=:=,

docility and acquiesc:ence.

stand~;

for the earth, whose attributes arc

The upper trigram,

mountain, whose attribute is stillness.

This

Ken

~uggests

= :,

stands for the

that the superior man

who finds himself in a high position above a gang of inferior people
conspiring to overthrow bim should not undertake anything reckless.

The

lesson for l1im is to remain quiet and stop all forward movement. Now this
perilous situation is exactly analogous to that of the superior man of Line
6 of Ch'ien, who, having advanced to the highest position away from his

dynasty (ffi;I:~!H'Jif) who built the Grand Canal and forced millions of men

people and beyond his proper sphere of activity, would have occasion for

to lay out a new city with magnificent palaces i.n Lo Yang, eventually

repentance if he pressed forward in any direction.

brought about the downfall of his dynasty.

In commenting upon his

adverse circumstances lies, as pointed out in the Wen Yen Treati~;e, in

the great philosopher, actually quotes

"understanding how to press forward and how to draw back, how to keep

downfall, Wen Chung-tzu

Cs(Jtl:r) ,

tbe Yao-tz't1 of Line () of this hexagram and writes:

''After the con guest

of the Chen state, tlJe Sui dynasty exceeded tbe limit of its moral developHow sad!" ( 1J-"~!'IL~1& • ~~!tTfri:::r>l'llJ ' t£7-:) ·
Repentance, therefore, is an attribute of great value and should not be

up and how to give in without deviating from the norm" 1

(

'xii~iKtfr'~

rfli ~~ ~1:: :!t1E) .

ment but did not repent.

repressed if and when it arises in our hearts.

His wisdom in such

A few other analogies between the two corresponding hexagrams may
be pointed out here.

.First, it is written in the Lesser Symbolism of Line

6 of Ch' ien that "a state of fullness cannot last" C:fri/f~ riJ ~ U:O

.

Tbi~~

idea of fullness is actually set forth in the T'uanchuan of the Po hexagram,

Analogies and Corresponder..ces

which reads:

"The superior man attaches importance to the alternation of

growth and decay, fullness and emptine;s, as seen in the
According to the law of analogy or correspondence specially applicable

Spirit"

manife~tations

of

c;r:1·.:-frhrl1'L8Jau!lrt • xfrili) .

to the Ch'ien and K'un hexagrams, Line 6 of Ch'ien corresponds to the
Secondly, in explaining why the arrogant dragon of Line 6 of Ch'ien

Po hexagram JJ;U ~= (No. 23), the gymbol of demolition, of splitting, of

has occasion for repentance, Confucius wJites in his Wen Yen Treatise: 2
falling or causing to fall.

As such it may be applied, both in the natural

and political world, to the process of decay or downfall. Tbe Po hexagram
consists of five Yin lines below and one Yang line at the top. This Yang
line thus becomes the prominent and principal line of the hexagram.

The

dark, Yin lines are mounting upward to overthrow the last Yang line by
exerting a disintegrating influence upon it.

In other words, the inferior,

dark forces arc overcoming what is superior and strong,

"The subject of that line is noble, but without position; he dwells on high,
but has no followers among the people"

(J'tifri/t{\1: ,

.

This

situation is again analogous to that of Line 6 of Po, where the superior
man occupies a Yin position and has no one below him to give him support,
his subjects being all inferior men, bent on overthrowing him by undermining his power.

not by direct

means, but by undermining it gradually and imperceptibly, so that it
finally collapses.

r~fffiXf~)

1.
2.

\Ven Yen Treatise on Ch' ien, Chap. IV, Paragraph
Ibid: Chap. II, Paragraph 9,

~6.
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Thirdly, the arrogant dragon of Line 6 of Ch'ien is further described

[-Ching. One is that, according to the circular order of arrangement by Fu

m the Wen Yen Treatise as "facing calamity when things have gone to

Hsi of the sixty-four hexagrams, the two hexagrams in question, Ch'ien

extremes" 1 C~zm_fu)
ty"2 (-~{*~) .

,

and Kuai, are placed next to each other. 1

and as "coming to the end of his cycle of activi-

significant, is that Ch'ien and Kuai are respectively the oery first and the

The ideas of calamity suggested in these two quotations

are clearly borne out by the Yaotz'u

very last hexagrams which Confucius refers to and explains in his last

and Lesser Symbolism of Line 6 of

Appendix

Po, which indicate that "the small men overthrow their own dwellings," and
that "these dwellings can never again be of use to them"

::fPJffl-IQ.) .

(1]\.A~JJt

,

The other fact, which is more

~

(~:i~)

in which the hexagrams are taken at random in couples

according to their contrast in meaning.

I,,

In other words, Ch'ien and Kuai

are the beginning and the end of the series of hexagrams considered in the

As will be explained in the commentary on the Po hexagram,

the lines of this hexagram present the image of a house, the topmost line

last Appendix.

As there is neither beginning nor end in a complete circle,

being the roof.

When things have been carried to extremes, and when

and since the end of one cycle of spiritual manifestation is the beginning

the end of a cycle of activity is reached, the roof is shattered and the
house collapses.

of its succeeding cycle and so on, the Ch'ien and Kuai hexagrams are m
reality next to each other in that Appendix as in Fu Hsi's diagram.
:, i

We have thus noted how the meaning of all the six lines of Ch'ien

Transformation cf Line

can be corroborated by that of their corresponding lines in related hexagrams.

Let us now proceed to consider how the meaning of Line 6 of Ch'ien

of Tui

==

(No. 58) reads: "Tui means gladness.

=·

Holy Retreat
Timely retirement from an extreme pog1t10n does not invariably mean

the nature of men." 3 Obviously, timely retirement from an extreme position

retirement from the highest attainable position of worldly honour.

is a cor1·ect as well as advantageous step, one that is in harmony with Spirit

means that every period of activity must be succeeded by a corresponding

and the feelings of men.

period of rest.

Then, after the transformation or retirement of

Line 6, the entire hexagram becomes Kuai - - (No. 43).

,

According to

It alse>

This applies to the small cycles of our daily life as well

as to the greater cycles nf seasonal manifestation. The absolute universality
of this law of

this Kuai hexagram is the symbol

periodjcity~one

of the fundamental teachings of the !-Ching

for "a host of dragons without exposing their heads" (~~ , J!$r~,;e-l§z~

-is not only a doctrine of Metaphysics but also one of physical sdence

) , which is the subject of the next paragraph in the text.

which bas observed and recorded this law throughout nature.

Now,

the

I

such as Day and Night, Life and Death, Sleeping and Waking, so common,

the dragon.

perfectly universal and without exception, make it easy to comprehend this

There is, therefore, a close relationship between this Kuai

absolutely fundamental law of the universe.

The significance of this connection

'

.

,

I

'

•

-

·"

'

It may indeed be true that

of His followers, and the renunciation of the world by the Hindoo

1.

'

o

',1 I I

the periodic retirement of Jesus Christ into the mountains, the "holy retreat"

is clearly borne out by two facts not often noticed by students of the
Chap. III, Paragraph 15.
2. Chap. IV, Paragraph 22.
3,~E'J '3tiift·;i!. • lilllU<=PllD~ • ID~:J;tfl]t{ • ~llWI-:fxffiJ£1-"fA

:
:''

Alternations

topmost Yin line of Kuai indicates the necesJity for the transformation of
hexagram and the Ch'ien hexagram.

'

It is strong inside and

and correctness and, therefore, must be in accord with the will of Spirit and

(~~u~::Yi-)

'

earnest students of the !-Ching.

The T'uanchuan

meek or gentle outside, indicating that gladness should be based on utility

a work by Ch'u Ta-chun

,,

line of a hex;agram should be carefully followed up and understood by all

can be borne out by the effects of its transformation. First, when this line
changes into Yin the upper trigram becomes Tui :§t

This pervasive correspondence in the shades of meaning for every

t

1

A

l, See Diagram in the IntroJuction,

San-

'1,
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YAOTZ'U OF LINE 6 OF CH'IEN HEXAGRAM

nyasis are all spiritual endeavours in harmony with that eternal law.

It

follows, therefore, that he who exerts himself for days and nights at a

Even to the steps of the remotest throne,
Down, do·wn!

stretch without peace and without rest, and attempts to conquer Nature

Through the grey, void abysm,

by the use of stimulating drugs, runs the risk of breaking one of her im-
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I

I

Down, down!

mutable laws, and will surely have occasion for repentance when she rightly

Where the air is no prism,

retaliates with a "break-down" of hiG nervous system. His situation would

And the moon and stars are not,

be exactly the same as that of the dragon which has exceeded the limits

And the cavern crags wear not

of his sphere of activity.

The radiance of Heaven,

He should do exactly as the dragon to save

himself in such circumstances-- retreat to the depths below.

Nor the gloom to Earth given,
Where there is One. pervading, One alone,
Down, down! 1

Self-lnteriorization

11':,'

''

The I-Ching does not stop here in regard to its teaching on the necessity
of timely retirement.

Divination

It goes much further and deeper, revealing in Chapter
The topmost line occupies the extreme position

Prognosis a?out War:

11 of the Great Treatise one form of spiritual retirement which is of su-

Its subject bs exceeded the proper limits.

of Ch'ien.

"cleanses his mind" with Spiritual Significance, and then "withdraws it in-

a war situation in which the military forces have advanced too far and

wards", focussing it on "the innermost secret depth of his own conGciousness",

have occ'3.sion for repentance.

where there is neither desire nor emotion, neither mental activity nor

the victoriou3 armies have become conceited, overbearing, and complacent.

aspiration, but just pure Being, perfect Peace, "Peace that passes all under-

As explained in the Lesser Symbolism of Line 6, such a state of fullness

. In our ordinary consciousness we are

cannot be sustained for any length of time-that is to say, the present

standing"

(~)\jj\:Jl.'ffi.:lrN~D

constantly turned outwards towards the external world and are occupied

to live and move in perfect harmony with spiritual laws, he must from time
to time withdraw his mind from the outer world and from his emotions and
thoughts and turn towarda the secret centre of his

innermo~t

consciousness-

About Business:

Down, down!

It may also represent a situation in which

In putting up prices or even m profiteering, there is

a limit beyond which not only will profits begin to decrease but heavy
losses rna y be incurred.

Line 6 indicates extreme or excessive profiteering

-a condition which cannot long be tolerated.
About Worldly Honours:

To the deep, to the deep,

to

position of the army cannot long be maintained.

with many desires, anxieties and thoughts. Such a mode of life is perfectly
right for an ordinary rnan of the world; but, if the superior man wishes

Thi3

correspond~

preme importance even to the sage himself. We shall learn later how the sage

Line 6 indicates that the person concerned

has already attained his highest position.

He should now not only cease

striving for further advance but he should make up his mind to retire.

Through the shade of sleep,

Otherwise, his present condition of fullness may be detrimental to him.

Through the cloudy strife
Of Death and of Life;

About Illness:

Through the veil and the bar

Of things which

~eern

and are,

Line 6 indicates that the Yang-energy or life-force of

the patient has attained the highest point a,t which tra,nsforrnation, i,e. 1
~.

Shelley, Prometheus l/n~()Und,
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metamorphosis, must take place.
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He has come to the end of his life-cycle.
CHAPTER X

The phrase "cannot last" or "cannot long be maintained" in the text
signifies that the patient is in a critical position and may pass away any

On The lJ se of Yang Lines

moment.
About Marriage: Marriage marks the beginning of a new career. Line

6 which marks the end of a cycle must therefore be considered as a bad sign.
The idea of "having occasion for repentance", too, clearly signifies that

USE OF YANG LINES:

the marriage cannot be a successful and happy one.

A HOST OF DRAGONS APPEARING WITHOUT

About Childbi1·th:

EXPOSING THEIR HEADS.
THERE WII,L BE GOOD FOR TUNE.

A Yang line in a Yang symbol incicates the birth

of a baby-boy, but, in the present case, anxiety may be felt for the child,
because, while birth means the beginning of life, Line 6 marks the end.
LESSER SYMBOLISM: "USE OF YANG LINES".
SPIRIT WITH ITS A TTRLBUTES CANNOT REVEAL
ITSELF AS THE GODHEAD (THE FIRST CAUSE).
The texts of tbe Ch 'ien and K'un hexagrams have each an extra
paragraph by tbe Duke of Chou, the former dealing with the use of Yang

;

lines (or the number Nine) and the latter with the use of Yin lines (or
11,

the number Six).

These are followed by two extra paragraphs in Lesser

Symbolisms by Confucius explaining what the Duke meant.

There are

at least four different interpretations of the meaning of these four extra
paragraphs.

First Interpretation
According to Lai Chih-teh

C?Rzm) and Liu Yuan

(~Ui5t),

they are

integral parts of the Yaotz'us and the Lesser Symbolisms concerning the
topmost lines of the first two hexagrams, and embody the advice given
by the Duke of Chou to those who find themselves in the extreme positions
indicated by those two lines.

In tbe Ch'ien hexagram, the six Yang lines

are understood as representing a host of dragons.

Now a dragon is a

Yang creature and his bead is the Yang portion of his body. The topmost
lin~

of a hex:agram represents the head, while the lowest line represents

I
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the tail. Therefore, when it is said that the host of dragons should appear
e~posing

without

their heads, it means that the topmost line of Ch'ien

should not appear as a Yang line.

As intimated in the preceding com-

mentary on Line 6, it should either conceal itself, through transposition,
in the humble correlative position 3 of K'un, or transform itself into Yin
so as to become submissive and acquiescent instead of assuming a head-strong,
positive attitude which is usually so disastrous to anyone occupying an
extreme pos1t10n.
The reason is that even Spirit, with all its divine
attributes, does not reveal itself at the head of all things. It follows that
no human being who wishes to live in harmony with the law of Spirit

authorities quoted in the Chou I Che Chung
T'ung (~~if:im_).

According to their views, the extra paragraphs of the
Ch'ien and K.'un hexagrams embody the principle of divination, as has

been described in the Introduction.

The correctness of this interpretation is attested by the nature of the
analogies and correspondences of the six lines of Ch'ien.

It will be re-

called that in the five hexagrams which correspond to the first five lines

Jt =~

,

and Pi

--

==
==
Jt ==
--

Shih 8ili

-==
=-= ,

Ts'ien ill

-==:

=='

Yii

the Yang line is concealed in the midst of

the Yin lines, it does not show itself at the top of the figure.
This is
one of the reasons why all the five hexagrams in q~estion indicate "good
fortune".

To be precise, the following lines are particularly auspicious:

Line I of Fu, Line 2 of Shih, Line 3 of Ts'ien

=.; ,

Line 4 of Yii, and

Line 5 of Pi,--i.e., all the Yang lines in those hexagrams.
the Po hexagram $JU

---

As regard!3

a§ which corresponds to the topmost line of Ch'ien,

we see at once that a Yang line is exposed at the top of the figure, thu:s
suggesting the idea of a dragon exposing its head or of a headstrong man
making his appearance at the head of things.
The situation is not only
inauspicious but actually disastrous, for Line 6 of Po indicates that "the
house of the inferior man is overthrown" (!]\A$JUPJ), although "a superior
man may receive a caniage"

divided by four, the quotient is always one of four numbers: 6, 7, 8 and
9. Since 7 and 9 are Yang numbers and 6 and 3 are Yin, a Yang line
is drawn when the quotient is either 7 or 9, and a Yin line is drawn
when the quotient is either 6 or 8. But a special mark is attached to the
I.

The 9 and the 6 are the "old Yang" and

;'I'

"old Yin" respectively and must be used in divination as the very symbols
indicating the prognosis in question.
The rule is that, when the whole
hexagram is formed as a result of the divination proces3, all the old-Yang
and old-Yin lines (if any) must be transformed into their polar opposites
to form a new hexagram. We have thus an original hexagram (Pen K.ua

4s::!D

and a transformed hexagram (Chih Kua

zJ~).

Now which hexa-

gram is to be considered and which paragraph read as the response to the
particular divination depends upon the transformation of the lines or the
absence of such transformation. For the adequate understanding of the
extra paragraph in question, three instances are sufficient. First, when
there is no transformation at all in the established hexagram, the T'uan
of the hexagram (i.e., the explanatory paragraph by King Wen) is to be
considered and interpreted as the given prognosis. Secondly, if only one
line in the hexagram is to be transformed, then that particular line is to
be regarded as representing the situation of the co.nsulting party, and the
Yaotz'u of that line should be considered as the required instruction for
his guidance. Thirdly, if all the lines of the hexagram are to be transformed, then tl1e T'uan of the transformed hexagram is to be considered

I '.
I •

1: 'I' I

and interpreted as the prognosis. In regard to this third instance, an ex·
ception is made in the case of the first two hexagrams, Ch'ien and K.'un.

(;g-=f{~~).

The exception is this: if the Ch'ien hexagram is obtained in divination,
and if all the six lines happen to be old -Yang lines (all represented by
9) which must be transformed, then it is not the T'uan of the transform-

Second Interpretation
The second interpretation 1s given by Chu Hsi

It may be recalled here that, when

the balance of the stalks, left over after their correct manipulation, is

whenever the quotient is 6.

1£ : : ,

and the Tu I Hui

Yang line whenever the quotient is 9, and another to the Yin line

should make a show of himself at the head of things.

of Ch'ien, namely, Fu

(mJ~tJTrj:l)
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and those

ed hexagram (i.e., the K'un hexagram) but this extra paragraph of Ch'ien

.

''

~-,==>;-=~--~-"'''""""""-~~-

that is to be considered and interpreted for the necessary instructions.
same applies to the K'un hexagram.

The

If all the lines of this hexagram

are to be transformed, its seventh extra paragraph by the Duke of Chou
IS
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to be considered as the correct response.

other authorities on the I -Ching, according to whom the consulting party
who obtains the Ch'ien hexagram of all old-Yang lines should study, not
this special paragraph, but the T'uantz'us of both the Ch'ien and K'un
hexagrams, for the required instruction and guidance.

This means that

the same couple of T'uantz'us are to be studied no matter whether the

It seems that this exception to the general principle of divination was

hexagram obtained is Ch'ien or K'un provided all the lines are to be

duly recognized in the ancient commentaries on the !-Ching, because a

transformed.

passage from one of them was quoted by Ts'ai Mo (~J.f!!D in the 29th

two cases, and it is to explain this that the two extra paragraphs are in-

year of Chao Kung of Lu (recorded in the Tso Chuan, i.e., Tso Ch'iu

troduced into the text.

Ming's Commentary on Confucius's Spri-ng and Autumn Annals),

(li:~Jlrli3

0-=.+nif. • ~~B • J!.l~~z • :ffi~LZ.frPF3 • iiffl~mffl· · · · · ·fiJ$EI • 5!.
f!~X-§r • tf), and this quotation of Ts'ai Mo was accepted and followed
by Chu Hsi and his contemporaries.

The reason for this exception as

But there is a marked difference in meaning between the
The difference is this:

the transformation of

Ch'ien into K'un signifies that Yang is rooted in Yin (§l.!jl"z:ffijj;$ • J:l,IJ~ffij
t.&~z~-Jn), and that the strong subject of Ch'ien, while preserving his

positive and assertive cha:ractcr, should at the same time be capable of
softness and passive acquiescence (:;;"; 3( ~~ • [l/ijijffijfil?:~D.

On the other

given by many scholars is that the Ch'ien and K'un hexagrams represent

hand the transformation of K'un into Ch'ien means that the weak sub-

Spirit and Earth, and that it is not natural for the consulting party who

ject of K'un, while retaining his soft and acquiescent nature, should at

obtains the Spirit-symbol of six old-Yang lines to disregard it entirely and

the same time be capable of positive assertion and creative activity ( §l :!::$

consider only the T'uan of the Earth-symbol.

Therefore, to meet such an

'

[h]lji'i , fJ,IJJi~jffifi~Z.~lli).

The significance of the former transformation

unusual case, a special paragraph is introduced into the Ch'ien hexagram to

is borne out by the host of dragons rooting themselves in Yin by appearing

serve as a substitute for the T'uan of K'un, wbile another is introduced into

without exposing their heads (i.e., the Yang portions of their bodies),

K'un for the same purpose.

while t1mt of the latter transformation is expressed by the extra paragraph
of K'un which advises the consulting party to "perpetuate his correctness~
firmness" and attain his goal by tempering his passive and acquiescent

originally meant and intended by the Duke of Chou, what does such a

nature with some suitable creative activity. (;;k~;f.!;g • ffi]QL:;k%t 'Ji~iffifl!

pictorial idea as "a host of dragons appearing without heads" signify to

~~t\!.).1

the consulting party in the divination?

According to Chu Hsi, the trans-

formation of the six Yang lines into Yin means the conversion of a strong
and assertive attitude into one of tenderness and pliability.
masculine powers by concealing tbeir heads in the clouds.

Third Interpretation

Such a change

is symbolized by the host of dragons who withhold the cxpreS3ion of their
To the consul-

ting party it means that he should moderate his temperament or his mode
of life by changing his headstrong and assertive attitude into one of tenderness and acquiescence and that good fortune will result from such a
change.
The treatment of this special paragraph as a response to divination
applicable only to the Ch'ien hexagram has been severely criticized by

'
'

Now, supposing this second interpretation to be the correct one as

The third interpretation is set forth by Jen Ch'i-yun ({I@:~) in his
commentary on the !-Ching called Chou I Hsi Hsin (fim~{jb~,). According
to his interpretation, this extra paragraph explains the general rule for the
determination of the ruling line or the "lord" of a hexagram.

The sub-

ject of ruling lines has been dwelt upon in the commentary on the Yaotz' u of Line 5.

In connection with this special paragraph, the ruling line

of a hexagram is either Yang or Yin according as the trigram to which

'
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it belongs is derived by the "use of nine" (i.e., the application or appeal
of K'un to Ch'ien for a Yang line) or by the "use of six" (the application or appeal of Ch'ien to K'un for a Yin line).

The meaning of this

will be clearly understood when we bear in mind the fact that the Ch'ien
and K'un trigrams are generally regarded as the parent trigrams, while
the remaining six trigrams are considered as their "six children" c~~h~;\

·=F-).

Just as Creation depends upon th~ interaction and co-operation of

the Masculine and Feminine Principles, just as child-birth presupposes the

Use of 1st Six:

---'"'---

!3~
Sun ::;;.-"'
' eldest
Li ~l. second

~--
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daughter

_,..._

daughter (r"f.l~).

In the course of our study of the I -Chi-ng, we shall frequently find
trigrams representing sons or daughters of the t!n·ee orders.
hexagram r<!Z

Thus the Hsien

~=' which ~;ignifies mutual attraction or mutual influence,

C:=

&

=)

interrelationship of father and mother, so . the "six children" of Ch'ien

consists of the Ken and Tui trigrams

and K'un arc the outcome of the interaction of the two parent trigrams.

youngest son" and "the youngest daughter" respectively.

==

C:fk9:).

-----t=
-__
-- Tui 9:, youngest daughter C!PvJ.
Use of 3rd Six: -- ·- Use of 2nd Six:

representing "the
This shows that

=), which

the "Nines" used by Ch'ien and the ·'Sixes" used by K'un upon each other

consist of one Yang and two Yin line~, are produced by the "usc of nines",

for tbe production of the 3ix children-trigrams are diffused among various

i.e., by the appeal of K'un to Ch'ien for Yang lines and the consequent

hexagrams of the I-Ching, and, wherever they appear, they are generally

employment of those Yang lines in the three positions of K'un (H~ JXB!: j;~

recognized as the lords of the respective hexagrams.

ft:jcffJ!t:htf~;l~l).

Creative and Yin the Ru.eptive, tl:e use of l\ine generally denotes positive

Thus the Chen, K'an and Ken trigrams

(=,

and

This can be illustrated as follows:--

Since Yang is the

zctivity, while itc me of Six denotes negative passivity.
CH' IEN TRIG RAM

ICUN TRIGRAM

--

--

and one Yin, and then ascertain whether they lmrmoniously respond to
each other as correlatives or conflict with each other as antagonists.

=

=====Chen
·c·~~'")
---)>--..;.rx: ' eldest
. . , son (<=.EH)
R7J •

Use of 2nd Nine, i.e., employment of 2nd Yang line of Ch'ien m 2nd
position of K'un: = - · = = =

==

ing any hexagram it is cs~ential first of all to consid~ the ruling lines,
then find out whether tbey are both Yang or both Yin lines, or one Yang

Usc of 1st Nine, i.e., employment of lst Yang line of Ch'ien in 1st pos;tion of K'un:

lienee, in study-

The

totality of these Yang ruling lines scattered throughout the sixty-four
hexagrams is, according to

J en

Ch'i-yun, metaphorically called "the host

of dragons".

K'an (J:J\), second son (cf-l_.IJj).

Use of 3rd Nine, i.e., employment of 3rd Yang line of Ch'ien in 3rd

=

position of K'un: = - - - = = = K e n (JZ), youngest son

(=,

CP!JD.

Now, why is it that the host of dragons must appear withottt exposing
their heads?

Because the Chief Trigram, the :J\1aster-Symbol, Ch'ien,

=), which

which is the source of all the Yang ruling lines, conceals or loses its own

consist of one Yin and two Yang lines, are produced by the "use of sixes",

identity as soon as tbose Yang lines emanating from it merge into K'un

i.e., by the appeal of Ch'ien to K'un for Yin lines and the consequent

to form separate trigrams, just as the identity of the father, who is in

employment of those Yin lines in the three positions of Ch'ien (:W~iiHt+r
:l:$J!Ut:f~-:f4Jt) thus:

reality the "cause" of his son, is concealed in the son who grows up as

Similarly the Sun, Li and Tui trigrams

K'UN

----

and

an entirely new creative individuality, essentially unique and independent
of the father.

CH'IEN

A most interesting illustration of this truth is furnished by

chemistry in the remarkable fact that when clements unite to form compounds, they completely lose their identity.

An excellent example of this

is found in common salt, which contains sodium (a soft, silvery metal
that liberates hydrogen from water) and

chlorine (a greenish-yellow,
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In a chemical union, however, these elements form salt,

a white compound which is agreeable to the taste.

-233

perhaps, the most philosophical of them all, and which exhibits a distinct

The mystery is that,

congruency between the ideas of the extra paragraph of the Ch'ien hexa-

having united to form salt, the two elements completely lose their iden-

gram and those embodied in the following two corresponding passages from

tity and cannot by any means be distinguished.

the Wen Yen Treatise:

This applies not only

,,

'I!

to trigrams, children and chemical compounds, but also to World-Creation
at large. When Spirit ~as the-~Efficient ,Cause of all things ~permeates Nature, different realms of living things appear _·_in their developed forms.
Everywhere signs of spiritual penetration are perceptible but the Efficient
Cause itself cannot by any mean(be distinguished (5E§~ • §!5P5G-ill. • .fL:

~~~~··~~·~·~~¥·~~m~ft·rus~~~·~~~~~~·

(I) "The use of Nines (i.e., Yang lines) by Ch'ien Yuan indicates

there will be perfect order on Earth" C.!¥t~ff.lft

(2) "The use of Nines by Ch'ien Yuan reveals the mode of opera-

tion of the Law of Spirit" (ljit;~ffl)L • ]Jj!~}trj).

itc7E§).

'I
,,,

The Absolute

In accordance with this fact, the spiritual man devotes himself to the
culture and nourishment of his inner Being which is not apparent to the
senses.

• J(Tt€:1'-th).

Although he expresses this inner Being in creative activities of all

kinds, yet he ever maintains an _attitude of absolute detachment, standing

II:!

The gist of this fourth interpretation is found m Yao P'ei-chung's
Commentary on the !-Ching
According

(~j!Ecpfi!li~"M.a~).

to Yao, there is first of all an Omnipresent, Eternal,

aloof from his creations just as Absolute Reality -=::transcend(Creation in

BoundleS'3, and Immutable Principle, on which all speculation is impossi-

spite of its being the very cause of it.

ble, since it transcends the power of human conception and cannot be ex-

Being always himself, alone with

"the Alone", he is absolutely free, effortlessly and spontaneously respond-

pres3ed by any human skill.

ing to external events without ever identifying or entangling himself with

--"unthinkable and unspeakable" (~PJ,\~~t~).

them.

Thus, it is recorded in the Confucian Analects that "there were

four things from which the Master was entirely free.

He had no foregone

conclusions, no arbitrary predeterminations, no obstinacy, and no egoism"
C7-:m~

• :!ij:~ .. :!Jj£- .. :!ij:ffil

.. :!Jj~).

This signifies that the perfect sage is

one with "Spirit" in his spontaneity.::;~He may have led the whole world
"from the unreal

to~

the

Real,-~ from-~ darknes(.to; Light, [from~:death

to

Immortality", yet he conceals his Spiritual Self and quietly and unostentatiously lives on as if he has accomplished nothing and is entirely "nonacting"

It is beyond the range and reach of thought,

CJUIPf~~C.~~

• W~J}]§'J(T'

~~1:~' ~~!!Jjji$JjJ' ;f,Z,£

1m~' !ffPJm~~i~Z.im§~).

Such, indeed, is the complete man--the
spiritual dragon who appears without exposing his head!

Fourth lnterpretation
We have now come to the last of the four interpretations which is,

This Principle is the One Absolute Reality which antecedes all manifested, conditioned Being.

This Infinite and Eternal Cause is the Rootless

Root of "all that was, is, or ever shall be".

It is of course devoid of all

attributes and is essentially without any relation to manifested, finite Being.
It is "Be-ness" rather than Being, and is beyond all thought or speculation.
This One Absolute Reality is called, in the !-Ching, T'ai Chi C-*fi),
i.e., The Supreme Ultim:tte. It is symbolized by an unbroken circle
0 - - a forcibly limited symbol, in view of the limitation of the
human mind. It is symbolized also as consisting of two aspects, namely,
Yang or the Masculine Aspect and Yin or the Feminine Aspect. Thus it
is written in the Great Treatise, "In the I there is the Supreme Ultimate,
from which are derived the two primary forces" c~~J;:f.i '~!±.WJ{-). 1
1 Section I, Chapter XI, Paragraph 70.
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And again:

"Yin and Yang constitute the Tao" 1
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symbolized by the Ch'ien hexagram which consists of all Yang lines, while
Matter is symbolized by the K'un hexagram which consists of all Yin

It is interesting to note that Lao Tsu's description of the Tao in Chap-

lines.

ter XXV of his Tao Teh Ching corroborates the conception of the Absolute
as expressed above. He writes:

Spirit: The Real Creative Principle

There was a complete, amorphous something before Spirit and
Earth

were born.

Tranquil!

Boundless!

alone and

It is of supreme importance to point out here that the Absolute, as the

It may be

Causeless Cause of Spirit and Matter, is ever concealed, ever incognizable.

Abiding

changing not! Extending everywhere without risk.
styled the Mother of the Universe.

the Tao.

trarily forcing a name upon it, I_ called it the Great.
may be said to be ever-flowing.
be remote. Remote, it returns.

real creative principle is Spirit, and it is this Spirit Principle which, in the

Great, it

!-Ching, is called "Ch'ien Yuan", i.e., the great and originating power

Earth's standard is Spirit.

The Tao's standard is Spontaneity. 2

l'i

It is also called the Great Breath, a symbol sufficiently graphic to

need no further elucidation.
King is also great. In space there are four that are great, and
the King dwells there as one of them.

1!

In Greek philosophy it is called the Logos Sperma-

indicated by Ch'ien.

tikos.

The Tao, then, is great; Spirit 1s great; Earth 1s great; a

Spirit's standard is the Tao.

The

Arbi-

Ever-flowing, it may be said to

Man's ideal standard is Earth.

i'

Being the absolute container of all that is, whether manifested or unmanifested, it is the Absolute All, and as such does not evolve or create.

I do not know its name, but designate it -

!

Now this Spirit Principle is credited in the

!-Ching with four attributes or functions, Yuan Heng Li Cheng.

These

attributes can only belong to Spirit, because Absolute Reality, being the
Supreme All, can have no attributes at all, the term Absoluteness very
naturally precluding any idea of thr finite from being connected with it.
When we say that the Absolute cannot create C~*-1lfU~

• j(;t.l.f::r- §!JiD,

we

do not deny a Creative Principle; we simply refuse, very logicaily, to
Tao, the One Reality, the Absolute, is the field of Absolute Conscious-

attribute "creation" and especially formation -

ness, i.e., that Es3ence which is out of all proportion to conditioned exist-

Infinite Principle.

ence, and of which conscious existence is a conditioned symbol.

Absolutes in a universe

But once

we pas:~ in thought from the Absolute to the Relative, duality supervenes
in the contrast of Spirit and Matter, Subject and Object.

ot an

Since there can be neither two Infinities nor two
supposed to be boundless, this

Self-Existence ( §!

::t\:j:o.Jifm~~) can hardly be conceived of as creating and evolving. In
this All lies concealed the co-eternal and co-eval emanation or inherent

;tE •

radiation, which, becoming periodically Yin Spirit and Matter are, however, to be regarded not as independent

something finite -

Yang or the male-female

Potency, expands itself into the manifested universe.

realities, but as the two symbols or aspects of the Absolute, which con! ;

stitute the basis of conditioned Being whether subjective or objective.

Spirit, the Yang aspect of the Absolute, is therefore the real Creative

Spirit is the Yang or Masculine Aspect, while Primitive Matter or Cosmic

Principle, while Cosmic Matter representing bare passivity, is the vehicle of

Substance is the Yin or Feminine Aspect.

its manifestation.

In the !-Ching, Spirit is

The contrast and mutual co-operation of these two

aspects of the Absolute 1 Section I, Chapter V, Paragraph 24.

z~~m~·~~~~·~~~~·~EOO~~·~ffrn~~·m~~~~·~~~~~·

*ZEm·~~zE*•*E~·~E~·~E~·~*'~*'~*·~~*·~~~
~*•OOI~~-~·A~~·~~~·~~·m~~~·

Yang and Yin, Spirit and Matter -

is essential

to the existence of the manifested universe.
Now how does Spirit create?

It creates through the agency of an m-

I
'ill
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finitude of creative Yang powers which are all rooted in Spirit itself.

things of the present day, you will then understand things from

This infinitude of created potencies proceeding from Spirit is symbolized

their very beginning in remote antiquity.

in the !-Ching by a group of Yang lines, and is figuratively called "a
host of dragons".

Here, indeed, is the clue to the Tao. 1

Thus the six Yang lines of Ch'ien represent the six
all the

Since Reality has no beginning, and cannot reveal itself at the head

Yang lines in the remaining sixty-two hexagrams are all derived from

of things, the host of dragons symbolized by the six Yang lines of Ch'ien

Ch'ien and can be considered as creative agents for Spirit.

therefore appear without exposing their heads (J[$ftX1D·

dragons and are all rooted in

Ch'ien, i.e., in Spirit.

Similarly,

Now, for rea-

they appear in this manner will there be good fortune.

distinction to the Yin lines which are designated "Sixes".

Therefore,

of this will be more deeply understood when we study for a while the

figuratively speaking, it may be said that Ch'ien Yuan uses the "Nines"

T'ai hexagram~ :;::;: (No. II) which indicates peace and success, and

Now the question arises:

can Spirit with its

at~

tributes reveal itself as the Master or Supreme Employer of the host of
dragons~

In other words, can Spirit reveal itself as the First Cause (i.e.,

the P'i hexagram ::§

==

wrong order of things.

(No. 12) which represents

obstruction or a

of Chou and Confucius sought to answer in the above extra paragraph of

Yang lines that constitute the Ch'ien trigram, in spite of their superiori-

the text and its Lesser Symbolism.

ty to Yin lines, occupy the lower half of the hexagram, instead of appear-

attributes cannot reveal itself as the First Cause, the reason being that

ing at the top or "at the head".

Spirit is the active condition of that "Essence" which is ever concealed,

it in the humbler place which gives rise to the condition of peace and

ever incognizable.

success.

It is true that Nature is, to a degree, objective and

does not reveal His Godhead.

What, then, does the P'i hexagram signify? In the P'i hexagram,

however, the Ch'ien trigram which represents Spirit occupies the upper

Lao Tsu explains the truth beautifully in

half of the hexagram above the three Yin lines; in other words, Spirit

is concealed.

Chapter XIV of his Tao Teh Ching:

i'

"'I

And yet it is this concealment of Spir-

God

tangible, but the Spirit Principle which fructifies it

I,

Now in the T'ai hexagram the Ch'ien trigram

which represents Spirit is the lower trigram; that is to say, all the three

The answer is that Spirit with its

'!

Tbe significance

This is the question which the Duke

the Head jG§) of World-Creation?

!

Only when

sons already explained, the Yang lines are designated "Nines", in contra-

in Universal Creation.

i

''

reveals itself at the top or the foremost place.

What is the result?

A

condition of obstruction and of misfortune, giving rise to a wrong order
Looked for, but invisible--it may be named "colourless".
Listened for, but inaudible--it may be named "elusive".
Clutched at but unattainable--it rna y be named "subtle".

of things.
It is clear, then, that Ch' ien Yuan cannot reveal itself as the First

These three cannot be unravelled by questioning, for they blend
into one.

Cause in spite of the fact that it is the "User" or "Employer" of the

Neither brighter above, nor darker below.
Its line, though continuous, is nameless, and m that it reverts
to vacuity.

harmony with Spirit and to manifest themselves as auspicious influences,

It may be styled "The form of the formless";
"The image of the imageless"; in a word--"The indefinite".

"Nines" (Jt=LfL).

We are thus led to understand why, in order to be in

the host of dragons must appear without exposing their heads.

It is well

known among the Chinese people that a divine dragon exposes only its tail
and never its head (ffr$i~Ji!.~~]!.tfr).

Jen Ch'i-yun, in explaining the

paragraph in question, describes how the dragon who is trying to obtain

Go in front of it, and you will discover no beginning;
Follow after and you will perceive no end.
Lay hold of this ancient doctrine; apply it in controlling the

l lfili!2=FJ!1!JEf5!:£; ~ll!!Z.?Flil'l~S$; :f;f2.:t':}i~EI ~ : JE:t~:t'iUiili! 't&m.ffil~- o ~..!::
~ 'H:T~ • tM'f'"ii:f~ • ~~liW.l • :l:li~AA '~~ • :l:~'[t( ~ • )gJ 21"
J!;ttr~ 'n.t.?f'~~~ o ~tr~ '~~4-z:tr • Jlf:gml!i'M 'k~i1ire •

i: '.1
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water conceals his head and relaxes his tail, ·and how tbe water from

111

underground spontaneously and with tLe greatest force rises to meet hi:;

employs its Yang powers (the host of dragons) as its creative agents, so

needs.

Slnm employed five of his worthy subjects as chief ministers, namely, Yti

Fortunate, therefore, will be tbe superior man who, in trying to

this special paragraph in the text of the !-Ching.

Just as Ch'ien Yuan

be master of all situations in life, cultivates c.uch profundity of thought

~'

Superintendent of Works, Chi~' Superintendent of Agriculture, Hsieh

and being within himself, that people who come into personal contact

~'

Minister of Instruction, Kao Yao l'j!,[Y,lH, Minister of Justice, and Po I

with him cannot fathom the depth of his consciousness, just as tbey cannot

{S:fiit, Warden of Woods and Marshes.

perceive tbe heads of the host of dragons.

Confucius 'when he Sclid tbat Shun did nothing.

And this is exactly how Con-

One should not here misunderstand
The significance of this

fucius found Lao Tzu when he called upon l1im to enquire about rites

rernark does not lie in tile fact tl1at Shun did notbing, but in tbe fact

and ceremonies.

After the interview the Master told his disciples, "In

tbat bis existence rneant more than all his activities and his higher Being

regard to birds, I know they can fly; in regard to fish, I know they can

gave a mea:1ing and direction not only to his own actions but to those of

swim; in regard to animals, I know tbey can run.

his subjects as well.

For those that can

In the same sense the Chinese doctrine of non-action

run, I can use nets; for those that can swim, I can use tbc fishing rod;

---Wu Wei---should not be misunderstood.

for tbose that can fly, I can use the arrows.

emphasizes tbe supremacy of Being.

As for the dragon, I cannot

understand how he mounts the winds and clouds and flies in the sky.
have today seen Lao Tzu.

I

He is indeed like a dragon."

It means effective effortlessness as tlle

first and chief characteristic of a true ruler.

It means that the purpose of

life of the people and the means for its fulfilment are conceived by the
ruler in tile still depths of his Being.

Only wben a ruler has penetrated

into the deepest layer of his Being and has become one with Ch'ien Yuan,

Emperor Yao and Emperor Shun
As above, so below.

In essence, this doctrine

i.e., with tbe Tao, could he rule in an ideal manner.

As Ch'icn Yuan underlies all manifestations as

As taught in tbe

Tao Teh Cl':..i&g, tl1e Tao is "eternally actionless and the cause of all ac-

their cause without ever revealing itself in its totality, scJ the sage-rulers of

tion".

In history there lmve been very few cases of such god-like sage-

ancient China carried out the efficient government of tbeir empire without

rulers.

Perbaps the only other sage-ruler of this kind vvas Emperor Yao,

showing much of their person.

the predecessor of Shun.

Having penetrated into, and polarized

tl1emselves in, the profoundest depth of Spiritual Significance, they lived
practically beyond name and form, and ruled in accordance with the
standards of absolute truth.
act purposefully.

Like Ch'ien Yuan, they needed no longer to

Their higher Being made itself felt naturally and

spontaneously without any consciims effort.

It was in this way that Em-

perors Yao and Shun lived and ruled China in ancient times.

Of the

latter, Confucius said, "Was it not Shun who governed eff)'cicntly without
personal effort?

What did he do?

In the Confucian Analects he is eulogized in these

terms:
Great indeed. was Yao as a sovereign!

How majestic he was!

It is only Spirit that is grand, and only Y ao could be its coequal.

How vast was his virtue!

The people could find no name

~~ C*~·~~~Efu·M·~·~~m*·~~M~···~·
'-ciDEJ'~ h %)
l~'"'fjto~:t
'"~ .

He did nothing but gravely and

Chinese history records that when Yao ruled, there was perfect peace

reverently sit on the throne with his face turned toward the south."

and harmony in the empire, but so thoroughly did he conceJ.l himself

Furthermore, it was recorded in the Confucian Analects that "Shun h;lrl

that the people were hardly a ware of his existence. They all felt indepen-

(~fjgl_]iA_ffjj.JZ-TM').

dent 0f him and yet acted according to his will (/f'~~:ffi • Jilf{,Wzftij).

five ministers, and there was peace m his empire"
These
his

two

model

sayings
m

testify

that

Shun

e-overnrnent

and

lived

regarded
up

to

Ch'ien

Yuan

as

~he tea<;:hin~ embodied

l. Book VIII, Chapter :1,9,

--··-·······-----
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So happy and innocent were they that they slapped their bellies and sang
songs such as this:
When the sun rises
We begin our work;
When the sun sets

Part I I

We retire to rest;

We dig wells for our drink,

I

We till the fields for our food.
What has the emperor's power to do with us? 1

I

THE CH'IEN HEXAGRAlV1

I

The above stories of Yao and Shun dramatize the supreme moral
attributes which distinguished them from all the succeeding rulers.

Two

famous Chinese historians, Pan Ku :E)l[!!tl and Liu Ku ~~@l, have paid high

I

I

t

tributes to Emperor Yao and referred to the close relationship which the
sage-ruler had established with Ch'ien Yuan, the Tao.

Pan Ku writes:

f'No dynasty has excelled T'ao T'ang (i.e., the dynasty of Emperor Yao)
in moral sublimity and spiritual brilliancy which enabled the Emperor to
search into the Ch'ien Principle above and ride on the wings of dragons
below" (;ff~..tmfzJtrJ • ~lf<ftJ; • ffiJ~~!!t!~ • J2JJ~~l?-JE6t~ • ~*¥~~
). Liu Ku writes: "Emperor Yao searched into the attributes of Spirit
whereby the creative power of Yang is employed.

Regarding Spirit as

his model, he did not rule personally, but employed a group of sages as
his featherS and wings," i.e,, aS his assistantS
~rmm•~~~Jo

c~mmnz7Z~

I

:::r:§!m

f

.

3c
of Ch'ien that the sage who has reached his

goal need no longer act purposefully -the profundities within his

~eing

work directly and may ultimately rule the 'unconscious' of a whole nation. Thus it is that perfect order is brought about on earth (fz;::Jt;Jtj tL •

'

1-$

The Wen Yen Treatise

These two passages tend to confirm the statement made in my commentary on the T'uanchuan

~

I
f

I

l

I
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CHAPTER XI

Paragraphs 1~3 of Wen Yen

~~s'~~•~~~,•~•~•~,~~
~~,f\1~' ~~-·~~~ 0
~~H~,~~*A'*·~~~-,~~~
~~~'~fmJ;Z~J¥o
~~{1 Jl~ 1291~~-

'

-&Jc ~

*t7G-If ;f~ ~
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I. WHAT IS CALLED YUAN, THE ATTRIBUTE OF
ORIGINATION (UNDER CH'IEN), IS (IN MAN) THE FIRST
AND HIGHEST OF ALL EXCELLENCES; WHAT IS CALLED
HENG, THE ATTRIBUTE OF PENETRATION, IS (IN MAN)
THE UNION OF ALL THAT IS BEAUTIFUL; WHAT IS
CALLED LJ, THE ATTRIBUTE OF UTILITY -HARMONY,
IS (IN MAN) THE HARMONY OF ALL THAT IS RIGHT;
AND WHAT IS CALLED CHENG, THE ATTRIBUTE OF
CORRECTNESS-FIRMNESS, IS (IN MAN) THE CORRECT
MANAGEMENT OF ALL AFFAIRS.
THE SUPERIOR MAN, EMBODYING BENEVOLENCE, IS FIT TO PRESIDE OVER MEN; BRINGING ABOUT
THE HARMONIOUS WORKING TOGETHER OF ALL THAT
IS BEAUTIFUL, HE IS .FIT TO SHOW IN HIMSELF THE
UNION OF ALL POLITE MANNERS; BENEFITING ALL
CREATURES, HE IS FIT TO EXHIBIT THE HARMONY
.OF RIGHTEOUSNESS; CORRECT AND FIRM, HE IS FIT
TO MANAGE ALL AFFAIRS.
2.

THE FACT THAT THE SUPERIOR MAN PRACTISES THESE FOUR VIRTUES JUSTIFIES THE APPLICATION TO HIM OF THE FOUR ATTRIBUTES OF CH'IEN3.

'I

J

I .
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ORIGINATION,

PENETRATION,

PARAGRAPHS 1-3 OF WEN YEN

I

UTILITY-HARMONY,

AND CORRECTNESS-FIRMNESS.

I
I
I
I
I

Meaning of Title
The Wen Yen Treatise is one of the Ten Appendices ascribed to
Confucius, and treats of the first two hexagrams only, because Ch'ien and

I
I
I

through which the other sixty-two hexagrams come into being (l(!tJ:$;!t~z
F~I!B) .1

"This treatise shows the wealth and depth of meaning underlying

the first two hexagrams," says Chu Hsi, "and the other hexagrams may
be treated after the example supplied here." 2

I
I
I

The first character Wen

C>'() generally means literary or artistic composition, while the second
character Yen ( 8 ) means words or sentences or remarks.

When coupled

together to form the title of this supplementary treatise on the Ch'ien and
K'un hexagrams, the two words have been given different interpretations
by different scholars. Lai Chih-teh Ol~~:m) and Liu Hsien (~tl~) define
Wen Yen as "Remarks on the meaning of Ch'ien and K'un in accordance

,
II
I
I

with the literary te:x;t" ( {:to'(QL 8 ;!t:f.!t!.). This definition has been criticized
by other authorities as being too commonplace and ignoring the distinctive
feature of the treatise, inasmuch as all the Ten Appendices of

Confucius

may be regarded as his remarks on the meaning of the hexagrams in
accordance with the texts of King Wen and the Duke of Chou.
ing to Liang Wu Ti, Emperor of the Liang dynasty, Wen Yen

of questions and answers postulated for the effective expositiOn of the

ex

I

•

interplay of ideas."
i§ ~ • ~$ft1!9ij/"\3t & tl:~x 3Z.~ffi$Fp~:g:tt*~§~
, ~j(-fu). This definition agrees with the meaning of the first character

Wen (::>'() as given in the Shuo Wen G~)'(),t namely, "intermingling in
varying patterns" ()(~ali-&) a

I

K'un are the two fundamental hexagrams, "the Doorway of the J",

First Attribute: Origination
In what sense does the

first attribute

means

of Ch'ien, i.e., Yuan or

answer to this question involves consideration of the inner correspondence
between the Cosmic and the Human, and careful thought concerning the
supreme importance .of Origination as an attribute of Spirit and·· Love as
a quality of Man.

It has been pointed out that man is a spiritual being,

the centre of his consciousne33 being essentially rooted in Divine Spirit; so
that when he has perfected himself and become one with Spirit, the divine
attributes of the latter will spontaneously manifest themselves through him
as moral qualities.

Among the attributes of Spirit, Origination holds the

first and foremost place.

Without it, the other attributes or functions

would be incapable of expressing themselves, for it is impossible to conceive
the creation of a harmonious and correct order of things when things
themselves have not come into existence.

This is why supreme importance
This attribute corresponds

to the first cardinal virtue of man, namely, benevolence or love.

If lave

"Remarks by King Wen", his idea being that Confucius, in endeavoudng

is strong enough, it leads a man to develop all the other virt\les.

to expound the meaning of Ch'ien and K'un, quoted all the remarks of

taught in the Christian Bible: "Thus, 'faith and hope and love last on,

King Wen on the two hexagrams as the introduction to his treatise.

these three,' but the greatest of all is love.

Perhaps the most widely accepted definition is that offered by Chu eben

then set your heart on spiritual gifts.' ' 2

C*=iO

of the Sung dynasty who, in his Commentary on the !-Ching,

called Han Shang I

Chuan (lj{J:~{f), says:

As

Make love your aim, and

This analogy between "Origination" and "the first and highest of all

"Wen Yen is the poetical

excellences'' has been elucidated by the great Confucian scholar, Ou Ta·

treatise which consists of remarks arranged in certain varying orders and

tien. 3

Ou quotes the following remark by Confucius frorri the Great

repeated over and over again on the meaning of the Four Attributes and
1. The Shuo Wen h the standard dictionary of chinese words.
2. Corinthians 13 : 13

the .Six Yaos (of the. first two hexagrams). It contains passages in the form

3. tlli.~~~~~ : ~~ • "R.ithiZ:*~fi\S~ ' ~~if!. ' Wt:El1lH!~ ' Jl1tlf;~t:EI!Wz.~ ' ~~
&:~~. 3<.-~-mziTW:ill • wz.~~ ''*AifWlw~ , ~~~ •.lliJ!li~:lf~~z.:rg '~

1. Great Treatise, Sect. II, Ch. VI.

z.

:

~ Jlt:li$~~z.~., ~m~=-~rz.a ,.ffi.!iiR!rZ.~ ., ~m&{f71JME

E!t:lfj~~Z.:!lt-&•

•
l

j

!''

Origination, signify the first and highest excellence in human nature? ·An

i3 attached to the "Yuan" attribute of Ch'ien.

Accord-

24:t

'!''
I
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I
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I

Treatise; "The- great attribute of Spirit and Earth is their creativeness")
C.:R:!:lliZ.:::kiiEl~). This signifies, according to Ou, that the great excellence
of Spirit and Earth consists in eternal creation.
Since Spirit and Earth
J
are but the manifestation of the Yin and Yang aspects of Ultimate Reality
j
(the Tao), the spiritual man who aspires to the Tao and seeks to be one
with it must share and reflect its excellence.
This is the very idea of
I
Confucius when he says in the same appendix: "One Yin and one Yang
constitute what is called the Tao, and whoever follows it shares its

I

I

excellence." (~Z.~IJ.~--!JI!tZ.lf~. In other words, any sterling
excellence in man is butthe r~ of the supreme excellence of the
Tao, the First Cause of all things. It reminds one of Jesus Christ's saying:
"Why callest thou me good? None is good save one, that is, God." 1
The truth, then, is this: all goodness is in God, and the divine attribute
of Origination is "the chief quality of goodness"

(jGlf.g.z~-t!!.).

I

I

I
I

I
I

In regard to the second attribute of Ch'ien, why does "Penetration"
correspond in man to the union of all beauty? It could be answered tha1
Spirit manifests itself in man not only as Goodness but also as Beauty and
Truth, and beauty can be expressed both in man's physical form and
actions and in his intellectual and artistic creations.
The clue to this
analogy and correspondence lies in the fact that the creative power of
Spirit penetrates all spheres of existence without a single exception, and
whatever is permeated by its life-force assumes definite! y beautiful forms.
Take, for instance, the annual cycle of creation with its four main stages
corresponding to the four seasons.
The coming together of most of the
beautiful products of Nature takes place in Summer when the Yang forces
of Ch'ien have pe-netrated the vegetable and animal kingdoms prior to
their withdrawal in Autumn. It is the periodic penetration of the creative
Yang forces of Ch'ien throughout Nature that brings ab()ut the annual
renewal of the world and the subsequent appearance and a33emblage of all
its beautiful objects. Now, when applied to the plane of human life, the
attribute of Penetration suggests that the assemblage of men in families
1. Mark 10 : 18

245

and in society and the syn-thesis of their beautiful characteristics are
brought about by the, co-operation of spiritual forces permeating all the
members, uniting father and son, brother and sister, husband and wife,
friend and friend, and suprerior and subordinate.

The same is also true

of the assemblage of noble and beautiful souls who gravitate towards one
another on a higher plane of being under the influence of spiritual
aspirations which permeate their minds.

Finally, on the all-pervadin-g

plane of Divine Spirit, we have the perfect union of all spiritual valuesBeauty, Truth, and Goodness.

In these ways, the attribute of Penetration

I
I

I

in man" ( -T~~zff-[g).

II

ponds to the season o(Autumn when things attain their fruit- bearing stage,
when harvests are reaped, when the world enjoys the utility of its products,
Such a
when all things assume the right forms in harmonious order.
harmonious order of things is achieved only as a result of the harmonious
co- operation of the Yin and Yang principles. In other words, only when
Yin and Yang co-operate harmoniously with each other will all things on
earth fulfil their natures in the right manner and become advantageous to

I
I

This is
the world in general (10~8 : ~~;f§;fl:j • ~~;ltli • ~1~7fij~).
the reason why the attribute of Harmony-Utility is explained as "the
harmony of all that is right".
When applied to the plane of mankind,

I

the attribute suggests that only when man is in a harmonious state of

I

i

1

I
I
I
I

[

,I

~ '''

In discussing the third attribute of Ch'ien, Utility - Harmony, the
question to consider is: in what respect does Utility - Harmony signify the
harmony of all that is right in man? To answer this question, we have to
recall what has been explained in the Commentary on the T'uan of this
Ch'ien hexagram, namely, that this attribute of Harmony -Utility corres-

I

i'

--Third Attribute: Harmony - Utility

I

I

'I

I:
':

is understood as corresponding to "the assemblage of all that is beautiful

I

I

Second Attribute: Penetration

PARAGRAPHS 1--3 OF WEN YEN

mind can he form a right judgment on, and exercise a right discrimination
between, the relative values of different things and different events in life;
and, further, that this hermonious state can only be maintained if he lives
and moves in a righteous manner (~) in harmony with the spirit of the
times (;fl:l). Thus, harmony of being and righteousness of living are most

1
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intimately interrelated.

It is interesting to. point out that the Chinese

I

C¥rJ), is composed of two radical parts,

I

character for Harmony-Utility, Li
namely' tao

7J' which means a knife or sword, and ho

;;R, which ic3 a

radical part of another word meaning harmony (;f!J). (frJJ2),7J~±:5.:t

• 75-J!tc~jg

~1HtU$~f.R~1t-tl! • fUXM5R •
The point is that the function
of. Righteousness is to separate things like a knife or sword so as to
~cp;f!Jz~). 1

discriminate between the right and the wrong, the true and the false, the
straight and the crooked, the good and the evil.

Furthermore, li means

"sharp" and the concept of· a sharp knife suggests the idea of capital
punishment, which in ancient China was always carried out in Autumn
only.

Even here in this connection, the meaning of righteou.mess is borne

out, because righteousness often compels the dispenser of the law to punish
On the
where love may most likely inspire him to forgive and forget.
above considerations, it .is· maintained that the attribute of HarmonyUtility qorresponds to the harmony of all that is right in man.

A more

detailed explanation of this analogy will be given in a later section of
this chapter.

l
J

I

l

\I

l

We now come to the last attribute of Ch'ien, namely, CorrectnessWhat has this. attribute. of Spirit to do with the correct manage-

men.t of human affl!irs? The crucial poif!.t _to :consider is that this attribute

as the trunk

(~0

of a tree, which springs right up from its strong roots,

ffiJ&'M' • JtrJEJ J2L#~ ~- • }\:~~2-f:*~~lfl§l ~~)(8
~S~JJ:).

Hence the attribute of Correctness-Firmness signifies in man

the correct management of all affairs.
Paragraph 2 of this Chapter deals with the correspondences between

'!

Benevolence,

l

attribute,

I

~

I

Righteousness,

Origination,

I

B~ing

'

the

last,

and Faith. Now, according

to Chou Tun-i (JWil~W$0, the first of "the Five Sages" of the Sung dynasty
and the teacher of two of them, these five qualities of man's inner being
are the direct expressions of Eternal Truth. In Paragraph 3 of his I T'ung
Shu (~:fmJF), i.e., the Exegesis of the !-Ching, he writes:

"Truth is eternally actionle&s.

It transcends good and evil.

It is

it is Wisdom; as adherence to principle, it is Faith." (~1m:$ • ~i!f~
~~Bt

•

• 1i:B~ • WBfrJ • )]lB~ • !iTBf~.)

Quality of Benevolence
Throughout the centuries Chinese sages have taught that Truth, Spirit,
and man's Inner Self are· one, so that when the superior man, as a result
of self-perfection, attains union with Trutl1, his understanding and moral
qualities will spontaneously appear as the pure manifestation of that Truth.
Conversely, if the superior man cultivates and practises the cardinal

When applied to man,

correct and firm, he become~

Wi~dom

and

I

Winter) which renders possibl.e the storing-up of Nature's resources and the

affairs within his sphere of activity~

Benevolence;

Righteousness; as proper conduct, it is Propriety; as creative understanding,

the year (the attribute of .Correctness-Firmness corresponds to the season of

in the world are absolutely essential if he is to succeed in managing the

Faith-the first

I

It is this correct adjustment of the creative forces at the end of

the cosmic relation of things and his firm establishment in the right place

to

and

of Man-

benevolence, when it manifests itself as virtuous love; as right action, it is

of the latter towards the end of a cycle of creation, whether earthly or

the anaJogy signifies that. the correct adjustment of an individual within

corresponding

Wisdom,

Virtue~

'I

but have effected their correct mutual adjustment ·by the gradual withd~awal

correct fulfilment of all living things in Winter.

Propriety,

Correctness-Firmness, corresponding to

signifies that Yin and Yang_ have not only co-operated with each ot)ler

cosmic.

: ~!Wii£
: iE;lt;tf:;:~$=3:1! • itcPJ J2L

is the central part that supports the branches and leaves CW~B

the Four Attributes of Ch'ien and the Five Cardinal

I
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the central power, smoothly and energetically managing all affairs, just

\I

I

.Fourth Attribute: Correctness-Firmness

Finnness.
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I

•
I
l,

I
I
I

virtues in his daily life and seeks to embody them in his person, he will
live on a higher level of being and bis spiritual realizations will lead him
on and up towards his ultimate goal.
Now, of all moral qualities
Benevoience or Love is the first and most important.

This fact is not

only emphasized by the Chinese sages but is also beautifully set forth in
the Christian Bible:

I

l

·-"-'-
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1

I may speak with the tongues of men and of angels,

Nero, on the contrary, indulged in ruthless persecutions of his mother,

but if I have no love,

wife, minister, and teachers as well as philosophers and Christians.

I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal;

are too well-known to require description here.

I may have such absolute faith that I can move hills

benevolence is fit to preside over men as their ruler.

but if I have no love,

Love knows no jealousy;

Love makes no parade, gives iUelf no airs, is never rude,
glad when others go wrong, love is gladdened by goodness,
always slow to expose, always eager to believe the best,
always hopeful, always

Suffice it to say that they

bear out very clearly the truth that only the superior man who personifies

from their place,

Love is very patient, very kind.

patient. Love never disappears. 1

It is clear, then, that Love is the very essence of life with everybody,
and from it comes the inmost vitality of man.

The superior man, if he
desires to "preside over men as a competent ruler" (ft.A.), must have this

The

destinies of these two rulers and the influence they left upon their countries

I may prophesy, fathom all mysteries and secret lore,

I count for nothing;
I may distribute all I possess m charity,
I may give up my body t_<> be burnt,
but if I have no love,
I make nothing of it.
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(;{5-=f-ft1=JE.0ft.A.).

Origination and Benevolence

I

The correspondence of Benevolence to the attribute of Origination has

I

been explained previously. This premier virtue of a ruler, who is supposed

r

to be the source of good government, may well correspond to that first

I
I

I

attribute of Spirit which signifies the origination of all things.
As has
been repeatedly emphasized, the Principle of Analogy and Correspondence
is of extreme importance in the interpretation of the 1-ChiHg.

The four

I
I
I

attributes of Spirit and the five cardinal virtues of Man correspond not

I

a compass--East, South, West and North-and the Centre. The attribute

r

of Origination corresponds to Benevolence, to Spring, to the Wood element,

only to the four seasons of a year, but also to the five primary elementsMetal, Wood, Water, Fire and Earth-and the four cardinal points of

love or benevolence. He must fill his whole nature with perfect benevolence.

I

and to the cardinal point East.

Confucius said, "The superior man does not, even for the space of a single

I

element of Wood?

meal, act contrary to benevolence.

I

correspondence; but, perhaps, common sense may suffice t9 throw some

he sticks to it.

In moments of haste and confusion,

In seasons of danger, he sticks to it." C:E-TmU~:!tzFdj;it

t • ~?](£,~£ • .M?m£,~~.)2

St. John said, "We know that we have
passed from death into life because we love our brethren. He that loveth
not his brother abideth in death," and "He that loveth not knoweth not
God."
The importance of benevolence as a characteristic of the ruler of a
-~·

state will be evident if we compare the reign of King Wen in China
with that of Emperor Nero in Rome. We learn from The Great Learning
that "as a sovereign, King Wen rested in benevolenC€." (j1i}A£ , Jl~f:).
1. Corinthians 13 : 1-8

2. Confucian Analects. Book IV, Chapter V.

I

light upon it.

I
I

fen

l
I
I

I

I
\

t=.

Wo::>d.

Now, why does it correspond to the

There must be some inner meaning underlying this

In the first place, the Chinese term for Benevolence is

This word ]en also means seed-the seed of a plant or tree, i. e.,
Just as a tree springs up from a seed, so all spiritual qualities

originate from Benevolence.
element.

Hence Benevolence corresponds to the Wood

Secondly, the Chinese

character ]en

t

is made up of two

comp:::ment parts, (i.e., JL and ::_), and these two component parts, when
arranged in a different order, actually constitute the word yuan

:JG,

meaning

Origination. Hence, again, the correspondence of Origination to Benevolence
and Wood.

The third explanation is that the manifestation of this "yuan"

I

attribute causes the renewal of the world and the fresh budding forth of

1

that the first trigram formed as a result of the: creative action of Ch'ien

r

1

vegetation (wood) in Spring.

In this connection it may be pointed out
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==•

upon K'un
is the Chen trigram
symbol of
wood, and this trigram is placed on the East side in King Wen's diagram
of the eight trigrams. 1
Finally, in the River Map which shows the

251

and further, "All rites and ceremonies must be rooted in Spirit, carried

I
J

out on Eartl1, classified according to man's activities, changed with the
change of seasons, and graded so as to conform to the different status and

positions of the Five Elements, the element of Wood appears on the East

j

professions of the people.

side, All these considerations underlie the correspondences of Origination,
Benevolence, Wood, Spring, and East.

l
l

and moves in harmony with them. When universally observed, they will
be closely connected with the consumption of goods, the exertion of
physical strength, the cultivation of an acquiescent and complaisant

Penetration and Propriety

r
i

We now come to the correspondence of the spiritual attribute of
Penetration to the cardinal virtue of Propriety.
In what sense is the
superior man who presents a "synthesis of all beauty" fit to show in

I

himself the "uni.on of all propriety?" It has been explained in the

I

commentary on paragraph I of this Chapter that "synthesis of all beauty"
is the definition of the attribute of Penetration.
Now the Chinese term
for propriety or decorum, li ff~, means also rites and ceremonies. Propriety or

r
J

l

I

Decorum, according to the Chinese meaning of the term, involves the insti-

I

tution and observance of rites and ceremonies, the principal function of which

I

is to add beauty and grace to human relationships-to provide the proper
form for the conduct of man's personal life and of human behaviour in

Il

general.
The German philosopher Keyserling has said that an educated
Chinese is incapable of producing anything ugly, and that the masses in
China possess an unrivalled standard_ of the sense of form.

I

I

and ceremonies which: have,: throughout' the :_~centuries,' -governed the rela-

Spiritual :significance for the regulation of man's emotions and :)nstincts,''

ij!Z;:v.Jlli:R • li!UI!l~~ '~At: • Jt3C : *~1izf.f , ~.F.!~ a.l'!~~Iill'l.~U • M~<=P
!£1f~!;\1;:1lf'St: • ;l!1':::~* *~ill 7\'\l'JE~ : 5fJM.:::.MA • t:JtiJMAM:::. • :tE"Ji:~5fJ

•

•

•:tEA~t::·-&Zt:lfrl5fJiiTI~PE£ijztr-tf!.·

co-nduct and beautifying the inter relationships of men on all

occasions.
One more important point must not be omitted,-it has been established
that most beautiful works of art produced by artists of ancient times were
articles used for sacrificial and ceremonial purposes.
Thus, it could be
interpreted that the superior man who presents a synthesis of beauty in
his emotions, utterances, actions, and associations with people of all classes
is fit to show in himself a union of all Propriety; and that the attribute
of Penetration, which causes the coming together of all the beautiful
products of Nature in Summer, corresponds to the virtue of Propriety.
The virtue of Propriety corresponds also to the element of Fire which
predominates in Summer, and to the cardinal point So-uth.

The reason is

that Propriety is generally associated with warm reverential feelings, and

Creation, that every action in the ritual here below corresponds to some
very much greater reality in that eternal Ritual above.
Thus from our
human ceremonial, a constant stream goes up to join that mighty flood of
Creative Fire which is the manifestation of God the Holy Gh0st, while on

In the chapter on "The Influence of Rites

and Ceremonies" (ff~~) in the Book of Rites, Confucius said, "Rites
and ceremonies were instituted by the sages of old in accordance with

1.

This shows that the influence of
emperor and prince::. of other states.''
rites and ceremonies penetrates all aspects of life, ensuring propriety of

one primordial Ritual, and are so linked up to that divine Ritual of

tions of men on important occasions, whether auspicious or inauspicious,

(812$1-!f!iJD.

attitude, the nourishment of the body, and snch occasions as coming-of-age,
marriage, funeral, sacrifice, shooting, riding, and audiences with the

most rites and ceremonies are closely connected with the use of fire,-the
burning of candles, for instance. In Chapter IV of his book, The Fire of
C1·eation, Dr. Van Der Leeuw writes: "All great rituals are based on the

The Chinese are perhaps strongly influenced by the intrinsic beauty of
their ideograms. The sages of ancient China devised many fine systems of rites

military or civil

They are spiritual nutrition to him who lives

li
f

l

the other hand the ritual performed on earth, being as it were attuned
to the Grand Ritual above, can transmit something of the , divine
creative forces to the world surrounding the place where it is performed."
This view showa the correspondence between Propriety or Rituals and the
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element of Fire.

Now, Summer is the season in which the Spirit of Fire

is predominant.

Lastly, the River Map in the Introduction reveals the

benefiting all things,'' meaning all ~iving things. A simple illustration
may make this clear.
In ancient times, before the institution of

element of Fire on the South side and that of Water on the North. This
completes the process of ideation which seeks to explain the correspondences

private ownership of land, it was right for a ruler to allow his
people to fell trees from the mountains, to catch fish from the lakes

between Penetration, Propriety, Fire, Summer, and South.

and the sea, to hunt animals and shoot birds for their daily living; but,
for economic reasons, it was equally right for him to prohibit his people
from indulging recklessly and continually in draining Nature's resources.
Obviously there was a conflict between theo:e two aspects of righteousness.

Utility-Harmony and Righteousness

The conflict was resolved and harmony of righteousness attained when the .
ruler proclaimed and· set apart definite periods of the year for the

We now proceed to deal with the correspondence of the attribute of
Utility-Harmony to the quality of Righteousness.

This attribute Li (;fij)

signifies harmony, utility, advantage and benefit. In the text the ideas of
harmony, benefit, and righteousness are combined to form the notion that
the superior man who benefits all things exhibits the harmony of righteousess.
Now, what has the benefiting of all things to do with the harmony of
righteousness?
The meaning of this concept will become clear if we
ponder for a while upon the difference between benevolence and righteousness. Benevolence is a unifying or all-embracing power, pouring itst'!lf
out upon the world like sunshine and rain.

Its essence is the positive

attribute without consideration of worth or merit. It is said by the Germ an
philosopher, Keyserling, that love is,
irrespective of value".

first and foremost,

Righteousness, on the other

hand,

"yea-saying
according

to the Chinese conception, involves a &ense of justice, discriminating
between right and wrong, demanding reward for good and punishment
for evil. It follows therefore that righteousness discriminates while love
unifies.

I

Il

I

indeed be in agreement with righteousness, but he may fail to attain the
attribute of harmony in his being and bring about the desired harmonious
order of things. The perfect ideal is not righteousness alone but harmony
of

righteousne~s.

. How is this harmony of righteousness to be attained? The answer is: "by

This indicates that the superior

man who "benefits all things" is fit to

exhibit the "harmony of righteousenes;:;". (;f!J~)E.l2J)frl~).
Apart from the correspondence explained above, the attribute of
Utility - Harmony and Righteousness correspond to the element of Metal,
to the season of Autumn and to the cardinal point West.
It has already

I

been noted that the third attribute of Ch'ien, Utility- Harmony, corresponds
to Autumn when things attain their fruitbearing stage, when harvests are

I

reaped, when the world enjoys the utility of its products.

I

As regards the

correspondence between Utility - Harmony and the element of Metal, one
of the functions of metal is to cut asunder or separate. A similar function
is implicit in Righteo·usness inasmuch as this virtue has to distinguish or
separate right from wrong, good from evil, justice from injustice.

the right and the wrong, the crooked and the straight, the hard and the

,

opportunity of growing and developing to the limit of their utility.

J

The idea is that when a man minutely "discriminates between

soft, the similar and the different," ( t:.±.~- • ~±:5t~ :B-M~ , ~~
~Ffflliili:~s r~H'tZ.MJi.k-fu), classifying things under different and opposing
categories and determining his different attitudes towards them, he may

acquisitive activities of his people, so that, on the one hand, they all
enjoyed within reasonable limits the bounty of K ature's products and, on
the other, all things in the animal and vegetable kingdoms could have the

'

l
l

It is

significant that the Chinese phrases for "decision" and "judgment"-chueh
tuan

(iR:IiJT) and

p'an tuan ('*!J!lif)-which are so closely related to the

I

function of Righteousness, are both associated with the idea of cutting or
dividing. Philologists will testify that the English word "decision" is also
connected with the idea of cutting or severing. Hence the correspondence
between Metal and Righteousness.
As regards the corresponding cardinal
point West, the correct explanation seems to be that in the River Map
the element of Metal appears on the West side, and that of Wood on the

'f

East.

t

1
l

1

J

All these considerations combine to establish the correspondence~
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between Utility-Harmony, RightcO\!Sness, Autumn, Metal, and ,,Vest.
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\Vhat the superior man requires is just that m

his

words there may be nothing incorrect.''

Correctness-Firmness and Wisdom and Faith
According to the text, the last attribute of Ch'ien, that of CorrectnessFirmness, enables the superior man to manage affairs.

It is thought tbat

Again, the Master said, "If a

minister's conduct 1s correct, what

difficulty will l1e have in assisting in government?

If he cannot rectify

himself, how can he rectify others?" (-=f-El : ii]!E;ftJt~ • :lrN~iBz:=>f{riJ~-

• :tuEEA{iiJ).

• /f~

only when the superior man bas correctly adjusted himself within the

11~LEJt:!f

cosmic relation of things and demonstrated his finn adherence to principle:3,

conduct" demonstrate that the attribute of Correctnes-; - Firmness enables a

is he able to manage all affairs in a coHect manner.

man to manage all affairs (j{@JJ;'EJ2:1,ljff~).

This view is well

illustrated in the following passage from the Analect::; of Confucius:
Tzu Lu said, "The Prince of Wei is waiting to transfer
the affairs of state to your hands.

\'\'hat will you

The effects of "correct names"

and "correct

The text does not point out the cardinal virtue corresponding to the
attribute of Correctness- Firmness. This has given rise to conflicting opinions
among commentators of the Han and Sung schools, the former asserting
that this attribute corresponds to Faith, and the latter, to Wisdom.

consider the first thing to be done?"
The lVIaster replied, "What is neccs~ary above all is to
rectify names.''

The

view held by many other authorities is that Correctness- Firmness corresponds
to both Wisdom and Faith which are more or less interrelated.

Mencius

says, "The richest fruit of wisdom consists in a right understanding of

Tzu Lu said: "Is that really so?
mark!

2

You arc wide of the

Why must there be such rectification?"

Now,

"right

understanding" presupposes wisdom and the phrase "not departing from

The Master said, "How uncultivated you are, Yu (alias
of Tzu Lu)! A superior man, in regard to what he
does not know, shows a cautions reserve.
If names are not correct, language will not be in accordance with the truth of things.

love and rigl1teousness and not departing from them." 3

If language is not

in accordance with the truth of things, affairs of the
state cannot be carried on successfully.

them" means "remaining ever faithful to them".

(jfu'f-t§~zJf

• ?;uWT5t

~ • ?;o=ffff-tl!. • 5tl:t;;1§-~fu • Wf~-& • 1Effo~~niWzJf. g~~iffif~fu).
This
Hence the attribute of
presupposes firmness and tenacity of purpose.

Correctness- Firmness-i.e., correct understanding of Truth and firm adherence
to i t - corresponds to Wisdom and Faith.
In the commentary on the T'uan of the Ch'ien hexagram it has been
explained that this fourth attribute, Correctness-Firmness, mrresponds to the

rite~

season of Winter in which Nature's resources and energy are stored up,

and music will not flourish; if the rites and music

indicating the complete withdrawal of the Yang forces at the end of the

do not flourish, the punishments will not be properly

annual cycle of creation.

awarded.

also correspond to the two primary elements of Water and Earth and to

W'hen affairs cannot be carried on successfully, the

vVhen

punishments

are

not

properly

It remains to explain how Wisdom and Faith

awarded, the people will not know how to move hand

the cardinal point North and the Centre.

or foot.

Tu (Jji[;~B't) that "the two elements of Water and Earth are inseparable

Therefore, a superior man considers it necessary that the

1. Confucian Analects, Bk. XIII, Ch. III

names he uses may be spoken appropriately, and also

2. ConjHcian Analects, Bk. XIII, Ch. XIII

that which he speaks may be carried out appropriately.

3. Work$ of Jtfencius: Bk. IV, Part I? Ch. 27,

It is stated in the Ch'ien Tso
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l}(±=.fr~~~f~ill).

Mencius

:;f:lJ.).

also says that wisdom must be like that shown by Emperor Yii in directing
the course of the water of the Flood C~-TG

: 1W~;fi~zf]7J,tl!J.

(Cf. the K'an hexagram regarding Water.

:Jj,:if* , 7J<bfEifrj:;filfi • :fr~rm:;r;:*:;!tf~).

:!.Xi~

:~

Paragraph 3 of the text of this Wen Yen Treatise teaches that it

Hence the combination of Wisdom

attain union with Spirit.
, __ 11'

It is interesting to note here this saying from the Tao Teh Ching:
"The highest goodness resembles water.
but does not assert itself." (J::~f.;f,'f7Jz

Water greatly benefits all things,

• 7K4!f;fiJ~Ijtaffj]:;f4jf).

The English

sage, Ruskin, has set forth more or less the same view: "Of all inorganic
acting in their own proper nature, and without assistance or

combination, water is the most wonderful."

Now

only a Master of

13

possible for the superior man, through the cultl.ire of his inner being, to

and Faith.

substances,

For Fai.th actually is the most es~ential tie keeping human beings

togetlfr, both d1rectl y and indirectly.
Hence its correspondence to the
central element of Earth and the central point of the co
mpass.

Water
may be a great danger, but it is ever faithful to its own nature which is

to flow downwards.
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The superior man, therefore, constantly practises

tl1ese s:iritual attributes and cardinal virtues till he becomes the very
embodiment of them and so identifies himself with Ch'ien Tao, the creative
spiritual source of life.

It was through the cultivation and embodiment of

these divine attributes that King Wen attained self- perfection and became

tl1e Sage -:Founder of the Chou dynasty.

And

it is also these attributes

which the superior man of Line 3 of the Ch'ien hexagram strives all day
long to cultivate and embody in his own person.

Wisdom can selflessly serve and benefit all mankind as water does, acting
in his own proper nature, without asserting himself or claiming credit for

Creative Spirit is for ever the

ideal goal of the superior man.

Just

This is perhaps what Confucius had in mind when he said,

as the creative activities of Spirit are never- ceasing, so the endeavours of

"The wise take delight in water; the virtuous take delight in hills" 1 (iW

the superior man towards self- perfection are never slackened, until in time

• f=~fflhlJ). Hence again the correspondence between Wisdom and

he appears aloft, high above all things, in perfect tune with the Tao or
Spirit.

his success.
~fflbJ'(

Water.
The cardinal point that corresponds to Water is North, the chief reason
being that in the River Map the element of Water appears on the North
side.

As regards the correspondences between Faith, Earth, and Centre, this

much may be said: Both in the River Map and the Lo Scrip
clement of Earth is in the Centre.

OlJil!m:J~),

the

All the other four elements of Metal,

Wood, Water and Fire are closely related to the central element of Earth,
just as the four cardinal points of a compass can only be determined in
relation to a central point.

In a similar sense, Faith is the most essential

bond in keeping all classes of human beings within right relationships.
Confucius teaches that an empire can exist without an army or without
sufficient food, but it cannot exist without Faith.

He says, "From time

immemorial, death has been the lot of man; but if the people have no
faith in their rulers, the state cannot be established," 2 (§U1-!*'1B~
1. Confucian Analects: Book VI, Chapter 21.
2, Confucian Analects, Book xrr, Chapter 71

• I~~f~
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CHAPTER XII

Paragraphs 4-9 of Wen Yen
Paragraph 4:

'I

1
I

~~s:~ft#m,Mft~?~a:fi
~w~~~,~~~~,~~~~'~
~~~,~~~w~~,~~~~'~
J{l]ft:Z:.' W.~;ft~ 1iJtK '~ttl~ 0

r

rt

THE WORDS UNDER THE FIRST LINE, YANG, READ:
"DRAGON CONCEALED IN THE DEEP. DO NOT ACT."
WHAT DOES THIS SIGNIFY?
THE MASTER SAID: "THIS MEANS A PERSON~ WHO ·
HAS THE MORAL POWERS OF A DRAGON BUT LIVES IN
SECLUSION. THE INFLUENCE OF THE OUTSIDEWORLD
WOULD MAKE NO CHANGE IN HIM. HE WOULD DO
NOTHING MERELY TO SECURE HIS FAME.
HE CAN
LIVE, WITHDRAWN FROM WORLDLY LIFE, WITHOUT
!}EGRET. HE CAN EXPERIENCE DISAPPROVAL WITHOUT
TROUBLE OF MIND. IN HAPPY CIRCUMSTANCES HE
CARRIES OUT HIS PRINCIPLES; IN TIMES OF ADVERSITY HE WITHDRAWS WITH THEM. FIRM AS A ROCK,
HE CAN BY NO MEANS BE UPROOTED. SUCH A MAN
MAY WELL BE CALLED A CONCEALED DRAGON."
The above six paragraphs, 4- ·9, of Chapter XII are in the form of
questions and answers postulated to explain further the remarks of the Duke
of Chou on the six lines of the Ch'ien hexagram. The dragon becomes
the symbol of the superior man, or the great man or the sage upon the
throne. As the dragon changes his mode of living with the change of
seasons, so the sage or the superior man makes changes in his life in accordance with the spirit of the times,

Just as th~ dragon may conceql

~

i

I
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itself or appear in the fields or soar to the sky, just so the superior man
may live. in seclusion or make his appearance in the realm of public affairs. It all depends upon the circumstances in which he finds himself.
If his position is low and the time js not favourable for action, i.e., if
he finds himself in the situation represented by Line I of the Ch'ien hexagram, then his right course lies in retirement from the world for the time
being. This does not mean that he should flee from the busy haunts of
men and hide himself as a hermit in the mountains. If by his silence he
could command forbearance, if by living a simple and unassuming life he
could avoid the envy or attention of the outer world, he would be conducting himself in the right way. During this period of retirement he devotes himself to his own improvement and does not seek to transform the
world in accordance with his principles or to secure fame by showing off
his talents and ability. He simply lives his good life in a humble and
unostentatious manner. He feels no discomposure when people take no note
of him or even disapprove of his ways. As taught in the Doctrine of the
Mean, "The superior man accords with the course of the Mean. Though
he may be unknown and shrouded in obscurity, he feels no regret. It is
only a sage who is able to live in this way." 1 And further, "The superior
man does what is proper to the station in which he finds himself. He
does not desire to go beyond it ......... In a poor and low position, he does
what is proper to a poor and low position .... , ....... The superior man can
find himself in no situation in which he is not himself.' ' 2
It should be noted, however, that life-long seclusion is never the ultimate aim of a superior man, especially one who belongs to the Confucian
school of thought, There is no standstill in a noble man's aspirations and
activities just as there is no standstill in Nature's creative operations. '-'All
things are on the move, · nothing abides'' is one of· the basic teachings of
the !-Ching.

It is perhaps also a scientific law.

Even the Ken hexagram

~ ~;;;; (No. 52) which denotes "stopping" or "resting" contains within

:=,

it the intermediate trigram Chen
which stands for motion or advance. This i:. why ConfuciUs writes in his commentary on the T'tian of
l Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XI.
2 Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XIV.
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that hexagram, "Ken denotes stopping or resting;

restirig when it is

gram

:...= of Fu symbolizes the feet
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and signifies active movement, and

the time to rest, and advancing when it is the time to advance. When
one's movement and rest all take place at the proper time, one's course

since Ch'ien stands for creative activity, Line 1 may suggest going forth

becomes bright and clear." C.R1l-lli • U~ll~!Jll' lf~ffJFJff • !PJJ~~~Jt.l!# •
;fA.;ill:Yt~). Thus, deep down in the heart of the retired superior man,

gram the one Yang line is at the very bottom, hidden beneath five Yin

and practising one's principles; but it must be noted that in the Fu hexa-

== --

there is always the aspiration to go forth into the world at the proper

lines which constitute, in all, three K'un trigrams
one upper
and two intermediate--and the K'un trigrams are symbols of Earth.

time to carry into practice his cherished principles for the common weal

This situation clearly indicates hiding beneath the earth, i.e., "keeping

of mankind.

with one's principles in retirement''. When Line 1 of Ch'ien is transform-

When opportunities present themselves, such as are in-

dicated in Lines 2 and 5 of the Ch'ien hexagram, he rejoices and
fulfils his mission with all his "dragon morals".

band, the time is not opportune for action, he lives a retired life and
hides his light under a bushel.

Whether he advances or retreats, he does

not deviate from the correct path.

This was. precisely how Confucius,

"the Sage of Timeliness", fulfilled the various phases of his life. In praise
of him, Mencius said, "When it was proper to go into office, he went
into it; when it was proper to retire from office, he retired from it; when
it was proper to continue in it for a long time, he continued in it for a
long time; when it was proper to withdraw from: it quickly, he withdrew
from it quickly -

that was the way of Confucius:" (r:1J0f±Jl.IH± • nJQlll

ftllrl: • -rlJQl:A.WJ!i\. • -ilJJ2:U!WJ~ • fl-=f-li~Y

This was also the way of Yen
Hui, the illustrious disciple of Confucius. The Master said to him one

day, "When called to office, to undertake its duties; when not so called,
to lie retired; -

it is only I and you who have attained to this." (Hl

wHr · irzftu~.

+rtfx~m:tr~y-). 2

gram we perceive tbe lowest Yin line occupying the Yang position and
keeping the right occupant, i.e., a Yang line, concealed away.

Thus, the

correspondences and transformations of Ch'ien's Line 1 all bear out the
significance of that line, which represents a superior man who, in solitude
and seclusion, is occupied with his own spiritual development, and whose
self-pos::.ession is so perfect that, in the words of Mcnciu&, "riches and
honours cannot make him dissipated; poverty and low condition cannot
make him swerve from principles; and power and force cannot make him
bend." (~Jj:~fj~~, :ft~~IJ)g~, m\Zfft~f3~JiJ:j). 1 "He would not accept even
the whole world if in doing so he has to commit one act of unrighteousness or to kill one innocent man."

en·~~~

• ~-~~, ffiH~~T, ~

~-[1,).2

Paragraph 5:

a single bamboo dish of rice and a single gourd dish of drink".

"While

others could not endure the distress, Hui did not allow his joy to be afIt may, indeed, be said of him that he fulfilled perfectly

the spiritual significance of Line 1 of Ch'ien.

1!1. S~·

-

Since the lower Chen tri-

:t The Works of JYiencius, Book II, Part I, Chapter II, Para. 22

2 Co11jucian Analects, Book VII, Chapter X.
3 Coufucian Analects, Book VI, Chapter IX.

~=s:~ft~W'~~*A,~ft~?
~a:fi~~~~~~o·~~ft,MB
~•'m$~~~,·~~~~,~•w

1-t 0

According to the Law of Analogy and Correspondence, Line 1 of
Ch'icn corresponds to Line 1 of Fu

#r'i __ • In this hcxa·

z

In his retirement, Yen Hui lived m a mean narrow lane, "with only

fected by it." 3

ed, the e11_tire figure becomes the Kou hexagram

If, on the other

~s:~ft~W'~~*A'~~~o
1 Works of Mencius, Book Ill, Part II, Chapter 2, Para. 3.

2 Works of Mencius, Book II, Part I, Chapter II, Para. 24:.
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THE WORDS UNDER THE SECOND LINE, YANG,
READ: "DRAGON APPEARING IN THE FIELD. IT WILL
BE ADVANTAGEOUS TO MEET WITH A GREAT MAN."
WHAT DOES THIS SIGNIFY?
THE MASTER SAID: "THIS MEANS A MAN WHO IS
POSSESSED OF THE ATTRIBUTES OF A DRAGON AND
OCCUPIES EXACTLY THE CENTRAL PLACE. EVEN IN
ORDINARY SPEECH HE IS SINCERE. EVEN IN ORDINARY
CONDUCT HE IS CAUTIOUS. HE GUARDS HIMSELF
AGAINST DEPRAVITY AND PRESERVES HIS TRUTHFUI,NESS. HE DOES THE WORLD. MUCH GOOD, BUT DOES
NOT BOAST OF IT. HIS VIRTUE IS EXTENSIVELY FELT
AND IS A TRANSF'ORMING INFLUENCE TO THE PEOPLE.
IN THE BOOK OF' CHANGES IT IS SAID: DRAGON APPEARING IN THE FIELD. IT WILL BE ADVANTAGEOUS
TO MEET WITH A GREAT MAN. THIS REFERS TO A
MAN WHO HAS THE ATTRIBUTES OF A RULER."

his consciousness might be withdrawn to his innermost depth where Eternal Being truly dwells. When Confucius came to impart these moral
tcachingis to his disciples, he linked the culture of inner being (chung)
with that of ordinary conduct and ordinary speech (yung).

in practising the ordinary virtues, and cautious in his ordinary speech."
Clmi!~tzfj-

' fif B z\ll). In other words, the superior man should preserve

and nourish his inner being through the culture of ordinary speech and
ordinary conduct.

Symbolisms of Sincere Speech and Careful Conduct
At this point the question arises:
introduced into the text?

Why arc ideas of speech and conduct

A consideration of the trigrammatic relationships

of Line 2 of the Ch'ien hexagram will supply an answer to this question.
l,'irst of all, this line corresponds to Line 2 of Lin ~~

corresponds to Line 2 of Shih fljjJ

=='

central place, but it is not so easy to perceive how this idea of centrality

is connected with the ideas of "ordinary speech" and "ordinary conduct"

hexagram reads:

"chung yung" which form the title of the classic The Doctrine of the

stant.

-__ ,
;;.=

of which the lowest trigram, K'an

(3) sincerity, because the text of the K'an

"K'an shows the possession of sincerity."

"Water pursues

its way through a dangerous narrow pa&~, without losing its true nature."
Hence sincerity of speech.

According to Chu Hsi, chung (centre) is the term for what is
yung means ordinary, con-

In The Doctrine of the Mean, chung is defined as "the state of mind

Then the transformation of Line 2 into Yin

prior to the stirrings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, or joy" (1f~cfff:!~!;~~*

.

brings at once into

view two trigrams:

~~~t~cj:J).

It is the very centre of one's consciousness, the "great root
from which grow all human activities in the world" CR-F;Z,j(2ji:). In the

='
='

(1) Tui
(represented by Lines 1 and 2) meanmg "mouth"
--hence speech.

moral teachings passed on from Emperor Yao to Emperor Shun, and from
Emperor Shun to Emperor Yu, special emphasis was laid on this inner

(2) Sun

state of chu;~g, the idea being that a man of virtue should cultivate inner

meaning "uncertain movement"--hence conduct.

profundity by a process of spiritual interiorization so that the centre of

i

__...................
I

'>~

Line 2 of Ch'ien also

==

order to be free from errors; 1

The connecting link is found in the two words

(/Fiffii~{r1]-);

and is the base

signifies three things: (1) flowing movement, i.e., conduct; (2)
carefulness, because the subject of the middle Yang line of K'an
is
entrapped between two Yin lines and must be careful in his co-nduct in

It is obvious that Line 2 of the Ch'ien hexagram 1s exactly in the

without inclination or deflection

--:=
=

of the intermediate trigram Chen ::..=which symbolizes (I) "sound", i.e.,

Chung Yung (The Mean)

Mean.

Thus in the

Chung Yung is actually found this sentence, "The superior man is earnest

speech; (2) "feet", i.e., movement or conduct.

as expressed in the text.
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The symbolisms explained· above all bear out the idea that the dragonmorals of the superior man of Line 2 of Ch'ien manifest themselves as
sincere speech and careful conduct.
connected with that of reverence
the same as truthfulness (~).

The quality of cautiousness (\11) is

(~),

while sincerity ( {§) is more or less

According to Ou Ta- tien, reverence and

truthfulnes:> arc virtues represented by the Ch'ien hexagram. He also maintained

that

the

three lower lines of Ch'ien represent the progressive

development of man's moral nature, the first line indicating the acquirement and accumulation of good qualities
moral-cultivation
-cultivation

({~~),

Oft~).

(iff§), the second indicating

and the third indicating advancement in moral

Moral-cuitivation under Line 2 involves the practice

of reverence and truthfulness in one's ordinary speech and conduct.
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by ;;tcquiring the essential moral qualities, not aiming to "transform the
world" or to "secure fame".

But when he advances to the position of

Line 2, he enters human society and endeavours to benefit the world
through his fine virtues.

But, however great may have been his contribu-

tior; towards the welfare of mankind, he does not boast of it. On the contrary, he feels a sense of emptiness within him as if he has accomplished
nothing.

Symbolically speaking, this sense of inner emptiness is indicated

by the Yin nature of Position 2, while. the plenitude of his spiritual life
is indicated by the full Yang line which occupies it (Yin signifies vacuu~;
Yang . signifies plenum).

The special significance of this symbolism is

clearly borne out by the Ts'ien hexagram

ill

=:

(No. 15), the symbol

of humility, which shows one full Yang line occupying the third position

The Preservation of Truthfulness
The spirit of truthfulness is inherent in every lnunan being, but in
most people it

IS

obscured by wrong desires, passions, and depravities.

of the K'un hexagram

§=.

Of this unique Yang line of Ts'ien, Con-

fucius writes in the Great Treatise:
and yet humble!

"A superior man toiling laboriously

....... He toils with success, but does not boast of it; he

Truthfulness l{annot be preserved as long as such desires and passions

has merits, but does not count them a virtue .. ; ........... " Gi'f<lf;rg:fi:f~

dominate and warp one's nature.

Yli • rEl~ffu::ff:%,::fH7JffiJ::ff,~,Jf!l[z§?.th).

Just as fire brightens when the stifling

The desire for boasting is denounc~

smoke clears away, just as water becomes placid and reflecting when the

cd by Lao Tzu in many chapters of his Tao Teh Ching.

surging waves are stilled, so truthfulness will manifest itSelf when the mind

in Chapter XXIV he says:

is freed of all depravities.

;f7J).

J,~~:{:tj:l~),

Line 2, being the central power of Ch'ien (.::::::.

represents the centre of man's being, a cqndition of equilibrium

and harmony (riJ;fiJ), which leads, as taught in the Chung Yung, to the
possession of "complete truthfulness"

(~~) . 1

But the Yin nature of its

For instance,

"The boastful are without merit" ( §1 fj(;1?f·1lf€

And in Chapter XXX he says:

"A good general fulfils his purpose

but does not boast of what he has done" (~~~*ffnzvfj(;).

Even in the

Wen Yen Treatise, there is a more or less similar statement by Confucius
in praise of the originating power of Ch'ien Tao.

He says:

''This Essen-

position indicates something wrong, some deflection, some depravity, which

tial Cause of Ch'ien is capable of benefiting the whole world with beau-

must be guarded against.

ty, excellence, and beneficent things, and yet it does not tell what bene-

And this idea of "guarding against" is suggest-

ed, according to several commentators, by the two strong Yang lines 1

fits it has conferred.

and 3 above and below the central line- the two strong barriers or lines

/Fi3F3TS¥!J '

of defence on both sides of Line 2.

Benefiting the World without Boasting
The subject of Line 1, living in seclusion, seeks to benefit only himself

How great, indeed, is Ch'ien! (~t:fril~~J?J~;flj:fiJ:;kT,

:k~~).1

Virtue as a Transforming Influence
In a previous commentary it has been pointed out that Line 2 of
Ch'ien

being incorrectly placed should be transposed to its correlative
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Position in K'un 5~ i.e., Position 5.

=='

Now K'm1 is the symbol of earth

and its fifth place represents the seat of supreme authority, the occupant
of which is supposed to possess the qualities of a ruler and wield extensive
virtuous influence over the subjects of the other Yin lines who, being receptive and acquiescent, submit willingly to his rule. Why is the influence
extensive? Because, as taught in the Chung Yung, the chief characteristic
of Earth is its extensiveness (~/¥Me{g). 1

According to the teaching of

the I Ching, K'un also represents the masses of people on earth, just as its
polar counterpart, Ch'ien, represents their ruler. All this suggests that the
virtuous influence of the occupant of Position 5 of K'un is extensively
diffused over the people on earth.

And why is the influence a transform-

ing one? A symbolical explanation is given by Yao Pei Chung ([ljt.fj[.r:j:l)
who points out that the interaction and co-operation of Yang and Yin,
of Ch'ien and K'un, produce infinite changes. For instance, as a result
of mutual adjustment, the two hexagrams are both transformed into the
ideal Chi Chi hexagram

==
-

(No. 63)

which represents a condition in

which "clouds move, and rain is distributed, and various things appear in
their developed forms. " 2
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READ: "ALL DAY LONG THE SUPERIOR MAN IS CREATIVELY ACTIVE AND VIGILANT. AT NIGHTFALL HIS
MIND IS STILL BESET WITH CARES AND APPREHENSIONS. THE POSITION IS DANGEROUS, BUT THERE
WILL BE NO ERROR." WHAT DOES THIS SIGNIFY?
THE, MASTER SAID: "THE SUPERIOR MAN ADVANCES IN VIRTUE AND LABOURS AT HIS LIFE - TASK.
THROUGH LOYALTY AND GOOD FAITH HE ADVANCES
IN VIRTUE. BY ATTENDING TO HIS WORDS, SO THAT
THEY REST FIRMLY ON TRUTH, HE MAKES HIS WORK
ENDURING. HE KNOWS THE UTMOST POINT TO BE
REACHED, AND REACHES IT, THUS SHOWING HIMSELF
IN ACCORD WITH THE SUBTLE PROMPTINGS OF HIS
HEART. HE KNOWS AT WHAT POINT TO TAKE REST,
AND TAKES IT, THUS PRESERVING HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS IN ACCORDANCE WITH HIS GOAL IN LIFE. HENCE
HE OCCUPIES A HIGH POSITION WITHOUT PRIDE, AND
A LOW POSITION WITI:IOUT ANXIETY. THUS IT IS
THAT, BEING ACTIVE AND VIGILANT, OR CAREFUL AND
APPREHENSIVE AS THE TIME REQUIRES, THOUGH HIS
POSITION IS PERILOUS, HE WILL MAKE NO MISTAKE."

Paragraph 6:

~=s=~~~a~~'~m*•'~#o

~-~?~s=~~~~~-,~~m~~
~~o~-±~M'm~ffi~~o~~~~'
~-~~o~~~~,~-#-~o~~$

~ftffi~.,~TftW~~,~~~~~~
mi ~t~ ' jft it 3[)$ ~ 0
THE WORDS

UNDER

THE THIRD LINE, YANG,

l Chapter XXVI
2 ml:!bita':~

' ft~~ ' ~iild~'C~ ' ~.ffffi!il!i ' &,ltbft.Jtffl-t!! •

Moral Advancement and Prosecution of Life - task
Line 3 of the Ch 'ien hexagram marks the rise of the Yang power to
the third position and completes the formation of the lower Ch'ien trigram.

This brings lt into relationship with the T'ai hexagram

* SS .

(No. II), which consists of a Ch'ien trigram below and a K'un trigram
above. Now in Chapter 1 of the Great Treatise, after a long chain of
deductive reasoning, the idea is established that Ch'ien signifies "great
virtues", and K'un "great tasks" (ft~~lj ' :f:$fitk~). Therefore, in the
component trigrams of T'ai we have the two symbols of "virtue" and
"task". The order in which these two symbols are drawn shows that
"virtue". comes first and "task'' last, and this signifies that the prosecution of a

ta~k

iq life must be ]:)a:]Cd on and preceded by moral advan<;e-
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ment.. Strictly speaking, the idea of "task" only anses m Line 4, but

and yet fails to move others. Never has there been one who lacks

its contemplation and preparation should begin during the earlier period

truthfulness and yet is able to move others. 1

when moral advancement is being sought. This is why both Lines 3 and
4 deal with the same subject of moral advancement and life- tasks.

Truthfulness is the end and beginning of things; without truthfulness there would be nothing.

Allusion has- been made again and again to "reverence" and "truthfulness" as being the two cardinal virtues represented by Ch'ien. Now

On this account, the superior man regards the attainment of

the careful and apprehensive state of mind suggested by Line 3 is a clear
expression of the spirit of reverence, while "loyalty and good faith" are
but differe11t aspects of the same quality of "truthfulness" (~'~:f/&fu,,'i!;',{~

The moral qualities of loyalty and truthfulness can be traced to

~-fh).

In Confucian ethics loyalty and good faith are regarded as cardinal

principles (.:f::.,1i!H§). 1 Thus, when Tzu Chang asked how virtue was to be
exalted, Confucius replied, "Hold loyalty and good faith as cardinal
principles, and follow what is right,--this is the way to exalt one's

truthfulness as the most excellent thing. 2

symbolisms related to Line 3, but such symbo.lisms. ar~ too elaborate and
sometimes too far- fetched to deserve treatment here. Suffice it to mention

=--

that the idea of speech is derived from the Tui trigram
symbol
of mouth--which comes into being when -Line 4 adjusts itself by transforming into Yin.

virtue. " 2 The exaltation of virtue C*~n is also touched upon by Confucius in his Great Treatise: "Is not the I a perfect book? It was by the
I that the sages exalted their virtue, and enlarged the sphere of their
activities" 3 C-TB • ~;!t~~:sy. • :.K~~AWTJ2l*~rmJUli!t-fh). This bears out
the meaning ·of Line 3 and shows the consistency of Confucius's teachings.
As regards the cultivation of right speech and the establishment of
truthfulness, they are obviously essential for the successful prosecution of
one's task in life. The activities whetJ:er of a teacher or a statesman, or
any person who has a task to fulfil in the world, necessarily involve a
great deal of writing and speaking, and in both these fields one cannot pay
too much attention to the use of words. A diplo~at undertaking a mi&sion in a foreign country may realize how often, for want of the necessary
correct expression on his part, his meaning fails to be understood. As
regards the quality of truthfulness, its influence on others and on the success
of a mission may be seen in the following passages from Mencius and the
Doctrine of the Mean:

Ultimate Goal of Life
The superior man of Line 3 is active and vigilant, careful and
apprehensive, because he is pursuing two aims in· life, namely, his moral
advancement and the accomplishment of some great task. The former
requires the cultivation of loyalty and good faith while the latter requires
the cultivation of right speech and truthfulness. In pursuing these two
aims, he should know his "attainable goal" as well as his "final goal".
His recognition and eventual attainment of his goal will show him. to be
in accord with the subtle promptings of his heart and bear witness to the
preservation of his righteousne&S. Knowing the purpose and meaning of his
life, rejoicing over his achievements and willing to share them ..with his
fellow- men, he can occupy a high position without pride, and a low position without anxiety. Thus he will make no mistake although his position
may be a perilous one.
There is a paragraph in Chapter XXVII of the Doctrine of the Mean

Never has there been one who is possessed of complete truthfulness
1 Confucian Analects, Book I, Chapter VIII.
2 Confurian Analects, Bk. :XIl. GH. X C·r~F,!J~f.i.q '::fE:I: ~i'-~
~ 9ha~ter

vq.

':fJEtt '~i,t\'\11:).

which supports the above text of Line 3 of Ch'ien. It is as follows:
l. \Vorks of Mencius, Bu .IV, Part I, Ch. XII, Para. 3.
~

Doctrine of the

Mean~

Chapter XXV, Para~ 21
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''The superior man respects his moral nature, and engages in learning and enquiry. He wants to attain a broad view of things
and yet does not neglect the minute details.

He tries to attain

the peak of enlightenment and yet follows the path of the mean.
He reviews his past attainments and acquires new knowledge. He
esteems propriety by being sincere and honest. Thus, when occupying a high position he is not proud, and in a low position he is
not insubordinate. " 1

}L IZ9 s

: ~jf1£Vl-~ '

jG{j: , 1PJ~f61k ?
~s=~~~~,#~$1k'~*~~,#•
.1k,~~~~~~'~R~~,~~#o
THE

WORDS

UNDER THE FOURTH LINE, YANG,

READ: "THE DRAGON LOOKING AS IF HE WERE LEAPING UP, BUT STILL IN THE DEEP. NO ERROR." WHAT
DOES THIS SIGNIFY?
THE MASTER SAID: "THE SUBJECT OF THAT LINE
FINDS

NO

PERMANENT

PLACE

EITHER ABOVE

beset ~ith apprehensions. Obviously it is not safe for him to advance
rashly because, in doing so, he may encroach upon the sphere of influence
of his ruler.

But he cannot remain permanently in his present position be-

cause, being Yin, it is not his proper place. Already in an advanced
stage in the culture of being as well as in the culture of ability, he weighs
the conditions and possibilities of the moment and then determines his
At one time he mav. advance·' at

another he may retreat, just as a dragon may leap up to the higher regions
or remain in the lake. There is no fixed place for him either above or
below. All depends on the necessities of the moment. His insight into
the conditions of l1is time enables him to avoid mistakes in his movements.
Whether he moves upwards or downwards, he is doing the right thing and
cannot be accused of cherishing improper motives or deserting his own
group. At one time Confucius condescended to be a "keeper of stores"
and "superintendent of public land" Cfl-f-'f~~~~, 'lf~~ffl~), and
at another he advanced to become war-minister in the state of Lu. Can
it be said of l1im that he had improper motives or separated himself from
his fellows?

OR

BELOW, BUT HE DOES NOT
CHERISH IMPROPER
MOTIVES. HE MAY ADVANCE OR RETREAT; THERE
IS NO PERMANENT PLACE FOR HIM; BUT HE DOES
NOT LEAVE HIS FELLOWS.
THE SUPERIOR MAN
ADVANCES IN VIRTUE AND LABOURS AT HIS LIFETASK IN ORDER THAT HE MAY ADVANCE AT THE
PROPER TIME. THEREFORE, THERE IS NO MISTAKE."

Transitional Stage
In the commentary on the Yaotz'u of Line 4c it has been explai.ned
l ~'I!·T·Ji::,~W:!:Tffi'.M"'l~ • f!c~*rm~;frifi~ • tll\r.liRJJITj:®rp!iff • Vil.~:Xilw • :<f&'f!l.J:J.t'~ffl~ •
;J;k"M<:JiifJ::~·~l"~M'o

that the subject of this line is in a transitional stage, l1aving just risen
above the lower trigram and being now at the bottom of the upper one.
His position is just below that of the ruler of Line 5, and, therefore, is

movements in accordance therewith.

Paragraph 7:
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Historical Illustrations
Line 4 represents the situation of Emperor Shun when he was Prince
Regent under Emperor Yao.
"Diligent! y he tried to fulfil the five cardinal duties, and they came
to be universally observed. When he was appointed to be General Regulator, the affairs of every official department were arranged in proper order. When he was commissioned to receive the princes from the four quarters of the land, they were all docile and submissive. When he was sent
to the great plains at the foot of the mountains, notwithstanding the
tempests, thunder and rain, he did not go astray.
",Emperor Yao said, 'Cpme, Shun, for three years I have consu}tyd
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you on all affairs, and examined your words, and found that they can be
carried into practice.

Ascend the imperial throne"' 1

This story of Emperor Shun illustrates the way of the superior man
who advances in virtue and performs his duty in order to be of great
service at the proper time.
The same sentence signifying advancement in virtue and attention to
duty occurs in the texts of both Lines 3 and 4, with only a slight variation in meaning. The difference is that, while the superior man of Line
3 is making strenuous efforts at moral advancement and the fulfilment of
his duty, he of Line 4 is already sufficiently advanced morally and successful in the performance of his duty to be fit to take the final upward step
to the position of supreme honour.

Symbolisms
The appropriateness of the movements of the superior man of Line 4
is borne out by the correct transpositions of that line. As it is, the line
is incorrectly placed. It may be promoted to position 5 above or transferred to its correlative position 1 below. Now the first and the fifth are
both Yang positions, which signifies that Line 4 will be in its right place
after both transpositions, and there will be no mistake in its movements.
Furthermore, no matter in what direction it moves, it does so amidst lines
of the same nature- all Yang lines. In other words, the subject of Line
4 "lives and moves" amidst, not away from, his fellows, i.e., memh<;:rs
of the same group (~~1lMI • ?F~~1t~fu).

Paragraph 8:

~~a=~-~~,~~*A'~•~?

~a=~•~•,~•~*'~~-'

k~~,~~ft'~~~'~A~W-

;r, Shu Chinq,

Th~ Cf!nO~ of Sh~.
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~~,*~~~ax'*~~~~T'
Jtl] ~ 1f€ ~Jt -tiL 0

*

THE WORDS UNDER THE FIFTH LINE, YANG, READ:
"DRAGON FLYING IN THE SKY. IT WILL BE ADVANTAGEOUS TO MEET WITH A GREAT MAN." WHAT DOES
THIS SIGNIFY?
THE MASTER SAID: "NOTES OF THE SAME KEY
RESPOND TO ONE ANOTHER; CREATURES OF THE
SAME NATURE SEEK ONE ANOTHER; WATER FLOWS
TOWARDS PLACES THAT ARE WET; FIRE TURNS TO
. THINGS THAT ARE PARCHED; CLOUDS TRAIL BEHIND
A DRAGON, AND WINDS FOLLOW IN A TIGER'S WAKE.
SIMILARLY, WHEN A SAGE MAKES HIS APPEARANCE
'
ALL CREATURES WILL FOLLOW HIM WITH THEIR GAZE.
THINGS THAT ARE ROOTED IN SPIRIT GRAVITATE
TOWARDS WHAT LIES ABOVE; THINGS THAT ARE
ROOTED IN EARTH GRAVITATE TOWARDS WHAT LIES
BELOW. THUS ALL THINGS FOLLOW THEIR OWN KIND."

The Influence of a Sage
Both the present paragraph (Ch. XII, Para. 8) and a subsequent one
(Ch. XVII, Para. 34) contain a eulogy of 'the great man' (the sage)
with this difference: whereas the former is an explanation of his great
influence on the masses of ordinary people, the latter is a panegyric of his
personal attributes. The effect of his influence explains why it is advantageous for an ordinary man to meet with him. The different illustrations
which this paragraph contains are intended to show the creative influence
of the sage and the spontaneous response of the masses.
As like attracts like, as things of the same kind respond to and seek
one another, so the sage is adored by the ordinary men. By nature they
are the same, though in point of development they are far apart. Thus,
whe~ a sage appea,rs, all men look to him with a.dmir3,tiop . a,nd become
.;

""'

.
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illumined by his inner light.
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In other words, the sage who has realized

Eternal Truth will touch an ever increasing number of souls, inspiring
them to attune themselves to him and surrender to the influence of his being. He imparts to them the true meaning of their lives and missions in
the world, and thus regenerates them from within. In his presence, ordinary men become conscious of their creative faculty and the possibility of
attaining life's ultimate goal.

Count Hermann Keyserling says in his book

The Recovery of Truth that "every individual that struck self in his deep-

ening consciousness represents the hinge of the world."
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siousness, the wider will be the range of the phenomena his immediate
influence affects. As indicated in the commentary on the T'uan of this
Ch'ien hexagram, he may ultimately rule the "unconscious" of a whole
It is therefore no exaggeration to say in explaining the

nation.

advan-

tages of meeting with a great man that "when a sage makes his appearance,
all creatures will follow him with their gaze" (~A {tfffi~~ft).
There is a mystic force that transcends any power of the intellect or

Ordinary people

of the body, that becomes manifest and operative in the life of man when

orientate or polarize themselves in relation to that sage just as particles of

his divine self- realization, his God-consciousness, becomes awakened and

matter adjust themselves to a centre of dynamic force.

permeates his entire being. Allusion to this force has been made by MenClUS m his works. 1 Mencius says:

Keyserling further says:

"The externally weakest individual who has

so deepened his consciousnes:~ that his particular mode of being has become
to him the expression of the cosmic whole is thereby endowed with its superempiric might."

The effect of such an individual on the masses will

depend upon his inner dynamism and the inner rhythm of his being. Some
personalities who are even far below the level of a sage impart a spontaneous influence upon people who come in contact with them. It was said
of B. Mussolini that when one had been in touch with him, one would
feel, after leaving him, that "one could squeeze something of him out of
one's clothes! " 1

The Universal Life Force
More permeating, more spontaneous, and of more fundamental and
permanent effect is the influence of a sage.

He it is that has attained the

This is the vital force. It is exceedingly great, and exceedingly
strong. If it is nourished by rectitude and sustains no in jury, it fills
up all between heaven and earth.
This is the vital force.

It is the concomitant of righteousness and

reason. Without it, man would feel a sense of emptiness as if he were
in a state of starvation.
It is produced by the accumulation of righteous deeds. It is not
to be obtained by incidental acts of righteousness. If the individual
were not fully satisfied with his conduct, he would feel a sense of emptiness as if l1e were being starved.
All men sl1are this Universal Life Force, but most of them do so only
to a limited extent.

The perfect exponent of this force is found in the

goal of perfection, having penetrated into his innermost depth, and being

personality of a sage.

animated by the profoundest vital forces. He becomes the immediate expression of Vital Essence or, as George Bernard Shaw calls it in his Man
and Superman, "the Universal Life Force". Divine Spirit works directly
through him; Being has found adequate expression in his body; and Eternal Truth radiates so powerfully into his surrounding world that people

of the ordinary people. "Is it only among men that this is so? There
is the unicorn among quadrupeds; the phoenix among birds, the T'ai Shan
among hills, and rivers and seas among rain pools.

automatically adjust themselves to him.

their level.

The deeper the centre of his con-

;1,. Foreword to 8enifo /Y[ussolini 1 My Autobiography, p. l;J,.

Vast is the difference between his level and that

kind, they are different in degree.

Though the same in

So the sage and the ordinary people

are the same in kind, but he stands out from his fellows and rises above
From the birth of mankind till now, there never has been one

1. Wovks of Mencius, Bk. II, Pt. I, Ch. II, Para. lG.
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thei:n before; and that migratory birds, though they are mostly led by the
younger of their kind, keep to the time-honoured main course. Huai-nan-

so complete as Confucius. '' 1

Mutual

~ttraction

among Things

It is because the sage and the ordinary man are of the same species,
that the latter is capable of being influenced and transformed by the former.
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tzu Cltmr) says: "When a yang sui (~~' i.e., a burning-:glass) is put
under the sun, it becomes hot and creates fire." "Thunder and wind excite each other" (]I[Ji:f§f(J).
influence"

Here hid, retired, the crane cries out;
Her young's responsive cry sounds there.

(a) Notes of the same key respond to one another;
creatures of the same nature seek one another.

Of spirits good I drain this cup;
With thee a cup I'll freely share. 1

(b) Water flows towards places that are wet; fire turns to things that
are parched.

Confugius says:

(c) Clouds trail behind a dragon; winds follow in a tiger's wake.
(d) Things that are rooted in Spirit gravitate to what lies above;
things rooted in Earth gravitate to what lies below.
but the other three,

while they have been subjected to various interpretations by some commentators, are branded by others as being fantastic and devoid of scientific
truth. In order to arrive at a clear and thorough understanding of their
special significance, it is necessary to analyse them one by one.
(a) "Notes of the same key respond to one another; creatures of the
same nature seek one another."

It has been discovered and confirmed by experience that when a string
of the violin or any other stringed instrument is tuned up to a certain
note of a piano, the striking of that note causes the string to vibrate in
unison and produce a similar note. There is an ancient Chinese saying
that when the Copper Hill in the East of Lo Yang crashed, the Bell of
Lo in the West sounded ·in response (f.i.J~Jf[M , m•~Jl!).
This shows
there is some close affinity between objects of similar _vibrations. Students
of geopsychology are familiar with the facts that animals brought from
foreign parts keep to the traditional local routes, although they never saw
1. W11rks of Mencius, Book II, Pt. I, Ch. II, Para. 28.

(1-U~::Ull~).

'

Similar! y:

It is easy to understand the first illustration;

"Mountains and marshes interchange their

The superior man stays home and sends forth his words.

If they

be good, they will be responded to at a distance of more than a thouand miles. How much more will they be so in the nearer circle! If
they be evil, they will awaken opposition at a distance of more than
a thousand miles.

How much more will they do so in the nearer circle!

Words issue from his person, and proceed to affect the people. Actions
proceed from his person and their effects are felt at a distance. Words
and actions are the hinge and spring of the superior man. The movem~nt

of that hinge and spring determines honour or disgrace.

words and actions move heaven and earth.

His

Must he not, then, be

cautious in regard to them?
In another part of the same treatise Confucius says:
When two men are one in heart,
Their keenness cuts e'en steel apart;
Words that echo from heart to heart
Are fragrant like orchid flowers! 2
All these illustrate the mutual attractions between objects of the same
l. Great Treatise, Section I, Ch. 8-Comments on Line 2 of Clrung Fu hexagram
CNo. 61): W.~~ ' ~--f;fllz • $<:1ftlf1§ ' 1§~82 •
·
2. Great Treatise, Section I, Ch. 8-Comments on Line 5 of T'ung Jen hexagram

(No. 13): .::AJPU,, '

~:f!JI!J.~

•

IFi']!t,,z~

'

~~rutlil

•
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kind.

Much more contagious and far-reaching is the influence of a sage

on his fellowmen.
(b) "Water flows towards places that are wet;
that are parched.''

fire turns to things

This passage has been explained by Hsun Shuang and some other commentators in the following manner.
Ch' ien

-

and K'un ~~ can be understood as signifying the two

--

opposite properties of dryness and dampness.

The transposition of Line 2

of Ch'ien and Line 5 of K'un results in the formation of the K'an trigram== in K'un

(~~),

and the Li trigram ::::;: in Ch'ien (

).Kan

= = i3 the symbol of water, and its formation in the K'un hexagram
gives rise to the suggestion of water flowing towards a wet place. Similarly, Li ;== symbolizes fire, and its formation in the Ch'ien hexagram
gives rise to the suggestion of fire turning to what is dry.
The above explanation is based on the symbolisms arising as a result
of the mutual adjustment of Ch'ien and K'un. In view of the fact that
water flows towards dry places just as much as it does towards wet places,

279

dragon and clouds, and the tiger and wind. Are these of the same kind?"
Apparently they are not, but according to the 1-Ching they are the same
in this respect: Clouds and dragons belong to the Yang aspect. This is
borne out by the fact that clouds and dragons are represented respectively

== =•

::..=

by the K'an
and Chen
trigrams which are both Yang symbols
derived from Ch'ien
and consisting of one predominant Yang line
and two secondary Yin lines. The tiger and wind, on the other hand,

=

=·

are represented by Tui
and Sun
both Yin symbols, derived
from K'un
and consisting of one predominant Yin line and two secondary Yang lines. According to Yii Fan (~~D, a great authority on
the l- Ching, dragon and tiger are also symbolized by Ch'ien
and

==·

=

K'un : : , symbols for sky and earth. Hence clouds, which generally
gather in the sky, are associated with a flying dragon, while winds which
rise from the earth are associated with a running tiger

• i\~D:;:J;fu

(~~M:-::R

' M<:{:En

'i;:Z~J7E).

It may be said that the dragon feels the influence
of the clouds surcharged with rain, and rises from the deep. His flight
in the sky naturally affects the formation of clouds, so that they seem
to be following his movement.

Similarly, when the tiger feels the

effect of the cold raging wind, it takes fright and flees, not against but
with the wind. The wind sweeps ·on following it as if in pursuit. The
clouds and the wind follow not with any conscious volition on their part,
but merely as a matter of course. In Buddhist literature, similar analogies

while fire turns to wet things just as much as it does towards dry things,
the ideas embodied in the above passage should be· further clarified. When
water reaches a place of which one side is wet and the other dry, it flows

often appear. For instance, "Tl1e shadow follows the body, and echo
follows sound."· Without questioning too severely the soundness of these

towards the wet side; when fire gets in contact with things of which one
portion is dry and the other wet, it turns towards the dry portion. The

notions, one may accept them as illustrations of the truth that a spiritual
teacher or a wise ruler is sure to have disciples, who follow his person as

truth under illustration is that the masses of ordinary people naturally turn
to the sage for spiritual guidance, because Spirit finds fullest expression in
the Sage and man is in essence spiritual.

well as his teachings.

The truth becomes obvious when one reflects on the

huge following of the Buddha, of Jesus Christ, of Mahomet, and of Confucius.

(c) "Clouds trail behind a dragon and winds follow m a tiger's
wake.

(d) "Things rooted in Spirit gravitate to what lies above; things root-

James Legge thinks that this analogy is inappropriate, He writes,
"The continuity of the illustrations is broken by the introduction of the

This concluding illustration is also denounced by James Legge as being
foreign to the occidental way of conceiving things. He wonders why

ed in Earth gravitate to what lies below."

Confucius selected such illustrations and spoke in such a style.

As Legge
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implies, there are fundamental differences between Occidental and Oriental

READ: "DRAGON EXCEEDING THE PROEER LIMITS;-

ways of thinking.

THERE WILL BE OCCASION FOR REPENTANCE." WHAT.

However, in the present case, it should not be difficult

to perceive the unity of significance underlying the variety of illustrations.
. First, there is the interpretation by Chu Hsi and other commentators, that
by "things rooted in Spirit" are meant

men and animals, i.e., moving

DOES THIS SIGNIFY?
THE MASTER SAID:

"THE SUBJECT OF THAT LINE
'

.

I

.

IS NOBLE IN CHARACTER, BUT HE HAS NO SUITABLE

iNtelligent creatures; and that by those "rooted in Earth'' are meant all

POSITION.

plants, that is, things that do not move. Men and animals turn their heads

PEOPLE UNDER HIS CONTROL; AND THE MEN OF TAL-

to the sky above, and the plants take root in the earth below.

ENT

Secondly, there is a better and more convincing explanation based on
the fundamental difference between the spiritual and physical aspects of
man.

Through the body and its avenues of sense, man is related to the

physical world below.

','

HE FILLS A HIGH POST BUT WITH

AND VIRTUE

NO

I,

IN THE LOWER POSITIONS GIVE

HIM NO SUPPORT. SHOULD HE MOVE IN SUCH A CASE,
THERE WILL BE OCCASION FOR REPENTANCE."
As previously explained, the place of honour and authority m the

'

I
1[,I
dI

I

,, I

However, through his soul and spirit, he is related

Ch'ien hexagram belonl!s to the fifth line, and no other line plays so un-

to the spiritual world above. The body, wondrous as it is in its functions

important a part as the sixth; hence the latter is regarded here as having

,li

It is of the
earth, ea:rthy. Every particle of it comes from the earth through the earthy
substance it has assimilated, and every part of it in time will go back to

"no posidon" at all.

Since the subject of Line '5 is the Sage-Ruler, that

:i!

of Line 6 is considered to be his father or ancestors.

the earth.

position is Yin:' The subject of this line, therefore, is not in his correct

and its mechanism, is not life and has no power in itself.

It may truly be said of the body, "Dust thou art and to dust

thou shalt return."
earth.

In other words, what is rooted in earth gravitates to

The body is only the vehicle for the manifestation of life,

life or spirit indubitably transcends earthly existence.

',I
I

!

deed, but have ~o official positions.
place.

These are noble in-

II•

Lirie 6 of Ch'ien is Yang and its

li'

In other words, he has no position, however noble he may be.

'I

:I
II

and

According to most

The subject of Line 6, being in the topmost position, undoubtedly

!I
l1

religious teachings, man's soul is one with the Creative Spirit of the Uni-

''dwells on high''.

Why is it suggested that he bas no people to rule?

!il

verse, so much so that in his innermost self he is always aspiring towards

Because there are no Yin lines in the hexagram, Yin being the symbol for

! i

spiritual ideals, and at death his soul soars heavenward back to the spiritual

the ruled in contradistinction to Yang which is the symbol of a ruler.

world.

This bears out the words, what is rooted in Spirit gravitates to

This is clearly and definitely borne out by the following passage in Ch.

Spirit.

Thus it is that all things follow their own kind, and ordinary

IV of the Great Treatise:

men and women follow their sage as he makes his appearance in the world.

c=.:,

'II

'I
'

==· =:J

"In the Yang trigrams
we have one ruler (one
Yang line] and two subjects (two Yin lines] . In the Yin trigrams (=,

Paragraph 9:

J:JL s : Jttlwl~, -M~~~? -=r-s :
-.-wx 1ft ' ~ wx J\i ' Jt A :fEr 1ft
wx Jf!m ' :l! m:th w/ff l~ ilL o
THE WORDS UNDER THE TOPMOST LINE, YANG,

==:,=]we have two rulers [two Yang lines] and one subject [one
Yin line] ."
According to Ch. XI of the Treatise on the Trigrams, K'un sug.gests
the idea of a multitude (f:$~~).
the hexagram of Ch'ien -

Now, no K'tin trigram is found in

hence "no multitudes".

The meaning becomes clearer still if Line 6 is compared with · Line 5

,,
i!
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in regard to their relationships with their adjacent and correlative lines.

will make their appearance" (§-ili~t!LZ-5ftlf~f3lif!A:fk=f_!.RzJ'I-' :1::11-:M:=f

In this connection, it must be recalled that the second, fourth and sixth

l!LZ.Y!- • WJ8igBoo~zA~~). 1

positions of a hexagram are Yin and the others Yang as in the Chi Chi

ment on the part of the subject of Line 6 will only mean more blunders

---

::::::=.

-

hexagram

Now, in the case of Line 5 of Ch'ien, we find that its

and more occasions for regret.

Under the circumstances, any further moveThe only thing for him to do is to trans-

form himself and become quiescent and humble instead of being positive

adjacent positions 4 and 6 and correlative position 2 are all Yin.

In

and domineering.

Symbolically speaking, Line 6 should transform itself

other words, the positive ruler of Line 5 is correctly related to negative

into Yin, so that the ideal situation of a Yin line occupying a Yin place

subjects occupying Yin positions.

may be restored and maintained.

jects under his rule.
verse obtains.
Yang.

This obviously signifies that he has sub-

In the case of Line 6, on the contrary, the very re-

Its adjacent position 5 and correlative position 3 are both

In other words, all the individuals related to Line 6 are positive

subjects occupying Yang positions.

They can only be his equal, not sub-

jects under his rule .
.Finally, since the subject of Line 5 is the Sage- Ruler, the ruled masses
must necessarily belong to him.

"All within the boundaries of the king-

dom are, without any exception, the subjects of the king." (~1_:1-:L~ • ~
~Ji.:_±gi'.

a ). 1

Therefore, the subject of Line 6, who is not the ruler, cannot

possibly have people under his rule.
By "the man of talent and virtue" is meant the subject of Line 3 of
Ch'ien, tl1e superior man who is "advanced in virtue and accomplished in
learning"

Gflil~f~*).

He occupies a position below, because Line 3 is

in the lower trigram while Line 6 is on top of the upper one.

He gives

no support to the subject of Line 6, because, being both Yang correlatives,
they are not harmoniously related to each other.
IS

a case of "antagonistic response".

As explained before, it

Hence no support.

As explained in a previous commentary on Line 6, the subject of this
line has exceeded the proper limit of his sphere of activity and has become
self- satisfied and overbearing, with the result that people refuse to assist and
co- operate with him(_J:.}L~Jt;~~ • liA~*Ijii!JtfJL---*-=J-). In the words
of Mencius, "The language and looks of self-conceit drive people away to
a distance of one thousand miles and beyond. When good men stay away at
a distance of a thousand miles, calumniators, flatterers, and sycophants
l Shu Ching.

l Works of Me.ncius 1

B~.

VI, PL II 1 Ch, XIII,

------.~~-

~,

I
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This chapter, which consists of Paragraphs 10~16, reviews the Yaotz'us
of the Duke of Chou with rather brief explanations, based chiefly on the
consideration of the human situations represented by the several lines, and
the various stages of man's rise towards world ascendancy.

IJ

Para. iO, Line 1: "Low Position"- This line, being the lowest in
the lower trigram, indicates that the conditions of the time are not propitious for action. It represents the humble situation of Emperor Shun
before he entered public service under Emperor Yao, when he was still
tilling his land in the Li Mountain and fishing in the Lei Marsh ( ~;t#~
U!tiW~). 1
Like a hidden dragon he lived in temporary seclusion.

l

Paragraphs 10-16 of Wen Yen

'

Jt -tli±\IJ '

r 1lL

o

Jl~-%-~

0

~a~~, 1r:f:~ o

~~ii±ill-~

' t:1 ~~

0

1ttik1±5t 'J:yif~

0

Jt-tlifl~ '!~.:t~1IL

I
!

0

~7Cftd7L,5trYif1ko

Il
j
~

10. "CONCEALED DRAGON, DO NOT ACT.''
POSITION IS LOW.
11. "THE DRAGON APPEARS IN THE. FIELD."
STAYS THERE FOR THE TIME BEING.

THE
HE

1

12. "ALL DAY LONG ACTIVE AND VIGILANT."
(THE SUBJECT OF THE ~LINE) IS NOW GOING OVER
HIS WORK AGAIN AND AGAIN.

I
l

13. HTHE !)_RAGON SEEMS TO BE LEAPING UP, BUT
IS STILL IN THE DEEP." HE IS TESTING HIS POWERS.
14. "THE DRAGON IS FLYING IN THE SKY." (THE
SUBJECT OF THE LINE) IS RULING FROM HIS
SUPREME POSITION.

l

Para. 11, Line 2: "Temporary Stay" -The subject of this line has
emerged from seclusion and made his appearance in the world. His light
is shining and he is about to rise to higher positions. Meanwhile he stays
where he is.
The well- known c,ommentator Hui Shih C'hi (~±'i§f) elucidates the
idea of temporary stay by quoting part of the T'uan of the Ken hexagram
as follows:
Stay when it is time to stay and advance when it is time to advance. When one's motion and relaxation all take place at the proper

l

~l

time, his way becomes bright and clear (~ ll:..!lUll: • ~IT.!l'Jrr • lJJ~~

J
f

i~

15. "DRAGON EXCEEDING THE PROPER LIMITS,
THERE WILL BE OCCASION FOR REPENTANCE." WHEN
THINGS HAVE
BEEN PUSHED TO EXTREMITY,
CALAMITY ENSUES.

1

16. "USE OF YANG LINES BY CH'IEN YUAN." THERE
WILL BE PEACE AND GOQI) ORDER IN TEE WH:OLE

I

WQRLP,
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;J

I

~;It~' Jt~Jft~).

Thus Line 2 may be taken as representing that phase of Emperor
Shun's life when the locality where he dwelt had in three years developed
into a well-populated city (j;:~J§fJE • .:=.1f:R.X$) o He was still staying in it,
but as a result of his attractive beneficent influence on the people, his
position and environment had become remarkably improved. He was,
indeed, like a dragon that has risen from the deep and made his appearance
in the field.
The two characters Shih Sheh

I
f

I
I

1

~.

Cf.

S~e

(~~)

• II!~ Ch'je:q, Ir~tor~al Recortl$

in the Chinese

te~t

are capable
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of at least two interpreatations depending on the different intonations and
consequently the different meanings of the latter word Sheh. There is also
a third interpretation advanced by the scholar Chu Wu Ts'ao C*~lD as
a result of his research studies, and augmented in the Wen Hsin Lu Chou
1 Chieh CFI=l~'L'~ '.Jj!ff~JW) by Teng T'zu-pin (~IFf·-).

The first interpretation, -"temporary stay"-- which has been given above, was held by

such commentators as Ch'eng I (~lijj), Hui Shih C'hi (~±*) and Liu

287

"staying" or "giving up" in the first two interpretations.
Para. 12, Line 3:

"Work in Full Swing"- The activities of the

subject of this line have been dealt with in the commentaries on the
Yaotz'u of this line and in Paragraph 6 of Chapter XII of the Wen Yen
Treatise. Suffice it to reiterate here that by "his work" is meant his
moral culture and the pursuit of l1is life- task. Line 3 represents the situa-

relinquishing office or remaining unemployed as required by the conditions

tion of King Wen when he was ruling his state of Ch'i ()(.:E~~z B).
Having already become the "Lord of the West", owning two- thirds of the
then Chinese Empire, he still continued to serve the emperor of the Yin
dynasty as his minister. It also represents the situtation of Shun when, his

of the time. This interpretation was adopted by Legge who translated the
two words as follows: "the time requires him still to be unemployed."

-fame having spread far and wide, Emperor Yao was watching him from
above, and the people were responding to his influence from below.

Yuan (JUiJG).

The second interpretation, held by Yii Fan(,~~), Chu Hsi

C*=RO and Ho T'o ({ilJ~), defines

Shih Sh_eh as "timely giving up"; i.e.,

For this reason, Line 2 has been taken as representing the situation of
Confucius when, owing to the turbulence of the time, he took his departure

Para. 13, Line 4:

"Testing Oneselj"-Before a birdling soars into

the air for the first time, it tests its strength by hopping about in its nest.

from officialdom and devoted himself to a long course of study and teaching, gathering as many as three thousand disciples around him.

Before a man assumes an important office, he goes through what is called

According to the third interpretation by Chu Wu Ts'ao, the word
Sheh {g should have the same pronunciation and meaning of the word

the probationary period. Line 4 represents the situation of Shun when,
as Prince Regent, he was tested by Emperor Yao (Cf. Commentary on
Line 4 of Ch'ien). It also represents the situation of King Wu, when he

Shu iff, which means unrolling or spreading or manifestation, the idea
being that Line 2 should denote that stage in the life of the superior man
when, after emerging from his contemplative solitude, he has already "met
with the Great Man"~represented by Line 5 (-fL=, ;f!JJ'i!.j(A.) and has been
given opportunities for the expression of his talents (I±!M!fJfH'I , mf'&~iff).
Chu Wu Ts'ao contended that only in this respect could Line 2 correspond

called for support and reviewed his troops near the ford of the Meng
River, before proceeding to punish the tyrant Cheo. Much to his surprise,
eight hundred princes gathered together to meet him and declared that the
time had come to punish Cheo. King W u replied, "You know not the
fiat of Heaven. We are not yet in a position to punish him," and he
returned to his state. 1 As the subject of Line 4, he was about to rise to

to th(.first month of the Chinese calendar year when the Yang creative
forces have, in their periodic manifestation, risen from the depths of the

the position of supreme honour, but he had doubts in his mind regarding

earth and diffused extensively over its surface.

the Meng River was a test of his power and of the response of the other

He further held that only

this interpretation could be consonant with the ideas expressed in the
Yaotz'u and the Lesser Symbolism of Line 2, the latter reading as follows:
"The virtuous influence (of the great man) is diffused everywhere." The
same interpretation also harmonizes with the ideas expressed in a subsequent
explanation of the same line, which reads:
look beautiful and bright."
pretation is the correct one,

"The whole world begins to

One is inclined to believe that this interIt certainly precludes any suggestion of

the adequacy of his military equipment.

The meeting near the ford of

princes and vassals.
Para. 14, Line 5:

"Ruling from on high"- The Sage- Ruler is in

.office and peace and order prevail on earth.
.~condition

Line 5 represents the ideal

of things- the golden age of the T'ang and the Yii dynasties
when Emperors Y ao and Shun simply sat solemnly on their thrones with
1. Sze•ma Ch'ien, Historical Records.
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their faces turned southward, and there was perfect peace on earth. When
a truly great ruler reigns, the people are hardly aware of his existence;
every one feels independent and yet acts according to the ruler's will.
The ruler's higher being gives meaning and direction not only to his own

about:
(1)

Para. 16, Extra paragraph: "Perfect peace on earth" ~A free and
clearer translation of this paragraph is as follows: If the meaning of Ch'ien
Yuan (First Cause) which underlies the Yang lines is realized, there will
be perfect peace on earth.
In the footnotes of his translation of the I- Ching, Legge remarks that
it is difficult .to understand the first part of this paragraph. ·According to
Chinese commentators on the !-Ching, this paragraph is capable of two
explanations. First, if the ruler of a nation comprehends the profound
spiritual meaning of Ch'ien Yuan, i.e., the First Cause or the Divine
Unity, which progressively expresses itself in the form of phenomena, and
if he personifie.s that meaning in his. daily life· and rul<:s _his .. people in
exact accordance with it, then the followil;lg_ three results will be bropght

There will be no error in his actions and consequently no artificial

cal;:mities within his realm (fz;~;2fs:J21.-5Grr~

• ffi]J21.fz:5Gzi!!Jif::fL. • Jffif$
m•·-~~~~·ru•5Gw~•~·~T~~·•~•zm~)~ ..

acts, but to those of h,is subjects as well. The fact is that the influence of
a Sage- Ruler is a great mot}vating and transforming power, and it is by
the involuntary radiation of this creative influence upon the masses that
peaCe and order are brought about in the world.
Para. 15, Line 6: "Dire Disaster"- This line represents the downfall
of the last rulers of the Hsia and Shang dynasties (1818-1123 B.C.). Chieh
·~ , the tyrannical last ruler of the Hsia dynasty, lived a dissolute life and
was fond of indulging in wild debaucheries. It is said that his pleasure
park contained, among other things, a lake of wine. His extravagance
and love of pleasure even~ually caused the outbreak of revolts among his
subjects. The leader of these revolts was T'ang who, after overthrowing
King Chieh,. established the Shang dynasty.
The last ruler of this
dynasty, Cheo, rivalled Chich in cruelty and debauchery and history
repeated itself. Eventually, King Wu revolted against the tyrant, overthrew
him, and so founded the famous Chou dynasty (1122-256 B.C.), the
longest in Chinese history. The downfall of King Chieh and King Cheo
was due to their excessive indulgence in vice and immoral pleasures.

.28!)

be, as it were, the Master of the Six DragoJ?-S ·(i.~., of
the six Yang 1ines of Ch'ien !jlt:JGffl::fL), mounting them eac~ at the p~op
(2)

~e

:Will

er time and riding through the sky (!jit~~l3ffi::tim~ • ·*:f\ftQJ,$~). He
will be at one with Nature and will fulfil his destiny.
(3) His subjects will fulfil their normal lives, free (rom oppression
of any kind; and all things will realize their true nature each in its own
correct way. Thus a harmonious order of things will come into being,
and perfect peace will reign on earth.
The second and more profound explanation, which is based on a
metaphysical apprehension of Ultimate Reality and its reflection in the
perfect Sage- Ruler, has been given in a previous section. So a brief summary may be all that is necessary here.
Ch'ien Yuan, as the Causeless Cause of both Spirit and Matter, is the
ev-er-concealed, ever-incognizable Reality. This Absolute Reality exhibits
't-\\!b aspects, one of which is Spirit, symbolized by the Ch'ien hexagram.
· Spirit is the real creative principle, and it creates through the agency of an
i,nfinitude of creative powers which, in the I-Ch1.ng, are symbolized by a
group of Yang lines. These Yang lines are designated "the Nines" in
contradistinction to Yin lines which are designated "the Sixes". Therefore,
figuratively speaking, it may be said that Ch'ien Yuan is employing the
' 1 Nines" in World - Creation. Hence
the phrase in the text: "Use of
Nines by Ch'ien Yuan".
f

As above, so below. The Sage- Ruler who has attained union with
Ch'ien Yuan need hardly make any conscious personal efforts to rule his
country. He just allows the creative power of Spirit to pour forth through
his being. Spontaneously his Higher Being manifests itself and gives
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direction to the activities of his subjects. Just as Ch'ien Yuan employs· a
multiplicity of Yang powers as agents in creation, so the Sage- Ruler em- .
ploys a group of worthy men as ministers in government: It was in this
way that Emperor Shun ruled his empire in ancient times. Of him Confucius
said in the Li Chi, "Of old, Shun had Minister Yii on his left side and
Minister Kao Yao on his right. He need hardly step down from his seat
before perfect peace was brought about on earth" ( ::fl.::FB :

:tl$.1WJ • /f''FJtiffi~""f~). o

'Mf~~tif.iiffii
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17. "CONCEALED DRAGON. DO NOT ACT." THE
YANG FORCE IS STILL HIDDEN IN THE EARTH.
18. "DRAGON APPEARING IN THE FIELD." THE
WHOLE WORLD ATTAINS BEAUTY AND RADIANCE.
19. "ALL DAY LONG ACTIVE AND VIGILANT."
HE ACTS INCESSANTLY SO AS TO KEEP PACE WITH
THE TIMES.
20. ''(THE DRAGON) SEEMS TO BE LEAPING UP,
BUT IS STILL IN THE DEEP."--HERE THE WAY OF
THE CREATIVE PRINCIPLE IS LEADING TOWARDS ONE
OF ITS GREAT TRANSFORMATIONS.
21. "DRAGON FLYING IN THE SKY." HIS PLACE ·
IS BASED ON HIS SPIRITUAL ATTRIBUTES.
22. "DRAGON EXCEEDING THE PROPER LIMIT;
THERE WILL BE OCCASION FOR REPENTANCE." THE
-OPPORTUNE MOMENT HAS COME TO AN END.
23 "USE OF YANG LINES BY CH'IEN YUAN." WE
PERCEIVE THE MODE OF OPERATION OF THE SPIRITPRINCIPLE.
These seven paragraphs show the successive stages of the cyclic mani
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times."

-festation of the Yang forces.
Para. 17 & 18:

As has been explained before, the lowest two lines of

a hexagram represent Earth, while the topmost two represent the plane of
Spirit. The two ~iddle lines, 3 and 4, represent mari as being a creature
intermediate between Spirit and Earth. Of the two lowest lines, Line 2
naturally represents the surface of the. earth, while Line I represents the
stratum below it. Now, according to Chinese Cosmology, it is in this
substratum, in the depths of the earth, that the life-sustaining Yang foF:Ces
are laid up and concealed towards the end of the 11th lunar month ptibr
to the Winter Solstice which fa,lls on Dec. 22nd. This is why Line 1 corresponds to the lith month of the year, and the subject of that line keeps
quiescent and inactive in order to conserve his energy in harmony ~ith
the spirit of the time. On the day of the Winter Solstice, the shortest
day of the year, these Yang forces begin to vibrate on a new cycle of
manifestation, but at the beginning they can only do so gently and slowly,
and their centre still remain:~ hidden in the bowels of the earth. After t~
Winter Solstice, the forces manifest themselves with increasing momentu!ll
until the first lunar month when they are supposed to have reached the
surface of the earth, spreading over hills and fields, vivifying the vegetable
kingdom, and bringing forth a luxuriance of beautiful flowers and vegetables. Creative Spirit has transformed the world into one of beauty and
radiance, This explains the. text under Line 2 - "The whole world attains
beauty. and radiance" ·- and ~bows why Line 2 corresponds . to the second
period. represented by the first lunar month. In harmony with this cosmic
situation, the superior man ~f Line 2 has emerged from his seclusion and is
now giving a brilliant display of his virtues and abilities.
Line 3 indicates that the Yang forces have advanced one
stage further, having ascended beyond the surface of the earth to the plane
of man and infused all Nature with their vitalizing breath. This stage is
marked by the great abundance of natural products from the earth. It is
a cortdition of things that. obtains in the third lunar month and corresponds
to the prime of life of the superior man, in which his creative power has
become varied and extensive and he still "nerves himself to ceaseless activity.'' Hence the words in the text: "He acts continually to keep
Para. 19:
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Now, when the Yang forces ascend to the stage represented
by Line 4 in the corresponding fifth month of the year, there is a definite
change in the direction and manner of their progress. · First, the forces, in.
t]leir rampant onward rush, have passed from the lower Ch'ien trigram
and entered into the upper Ch'ien trigram in the proximity of the plane
of Spirit. This is indicative of a change for a new sphere or a 1?-ew;
dimension. Secondly, on June 21st (the longest day of the year) fal,Js the
Summer Solstice, when the sun touches the Tropic of Cancer. On that·
day commences the manifestation of the Yin Principle (~~~!E). which
is the polar opposite of Yang, with the result that the days tend to become:
shorter and shorter. This signifies that the flow of the Yang forces begins
to be affected by forces of a diametrically opposite nature which belong to
-the Yin aspect of the Absolute. This is a most important change inasmuch
as the advance of Yin forces means the withdrawal of their polar opposite,
It is a change which, however unnoticeable at the
beginning, eventually transforms the whole cosmic situation and produces
.
y opposite results. Hence it is that Line 4 is indicative of the st~ge
which "the way of the Creative Principle is leading towards one of its
transformations." On the plane of human life, it represents that-phase
a man's career in which he entertains doubts as to whether his extensi"e
Para. 20:

•

'

,

'

r

'vities are proper, a phase in which he modifies his way of ·lif~ so as to
eliminate those aspects that are incongruent with the profoundest . meahing
. He cares more for the ultimate issues of life ·than those
passing interest. Th{m he undergoes a sort of adjustment before passing
the spiritual phase which signifies the ultimate fulfilment of hi~~ life
. which is represented by Line 5,
Line 5, the Lord of the Hexagram, which corresponds to
. seventh month. of the Chinese. calendar ye~r, indicates the completion
Para. 21:

·Nature's annual cycle of creation, which is characterized by the ha~vests'
crops, -of fruits and of other products from the earth. It rep!esetits the
in which man enjoys not only the beauty but' also the· utility of
products. On the plane of human life, it co:r:responds to the: g~~nd
of the life- task of the Sage- Ruler, which not only demon-
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strates his spiritual attributes as a sage but establishes himself on the throne
as the ruler of his people.
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The important point emphasized in the text is

that his place must be "based on his spiritual attributes".

I£ he lacks

Spirit and Matter arc the differentiations of this One Reality, and Spirit
is the real principle of creation. How does this Spirit Principle reveal itself?
In wbat way can its mode of operation be perceived?

From the meta-

either virtue or office, he is not fit to assume the government of his people.

physical point of view, all tbe phenomena of the universe have come into

He must possess both.

XXVIII of

being as the result of the co- operation of Yin and Yang- of Spirit and

may occupy the throne, but if be have

Matter, just as the activities of man's phy3ical body depend on the co-

This point is well set forth in Chap.

the Doctrine of the Mean:

<~One

not the proper virtue, he may not dare to make rites and music.

One

operation of the active element, oxygen, and the other inactive elements.

may have the virtue, but if he d<f'not occupy the throne, be may not
presume to make rites and music."

This means that the ideal type of man

is the sage endowed with the nobility of the statesman, the so- called "Inner
(fl's~7}.±).

Sage-· Outer King"

This is precisely the type of man that has

been extolled as the greatest and the most superior by Cbinese philosophers.

Hermann Keyserling has expressed the above truth in the following
remark:

"Events occur as function of the co- operation of the masculine

and the feminine." 1

In his book, lvfenschen als Sinn?ilder, he further

shows that all progress is due solely to the influx of the Logos Spermatiko~,
the creative principle in its masculine aspect.

Line 6, wbich corresponds to the ninth lunar month, denotes

Para. 22:

the condition of things in late autumn when the Yang forces have withdrawn
from nature.

The involutionary process from activity to rest, from mul-

Now, since Spirit constitutes one of the two aspects of Ultimate
Reality, and since it creates through the agency of creative powers which,

The leaves of trees have either

in the !-Ching, are designated "the Nines", it may be said that the

fallen or changed their colour; berries are fully ripe; shrubs and herbs

pl1enomena of the Universe have come into being through the employment

have assumed a

of Nines by Ch'icn Yuan, and that progress in the world is due to the

tiplicity to unity, is nearing completion.
mellow tint;

common flowers have faded and fallen;

and the dark and dreary days of winter are about to set in. On the plane

infusion of Nines.

of human life, this indicates that the man has accomplished his task.

man, having developed his spiritual faculty of intuition, will be able to

active days are over.

He is approaching the end of his cycle.

His

It would

This being the case, it must follow that a spiritual

see through the phenomena and perceive their inner reality.

In other

be better for him to withdraw and spend his remaining days in spiritual

words, the spiritual man, who is sufficiently gifted, will be able to perceive

contemplation.

Only re-creation of himself at the right moment by means

the spiritual potencies and principles which are the basis of life everywhere.

of mutation can save him from disaster or regret, just as the transformation

Whoever could penetrate into his innermost depth would at the same time

of Line 6 into Yin restores the correct order of things.

sec through the whole of empiric reality.

Para. 23; As has been stated before, Absolute Reality, which underlies

World- Creation, is ever-concealed and ever-incognizable.
Eternity to Eternity.
form nor limit.

It is antecedent to Spirit and Earth.

nation of Ch'ien Yuan, he will be able to use the Nines or Yang forces
in creation.

It exists from
It has neither

"Looked for, it is invisible; listened for, it is inaudible;

clutched at, it is unattainable. " 1 Thanks to its originating and ever-flowing
power, the seasons revolve and the myriads of things come into being ()(.

fiiJ § =ijjt'
l.

iffii2B~rr~

• a~~~).

Tao Teh Ching Ch. XIV

Then, as a reflection or mcar-

1.

The Recovery of Truth Page 469.
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24. THAT WHICH IS CALLED CH'IEN YUAN IS
THAT GREAT, ORIGINATING, AND ALL- PERVADING
POWER WHICH GIVES BIRTH TO ALL THINGS AND
SECURES THEIR GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.
25. 'UTILITY - HARMONY AND CORRECTNESS -FIRMNESS REF,ER TO ITS NATURE AND CHARACTERISTICS (AS SEEN IN ALL THE RESULTING PHENOMENA).
26. THIS FIRST CAUSE OF CH'IEN IS ABLE WITH
ITS BEAUTY AND UTILITY TO BENEFIT THE WHOLE
WORLD, AND YET IT NEVER BOASTS OF THE BENEFITS· BESTOWED. GREAT INDEED IS ITS OPERATION!
In this chapter Confucius leaves the Yaotz'us of the individual lines
and turns his attention to the T'uan or King Wen's judgment on the
In' the three paragraphs which constitute this
hexagram . as a whole.
chapter, he gives a further explanation of the four attributes of SpiritOrigination, Penetration, Utility- Harmony, and Correctness- Firmness.

Para. 24: Birth and Growth
The power of origination of Ch'ien Yuan cannot be separa~ed
that of penetration. According to an illustration by Chu Hsi, the second
attribute issues from the first just as Summer comes after. Spring. Likewise, .
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the last two attributes- Utility- Harmonyand Correctness- Firmness~ are
interreb.ted, .the latter following the former just as Winter follows Autumn.
The first two attributes denote the efflux of the Spirit Principle from
within outwards, i.e., the evolutionary proces3 of differentiation from
unity to multiplicity, while the last two attributes denote the influx of
that Spirit Principle from without inwards, i.e., the involutionary process
of integration from multiplicity back to unity. This periodic manifestation
and withdrawal of Spirit,- the alternate manifestation of Yin and Yang
of the profoundest metaphysical tmths about the cosmos. ltsclear
cotno·retlension is necessary to understand the meaning of the sixty-four
of the !-Ching.
The 1-Ching postulates one Absolute Re£lity which is the "primeval
iincreated cause of all", the Divine Unity fr?m which all proceeds, and
which all returns. It is the One Life, eter.nal, invisible, yet ~rrmipre:.:
without beginning or end, but periodical in its regular manifestations.
The esoteric doctrine of Taoism teaches the same truth, namely, that this.
infinite and unknown Essence exists from all eternity and, in regular
harmonious successions, is either passive (Yin) or active (Yang). Upon
: J,u;<luJ<~ur~ ting an active period, an expansion of this Divine Essence from
in outwards occurs in obedience. to eternal and immutable law, and
phenomenal or visible universe is the ultimate result of the long chain
cosmic forces thus progressively set in motion. In like m.anner,. when
passive condition is resumed, a contraction of the Divine Essence takes
and the previous work of creation is gradually and progressively
When the visible universe becomes disintegrated, its material
and "darkness" broods once more over the face of the "deep".
use a metaphor which will convey the idea still more clearly, an outof the ''unknown essence'' produces the world; and an inhalation
it to disappear. This process has been going on from all eternity,
our present universe is but one of an infinite series which has neither
nor end. In Hinduism these active:· and passive conditions are
. the Days and Nights of Brahma.
set forth above show how the f-uur attributes of Spirit cor·
four seasons of the year and how it is due to the cyclic
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manifestation cf Ch'ien Yuan that all things have their origin, their development, their utility, their harmonious relationships, their correct forms,
their firm obedience to natural laws, and the ultimate fulfilment of their

YE~
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four seasons are pursuing their course, and all things are continually growing.
~) •1

Docs Spirit say anything?" (~{Plat& • [7!1~ff~ • tf~:±.~ • ~{iii~·
It wa:;, perhaps, tlle reali·.-:ation of this truth that inspired Lao Tzu

to say in his Tao Teh Ching:

nature.

The Sage gives life to all things, but does not take possession of them.

Para. 25:

He acts, but docs not appropriate.

Nature and Characteristics

He accomplishes, but claims no credit. 2
In many commentaries the two words Hsing Ch'ir:,g ('rtJJrl.f) refer to
the essential nature and inherent characteristics of man, hsi1zg meaning his
Inner Self or Being, and Ch'ing, his feelings and desires.

It is because he lays claim to no credit that the credit cannot be
taken a\·vay from him.

Here, too, the

inner correspondence of the Macrocosm and the Microscosm cxn be clearly
discerned.

Just as the One Reality manifests two aspects in the Universe,

so desire has two m1in expressions:

desire to attract that which gives

pleasurable feelings, and desire to repd that which gives plinful feeling3.
During the first part of his evolution, man is likely to express himself
lll

feelings that are coarse and inharmonious.

Feelings of hatred, anger,

fear, scorn and vindictivenes3, for instance, are base emotions tending
towards spiritual degradation.

Nevertheless, they are his feelings just the

same, having their origin in him and being infused with hi:; life- force.
Now, on his pilgrimage towards his Higher Self, which is one with Spirit,
he has to transmute his inharmonious co1nc feelings into harm0nious noble
one:;, such as love, compas3ion, courage, gTatitudc, and reverence.

By

entertaining lnrmonious feelings he gradually tran3mutes them into virtues
which are absolutely essential for his spiritual development and self-perfection.
It is by the creative application of the principle of Ch'ien Yuan, which
is the principle of change, that he changes his wrong feelings and desires
into right ones, and so returns to the creative source of life from which
be has come forth.

Para. 25:

Benefiting All Without Claiming Credit

This paragraph is a eulogy on the supreme virtue demonstrated by
Ch'ien Yuan in creating and benefiting all thing:; without claiming credit
for having done so. Confucius says: "Does Spirit say anything? The

J.. Confucian Analects, Book XVII, Chapter 19.
2. Tao Teh Ching, Chap. 2.
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position of either the upper or the lower trigram, and "correctness" meaning
being a Yang line occupying a Yang position. It can easily be noticed
that Lines 4 and 6 are neither central nor correct, being Yang lines oc-

CHAPTER XVI

Paragraphs

21'-29 of Wen Yen
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cupying Yjn positions, and being on top of the two central lines; Lines 1
and 3 are correct, being Yang line_s occupying Yang positions, but not
central inasmuch as they are below the two central lines; Line 2 is indeed

o

central, but, as a Yang line in a Y1n position, it i~ not correct; it appears,
therefore, that the only line that is both central and correct is the remaining Line 5.

It is for this reason that Line 5 is regarded as the .·'Lord' of

the Ch'ien hexagram, and credited· with all the attributes belonging to the

:JCTJf~o

Ch'ien Principle as a whole.

27. GREAT INDEED IS THE CREATIVE PRINCIPLE!-

STRONG, VIGOROUS, CENTRAL, CORRECT, THE PURE
ESSENCE OF ALL THINGS.
28. ITS SIX COMPONENT LINES REVEAL AND
UNFOLD ITS MEANING, SO THAT THE CHARACTER OF
THE WHOLE IS EXPLAINED THROUGH ITS DIFFERENT
ASPECTS.
29. (a) THE GREAT MAN AT THE PROPER TIME
RIDES HEAVENWARDS UPON THE BACKS OF THESE
SIX DRAGONS.
(b) THE CLOUDS MOVE; THE RAIN IS DISENJOYS
WHOLE WORLD
TRIBUTED;
AND THE
PEACE.
Para. 27 is a eulogy of the great Spiritual Power represented by Ch'ien
with special reference to the subject of Line 5 which is the "Lord" of the
hexagram. This Spiritual Power is praised as the centre of man's being
and the pure essence of all things.
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It is credited with the qualities of

strength, vigour, centrality, and correctness.
As the constituent parts of the Ch'ien hexagram, the six lines naturally
share the qualitie3 attributed to Ch'ien as a whole, but it should be noted
that of the six lines only Line 5 can be credited with the joint qualities
of centrality and correctness, "centrality" meaning ·bei~g in th~ central

Para. 28 refers to the e:xplanation of the· -six lines of the hexagram

by

-the Duke of Chou. These six lines exhibit th'e Spiritual Pow·enn· diff~rent
positions and relations, .bringing out all its significance.~ In ·other words,
the meaning of the CJ:l'ien hexagram is revealed through "its.six lines, and
·the meaning given to each individual line depends· on its relationship with
the hexagram as a whole and with their Lord, Line 5, in particular. Thus
all·the lines represent spiritual men of strong noble character, but" tbci' "first
hides himself, the second just shows himself, the third is active and ~igilaiif,
the fourth leaps up, the fifth soars to the heights, and the sixth transforms
himself. Furthermore, the subject of Line 2, being correhited with the
great man of Line 5, finds it to his advantage to· meet with him;- the
subject of Line 4, being next to the "Lord" in position 5, is waiting for
an opportunity to win promotion; the sixth being just above the Lord
finds it necessary to withdraw to a humbler position to a,void Clashing_
with his rightful ruler.· Of the two remaining subjects, 1 and 3, inasmuch
as they have no relationship whatever with the Lord, the former' finds it
advisable to hide himself, while the third can only devote himself tb selfculture.

It can thus be seen that each conducts himself in a different

manner according to his particular position and the circumstances of the
moment, but they all express the spiritual qualities of Ch'ien and fulfil
the meaning of the r~spective phases of their life in a correct way. Without
the six lines as its means of expression, the meaning ?f Ch'ien . will be
obscure and incomprehensible; while, with their help, the significance of its
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various aspects has found altogether adequate expression. Hence it is that
the Duke of Chou, by explaining the meaning of the line,g of a hexagram,
has given a fuller and richer revelation of the meaning given by King
Wen in his T'uans. What applies to the Ch'ien hexagram applies to the
remaining sixty-three hexagram3, and the three hundred and eighty - four
lines may all be understood as expressing the meaning of the sixty- four
hexagrams and the meaning of the Divine Unity which underlies them.
The latter part of Paragraph 28 deals with the law of analogy and
correspondence, which is specially applicable to the two fundamental
hexagrams Ch'ien and K'un. It is this law that has so far been applLGd
to the interpretation of the text under the six individual lines of Ch' ien.
This method of interpretation consists in extending the six lines sideways
so that, one after another, they penetrate the K'un hexagram placed parallel to Ch'ien, In each case of penetration, one line of K'un is changed
into a Yang line.

In this way six corresponding hexagrams are formed

as shown in a previous section. In very elaborate ways the present writer
has demonstrated how the ideas underlying the individual lines are
corroborated, supplemented, and developed by those underlying the corresponding hexagrams.

The remarkable thing is that similar words and

phrases are actually and deliberately used in the texts of the corresponding
symbols to show their interconnections. This is, indeed, one of the master-
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sentence in question, i.e., the latter part of Paragraph 28. To Chiao Hsun
the phrase p'ang t'ung (~fffi) means placing each and every hexagr~m side
by side with its antithetical hexagram and then adjusting them by transposing

their incorrectly-placed lines to each other in a given order, so that many
different hexagrams are formed whose symbolisms bear out the concepts
and ideas in the text of the hexagram in question. As mentioned in
Chapter I of the Introduction, this method of interpretation is very complicated, involving as it does the simultaneous . visualization of many
hexagrams and the movement of their lines from one figure to another.
Owing to its extreme complexity, it ·has not been incorporatcri into the
present treatise.
Para. 29 (a): Coming back to the Ch'ien hexagram, it is evident.
that the superior man who comprehends the significance of ~he six lil).es"

is, in reality, the master of the six situations which they represent. He
conducts himself in the right manner, at the right place, and at the right
time. Figuratively speaking, he is the master of the six dragons, holding
the reins in his hands, and making right movements in harmony with the
spirit of t:he times.

key; and· I deem myself fortunate in having, by sheer accident, procured

Para. 29 (b): This paragraph deals agam with Line 5 which rcpres~nts the great man or the Sage-Ruler. What clouds and rain mean to the
thirsty earth, the rule of the sage means to expectant humanity. In
previous paragraphs it has been shown that clouds and rain are formed as
the result of the harmonious co-operation of Yin and Yang. The truth is
that Yin cannot act, and is incapable of producing any result, unless
energized by the creative power of Yang. From the scientific point of
view, clouds and rain would not have come into being had not the active

a copy of his masterpiece, which has enabled me to incorporate his inter-

Yang element of hydrogen acted on and cooperated with the pas3ive Yin

keys to the understanding of the structure of the text of the I -Chir.g, and
it is really surprising that this key was not discovered earlier by the many
learned cemmentators throughout the centuries. To the present· clay scholar,
Chou Shan- pei (JjlU~:I:E-) , author of tbc book Chou I Tsa Kua Cheng
Chieh (m.J~~ltiH~~¥),1 must be given the credit of having dis(;OVered this

entirely new compounds with

pretation into the present treatise.
A word should perhaps be said here regarding the Chiao Hsun Cm1Ml)
school of interpretation which is based on a different explanation of the

This is clearly borne out symby the interaction of the Ch'ien

and the K'un hexagrams

, representing the Yang and Yin Principles of Nature.
l.

Cf. The Introduction, Ch. IX, The Tenth Appendix.

When the

forces of Ch'ien, represented by Lines 2 and 5, are projected on

---==
. =-==
t he K' an h exagram ::.:
=.=
..,._,
--

K•un thus·

-

WI'11

be prod uced , con-
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taining two K'an trigrams
the upper one signifying clouds and
the lower one rain. This rule of interpretation has been explained in the
There is another way of interaction or
commentary on the T'uan.
interadjustment between the Ch'ien and K'un hexagrams, and that consists
in transferring lines 2, 4, and 6 of the former to the latter and Lines 1,
3, and 5 of the latter to the former. The result is the formation of the
Chi Chi hexagram

== ,

showing all lines in their correct places, and,

what is more important, containing two K'an trigrams, the· upper one
signifying clouds, and the lower intermediate one, rain.
It may be difficult to understand why it is that the "movement of
clouds" (~ft) and the "distribution of rain" (f:m1Jf8) may result in peace
arid order being brought about on earth (:;RTZJS-tg.). The answer is that
the Sage- Ruler, who concentrates on the innermost centre of his Being (~cp)
and expresses his inner life in harmony with external circumstances (~~),
produces a definite effect on nature and on humanity in general.
It appears that the harmony of his being communicates itself to the external
forces of nature and to the souls of the masses, harmonizing them as a
result. This is the meaning underlying the following passage from the
Doctrine of the Mean:

Let the states of inwardness and harmony exist in perfection, and
a happy order will prevail throughout heaven and earth, and all
things will be nourished and flourish (~rf15fl] ' ~:1-t!?.lli~ ' ~~~
~).1

It is interesting to note that the creative influence of the sage on

humanity was dwelt upon by the Indian philosopher, T. Subba Row, in
one of his four lectures on the philosophy of the Bhagavad- Gita, delive~ed
in 1886.

In the course of his third lecture he said:
There is a great truth that I ought to bring to your notice.

Whenever any particular individual reaches the highest state of spiritual
culture, develops in himself all the virtues that alone entitle him to a
union with the Logos, and finally, unites his soul with the Logos,
1. The DoctYine of the Mean, Ch. I. Para. 5.

PARAGRAPHS 27-29 OF WEN YEN

there is, as it were, a sort of reaction emanating from that Logos for
the good of humanity. If I am permitted to use a simile, I may
compare it to what may happen in the case of the sun when a comet
falls upon it. If a comet falls upon the sun there is necessarily an
accession of heat and light. So is the case of a human· being who has
developed an unselfish love for humanity in himself. He unites his
highest qualities with the Logos, · and, when the time of the final
union comes, It sends down Its influence for the good of mankind. This
influence may be conceived of as invisible spiritual grace that descends
from heaven, and it is showered down upon humanity, as it were,
whenever any great Mahatma unites his soul with the Logos. Every
Mahatma who joins his soul with the Logos is thus a source of immense
power for the good of humanity in after generations.
Exactly the same truth is expressed in a more cogent manner and in
more philosophical language by Hermann Keyserling in the chapter on
"Hindoo and Chinese Wisdom" in his Creative Understanding. Says he:
The outward appearance of the world exclusively depends on the
inner state of man. Pure theory changes nothing, but every reality
of inner experience in the long run creates a corresponding external
reality ......... The outward appearance of the world mirrors the inner
state of man not always from the outset, but all the more certainly
in the long run; a world of today generally truthfully reflects the
character of those who lived a generation earlier.
Thanks to the strangely hierarchic disposition of the Chinese and
their particular philosophy of nature, this insight is often expressed in
a way which seems grotesque to us. When the ruler has put his person
in order, the saying goes, then it will rain at the right moment. But
whether or not the expression is more or less satisfactory in our eyes
is not the important thing, if it has made the Chinese capable of
Sense -realization; and this it has done. The fundamental insight that
Being conditions the phenomena, and not vice versa, is the basis of
that grand system of Confucius which for two thousand years has
made possible the most harmonious community life of the greatest
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number of human beings ever known; it is the very

soul of the ex-

CHAPTER X VII

t~rnally questionable doctrine, namely, that morality is the basic force
of the world. For morality in China is not understood as the external
performance of duty, but as the expression of Being altogether accordant with Significance.

Paragraphs

30-36 of Wen Yen

Paragraph 30:

~*~~-~ff'a~~~ff~,~~-~
~'•W*~'ffW*~,~~~*~m~o
THE ACTIVITY OF THE SUPERIOR MAN
CONSISTS IN ACCOMPLISHING DEEDS OF VIRTUE.
ALL DAY LONG HE CAN BE SEEN AT WORK..
THE PHRASE "BEING CaNCEALED" MEA.NS ..
THAT·HE IS STILL LIVING IN SECLUSION AND
HAS NOT YET SHOWN HIMSELF, THE REASON
l3EING THAT IF HE SHOULD ACT, HIS CONDlfCT
HAS STILL TO BE PERFECTED. WHILE THIS IS
THE. CASE, THE SUPERIOR MAN DOES NOT :ACT,
In this chapter which consists of paragraphs 30-36-, we will.leavethe...
T'uan and turn once again to the meaning of the different line:s m . o:.:;~e~ .·

to set forth the reasonable teachings of the Duke of Chou ...

The Superiilr Man-.and Culture_ of

Being-~

As quoted in the l~st commentary, "morality in Chi!).~ is . u~t
understood as the external performance of duty' but as the ekpr~.i~n of;~
Being altogether accordant with Significance." It follow~
~ff~' .
.improvement in the case of the superior mart consists not in the cultlire oC
ability but in the culture of Being. If his conduct is not firmly root6iin:':
•. ~virtue, if his essential Being is still inadequate, then, however outstanding
· abilities may be, he is still unfit to engage in social o~. politic~!,
·vities. According to the meaning of the paragraph .under discussign,

that.:

superior man has already acquired the cardinal virtues, · alt~ough , he ·
not perfected them, as his moral culture has to continue when he has
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advanced to the ~econd and even the third pos1t10n indicated in the
hexagram. He has, indeed, developed the moral powers of a dragon (ft
• ), and is capable of expressing them; but, since he is situated in the lowest place, he has to content himself with continued seclusion till the right
time comes for him to show himself and accomplish his life-task in the
world.
There is a well-known saying that the scheme of life indicated by the
!-Ching is meant for the superior man and not for the inferior man (~
~15=f~

• ~~1]\J,jJk).

As the present paragraph refers to the self-improvement of the superior man, it may be fitting here to set forth the
Confucian conception of a superior man. Confucians recognize the fact
that there are higher and lower levels of life.. Within the same nation, the
same age, and -the same culture, there are great and small, profound and
shallow, superior and inferior men. In each case the greatness, profundity,
and superiority are considered not as attributes of ability but of Being.
The Being of a person is his Inner Self as expressed in the totality of his
thoughts, emotions and volitions. It is his personal core which serves as a
vital background to all his utterances and actions. Now what is it that
constitutes a higher value or superiority of Being? It has been pointed
out in a previous commentary that superiority means the centring of con·
sciousness within a deeper stratum of Significance. In other words, superiority means that the powers of the soul are related to a higher plane of
Being. Things may be the same but they assume different meanings to the
superior and the_ inferior perso?ality. The self-same phenomena become
something different when they are brought into relationship with a deeper·
layer of Significance.. Superiority therefore depends on the depth of Spir·
itual Meaning one can perceive. The man whose vital background is God
is on a higher level than the man whose last resort is his empirical Ego;
and his superiority unmistakably reveals itself in the greater vitality and
importance of what he achieves.
The superior man as envisioned in the present paragraph devotes himself not to the acquisition of ability or the accumulation of external re·
sources, but to the development of his essential Being and the perfection of
his cardinal virtues. He does not seek . worldly knowledge which never
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means true progress. What he seeks is wisdom which enables him to live
and move in deeper ranges of Spiritual Significance .
According to the teaching of the !-Ching, man is capable of changing
himself from superficiality to profundity, from inferiority to superiority,
from dependence on destiny to triumph over destiny.

Paragraph 31:

#~*~~~,~~~t'~~mt,~~*zo
~ s , ji 11~1± m, ~u Jt *.A , :«i~-& o
THE SUPERIOR MAN STUDIES IN ORDER TO
ACCUMULATE WISDOM, PUTS QUESTIONS TO
GAIN DISCRIMINATION, MAKES
FORGIVENESS AND MAGNANIMITY HIS IDEALS IN LIFE
AND BENEVOLENCE THE ESSENCE OF HIS CONDUCT. WHEN THE .I SAYS: "THE DRAGON APPEARS IN THE FIELD; IT .WILL BE ADVANTAGEOUS TO MEET WITH A GREAT MAN," IT
REFERS TO THE VIRTUOUS QUALITIES OF A
RULER.
This paragraph shows the superior man in process of developing into
a sage who possesses the attributes of a ruler and whose appearance 1s a
blessing to mankind.

Symbolisms
It should be noted that the notions of "learning", "making enquiries", ''hearing", ''benevolence", and "carrying into practice'', as em bod.
ied in this paragraph, are all derived from symbolisms with which Line 2
is connected.

'

with two Yang lines at the bottom and four

§§

Yin lines above.

Line 2 corresponds to the Lin hexagram

1@1;

(No. 19)
Now in
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=·

the Lin hexagram the lower trigram, Tui
while the lower intermediate trigram, Chen

is the symbol of "mouth",
stands for "sound" and

::.=,

"feet"-hence hearing and carrying into practice.

As explained in the

commentary on Chapter I, Chen also corresponds to Spring, East, and
Love- hence benevolence. The percepts "mouth" and "sound" combine
to produce the concepts of ''speaking'', "making enquiries'', or "discussing''.

--

Besides, the Greater Symbolism of the Tui hexagram ft __ (No.
reads:

58)

" .................. The superior man joins with friends for discussion

and practice"

(ft~G

:

~-f-J2J)lf]~~!W).

The Superior Man and Spiritual Significance
The question arises:

What is it that the superior man is learning and

questioning all the time? According to many authorities including Lai
Chih-teh Of~z:jj) and Liu Yuan (~1ji51:.), the object of learning and inquiry is the art of life, the spiritual meaning of the universe, the essential
truth of all things, -in a word, Significance C*zfj : z1riEcJ:lZ.fllli).
According to this interpretation, the superior man is he who deepens his
understanding of Significance through learning and accumulating the results
of learning (~QIJ\zz). By inquiring into the essential meaning of things,
he distinguishes what is profound from what is superficial CF~=~~.l2Lmz).
With magnanimity and tolerance he dwells in Significance (J!r.J2U§-zJ, and
with benevolence he moves in Significance ( 1=.l2Lrrz). As Significance is
everywhere underlying spiritual life as its innermost reality, the superior
man seeks to understand it by establishing a vital relationship with it.
His object,: therefore, is the embodiment of Significance in his life. He
aims at centring his consciousness in the profoundest depth of Significance,
thereby raising the level of his essential Being. Now the degree of inner
sovereignty which alone determines the personal importance of a man grows
in exact proportion to sense-understanding and its embodiment within the
totality of Life. The deeper the forces representing a man's direct means
of e:l{pression, the greater the number of superficial forces to which he is
superior;, and the depth of the forces, again, is proportionate to that of
the region of Significance. If a man centred his consciousness in the profoundest Significance and completely organized his psychic organism from
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the surface down to this depth, he would be perfectly free.
For then he
would no longer be subject to the laws of nature; on the contrary, nature
would be amenable to him on all planes. He becomes the perfect man
and the qualities manifested by him will be the sterling qualities of a SageRuler. Though he has not yet ascended to the position of supreme honour,
he has already equipped himself with the necessary qualifications for it.
It was in the course of a discussion of the qualifications of a ruler and
the qualities of a sage that Confucius gave the following advice to the
duke Ai:
"Requisite for the attainment of Truth (lj!&) are extensive study, thorough inquiry, careful reflection, clear discrimination, and earnest practice. " 1

c~gz.·•~~·-~z·~Mz·•ff~.
It was recorded in the Shu Ching that Ch'eng T'ang Cnx?£), Emperor
of the Shang dynasty, was capable of showing magnanimity and beneyolence, thus indicating that these two virtues are the spiritual attributes of a
perfect ruler (fgfff{rpmg#J#~B

: 5l1!Ji.1=).

Paragraph 32:

~-'~~w~~,~~~~,~~~m'
-tk~~m ~~~w~~ Mt~x~* o

,

THE THIRD LINE, YANG, INDICATES REDOUBLED STRENGTH, BUT ITS POSITION IS
NOT CENTRAL. ITS OCCUPANT IS NEITHER IN
THE REALM OF SPIRIT ABOVE NOR IN THE
FIELD BELOW. THEREFORE, THERE MUST BE
ACTIVE VIGILANCE AND CAUTIOUS APPREHENSION AS THE TIME REQUIRES; AND THOUGH
THE POSITION IS PERILOUS, THERE WILL BE
NO MISTAKE.
l Doctrine of the Mean, Chapter XX

3i2
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Some commentators, including Legge, hold that the redoubled strength of
Line 3 is due to its being a Yang line occupying a Yang position.

This ex-

planation cannot be accepted because, as will be seen in the next paragraph,

PLEXITY; AND EEING SO, HE HAS DOUBTS ABOUT WHAT SHOULD BE HIS MOVEMENTS, AND
SO WILL NOT GIVE OCCASION FOR BLAME.

Line 4 is also credited with redoubled strength in spite of the fact that it
occupies a Yin place.

It is interesting to note that Legge has left out the

The same explanation which has been given to the last paragraph

qualifying word "twofold" (i.e. redoubled) in his translation of the same

under Line 3, applies to the present paragraph under Line 4.

phrase ch'ung kang (:IJ'ijiJ) in the case of Line 4, apparently to avoid the

question is:

inconsistency, not realizing that in doing s:::> he would miss the significance

both lines 3 and 4 represent the intermediate plane of man?

of the original text.

The right explanation seems to have been given by

ta CfL~~) says that, as a matter of fact, man is in closer touch with

Yii Fan, who points out that Line 3, belonging to the lower Ch'ien tri-

Earth than with Spirit and is, therefore, more aptly represented by the

gram, symbol of strength, is in contact with Line 4 which belongs to the

third line than by the fourth.

upper Ch'ien trigram, also symbol of strength.

Being instrumental in the

4, belonging to the sphere of influence represented by the upper Ch'ien

Lines 3 and 4 intensify each other's

trigram, is somewhat high above the world and the masses of people who

union of the two Ch'ien trigrams,

strength and are therefore doubly strong.
The two central

po~itions

in the hexagram are the second and the

fifth. Line 2 represents the "field" while Lines 5 and 6 represent the plane
of Spirit.

The only

Why is the l:Jubject of Line 4 not on the plane of man, since
K'ung Ying-

It may be added that the subject of Line

are generally more earthbound than spiritually inclined.

It may there-

fore be said of him that he is not on the plane of man.

Nor is he in his

correct place, because Line 4 is Yang and occupies a Yin position.
his perplexity and his doubt.

Hence

Eut he moves cautiously and so escapes blame.

Now, the subject of Line 3 finds himself just in between the

two central places, above the field of Line 2 and below the plane of Spirit
of Line 5.

His position is not central and he is not related with the ruler

of Line 5 in any way.

His situation is obviously perilous, but there will

be no mistake, if, in the exercise of caution, he abstains from any forward

Paragraph 34:

~*A*'•*~~~~'-BA~~~,-~

~~~*'·~~~~*~'~*W*~~'~
~W**-'*H~·,W~#A~'~#~~

movement.

~0

Paragraph 33:

k~,•~w~~,~~~*'~~~w'*
~~A'~~~'~z~,~z~,~~~o

THE GREAT MAN IS HE WHO, IN HIS MORAL
QUALITIES, IS IN HARMONY WITH SPIRIT AND

THE FOURTH LINE, YANG, SHOWS REDOU-

EARTH; IN HIS BRILLIANCY, WITH THE SUN
AND MOON; IN HIS ORDERLY PROCEDURE,

BLED STRENGTH, BUT THE POSITION IS NOT

WITH THE FOUR SEASONS; AND IN HIS GOOD

CENTRAL.

AND EVIL

ITS

OCCUPANT IS NOT IN THE

FORTUNES, WITH GODS

AND

DE-

REALM OF SPIRIT ABOVE, NOR IS HE IN THE

MONS.

FIELD BELOW, NOR IS HE ON THE INTERME-

AND SPIRIT WILL NOT ACT IN OPPOSITION TO

DIATE PLANE OF MAN.

HIM; HE MAY FOLLOW SPIRIT, BUT WILL ACT

HENCE HE IS IN PER-

HE MAY ACT IN ADVANCE OF SPIRIT,
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ONLY AS SPIRIT AT THE TIME WOULD DO. IF
DIVINE SPIRIT WILL NOT ACT IN OPPOSITION
TO HIM, HOW MUCH LESS WILL MEN! HOW
MUCH LESS WILL THE GODS AND DEMONS!
This paragraph concerns the fifth line of Ch'ien, the Lord of the
hexagram, and is a eulogy of the "great man", by which term is meant
the Sage- Ruler, the philosopher and statesman combined. Much about him ·
and his attributes has been set forth in previom sections, but more has to
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the course of the annual progression and retrogression of Yin and Yang.
Finally, the gods and spirits are their creative agents in nature. The above
conception of the sage is well set forth in the Doctrine of the Mean where
Confucius is praised in the following terms:
He may be compared to Spirit and Earth in their supporting and
containing, their overshadowing and curtaining, all things. He may
be compared to the four seasons in their alternating progress, and to
the sun and moon in their successive shining .1

be added to make for a thorough understanding. of the present paragraph.

Symbolisms
The Great Man
and
His Union with Ultimate Reality
As a result of self- perfection, the great man here described is supposed
to have attained union with Ultimate Reality and to be taking a conscious
role in the creative evolution of the cosmos. Having centred his consciousness in the profoundest Significance, he lives and rules from the basis of
that Significance. Within him Yin and Yang have become active, so that
his actions, thoughts, and volitions are no longer expressions of his own
individual self, but are expressions of the Metaphysical Reality within
him. For this reason he is one with everything. Possessed of the attributes of all- embracing love and all- penetrating understanding, he is in
harmony with Spirit and Earth. As his inner light shines upon all alike
irrespective of race, creed, sex, or rank, he is in harmony with the sun
and the moon. As he advances and retires at the proper time and fulfils
his purposes in an orderly manner, he is in harmony with the four seasons.
Because in the course of conducting his government he rewards his worthy
subjects and punishes the criminal ones, he is in harmony with the hosts
of spiritual intelligences who, it is believed, bless good men and curse
wicked ones. It may be noted that these analogies are all intimately related to the dual aspects of Reality. Spirit and Earth are in reality expressions of Yang and Yin. The sun and moon are two of their ;isible
symbols most easily recognized from the earth. The four seasons indicate

The percepts of Spirit and Earth are derived from the two correlative
Lines 5 and 2, the former belonging to the plane of Spirit and the latter
to Earth, and both representing the "great man". For the percepts of
the sun and moon and of the four seasons, one has to look in the Chi Chi
hexagram

m ij1!f

-==

which is formed as a result of the interaction and

intep.adjustment of Ch'ien and K'un.

==

It will be seen that this Chi Chi

::=,

hexagram contains two K'an trigrams
and two Li trigrams
the
former symbolizing the moon and water, and the latter the sun and fire.
The K'an and Li trigrams are the two most important symbols in the
It seems that the sun and the moon, and fire and water, play
a much more important part in the evolution of life in the world than

!-Ching.

mountains and marshes, and thunder and wind, which are symbolized by
the four other trigrams. This is perhaps the reason why Section 1 of the
!-Ching concludes with the K'an and the Li hexagrams, ~=and:: ,

-,
==

--

-

-

while Section II ends with the Chi Chi and Wei Chi hexagrams== and
both of which are made up of K'an and Li trigrams in different

orders of arrangement. The orderly movements of the sun and moon are
due to the harmonious co-operation of Yin and Yang. They are, in fact,
their visible representatives in the universe, the former being called T'ai
Yang in Chinese and the latter T'ai Yin. The sage who is in harmony
with Yin and Yang must of necessity be so with the sun and moon both
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m brightness and orderliness of movement.
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Coming to the four seasons

:::=,

'
Tui = · and K'an

these are symbolized by trigrams Chen
Li
- - Besides containing the Li and K'an trigrams, the Chi Chi hexagram
shows a portion of tl:e Tui and Chen symbols, the upper part of the for-

==)

=)

mer c=of
and the lower part of the latter c = of
being
clearly noticeable at three places in the bexagram. Apart from these
symbolisms, the four attributt:>S of Ch'ien -yuan hrmg li cheng- correspond to Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter respectively.

into all things, and there is nothing without them.
They cause all the people in the kingdom to fast and
purify themselves, and array themselves in their richest dresses,
in order to attend at their sacrifice.
and left of their worshippers.
It is said in the Book of Poetry, "The approaches of the
and can you treat them with

indifference? 1

Lastly, it will be learned from the text of the K'un hexagram that
Ch'ien and K'un represent respectively good and evil, the lucky and the
unlucky - hence gods and demons. Some commentators, including
Legge, find it difficult to understand what is actually meant by "Kuei
Shen" OlU$), i.e., gods and demons. Leggetranslatesthetermas "spiritlike operations of Providence". Elsewhere it is translated as "the contracting and expanding operations". In other passages, it is translated as·
"spiritual beings". In the present translation, the phrase "gods and demons" has been adopted. The school of Sung philosophy interprets it as
the contracting and expanding of the primordial matter of the universe

'

while others interpret it as "the vestiges of creation and transformation". Perhaps an explanation based on the teachings of Taoism should
be ventured here for what it is worth. By gods and demons are meant
the collective hosts of Spiritual Beings- the Angelic Hosts of Christianity,
the Elohims and "Messengers" of the Jews, the Devas of Hinduism and
Buddhism- who are the vehicles for the manifestation of the Divine or
UniveJ;sal Thought and Will. They are the Intelligent Forces that enact
in nature her "Laws", while they themselves act according to Laws imposed upon them in a similar manner by still higher Powers. Confucius
refers to them in the Doctrina of the Mea~.z as follows:
How abundantly do spiritml beings display the power3
that belong to them! We look for them, but do not see them;
we listen to them, but do not hear them; yet they enter

Then, like overflowing

water, they seem to be over our heads, and on the right

spirits, you cannot surmise; -

Gods and Demons
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The Sage as Co ·determinant in Cosmic Destiny
It has been stated in the commentary on the T'uan of the Ch'ien
hexagram that nature is subservient to the sage and that the sage directs
the course of nature's processes not by breaking its laws but by mastering
them by means of superior understanding. In this respect, too, he is in
harmony with the spiritual intelligences of nature.
Legge criticized that part of the text in which the sage is regarded as
advancing ahead of Spirit without incurring opposition on Its part. He
says he does not know of any other statement about the sage, coming
from Confucius, that is so extravagant. Perhaps we can understand better
if we accept the conception of a sage as one who has merged his Higher
Self with the Absolute, so that he becomes Eternal Life, a realization which
mystics throughout the ages, - Plotinus and Emerson, for instance, - have
claimed to be possible. The truth is that, having attained that goal, he
is beyond time and space, beyond name and form, ~o that he may be said
to have existed before Spirit and Earth were born and will continue to
exist after Spirit and Earth have ceased to be. Such is the mystery of
immortality. But the subject may be approached from a different point of
view, as"'by Hermann Keyserling in his Creative Understanding: 2
l Chapter XVI.
2 P. 292.
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with full understanding, which is most important, because ~mderstanding is

Spirit is realized only by means of personal initiative .........

always a creative act.

only through the realization of Heaven upon earth does Heaven

By means of understanding, man conquers that

which !Je has hitherto reverenced as a mystery.

become real -these truths long familiar to us gain living contours
and colours when considered in the context of History.
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By understanding, man

takes an active role in what is above and beyond him.

In the

he creates a new person out of himself.

course of History, that which is due happens only then, when it is

By understanding,

If God created man, man in his

turn must l1elp God create by understanding:

thus only does God make

If the adequate personalities are lacking, noth·
ing c:tn be achieved. It is true that what is necessary happens

His Will felt on earth.

sooner or later in any case, because at one time or another it is

precedence of Spirit by realizing His Kingdom of

certain to be willed and because precisely the banking- up of energy

and fulfilling His Will earlier than would otherwise be possible.

creates a strong momentum of libido; thus, the necessary reforma-

will Spirit refrain from acting in opposition to him, but He will rejoice

tion of Life is

in having such: a complete man to be His Co - worker in the world.

personally willed.

brought about by war and revolution, if insight

does not introduce it gradually into life.

But, unless this is done

Not only

Mean where Chapter XXIX contains the following passage:

with destruction; tlms even compressed air can have effects of high
For this reason understanding at the right moment is

the fundamental condition of historically beneficial effects.

Heaven here on earth

Tbis conception of the sage is fully dealt with in The Doctrine of the

in time, the expenses are so great that the realization can c·oincide
explosives.

By profounder understanding, the sage takes

The institutions of the Ruler arc rooted in his own character

Only

and conduct, and sufficient attestation of them is given by the

by means of the Logos are we co-determinant in Cosmic Destiny.

masses of the people. He examines them by comparison with those
of the Three Kings, .and finds them free from mistakes.

Reasoning from this point of view, we may say that the sage is he

He sets

them up before Spirit and~_Earth, and finds.~·nothing in them

who has completely taken the initiat1ve of Spirit. He intuitively perceives

contrary to their mode of operation.

the significance of the age, comprehends what is most needful in a given

them before Spiritual Beings and no doubts about them anse.

situation, makes his appearance at the opportune moment, and fulfils what

He is prepared to wait for the rise of a sage a hundred ages

that historic moment requires, thus taking precedence of Spirit, as it were,
and bringing about

not only a change

evolution of mankind.

but essential

He presents himself with

after, and has no misgivings.

progress in the

God's scheme of life does not realize itself spontan·

Similarly, in the chapter on "The Influence of Rites" in the f3ook

man's free volition and activity represent its means of realization.

of Rites, it is written that the sage,1,in making laws for the government

Thus Jesus could open the gates of Heaven only to the thief on the cross

of his people, must take into consideration Spirit and Earth, Yin and

who met Him halfway.

Yang, the Four Seasons, the Sun and the Moon, Gods and Demons, the

eously~

This cooperation is man's real mission; and, in

the case of the sage, this cooperation is much closer and much more
intimate.

In the words of the Doctrine of the Mean, he is "able to assist

the transforming and nourishing powers of Spirit and Earth" (~~:blfJ.:zAt

W).

1

In other words, he is co -determinant in Cosmic Destiny 1

This

explains why God has always needed the collaboration of man in order to
carry into effect His Will (~f:iF¥ A).
1. Chapter XXII

And the sage collaborates with Him

·

Five Elements, Propriety and Righteousness, Human Nature, and the
·Intelligent Animals.

Had Legge noticed such "extravagant" statements

the sage in the Doctrine of the Mean and the Boo} of Rites, he would
have been surprised at the extraordinary powers attributed to the sage
the !-Ching.
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The Sage and His Transcendence of Good and Evil
One essential characteristic of the great man described in the text
calls for further explanation, namely: "he is in harmony with gods and
demons in his good and evil fortunes." How is it that the great man can as-
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generally looked upon as a most inauspicious thing, but Socrates and Christ
calmly went to death, because they knew that according to the circumstances
of their particular times, their martyrdom would further their ends. Thus
the superior man can bear a degree of consciousness which to an inferior
man would be unbearable.

sociate himself with evil or inauspicious influences? The answer is that in order
to assure the primacy of Significance, he cannot consider any fact as final.
He must in every case proceed from the question of its significance within
_the total connexion of things. He must indeed take a stand beyond good
This sovereign
and evil, for he must work good effects out of evil.

The question has often been asked why God, in spite of His omnipotence, allows so much evil and misfortune. A full answer cannot be given.
For this reason, it was impossible for Jesus to help the resisting thief on
the cross; for Confucius to repeat his utterances, if they were not immediately

attitude alone can be called a perfectly superior attitude.

understood; the same reason prevents every profound man from trying to

Sage- Ruler as a type represents the highest type of man.

force or even persuade anybody.

It should be noted that the superior man who has completely mastered
his nature need deny none of its qualities, for it is no longer necessary.
He need not even disavow the evil that is in him.
It is the surest sign
of inferiority for a man to accept only the good within himself and only
The spirits of Light
to know how to work good effects by good means.
and Darkness are organically interrelated in all who have not yet finally
entered the realm of Light. It is impossible to achieve
unless one acknowledges both in their proper places.

The profound man knows that all

understanding, being something creative, comes from within; consequently
.·t is something absolutely spontaneous and can never be brought about by
Thus, the Buddhists of the Northern School when speaking of
"stern way" of the Bodhisattvas maintain that at certain turning- points
their efforts are consciously and purposely directed toward the crumbling
the world. The Bodhisattvas leave many parts of the world to crumble
t? pieces because they know that understanding is too inadequate to allow
.·any reasonable solution corresponding to the true state of things. Unfor... u ............ly, only personal
experience-an understanding of the true inward
as well as of the pernicious consequences it may lead to-ultimately

The Necessity of Evil
Evil, too, is a necessary force in the economy of the world.
critical times it is often the evil, and not the good, which represents
Thus all esoteric doctrines interpret the mark
principle of renewal.
Cain as a mark of Grace.
Thus, It was Lucifer who brought the first
illumination.
Evil works purely negative effects only when and only' as
long as man is subservient to it, instead of mastering it,
But when
Nietzsche told mankind to grow bad again, he knew well wl1at he was
saying. Indeed, a higher humanity often begins on the plane above that
of moral contrast.
It can only begin there, because the meaning of all
action can never be understood on the grounds of rigid rules.
thing may mean good or evil according to the circumstances.

es wisdom to the man who is unwise.

Therefore, under certain

the capacity to look at suffering without coming to its
means something more humane than giving way to natural compasThis is why no great man, that is, man of creative understanding,
was sentimental.
One is reminded of the instructions given by
na to Arjuna to fight on and kill, despite the fact that the former
the very Incarnation of God Himself.
Apathy, inertia, blindness
If the
natural facts which do not change of their own accord.
,..-.-~~·-~ effecting a change is lacking, only painful experience can help.

would really help athers will rarely spare them painful exIn this sense the great man, the Ruler-Sage of Line 5 of Ch'ien,
one with gods and demons.
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former transposition results in the formation of the Ts'icn lit hexagram

Paragraph 35:

indicating humility, while the latter results in the formation of Fu

~t·~~'~*W~~*'~#ffi~
ill-(: , -il11~ ffij ~il1 ~

1!1.

0

THE PHRASE- "EXCEEDING THE PROPER
LIMITS"- MEANS THAT THE SUBJECT OF LINE
6 KNOWS HOW TO ADVANCE BUT NOT HOW
TO RETREAT; HOW TO MAINTAIN BUT NOT
HOW TO GIVE UP, HOW TO GAIN BUT NOT
HOW TO LOSE.
The subject of Line 6, having exceeded the proper limits of his sphere
of activity, is regarded as being in an extreme and perilous position. This
paragraph completes the meaning by indicating that he has gone too far
either in personal advancement, or in the maintenance of his position,
in the acquisition of material things.

It is all very well to advance, to

maintain, and to acquire, but there is a limit in all tbese actions and
sbould know when to withdraw, wben to give way, and when to let go.
Governing all human activities is a principle of mutation the
of which leads to disaster. Tbis states that when the expression of
Yang of Yin reaches the furthest limit, its opposite pole spontaneously
automatically begins to manifest itself.
Tbis applies not only to da
nights, and_thc~four seasons, but also to single individuals, to
to nations, -in fact, to all phenomena in the universe. Thus indiv'
should know when to retire before impending disaster compels them to
so· armies should know wben to give up their occupied positions bef
'
total ·annihilation faces them; and nations should know when to
their dreams of territorial expansion before they are completely exh
by their military enterprises. History sbows numerous instances wl1en
fundamental principle has been disregarded; a few have been given in
earlier chapter.
Symbolically speaking, Line 6 should leave its own positi01:_and
down to either Position 3 or Position 1 of the K'un hexagram

--

§§: ·

, signifying recovery.

An alternative to these transpositions is

to transmute itself into Yin, thus signifying the giving up of its positive
attitude and the adoption of a passive one.

Paragraph 36:

~·~~~,~~~#~ffi~*~~~,

~·~~*0
IS IT NOT THE SAGE ALONE WHO KNOWS
WHEN TO ADVANCE AND WHEN TO RETREAT,
WHEN TO MAINTAIN HIS ADVANTAGES AND
WHEN TO GIVE THEM UP; AND THAT WITHOUT
EVER ACTING INCORRECTLY? IS IT NOT THE
SAGE ALONE WHO CAN DO THIS?
This final pararaph, which supplements the ideas of the preceding one,
calls to mind the description of Confucius by Mencius.
Praising the
Master as the one sage who attached supreme importance to the timeliness
of his actions, Mencius says, "When it was proper to leave his country
quickly, he did so; when it was proper to delay, he did so; when it was
proper to remain in seclusion, he did so; when it was proper to enter the
government, he did so - this was Confucius. " 1
Ch'ien Yuan or Creative Spirit manifests Itself by expanding from
within outwards during the period of what is known as a Manvantara,
and begins to withdraw Itself from manifestation when the utmost limit of
cycle is reached, thus giving rise to a period of inactivity called a
Accordingly, the sage who is one with Ch'ien Yuan, expresses
faculties to the fullest extent and advances to the highest position
but, after he has attained the pinnacle of fortune, there
1. The Works of Mencius, Bk. V, l't. 2. Ch. 1.

IS

a
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moment which he recogmzes as the right time for him to give up
position and retire form the world to devote himself to spiritual contemplation.

He realizes the danger of overstepping the limits of propriety, and

he saves himself at the right time and so completes his life in security
peace.

In the Great Treatise, the Master said:
He who keeps danger m mind will rest secure m his seat; he

who keeps ruin in mind will preserve his interests intact; be who
is afraid of disorder will maintain peace.

Therefore ,the superior

man, when resting in security, does not forget that danger

BOOK III

may

come; when he is well established, does not forget the possibility
of ruin; and when his affairs are in order, does not forget that
confusion may set in.
can be preserved.

Thus ,his person is kept safe and his country

This is in accord with what the I says- "Let

him say, 'Shall I perish?

Shall I perish?'

and his possessions

will be secure, as if bound to a clump of mulberry trees. " 1

L

~~i'l : -'f· s • fit;!Jo~Jt:ift:'.M·& • ct~,Jt:ff:;Nill • ~L:1\'~JJ.;?'~·t!!. ' :&titi'f·r~lm~~ilt •
ff-iiTi~ ' ~ITD1'~~L • :~1\:~~~iffi~~FiJf*·t!!. , Iff.; S : ~'C:~'C , ~':f1?2~ •

THE K'UN HEXAGRAM

Part I

THE K'UN HEXAGRAM
(Syn1bol of Earth)
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THE l{'UN llEXAGRAM
('The Symbol of Earth)

HE

mr

aazm

=
CUE&

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

This bexagram is formed by the doubling up of the K'un trigram.
It is tbe only figure tbat consists of two K'un trigrams and si.lC Yin lines.
As sucl1, it is the right symbol for Earth, the feminine aspect of Ultimate
Reality, in contradistinction to the Ch'ien hexagram which stands for
K'un, being the Receptive, is the perfect
Spirit, the masculine aspect.
antithesis or complement of the Creative. It represents Nature in contrast
to Spirit, space in contrast to time, love as against wisdom, the femalematernal as against the male-paternal.
As all its lines are weak and yielding, the K'un hexagram expresses
the idea of subordination and docility. The superior man, when represented by it, must not take the initiative; he should "follow" and then he
will "find his lord" and be the subject of Ch'ien.
Hence the K'un
hexagram represents the minister in relation to the ruler, the wife in
relation to her husband, and the son in relation to his father.
When
applied to things in general, it suggests "the idea of a cow, of the belly,
of parsimony, and of artistic beauty" .r
l. Remarks on the Trigrams, Ch. XI.
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THE K'UN HEXAGRAM

Formation of the Word K'un

absolute receptivity to the fecundating influence of Spirit, the masculine

The Chinese character K'un :hjt is made up of two component parts,
namely,

±

(t'u) and $ (shen).
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The former means earth or land, and

the latter has two meanings:
(a) Mother Earth ($[~·±-W.Y and (b)
the name given to the ninth period of the day, 2 at which the dark power

aspect. Creation presupposes receptivity. It would be impossible if there
were only positive Spirit without passive Matter to serve as a medium
for its manifestation.

It follows that Nature is passive and belongs to

of Yin, which begins to manifest itself from the seventh period, Wu ( Lf

It is objective and tangible, but by itself
the realm of Yin or matter.
cannot produce unless it is fructified by the Spirit Principle.
Likewise,

- i. e., after the completion of the Yang cycle- has, in its daily cycle,

the earth is passive in relation to Spirit; it revolves around the positive

attained its third stage of manifestation, being represented by three Yin

central sun in the solar system, just as the negative electrons revolve
around the positive· proton at the centre of an atomic system. By analogy

n~F),

lines which form the K'un trigram
~

::=:

(t~~:fn.!f, ;¥.$=~,

:f:ljl.:=,i!!{ijl

and correspondence, our physical body, too, should be receptive and

' toc1f6 $ -ill.).

subservient to the positive animating influence of the soul that dwells

According to some commentators, including Ch 'u Ta-chun ( Jlli::k:!t§')
and Takashima (itlj~), the character k'un was, in ancient times, written
in the simpler form of {{{, which is similar in structure to the K'un trigram

within. When applied to human affairs, the principle of this complementary relationship is found not only in the relation between man and

the only difference being that the three broken lines of the former
are written vertically, while those of the latter are written horizontally.

and son.

==·

But, according to the commentary by Teng Tzu-pin, 3 the sign {{{ was
not K'un in its ancient form, but represented the character ck'uan )ll,
which was often used as a substitute for K'un, in Chinese writing.

a practice not uncommon

Teng points out that, in the inscriptions carved on

many ancient stone-tablets, the word ch'uan Jll, carved in the form of

I!L or IM,., was used as a substitute for the more difficult word k'un

:!:~.

Whichever of these two views is the correct one, either is sufficient to
show that there is a close relationship between the word k'un and the meaning
and outward form of the K'un trigram.

Meaning of the Term K'un
K'un means bondage, subordination, acquiescence, submission, subjec-

tion, receptivity, and docility ( ;hflF!Jt.W.).

woman, but also in that between ruler and minister and between father
Indeed, even in · the individual this duality appears in the

coexistence of the inner spiritual world and the outer world of the senses.
Ch'u Ta- chun explains the K'un symbol
Wai as follows:

=:: in his

Weng Shan I

=:=:

The K'un symbol
is the ancient word for earth.
Its
lines are broken because earth is capable of being cut asunder.
Spirit, however, cannot be cut asunder; hence it is represented by
the Ch'ien symbol which consists of continuous undivided lines.
The undivided lines _give the impression of solidity; hence Ch'ien
represents masculine strength and activity.
The divided lines of
K'un, on the other hand, contain some empty space in the
middle, signifying a capacity for receiving things- in other
words, a state of receptivity. 1

This is exact! y the meaning of

the K'un hexagram, because the feminine aspect of Reality which it
represents is the passive or negative aspect.

Its distinctive attribute is

The idea of docility or receptivity as the main attribute of K'un is
often referred to by Confucius:
(a) In his Treatise on the T'uan of K'un:

1. Ch'u Ta-chun: Weng Shan I Wai, Vol II, Page 1.
2. The ninth of the twelve Chinese Earth-signs.
8. :W·'f·ii! : F.!H.~)iliJ~lW.

K'un obediently receives the influences of Spirit (J1)Jif{]k:;R).
l. Vol. II, Page l.

__

,i
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(b) In his Wen Yen T1·eatise on K'un:
What docility marks the way of K'un!
of Spirit, and acts at the proper time

329

CHAPTER I

It receives the influences

C:f:ltm;Jt11Jl:if'

:7k~rm~

ff).
(c) In the Great Treatise, Section II:
The hexagram K'un represents the most docile of all under the
sky (:k:f:$7CF.Zal»!l-ffL).
Because of its complementary role, the Receptive is just as important
as the Creative; but it must play a negative, subordinate part- it must
be subject to the guidance and stimulus of the Creative, then its effects
Only when it leaves its rightful place
will be propitious and beneficial.
and tries to press forward side by side with the Creative, claiming and
enforcing its right of independent judgment and of free agency and
responsibility, does it become an evil, for its assertiveness means resistance
or antagonism to the Creative, and this antagonism will be disastrous to
both.

King Wen's T'uantz'u
~'~~,~~~~~o~~~~fr'~~

~1-l.t. '~~

o

wm1~m '*~t~m

'-1i:

~-to
K'UN REPRESENTS THE ATTRIBUTES OF
ORIGINATION, PENETRATION, UTILITY-HARMONY, AND THE CORRECTNESS-FIRMNESS OF
A MARE.
WHEN THE SUPERIOR MAN (HERE INTENDED) HAS TO MAKE ANY MOVEMENT, IF
HE TAKES THE INITIATIVE AND TRIES TO
LEAD, HE WILL BE CONFUSED AND GO ASTRAY;
IF HE .FOLLOWS, HE WILL FIND HIS PROPER
LORD AND GAIN ADVANTAGE.
IN THE WEST AND SOUTH HE GAINS FRIENDS· IN THE EAST AND NORTH HE LOSES
'
THEM.
IF HE RESTS IN CORRECTNESSFIRMNESS, THERE WILL BE GOOD FORTUNE.
The problem of the relationship between Yin and Yang has been the
subject of serious study and meditation by Chinese scholars throughout the
centuries. The entire system of philosophy which the J-Ching sets forth
is based upon the essential truths about these two principles.
On the
solution of this problem depends the revelation of the meaning of the IChing. Hundreds of commentaries are in existence today, mostly regarded
by their respective authors as containing the right .solution, but many
show fundamental differences and even discrepancies. It is indeed difficult
to solve this problem decisively and to know to what kind of transcendent~i.I
Reality the two symbols,

Yin and Yang,

truly r~f~r.

They ·may
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correspond to the symbols of Eros and Logos m Greek pbilosophy or to
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The Logos, and the Logos only, represents the principle of

those of Mulaprakrti and Pratyagatman (or Purysha and Prakrti) m

initiative and transferableness on the spiritual plane.

Hindu Vedantic philosophy.

is sometbing new, and yet it is ever the same; there can be no

According to the sage-authors of tbe I -Ching

Every love

and to Chou Tzu of the Sung dynasty, Yin and Yang are tbe feminine

progress on this plane.

and masculine aspects of Ultimate Reality, tbe "Ta.i Chi" (:;{(,;tt,ll,), i.e.,

have not advanced mankind by their emotions as such;

the great pivot on which the cosmos turns.

bhakta

The sages realized this truth

as

sucb

Tbe emotional natures among the saints

represents a monad

witbout

windows.

every
No

not through scientific research or logical reasoning, but by direct perception

'stimulation of sentiment' (Anmutung), as the Catholic Church

through intuition, and metaphysical experience through spiritual union as

calls the artificial awakening of emotions, is capable of reviving

a result of self- perfection. It seems, therefore, that students of tl1e I-Chi1zs

the actual love of a St.

should become absorbed -· in the sense of religious meditation -

something single and unique.

in tbe

Francis of Assisi, for this

love was

For thi:> reason, that "deeper love"

meanings of the hexagrams and their individual lines in order to appre-

as an emotion said to have been poured forth over the world by

bend their significance intuitively and independently

Christianity bas never existed at all.

of all concepts.

Absorption, in its turn, leads towards the formation of correct concepts,

vVhatever was and is

transferable in that love is its Significance, its expression and tbe

just as absorption leads the painter to an adequate representation of nature,

way it develops -

or as the eye originally developed in correlation to tbe effect of ligbt.

of 'stimulation' as sucl1, to wbich we have referred above, is not

tbat is to say, its Logos-side. Even the process

em.otional, but intellectual.
There can be no doubt that there exists an original power on which
all creation inwardly depends, manifesting itself as Love (t::), its essence
being a benevolent attitude without consideration of worth or merit.
essence is called Yin by the Chinese and Eros by tbe Greeks.
certain that all phenomena have their cause in a

This

It is equally

primary spiritual

principle, which animates Yin but cannot become creative without it.
This spiritual principle is called Yang by the Chinese and Logos by the
Greeks.

Its essence, as far as we can grasp it, is Significance (fffi).

These two principles, Yin and Yang, or Eros and Logos, are both deeply
rooted in the nature of things and, according to the I - Ching, tbey are
the negative and positive aspects of a bigher unity called tbe T'ci Chi,

i.e., the Absolute or Ultimate Reality.

Hence what is progressive and what

continues to act, even where it is a question of something essentially alogical, always originates from the Logos.

is likewise tbe becuer of tbe principle of freed om.
absolute bondage, subjection, fate;

I,ogos makes possible a volun-

One should not here be misled by the idea of

Divine Grace:

to the extent there is a question of fated events,

we are, of course, not free; once love has gained power over us,
we are its slaves.

But we may expose ourselves to its influence

or we may not; we rna y nourish it, we may create it or let it
die.

We can make up our minds to change our state of Being

and can educate ourselves and otbers to assume a corresponding
Thus we are able to direct the powers of Eros. 1

This passage clearly indicates that tbe Logos, or the Yang Power, or
simply Significance, is the real creative force.

More or less similar ideas have been set forth in the writings of various
Keyserling, for instance, bas developed at length

the doctrine of Eros and Logos in his Crectioe Understanding.
chapter on "Wisdom Ancient and Modern" 1 he writes:

Eros means

tary change.

attitude.

Eros and Logos

western philosophers.

The Logos alone

It is true that in every

originates from Eros, but then the Logos sets it in motion and
matters practically for us.

The Logos represents what is

In the
l. Creative fJnder:>tanding, p. 245, Harper and Brothers Publishers,
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profoundest in us, because by its means we ourselves are capable of direct-

Paternal prinGiple

ing the creative forces of the Universe.

Maternal principle

Positive state

things; realization by emotion is undoubtedly a more powerful experience

N cgativc state

Active state

for most people than mental understanding.

Passive state

Activity

Tranquillity

Light

Darkness

Good

Evil

Kindness

Cruelty

Principle of transmission

Principle of reception

Constructive principle

Destructive principle

Principle of fecundation
Spirit

Principle of conception
Earth

Life or c.-:msciousncss

Material form

Energy

Mass

The Self

The Not - Self

Wisdom (Significance)

Love

Mental understanding

Emotion

The will to power

The will to serve

Self- assertion, authority
Freedom

Submission, acquiescence
Bondage

Kinetic aspect

Static aspect

Diffuser (divides)

Unifier (unites)

Leader (commands)
Ruler, employer

Follower (obeys)
Subject, employee

Father, husband

Motber, wife

standing means more.

God may well be Love above all
However,

mental

under-

It can get hold of and set in motion tbe Eros (Yin),

and in this way it can create.

One may interpret the power of the

Creator of the Universe as Eros (Yin), but. its meaning is Logos
m any case.

And what would Creation be without a meaning?

Judged from the standpoint of
1s

consciousness also, tbc Yang Principle

truly what is profoundest in man.

freedom.

It incarnates the principle of

If there were only Yin, there would be no other course for

human beings but subjection to fate, because Yin means absolute bondage,
subjection, fate.

Fortunately, there is the Yang principle of

and understanding, and this makes possible a voluntary change.
we have understood, we change from passive objects of fate into active
agents, even though only in a slight degree.

By means of Yang

capable of playing a conscious role in the evolution of the cosmos.
fecundates; Yin conceives and gives birth.

Recognition, will, conscious

striving, initiative·- all attributes of Yang -

play, on tl:e plane of spiritual

progress, the role of the male principle which fecundates in order that
new life shall come to be, but which cannot give birth to any new life.
The ability to bring forth or to give birth belongs only to Yin or feminine
attributes. The two polar opposites must fuse and co- operate in order to call
into existence the meaning of the Yang Principle.
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Night
The whole truth can be epitomized in the following terms:

c

nrrn nature

Soft, yielding nature

Reality in itself is both Yin and Yang, embraced in eternal Unity.

Physical body

functions in polarity with a positive and a negative aspect as a duality.

Reaction

For any form of creation, two forces are necessary, one actual and

Retreat

other inertly potential.

Death

The former is Yang, and the latter Yin.

stand for various antitheses as follows:
mentioned here that the above antithetical terms denote
YANG

YIN

Ch'ien hexagram

K'un hexagram

Male (masculine)

female (feminine)

only, and should not be looked upon as absolute independent

THE I·CHING
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The Logos and Mulaprakrti
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in course of time, give such wonderful results
·
. . . in the cou
, rse of evo1utwn
by tbc action of this light that emanates from t11e Logos upon Mulapra~
krti.

The following quotations from the lectures of T. Subba Row, Initiate
of the Vedanta School, on the philosophy of the Bhagavad- Gita may
throw light on the foregoing paragraphs:
The first principle, or rather the first postulate, which I have
to lay down is the existence of wbat is called Parabrahmcm .........

All religious philosophers agree that this First Cause is omnipresent
and eternal.
passivity.

The real Self (of man) is the Logos itself, and what is
generally considered as the ego is but its reflection .......... Unless a
man's individuality or ego can be transferred to. the~ Logos,
immortality is only a name.
principle in man.

Pcrabrahman is really the highest

Further, it is subject to periods of activity and

\\Then cosmic pralaya comes, it is inactive, and wl1cn

evolution commences, it becomes active.

The essence which seems

to be the bottom and the foundation of all phenomena is Parabrahman ......... Now this Pa1·abrahman, which exists before all tbings in
the cosmos, is the one essence from wl1ich starts into existence a
centre of energy, which I shall for tbe present call the Logos.
This Logos is called the Verbum or the Word by the Christians,
and it is the divine Christos who is eternal in the bosom of his
Father ......... In almost every doctrine, they have formulated the

The Logos and the "Waters" of
Primordial Space
Comprehension of the basic trutbs expressed above will make it easier
to understand
tl1e texts of the Ch'ien and K'un hexagrams , espec1a
· 11 y t 11e
.
trcat1scs on the T'uan wl1ich explain the attributes of Yin and Yang.
is studied
· d , 1·.t
But, before the text of the K'un bexagram
,
,
, and exp1a1ne

may be w~11 to complete tbe foregoing trend of thougbt hy quoting some
western thmkers: first a passage from an article on "Creation" by Geoffrey
Hodson.

existence of a centre of spiritual energy which is unborn and
eternal and which exists in the bosom of Parabrahman at the time
of Pralaya, and starts as a centre of conscious energy at the time
of cosmic activity .... , ....
Parabrahman is an unconditioned and absolute reality, and

Mulaprakrti (Yin) is a sort of veil thrown over it and that veil
is the mighty expanse of cosmic matter.
manifestation in the cosmos.

It is the basis of material

The universe in its infinite details and with its wonderful laws,

Cbristian cosmogenesis states that 'In the beginning was the
Word, and tl1e Word was God.'
Later we are told that God
spake saying·.
'I.~ et tb ere be 1·1ght, ' an d t 11ere was Light.
Our
starting point therefore is the Word.

The present Solar System

is the cydic reappearance ,Jf tbat wbich preceded it ............. ..
· ........... rn tbis we observe tl1e operation of the universal law
known to physical science as the Law of Periodicily •

rrh·IS

Law is found to operate throughout both tbe universe and its
superpl1ysical extension. Under the" operation of this law, solar

not spring into existence by mere chance, nor does it spring into

~ystems, tbeir physical suns and planets, and their physical,

merely on account of the potentialities locked up in Mulaprahti.

mtellectual and spiritual content, cyclically, emerge inJo material
manifestation,
exist objectively for a · time, and tl Jtn,
, passmg
·
.
mto obscuration,' return to the subjective state. According t~

into existence mainly through the instrumentality of the one source of
and power existing in the cosmos, which we have named the
which is the one existing representative of the power and .
Parab1·ahman.

Matter acquires all its attributes and all its powers,

~ccult science, the Solar System has thus its night and day,
lts subjective and objective states, between which it oscillates:
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When therefore, Cosmogenesis says 'In the begin-

victor's crown.

ning ' the statement must be taken to mean, 'In the begin-

cause:

ning of a period of objective manifestation,' or 'at the dawn of a

of both:

,

'

new creative day.'

;v l1icb

337

That which is beyond conflict, yet is the conflict's

That which is neither spirit nor matter yet is the essence
That from which both life and form emerge:

That to

bot}J return-That achieves completely its predetermined goal.

We must now go back to the 'beginning,' to that 'dawn w}Jen

One of the finest parallels to the above is the dercription of his

the morning stars sang together, and the Sons of God shouted for

experience given by Edward Maitland in his biography of Anna

The cosmic 'moment' arrives at

He bad discovered that during reflection on an idea, related

which the silence of creative 'night' is broken by the utterance

became visible, so to speak, in a long series, leading apparently back

joy.'

The divine 'hour' strikes.

of the Word .......... Creative energy pours forth ......... Thence it
impinges or is 'breathed' upon the 'waters' of primordial space.

him was the Divine Spirit.

By means of

"''·"''''a" ation on the series, be made the effort to press on to their origin.

It is called chaotic, formless,

y, he says, "With a great effort I succeeded, and the glance revealed

void and virginal, because within it order, form, fullness and

me that which I had felt must be there ......... It was the dual form of

Space consists of matter unpolarized.

Under the influence of the creative

Son ......... the unmanifest made manifest, the unformulate formulate,

'breath' or Word, these become objective, whereupon from chaos,

unindividuate individuate, God as the Lord, proving through His

fertility arc subjective.

that God is Substance as well as Force, Love as well as Will,

cosmos is born, Time and the Cycles immediately reign.

:~·vauau·~

as well as Masculine, Mother as well as Father."

Chaos is perceived as the great opponent of Order, and there
1

IS

ceaseless conflict between them during manifestation.

negative and positive poles, and yet in the One Root the Two
are one.

Unity, both feminine and

TlJey are
Yin and Yang embraced in One.

Actually, manifestation is a ceaseless war between these

two great antagonists.

Corroboration by Modern Science: Karl K. Darrow

The war in Heaven is an everlasting war waged continuously
by the great opponents, Chaos and Order, Spirit and Matter,
Life and Form, Universality and Individuality, Consciousness and

As above, so below.

Just as the human system, the solar system and

universal system are essentially identical, so the atomic system is also
with them. 2

The latest discoveries of the modern laboratory con-

Vehicle. Matter and Spirit share the victory equally, for Matter

this theory.

may be said to conquer in the sense that no permanent impress

Universe, can now be broken up into whirling electrons which are

of the Spirit may be made upon it; though conquered for a time,

d to be both posi.ti ve and negative corresponding to the masculine

eventually it escapes.

feminine aspects of ultimate Reality. The results of these developments

Spirit appears to conquer in that, in

gradually increasing degree, matter becomes its servant; yet Spirit
loses continually in that no final victory is ever attained.

Only

Tl1e solid atom, once considered the building stone of

described by Dr. Karl

K.

Darrow, Research Physicist of the Bell

Laboratories, in a lecture he gave at the Lowell Institute, and

that, the One Alone, wins permanent victory and receives the
Anna Kingsford Her Life, Letters, Diary, and Work, by Edward Maitland, Redway,
London, 18&6. A reference to this appears in C. G. Jung's Commentary on The
Secret of the Golden Flower, translated by Hicharrl Wilhelm.
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understood.

reprinted in his book, The Renaissance of Physics.
"Short of the contrast between life and death, no contrast m

The Four Attributes of K'un

Nature can ever have seemed greater than that between matter on
We are now in a position to consider the significance of the four

the one hand and light upon the other ..... "

attributes of K'un as set forth in King Wen's text, namely, Origination,
But modern physics has established that

Penetration, Utility-Harmony,

and the Firmness Correctness of a mare.

"The fixity of matter itself has vanished, for we are able to

Since the Ch'ien and K'·e1n hexagrams represent the Yang and Yin aspects of

convert its substance from the form of electrical particles into

the Absolute, and since they are both equally deeply rooted in the essence of

the form of light. No element, nor matter itself, nor light itself,

things, they can both claim to be bearers of the great originating principle

is permanent.

of the Cosmos.

All that is perpetual is something of which they

are all made, incarnating itself in all of them by turn, and
passing unimpaired from form to form. For this immortal substance the least inadequate name, I presume, is 'energy', but the
name is of little concern.

To this have we come by applying the

methods of physics to the rubbing of amber and to all that followed from it;

how great a way, from so humble a beginning!

The stone which so many builders rejected became the corner
-stone of the temple; the little effect which seemed so trivial to so

The two polar forces permeate each other and penel1·ate

all planes of Nature without a single exception.

It is due to this inter-

penetration and the co operation of these two opposite forces that the dif-

ferent kingdoms of Nature have appeared with their developed forms;
revealing their multifarious utilities and constituting, with the other phenomena of the universe, that harmonious order which caused wonderment.
to the Greeks of antiquity when they contemplated the starry sky.

This

· . is why the first three attributes, Yuan, Heng, and Li, i.e., Origination,
Penetration, and Utility- Harmony, which are ascribed to the Ch'ien hexagram belong also to the K'un hexagram.

Only the fourth attribute of

· Firmness-Correctness shows a difference, as will be described later on.

many of the wise became the key to wisdom, and supplied a
physical meaning to two of the most ancient tenets of philosophy.

The inter-penetration of Yang and Yin will be clearly revealed if we

Atomic theories e:J{isted long ago, but ours is the generation which,

consider again for a moment the necessity for mutual intercourse between

first of all in history, has seen the atom.

the two fundamental hexagrams for the purpose of attaining a right con-

The belief that all

things are made of a single substance is old as thought itself, but
ours is the generation which, first in history, is able to receiVe
the unity of Nature not as a baseless dogma or a hopeless aspiration, but a principle of science based on proof as sharp and clear
as anything which is known."

of high importance.

pressed

In

stands

in them, the meaning of the K'un hexagram, which
for

Spirit

hexagram and Lines 1, 3, and 5 of the K'un hexagram are not in th~ir
Correctness can only be achieved by the transposition of
The three Yang lines 2, 4 and 6 of Ch'ien should be trans-

lines.

ferred to the three Yang positions 1, 3, and 5 of K'un, and the three Yin

contradistinction to Ch'ien

(positive), can be

more

of Ch'ien.

In this way, both hexagrams are transformed into the Chi

· hexagram

the light of

for Matter or Earth (negative) i~

It has been sl10wn that Lines 2, 4, and 6 of the Ch'ien

lines, 1, 3, and 5 of K'un should be transferred to the three Yin positions

The above extracts have been given at some length because
are

dition of things.

clearly

and

=_(~~~)

in which all lines are in their correct places,

with each Yin line following its polar opposite, i.e., a Yang line, in the
right relationship. This transposition of lines signifies the inter -penetration
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Hence the attribute of Penetration

IS

ascribed to

Thus, the Kuei Ts'ang system of hexagrams

Gw~)

which belonged to the Shang dynasty, commenced not with Ch'ien but

According to Yii Fari (1'1tflm), Ch'ien reeresents the flux of life-force

with the K'un hexagram, the idea being that before the Dawn of Cosmic

'

and K'un the vehicle through which that life - force flows O~i'J!E*$W). This
concept of "flux" is further revealed when Line 2 of Ch'ien is transferred
to the fifth position of K'un, so as to transform the upper trigram of tbe
latter into the K'an trigram

=-

of Yin and Yang.

341

==

signifying water, while the lower trigram

remains K'un
signifying earth, tbus giving rise to the ideograph of
water flowing on earth. 1

Manifestation, Yang was enveloped by Yin, and Spirit was wrapped in
his "Ever- Invisible Robes" of Primordial Substance.
filled the Boundless All hexagram.

Darkness alone

a condition of things represented by the K'un

It should be noted also that while each of the first two

hexagrams, Ch 'ien and K'un, is the antithesis or polar opposite of the
other, all but four of the remaining sixty-two hexagrams consist of couples
in which one hexagram as:;umes the inverted form of the other, -that is
to say, tbe second hexagram of each couple is the first one turned upside

The K'un hexagram 1s the symbol of the eleventh month by the
Chinese calendar, in which falls the festival of Winter Solstice when
Yin forces have reached their utmost limit of manifestation
is born again, and the world begins to renew itself.
represented by the }'u

'

down.

-----

when Yanrr

"'

The twclth month is

hexagram=~ (No. 24), which means that the

Yang force of Ch'ien has returned and is beginning to manifest
Thus K'un and Ch'ien meet in the eleventh month, when Yin and
interact and permeate each other.
tion.

Thus, while the first two hexagrams are

third and fourth are
and

-- -·
--

the

and the 63rd and 64th are

''The Correctness- Firmness of a Mare''
One important interpretation of the Ch'ien and K'un hexagrams 1s

"Ch'ien and K'un arc the doors of the I and the

parents of all the hexagrams. "

==
=::=,
--

Hence, again, the c:mcept of penetra-

The well- known book Chou 1 Ch'an T'ung Chi (ffl]Jb~fi5j ~) begins
2

and

~

that, while the former
with this sentence:

-

-=='

and

=
-25

This means tbat the other sixty-two

squadron of mares.

repre~;ents

a host of dragons, the latter represents a

The dragon is a spiritual type of creature; the mare,

an eartbly type ( 4L~illiflf).

The dragon flies in the sky (the Realm of

Spirit) with tbe will-to-power, its main characteristic being masculine

hexagrams are all derived from the transformation of the lines of Ch'ien

domination and self assertion.

and K'un.

on the "Orderly Sequence of the Hexagrams", the first two bexagrams,

will -to-serve, its essential characteristic being docility and passive submisswn. It is written in several commentaries that in the North, mares arc

Ch 'ien and K 'un, are mentioned together as representing Spirit and Earth,

often seen in quadrons of ten, following one stallion and refusing to join

the source of all things; the other hexagrams arc explained one by one

otbcr squadrons. 1

afterwards.

ties which are ascribed to K.'un, just as the morals of the dragon are the

It is therefore not without significance that in Appendix IX

All the sixty-two hexagrams from the third to the last lmvc

But tbe mare traverses the earth with the

The qualities which a marc displays are the very quali-

a definite order of arrangement governed by a chain of re'asoning, but

morals of Ch'ien.

the first two, i.e., Ch'ien and K'un, have no fixed order inasmuch as

the stallion, se> Earth, symbolized by K'un, is by its very nature receptive

each may precede the other in accordance with the alternate manifestation

to the fecundating influence of Spirit, symbolized by Ch'ien.

As the marc follows and yields to its mate, which is
Inferentially,

. tl:e wife should follow the husband, the ruled should obey their ruler, and
I. ~;t::l:lj!JJX;:ff< 'tJol<:W!f! , ~~Wic:f:IJ1;FJ;·ill
2. llii:f:IJ1:.1f '~zr!jp , ~!rZ:3l:'Ei': •

"
1. cf. Ch'u Ta-chun:

Weng Shan I Wai, and Takashima: I Tuan.
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the worldly man should submit to the influence of the spiritual man.
This means that the subject of K'un can find advantage only in submisswn, docility, and obedience.

This is why in some commentaries the last

two attributes of K'un are interpreted thus: "There is advantage in having
the correctness and firmness of a mare."

It should be pointed out bere

that in the Treatise on the Trigrcms (\OCt!,) the Ch'ien trigram is the
symbol of a stallion.

(¥2;~)J~).

The association of the "Mare" concept

with K'un is to bear out the idea that K'un shovld foEow Ch'ien, and
Yin should follow Yang, just as the mare follows the stallion.

There is

the saying, "The grey mare is the better horse," meanmg that the wife
rules her husband.
the rule.

pcrior man and the outer Yin symbol

signifies an inferior man.

T1 1is is why Confucius, in explaining King Wen's "Judgment" on this

T'ai bexagram writes:
out. " 1

"Tbe superior man is within, the inferior with-

Now, in the case of the K'un bexagram, the superior man re-

ferred to is represented by tbe three Yang lines 2, 't and G of tllf' Ch'ien
hexagram which must move on to the three Yang positions 1, 3 and 5 of
the K'un bexagram in order that the latter llexagram may be transform-

ed into the Chi Chi bexagram ~ with all lines in their right places.
(Com pare the paragraph on }Jcnetration, above).

This should be understood as an exception which proves

According to Confucian ethics, the wife should always play a

more or less subordinate part in relation to her busband.

The Record of

''If be tries to lead, he will lose his way:

if he follows, he

will find his proper lord and gain advantage.''

Rites teaches that before marriage a woman should follow her father; af-

The subject of K'un, being passive and negative, fulfils his nature by

ter marriage, ber husband; and after the death of her lmsband, she should

following, obeying and serving, while that of Ch'ien, being active and

Of course exceptions might be made under extraordinary

follow her sons. 1

positi vc, realizes himself through leading, directing and con trolling.

Thus,

circumstances which demand and justify her departure from her usual

if the former leads or takes precedence over the latter, he will be attempt-

Thus Line 5 of K'un, as will be seen in due course, represents a

ing to play a part which is contrary to his own nature; he will be be-

course.

queen exercising supreme authority over her people.

wildered and at a loss how to proceed; he will "lose his way" and fail to

It is interesting to note that Keyscrling, in his South American Meditatiol~s,

sees the symbol of tameness as obedient service not in tbe mare but

in the llama.

In chapter 1, on "The Continent of tbe Third Day of

Creation'', he writes:

attain bis goal.

If, however, he follows tbe subject of Ch'ien and allows

h imsclf to be guided along his path, be will find his lord in the real leader, and tlms reap the benefit of playing a subservient part.

Yang is tbc lord of Yin; Ch'ien is the lord of K'un; the prince the lord
of his subjects; and tbe husband the lord of his wife.

The llama embodies the primeval will to serve; ............ it re-

To sum up,

Yang fecundates,

Yin conceives; Ch'ien transmitfl, K'un receives; the prince commands, the

presents the capacity to yield ........ in its essence it is the prototype

subject obeys; the husband leacls, tbe wife follow-s.

Different natures play

of tbc rcsponsi ble housekeeper.

different parts; diflerent beings have different capacities; and advantage is
gained when each undertakes that role which is suited to and harmonized
with his or her essential natnre, i.e., when the congruency between Being

"IViovements of a Superior Man"

and Ability, between Ivfcaning and Expression, is achieved.

Relatively to each other, Yang lines signify superior men and Yin
lines inferior men.

This is clearly shown in the case of tbe T'ai hexagram
of which the inner Yang symbol

=:

signifies a su-

Some Illustrative Symbolisms
The above concept m;cy be illustrated by Yarious hexagrams.

Take,

for instance, the T'ai hexagram

-==.

scnts t}1e eldest son who is best qualified for "presiding over the caldron
In the construction of this hexa-

gram, the three Yang lines are drawn first, then follow the three Yin lines. In
other words, K'un follows Ch'ien, Yin follows Yang.

Because tbe lines are

arranged in this order the T'ai hexagram is recognized as the symbol
of Peace and Success.

On the contrary, the P'i hexagram 1§

== (No. 12)

is exactly the opposite of T'ai, in that Yin lines come fir;-:nd Yang
lines follow,- in other words, Ch'ien follows K'un.

Consequently, the

P'i hexagram is regarded as the symbol of misfortune.

ly, the Chi Chi and Wei Chi hexagrams,
In the case of the former, each Yin line

=- =- (~iJl\if~*~ ).
and

fo~s a

Y : ; line in the right

relationship, while the reverse is true of the latter.

This results in all

the component lines of the former hexagram being in tl1eir correct places,
li

while those of the latter are all incorrectly placed.

The very names of

these two hexagrams show the opposite nature of the two symbols, because
the former, Chi Chi, signifies Fulfilment, while the latter, Wei Chi, means
Incompleteness or Non-fulfilment.

--

1l §§ (No. 24). Po

Yang.

ii

advantageous to make a moyement in any direction whatever, (~.fU;ff{&
@), while Fu, which comes after Po, indicates that "there will be advantage in wbichever direction movement is made''

~~ denotes the cyclic return

-

Thus,~ in the case of K'un, it is symbolically clear that to lead may

good fortune of finding tbe lord.
low Yang.

Tbe simple trotb is that Yin must fol-

On this truth are based some of the ethical teachings of
For instance, be said, ~'To walk slowly, keeping behind his

elders (Yang) is to perform the part of a younger brother (Yin).

To

·· walk quickly and precede his elders is to violate the duty of a younger
(~fi~·.Bt:1!i~~z~' *ff;t·.Et:1!i~~z~~). 2

Thus in China, the
of filial piety and fraternal dutifulness is formulated on the
metaphysical trutbs.

By the same trend of thought, we may

that a man's actions, emotions and thoughts should be subser-

"In the West and South he finds friends; in the East and
North he loses friends.

If he rests in Correctness- Firmness, there

will be good fortune."

The intermediate stage between tbe passing away of Yang and

cyclic return is represented by the K'un bexagram §~.

As symbols

the different stages in the cyclic progression and retrogression of Yin and
Yang, Po Precedes K'un while Fu comes after K'un.

This is one of the

Why does the subject of K'un find his friends in the West and South

lose tbem in the East and North? The reason for this will be clear when
the following diagram of the eight trigrams as arranged by

reasons why Po is placed before Fu in the arrangement of the 64 hexagrams.

(;fUfi"1&:f:E).

, the lord of his personality.

~= denotes the passing away of Yang as a

result of the advance of Yin, while Fu

in ceremonies (.::t*-::tf' ~..J:n·~f-' tiJ:'~.Z..\?J-Jt). 1 Furthermore, according
to the text, the preceding hexagram, Po, indicates that it will not be

and follow the direction of bis innermost Spirit which ts, m

Let us consider another couple of hexagrams, Po ~Jj
Fu

and other ceremonial vessels",- i.e., for being the chairman or the lord

cause the misfortune of losing the way, while to follow may bring the

Let us compare two more hexagrams, the last two in the Book, name-

!,
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Now the point to be noted here is that the figure which

shows disadvantages while that which follows shows advantages.
base of Po ~~ stands the K'un trigram which signifies chaos or confusion

--

(i:$~·12fSJt)- i.e., the likelihood of losing one's way· while Fu §!!! con'
tains the Chen trigram which means thunder and movement an'd'";epre-

1- Cf. Treatise on Orderly Sequence of Hexagrams.
Cf. also }l!(J@.,~fl3l~ Bk. II, Para. l & 2.
2. Bk. VI, Part II, Chap. II.
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s

31:7

K'un Following Ch'ien

---t.i

·
·
Now the questwn
anscs:

S11ould K'un remain m the south - west or

sacn· fi.c,e tl.le company of his friends and move towards the north
, - cast?
Which course will bring about peace, security and good fortune? fhe answer 1. s th a t K'tln , beincr
a Yin ' should leave his friends and proceed northeast•
•
7
· · tl1e Yang
members
the right course for \ m 1s to
ware1 to JOlll
,
..
~ · , because
· ·
L

follow Yang as its mate.

•

The most important thing for tbe subject. of

K'un is to find }1is lord and follow him in the right relationship.

I~

takmg

this course, he has to give up the company of his friends, but he w1ll have
the s't tisfaction of finding his lord, and will be happy to realize that he
has done the right thing.

The Po Hexagram as an Illustration
An explanation of King Wen's order of arrangement of the eight
trigrams and their correspondences to the ei.gbt cardinal points is given by .
Confucius in the Shuo Ktta ('ifltt~), i.e., Treatise on the Trigr.ams.
be mentioned here that the K'un trigram

-= ='

It may

occupies the south -west

position while the three female trigrams- Sun

Li

::.=,

and Tui

·
11as• to leave her
Compare the case of a vvoman w110, on marnage,
·~
h
women friends with whom she h as h 1t11erto
~a d. clr>se associations.

Her
.

happiness in life now lies in finding and clinging to her l,or.d a~d .not m
remaining with her women friends, however steadfast. 11ns prmc1ple of

=-which are derived from and related to K'un, and which

right rehttionship between Yin and Yang is of primary import~nce .in .tbe

generally regarded as the "tbrce daughters", occupy positions in tbe west,

study of tbe philosopby of change, and it is on the basis of tb1s pnnc1plc

south, and south- east respectively.

Thus, the four female trigrams are

grouped together to form a semi - circle in the soutb and west.

This ex-·

plains why K'un finds its friends or kinsfolk, i.e., trigrams of kindred
nature, in the south- west.

=

='
==

Ch'ien

north- west, and its three sons, K'an

in the East.

=

the fatber trigram, in the

in the North, Ken

in the

The last three trigrams, being

derived from Ch'ien, are the friends or kinsfolk of Ch'ien, not those of
K'un.

mined.
Perhaps the clearest illustration is furnished by Lines 3 and 5 of the

Now, occupying the semi- circle in the north

and east are all male trigrams:
north east, and Chen

• r·mes m
· many 11exag rams is deterthat the significance of many \ r m

If, therefore, the subject of K'un, instead of remaining in the

Po hexagram
ing down"

;;;=.

In this hexagram t h e 1'dea o f "demolition" or Hbreak-

is~;-mbolized

by the five yin lines which combine to over-

throw the one Yang line on top.

According to the text, Lines 1, 2 and 4

all signify "overthrowing tbe couch" by breaking down its legs and frame;
• •
!LiJ "
-'?
'it"-.)
Now '
but Line 3 sl1ows its subject "comm1ttmg
no errors , ( 1<
"
' •

x

south - west among his own friends, moves over to tl1e north - east, he will

why is tbe subject of Line 3 free from errors?

lose his own friends and find i1imsdf among subjects of an alien
or of opposite polarity.

the cor relative of the topmost 1.llle, y ang.

Tbe reason is that he is

I n other words, the Yin sub-

ject of Line 3 responds and affiliates himself to the Yang subject of Line
6 in the right relationship.
error.

He acts correctly and is therefore free from

Similarly, Line 5 1 occupying a Yin position just below the, Yang
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subject of Line 6, finds tbe right course by leading the subjects of all the ·.
other Yin lines and joining with them to serve tl1at Yang subject.

3l9

with no transformation for any one of its individual lines,

ln-

and Confucius's commentary tbereon are to be taken as

stcad of trying to overthrow his lord, tbe subject of Line 5 seeks to sene

prognosis of tbe case in question. Sometimes tbe "Greater Symbolism"

him. Thus l1e "gains advantage in every wav". As recorded in the text
'
'
the fifth line shows its subJ'cct "leading
tl1e otbcrs aloncrb like
<
fishes, and obtaining for tbem tbc favour from tl1e inmates of tbe palace"
(1\"Ji., ~%ci~J'@Afl 'x/G.f-U).

also consulted.

Now, since K'un represents the Receptive in contra-

to Ch'ien which stands for the Creative, and since the attriof Earth are submission, docility and acquiescence, the consulting party
a minister consulting about state affairs or a wife consulting about
ily aflairs) is advised to content himself or herself with a passive,
role instead of taking the initiative and playing a leading

Polarization of Man's Personality to His Higher Self

He is advised to keep calm (K'un stands for Rest) and make no
From the principle illustrated above, it may be deduced that man's

advance.

He will gain by being a follower and lose by trying to be

For him to steal a march on other people will lead to confusion

physical activities, emotions and thoughts should be subservient to and fol-

If l1e were to choose between two missions, one taking

low tbe direction of his innermost Spirit, because Spirit represents the ul-

even failure.

timate masculine principle in the constitution of man, and to it alone

south -west, and the otl1er north- east, he should consider the advisa-

should all the other aspects of his nature be polarized.

Man usually is

of

choo~ing

the latter, for this will eventually lead to good fortune,

mean separation from his friends or kinsfolk.

engaged in many pursuits and through the force of circumstances he is
polarized entirely in the Lower Self, in eitber tbe emotional or the mental
body.

But, as he gradually develops l1is spiritual consciousness, he comes
to realize the absolute necessj.ty for the adaptation of tl1e Lower Self to the
Higher Self,- in other words, the domination of his Personality (Yin)
by his Spiritual Self (Yang}

He begins to meditate and withdraws in-

wards; his desires turn upward instead of downward, and become transmuted into aspirations, -

aspirations at first towards the things of mind,

and later towards those of Spirit.

He seeks to reach up to the Soul and

expand the consciousness of the Soul so as to include the physical plane.

Prognosis

abo-ut W m·:

vourable topograpby.

K'un stands for Earth, i.e., territories or

It symbolizes masses of people or armies.

It also

for wealth and the storing- up of things, i.e., economic power.
the "Greater Symbolism"

contains the character shih (f.}) which

power, influence, battle formation or advantage of position in any
All these symbols of favourable topography, economic power,
influence, battle formation and advantage of position certainly
a successful outcome of the war.

It is by meditation or retreating within thai man transcends tl1e Personali-

Because of the vast mineral resources hidden in the

ty and becomes the Higher Self. During the final period of his self- perfection, the polarization shifts entirely from the Personality to the Higher

the container of all things, the earth-symbol, K'un,

Self.

y suggests the idea of wealth, of accumulation and storage.

The

The correlation between the lower and higher aspects of his nature,

(also part of K'un's significance) is useful for transportation purposes.

between Yin and Yang, is thus completed, and the man attains union with
pure Spirit.

conclusion is, therefore, that K'un indicates success for such business
· pping or other transportation enterprise, mining, agriculture, god own
tion, and excavation projects.

Divination
As a ruleJ when tht;: K'up hexagram is obtained in the process of

About Ma1·riage:
corr~~ponds

K'un being the feminine aspect of the Absolute, its

to tbt; yvay of the wife 1

T!1cre

i~

every indication of a
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successful marriage if the wife is obedient, docile and soft,
her role in a passive manner as Earth fulfils the creative activity

CHAPTER II

Spirit.
About Childbi1'lh:

The T' uanchuan
K'un being Yin, the feminine aspect of ~'-""'~J.uv

the obtaining of this hexagram may be considered as a sure indication
the birth of a baby - girl.

•a=~~~~,•~•~'»*~*o
~H~~,-4%•'~*~*'&~~·0
~~~-,fi~%·,~-~~,~~~ffo

~~*~'*M~•,w~~m,»a*ff'

if-1b:Ji:M '
4f~:t.

Jjf%~ If

w' ~:lt5Eil

0

Y\

I(<.

0

PERFECT INDEED IS THE GREAT AND
ORIGINATING CAPACITY OF K'UN. ALL THINGS
OWE THEIR BIRTH TO IT. IT RECEIVES OBEDIENTLY THE INFLUENCES OF SPIRIT.
2. K'UN, IN
ITS LARGENESS AND THE
DEPTH OF ITS RECEPTIVE NATURE, SUPPORTS
AND CONTAINS ALL THINGS. ITS EXCELLENT
CAPACITY MATCHES THE INFINITE POWER OF
CH'IEN. ITS COMPREHENSION IS
WIDE, AND
ITS BRIGHTNESS GREAT. THE VARIOUS THINGS
OBTAIN THROUGH IT THEIR FULL DEVELOPMENT.
3. THE MARE SYMBOLIZES THOSE PASSIVE
CREATURES OF THE EARTH WHICH WANDER
UNHINDERED THROUGHOUT
ITS
CONFINES.
IT IS GENTLE AND DOCILE, ADVANTAGEOUS
AND FIRM: - SUCH IS THE COURSE OF THE
SUPERIOR MAN.
4. "IF HE TAKES THE INITIATIVE AND TRIES
TO LEAD, HE GETS CONFUSED AND LOSES HIS
WAY." - HE MISSES, THAT IS, HIS PROPER
COURSE. "IF HE FOLLOWS," HE IS DOCILE,
AND GETS INTO HIS NORMAL COl.JRSE, "IN
I.

THE I-CHING
THE WEST AND SOUTH HE WILL GAIN FRIENDS:"
-

HE WILL BE WALKING WITH PEOPLE OF HIS

OWN KIND. "IN THE EAST AND NORTH HE WILL
LOSE FRIENDS:" -BUT IN THE END THERE WILL
BE CAUSE FOR REJOICING.
5.

"THE GOOD FORTUNE
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RESULTING FROM -

Energy and Mass, Subject and Object - these are the well- known
represented by Ch'ien and K'un. On the plane of the Absolute,
represents Primordial Matter, and Ch'ien represents Spirit or Life
is infused into Matter. Differently expressed, K'un represents PreRoot -Substance which underlies all the objective Planes of Nature.

CORRE-

Spirit is the fons et origo of Force and of all individual Conso Pre - Cosmic Substance is the substratum of Matter in the

SPONDS TO THE UNLIMITED CAPACITY OF THE
EARTH.

gr.ades of its differentiation. Apart from Cosmic Matter, Spirit
not manifest itself as individual Consciousness, since it is only through

RESTING

IN

CORRECTNESS - FIRMNESS"

"Perfect capacity of K'un- giving birth to all

+a..·•-~--

This T'uanchuan is Confucius's explanation of King Wen's cc,·, .rin· ...... ~·"'
on the K'un hexagram. Paragraph 1 explains the first attribute of
that of Origination, and it shows the difference with which similar
tributes are ascribed to Ch'ien and K'un.
It is the difference
"power" and "capacity". Ch'ien originates; K'un produces or gives
to what has been originated.

"Vast" is the word used to describe the

ginating powe1· of Ch'ien, while the word "perfect" is used in '-'VJLHL'·"u'
with the productive capacity of K'un, for K'un perfects, completes or
fils the great creative purpose of Ch 'ien ( :l:$~1)il:* , :fl::M~ , :f:$~lf!q).
other words, whilst Ch'ien is the creative generating principle to which
beings owe tht>ir beginning, the Soul, too, being rooted in it, K'un is
receptive birth- giving principle which absorbs into itself the divine

of matter that consciousness wells up as "I am I", a physbasis being necessary to focus a Ray of the Universal Mind at a stage of complexity.

On the other hand, apart from Spirit, Cosmic

would remain an empty abstraction, and no emergence of Concould take place.

The contrast and co - operation of bath these

of the Absolute are essential to the existence of the Manifested
Matter is the vehicle for the manifestation of Soul on this
of existence, Soul is the vehicle on a higher plane for the manof Spirit, and these three are a Trinity synthesized by Life,
pervades them all.

Thus Earth, which is matter in one of its gra-

ot differentiation and aggregation, is in reality the vehicle for the
of life-impulses emanating from Spirit.

text, "K'un receives obediently the influences of Spirit" (Y.1Pi7k7~J.
the well- known saying in Ku Liang Chuan (Ku Liang's Commen-

This is why Ch'ien
for the Father Principle (~;i![;) and K'un for the Mother Principle (
Spirit impregnates and fecundates; Earth conceives and brings to

on the Sp1·ing and Autumn Annals):

All things have their origin in Spirit, but they owe their birth to

'17~/G§:, =it?.-Mi~).

of life and gives them their physical form.

It is interesting to note that the Chinese term for 'birth' was originally composed of two radical parts

\.f'

and

±,

In the words of

"Yin alone cannot create; Yang

cannot create; Spirit alone cannot create.
before creation is possible."

01±:=1f. '

The Three must be united
~!Jfl!ftii:S

'

j;~~~ ' 3;~

sheng

meaning '

and 'earth', i.e., grass growing out of earth or grass depending on
for its growth.

"K'un, the Receptive, supports and contains all things.
capacity matches the infinite power of Ch'ien."

Its excellent

The "penetrating" or developing ability of K'un, as displayed in the

"K·nn receptive to Spiritual influences"
Spirit and Matter? Spirit and Earth 1 Life and Form, Self and

of growth, is the subject of paragraph 2. Here, too, is the comcontrast between the Creative and the Receptive aspects of Reality.
the Creative overshado";,vs and covers all things from above, the

I ,
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Receptive contains and supports them as a lasting foundation from below.
In other words, whilst Spirit ensouls all things from within, Earth
them their external physical form. The Receptive is coeternal and
one with the Creative, (~ft7Eit), but the nature of the former is
ited responsiveness to the latter or complete submission to its anima
and penetrating influence. Herein lies the success of their mutual interaction and/ co-operation.

Philosophically speaking, it may be stated

whilst the Creative gives a meaning to all things, the Receptive gives
meaning its right expression; it develops and clothes it in the right form.
Success in their mutual co-operation consists in the congruency between
inner meaning and the outer expression of all things, -in other
the perfect agreement between Spiritual Significance and the
Phenomena of the Universe.
"Its comprehension is wide, and its brightness great.
things obtain through it their full development."
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The

In the Great Treatise, Confucius writes, "There is Ch'ien.
rest, it is self-absorbed and remains still; when it moves, it goes
forward ............ There is K'un. When it rests, it closes itself up; when
moves, it opens .•..•. " (:fi:fz: • ~jlgi1:11.~, ~!IJ-lfL~ ...............:JcJ:$,
~ , :J'tt!J-&fiiR). 1 This signifies that, in its state of rest, K 'un
all things as though in a vast womb-the earthly womb of all Life

**tl ,

course all things attain their full development. Thus, in the beginbefore the light manifested itself, there was darkness, Yin. Darkalone filled the boundless all, "and darkness was upon the face of the

"Darkness there was, and all at first was veiled
In gloom profound -an ocean without light. " 2
. h "3
"And God said, Let there be Light: and there was L 1g t.
Then, "the Primordial Waters of the Deep" opened for the reception,
subsequently for the issuance, of that One Ray, the Logos.

"And the

shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended{ it not."
It was this "light" that entered and impregnated chaos (!:$~;i:tjL '
lfl:f:$~) and caused cosmic matter to begin its long series of differtions. Centres of forces at first, the invisible spark, or primordial
differentiate into molecules, and become suns, gaseous, radiant,
the one "whirlwind" (or motion) finally giving the i~pulse to
form (fz::f.i~ , i:$1ii~). This radiant brightness of Earth reflects itin the beauty that shines forth in the human, the animal, the vegeand the mineral kingdoms.

The-Docility and Firmness of a Mare

~ft~-).

In its moving and open state it admits the Divine
and illumines everything with it. Spirit, the Yang Principle, i.e., Ch'
is "the life and light of the universe", - "the Fire of Creation".
Primordial Matter, which had wrapped the One Infinite Spirit
"Ever-Invisible Robes" during Pralaya, passes out of its pre-cosmic
into differentiated objectivity to become the protyle of science, as
comes receptive to the impress of the
of the Absolute - its "Heart" opens,
shine forth. The matter swells, as it
wards, like the bud of the lotus, and
in all its glory (~*'·~~).

Divine Ideation- the male
and the rays of Spiritual
were, expanding from within
out shines the ray of effulgent light

A new universe springs into being and

l. The Great Treatise, Section l, Ch. VI.

Paragraph 3 deals with the symbol of a "mare" and with its analogy
correspondence to the work of "a superior man'', of a good and faithminister, and of a servant. It explains why a mare and not a cow,
instance, is chosen as the right embodiment and expression of the sigof K'un.4 The reason is that the mare, which traverses huge
without fatigue and without asserting herself even in tJ;le choice
terrain represents the union of strength and submission, the combination
the str~ngth and swiftness of a horse and the gentleness and submissive1.. Genesis I • .ll.
2. Rig Veda.
3. Genesis l, 3.
4. Treatise on Trigrams: K'un suggests the idea of a cow·
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sential to the existence of the manifested universe.

Thus, when we leave

strength, for strength is essential for the fulfilment of her part as the

the world of the Absolute and come down to the world of the Relative- the

passive "helper".

world of time and space- we, in our daily experience, continue to perceive

plish nothing.

Sh('er weakness and softness lead nowhere

Likewise, a faithful minister or servant must be strong in

physique and in his determination to fulfil his duties toward his "lord'',
though at the same time he must be docile and obedient to him.
mare, the superior man is gentle and mild; and like a mare, be is firm.

t}1ings as spirit and matter, life and form, self and not- self, energy and
mass, and so on. But a word of warning must be given here. vVe must
not commit the philosophical error of regarding these dualities in the world
of the relative as independent realities, as things in themselves. We must
not look upon Yin and Yang, Universal Self and Universal Not- Self, as
two main divisions, to one or the other of which all things belong.

K'un following Ch'ien

Yang and Yin, Self and Not- Self, denote only relative aspects in which

Paragraph 4 is an explanation of that part of King Wen's text which
advises that the normal course of K'un lies in following Ch'ien and not
m leading or preceding it.

For

different manifestations of the Absolute appear to one another, and to
our individual consciousness.

The reasons for this have already been given

in a previous. commentary, and rto further elucidation is needed ben:.

There is nothing which

IS

in itself either

Yang or Yin, Self or

Things only appear as Self or Not- Self to us.

Self and

Not- Self arc experiences relative to ourselves and of value only with re-

''Resting in Correctness- Firmness''

lation to the consciousness which experiences them.

Paragraph 5 points out tl1e great good fortune arising from "resting
m correctness'-firmness". K'un stands for Rest and Space in contradistinction to Ch'ien which stands for Motion and Time.
is inert and still.

Matter in itself

Only when it is energized or "fired up" by the Fire

of Creation does it show motion.

Thus the rotation ()f the planets in their

orbits is due to the gravitational Yang forces acting on them.
man learns a moral, the moral of pure quiescence.

From this

}'rom time to time he

relaxes and remains at perfect rest, physically motionles~, .emotionally
calm, and mentally peaceful.

In such a state be can throw himself com-

pletely open to the divine influence which flows into his personality from
the depth of Creative Spirit.

Yin and Yang as Relative Phenomena
So far, much has been written about Yang and Yin, Spirit and Mat·~

The world of Reality

does not have a certain group of things labelled "matter" or "not- self"
and another group labelled "self".

In that world there are no such dif-

ferences between spirit and matter, life and form.

There all things are

essentially the same; be they atoms of matter or living beings (Jjftt&J),
they are modes of the Absolute; and their differences are not differences
in being, but only in degree of realization.

When the reality in contact

witl1 us is superior to us, we regard it as "life" or "spirit" (Yang). When,
however, the reality in contact with us is inferior to us, we regard it as
matter or form (Yin).

Tlms we can characterize matter or form as the

way in which a lesser reality appears to a higher, and spirit or life as the
way in which a reality of a higher order appears to one of a lower order.
Yin and Yang, Spirit and Matter, arc terms denoting a relation between
different modes of the Absolute. As such they are exceedingly useful terms
a very real meaning.

When, however, we look upon them as

independent realities, they become absurd and meaningless.

We have seen that they are the two eternally opposed aspects of the

The very thing which is life to a lesser reality will be form to a high~

one supreme Reality, and that their interaction and co-operatioii are es-.

We who are life or self (Yang) to the cells of our body are form

ter.

or not- self (Yin) to some greater Being to whom we are but as cells in
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His body.

The father is Yang in relation to his son, but he is Yin to
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Matter and Energy mutually convertible

the ruler of his country; the son is Yin in relation to his father, but
Yang to his wife; the wife is Yin in relation to her husband, but Yang
to h~r servants; the king of a country is Yang in relation to his subjects,

It is of interest to see how in modern physics the illusion of duality
has been overcome. The problem here concerns the conception of mass or ·

but Yin to his Spiritual Lord, the "King of Kings". It is therefore not
right to say that a thing is Yin or Yang, matter or spirit as such, in it-

matter on the one side and of force or energy on the other. There have
been attempts at reconciliation and solution of the duality by regarding

self; it can only be life or form, self or not-self with regard to something
else, and it is only life or form, Yang or Yin, with regard to that particular thing or group of things.

matter and energy as each a form of the other. It is held by modern
physicists that what we call force or energy is nothing more than the action of mass or motion. On the other hand, we find the atoms explained
as being but "centres of energy", thus reducing all mass or matter to a

The following sentence which appeared in a newspaper report on a
lecture delivered in Hong Kong on some mataphysical subj~t seems to
bear out the ideas expressed in the foregoing paragraphs:
The UnivfM'se is the expression of an infinite eternal LifePrinciple operating by means of a decreasingly rapid series of
vibrations, the more rapid acting as force upon the less rapid,
and these in their turn as force upon still lesser vibrations, so
that these actions and reactions of positive and negative energy
seem to be sufficient to account for all the phenomena we experience.
Here, Force and Matter, Positive and Negative, are understoo~ as relationships and not independent entities, and the meaning of the whole
statement is clear in the light of the explanations given above.

form of energy or force. Lately, however, the time-honoured antithesis
of matter and energy has been further studied and the two phenomena are
known to be convertible, one into the other. Inertia, hitherto the outstanding characteristic of mass, is seen to be possessed by energy also, and the
inertia for very high velocities has been found to vary with the velocity.
Modern physics thus recognizes that mass is of pure electro-magnetic origin,
varying with the velocity. Again, the breaking up of the atom releases
energy, and one of the possibilities of modern physics is to liberate that
energy which appears to us as matter; through this liberation, the same
matter ceases to exist in its former state. The new physics is thus transcending the old problem presented by the duality of matter and energy,
not by reducing one to a function of the other, but by showing that they
are mutually convertible.

Thus, in

Now this theory of the mutual convertibility of energy and mass is

our daily life, we need no longer wonder what causes some things to be

one of the most essential doctrines taught by the Book of Changes- the

matter and others to be spirit.

mutual convertibility of Yin and Yang. It has been explained repeatedly
in previous sections that both Yin and Yang are capable of growing "old",
i.e., developing or manifesting themselves to their fullest extent, and that,

The proper question would be why some

things stand in the matter-relation to us and other things in the spiritrelation. Nothing is matter or spirit in itself, just as a mathematical
quantity cannot be "x" times in itself, but must always be "x times
something"; and, similarly, it cannot be "divided by x" itself, but must
always be "something divided by x". It is our error in making an absolute entity of that which is only a relationship that causes the difficulty
of our Yin- Yang and Spirit-Matter problems and the problem of duality
in general. That error can be removed.

at that extreme stage, "Old Yang" or "Old Yin" automatically transforms itself into its polar opposite. Of particular importance is the application of this doctrine of conversion to the formation of the "secondary
hexagram" in divination. When an "old Yang" line is obtained, it
must be transformed into a Yin one, and vice versa, with the result that
each hexagram is capable of being transformed into the remaining 63 hex-
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This doctrine of mutual conversion may be called the "Law of

Enantiodromia", i.e., reversion to the opposite in e.rtremis (~~Jj}JIJl!~fl!).
(see Book I).

HAPTER III

It is interesting to note that Kcyserling, the German philosopher,

The Great Syn1bo1istn

aware of this doctrine.

1s

In his book, The Art of Life,l he writes: "There

i~ nothing which docs not, in the course of its movement, change in directiOn and form, and find itself at the end metamorphosed into its very
opposite."

THE CAP ACITY AND SUSTAINING POWER
OF THE EARTH IS WHAT IS DENOTED BY K'UN.
THE SUPERIOR MAN, IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THIS, SUPPORTS ALL THINGS WITH HIS LOFTY
VIRTUES.
As explained in the commentary on the Ch'ien hexagram, the Great
Symbolism deals with the trigrammatic composition of the hexagram and
points out the moral lesson suggested by the meaning of the symbol as a
whole.

The K'un hexagram is composed of two K'un trigrams, both sym-

bolizing Earth.
cial significance.

The doubling up of

the same symbol always has a spe-

In the case of the Ch'ien hexagram, the doubling up of

the Spirit-symbol means time and duration.

In the case of K'un, the dou-

bling up of the Earth- symbol means expansion in space and the capacity
with which tl1e earth receives and contains all things.

In its receptivity

the earth bears without discrimination good things and bad things.

Like-

wise, the superior man makes his character all - comprehensive, and in his
large - heartedness is capable of putting up with bad men as well as good men.
The capacity of the earth is often referred to in the Doctrine of the
Mean.

For instance, in Chapter XXVI there are these statements:
Large and substantial; -- this is how it contains all things 1

So large and substantial, the individual possessing it is the

l. Art of Life, Ch. II, p . .2().
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improved, but cannot be done away with as useless parts of the

co-ectual of Earth1 ................ ..

whole.
The way of Spirit and Earth is large and substantial, high
and brilliant, far-reaching and long-enduring 2 •
The earth before us is but a handful of soil; but when regarded in its breadth and thickness, it sustains mountains like the
Hua and the Yo, without feeling their weight, and contains the
rivers and seas, without their leaking away 3 ........... ,. ... ..
Further in Chapter XXX there is this passage:

Thus the farmer does not leave off his agricultural lab-

ours because his land happens to be barren; nor does the superior
man give up his educational work because the masses are ignorant
and unworthy.

He teaches them with the same earnestness and

guides them along the path of moral improvement, setting before
them higher standards for their attainment.

Just as the earth

supports people of all degrees of intelligence and mountains and
seas of all heights and depths, so the superior man treats all people
with the same large-heartedness and tolerance, accepting their intellectual and moral differences with perfect understanding and

He (Confucius) may be compared to Spirit and Earth in

doing what he can to further their evolution.

their supporting and containing, their overshadowing and curtaining, all things.

He may be compared to the four seasons in their

alternating progress, and to the sun ~.tnd moon in their successive
shining. 4

Indeed, the one all-important virtue to be cultivated m
with the Significance of Earth is tolerance.

accordance

It is one of the virtues most

talked about at the present day, but one of the least practised.

It 1s a

most difficult virtue to acquire, especially when religious matters are conThe above quotations from the Doctrine of the Mean indicate tlmt this
work, like the other classics, is based on the teachings of the I -Ching.
Commenting on the above Greater Symbolism of K'un, Takashima,
the Japanese scholar of the !-Ching, writes in his I Tuan:
The picture of K'un shows two symbols of earth one above .
the other, representing higher and lower levels of land on earth.
Corresponding to these higher and lower levels are the different
strata of human society, and tl1e different planes of consciousness
of the wise and the ignorant, the virtuous and the unworthy, the
noble and the ignoble.

To them correspond also the different

qualities and suitabilities of the soil.

These qualities and suitabil-

ities and the planes of consciousness all have a place and meaning
in the universal scheme of life.
l. ffi:J¥1ED:Ifi:J

They may be transformed and

0

2. ~:iillZm , tt:·m. , J'.[·tl!. , {i!J;·ill. , ~r,-;E. , ftt·:E. , ?\·;E. ,

s.

4-~.lili. --tl11±z~ •:&~!Jiw.. ll~rW:rm~. ~:(rijifmlfi:t~i'rl:!,

~- ~~t:J7;;Jtf?Z1M~~ • ~~~~ • ~~ntmlft,z~rf • ~ll s Az:t\:WJ •

cerned; for where a belief is strongly held and highly valued, there is a
tendency for people to spread it, hoping it will become universal.

In do-

ing so, they not infrequently meet with intolerance, while they themselves
may become intolerant of other beliefs.

The result is conflict.

Most re-

ligious wars and persecutions in the past were caused, in the final analysis,
by intolerance.
The superior m3.n, however, practises tolerance toward all pee>ple, and
takes as hearty an interest in other people's religions as in his own.

He

recognizes that each man has his own way of searching for the highest
good and must be left absolutely free to follow it.

He will not try to

convert other people to his religion, nor will he try to force arguments
and opinions upon them so as to shake their beliefs.

Such tolerance is an

important attribute of a superior man and corresponds to the all-containing capacity of the earth as suggested by the K'un hexagram.
It is of interest to note that tolerance as a virtue is emphasized not
only in the I -Ching but also !11

Judaisr:q

and Chri~tianity.
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In the Talmud, for imtance, there is a good story about Abraham,
which dramatizes tolerance.

A traveller once came to see this Jewish Pa-

CHAPTER IV

triarch who was about to give him food and drink, as is the custom in the
desert.

Before eating, however, Abraham called upon his guest to praise

God.

The man refused and pleaded that he did not know anything about

God.

Whereupon Abraham rose in anger and turned him out of the tent.

Yaotz'u of Line I of K'un Hexagram

Whereupon Jehovah appeared unto Abraham and inquired, "Why did you
turn your guest away?"

Abraham replied, with great indignation, "Lord,

he refused to recognize Thy name; he is an infidel of the worst type.''

THE FIRST LINE, YIN, SHOWS ITS SUBJECT
TREADING ON HOARFROST.
SOLID ICE WILL
BE FORMED IN DUE COURSE.

"Yes," God said, "but I have borne with him for s~xty years; smely you
might bear with him for one hour."
Great teachings on tolerance and magnanimity are also set forth in·
the New Testament.

Jesus Christ not only taught tolerance by words,

but actually gave a most wonderful exhibition of it in
life, as may be seen from the following verses:
But I say unto you which hear, Love your enemies, do good
to them that hate you, bless them that curse you, pray for them
that despitefully use you. (Luke 6: 27- 28)
But I say unto you, Resist not him that is evil:

LESSER SYMBOLISM: "HE IS TREADING ON
HOARFROST.
SOLID ICE WILL BE FORMED IN
DUE COURSE." THE DARK POWER OF YIN HAS
BEGUN TO TAKE FORM. ALLOW IT TO GO ON
QUIETLY ACCORDING TO ITS NATURE, AND
THE HOARFROST WILL BECOME HARD ICE.

but whoso-

ever smiteth thee on thy right cheek, turn to l1im the other also.

the concepts of "treading" and "hoarfrost" are based on the

(Matthew 5: 39)

of Line 1.

Taking the hexagram as a whole to represent the
the lowest line naturally corresponds to tl1e lowest

of the body, i.e., the
.

=,

feet,! while the topmost line corresponds to

Then, the transformation of Line l converts the lower trigram

Chen

the symbol of "thunder", "movement", and "feet". 2 (:f.JJ

). The idea is that (1) thunder animates and moves things;

feet are those parts of

the body that move and carry the body

(3)t be first line of every hexagram, whether transformed or not, is
y connected with tht:> Chen trigram, because the most significant
line of this trigram, finds its correct place in the first position
hexagram, just as the most significant Yang line of Ken

::=
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YAOTZ'U OF LINE 1 OF K'UN HEXAGRAM

(ro~B ' JW* '~Z.1ft1·1:f!.).
Yii Fan writes: "K'un in its complete state
is in the twelfth zodiac sign 'Hai'. Yang enters and condenses it, and so

finds its correct place in the third. 1
The following diagram shows how the six lines, or rather the six
positions of a hexagram, correspond to the eight trigrams. Take the Chi
Chi hexagram

-- = in which all lines are co~reccly placed:
=
-~-

'

and are contrary to accepted principles governing the interaction and

--- ---

==~--------15=8.-__..

co-operation of Yin and Yang.

These authors have all associated the idea

of frost with the Ch'ien Principle, being probably influenced by a remark
in Chapter XI of the Treatise on the Trigra.ms which reads:

==

It will be observed that the upper trigram is K'an
and the
lower trigram Li
Therefore, Lines 5 and 2, which are the central
and most significant lines of K'an and Li, represent these two trigrams

=: .

the dew becomes frost."
And again:
"Yang in its movement appears
in K'un, and, when allowed to grow and advance, will transform K'un
into Ch'ien. Hence the formation of hard ice." Hui Ting-yu (]£\~~),
in his Chou I Shu Chu (J!JJ!jzj!;i±:), writes: "Line 1 of K'un is transposed
to the fourth position of Ch'ien, carries out the commands of Ch'ien, and
so forms hard ice.''
All these explanations seem to be devoid of sense

---- -- ---------'=-=

=&-?\
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respectively. The fifth line, Yang, on the plane of Spirit, is the correct
representative .of the Ch'ien trigram, while Line 2, Yin, on the plane of
Earth, correctly represents the Earth- symbol, K'un.

=

"Ch'ien

suggests the id,ea of cold and ice'' (lit!~ , J¥T:~*~·i7l<), and by the idea
that K'un is receptive to the creative power of Ch'ien. Now that remark
in the Treatise on the Trig1·ams is made not because Ch'ien is by nature
a fit symbol for cold and ice, but simply because, according to King
Wen's order of arrangement of the eight trigrams, Ch'ien occupies the
north-west side, corresponding to the north-western regions of China, where

and

the climate is extremely cold and the mountains are generally covered
with snow.
However, cold and ice belong rather to the Yin aspect of

Tui
respectively, because they correspond to the two significant Yin
lines of these two trigrams.
For the same reason, Lines 1 and 3 are

Nature. Ch'ien, on the contrary, represents a force antagonistic to cold
and ice- the Yang power which dispels the cold and melts the ice at the

symbols of Chen

end of the K'un cycle in winter in order to start a new cycle and usher

=

Lines 4 and 6, both Yin, are correct representatives of Sun

=..:: and

Ken

=: .

Thus, the' six positions of a

hexagram may be understood as the symbols of the eight trigrams, i.e.,
the symbols of symbols.

in the conditions of Spring.

Thus, Line 1 is associated with Chen, the symbol

Explanation of the Symbolisms of
Frost and lee

of feet.
Fourthly, the K'un hexagram stands for Earth and its lowest two
lines represent the plane of Earth. The percept of "feet" combined with
that of "earth'' gives rise to the idea of treading,- the feet treading the
earth. ·

How then are the symbolisms of frost and ice to be explained?
It
1s clear that frost and ice belong to the Yin aspect of Nature m

For the symbolism of "hoarfrost", different commentators have given
d1fferent explanations, many · of which are rather far- fetched. For

contradistinction to heat and sunshine which belong to the Yang aspect.
Generally they are found in autumn and winter when the Yin half of the
annual cycle of creation is in manifestation.
Now Line 1 of K'un

instance, Hsun Shuang explains frost as the life or mand<1.t\'f of Ch'ien

indicates the first appearance of Yin, i.e., the manifestation of Yin at
it~ init~al

stage,

Applied to

tre

twelve :months of a year, this fir3t

,!'.I
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appearance of Yin occurs in the fifth month corresponding to June of

the first appearance in a man's conscious mind of evil thoughts

Western calendar, in which falls the festival of Summer Solstice

'
longest day of the year, indicating the highest point in the growth
Yang.

At this point, by the Principle of Enantiodromia, Yin begins

desires.

acquire energy and increase in intensity, till the man's

whole

is permeated with their pernicious influence and his whole life is

but'

below the "three springs" (IL.jj]i~-~-:4:' ~-~~\3ti!JJJ1n-:=:.-1Rzr),
gradually increasing and rising to the surface as the days grow shorter and

with destruction by his misdeeds and crimes which arc the
outcome of his accumulated wrong thoughts and desires.

By the ninth lunar month, which is represented by the

line of K'un, Yin has reached that advanced stage of condensation
which the "white dews arc transformed into frost"

'

At first they are slight and hardly discernible, but when

permanent residence in the mind and repeatedly brooded upon,

manifest itself, at first vibrating very gently in the depths of the earth

shorter.
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'

(§iit:~~ifif,

8

1ilifi~~).

Later, in the tenth lunar month, when
condensation of Yin attains its final stage, indicated by the sixth line of
K'1m, ice begins to be formed (:ijl£~7\~§::lft~' ifr.l7--.k~27Jc).
Frost
ice are not formed suddenly; they result from a gradual process

the region of "causes'' an infinitesimal discrepancy will lead to
greatest errors (~;Z_:£-f,;ffit~' ~.!2J_fJR).

Every seed of thought sown in

mind and allowed to take root there produces fruits of its own kind
blossoms sooner or later into acts.

Good thoughts produce good action

bear good fruit; bad thoughts produce bad action and bear bad fruit.
does not go to jail or to the gallows through the tyranny of fate
, but through the effects of grovelling thoughts and base

condensation and freezing of the Yin element which starts from the
of the Summer Solstice and goes through several stages.

Nor does a pure-minded man fall suddenly into crime by stress

time is important.

external force; the criminal thought must have been secretly

The maxim that "Nature does not

jump" (Natura abhorret salt am) is specially applicable to the pro.
of Yin.

Thus the superior man, with his developed faculties of

nP-rf"'F'-nhin"'-

and his profound understanding of Nature, when he feels the cooling

in his heart, and the crime simply represents the culminating point
growth and development.

and its attendant sufferings can exist apart from vicious inclinations
over a long period of time.

influence affecting his feet as he treads the earth, realizes that in due
if the manifestation of Yin continues unchecked till the very end, he

No such conditions as descending into
Nor can one ascend into virtue

pure happiness without the continued

cultivation of virtuous

tread on hoarfrost and will eventually witness the formation of hard
The beginning of the tendency is slight and scarcely perceptible, but
the end tremendous results are brought about.

the proximate apparent cause, there is always a remote original
and beyond each immediate result there will be remote results, some
quite calculable.

First Signs of Evil Thoughts and Desires

Man, therefore, is the creative centre of a chain

•u, connected with the past and the future.

""'oc•<H..

His deeds, with all

consequences, may often be traced to the harbouring in his mind of
This gradual process of materialization from tlJe invisible
visible, from the latent to the pat<"nt, from potentiality to

and desires which, through the lapse of time, have sunk from the
to the subconscious mind.
If his wrong desires and all those

applies not only to the formation of frost and ice, but also

-elements that belong to the dark side or the Yin aspect of life

development of vicious thoughts and desires in an individual, the

· ted and banished from the mind at the very beginning before

of the influence of women in a family, and the increase of power
inferior men in the state.

Thus, Line I

of K'un, which, being

represents Evil 111 contradi~tinction to Ch'ic11 which reprc~ent~

were able to take root, i.e., at the stage represented by Line 1 of
then all tendencies towards the perpetration of evil deeds would not
arisen and taken shape in his life.

Bridgeman said well, "Let sin

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 1 OF K'UN HEXAGRAM
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Historical Illustrations

be resisted at the threshold, and thus the way 1s blocked
commission of greater sins."

The superior man, therefore, is ...v •.!~Lc:Lntlv

watchful over his thoughts and feelings, and guards against all undesirable
states of consciousness, detaching himself from them as soon as
appearance is detected by his conscious mind.
price of liberty."

"Eternal vigilance is

The above paragraph from the Wen Yen Treatise as well as the
v,..... ----

There is nothing more visible than what

Therefore
secret, and nothing more manifest than what is minute. 1
2
superior man is watchful over himself, when he is alone. "

taries of other philosophers shows that the first line of K'un
not only ideas of physical and psychological causation but also

of the qualitative relations of cause and effect in social and historical
There is an intimate relation between the secret and the

man does not wait till he sees things to be cautious, nor. till he
things to be apprehensive.
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the hidden and the manifest.
(~-=?) saw that the tyrant Cheo

Thus, when the sage Viscount of

C*t)

used chopsticks made from the
of elephants, he wept bitterly, for he realized that the cruelty to

UUJW~·•~

would eventually lead to cruelty to men.

And the tyrant did

invent the "heater and roaster" to torture his people Oitm~

The Lesser Symbolism

*ff.i~~fiU~q.~).

When Confucius saw the people of Lu use wooden
of men to bury with the dead as attendants, he cursed the man

The above train of thought explains the spiritual meaning of Line
of K'un and the moral lesson which that line indicates.
the meaning of the Lesser Symbolism by Confucius:

It also

cau,v1u.au:::

"Allow it to go

quietly according to its nature, and the hoarfrost will

first made use of those images, saying that this man would be without
({~~JSB

,

:k&ffffli::M , :j't~:fl:>]2.). 1

Confucius understood that this

of burial would eventually lead to the practice of burying living persons
This shows that the sage comprehends

It is interesting to note that this explanation is corroborated by

developments and knows their original causes and

special commentary on that line in his Wen Yen Treatise, which may
translated as follows:
The family that accumulates goodness is sure to have super-

Rise in Power of Inferior Men and Women

abundant happiness, and the family that accumulates evil is sure
The murder of a ruler by his

Now, apart from explaining the causal relations between frost and ice,

minister, or of the father by his son, is not the result of events

and action, evil thought and crime, it is of interest to point out

of one morning or one evening.

the dark power of Yin, in its initial stage of manifestation as

to have superabundant misery.

The causes of it have gradually

•u••v"'"'~~

l. "Nothing is veiled that shall not be revealed, or hidden that shall not be known."

by the first line of K'un, corresponds, according to most com' to the initial acquisition of power and influence by inferior men
women in family and in state affairs. The rise in power of unworthy
either men or women, inevitably leads to disastrous consequences.
abounds with such cases; a few outstanding ones may be cited
Empress Wu Tseh-t'ien (~J{Ij~) of the T'ang dynasty and Empress
'u-Hsi (~JfJ,O of the Ch'ing dynasty were both, at first, mere ladies·
waiting to their emperors, but they got into favour and steadily rose in

(Matthew lO : 26 Moffatt's translation).
2. Doctrine of the Mean. Chap. l, Para. 2 & 3.

l. The Works of Mencius, Book l. Part l, Ch. IV, Para. 6.

accumulated.

It comes about because things that should have been

stopped were not stopped soon enough.
In the Book of Changes it is said:

"When there is hoarfrost

underfoot, solid ice will come by and by."
things go when they are allowed to run on.

This shows how far
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power till at last they became uncontrollable evil influences. After the
death of Emperor T'ai Chung (~j;:#..) whom she had served, Wu Tseh.
t'ien actually married his son, Chung Chung (lf:t#..); and when Chung
Chung died, she banished her son Lu Ling Wang (Jl~:E), th~ rightful,
heir to the throne, to a district called Fang Chou (ll}j·l'l), changed th~
name of the dynasty into Chou, and usurped the throne, despotically
ruling China for many years. As for Empress- Dowager Tz'u-Hsi, at th~
height of her power she dethroned Emperor Kuang Hsu, imprisoned him,
in Ying T'ai (tl{a.), seized the power of government, and in so doing
expedited the downfall of the Ch'ing dynasty.
Just as the appearance of Yin in the physical world leads eventually,
to the formation of frost and ice, so the appearance of evil women in the
At the beginning their
political world leads eventually to disaster.
1
influence is slight, but in the end it becomes tremendous and dangerQus. ·
This is why sages lay special emphasis on the. significance of Line I of
K'un, and advise the superior man not to minimize the beginning of any .
undesirable influence but to do everything possible to prevent its gradual,
growth (;f:±iilflt!J~).
As regards the growing influence of inferior men and its consequence(
an excellent illustration is given by Ts'ao Yu-ts'un (ffffi;ft) in his I
Hsueh Shih Ching ( Jb~)t::j;!), i.e., the Study of the !-Ching as the
Mirror of History.
In illustrating the significance of ''treading
hoarfrost'' in Line 1, the author writes:
When Hsuan Chung (.:Q:~j~.) was emperor in the T'ang dynasty,
Princess T'ai P'ing (t.!JS.~=E) conspired against I1im.
The
emperor appointed his eunuch Kao Li Shih (ifti.7J±) as Commandant of the Palace and gave him powers for the administration of internal affairs.
Through Kao's plotting, the princess
was executed.
The historian Fan (aD, commenting on this
incident, says, "Powers and rights should not be conferred on
eunuchs.
Ming Wang (i.e., Hsuan Chung), disregarding the
'treading on frost' warning against the gradual growth of evil
influences, changed the laws laid down by T'ai Chung, and

YAOTZ'U OF LINE I OF K'UN HEXAGRAM
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elevated his eunuch-chamberlains to influential positions. Such
blunders on his part were the real causes of the calamities brought
about by the eunuch · class in later days."
Subsequently, when there was a rebellion in Annam, Emperor
Hsuan Chung again favoured his eunuchs by despatching one of
them, Yang Ssu-hsu (~}I!!.IDD, to suppress it, appointing him
commander-in-chief of the expedition.
Commenting on this,
Chen Teh Hsiu (,if(.~*), writes: "In the T'ang dynasty the
interference by eunuchs in government affairs originated from the
employment of Kao Li-shih by Hsuan Chung, and that in military
affairs originated from the employment of Yang Ssu-hsu.
This
·
h
f
'
.
L'
1
f
K'u
is what is meanl by 'treadmg on oar rost m me o
11 • "
It is a most significant fact that in the latter period of T'ang,
for six generations the emperors were chosen and set up by
eunuchs, and this actually caused the downfall of the dynasty.

Analogies and Correspondences
In the commentaries on the individual lines of the Ch'ien hexagram
have seen that the meanings of those lines are borne out, amplified
complemented by the concepts and ideas underlying their correspondhexagrams.
This Law of Analogy or Correspondence applies in like
By this law Line 1 of K'un
to the individual lines of K'un.
to Line 1 of the Kou hexagram __ (No. 44).

Let us see

are found in the texts of these two

hexagram has only one Yin line at the bottom.
This
indicates a situation in which the principle of darkness, after
been eliminated, furtively and unexpectedly appears again from
and below.
The lowest line, Yin, represents the first appearance
dark power, and so it corresponds to the lowest line of K'un.
, what did King Wen write about the Ko~ hexagram, and what
King Wen's Judgment
Confucius write by way of explanation?
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reads:

"Kou shows a female who is bold and strong.

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 1 OF K'UN HEXAGRAM
It will not be

good to marry such a female (ffi , ft*l , {J]ffl!fj(ft).
In explaining this
judgment, Confucius says that such a female "should not be associated
with for long" (:;r;:PJ~~{g).
Legge writes:

In his footnotes on this hexagram, James

In that divided line Wan (King Wen) saw the symbol of the
small or unworthy man, beginning to insinuate himself into the
government of the country.
His influence, if unchecked, would
go on to grow, and he would displace one good man after
another, and fill the vacant seats with oihers like-minded with
The object of Wan in his Thwan, therefore, was to
himself.
en join resistance to the encroachment of this bad man.
Line 1 of Kou being Yin, it is perfectly correct to perceive in
symbol of an unworthy woman who, like Empress Wu Tseh-tien and
Empress Tz'u-Hsi, aspires to take part in the government of the country.
The above-quoted remarks of James Legge may just as appropriately be
applied to such a female. Legge writes further:
Here the first line, divided, where it ought to be contrary,
becomes the symbol of a bold, bad woman, who appears unexpectedly on the scene, and wishes to subdue or win all the five
strong lint>s to herself.
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lowest lines of these two corresponding hexagrams, K 'un and Kou,
corroborate and supplement one another.
A further testimony to the
reciprocal correspondence between these two figures is an exactly similar
sentence appearing in their respective texts.
Treatise on the T'uan of K'un reads:

For while one sentence in the

"The various things .obtain their

full development" (JM~J9X;=$), a corresponding sentence in the Treatise
on the T'uan of Kou reads: "The vm·ious things become fully displayed"
(rfnlfbl}gt~).
Such identical 'phrase~ c:ould' not have been written haphazardly by the sage-authors; they must have been deliberatdy used to
indicate the natural correspondence between the two symbols.

Finally, the Yao-tz'u of Line 1 of Kou reads in part:

"It must be

If one lets it take its course, one will
checked with a brake of bronze.
Even a lean pig has it in him to feel furious. " 1
The reference to the pig signifies that a pig which is still young and
can hardly be furious with anger; but after it has eaten its fill and
become strong, its true nature comes out if it has not previously been
curbed. Now, is not this idea of the gradual development of the pig's
ill temper analogous to that of the gradual development of the dark power
of Yin?

Is it not necessary to check such tendencies in both of them to

avoid misfortune in the end?

No one would contract a marriage with

such a female; and every good servant of his country will try to
repel the entranc~ into the government of every officer who can
be so symbolized.

Hexagrammatic lllo.strations of the
Growth of Evil
One of the principal objects in the

Line 1 represents the b"ete noire of the figure. If its subject
can be kept back, the method of firm government and order will
proceed. If he (or she) cannot be restrained, he will become
disgusting and dangt>rous.
It is not enough for the carriage to
be stopped by the metal drag; it is also tied or bound to some·
steadfast object. Internal and external restraints should be opposed
to the bad man (or woman).
From tht> above quotations it is clear that the ideas underlying

teaching of the /-Ching is to

repress Yin and uphold Yang OJ1Jl~:tk~), to repress the influence of
small, unworthy men, and uphold that of superior, worthy men.
The
gradual growth of the dark power of Yin is everywhere pointed out and
denounced in vigorous terms.
Both the first line of K'un and that of
indicate th~ beginning of that power, and a serious warning is given
its development and ultimate realization.
It may be of interest
to trace the different stages in the rise of that power and ascertain what

'I

i

the sages have said about them.

=
==

The stages in the growth of Yin may

=·
=='555'

best be represented by a series of six hexagrams:= ,

ESE' :i,

==,

,,~

namely, Kou (ftlfi), Tun (~), P'i (1§), Kuan (8),

Po (~J) and K'un (:!:$) respectively; just as the main stages in the growth
of Yang may best be indicated by a series of the same number of
hexagrams:
(~),

T'ai

== == =

== '=='
-- -- -- -- =
-- namely F c~)
==
===='='='='
,u'i~'

LI'n

(:kl!±), Kuai (:k:) and Ch'ien (¥t;).

It

(~),

Ta Chuang

can clearly be observed from the former series that as Yin advances and
rises, Yang recedes and passes away.

"a minister murdering his ruler", as referred to in the above-mentioned
Yen Treatise (~~'ffi~?[~JV(;=§' j:$~t\~). The name of this third
, P'i, signifies a condition of obstruction in which Spirit and
are no longer in communication (~ttl! If:~).

In his Treatise on

T'uan of this hexagram, Confucius points out that its "inner trigram

·rer>re~;en.rs the small man, and the outer the superior man.

Thus the way
small man appears increasing, and that of the superior man

" (pg~·-1-Yff.i>'i-tl"A' .tJ,)J]t.J~' ;g·~ffl).
When we come to the fifth hexagram in the series, Po

---

:=E,

--

we find

that it has five Yin lines below and only one Yang line at the top.

Po

js the symbol of demolition or "splitting apart", and may be applied,

Much has been said about how the first hexagram Kou
against the beginning of the dark power.

==
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--

warns

both in the natural and political world, to the process of decay or d<:struc. In this case decay or destruction which began at the bottom has

The second hexagram Tun

now crept up to the top. The hexagram represents the ninth lunar month,

consists of two Yin lines at the bottom and four Yang lines above.

when the beauty and the glory of summer have faded away, and Nature

This figure suggested to King

is about to fall into the arms of sterile winter with its frozen rivers and

Wen the rise in power of inferior and unprincipled men in the state,

- clad mountains.· In the political world, this hexagram denotes that

The name Tun means flight or retirement.

before whose advance superior men were obliged to retreat.
of his essay on Tun is:

The theme

"when small men multiply and increase in power,

the situation requires superior men to withdraw before them."

Thus, one

of Confucius's remarks in his Treatise on the T'uan of this hexagram is:
"The small men are gradually pressing and advancing" (ii:W-Jlt-tf!.).
According to Yii Fan, a great authority on the !-Ching, Tun

=
--

indicates that Yin has displaced the Yang power of Ch'ien to the ex;;
of the second line.

At this stage the Ken trigram

:= , which symbolizes

the youngest son, is formed and the original lower Ch'ien trigram which
symbolizes the father has ceased to exist.

This transformation gives rise

to the suggestion that "the son has murdered his father" as mentioned

=

inferior men have gradually displaced superior men till only a few remain,
.and these few are on the verge of being displaced.

Thus Confucius in

his treatise on the T'uan of this hexagram writes:
Po denotes overthrow.

We see in the figure the weak lines

threatening to change the last strong line into one of themselves...
. . . . • . . . . . The small men are growing and increasing.

The-

superior man acts according to the exigency of the time, and
stops all forward movement (~]~!J-ill., ~~:Bi]IJ-tf!.' 7f*Jjiff{l)(:f:E'

;J"'

.A-!t.-tf!.' nif{li'tiJI:~).
Another reference to the small men appears in the Yaotz'u of Line 6
of Po which reads:

"The small men overthrow their own dwellings" (;J'

in the Wen Yen Treatise on K'un (!Jtilm: fkl"ffi~~:::Rl(;~, .!JFf~~).
Furthermore, in the next hexagram of the series,- P'i

which

has

When, finally, the one remaining Yang line of Po has been overthrown

three Yin lines below,-Yii Fan sees the formation of :=e= K'un trigram
and the annihilation of the lower Ch'ien trigram, the former symbolizing
the minister and the latter the ruler.

This suggests to Yii Fan the idea

transformed into Yin, we have the K'un hexagram
the series,

§~,the last one

!11 t:P.~ first five 1 the Yin lines have ~radually been prev(\il-

i'

I
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Now, in this la·- ."t
·
K 'un they
., 11exagram,
11ave
'
extruded them entirely. But when decay h~1s reached its climax rcco . '
very
in h. h
will begin to take place. After K'un will come Fu
--'
w lC the
Yang .po~er ~egins .to reassert itself, and from which it goes on to extrude
the Ym hnes m theu turn. This is why I inc 6 of K'
· d.
.
'
un m I cates ''the
fightmg of dragons in the wild" and the shedding of their "black and
ing over the Yang ones.

==

yellow" blood.

t
, s ruggling for expression, and there appears to be a clash between the two forces.

For, at that stage, the Yang power is coming back

There is no permanent state of decay or of improvement.

It is all

379

note that, as actually taught in the Treatise on Trigrams, the Ch'ien
am suggests the idea of Spirit, of a eli vine ruler, of the head, and
gold (IDt!!> : ¥l;~.X ' ~.T:t' ~§ '~::sit). Coming down from the head,
m the gold of spirituality, things begin to undergo a series of transmations, changing from precious metals to base ones, and from base
to clay, stone and eartb.
--~ 0 """'r"

The

~cries

of transformations obviously

a descending scale of values similar to those indicated by the
One remarkable fact is that after

series of changes analogous to those of Yin, the entire image was deby a stone which filled tl1e earth. As stone and earth are represent-

a matter of cycles, cycles of clmnge which can be found in all things.
When Yin bas reached

by the K 'un hexagram, which is the polar opposite of Ch 'ien, the

itsgreatest strength, the creative power of Yang is born within its depths.

y is that just as Yang changes into Yin and Ch'ien into K'un, so

"Law of Enantiodromia" is a never-failing law.

The fighting indicated by the topmost line of K'un reminds us of the

is transformed into stone.

revolution at the end of Empress- Dowager Wu Tseh _ t'ien's regime, which

revolutio~ overthrew her government and restored the T'ang dynasty.

purpose of referring to this dream of the King of Babylon is not

also reminds us of the revolution at the end of Empress- Dowager Tz'u

to show the correspondence of the different stages of cyclic trans-

Hsi's reign, which overthrew the Ch'ing dynasty and established the Re··
.
public of China.

tion as to corroborate the moral lesson indicated by Line 1 of K'un,
wit: Just as gold and silver were, in the dream, transformed into stone,
the highest spirituality ma,y degenerate into the basest worldliness, if
tendency to degeneration is allowed to run its natural course. A slight

The Dream of King Nebuchadnezzar

from tl1e right path may lead to an entirely wrong goal, just

In the light of the foregoing series of hexagrams representing the
beginning, the progression, and tbe culmination of the dark power of Yin,
it is clear that the further Yin advances, the worsP- is the situation indicated, culminating in a clash which results in bloodshed.

In other words

the more remote from Spirit, the worse the condition of things.

the inconspicuous appearance of Yin may eventually result in the formaof frost and ice.

The superior man, therefore, is most vigilant in

tching his tbougbts, desires, feelings, and actions, in order to prevent
dark forces of his nature from m1nifesting themselves and bec:::Jming

'

It reminds

tendencies.

one of the image which appeared in the dream of King Nebuchadnezzar

as

set forth in the Book of Daniel.

It will be recalled that the

Transformation of Line 1

head of this image was of fine gold, his breast and arms of silver, bis
belly and thighs of brass, his legs of iron, his feet part of iron and part
of clay.

Then the King saw that a stone smote the image, broke the

various parts to pieces, and became a great mountain that filled the wlJOle
earth.

The Book of Changes Cc>Uld furnish a possibly correct metaphys-

ical interpretation of this dream.

According to Daniel, Nebuchadnezzar

w~s "a King of Kings" and had "this head of gold".

It is interestin~

This commentary on Line 1 of K'un cannot be clmplete without reto the significance of its transformation.
~>~a.u~<;::; into Yang, the hexagram becomes Fu

-:=§
-

Now, when Line 1
Fu means "return"

i.e., the return of Yang, the re-emergence of Ch'ien; and
the idea of cold and of ice. 1 (~Z;~~~J.!<)·

Thi:} bears

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 1 OF K'UN HEXAGRAM
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out the idea of frost and hard ice m Line 1 of K'un.

t.

Furtl1ermore
)

according to the text, the first line of Fu shows its subject "returning

-

381

Curable at the beginning, but difficult of treatment if the disease

prolonged and becomes complicated.

from an error which does not amount to anything requiring repentance"
(/G~:t\I, xff~'~).

This clearly signifies that if its subject reforms himself

at once and returns to his right path after a small error has been committed, the tendency towards erroneous action will be checked, and he will
be saved from the need for future repentance- an idea which obviously
corroborates the meaning of Line 1 of K'un.

Divination
P;-ognosis about Business:

Line 1 indicates the slight beginning of the

manifestation of Yin forces. This indicates that the business is only beginning
to progress but shows every tendency to expand and flourish just as the
appearance of hoarfrost will eventually lead to the formation of ice.
About seeking Worldly Honours:

Line 1 indicates that the young

has just entered the world, being still in a humble position; but he will
slowly rise to top positions just as the power of Yin will develop from Line

1 to Line 6.

His rise must be gradual; so he should not advance rashly.

About War:

The treading on hoarfrost in Line 1 indicates that ex-

treme caution must be exercised from the very beginning of the war to
avoid unfavourable tendencies.

The eventual "dragon fight"

with its

shedding of blood under Line 6 indicates that eventually the war may be
disastrous to both sides, unless precautionary measures are duly carried out
from the very outset of the conflict.
About Mm-riage:
element.

The K'un hexagram has no Yang lines -no male

Ideas of frost and ice under Line 1 may be taken as indications

of a cold and even icy conjugal relationship, devoid of any warm feelings.
The marriage should be considered as inauspicious.
About Childbirth:

A Yin line in a Yin hexagram clearly indicates the

birth of a baby - girl.
;lbout Ilfn?ss:

~llness

may be due to some dar~ influence

'1!,'

I
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CHAPTER V

Yaotz'u of Line

2 of

l('un Hexagram

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 2 OF K'UN HEXAGRAM

the topmost two lines.
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By virtue of these distinctions, Line

of K'un and Line 5 of Ch'ien are regarded as "the lords" (~;:£) of
two hexagrams respectively, each symbolizing a meaning more or less
u.,._...
wi tb that of the entire hexagram to which it belongs. An atwill be made in this commentary to show the analogy between the
LV'"'

of Line 2 . as prrceived by the Duke of Chou and that of the
Meanwhile, the attributes of
squareness, and greatness, indicated by Line 2, must first be

THE SECOND LINE, YIN, MEANS:
STRAIGHT, SQUARE, GREAT.
NO REPEATED EFFORTS ARE NECESSARY,
YET THINGS WILL BE IN EVERY RESPECT
ADVANTAGEOUS.

Straightness, Squareness, and Greatness
Since he i:; alrt>ady seated in his right central place, the subject of
2 does not aspire to be in any other position.

He does not have to

orm himself, or change his position, or adjust his ways in order to
LESSER SYMBOLISM: THE MOVEMENT
OF THE YIN LINE IN THE SECOND PLACE
IS "FROM THE STRAIGHT LINE TO THE
SQUARE". "NO REPEATED EFFORTS ARE
NECESSARY, YET THINGS WILL BE IN
EVERY RESPECT ADVANTAGEOUS". THIS
SHOWS THE GLORIOUS RESULTS OF THE
WAY OF EARTH.

himself to others.

He is just himself, embodying the attributes of

and expressing them naturally and effortlessly. He plays a passive
following the movements of his leaders rather than taking any initiahimself. In this way he can be absolutely straightjo1·werd and upright
his actions and meet every situation "squarely", without having to
himself, or resort to crooked ways to achieve his purpose. Great is
man who is capable of conducting himself and his affairs in such a
.

These attributes of straightness, squareness, and greatness are in-

t in the nature of the subject of Line 2; he need not learn or make

The two predominant characteristics of Line 2 are its centrality and
co~rectness.

By the former is meant that it occupies the central place of

the lower trigram, and by tbe latter that it is correctly placed, being
Yin line in a Yin place.

It is the only line in the hexagram that is

distinguished, all the others lacking either one of the characteristics or
of them. Thus Line 5 is central but incorrectly placed; Lines 4 and 6
correctly placed but not central; Lims 1 and 3 are neitter central
correctly placed.

Another feature of Line 2 is that, '\-\hile belonging

to acquire them. He manifests them spontaneously without the slight. effort on his part, and turns everything to his advantage

(~'-15[;~

Tl1e meaning of Line 2 is further elucidated in the Wen Yen Treahexagram.

The paragraph corresponding to this line

Being "straight" means correctness of his inner life, and
being "square" means righteousness of his external acts. The

the hexagram that represents Earth, it is also the upper one of the

superior man practises self-reverence to straighten his inner self
and righteousness to square his external acts. His reverence and

bottom lines which constitute the plane of Earth, just as Line 5 of Ch'

righteousness being thus established, his virtues will not be iso-

which is central and correctly placedJ belongs to the plane of Spirit

lated instances.

"Straight, square, and great, he carrie~ out his

i
I,
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operations naturally \Vithout repeated efforts, and things will he
in every rei>pect advantageous." This shows that be has no doubts
as to the correctness of his actions.
The external appearance of straightness and squarencss as
by tlJe Duke of Chou is, according to Confucius's explanation tl
.
.
, Je outer
expression of an mner moral state, a state of reverence and right
.
.
.
eousne~.
On tins pomt
there
IS a consensus of opinion amona all
•
•
•
b
commentators;

It follmvs therefore that of the three qualities ·- straightness,
and greatness K'un.

.

only one, i.e., sguareness, should be represent-

This is confirmed by the list of unused symbolisms above

erred to (i:$~}j ), and by a sentence in the Wen Yen Treatise on
K'un hexagram which reads:

"K'un is most still, but, in its nature,

square'' ( :/:rp~·~ fffiif:}j ).

a pomt regardmg the apparent incongruity of the sy b 1.
.
· m o Isms
of
Lme
2,
wlnch
has
puzzled
many
of
them
and
gi
vcn
rise
to
d'ff
.
.
,
I erent
but there
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IS

The Concept of Squareness

mterpretatw~s. -According to the list of "unused symbolisms" compiled.

Regarding this symbolism of squareness, it has been pointed out in

by .Meng Hsi (~.IX;~~), the ideas of straightness and greatness are symbolized not by K'un but by Ch'ien (f~E-18>-k~--t-)
d 1t
· seems out of
rZ:.h>W[[i.~./'- , an
'fh',
· corro b orated by
place to. associate them with the K'un hexaaran
1·
• b
1s IS

commentary on tbe T'uan of tbis hexagram that K'un by itself cannot

the _mam
text and one of the appendices ·
_

1if

-=

and in the P'i hexagram :;§

Both in the
T' a1· b cxagram
,

=- (both

made up of Ch'ien and

roduce unless it is animated by the creative principle of Ch'icn. As mat' K'un is inert and still; its motion and activity arc determined by the
motivating power of Ch'ien.

h'ien the life or meaning behind the form,

Thus the T'uan of T'ai reads:

"The small departs; the great is coming

square things have their origin in a straight line and in turn form
cubic bodies.

of K'un.

lines to serve as their basis.

parts; the small is coming'' (:;rfj(tf:/}·?10tise on the T'uan of Ch'ien writes:

'!J:li:lj!t:JG).
ness.

"The great de•

"Truly great is Ch'ien Yuan!" (

In its stillness it is self -absorbed; when put ·

motion it goes stmight forward, and thus it is that its productive

(:k:1Ji-l::Jt'tlf1ifl.:W: , :}tJJiifL®:,

Ch'ien is the symbol of Spirit and of light.
71:~*)· 1

;M£J,jz~.W ).

"Only Spirit is

Hence the symbolism of greatness.

Again, light travels

straight lines, or, if this theory has been disproved, it may at least
stated that the nearest geometric figure that resembles light_ rays is a
ght line.

Besides, the Y a.ng Principle is represented by an undi

straight line.

Hence the symbolism of straightness.

This shows that

idea of greatness and straightness is associated with Ch'ien and not
l. Confucian An!llects

In mathematics, >yhen we discriminate be-

straight lines, and cubic magnitudes from rectangular planes. The Receptive acccmunodates itself to the qualities of the Creative and makes them
Thus a square develops out of a straight line and a cube out of

Then, again, in Chapter VI of Section 1 of the Great Treatise, we

is tremendous."

Squares cannot come into being if they have no straight

tween lines, planes, and solids, we find that rectangular planes result from

Then

This shows that it is Ch 'im and not K'un that signifies great~

read: "There is Ch'ien.

Thus, if

'ien represents a straight line, K'un may represent a square, becausr

(~;j\tf:*?IO, signifying the coming of Ch'ien and the passing a

For the same reason, the T'uan of P'i reads:

and the form-producing

former is rooted in and depends on the latter.

K'un trigrams one above the othex)',-King Wen perceives the idea of
greatness in the Ch'ien trigram and that of smallness in the K'un trigram.

K'un represents the external form, and

a square.

Similarly, on the basis of the straight line of Ch'ien, K'un is

,,

I·

blc of moving in entirely

different dimensions and so becomes a

. Hence the symbolism of a square in Line 2 of K'un. This explanation afford:> the clue to the understanding of the almost inexplicable sentence in the Lesser Symbolism of this line: "The movement of the Yin
line in tbe second position is from the straight line to the square. " 1 This
also explains the combined usc of the two words -- straight and square
- in the text.

'
'I
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(fi~JX:J~~) and

The Concept of Greatness

further elucidated by the famous scholar Cheng

(~~.M~JJX:).

As regards the introduction of the symbolisms of "greatness'"' and
"straightness" into Line 2, it must be pointed out that Line 2, as "the

to

The theory seems to be a correct one in regard

Line 2, though the inclusion of the concept of "greatness" in that line
not without deep significance.

lord" of the K'un hexagram, embodies the essential meaning of the entire
hexagram.

K'un represents Earth, and, according to the text, tbe essential

"No repeated efforts are necessary, yet things wlll be in every respect

meaning of Earth consists in its receptivity to the fecundating influence of
Spirit and its pow<'r of giving birth to all things (;!lt!l&.J1~Lg:).

In praising

the merits of Earth, Confucius writes in his Treatise on the T'uan:
vast capacity matches the unlimited power of Ch'ien"
again in his Wen Yen Treatise, Confucius writes:

When we come to the last part of the Yaotz'u of Line 2, the question

Ci'&':il-A:ID· And

that requires exarnination is why the subject of this line need not make

"It contains all things

any special efforts and yet enjoys every advantage.

The reason is that as

( 1il;-~~~b.JtiTJ1-t)t:,~-:Jt1'F~

lord of the K'un hexagram whidr represents the receptive aspect of Reality,

This signifies that, by co-operating with Spirit, Earth acquires

he plays only a passive role similar in essence to that of the entire hexa-

in itself, and its transforming power is great"
j(fW,).

"Its

the greatness of Spirit; that is to say, Line 2, which stands for tbe Way

gram.

of Earth (:lillill:) is credited with the attribute of greatness.

Thus, tl1e

tive influence of Spirit (Jj)!JiiJk.J(), so by analogy the significance of this

square, and great- may be inter-

master-line consists in yielding to the creative impulse of a corresponding

three characters in the text- straight,

Just as the meaning of Earth consists in its receptivity to the crea-

preted as meaning that the subject of Line 2, by virtue of his self-respect,

Yang subject, and not in initiating any positive activity of its own.

is straight and upright within, and, by his righteousness, treats all people

no special exertion or practice of any kind is necessary on its part.

and meets all situations squarely and justly, and so achieves greatness and

example from ordinary life m::ty bear out the meaning.

superiority. Self- respect being a spiritual quality (Cf. Line 3 of Ch'ien),

lady-partner in a ballroom dance plays the passive role and she finds it

its embodiment in the subject of Line 2 shows that his inner being is

hardly necessary to practise and master the intricate steps of every dance

rooted m Spirit just as Yin is rooted in Yang, and just as a square is

in order to be able to dance correctly.

rooted in a straight line.

movements of her gentleman-partner, (if he is a good dancer), and she

Hence
A crude

The intelligent

She just yields to the rhythmic

enjoys the advantages of the dance and of the social function.
According to one commentator surnamed Cheng, who had done research
work into the ancient text of the I -Ching

(Jl;H\:ii-9.t), the word ta f:.,

i.e., greatness, did not appear in the original text at all; it was only a
later addition.

He advanced two reasons for this c:.mclusion.

},irst, the

fundamental phrases in the Yao - tz'us of the six lines of K'un \Yould rhyme
perfectly with one another if the term for "greatness" \vere not intro•
duced under Line 2.

of lmndling a husband or bringing up a child in order to enjoy the
benefits of a successful marriage.

both in the Lesser Symbolism of Line 2 and in the

u""'"""·c1.1· y as the "better half" but as the receptive half of the unity, and

a successful horne is assured to her.

Secondly,

corresponding para·

graph of the Wen Yen Treatise, an explanation is duly given of the
tributes of "straightness" and "sguareness", but no explanation is

''\'bat she has to do after she has found

right partner in life is to effect the correct adjustment to him, not

The inclusion of that word spoils the rhyming which

was obviously meant to prevail throughout the six paragraphs.

for "greatness".

I 11 a similar manner, a girl does not have to learn and practise the

The mother's love

child are instinctive and spontaneous, requiring no pracor rehearsal.

"If a mother earnestly seeks to understand the wants of

her infant, though she may not hit them exactly she will not be far from
There never has been a girl who learned to bring up a child first

Cheng's theory was corroborated by Hsiung Shih

--------------------------------~
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to let his innermost Spirit, (or his Fatber in Heaven), work directly thro-

m order that she might marry afterwards. " 1

ugh him, be would transcend all moral laws and yet be absolutely free
This analogy applies also to the case of the superior man who, by

from transgressions. This ideal of self- perfection is fully corroborated by

meditation or otherwise, has achieved his alignment with Divine Spirit

Christian teachings, particularly by that saying of Jesus Christ, in the

and become completely receptive to its creative power.

Gospel of St. John:

:For such a man

'

problems concerning the practice of morality would no longer exist, and
yet his whole life would conform to the demands of the

highe~t

morality.

the Fatber in me?

"Bclicvcst thou not tbat I am in the Father, and
The words that I speak unto you I speak not of my-

but tbc Fatl1er that dwelleth in me, be doeth the works."

Such a man is polarized in the profoundest Significance (;i]t) which manifests itself directly through l1im, so that his thoughts and actions are no

Historical Illustration

longer the result of his moral culture but pure spontaneous expressions of
Spiritual Significance.
virtue.

Such a man is the embodiment of the higl1est

As taught in the Tao Teh Ching, "The man of highest virtue

does not reveal himself as a practiser of virtue; and yet it is a plain fact
that he really possesses virtue"

(1:1,~~/f:t~,

-J&.J?;l1f:fffi). 2 "Benevolence and

righteousness came into being only when tl1e Great Significance was aban"
cloned"

(j,;JJ;t~

'

:fl't:~). 3

8 :Fl!:!,:~~) by
Clzo·"
In a commentary G-,,lled
•
. "" I Li Hsieng Che·n.g ( ;,·?~ ?/J
Cbang Hung-ehih (ilf~tlt~), the work of Dr. Sun Yat-sen is cited as an

illustration of the meaning of Line 2. It is said that, having started his
revolntionary wor k , D. r. ,S'11IJ. Yat-sen went straight ahead without clcviating from his right path.

What he did was to overthrow a foreign regime

He who at all times fully grasps Significance

and to restore to the Chinese a country which rightfully belongs to them.

and lives in accordance with it need no longer concern himself with its

So he pursued bis task with a clean conscience and in an absolutely upright

practice and yet l1is whole life is in perfect harmony with it.

and sq~wre manner.

In the words

Finally, his great-ness was shown not only in his suc-

of the Doctrine of the Mean, "He who possesses Truth (Significance) can,

ces3 in establishing the Republic of China but also in his noble aspirations

without any effort, hit what is right, and apprehend without the exercise

to introduce into China an ideal age of peace and order, "the Age of

He is the sage who naturally and easily lives and moves in

Great Similarity'' (},:[Ef.l;Z.JM:) as depicted in the Chinese classic the Record

of thought.

the right way" (lW£1§/f.:f@Jfr.(rp' /f,[\Tff.Wt·' 1fE~{pj-t;J,t' ~A-tf1). 4

of Rites.

•

Thus external ties arc necessary only where inner bearing in the sense
1*~

of the French Tenue

is lacking.

The laws of morality define the

Thus the attributes of uprightness, squareness and greatness, which

belong to Line 2 of K'un, may clearly be recognized in tbe life and work
of Dr.

Sun Yat-sen.

general possibilities of a propitious community life; they define the minimum.

Therefore, obedience to them is for some people indispensable, for

rrransformation of Line 2

others a matter of course, but for any one who has grasped Significance
it is superfluous.

Thus the great poet, for instance, may do violence to

language and its laws.

Everything depends on the higher culture and the

deepening of the inner man.

If, therefore, the "upright" and "great"

man of Line 2 of K'un ([mj]jc) has so interiorized himself as to be able
1. The Great Learning, Chap.
;ff~~·J·iill~~~"J!.

IX: !iift?itcl • tmi%~=f • ;C,,l1Jix;;Rz • ili!Pt~•i 1

•

2. Tao Teh Ching, Ch. XXXVIII
:;. Tao Teh Ching, Ch. XVIII.
4:. The Doctrine of the Mean, Ch. XX, Para. 18.

•

::J'!.Jll:9@ •

*

The meaning of Line 2 of K'un is also bDrne out by the trigram or
hexagran1 fonned as a result of its transfonnation.
into Yang, the entire hexagram becomes Shih

==·

~rp

When Line 2 changes

E
~
-=

(No.

7) and the

lower trigram becomes K'an
The Shih hexagram denotes the conduct of military expeditions, and its second line represents the general who
is supported by the subject of the Yin line in the fifth and royal place.
Aceording to the text, he (the general) "has received grace from Spirit"

(:ijl(7\1PH!.1.~ and "the king has bestowed on him a triple decoration" CE

390
:=:w~fcr).

This clearly bears out the idea that the "upright" and "great"

man of Line 2 of K'un is rooted in Spirit, acts under spiritual guidance,
and is therefore in an advantageous position.
K'an

==

Then the lower trigram

is, according to the list of unused symbols (~~),the symbol

of "practice" and "doubt" (±.k~W~~).

The practice of anything in-

That treatise begins with the
(~Jk::i:ll&-t/1).

(.=EBlzJ and Yao Pei-

The Chinese character hsi C~) has the twofold meaning of practice and repeThus, when the K'an trigram== is repeated or doubled to form
~-

the K'an hexagram;;.;; it is called hsi K'an (1tflk) by Confucius in his
Treatise on the T'uan of that l1exagram.
following sentences:

The Lesser Symbolism and
Different Interpretations of the Chinese
Character "KuangH
In the Lesser Symbolism of Line 2 is the sentence: "In the way of
This signifies that Earth in spontane. tl· r ht" (-~;b :§:->II. ill.)
Eart11 1tes 1e tg
,1.\!:1;1.!2,-'V
•
, ••
·
·
birth
to
all
things
shares
the
creative
light
of
Sptnt.
In
ous1y gtvmg
'
. .
.
it is due to its receptivity to the light of Spmt that It proot11er wor ds ,
, .
duces all things witbout conciously repeated efforts on its part. The Chi.
nese term for light is J.uang (:Jf6). Accor d mg
to we11 - k now n authorities

volves the repetition of efforts so as to gain familiarity and efficiency.
tition.
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"K'an repeated is twofold danger"

Perhaps it is from this sentence that the concept of repetition becomes associated with the K'an trigram, and from the concept of repetition the
related concept of practice is evolved.

such as Teng Tzu-pin (ji~-=F~), Wang Yin-chih

chung (!tlt."~[.rp),t the Chiuese character l.ttang (::7\J) has two meaning~;,
name l y, "1'1g11 t" and "great'' ' and these authorities hold that the latter
· ·
th e t ex t of the K'un hexinterpretation should be adopted in exp1ammg

As regards the symbolism of doubt, it may be assumed that doubt

,
1.'hus the last sentence in the Lesser Symbolism should be translated:
agram.
·
.
.
"the way of Earth is great," and a similar change m meamng should be

denotes an unhealthy state of mind, a lack of clear reason or understand-

introduced in tbe corresponding sentences in the T'uanchuan and the Wen

ing.

Now, according to

the Treatise on Trigrams ( Wt1~), K'an

denotes "increase of anxiety and distress of mind" Ok.~1JTI?ff , ~JL.~fv;J).

Yen Treatise.

According to those authorities, the meaning of greatnl:'ss

~hould be adopted for the character luang (:)'[;) m the following passages:

The explanation given by most commentators is tbat the K'an trigram

==

shows its central

line, or heart, hemmed in by Yin or

evil

Hence the ideas of heart ailment, of mental distress, of increased

The

The essential point is that since Line 2 of K'un

The

is correctly placed, it is not necessary for it to change into Yang

The

forces.

anxiety, and of doubt.

5)
T'uanchuan of K'un (No. 2)
T'uanchuan of Ts'ien (No. 15)
T'uanchuan of Kuai (No. 43)
Wen Yen Treatise of K'un (No. 2)

The T'uantz'u

of Hsu

(No.

and convert the lower trigram into K'an; and since the formation of

The

K'an is not necessary, the ideas of practice and doubt which K'an sug-

The Lesser Symbolisms of:

gests are no longer present.

This signifies that the subject of Line 2 of

Lines 2 & 3 of K'un (2)

K'un need not p'f"actise any course of action or doubt the propriety of his
Line 2 of T'ai

mode of life.

It may be well to reiterate here that, in explaining the

meaning of Line 2, Confucius writes in his Wen Yen Treatise as follows:
in every respect advantageous -

to the correctness of his actions" (t[)J);: , /G"1I1Jf:/F.:fU , .l'!f1/G%i:E~fflrr·Ut}

~~f!JJ:: ~:fit~ITt1)16 °
::.k:~ PJ

: !1; fe;P.l:]\:;

:!:Fp 3c§ : ~if&

0

ttm TrH-t 7\J

hp:/c::jt*fW: : :1'\h;lfi;:l\:;ill o
hp:;'\::::3t~fi: : ~ll:J16:::k: -ill.
;t~it=:jt;~U~:

f:J.·Yt:d"-&

0

Line 4 of Hsien (31)

J~:ftlli:Jjt~WJ:: *'lb*-ill.

0

Line 4 of Huan (59)

~-/\lm3t~ftt:

(11)

Without repeated efforts, yet things will be
this shows how such a one has no doubt as

0

0

conduct, and yet he derives every advantage from his spiritually-inspired

"Straight, square, and great.

1&~ ~¥ : 1r-¥= :7\:; rf o
:hp ~ f.!J : {!; 51:7\:;*

1. !t!Ff·jf[ : r~~;c,,~J.!H@J~il • :~:rtvc.Y:

T§JZ: 11tifllid1Pfl
]1];/'ia''l" : .mJJi;];I!:,EI;~""~:

7t::::k:-&

0

,,
o
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Line 4 of I (27)

1\ffi:t\IDJj(_~f~ : _I:;ijti£-Jt'.tf1.
Tf:Lft:ti.j(~~: pffi*)t··tf!. o
PZJ'i Plfa it rm ~ ~ ~ : *:Jt;·-m o
~itiDJ ~~f~ : *'lt-t/1

G

Line 5 of Chun (3)
Line 4 of Shih Ho (21)
Line 4 of Chen (51)

Line 2 of K.'un -- straightness, squarencss, an d grca t ness.
of the T'uantz'u of T'ung Jcn, they arc

~;!:J:;;-'\Jt~f~: *:)l::;{/1,

Line 6 of Chin (35)
Line 5 of Kuai ( 43)
Line 5 of Ts'ui (45)

associated with those of "centrality and correctness" (rpl£) expressed m
o

tbc T'uanchuan of T'ung Jcn, and also with the notion therein expressed

0

tbat "it is only tbe superior man who can comprehend and influence the

0

, "tl·"
(!Jff:-3:1.·
::r~-r,·-~-=+~).
n11· nd s of a 11 on ea1
1
IJ!A:J. .:l'.~.'lt::..:rfi
;r fil'ill'flt::.~m./'a·'-'""'

On the other hand, the meaning of light should be adopted for t1Je
same character kuang :)!'~ in the foil owing passages:Tl1e Yaotz'u of Line 4 of Kuan (20)
The Yaotz'u of Line 5 of Wei Chi (64)
The T'uanchuan of Li (10)
The T'uanchuan of Ta Ch'u (26)

fii\IDJ:Sti&~: IDl~Z:.Jb o
:±.~- 1 ·=-~~
· :11.:7·7·'ll.
.Ll...X.wr • ?. ..~-"--...Ju o
hifazft;: jt':;!lJH!L o

/f'-i.F1 / \

Furthermore, the ideas

of straightness, squarcness, and greatness suggested by Line 2 of K'un a~e

a

i'ilf J: it Jt~ ~ : m*·1t-w.
:k:it:tr:3tft-<.ft:: tf1*:7t{!L
z;s: it "E. 3t~~ fW: : ;t~*'l!:·!:!L

The three attributes of

tine 2 of K.'un result from this particular line being in its correct place
and occupying the central position in the hexagram; and it . is these
circumstances that enable the superior man to comprehend and mfluencc
the minds of the great masses of people in tbc world.

1

.
Coming back to the corresponcl mg

11e.x agram
, c ,

T'un

the text of the K 'un hexagram.

Analogies and Correspondences

we• may

K'un corresponds to Line 2 of the T'ung Jcn hexagram

!i1JA

::=:

(No.

In this hexagram,

the fifth yang line occupies tbe correct and most important position and
has for its correlative the second Yin line, also in its correct place.
Yin line is naturally sought after by all the Yang lines.

Tl1is

By virtue of its

central character, it unites the five strong lines around it.

Furt1Jcr, the

upper trigram, Ch'icn, is the symbol of Spirit, wl1ich is above; the lower
trigram, Li, is the symbol of fire, whose tendency is to mount upwards.
Both these symbols arc in harmony with the idea of union.

But the un-

ion must be free from all selfish motives, and this is indicated by its being in the remote districts of the country, where people are unsophisticated,
and free from the depraving effects incidental to large societies.

The

"T'ung Jen or 'Union of Men' appears

in the remote districts of the country, indicating progress and success"

om

Ar!f). The people who form such a union arc possessed of the attributes

tine~

phras~s

~r

m

Two of these phrases occur m the T uan-

tz'u of K'un, the relevant sentences of which read:

In accordance with the Law of Analogy or Correspondence, Line 2 of

T'uantz'u of T'ung Jcn reads:

Jcn ,

•

perceive at once that the very title of this figure, which means uniOn
fellow,;;hip of men, bears out the significance of at least

13), which symbolizes the union or fellowship of men.

In the words

"superior men who maintain

their virtue of firnmess-currectness" OFU~ ·1- j{).

0

Line 6 of Tui (58)
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"If he follows, he

will find his proPer lord" (1!1~±), and "in the west and south he finds
friends" (i7]iW~f1~f1J1).

The third phrase is found in Paragraph 6 ~f Chap-

ter II of the Wen Yen Treatise on K'un.

"His reverence and nghtecus-

ncss being thus exhibited, his virtues are not isolated entities"

(I,Jt~:ftfljj

;tw;l:.i&). These analogies signify that an ideal social union c_onsists of pc~~lc
· ell y and }1elpful , and whose virtues arc not 1solated cnt1t1es
w110 are f.nen

. by One, Or <a few members only but common attributes manid emons t r,ated
fested by all.

All this makes it quite clear that analogous concepts

wcr~

~. · d cand introduced by the authors of the I- Ching in these two corperc.e1ve

responding hexagrams, K'un and T'ung Jcn. ·
We can better estimate the value and significance of the Law of Analogy or Correspondence by considering a few more corres~onde,nc~s between these two hexagrams.
sentence:
arises:

In the Lesser Symbolism of Lmc 2

"In the way of Earth lies the light"

(:lt~J.ft)\:;-{!1.).

lS

:he

The questiOn

whence comes this percept of light in a hexagram which, consist-

ing of all Yin lines, stands for darkness and contains no symbolism at
all for light?

Wllence Con,es
• also the idea of "brightness" in the T'uan-

!,''

c1man 1 and that of '' g 1onousness"
·
m
· the Wen Yen Trcatisc2 of the K'un
hexagram?

The only explanation is that all those ideas arc derived from

the lower trigram, Li, of the corresponding hexagram T'ung Jen

Li. being the symbol of the sun, -

E:.

.i.e., of light and enlightenment.- ;f

tlns correspondence were not brought into consider'tin 11
•

•

.•. o L

.

,

tl·,e l .ef er.encc to
.

'

•

"l rg lt"
·
J • , "b.
• ng·I·
1tness " and "glonousnef;s''
in tlJe K'un hexagram would be

tioncd above.

Now, the union of the members of a family or of a clan is

often limited in size and marked by partiality, and this may give cause for
blame.

There is danger of formation of a separate faction on the basis of

personal and egotistic interest.

Such

factiom~, which are exclusive and often

indulge in mutual recriminn.tion, originate from low motives, leading
not related to Chia Jen at all and is therefore free from blame.

As regards tbe correspondence between T'ung Jen

In dealing with tbe correspondences between Line 2 of K'un and Line
2 of. ~'ung Jen: it should be noted that, while the former suggests tbe good
of strargl1tness, squareness and greatness, and indicates an entirely

111

tbe course of time to humiliation and regret'', whereas Line 2 of K'un 1s

well-mgh mexplicable.

qual~t~es
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-

and Kou

-==

mentioned above, we l1ave to take tbe next set of four consecutive lines
- ·
_...,.

in the former figure, i.e., lines 2--5.

Ilerein we can perceive the

=

ausprcwus trend of affairs, the latter, as its Yaotz'u asserts, indicates "fel-

Ch'ien trigram above and the Sun trigram

lowship with men in the clan, which gives occasion for humiliation and re-

grams,::Ch'ien and Sun, placed one above the other in the proper order,

~gret"

of

3 "' ' u
(ffiJA
~) · WlJY rs
· there such a great difference in the natures
n =r:'
J 7r'

thes~

two lines which are supposed to be analogous to each other?

Be-

cause I~ me 2 of T'ung J en, apart f rom corresponding to Line 2 of K'un
is related to two other hexagrams
,
' Chia Jen
of a family or clan, and Kou
coming to meet a male.

gfl .,_,

2

~

- -0'?.1 .l/ \

(N o. ,37) , t·1Je sym b ol'

(No. 44),-;: symbol of a female

In this ;:.ection, it is necessary to point out an-

other law of analogy or correspondence which governs the interrelation between. the ~ei~aining sixty-two hexagrams besides Ch'ien and K'un. According
to tins pnncrple, every line in a hexagram must be considered in relation
to tw~ or ~hre~ other hexagrams that are composed of those trigrams to be
· · 1 1Jexagram.
percerved m erther four or five consecutive· lines of th e ongma
In this T'ung

lines from the bottom=
=..=·

=

==

·
.Jen· llf·xagram
·
=:' f or mstance,

1et us take tbr first four

H crem
· we can percerve
·
·
two 'tngrams

above (lines 2-4) and Li

E:

below (line 1-3).

Tbcs~ tw~

These two tri-

~

constitute the Kou hexagram
a male.

the symbol of a female coming to meet

The inauspicious nature of this symbol bas been described in the

preceding section on tl1e analogies and corrcspondmccs of Line 1 of K'un.
As Line 2 of T'ung J en is related to this hexagram, it inevitably shares
the blame.
The moral to be deduced from a study of the foregoing correspondences is tbat the subject of Line 2 of T'ung Jen, in his associations with
tbe members of his clan or with the people of the world at large, should
maintain his "firmness - correctness as a superior man'', exhibit those distinctive qualities represented by Line 2 of K'un, and keep aloof from such
factions, cliques or parties as are establisbed on the basis of personal and
egotistic interests.

The brotherhood of men and the federation of nations

Sun

should be bis noble aims.

tri-

m all tbings and have no occasion for humiliation and regret.

grams, Sun and Li, placed one above the other in the proFer order, constitute theChiajen hexagram-

:.:=='

below.

, the symbol of a family or clan as men-

In pursuing these aims he will enjoy advantages

One more important correspondence should be pointed out here.

In

Paragraph 6 of Chapter II of the Wen Yen Treatise on K'un, it is written
that the superior man of Line 2, being "straight, square and great",

l. In the T'uanchuan is this sentence:

capacity of K'un is wide
"The contammg
· ·

and its brightness great" (fi/ii':Jt;:f;.).
2. In the Wen Yen Treatise on K'un is this· sentence·
•
• · . "K' un con t ams
n! 1 things
in itself, nnd its transforming power is el:Jrious" ( "2!~!!1JJffii{f::~)

"bas no doubt as to what be does"

(JitJ;:O~~r;l'tBJr:fr·t\1.).

Now the idea of

doubt is implied in Lines 3 and 4 of the corresponding hexagram, T'ung
Jcn, for Line 3 represents a subject whose "weapons are hidden in the
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thick grass at the top of a high mound and who for three years makes no
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demonstration;" 1 and Line t1 represents a subject who is "mounted on the

lord of K'un,. stands for the way of
I-.1't1 e 9,
- •as the
"
Earth which corresponds to the way of the wife. The good attributes re-

city wall but docs not proceed to make the attack he contcmplates." 2

presented by that line augur well for a successful marriage.

In

A.bout Mc1·riage:

both cases, there is an element of doubt in the minds of the subjects concerned, which makes them hesitate to demomtrate their military prowess

Ao 1ntt Illness: The qualities of "straightness, squareness and greatness"

The absence of doubt in the case of Line 2 of

K'un and its existence in the case of T'ung Jen afford further testimony to

(il[jj:;k) represented by Line 2 indicate the fine physique and. good health
of the patient. No med .tc"l
" attention is necessary, and he w11l be hale

the close interrelationship between the two hexagrams, K'un and T'ung Jen,

and hearty again.

or to launch the attack.

Abottt Childbirth:

DIVINATION
Prognosis about Business:

the main attributes of Earth.

The "ruling" Yin line m a Yin hexagram natu-

rally indicates the birth of a baby- girl.

Line 2 is "the lord" of K'un and embodies
It is a most favourable sign for those en-

terprises which have to do with agricultural products, e.g., rice, timber,
cotton, etc.

The sentence "No practice is nec( ssary, and things will be in

every respect advantageous" under Line 2 is a. clear indication that the
business will flourish smoothly and spontaneously without the necessity of
making much effort.
About Seeking Worldly Honours:

Line 2 is central and correctly placed.

It indicates easy success and great advantage. Not much effort is required
and, in due course, ambition will be realized.
About War:

The outcome of a battle depends to a great extent on

the occupation of strategic positions. Now Line 2 occupies the best position of
K'un.

This together with its attributes of "straightness, squarencss and

greatness" (@[1Jj.;:) should be taken as a clear indication of a decisive
victory.
Abcut Houses and Estates:

sition of K'un.

Line 2 occupies tl1e correct and central po-

This clearly indicates that tlJe houses are well situated.

The expression in the Lesser Symbolism "In the nature of the Earth lies
the light" (itl!;\.Et·J\:;-&) also indicates good ventilation in the houses.

l.~An~'~*T~'*~~~,~~~~'

2.~An~,~~~,~~~'~o

i'
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in the 0;ensc of concealing, restraining, wrapping, shrouding, or veiling
ll\11---_1
PI f'"'·.t:J'
A_- .-rr.)
On the I) lane of human life it corresponds
1~ · ~ rr_r'
( Atl, Jll11
t~ ' ;.:;,
rg,;!. ' ,~ot.E:J[IX · r:.l -'F· ·
· 1to·r- t 1JC rcca

of K'un liexagram

of

concnli
n orr tl•e
".., man
<
-<
· beautiful Yang qualities of his

inner nature and waiting for the right time for their manifestation.

In

physical pbenomena it symbolizes the earth concealing in its profound
deptbs beautiful and precious things, immense treasures of gold and ~la.
tlnum,
erne raid·~ and diamonrls
- ' things
, tbat contribute toward the embelhshment of life. In the realm of the Eternal and the Universal, it corres-

THE THIRD LINE, YIN, SHOWS ITS SUBJECT KEEPING HIS BEAUTY AND EXCELLENCE UNDER RESTRAINT.

ponds to tbe metapbysical truth that before tbe dawn of creation Yang

IN THIS WAY HE

was enfolded in Yin: Spirit was veiled in Primordial Matter. In the words

IS CAP ABLE OF MAINTAINING HIS CORRECTNESS -

FIRMNESS.

of tbe Book of Dzyan, "tbe Eternal Parent, wrapped in her Ever- Invisible

HE MAY HAVE OCCASION

Robes, had slumbered once again for Seven Eternities."

It may be ex-

TO FOLLOW HIS RULER IN HIS SERVICE;
IF SO, HE WILL NOT CLAIM ANY SUCCESS FOR

· d 1JCl,e . tl1 at the "Parent" is, tbe eternal
p !<une
- , ever - present Cause of
• all --·

HIMSELF, BUT SIMPLY
ULTIMATE FRUITION.

of all Matter, and of tbc Universe. Again, in the words of the Rig Veda:

BRING

the incomprehensible Deity, wbose "Invisible Robes" are the mystic Root

AFFAIRS TO

Darkness there was, and all at first was veiled
In gloom profound -an ocean witbout ligbt.
The germ that still lay covered in tbe husk
LESSER SYMBOLISM: "HE KEEPS HIS BEAUTY
AND EXCELLENCE UNDER RESTRAINT AND

Burst forth, one nature, from the fervent heat.
Tbe words "darkness", "g l oorn " , " ve1"l ed" , an d "co
, v e1·" l1ave spec1'al
·

IS CAPABLE OF MAINTAINING HIS CORRECTNESS - FIRMNESS." WHEN THE
HE WILL MANIFEST THEM.
OCCASION

significance and bear out the meaning of the text of Line 3 of K'un.

TIME IS RIPE,

Here is tbe wonder of the assDciation of ideas.

"HE MAY HAVE

TO :FOLLOW HIS RULER IN

and the greatest reflect each other,

HIS

Here, too, the smallest

becanse only meaning counts.

indeed, the Macrocosm and tbe Microcosm correspond to each other.

SERVICE." HIS WISDOM WILL BECOME GREAT
AND GLORIOUS.

Here,
Yin

enfolds Yang; Primordial Matter veils Creative Spirit; Earth conceals
mineral treasures; Man's body bides bis inner beauty.

All bave tbe same

The percepts of concealment, of restraint, of artistic beat~ty, of correctness, are all based on the symbolisms of the line in question and the

significance and tbeir only difference is a technical one. In all cases some-

position it occupies.

place covered up by a Yin veil.

Now Line 3 is Yin while its position is Yang.

A

Yin line in a Yang position may, of course, suggest many different
ideas, but, in this case, as in many others, it is understood as a Yin line
superimposed on a Yang place, something Yin covering or concealing
something of a Yang nature,

Yii Fan calls this "Yin enfolding Yang"

thing Yang is wrapped, covered, or restrained by something Yin, a Yang

The idea of beauty is based also on the association of the Yang and
Yin elements in connection with Line 3. According to the Chinese conception of art, tbe synthesis of beauty and excellence is accomplished through
the intermingling of Yin and Yang (~~~;f:ij~ltll3t), i.e., the harmonious

,.
I.
I •
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blending of black and white, or deep and light colours as in painting.'
Thus, Line 5 of K'un, being a Yin line in a Yang place, also denotes
artistic beauty, the only difference being that in this case emphasis is laid
on the centrality of its position, from which arises the idea that "its beauty shows forth from the centre (3'c:t£r:J:t-&). As will be explained in more
detail later on, Line 5 shows the picture of a "yellow lower garment"

CJUt).
A good illustration of the harmonious intermixture of Yin and Yang
is furnished by the Chi Chi hexagram ~~

--,
=

in which all the Yin

and Yang lines are correctly placed and mixed with one another in the
proper order. Of this hexagram, Confucius writes in Chapter II of the
Treatise on the Trigrams as follows:
The Yin and Yang lines are clearly distinguished from one
another; tender and strong elements are employed and succeed one
another throughout the six places, and thus a figure of artistic
beauty is completed" (7tiiti7H~' ~Jtl*!bitl' Mc£1\-ftii'if!P(;:!jr).
It may be added here that the K'un trigram itself is often interpreted as a symbol of beauty (J:$j$3'c). This symbolism is actually given in
Chapter XI of the Treatise on the Trigrams. An explanation of this
symbolism is attempted by Takashima in his commentary on the K'un
hexagram.
bol

He points out the perfect symmetry and harmony of the sym-

§~ cmm:UJMJI3'cz~' 3t~Z.~) suggesting

to the mind pictures of

401

Capability of Attaining or Maintaining
Correctness - Firmness
Line 3 is neither central nor correctly placed. Its subject, therefore,
is not firmly established in his position. He can by no means acquire
the merit of centrality; but he may attain correctness- firmness through
transformation- that is to say, Line 3 may change itself into Yang.
This is why its subject is credited with the ability to attain correctness·
firmness. The first authority to give this explanation is Yii Fan, who
bas already been amply quoted in previous commentaries ()jtJmB ' =x1fz:
, ~f~l£ , tocllf.JO. After the transformation, the lower intermediate

==·

trigram becomes K'an
which symbolizes danger, the danger of showing off one's beauty and ability before the proper time. The underlying
idea is that to avoid the danger often caused by the premature exhibition
of one's go::d qualities, one should keep them under cover till the right
time comes for their safe and creditable demonstration. This is why, in
his Lesser Sy~bolism, Confucius explains this part of the text by saying:
"When the time is ripe, he will manifest it (his beauty)" (J2Afij:"W!ID.).
This remark signifies that the concealment of beauty and excellence will
not lead to inactivity or life- long obscurity. When the hour strikes, when
circumstances permit, a man should go forward and, correctly and with
firm determination, show the world his great virtues and brilliant talents.
Before that great day comes, however, he;should live in solitude and spiritual contemplation, desiring neither the recognition nor the company of his
fellow- men.

the flights of stone steps leading up to the Mausoleum of Dr. Sun Yatsen in Nanking, or of an avenue with two parallel rows of trees facing
Another commentator, Lai Chih - teh,
one another at equal distances.
points out that K'un is also the symbol of economy or parsimony. 1 This
characteristic of K'un may perhaps be explained by the ability of Earth
to hoard, store, keep and conceal all things. The association of the
percepts of beauty and economy gives rise again to the idea of keeping
one's beauty under cover.

l Treatise on the Trigrams, Ch. XI,

:lf!l~ft

•

Historical Illustrations
Chinese history abJunds wlth instances of this kind..

Perhaps the best

known and most interesting is that of Hsieh An (~t~), prime-minister of
the Tsin dynasty (ij). Up to his forty- fifth year, Hsieh An lived in seclusion, seeking neither political office nor social advancement. When at last
his younger brother H.;ieh Wan (~i~) was dismis3ed from office, he emerged to serve the state and achieved resounding succes3 in the public service.
It may well be said of him that he kept his beauty and excellence under
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cover, and bided the right time for their manifestation.
Tsin contain the following account of him:
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.I

The annals of
sages in Keyserling's South American Meditations. Keyserling wrote that during his stay in South America, which he calls the Continent of the Third

Wen Ching (Hsieh An) at first lived away from the world

spe~din~ hi~ ~ays

Day of Creation, he "underwent a transformation".

He gained access to

as a poet in the woods and streams. Self . possess:
ed m Ius spmtual sublimity, he seemed to disdain all worldly hon-

the stratum of the Third Day of Creation within his own being, and

our and renown.

When at last, for the sake of mankind, he laid

His own Minerality (1it) awoke and reached his consciousness. New organs

aside his flax habiliments and donned his official scarlet robes, he

of understanding were formed and developed, and he gained a novel per-

achieved a magnificent record of service and established harmoni-

spective with regard to reality: the perspective from the p::>int of view of

ous relations among the various strata of society.

Earth.

At one time

primarily experienced the Earth (K'un), not Spirit (Ch'ien), within him.

From there, everything assumed a totally different aspect from that

during his term of office, Fu Chien (f,f~) was commanding an

within the purview of Spirit.

army of one million strong, ready to invade the Yangtsze provinces

"man involuntarily sees the Magna Mater face to face. " 1

while Huan Wen (tl'.[I]il) was harbouring secret ambitions for th~
throne, awaiting his opportunity to shift the destiny of the state.
However, quietly and without any apparent effort, Hsieh An

Thus, be realized that in South America
He said further

that "the South American is entirely and absolutely Man of the Earth.

He

embodies the polar opposite of the man conditioned and permeated by
Spirit. " 2

succeeded in frustrating the schemes of the traitor and cleared the
empire of the invading masses.
task.

Glorious indeed was his life-

The following passage from his book bears out the ideas of hiding and
keeping under cover as perceived in Line 3 of K'un:
The exuberance of South American life never stands under the

The story goes that so thoroughly had Hsieh An carried out his plans
for the defeat of Fu Chien, and so certain was he of success, that when the

sign of joy.

report of the victory was brought to him, he was found playing chess with

with the mute put on).

a friend. He received the great news serenely and completely as a matter
of course, and, continuing his game, he said, "Oh , yes, t hat IS
· the business
of those small children.''

by night; the faces are impassive, the voices subdued in speaking;
externally the extreme of decorum is observed. But all this for

Argentine life I called una vida a la sordina (a life
The streets are wrapt in semi-darkness

the purpose of shrouding and concealing the morass within the
souls. 3

Outstanding among great personages of the West is the case of Count

~ermann Keyserling, the German philosopher. Count Keyserling had been
VIrtually a hermit up to his fortieth year, when he emerged from the solitary and contemplative phase of his life as a man of intense activity. He

~ook. a tour round the world and expressed his beautiful immortal thoughts
m his Travel Diary of a Philosopher. During the last years of his life J1e
continually revealed the beauty and excellence of his inner nature as a teacher, a public lecturer, and a writer of metaphysical works.
.In passing, it may be of interest to note the striking similarity between
the Ideas represented by Lin<' 3 of K'un and those expressed m some pas·

The idea of beauty is also reflected in the following passage from the
same book:
But hence also,

on the other hand, the South American's

peculiar bent for beauty ....... Nowhere else do stones so fref{.uently
refine to gems as in South America.

The original significance of

the emerald, the ruby and the furmaline is incarnated on the

"'

animal plane in the coral snake, the giant butterfly, the humming
1 Page 21.
2 Page 32.
3 Page Sl.

·.
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bird, and above all in the abundant family of the gem- fish of the

several commentators bold that tlJe Duke used this line to teach a moral

Amazonas. Thus also self- realization in the form of beauty is a

Ies>on to m:mkind of all ages and levels, pointing out the high ideals to

primary aspiration of the South American, as it is in no other

vvhich man- as man -should aspire and bow he should conduct his

man of these days. 1

life in order to avoid the perils in which a superior position may involve
him.

It should be recalled that in the commentary on the T'uantz'u of tlJe
K'un hexagram, allusion has been made to the similarity in nature as well

As regards the present case of Line 3 of K'un, which is also on the

as in meaning (tameness and docility) between the mare as represented by

plane of man, the subject symbolized is not a superior n1an playing a

K'un and the llama as found in South America.

positive part but a minister serving and carrying out instructions from

The explanation for this

similarity of ideas seems to be that on the same level of understanding

his ruler.

within the World of Significance, different sages of different ages and na-

of Earth (:!mill:), the way of a wife (~~tiN:), and the way of a minister
(f;iill,), since Line 3 signifies a passive role. It is thus held that through

tionalities may perceive similar ideas and ideals either in a symbol or in
actual physical phenomena- for instance, either in the K'un hexagram
through its third line, or in the Continent of the Third Day of Creation.
Here again, the Law of Analogy or Correspondence may clearly be recognized.

As mentioned in the \Ven Yen Treatise, it represents the way

this first negative line on the plane of man, the Duke seeks to impart a
moral lesson to all who play the passive roles of ministers or wives, teaching them the correct manner of fulfilling their "dharma" towards their
rulers or husbands.

Now a minister rna y or may not have occasion to be

engaged in his ruler's active service.

Even if he has an opportunity to

"He may have occasion to engage in the King's service; if so,

do so he cannot be certain that his historic mission is a permanent one.

he will not claim any success for himself, but simply brings affairs to their completion."

He should thneforc accept acquiescently all changes that may occur in

'

his career.

As described by Confucius in his Great Treatise, "the third line of a
hexagram is generally inauspicious" (=$[2\J), inasmuch as it occupies the
extreme position of the lower trigram, just below the upper one, and
dwells in neither of the two central places.

Should it happen to be a

If the opportunity presents itself, he should go forth into

public life and achieve the task f'ntrustecl to him.

Should circumstances

demand his temporary withdrawal, he simply "keeps his ability under
c::JVcr" and makes usc of the intervening time to prepare himself for hi~;
next mis3ion.

As the text of the Ken hexagram

=

--

states, "he stops

Yang line occupying the Yang position, it would be regarded as being

whca it is the tlme to stop, a:nd acts when it is the time to act.

doubly hard, or excessively strong.

he moves and rests at the proper time, his

On the other hand, should it l1appcn

to be a Yin line, it would be regarded as being weak and incorrectly
placed.

In both cases it signifies great disadvantages, if not perils.

This

is why in the case of Line 3 of Ch'ien, the Duke of Chou particularly
emphasizes that the superior man whom it symbolizes should be "active
and vigilant all the day, and in the evening still careful and apprehensive".

As Ch'ien is the very first of the sixty- four hexagrams, and as

its third line is the first of the 38'f lines to be on the plane of man,

WJ.Y

When

is brilliant and intelligent''

( rftJ. I}J~lj JL • my rr JUJ fj· ' :if;~~ :.f. j(.:ft ~if ' ~t jg·Yt UJ1)
Like Confucius, he is "entirely free from four faults: he has no preconceived conclusions, no arbitrary predeterminations, no obstinacy, and no egoism"1 (~*f5V-9, -g}~f,t,

-gr,_e,, -Qtfffl , :l}J;fJt). The last attribute- freedom

from egoism- is of special importance in the case of Line 3, because
the text teaches that, should the minister have occasion to follow his ruler
m service, he should not claim any success for himself, but simply bring

l. Page 81
1 Analect:> of Confucius, Bk. IX, Ch. IV.
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The type of the Sage who in true Taoist manner 'disappeared'

ments, _,which the Duke seeks to inculcate in all ministers and officers.

after his victory is Fan Li

They should be reserved and modest and leave all fame to their ruler

offered half the kingdom if he would retum in triumph with the

OIT~l,

5th Century B.C.) who, although

claiming no merit for themselves. They should simply fulfil their respec.'

victorious armies of Yueb, stepped into a light boat and was heard

ti ve duties just as Earth fulfils her role in creation without claiming any

of no more.

merit of success. "My meat," said Jesus Christ, "is to do the will of Him
that sent me, and to accomplish His work. " 1 "I seek not mine own will

But Fan Li need not have disappeared.

There have been many

but the will of Him that sent Me. " 2 It is indeed a sign of great wisdom'

illustrious historic figures who achieved great tasks and disclaimed all cred-

to be able to ref rain from boasting of one's merits and yet to take care

it of their success without having to disappear from the world.

that everything is accomplished.

Hung Chi's commentary contains two such examples to illustrate the mean-

Hence it is that Confucius writes in his

(:!~P,rji:f,&'J

Le33er Symbolism: "Great is the light of his wisdom." The same wisdom

ing of Line 3.

is expressed in the following saying of the mandate of Yueh recorded in

ed to his emperor Kao Chung the brilliant statesman Ti Jen-chieh (Met:

the Shu Ching:

{~),who

"Holding hinBelf good, he loses his goodness; priding

himself on his capabilities, he is bereft of his merit"

~

'

~W(if

, fll':Jtl115 '

Crki\llt!bfrrE1 , :ff;!t

~IX-9J).

One is Lou Shih Teh

Chang

who secretly recommend-

thereupon became prime minister and eventually saved the T'ang

dynasty from usurpation by Empress Dowager

Wu Tseh-tien.

Lou made

the recommendation secretly, because he did not desire any credit for
himself, but wanted his emperor to l1ave the merit of appointing the

Similarly the Tao Teh Ching teaches:
The myriad creatures are worked upon by him; he does not
disown them.

prime minister.

The second illustration concerns another brilliant states-

man and prime minister Kuo Tzu I

0{;~~~~),

who for thirty years held

the reins of government and preserved peace and order within the empire
witbout rousing any jealousy or suspicion on the part of his monarch or

He rears them, but does not lay claim to them, controls them,
but does not lean up::m them, achieves his aim, but does not call
attention to what he has done;

fell ow ministers.

The secret of his success was that he understood the

meaning of Line 3 of K'un and never claimed any merit for himself.

It

may be well for the present-day confidential advisers behind the ruling
monarchs and presidents, the counsellors at the back of dictators and prime

And for the very reason that he does not call attention to
what he has done
He is not clcpri ved of the fruits of what he has done. s

ministers, and even the lesser ministers and officials who serve under them,
to realize the significance of Line 3 of K'un, and while bringing affairs
to their completion attribute all glory and success to their respective superior authorities.

More Historical Illustrations
In his commentary on the above, Arthur Waley writes:

Symbolisms
We should now study the symbolisms behind some of the ideas in this
chapter.

1 John 4 : :)4.
2 John 6 : 38.

s Ch. rr. ~.'!tlf'F~tm1",AA; , c:trm~ ' r.iffii1"'~ • mn~rm!fflg· • ~i05t!iif , .~'Hj;:t'* •

The symbolic background of the idea of "following the ruler

in l1is service" (;{{£':£~~) is pointed out by. Yli Fan.

According to his

version, when the gradual transformation of K'un (i.e., transformation of
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Yin into Yang), which starts from its first line, reaches its tl1ird line, the
hexagram becomes T'ai

3~ ::..:.:,

which consists of a Ch'ien trigram below,

a K'un trigram above and a Chen trigram in between.

fairs to their cmnpletion without claiming success for himself.

409

This idea of

completion, too, is based on the K'un bexagram as a whole and on the

Nov,r Ch'ien

symbolism of Line 3 in particular. First of all, Line 3 completes the lower

suggests the idea of a ruler (J¥i{;~ .g·); K'un suggests the idea of service,

trigram. Lines 1 and 2 cannot combine to form a complete K'un trigram;

because "the greatest service is done in K'un" (i;YJ9:f.:i:$);2 and Chen

but as soon as Line 3 is drawn the K'un trigram is complete.

suggests the idea of following or going about, being the symbol of feet

K'un hexagram as a whole represents the idea of completion, the reason

(~J.StEY and of the "white left hind -leg of a horse" (f!!~J~L@). In
Chinese word- formation, the ideogram "q" represents left footsteps and

being that Earth generally completes the creative activity originated by

1

Spirit, just as a minister or \vife completes the task set by the ruler or

"r" right footsteps.

Both combine to form the word "hsing"

:fj, mean-

husband.

ing

term for following, ts'·UJ~g ;[{'{;, embodies the left

sentence:

walking.

ideograph

The

"·1 ". Hence the Chen trigram, which occupies the

Then, the

Thus in Chapter I of tl1e Great Treatise appears the following

left side

in King Wen's plan of the Eight Trigrams and has the above-mentioned
7~-, 'E-El.-1-~
symbolisms is associated with the l)ercept of following. (_~'"·;c{:=li+cH
m.-j_~nJ~J"-r -""
/i.v:.;n,~J:L

Ch'ien directs the great beginning of things; K'un brings them
to completion ( !fit:J.n:k~fr

' :!:${-'p)$;4&;).

~JE ' fJf Ml ' 1i:2V"~ 1 ' 1f.GM 1 ' tikfl!U~.f£6). The percepts of ntler, service,
and foUo:AJing combine to suggest the idea of "following the ruler in his
service''.

Again in the Wen Yen Treatise on this K'un hexagram, appears the
following sentence in regard to Line 3:
The way of Earth is not to claim the merit of achievement, but

J:i:ilement of Uncertainty

on behalf of Spirit to bring things to their completion. 1

Now it is not a foregom; conclusion that the subject of Line 3 will
follow and serve his ruler. He may or be may not. The word htm }111;

One of tbe clearest explanations of the text of Line 3

in the text denotes uncertainty, or probability at best.

Takashima in his I Tuan.

IS

given by

It is fully translated as follows:

The clement of

-uncertainty is due to the fact that Line 3 of K'un is neither centrally nor

Line 3 is neither central nor correctly placed. It occupies the ex-~

correctly placed ( ~r{.:t /f~iE), though it is in the l1ighest position of the

treme position

lower trigram.

Owing to this uncertainty

indicates that the subject of that line, in his thoughts and actions,
is likely to fall short of the ideal of centrality and correctness.

of movement the dragon of that line may either leap up to the fifth po-

He is a weak, submissive minister; and since the ruler of Line 5

sition, to the realm of Spirit or the sky above, or retire to the deep lake
below.

is also weak, they are not harmoniously correlated with each

For the same reason, Line 4 of Ch'ien denotes an uncer-

tainty signified by the same character huo }111;.

other.

the transitional place -

It is the case of a minister who is not enjoying happy

relations with his ruler.
If, however, the subject of Line 3 of K'un has occasion to follow his
ruler and serve him, then, as stated m the text, he will simply bring af-

of the inner trigram. This

Generally speaking, a weak line in the

third position indicates failure of adjustment to one's 'Time and
Place'.

In these circumstances even a man of outstanding ability

and scholarship can only hide his virtues and talents till the right
l Ch. XI, Remarks on the Trigrams
2 Ch. V, Remarks on the Trigrams
3 Ch. XI, Remarks on the Trigrams

moment comes for their expression, A rash and premature revel a-

\T····
.
f
.

~

~',,::
<·

.
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tion of his genius will surely arouse suspicion and jealousy. Hence
the warning in the text 'to keep one's beauty and ability under
restraint' ( ~-). Beauty and ability may be defined as a perfect intermixture of strong and tender qualities. To restrain them
means to withhold them from revelation.

I

l
I

Being of a quiescent nature, and capable of harmonizing
these qualities and so preserving his beauty and ability, the sub-

with the cultivation of his sterling administrative qualities and of the
right spirit in which to carry out his services. He evinces no ambition
for advancement, but this does not mean that he will never be promoted
to a higher office. If, however, as is probable in his case, such an occasion arises, he still conceals his abilities and claims no success for himself.
He simply carries out his ruler's instructions and brings his affairs to their
completion. If he cannot complete his task, he will help those who come
after him until success is achieved.
Line 3 occupies the topmost place of the lower trigram, which symbolizes engagement in the king's service. Both Line 4 of Ch 'ien and
Line 3 of K'un indicate an uncertain situation. Hence the former suggests "retiring to the lake", and the latter "hiding one's abilities". But
the word huo jj\(; also means a probability.

This signifies that the subject

of Line 3 of K'un should avail himself of all opportunities to engage in
the king's service. The light of his wisdom (j;r.r~) will shine forth in
all its intensity and brilliance if he seizes his opportunity at the right
moment to exercise his talents and virtues (!F.J~).

Analogies and Correspondences
According to the

Law of Analogy or

Correspondence

to Line 3 of the Li hexagram

-

applicable to the Ch'ien and K'un hexagrams, Line 3 of K'un corresponds

As

in previous cases, let us try to perceive in these two corresponding figures
those concepts and ideas that are complementary to or logically associated
with one another.
This hexagram, Li

==
-

Tui trigram= below,

consists of the Ch'ien trigram

above, representing beaven or tl:e sky, and the
representing a lake or marsh.
This difference in elevation between sky

I
J

r

t

lJ

I
f
r

and marsh, when applied to tbe domain of human life, corresponds to
tbe difference between high and low classes of people, upon which correct
Thus, in explaining the significance of this
social conduct depends.
symbol, Confucius writes in the Great Symbolism:
Heaven above, the marsh below:
The image of treading.
Thus the superior man discriminates between high and low,
And determines the aims and aspirations of the people. 1
The underlying truth here is that within every nation there are higher
and lower levels of political, economic and social life.
Rulers, ministers,
and the masses of common people, for instance, obviously belong to
different levels of life, in accordance with which they should determine
their respective aspirations and activities. In China this ideal was realized
through the institution and classification of rites and ceremonies for all
classes of people so that they could all tread the path of propriety by
observing rules of courtesy on all occasions.
Let us now compare the ideas expressed above with those underlying
Line 3 of K'un and see how they support and complement one another.
We have already learned that the superior man of that line "may
have occasion to engage in the king's service."
In other words, he may
serve the king as one of his ministe1·s.

specially
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Hi - - (No. 10), the symbol of treading-

the treading of the path of right conduct by various classes of people.

I.

ject of Line 3 is understood as 'being able to maintain his correctness- firmness (11TJt)'
A good minister does not worry whether or not he will have occasion to enter into closer relations with his ruler. He is more concerned

Y AOTZ'U OF LINE 3 OF K'UN HEXAGRAM

writes in the Wen Yen Treatise:

Elaborating this idea, Confucius

"If he engage in the service of the

THE I-CHING
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king, and be successful, be will not claim succes3 for hirmclf:
way of the earth, of a wife, of a minister."

this is the

Now this pattern of

thoughts, words and deeds.

413

Thus, the T'uanchuan of Li contains a serious

warning to the subject of Line 3 of K'uc1- to rebellious ministers.

thought, in the light of the ideals represented by the corresponding
III. The text under Line 3 of Li reads:

hexagram Li, signifies that the loyal minister of Line 3 of K'un, in

"The third line, Yin, shows
If

attributing all the credit of his success to his ruler instead of to !Jim self,

a one-eyed man who is able to see; a lame man who is able to walk.

is treading the path of propriety represented by Li, adapting his aspira-

}1e

tions and activities to his particular status in the hierachy of political and

misfortune.

social life.

is necessary to point out here tl1e association of the analogous ideas underly-

He would be violating the fundamental principles of courtesy

treads on the tail of the tiger, he will be bitten and so meet with
Thus does a warrior act on behalf of his great prince. " 1

It

if he appeared proud of his achievements and conducted himself as t]Je

ing the two mutually-corresponding Yin lines of K'un and Li.

Now the

supreme authority.

main ideas represented by Line 3 of K'un, as already explained, arc
"concealment of beauty and ability" ( -2;-:tl), "capability of maintaining

In stressing the importance of ''discriminating between high and low
;[:~

correctness-firmness" ("PJ ~), and "engagement in the king's service" CU:£
$). Associating these ideas with tl1ose of Line 3 of Li, we . have the notion

;t), Confucius has shown how acutely he understood the inmost character

that when beauty or ability is concealed or kept under cover, one can only

of certain unscrupulous contemporary ministers who, instead of serving

perceive it vaguely as if having lost one eye, and yet can recognize it to a

their king with loyalty and respect, cherished unbecoming ambitions for

considerable degree.

that supreme authority which rightfully belonged to him.

National

firmness, lameness, and walking, we have the suggestion that in certain

entertained by

situations in life, where there is correctness of understanding and ji1·mness

and determining the aims and aspirations of thG people'' (ti$ l::.T ,

catastrophes would be inevitable were such ambitions
ministers as a matter of principle.

Confucius therefore made it the chief

Further, when we combine the ideas of correctness-

of belief-strong religious faith, for instance -

even a lame person may be

business of his life to endeavour, both by direct instruction to his disciples

inspired and enabled to walk as though in a state of perfect health.

and by adequate ethical precepts in the I -Ching, to warn ministers against

regards the idea of "treading on the tail of a tiger" and being bitten by

such illegitimate ambitions.

the beast, does not this signify that the minister who encroaches upon the

II. The T'uanchuan of the Li hexagram

-::-,-- reads:
.........

. As

rights of his ruler instead of serving him loyally is treading on dangerous
"The lower

ground and will meet with great misfortune in the end?

Here a note of

trigram (Tui) indicates pleasure and satisfaction, and responds to the upper

warning is sounded to those "warriors who act on behalf of their great

trigram (Ch'ien) indicating strength ......... The fifth line is strong, in tl1e

prince''

centre, and in its correct place.

may be tbe military power in their hands, they should tread the path of

and remains free from blame.

Its subject occupies the place of the ruler
His light shines bright. " 1

In the light of

the ideas herein expressed, the situation of Line 3 of K'un becomes clearer.

the ruler, in order to be worthy of the devotion and loyalty of his ministers,
must be "strong, central, and correct",

remaining 'blameless'

in his

Let them bear in mind that, however strong

propriety and courtesy by confining themselves within their own sphere of
aspirations and activities.

It signifies, on the one hand, that the minister should serve and "respond"
to his ruler with "pleasure and satisfaction", and, on the other hand, that

CJ:\A~.Y7-:1D·

IV.

Line 3 of Li ::

=
trigram, formed by lines 2,
sun.

being a Yin line, the lower intermediate
3 and 4, is Li

J!!lt

=:- , the

symbol of

the

This bears out the idea of light in the Lesser Symbolism of Line 3

of K'un, which reads:

"Great is the light of his wisdom."

But for this
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prod uce d . A shrewd business man may be tempted to store away his
· st as a good minister conceals his abilities) and .produce them
good s ( JU
.
for saI e at the right time · Line 3 completes the lower tngram. . This
· 'fY that the business man will achieve complete success 111 the
may s1gm

symbol of the sun in the corresponding hexagram Li, one would fail to
understand how Confucius derived- the idea of light in a hexagram that ·
consists of all Yin lines and how he actually adopted the term
(light) in the composition of his text for Line 3 of K'un.

end.

Transformation of Li11e 3
About seeHng Honours:

The transformation of Line 3 converts the hexagram into Ts'ien

~;

, the symbol of humility.

moment to show forth his abilities. Before that time he should hide them a:d
· ta1'n hi's correctness-firmness.
Honour will come to him when e
mam

liJ

This Ts'ien hexagram consists of the earth-

finds an opportunity to engage in his ruler's service.

This suggests to the
symbol above and the mountain-symbol below.
imagination that the mountain which, in reality, is high above the earth,
It. suggests the
has condescended to assume a position below the earth.
virtue of humility. In connection with Line 3 of K'un, this indicates th·at
the sense of humility or modesty withholds the . minister frorri showing off
his beauty and ability or claiming success of any kind for himself. Fur"A superior man
thermore, the text of Line 3 of Ts'ien actually reads:
toiling laboriously and yet humble: He will bring things to an end, and

The idea of "claiming no success and bringing things
to an end" indicates that the patient's condition will not improve, that
no medical treatment will be successful, and that death will be the
About Illness:

result.
· h:
About Chil dbtrt

'

. Z$fu • ffl.l2JJ;f;Jj;TA.~fu).

The lower trigram Ken signifies stoppage,
thus confirming the idea of stopping or restraining the expression of one's
beauty and ability.

DIVINATION
Prognosis about War:

them forth to his great credit when engaged in military service for his
ruler.
Though he is not inclined to claim success for himself, Y<?t he
will bring his expedition to a proper end without suffering defeat. · ·
About Business:

The tl1I'rd Yin line of a Yin symbol clearly

indicates the birth of a baby- girl.

~n commenting on this,
with good fortune~' en=. ' ~-;g--:r 11f~s).
Confucius writes in the Great Treatise:
"He toils with success, but docs
not boast of it; he achieves merit, but makes no claim for himself- this
is the height of virtue, and refers to the man who possesses great merit and
yet places himself below others ......... " C-=fB • ~iffi::f{j(; • ~J}ffm::F~ • !¥

Line 3 may signify that the Commander- in
Chief restrains the expression of his talents at ordinary times, but shows

The consulting party must wait for the right

rl.
1.
I

K'un r~presents Earth from which all things· are

f

J
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themselves they matter little.
What is essential is th~ir. underlying.
ro.eaning, and the thoroughness with which that meaning is under~~oog.

CHAPTER VII

Let us therefore try to see through the picture of the tied-up sack and to

Yaotz'u of Line

4 of l('un I--Iexagram

note the symbolisms. behind it as well as the analogies and _correspondences
which it bears to human activities.

Symbolisms ·
THE FOURTH LINE, YIN, MEANS:
A TIED-UP SACK.

NO BLAME, NO PRAISE.

The K'un hexagram

--

:::=

shows

an

empty space· stretching -right

through its entire length, indicating the capacity to receive and h?ld

LESSER SYMBOLISM~ "A TIED-UP SACK.

things (:!:~jnp J!llt : §~l\Ji'L).
K'un is the symbol of Earth, the container
of all things.
According to the Treatise on the Trigrams, K'un is also
NO

the symbol of cloth

(J1¥.%11J), the idea being that cloth

cove1·s .the . human

BLAME."
THIS MEANS THAT WITH PROPER
CAUTIO~ NO INJURY WILL BE RECEIVED.

body and things in general just as Earth covers up things. Furtherl;.Ilore,
the Chinese term for cloth, pu, bears also the meaning of ,dissemination.
or spreading out, analogous to the disseminatio~ ~f the . Yin forces

Line 4 of K'un represents the simple picture of a sack tied up at its
mouth. If it be true, and it can scarcely be disputed, that "the greatest
picture is that which conveys to the mind of the spectator the greatest

All these. symbol!~.~s
throughout nature at a certain peri9d of the year.
of ~mpty space, of capacity to hold and to cover up, and' of ~pre~ding

number of the greatest ideas, " 1 then one may wonder what . great ideas,
either of an artistic or of an ethical nature, can be suggested by such a simple
and ordinary picture as that of a tied-up sack. One wonders also how such
a common picture can be associated with the praiseworthiness or blamewort11iness of a man's activities. In the !-Ching, in this book of books,
however, the simplest picture may be the symbolical expression of a
profound spiritual truth, and even a single word may represent the
quintessence of many trains of metaphysical thought. In the present case
of Line 4, it may be said that behind the phenomenon of a tied-up sack
there are, first of all, various symbolisms connected with the K'un
hexagram as a whole and with Line 4 in particular; secondly, various
sense-conn<::!ctions bearing reference to deeper layers of spiritual significance;
and thirdly, the corroboration of the experiences of many historical
The pictures and symbols are mere sense images.
In
personalities.
l. John Ruskin: Modern Painters, Part I, Section I, Ch, II.

out, point to the meaning of a sack as so~~thi~g empty, in Jtself -~Ii(l
made of spread-out cloth in such a way as to make it capable o(~on·t-~i~:..
ing and storing things.
In these respects, a. sa,ck is cloaely.. rCiat~<f. ln.
meaning to the K'un hexagram.
Thus, in s~me commentaries~i!l."-~t~e
Chiu Chia I, for instance-K'un is act~ally regarded as the sypibol of ,a
-J-. ~a · +m~;,:;;;;)
Now ' when
Line 4 is transforme~f,
if
sack C)L::a<-m.
-'-'t'M-'M: •
·
·
· becomes·· a
-·

.

.

-

-·

·.

Yang line and the whole . f?.gure :beco~es the ~ti hexagra~- ~

...._...

3'$, ·

Bearing the above symbolisms in mind, OJJ.e readily. percf)iye~· _t4Cl.t: :the
form of this Yu hexagram resembles a sack having its upp'er end or
mouth tied up with a string~ The lower intermediate .t~igrant·:_K~p.:i"E
is the symbol of a hand/ signifying in this case that the sack is tied up
by hand. This idea of "tying up'' iS' further borne out by :the' 'fact that,
according to the Tn::atise on the Trigrams, K'un is also the ·symbOl: 'of
parsimony (:l:$~:;g=TI!lf). A p4rsimoni ous person naturally tit,;~ ·lJ.P' hi"s ]ngs,e.
Lastly, it is written in the (}reat Treatise that "K'un doses i~self~up w{!,yi}
~: Treatise on the Trigra~s, Ch. ·.XII

-'.-

...
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it rests" (~~ : )~:h~J:tjij1-tf!.~).
up the sack.
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point.

This again supports the idea of closing

Thus the alternation of day and night, of Manvantara and

Praia ya, of Peace and War, of trade-booms and trade-depressions, the
course of the four seasons, the swing of human emotions, the rise and fall

Another explanation of the symbolism of a "tied-up sack" is based on

of civilizations, the transformation of the moon "from shield to sickle,

the notion first advanced by Yii Fan that Line 4 is the point at which

and from sickle to shield", and all other cycles of change are based upon

T'ai

==

;;,.§

begins to be transformed into its opposite P'i

in this P'i hexagram, the inner trigram K'un symbolizes

=,

intermediate trigram, Ken
one, Sun

=:: , represents

the hands;

=:
==.

N

ow,

a~a7k; the lower

through which the Universe exists.

and the upper

(T'ai) is generally succeeded by one of disorder and decadence (P'i), and .

represents a rope, or string, or plumb-line.

These three

symbols combine to suggest the idea of a sack being tied up by hand
with a string.
Now, on what grounds arc Ken

=

symbols of hands and string respectively?

and Sun

=

It has been previously pointed

different parts of the human body, namely, the head and the belly, the
hands and feet, the mouth and thighs, the eyes and ears.

The Ken

::= , which has one Yang line moving on top,

is a fit symbol

for hands, which move in the upper part of the body.

Similarly, the

Chen symbol

:=...:: , which

fit symbol for feet.

=,

shows a Yang line moving from below, is a

As regards the string-symbolism of Sun

order of arrangement of the 6,:1: hexagrams.

:==:

begins to be transformed into P'i

=

the gradual transformation of K'un,

==: at

the point represented by

-== .

which starts from its first line,

reaches its third line, the hexagram becomes T'ai

Thus Line 3

corresponds to T'ai, and thus, by the princi pic of succession and reversion
just enunciated, the succeeding Line 4 should correspond to P'i,
point at which T'ai is succeeded by or converted into P'i.
of cyclic change is often represented by inverting T'ai

-

~

=::=

i.e., the

This process
to form P'i

and placing the latter on top of the former as follows:

no

by Hang

Hsin-chai

Cm$lf) in his I Hsueh Ts'ung Shu(g~iifi:), and that is that

Sun

shows two strong, straight lines above a weak one

K'un hexagram

indicating
'

Symbolically speaking, T'ai

In the commentary on Line 3, it has been pointed out that when

really convincing explanation is found in any of the commentaries.
Perhaps the most acceptable one is given, or rather quoted,

Thus an era of peace and prosperity

thus the T'ai hexagram is succeeded by the P'i hexagram in King .Wen's

Line 4.
understood as

out that the eight trigrams are sometimes understood as representing

trigram

this eternal Law of Enantiodromia, this Rhythm of Creation in which and

==}
{==

==}

P'i hexagram
T'ai hexagram

c

two upright persons occupying positions above a crooked or perverse one
and bringing their strong influence to bear upon him so as to transform
him also into an upright person- as firm as a taut straight string

c;m.rr:

B ' l::."F=~;ttiE -llt • fj!::::f'1~;f~{F/f • Y/J*iiZ~).

== '

th e sym b oI of peace an d prosperity, begins to be con-

verted irito P'i, the symbol of obstruction and decadence.

both ends, and showing an empty space inside;

but the impcrtant point

is tbat the intermediate figure between the two Ch' ien trigrams is the very

It should
be explained why Line 4 of K'un ·represents the point at
__
which T'ai

Now, mirabile dictu! this symbol clearly resembles a sack tied up a.t

The explana-

K'un hexagram

-§§:

whose fourth line happens to be tlK first or ·lowest

line of otbc P' i 1Jexagram above.
atcd with Line 1

In this way, Line 4 of K'un

IS

a::;soci-

This P'i hexagram comprises, ,as point~d

tion· is found in the cyclic Law of Enantiodromia, according to which

out in a previous paragraph, tbe K'un, the Ken and the Sun trigrams,

all tendencies of movement begin to change into their very opposite at a

and therefore embodies all the three symb_olisms of a tied- up _sack:
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of political silence is absolutely essential for bis personal security.

Why?

The main reason is that the suprer:ne autbority represented by Line 5 of
Now, what docs a tied-up sack signify?
In what respect is it analogous to our moral conduct?
It signifies simply and clearly that t}1e in-

K'un is a Yin authority, eitber a queen or a prince regent who is inferior
in administrative ability and spiritual understanding to tl:e sage-ruler as

dividual who finds himself in the situation represented by Line 4 of K'
.
un
should keep his mouth shut.
In other words, he should keep silent and

represented by Line 5 of Ch' ien.

refrain from expressing views and opinions of any kind.

or her ministers.

seeks to avoid not only blame but also praise.

In doing so he

Being thus bandicapped by inherent

weaknesaes, tbc ruler of Line 5 naturally needs men of strength to be bis
vVere the subject of Line 4 a strong man, ocsupying a

He should behave like the

strong central position and having calleagucs to co-operate harmoniously

golden statue in the Temple of Chou, which showed its lips sealed up

with him, be would become an influential minister close to the throne

with three stitches

(mJ~~A • _=_;J~;!t.D).

Seeing that statue on his visit

to the Temple, Confucius made an inscription on its back, saying: "TlJis
was a man of ancient times who was cautious in his speech"

fu).

(2,iz'tii3-A

There is also an ancient saying that "it is through the mouth (i. c.,

through indiscrim_inatc eating] that illness finds its wayinto the body, and
it is through the mouth, too, [i. c., through wrong speech] that calamities
More or less similar teachings
come into being Cm:f:£ []A • ffrl%tf 0 ttl). "
are given by Jesus Christ in the following verses:
It is not what enters a man's mouth that defiles him; what
defiles a man is what comes out of his mouth.

and entrusted with powers of issuing orders and making official declaraBut Line 4 is a Yin line occupying a Yin position.

tions.

Line I,

tbe centre of tbc upper trigram.
nistically correlated" with it.

It is not in

being also Yin, is "antago-

Thi.s clear! y signifies that its sub jcct is a

weak individual, occupying a weak non-central position, and having no
colleagues to respond to and co-operate with him.

His relationship with

his ruler is the relationship between two Yin subjects, and as such lacks that
mutual attraction which naturally exists between two polar oppo3ites. Thus,
his closeness to his ruler becomes a definite disadvantage rather than a
blessing because his weaknesses are more
L

ea~;ily

exposed to the scrutiny of

'

his active fellow-ministers, and his blundt'rs in speech or action are more
Do you not sec all that enters the mouth passes into the beiiy

likely to involve him in trouble.

His position may indeed be regarded

and is then thrown out into the drain, while what comes out of

as a precarious one.

the mouth comes from the:qeart ~ anP,.thilt is what defiles a man?

Treatise, it is beset with apprel1ensions of all

For out of the heart come evil designs, murder, adultery, sexual
vice, stealing, false witness, and slander.
(Matthew 15:11 and 17-19, Moffatt's translation)

As generally described by Confucius in his Great
kinds (-=_$)20 • IZ9 §;:.•[f~).

Comparatively, it represents a worse situation tban that of Line 3, because
while the subject of the latter only "keeps l1is abilities undtT cover", and
has occasion "to engage in the king's service", that of the former, in
order to save himself from calamity, bas to exercise a still greater restraint

The Importance of Silence or Taciturnity

on himself by seeking to avoid service entirely.

He realizes that while to

suffer blame is unfortunate enough, to enjoy renown may prove just as
.

Let us consider the peculiar features of Line 4 and see why the subject

of this line should observe silence and avoid fame as well as blame.

Line

4 usually represents a minister of state in relation to Line 5, which usually
represents the ruler.

As is natural in the case of a minister who is on

active service, occasional declarations of convictions and views on stateaffairs can scarcely be avoided; yet, in the case of Line 4, a maintenance

unfortunate if it arouses the jealousy and suspicion of those about him, or
if he lacks the moral strength to maintain that renown after it has been
gained.

Therefore, he seeks to avoid both.

By keeping az silent as an

oyster, he rises above the vicissitudes of blame and praise.
extreme caution suggested by Line 4 of K'un.

This is the

In elucidating the meaning

of this line, Confucius writes in his Wen Yen Treatise:

"If Heaven and
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Earth were shut up, men of virtue and ability w:•uld
"
retire and live in
obs::urity (xlfu~!1 r~ A~"")
T1
d
, '/
' .H
;s; .
JC wor s of the I
'A tied - up sack, no
blame ' no praiQe'
are
· f ac t a I esson of caution." '
c .., ' '
·
In

helped to finance the putsch which brought Hitler to pDwer, had not
remarked to Hitler, in December, 1939, that he had supported the Nazis
in order "to combat Bolshevism, not to make friends with them [the

·
1 · fi
rcciproca m. ucnce of Spirit and Earth is
syrnbolic:tlly as;;ociated wr'tJJ tl P'. 1
. Je
I
Jexagram ~ whose first line corresponds, as explained in a previous fJarag-raph ~t-o. L'
4 f '"
•
,
c
'
rne . o K'un
It
can easily be per''eived
. tl·-113
. I)'.1 h exagrarn that tl S · ·
.
'J
m
b
=:: .
<
Je p1nt- sym ol, Ch'icn
--- ' rs above, and the Earth -symbol K'un ~"'. b I
.
.
'
:.::::::: , rs e ow; and tl1cre
IS no mterpenctration or interrelationship between the two syrnbc I . ·]·
.
•
•
__
d s as t 1erG
IS m the T'ai hexagram
I
h
~ .
n ot .er wcrds, Spirit and Earth arc
The shutting· up of th.e

==

shut up and have no intercourse with each other

This

sr'tu~tr'on

. d' t
·
1 I'
·
«
m rca es
m actua rfe,. that ruler an.d minister are not harmoni'ously
d
'
a justcd to
eacIJ other' wrth the result that the . . t
. .
,
mmis er IS m a prec:uious position,
being likely to fall from grace at any
moment; and he can only save
himself from calamity by cautiously "1' .
.
I vmg m obscurity"' and refraining
from speech or action of any kind.

Nazis] ", he would not have had to live in exile, and his huge properties
in Germany would not have been confiscated.

Had Talmo Saito, veteran

member of the Minseito Party in Japan, kept his mouth shut at the Diet
in February, 1940, instead of challenging Prince Konoye's peace statement
and criticizing the conduct of Japan's war in China, he would have
swed himself and some fellow members of Parliament from being expelled
from tbe Lower House.

One is reminded of the saying that a fish would

never bave been caught if it had not opened its mouth.

his moral courage and outspokenness, Saito acquired international fame for
a considerable length of time; but, in his own country, among his own
people, did he not at the same time become as infamous as be was famous?
Numerous other instances demonstrating the disastrous effects of indiscreet speech can be found in Chinese history.

The one usually quoted

in the commentaries refers to the "pure disccmrseg"

Historical Illustration
The value and importance of silence, the sianificance
o
of a 'tied - up
k' .
sac, ' m certain situations in life cannot b .
.
. . ,
e over-emphasized.
One
tactics., word to a "uner· o
1
I k
I r w JO
ac s tolerance and understandina m·t
cause a whole world of trouble "Bel ld l
o. • y
10
·
•
·
' lOW <~ great matter a little fire
kmdleth: And the tongue is a fire, a world of :iniquity." 1 ,
.
,,

Of course, for

larly parties" of the Eastern Han dynasty.

(;11f~1D

of the "scbo-

It was during the reign of

Emperor Huan Ti (;@W) that a group of scholars of the National
Academy, including Chia Piao (Jl[!f~), Kuo T'ai C¥1B'.%:), Li Ying (~':Jl)
and Chen Fan

C'*'if),

formed a confraternity to extol one another's

virtues, calling one another by all sorts of distinguished names, such as

l

Taking some examples from world history:

"The Three Masters" (=:..]J), "The Eight Heroes"
Eight Chefs''

(/\~).

in official positions.

(!\.{~),

and "The

They discus3ed politics and attacked the eunuchs
The latter retaliated by falsely reporting to the

Emperor that the scholars had formed a party to vituperate the royal court
, . Had the Earl of EsJex been more cautious in protesting against Que··n
'ld 1
. '-'
l"<hzabcth's preferential treatment of Sir Walter Raleigh I
If f
·
' le wou 1ave saved
.
h unse
·rom the disgra,
f b ·
1
. . , . , , 'ce o
emg s apped by the Queen; and had he
..
a:ter his return from Ireland, refrained from calling upon the citizens to
nse to protect him, 1Je would lJavc saver{ himself frOill .
.
.
.
~
·
unpnsonment and
su b sequent exc:cution If I;• • 'fl
•
.t' ntz
Jyssen, the German Steel King who Imd.
l. St. James, III o-6.

and the royal house.

The result was that more than two hundred of the

scholars were sentenced to life-imprisonment.
the reign of Emperor Ling Ti

The trouble continued till

(ifff'ff) when a greater number of those

talkative and self-exalted scholars were imprisoned by the Eunuch Party
(lt~l!llz~ibJ).

More or less the same thing happened at one time in Nazi

Germany and Communist countries.

Heaven knows how many people

were persecuted and executed by the Nazi and Communist leaders for no
other crime than discussing politics.

It is all very well to sacrifice oneself for one's convictions.

The spirit

nf martyrdom has inspired many a noble soul and camed extreme self-

sacrifice; but, as tbe historian Sze-mcl Ch' ien says, "Death may be heavier
than the T' ai Shan or lighter than a feather."

The question of "to be

or nc·t to be" is not to be settled lightly or rashly.

Any person who is

grace.

stances of his particular situation at the particular moment.

In certain

situations, such as that of Line 4 of K'un, it is perfectly right for even
a minister with official duties to try to preserve his person and adopt
"When good government prevails in a

state," says Confucius, "speech may be lofty and
same.

bold,

and actions the

Wben bad government prevails, the actions may be lofty and

bold, but speech sj10uld be with some reserve"

(J'~#ttiH:

same teaching is given in the Doctrine of the Mean:

, fi!_;{f_t§_f"=q;). 1

The

~urc

by his silence to command forbearance to

what we find in the Boo:, of Poetry:

eo

h.e not, tbcn, be cautious in regard to thcm? 1
M •rst
'

cments can be
How specially true these wor,d s are "we1ay w1l_c'n arran.!!.
"
. s·peec1 1 to tJe broadcast simultaneously in all languages all over
rnade for '1
l
the world, and how extensive is the response by ·way of agr~cment or
opposition!

I l l .,, nother

"

IJart of the Great Treatise, Confuciu::; saul:

When disorder arises, it will be found that ill-advised speech
• noc• cr~Ar~e•
he w;11
If a ru1er 1s
W<1S the first step.
L"' c. c, ' • lose his minIf
l .f
ister. If the minister is not discreet, he will lo3e his 1 e.
germinating things arc not handled with diclcretion, tb~t will be
injurious to their accomplishment.

Therefore the supenor rnan is

careful to maintain silence and docs not allow himself to speak. 2

"When the kingdom

is well governed, he is sure by his words to rise; and when it i3 ill governed,
he is

Throucrh words and actions the superior man :noves Spirit

and Earth.

confronted with such a problem should examine carefully all the circum-

silence as a means to that encl.
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him~,elf.

Is not this

Intelligent io; he and prudent, and

1

Amon<> cases illustrating the gignificance of silence, the most rcmau-

able is, ofb course, that of .Jesus Christ in the .Judgment Hall.

There he

was the very symbol and incarnation of spiritual strength; and yet when
'verc loud around Him and charges multiplied, "He held His
revilings '

so preserves his person?"
(f.i'"1m~
r-;r~1l') • a
1-, :1tt4ll'rr:(
•
~~~\,-.JS
__.,.,,,~J\/-.!__Y-.},'T-T

peace."

It may be more significant to
from tbc I-Chi1:.g itself.

~upport

these teachings with passages

As recorded in the Great Treatise,

Confucius

Another historical figure who saved him&elf from trouble by observing
perfect silence was Yuan Chieh

said:

(~:Ji;~) of the Tsin dynasty. Yuan lived

at a time of politic:tl disruption when few seh olars of renown could escape
The superior man abides in hi:; room.

If his words arc well

spoken, tlwy will be responded to at a distance of more than a

the ruthless persecutions.

Yuan's one method of self-preservation was con-

If he

stant intoxication, wl1ich seemingly deprived him of all capacity for action
=-c-1 U' nn) wan ted to seek
or speech. When he learned that Sze-ma Cl1ao ( PJ'""Hr::~
-

abides in his roorn and his words arc not well spoken, they will awak-

the band of his (Yuan's) daughter for his (Sze-ma's) son Yen (:!Z), he

en opposition at a distance of more than a thousand miles.

How

made himself continually drunk for sixty days till the matter was dropped

Words go forth from one's own

through want of opportunity to consult with him.
During that period
·
1
t"
t
obtain
his views on
Chung Hui c~-wsr) called on lum sevcra
lmCS 0

thousand miles.

How much rnorc then from

much more then from near by!

person, and exert their influence on men.

near by!

Actions proceed from

what is ncar, and their effects arc seen at a distance.

Words and

actions are the hinge and bowspring of the superior man.

The

· l1 an d mcnrruna
·
· · t c l1"m
1
•
current affairs in order to find fau1t w1t

was too drunk to be able to reply to the questions put to him, and so

movement of the hinge and bowspring determines glory or dis-

1. Confucius Analeets, Bk. XIV, Ch. IV
2. Ch. XXVII

But Yuan

1. Section I, Ch. VIII
2. Section I, Ch. VIII
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saved himself from disastrous consequences of erroneous speech.

Such

1s

the wonderful efficacy of the policy of "a tied- up sack".
In this connection, mention may also be made of a yog1 who

for

years observed a vow of silence, but who gave the world reason to think
that his vow was actuated by a desire not to avoid fame but to gain

it.

That yogi was 1vfahabcrber, well known as "the Sage who Never Speaks".
A pupil of the famous Mohammedan fakir, Marakayar, he undoubtedly

· .. mei'", "'l'o
supcr101
" ' live at all times in harmony· with the cosmic order of
•
8 ~c· scekin()'
from
active service and live for the time bet } nngs,
'""'
o to· retire
·
··
in!! in obscurity and security, free from glory and from disgrace. Such is
.. c0l'lion
with · \vbir.l1
they
conduct tbeir lives.
This is why
t 11e'" ex trf'~l
.11 •••
'" ,
··
',
Confuciu:>, in explaining the meaning of Line 4, vvritcs in his Lesser Symbolism:

"Through cautiousness, no injury will be rcccjved." (Jj't El· ·· .. ·

.~iffrt
!1 ) ·
J_,..-. 71< ~t'i
J:.-I ~...!;:.

had the power to enter into prolonged cataleptic trances; but be gave the

Transfo1·mation of I..ine 4

world to understand that he had been entrusted with the divine mission of
a world-teacher and that, when the time came for him to break his si-

427

lence, he would give forth his spiritual teachings and introduce an era of

How the meaning of Line 4 is affirmed by the effect of its transfor, dca1t w1t
· I1 m
· tl. m· commcn ta
mation has been partially
.cry.' For tbe sake

universal peace.

of completeness, it may be added l1erc thztt the transformation converts the

He also claimed miraculous powers such as spiritual heal-

However~
through his repeated failures to heal diseases and other incapacities, l1e
came to be stigmatized as a quack. It would have been better for him to
devote himself from the very outset to l1is own spiritual realization and
to free himself from praise as well as blame.
ing and clairvoyance.

Naturally, much fame was gained.

hexagram into Yii J~

SE ,

meaning pleasure.

who is addicted to pleasure.

=

ft

...........
--==

which consists of four Yin lines and two Yang lines above.

(No. 20),
Tl1e corres-

ponding fourth line of Kuan shows one "observing the glory of tl1e kingdom.

It will be advantageous for him to be a guest of the king."

In

upper trigram Chen

is the symbol for thunder and fear.

This signifies, in connection with

of dead silence, and the fear of calamity withholds the superior man from
speech of any kind.

Analogies and Correspondences
As has been mentioned before, a true student of the !-Ching is invariably trained in the practice of "thinking in analogies", that is, in
perceiving the interrelated ideas in corresponding hexagrams and noting

Line 4 of K'un corresponds also to the eighth month of the year,
when the Yin forces are on the increase, and hoarfrost is beginning to

their complementary points.

crystallize into ice.

of tbe Hsiao Ch'u hexagram 1j\* ~ (No. 9).

Nature is undergoing a transfonm,tion.

The gradual ascension of the Yin

The text

Line 4 of K'un, that the rumbling sound of thunder is the very opposite

sent an enlightened ruler, Line 4 would represent a minister who appears

Melancholy condition::: of Autumn have set in and

The

"The movement, like a crash of thunder,

terrifies all within a hundred miles.''

connection with Line 4 of K'un, this signifies that should Line 5 repreas one of his guests; but if Line 5 represents an unenlightened ruler, Line
4 would represent a minister who lives in obscurity.

The lower intermediate trigram Ken

· i up.
is the symbol for hands, i.e., hands by wl1ich the sack is t1ec
of the Chen hexagram reads:

Line 't of K'un is related to the Kuan hexagram

Blameu:orthy is the man

is interpreted

Now Line 4 of K'un corresponds to Line 4

as meaning "small restraint".

The name Hsiao Ch'u
This hexagram, therefore,

forces and the wiibdrawal of the Yang power suggests the idea of the rise

means the force of a small and yielding element that restrains, tames,

of inferior men and tbc retirement of superior ones.

impedes.

It is the time when

Spirit and Earth are about to close up for their winter rest, and when

It presents a configuration of circumstances in which a strong

clement is temporarily beld in leash by a weak element.

This restraint

must be small, for its representative is the weak line in the fourth place;
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and the check given by one weak line to all the st-ong
I'
1
•
•
'
'
,
mes cannot be
great. ~ngrammat~y speaking, it may be said that the power of the
upper tngram Sun ==:, whose attribute is docile flexibility , cannot long
l
f
)c success ul against the strength represented by the lower t .
C! .
--=
.
ngram
1 'I en
The rcstramt is thercfm·~
,:.·c· calx ' cc'"'nd
1'n th e en d tlJere WI·1 1 be "pro.
. • _, "
'
gress and success''.

=.
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wben Lines 3 and 4 of Ch'ien are projected sideways upon the
>''

r~nr1 osite bexagram K'un, the Ts'ien (Humility) -

=

and Yii:: S

hexa-

grams are formed, either of which embodies all the tbree above- mentioned
trigrams, K'an

==

Chen

3,

and Ken

==:.

Thus Ch'icn finds

··its friends or kindred spirits in its corresponding symbols, and these are
grouped together on the north and east sides in King Wen's plan, wbich,

Let us now
two' coucspon
.
d'mg hexagrams
. compare the text.; of tlJe
'
K un and Hsiao Ch'u, note their analogous ideas and then
.
· 1 ., ,
.
'
c '
,
us1ng these
;c Cc,s _as a b~srs, t~y to draw some Iogic:ll conclusions, thus arriving at a
lcepel underotclndmg of the essential tcJ.chings of the I -Ching.
'

according to Huai Nan Tzu, represent the Yang side.

trigrams are not K'un's friends, King Wen draws the conclusion that in
leaving its own quarters on the scmth and west to join its "lord" (Ch'ien)
on the north and east, K'un has to "lose its friends".
In connection with these correspondences, even the inauspicious results

I.

It will be recalled that King Wen ' in his JudDNnent
0 n th e nature
o-..
of the K'un hexagram, remarks that K'un
. d s In
. t-]1e west and
-- "finds f nen
south and los
f · d ·
_,.
es nen s m the east and north" (!m~i~fffil , JlLlt:~r.!J3).

O~·uma.ry commentaton usually explain this by pointing out that the four

'

Ym tngrams viz

.,

K'un ~~

==•

L"

""""""'""

S

==

==

un
and Tui
are
placed on the south and Wf'St sides in King vVen's plan f
_,
.
o arrangement
Of tl I.'.·. 1 , .
'
1e 'IIT
't fngrams , w In'I c tl.Jc f cur Yang trigrams, viz., Ch'ien :::::=:
, b'
K'an --= CI
-.
==..;,.'
Jcn =.:: and I'-.en
arc placed on the north and cast
sides. Another explanation, which is less often adoptee]
·
f H . .
1,
IS based on a
3
0
aymg
uai Nan Tzu Off: fig-]",) that "Yang
1'e,
d
, eneru
h
,:; arise on t11e north
an .east and. exhau:;t themse1vc~ on the south and \vos"·
y·1n energres
. ariSe
.
.,., t,
~'

I

,

=='

r

.

- •

T

1

As these Yang

of K'un's remaining with its kindred spirits and the auspicious results of
its leaving them to join its polar opposite, Ch' ien, are clearly borne out by
the texts of the respective corresponding lines.

Take the Li and the Hsiao

Ch'u hexagrams, for instance, which contain the three Yin trigrams that
are similar in value to K'un.

Line 3 of Li shows a man who "treads on

the tail of a tiger and is bitten", which indicates ill fortune.
r!f.A~J).

(ffiimffi •

Line 4 of Hsiao Ch'u indicates, at best, "no blame" only (:X;

~).

As opposed to this, Line 3 of the Ts'ien (Humility) hexagram

=~

(No. 15), which embodies the three Yang trig-rams, shows "a supe-

--

rior man of modesty and merit carrying things to a conclusion. Good fortune''

on LJc south and west and exhaust themselves on thn no.,.th
~
t "
(ill&-~JIJIJ~:r:fUl:'
I&~%'E.sr1:f' fltt~
;~gJ;~'"o·r-,~''3' '"lJ:l;"-,'1-r-'L-)
t; A ·' 1. dan
elas.
•
'·1-<ttoi."'rc::j rJ
Dh:IJ~/1"-..JL.
tur expanatHm, and dc.G.nitdy the best one ' is derived
rro m tl·1c b,exagrams that cor- ·
,
1

C*~E':rf'H"t~).

respond to Lines 3 and 4 of K'un and Lines 3 and 1 of. Cl ,.
Tl
· t
·
f
1 Ien.
1e
m. , ,erestmg
act
i~~ that when Lines 3 <Hl'l 4 of K'
.
,
,_ ·
un are projectect stdeways
7
( '7J ;i.ffl) upon the oppo.site bexar-ram
CI
'·
tl·
L'
~ and Hsrao Ch 'u
1 I en, JC 1 =::!
o

this and the foregoing train of thought it is pretty clear that the Principle

J.

T

=

•

•

Yang trigrams which K'un should join and follow, indicates "th!_e source
of entlmsiasm and tbc achievement of great things" ( EI3J\WC

, jc~-1~ ).

From

of Analogy or Correspondence is of paramount importance in the interpretation of the text of the I -Ching.

~,.,.,

~ hexarYrams
c·f '"1·
:,-I·1
==:
--:'
- ore
... forn'0'1
- n,..._' either
·
n __l_L,
1

en1 b OC1'lCS

a 11

the three above-

mentioned Yin trigrarcJ:>, Li
Sun ~
"'Il'l 'f ,·, - "· u. ~
Thus K'un
finds its friends or kindred SI)iri'" in it" -. . d" - ·
conespon mg symbols, and these
fncn,ds arc all g~ouped together in the south and west sides in King
•

Lastly, Line 4 of Yii, which likewise shows the three

•

""

II.

As has already been explained, Line 4 of K'un means "a tied-

up sack".

In wmmenting on this, Confucius writes in hi& Wen Yen

Treatise:

"If Heaven and Earth were shut up, men of virtue and ability

0

\Vcn s plan, which, according to Huai Nan Tzu, represent the Yin side.

would retire from the world and live in obscurity"

(7~J:ful~

• Jf.AJI).

The significance of this statement in relation to "a tied- up sack" will be

fully explained in my commentary on the Wen Yen of K'un. Meanwhile
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let us compare its ideas with those suggested by the corresponding
gram Hsiao Ch'u. As expressed in the T'uantz'u of n;-sao Ch'u
~
'
Wen saw in this figure a picture of "dense clouds, but
·
no ram coming
from our borders in the west" (~I*::ft:N , [H;~]Bjj:1'~).
Now, when the

subject "returning (to the Way] by the attraction (of the former

.

"

Are they not those who

restrain or stop their movements and activities in the political and social
world? Lastly, both the texts of Line 4 of K'un and Line 4 of Hsiao
Ch'u contain the phrase Wu Chiu

;[;1'9, i.e., freedom from blame or error.

Is there not a verbal similarity in the two texts in question?
these analogies mere coincidences?

Are all

Might they not all arise because tlJC

Why do they both

Because they arc cautious and do not wish to go aLet us then take lines 4 and 5. As

in tl1eir texts, these two lines signify that if their subjects are
they will not only "avert the danger of bloodshed and dispel

the "shutting-up" of Heaven and Earth? On such a dark and drear
d
y
. ay do people not prefer "living in ob8curity" to bestirring them.
selves in the world outside? Furthermore, the
name of tbe hexagram;
Hsiao Ch'u, means small restraint.
Now, what is a tied- up sack? Is it
not a sack whose mouth is cl03ed or "shut up" to restrain or stop the
who retue from the world and live in obscurity?

Both lines indicate "good fortune".

by following wrong courses of life.

amazing velocity, do we not have a condition of things that suggests

And wlw are the men of virtue and ability

Ot~13!).

to the Way?

sky in overcast with dense copper - coloured clouds that have arisen with

passage .of things through it?
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apprehensions", but they will be "rich in resources and employ their
in the same cause with themselves" (1'.f$ ' Ifll:i;:'~ lli

• j; J2Ut

Why arc they sincere and why do they gain such advantages?

Be-

they are cautious and do not run the risk of getting involved in
Finally, let us take Line 3 and 6.

Line 3 suggests the idea

of "spokes bursting out of the wagon wheels, or of a husband and wife
rolling tl1eir eyes (in their rage] "

(001-mm • ~~./X.§).

Line 6 indicates,

among other things, "misfortune if the superior man persists in his course
of action" (11'-=f-f:LE~).

Now, why such traffic accidents, such discord be-

tween husband and wife, and such misfortune in the life of the sujperior
man?

Simply because the subjects concerned are not cautious.

If caution

bad been exercised, all these misfortunes would have been avoided.

sage-authors, in composing the texts for the various hexagrams and tlJeir
individual lines, compared and pondered upon the analogous ideas

d
an
concepts ~~derlying the corresponding symbols? In studying the texts of any

elucidates the meanings of all the individual lines cf its corresponding

any one of its lines, must we not at the same time study the

hexagram, showing bow the meanings of corresponding symbols corroborate

hexagram~or

texts of those symbols in reciprocal correspondence with tlmt }1exagram?
III.

It can thus be seen how one word from the text of one bexagram

and reflect one anotber.

-

If we read the text of the Hsiao Ch'u hexagram, we slmll find

that tl1e pictorial ideas suggested by the six individual lines arc entirely

IV.

Hsiao Ch'u .."""'::!, being the symbol of "small restraint",

con-

unrelated with one another; but there is one word in the text of Line 4

tains in the single Yin line of this hexagram a weak subject endeavouring

of K'un which connects them all in a coherent way.

to restrain the growing power of five. strong subjects.

~' i.e.,

That word is Chin

Applied to the

cautiousness, which Confucius uses in his Wen Yen Treatise to

plane of human life, this line indicates a situation in which a minister or

explain why tl1e subject of Line 4 of K'un is extremely cautious in 1Jis

an individual in a weak position tries to check the growing influence of a

speech, keeps his mouth shut like a tied- up sack, and cares not even for

number of powerful opponents.

praise in order to be free from blame

(X::f'9X:I: ).

Now, it is the presence or

If be were not cautious, be would involve

himself in danger or even disaster, as has been amply demonstrated in

absence of this quality of cautiousness that characterizes the six situations

the historical cases cited above.

represented by the lines of Hsiao Ch'u.

bimself from danger is to remain silent, i.e., to keep his mouth shut like

Let us take the first two lines.

Line 1 shows its subject "returning to the Way" (.fi f::l :iii);

Line2 shows

a "tied-up sack'' gram K'un.

One of the surest ways of safeguarding

advice wggcsted by Line 4 of t};e corresponding bexa-

Here again we may clearly perceive how the meanings of
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corresponding symbols bear out and complement one another.
indeed is the Principle of Analogy or Correspondence in the interpretat

of the /-Ching.

DIVINATION

=

The fourth position of a hexagram is
seat of the Sun trigram
(R:9~~3t), just as Position 1 corresponds
Chen
Position 2 to K'un
and Li
and so on. Now, a~
cording to the Treatise on the Trigrams, Sun suggests "the close pursuit
of gain, as much ar. three hundred per cent in the market" c~mm~iJ/lf
.:=..ffr). · ln connection with the idea of a "tied- up sack" indicated by
4 or K'un, the interpretation, according to Takashima, should be that
much profit has already been gained in the- business in question; money
has been stored in the big purs~, as it were; and it is now time to tie it
up and put it away in safe custody.
Prognosis about Business:

::..=,

:=::

:::=,

Line 4 being a Yin line in a Yin p03ition and indicating the time when Nature is being closed up for the winter rest, the in. t,erpretation, according to Takashima, is that the general may have many
war plans stored away, but not much use can be made of them. It seems
advisable for the armies to shut themselves up behind their fortified lines
for the time being and await developments.
About War:

=·
==

About seeking Honours:

Line 4 corresponds to the first line of P'i

,.

a symbol signifying obstruction and separation between

Earth. As shown in the text, it suggests retirement from active service
to avoid fame as well as blame. The only interpretation is, therefore-,
that it is not an auspicious time to seek honours. Any rash attempt to
gain renown will produce the contrary effect, calamity instead of felicity.
Extreme caution must be exercised in such proceedings.
A Yin line, occupying a Yin, non . central
position, clearly indicates a quiet and restful locality, away from the city,
certainly not in the centre of it- a place suitable for the habitation of a
man who is retired from the world.
About Landed Properties:

433

About Child. birth: A Yin line in a Yin position in a .hexagram which

of all Yin lines can only be interpreted as the b1rth of a female
possibly twins, both female.
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While the colour of Earth is yellow, that of the sky, i.e., the exterCHAPTER VIII

nal appearance of Spirit, is blue- black.

indicates the struggle for manifestation between the Yang and Yin forces,
shows "dragons fighting in the wilderness" and that "their blood is ,
black and yellow." In commenting on this, Confucius writes in his Wen

Yaotz'u of Line 5 of K'un I-Iexagram
J-:C

-a-~

1\..LL' ~-*

THE FIFTH LINE,
LOWER GARMENT.

'

-±
7C t:l

YIN, MEANS:

Yen Treatise: "The mention of blood as being both 'black and rellow' _
indicates the intermixture of Spirit and Earth. Spirit's colour is black

0

A

Thus Line 6 -of K'un, which

and Earth's is yellow" (~~~~~±fuz*lfu ' ~~rml't!!~). Thus, also,
the Chen trigram
which is formed as a 'result of the first intercourse

YELLOW

::.=

==

=

. between Ch'ien
and K'un
suggests the idea of "the union of
black and yellow" (:hHt:Rnxirl' 11~~~). 1

THERE WILL BE GREAT GOOD FORTUNE.

Meaning of Lower Garment
,-

LESSER SYMBOLISM: "THE YELLOW LOWER
GREAT GOOD

According to the Chi-u Chia l (the Nine Commentaries_ on tpe I-

FORTUNE." INNER BEAUTY IS IN THE RIGHT
AND CENTRAL PLACE.

Ching), Ch'ien represents the upper garment in relation to K'un which

GARMENT.

THERE

WILL BE

Yellow is the colour of Earth (K'un).

represents the lower garment ( fL3.K~ : lj!Z;~i:( ' :f:$:zey~), the reason being
'·
· that in Fu Hsi's arrangement of the Eight Trigrams, Ch'ien is above~ and
K'un is below. The Earth-symbol itself conveys the signification of Gt:n
undergarment, which is usually covered by an outer one just as t~e earth
(K'un) is enveloped by the sky (Ch'ien). The .Chinese word
for
a lower
.
-.

Both in the River Map ((PJ

ill) and in the Lo Scrip Cmtf), the element of Earth occupies the central position and corresponds to the number five. This is, perhaps, the
reason why the yellow colour is associated with the fifth Yin line and the
central position of the upper trigram of K'un. Throughout the I -Ching,
whenever the yellow colour is mentioned, it is in connection with a Yin
line in a central position.
30) means:

\

ment", the two parts combining to signify that on top of this one
ment there is still another.

Great good fortune" (--'--/ \-

-tt-WH:-±)

' }!{ i'ii!:7C 1=1

•

Likewise, Line 2, Yin, of Tun ~ _ _; (No. 33) shows its subject "holding fast as if by the hide of a yell-:w-ox.

2

to the second position of Ch'ien. In other words, it should be transferred~
for the sake of correctness, from the upper trigram of K'un to th~ l.ower
one of Ch'ien. Hence again the concept of "lower-garment". After t~e
transfer, the Yin line in question will be in its right place and will follow-.
the first Yang line of Ch'ien in the right relationship. This always in·
dicates good fortune. Hence the second part of the text reads: "There
,'

No one can tear him loose"

C~/'\= • tb.zm~t:f:zJJ. ~zM1m).
The Chinese character for yellow is huang ~' which is composed of
two radicals, IE and 5R. The former, t'ien, signifies fields, which naturally are connected with Earth. The latter is the ancient form of the
character kua.ng :::Jt, meaning brightness. This is another reason why
"yellow" is associated with Line 2 of Li E:, the symbol of fire.

g_ar-

According to the principle of transferability,
the fifth Yin line of K'1JU, being incorrectly placed, should -he transferred

For instance, Line 2, Yin, of Li J1j : _ (No.

"Yellow light.

'

garment or undergarment is shars.g ~' whicp is made up of two _<:Qm.ponent
parts, ?Jiz., shang. fpJ meaning "yet" or "still", and i 1X. meaning a·!'g4r"'

I

II
I

(

l

1
'

~.

1 Treatise on the Trigrams, Ch. XL
2 Jm~&Jil!Jb.~ : J:!fltr : ~t.ll~m, ~~- , .1:1'1:.NJ.t.llz , ;fl<J:.ffl~z~l!ii!!. •

-

,r

-

•
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d'
t 't although be wa3 functioning as
nora1 attributes correspon mg o 1 '
•
,
t e I
1 . t that time. For six years he ruled the emptre, glvthe supreme ru er a
h M'
T'ang
.
.
from the various feudal states at t e mg ..
.
dlence
to pnnces
1ng au,
.
,·
· and standardtzmg
ar-~,>!;) institutino- ceremomes, compo~mg mustc,
1
C
b
l
Th rc wa· peace and
Pa ace ;;::~£ '
. hts and measures to be used by the peop e.
(,
, the we1g
· · fl
In the
.
d all the people submitted to h1s 111 uence.
d r in the empue an
or e
1 l ded back the reins of government to
seventh year of his regency 1e mn ..
'
Wang, and retired to his original po:HtlOll as a
the rightful ruler Ch eng
h

will be great good fortune. " 1 As stated by Confucius in his Great Treatise, Section 2, "the ancient emperors, Huang Ti, Yao, and Shun, allowed their upper and lower garments to hang down, and good order was
secured in the world.
the Ch'ien and

The idea of all this was taken, probably, from

K'un

hexagrams. " 2 (~Wi~~ • ~::tR~ffii7fF~ • :lillX

Jm~j:$).

Yellow Lower Garment

minister.
Now the position of regent, once occupied by the Duke ~f CJ~ou, was
e resented by Line 5 of K'un, because this is a Ym hne occuIt c resents the
exactly r p
fS . .
.
the central Yang position on the plane o pint.
r p
Yi•:l subject Yin either in sex or in rank, established in tbe seat
pymg f
case o a
•
'
L'
5 f K' n and Line
of supreme authority. The difference between me
o
u
b d'
5 of Ch'ien is that while the latter represents a sage- ruler' the ver~ em o 1t of spiritual initiative and freedom, the former has ,to functwn under
men
- of "queencertain limitations of his or her Yin nature. The very name
.
t" or "prince- regent" is a limiting and handicapping factor. It IS
rege~
.
d t f lfil their "dharma" and meet with "great good
obvwus that m or er o u
1
'th'
f t ne" they must accept their limitations and confine themse ves Wl m
or u
'
. ..
k.
pecial care not to abuse the
their allotted sphere of activities, ta mg s
ld
and privileges which their position brings to them. They shou
powers
..
d 1 lt
respectfulness and
exhibit the Yin attributes of humility an
oya y,
tender-heartedness. Symbolically speaking, they should wear yellow un

In the Chou dynasty only the queen had the privilege of wearing a
yellow undergarment, it being one of her six articles of official dress (Jtij
~ : r:J'§J~!t~~J§Z.t\~lt • El~::& • itt • ~~-fu).
In the Book of Poetry
there is the expres3ion "yellow undergarment and green coat" (~%~ : ~
::&~~),

the former referring to the dress of the queen and the latter to
that of the concubine3. The idea was that the queen occupied a position
comparatively inferior to that of the king, playing a complementary role
corresponding to that of Earth. The colour of the king's official dress was
dark blue, and was evidently meant to correspond to that of Spirit. It
can thus be seen that in the Golden Age of Chinese civilization, even the
designing of the court-dresses of the royal couple was rooted in Spiritual
Significance. In fact, the principle of correspondence between Macrocosm
and Microcosm was applied to all things pertaining to the life of the
king, from the regulation of his official activities in different seasons of
the year and at different periods of the day to the choice of colours for
his palace walls and roofs.

Now, yellow being the colour corresponding

dcrgarments.

to the centre of the Cosmos, a yellow upper garment with yellow jade to
match was also considered a proper dress for the king Cfr~nc : rp ;9;!:±51( -=f
;fx"Jii,;fx ' ~~"Jii.,:E). But, when the Duke of Chou administered the government of the empire as regent to his young nephew Prince Ch'eng Wang

(

(IDG~), he realized that it was not proper for him to wear a yellow upper

,(

garment.

So he put on a yellow undergarment instead. This was to show

the world that he had not forgotten his original inferior position and all

1. Ji!ttli!Ji!ll~~ : ::zLJ&T>f! ' t.&JJX~~~·I:f!. ' ~:::'**Z: • ~ll!Mi'LTE '1.&5f;'i!f ' Ml'*~Z.'i!f-t!!. •

2. Ch. II.
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Historical Illustrations
. .
the meaning
of Line 5, Kan Pao (=fjW) writes:
1
In exp1ammg
't'
A weak subject occuA Yin power rises to the fi f t h pmn 1011 •
A th symbol of a young
s e
Pies the position of supreme honour.
'
wan g of the Chou
Ch
ruler' Line 5 of K'un represents
eng
. .
(QJJ;¥;)
of
Han
As
the
symbol
of
a
mims.
dynasty or Cl1ao T 1 >q:np
•
k~ of Chou or General Ho
D
ter, it represents a regent, the
u "'

L~----------
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Kuang (f!f.)t).

These t
·
· , wo prmcc-regents were each the supreme
head of tbe government, the sole authority that made decisions on

~mportant

state affairs.

died before he could be appointed emperor, Wai- ping (?i-rD
reigned two years, and Chung-jen ({>j:J£) four.

Although their thoughts and feelings

T'ai Chia, who

succeeded tbem as King, was then turning upside down the stat-

commanded the confidence and acquiescence of the people, yet, in
outer appearance, tl1eir actions closely resembled those of a usurper.

utes of T'ang, when I Yin confined him in T'ung fer three years

Thus, even the Sage- Duke of Chou could not safeguard himself
against false rumours. How much more then was General Ho

ed of his errors, was contrite, and reformed himself.

(and he himself held the reins of government). T'ai Chia repenthe came to dwell in benevolence and moved towards righteousness,

K~lang

exposed to ungrounded suspicion! Hence they must be
farthful and sincere in wl at tl ,
'd
d
•
'
1c
Icy sa1 an- extremely respectful
111 what they did before they could win the confidence of the

during those tbree years, listening to the le3sons given to him by
I Yin.

eng
m a previous paragraph.

G~ncral

Ho Kuang.

W

d
ang an the Duke of Chou has been described
A word should be said here about Chao Ti and

As recorded in tlJe History of Han

O~tf!t),

TI was only eight years old when his father, Emperor Wu Ti, died.

Then I Yin again returned with him to Po, (and banded

back to l1im tbe government of the empire).l

gods and free themselves from blame throughout the four seas.
The case of CI'
1

In T'ung

Chao
He

Although I Yin ruled the empire during the period of T'ai Chia's detention in T'ung, he never regarded himself as the emperor.

He occupied

the supreme position as the prime minister and be retired to his original
position as soon as T'ai Cbia was fit to rule again. Had he been a usurper,
his situation would not have been represented by Line 5 of K'un.

was proclaimed emperor, and General Ho Kuang was appointed his regent.
A few years later, one cf the high ofl1cials, named Sl1ang- Kuan Cbieh
(j_:1@;~), caused a memorial to be submitt<:d to ClJao Ti in tl1e name of

queen and a prime minister arc negative in relation to the king whom

Tan, Prince of Yen, alleging that Ho Kuang had made secret military

they serve, and their official rank is lower than that of the king.

plans to seize the tbrone.

the concept of a yellow undergarment in connection with a Yin line in

ered

The emperor, then fourteen years old, discov-

that it was a false report and gave no credence to it.

Later, when

~no:her attempt was made to incriminate Ho Kuang, the emperor became
md1gnant and cried, "General Ho is a loyal mini;,ter of the state.

la~e fath~r. showed

My

the deepest confidence in him and chose him to be my

prune muuster. Whoever dares to slander him again will be imprisoned."
Since then no one dared utter a word against Ho Kuang. He was thus
able to continue his loyal and devoted service to bis emperor.
According to Chu Chen en-""') L'
5 f K
'
/TZ!~ ,
1ne
o
'un also represents the
situation of I Yin ({)Fft) after he had deposed T'ai C:hia ()\:ff3) and
established himself on the throne.
by Mencius a~3 follows:

The facts of I1is case were recounted

I Yin had assisted 'Pang (-1"".~1,)
to· becon1e sovereign
·
t"'"
over the
empire. After the demise of T'ang, T'ai- ting ();::T) having

Yin and Yang, negative and

positive,

arc

relative

terms.

A

Thus,

the Yang position of supreme honour signifies that the queen or the prime
minister is to rule only on behalf of the king.

Thus, according to some

commentators- Cheng K'ang Ch'eng (~~"*~), for instance- Line 5
represents the situation of Emperor Shun wlwn he occupied the throne as
regent during the last years of Emperor Yao.

The essential point is that

the subject of this line must be Yin either in sex or in rank.

In this

connection, it may be noted that Line 5 of K'un corresponds to Line 5 of
the Po hexagram

:!FU ~~' in which all the five lower lines are Yin lines

similar to those of the K'un hexagram.

According to the text, Line 5 of

Po symbolizes the queen leading with tender affection all the ·lady officials
of the palace to receive favours from the king who is represented by the
sixth Yang line (~U7'~li

• ffiHf?J2J,'§'Afi • X;~;flj).

1 Mencius: Book V, Part I, Ch. VI.
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Lesser Symbolism

. • 1
lS
Ill t 1e

ntrc of his being, but it gives freedom to his
four limbs and
. .
. ,

5 of K'un, it is the expression of passive virtues that leads to "great good

·r t d in his accomplishment of great tasks. Tb1s IS the perfect1011
mani es e
- '
..,.. "!'!.~' ' :v..r.:::r:
:tFf~cp~}:!.
• iE{\r@~ • ~B:i.tt:p • mH~=f~L-~ 5'{ 1
of beaut y " c-h"-=fr,
~~~
~

fortune".

•J4t , ~z£-tt~).

From the above, it is clear that in the circumstances denoted by Line
In elucidating the meaning of Line 5 of K'un, Confucius writes

in l1is Lesser Symbolism:

mentary (:!:$~)'(), and Line 5 occupies the central position of the upper
But there is a deeper mataphysical meaning underlying

the Master's words.

IS

"Inner beauty is in the right and central

place" C:lt;frqJ-tt!,). This sentence may, in its turn, be explained by realizing that K'un is a symbol of beauty as illustrated in a previous com.
K'un trigram.

.

CC
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By "central place" is meant the centre of one's be-

It is therefore clear that the perfection of beauty which leads to the
P lishmcnt of great life- tasks (~:tE:;!t¢ , ~~$*) is the result of a
5 't
b
accom
. L'
· h ble ~tate of the soul. In connection w1th me , 1 · may e
paSSIVe urn
"
,
. .
•
•~
state is the mner co;g]ztzo szne qur;, non of all
stated t lJa t Sucl] a passive
"
and queen- regents. The whole of
success an d well - being of prince-reo-ents
"'

mated by a process of self- interiorization whereby the physical body is re-

· COnSCIOUS
·
l'fe
should be centred in the realm of Significance
tbelf
1
• (~¢:®
•
d all their activities should be the expression of that S1gmficance
)
:ft , an
.
·
f
an d not of w1'ld and selfish desirEs. It is this creative understandmg o
· t the temptation of. abusing" the
Significance which saf eguard s t h em agams

duced to pure quiescence, the desires and emotions stabilized, and all mental
activity brought to a standstill. The intellectual faculty remains at rest,

powers and privileges which their position of su~remacy bru~gs to the~.
Should they fail in this understanding, or to reahze the meanmg of theu

while the power of spiritual intuition manifests itself.

well described by Chuang Tzu in his chapter on "Man among Men".

loyalty to their sovereign, they would become _supe~cilious i.n~tead C'~ being humble, and would be carried away by the1r w1ld amb1t1ons :ar be-

He says, "Cultivate unity. You hear not with the ears, but with the
mind; not with the mind, but with your soul. But let hearing stop with

yond the limits of moral propriety, even to the extent o~ us~rp1~g the
throne for themselves. Instances of usurpations are not lackmg m history.

ing, the soul which is the reflection of Spirit; and by "beauty" is meant
the beauty of the soul which is attained through the perception
alization of Spiritual

the ears.

Significance. 1

This spiritual realization

i3

and re.
consum-

This condition is

Let the working of the mind stop with itself.

Then the soul

will be a negative existence, passively responsive to externals.
negative existence, only Tao can abide. ,z

In such a

(=£~)

of the Han dynasty, and Empress Lu and

in "purple gowns".

The result was not "great good fortune" but disaster

to their own person and to the whole empire.

The inner beauty of Spirit will radiate forth in creative activi-

ties of an appropriate kind and with far -reaching consequences.

This, in

essence, is the idea of Confucius when l1e further elucidates the meaning
of Line 5 in his Wen Yen Treatise. He says, "The superior man embodies the attributes of Earth within himself and is capable of direct comprehension of Significance.

He occupies the correct position of supremacy,

but tl1at position corresponds to the lower part of his person.
1 ~;;& : Jh~~J&{figl~jljiji : x:{EJ:/:l , .tt9"um<pg , ~XJ¥1:'1lt:§l! ,
·2

(fiji) and Wang Mang

Empress - Dowager W u of the T'ang dynasty · Those ambitious characters
were not content with their ''yellow lower- garments'' but wanted to appear

When this passive state of the soul is attained, the power of the Tao
will express itself through the personality into the phenomenal world
outside.

Among the most notorious ones may be mentioned those of Ts'ao Ts'ao

7!t·rArR'1i!t Herbert A. Gile's translation.

His beauty

Fnrther Historical Illustration
It is recorded in the Tso Chuan that in the twelfth year of Chao
Kung (B.C. 530) Nan K'uai (~IDiij), who was contemplating a _re~ell~on
for the overthrow of his sovereign, consulted the !-Ching by dlvmatiOn
and obtained Line 5 of K'un. He thought that the phrase "great good
· ·
· success, an d h e showed the prognosis to
fortune" was a pred1ctwn
of his
his counsellor, Tzu Fu Hui Po (7-~~~{S).

The latter, however, advised him

to desist from such dangerous enterprise, saying, "Success will be yours only

--

------ -- --~--- --------------------------- ------
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if what you arc con t emp1atmg
·
·
IS a matter of loyalty and faithfulness.
Any matter of a contrary nature will certainly result in failure" ('P{~-l

-

~~z

H3

Analogies and Correspondences

J1J RIJPJ ' ~~~J&). Tzu Fu Hui Po proceeded to define the meaning of

In accordance with the Law of Analogy or Correspondence whicb has

loyalty and faithfulness, of yellow, of undergarment, of real greatness,

individmll lines we have so far studied, Line 5 of

and of the three corresponding grades of beauty, and he concluded that

K'un corresponds to Line 5 of the Ta Yu hexagram

any dangerous enterprise which lacked tbe characteristics of gentleness

symbol of "possession in great meamre".

O!ill), harmony CffJ), and sterling excellence Cc~) would be doomed to

Ch'ien trigram below and the Li trigram

failure.

(ctJ{~)?
Now, why loyalty and faithfulne~s
'
''-"' r~ .

Bec""u~e
th e 3e are
"' "

=--

(No. 14), the

This bexagram consists of the

::::=

above.

The yielding de-

ment that receives tile position of honour is the Yin line in the fifth

Yin attributes, the former signifying love and mbordination, and the lat-

place.

ter being the cardinal virtue which, as explained in the commentary on

lines, strong as they are, respond to it obediently and with sympathy.

the Wen Yen Treatise on the Ch' ien hexagram, corresponds to the ele-

other words, all tbe five strong lines are possessed by tLc one Yin line in

ment of Earth.

tl;e honoured place, just as all the r:eople of a kingdom arc subjects of the

Rebellion is obviously in violation of these virtues.

It

This line occupies the great central position, and all the otbcr

is recorded in history that Nan K'uai did not follow his counsellor's ad-

sovereign who occupies the position of highest honour.

vice and was eventually defeated and his rebellion was crushed.

"possession in great measure" .

symbols in question.

It will be of some interest to note how the meaning of I.ine 5 is
borne out by the effect of its transformation. Its change into Yang conhexagram 1::1:;

§: ·

=='

and the entire figure into the Pi

Now K'an is tbe symbol of danger, signifying here

the danger of desiring to wear "a purple gown" instead of a yellow lower

~:_ment.

Then, the Yang line in the fifth place of the Pi hexagram

: : : signifies the occupation of "the correct position of supremacy".

Hence the idea:

Let us now consider the analogies between the two corresponding

Transformation of Line

verts the upper trigram into K'an

In

Pi

(1-~) means attachment, affiliation, i.e., loyalty and allegiance. The Yang
line occupying tlJe place of authority in that hexagram represents the ruler
to whom the subjects of all tlJe other lines offer a ready submission. Tl1is
submission is analogous
to tl>c
to 1ns
· sovereign.
·
,
· "-· loyalty of th:~
". ",.e"cnt
" .

~ccording to Ou Ta- tien, an authority on tbe !-Ching, the Pi hexagram

They are four in number.

I. There is a verbal similarity between the text of Line 5 of K'un
and that of the Ta Yu hexagram, the character yuan which means "great"
or "supreme" appearing in both cases. In the former case the phrase yuc.m
chi (ntO means "great good fortune", while in the latter the phrase
yuan heng (7G ~) means ''great progress and success''.
This shows that
the ideas, too, are mGre or less the same.
II. Line 5 of Ta Yu, according to its text, shows the sincerity of its
subject reciprocated by that of tbe subjects of all the other lines of the
bexagram.

Let him cherish a sense of awe, and there will be good for-

(/'\1i ' {j =f.5<:YIJ ,

J~&YJJ

• tc.f). How can these ideas of "sincerity",
"reciprocity", and "awe" be associated with those of "yellow" and "lower

tune.

1

garment" represented by the corresponding Line 5 of K'un?

We have

the result of the interchange of Line 5 of K'un and Line 2 of Ch'ien the

learned that yellow is the colour of the centre, signifying not only tbe

former being transferred to tbe lower but correct position 2 of Ch:ien,

central position in any special arrangement, but also the centre of man's

thus indicating the submission of a Yin subject to a Yang one, and con-

spiritual being.

firming the idea of "a yellow lower garment" (IM:::i\~J£*lli~~ : i~~fl

manifested from the centre of a man's spiritual being, is reciprocated by

~·~=~*~li·~T~m~~~,~~mB~fu).

that of other people.

IS

We infer from this that only genuine sincerity, which is
Further, a man who cherishes a sense of awe is not
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likely to assume an attitude of superiority to the rest of mankind but is
inclined to be meek and modest, even to the extent of condescending to
place himself in a comparatively lower and bumbler position.

In other

words, be will play in the world of men that part which "the lower gar- ·
ment" plays in the domain of dresses.

butes of iis component trigrams are strength and vigour mingled with
Line 5 of K'un reads:

, rml: Tm!z).

May we not infer from this that "the
garment" is the cause of "possession in great measure"?
moral to be derived from the above train of thought is that enwhether of a political or military nature, which arc launched

y and violently and without due regard to the significance of "the
lower garment" are, in nine cases out of ten, doomed to failure.

III. In the T'uanchuan of Ta Yu there is this sentence:
elegance and brightness" (J:l~il/lliJrJ{i;ffiffii:)(I:!JD.

~1~~{ft*r1J

The Lesser Symbolism of

military triumphs can, at best, be likened only to loud-coloured
that bloom at dawn and wither away at dusk.

"Beauty is in the right and central place" ()'(;ff

c!~fu). Are not the qualities of "elegance and brightness" attributes of
"beauty"?
I\'· rl'l1e W en Y en 1'reahse
.
on t 11e K 'un I1exagram, apropos Line 5
of K'un, reads in part: "His beauty is in the centre of l1is being, but
it gives freedom to his four limbs, and is manifested in his accomplishment of great tasks-·this is the perfection of beauty" C~:t£Jtcp

, rrnrmM:-

f~x • ~f:lj{* • ~z_::[.:ifu).

This idea of the manifestation of man's
inner beauty in the form of outer activity is elaborated in a passage from

tl~e Canon of Emperor Yao in the Shu Chi1tg, wl1ich reads as follows:

ung Hill, expelled the three Miao tribes to the San- Wei, and imprisKun at the Yti Mountain." 1

When the Duke of Chou was regent,

punished "the two malicious uncles" -Uncle Ts'ai and Uncle Kuan

K'un is the symbol of artistic beauty,

Line 5 suggests the idea of a yellow undergarment.

He tben united and harmonized the myriad states, and so

rise to the idea of decoration.

The result was pea.ce

This naturally

Thus, it may be predicted that the

ng individual will receive a decoration of some kind in recognition

soul in the accomplishment of hb great life- task, can we not say of him,
in the words of tbr text of Ta Yu, that be enjoys "po3:;ession in great
measure" and that "he, the yielding subject, has the place of honour, is

C*-

1 i"Hilli~!.~EI • 5i!:WJf~~ • J;tm~JL~ • 7L~i'ftf&~ • 2f.'&i:81't • TIR!!:lmFJJ • Di~i11lt'f~ • ~~11~
0

"He

the Chief of Works to the Dark Island, restrained Huan-tou at

About seeking Worldly Honour:

Now, if the subject of Line 5 of K'nn has expressed the beauty of his

lt.'i·~l

Emperor Shun was regent, he punished "the four evil ones".

of wicked people during war times.

regulate and polish the people, who thus became brilliantly intelli-

seated right in the middle, and receives support from high and low?"

5 symbolizes a minister who is elevated to the position of supremacy.

who had rebelled against the state. Thus, according to TakaLine 5 of K'un may indicate the execution of rebels and punish-

tions of the nine cla~>ses had been harmonized, he proceeded to

the black- haired people were transformed.
and harmony in his empire! 1

K'un represents the way of a rninister, and

Prognosis about War:

~rE\Z)

He (Emperor Yao) was able to illustrate his noble virtues
ami to love all the nine classes of his kindred. When the rela-

gent.

DIVINATION

his servicEs, and the beauty of his gowns will be enhanced by medals
other orders of merit.
Abmtt Busirwss:

According to the rules of divination, the obtaining

Line 5 of K'un means that that line (Yin) is to be transformed into
tlJe h exagram m
· t o p·1
.
conver t mg
Tl1e name Pi denotes help.' ' 2

==

Line 5 of K'un itself also indi-

1. :;;;·i%~glj, : ~~IT-l!m·IH , ~~ifB=r=*rl! , m~m-'r~frt
i]. Trtilat i~e on tqe T'uan of

Pi

No'v
"Pi indicates cgood
'

:;:::;:-

• fifi'i\:Y:J:Jrl! ' Vt:!~llff:;Rrr.X:m:~

(~Ei • .ltn'fi4 • J::I:;Wffi-fu),

0
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cates "great good fortune". This signifies that the consulting merchant is
going to have doubly good fortune and that much help will be given to
him to facilitate his transactions.

CHAPTER IX

Since Line 5 suggests the idea of beauty

and of yellow undergarments, the consulting party may flourish more in
silk or embroidery business.

Yaotz'u of Line

Since K'un represents the belly and yellow colour, the
reading may be interpreted as indicating abdominal troubles or jaun.
dice.

6 of l{'un l-Iex8gran1

About Illness:

THE TOPMOST LINE, YIN, MEANS: DRAGONS
FIGHTING IN THE WILDERNESS. THEIR BLOOD

Line 5, being a Yin line m a hexagram that represents the feminine aspect of Nature, clearly indicates the birth of a
baby- girl.
About Childbirth:

IS BLACK AND YELLOW.

LESSER SYMBOLISM: "DRAGONS FIGHTING IN
THE WILDERNESS." THE ONWARD COURSE
HAS BEEN PURSUED TO EXTREMITY.
It bas been pointed out that to the Duke of Chou each individual
line of a hexagram was a living thing suggesting either some phenomenon
in nature or some kind of human experience from which the wisdom or
folly indicated by it can be inferred. Now in Line 6 of K'un the Duke
of Chou perceived the phenomenon of dragons fighting in the wilderness,
resulting in the shedding of blood, the colour of which is black and yellow.

As in the case of the previous lines, this living phenomenon in itself

represents some metaphysical meaning, a potential language in which some
spiritual message is delivered; for the essence of life is meaning. Every
symbol, every phenomenon, in itself illustrates another deeper one, and
so on unto eternity; for all things in life are inwardly connected, and
their depths have their roots in the eternal Tao.
Therefore, in order that the inner layers of spiritual meaning may be
clearly understood, it is feasible as before to break up the ideas embodied
in this paragraph into the component concepts and percepts such as "dragons", "fighting", "the wilderness", "blood" 1 "black", etc., and study
tpem one by one as follows;
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.

The Chinese Term for Dragon

ll1g

,, or being "on the wing".

Thus all these percepts of "flying", "the

eldest son", "masculinity", and "transformation" go to make up the
In the commentary on Line 1 of Ch'ien much has been written about

meaning of the word lung or "dragon".

the special characteristics of a dragon, which distinguish it as a fit subject for the various lines of that hexagram.

The allusion to dragons here

under this topmost line of K'un requires some further elaboration.
Chinese term for dragon is lung )f~.

According to the Sht!o Wen (~X),

All Chinese words, especially those used in poetry and decorative prose,

(iff

and more especially in the text of the Book of Changes, contain an image

the word lung If~ is composed of two radicals, namely, t'ung jt and

which may be broken up into radical signs or combine with other images

(the standard etymological dictionary of Chinese words, by Hsu Shen

't./10,
fei

The Chinese Mind

The

~;

the former means a boy or son, and the latter, flying.

The sound

to form complex ideographs.

This faculty of synthesising different con-

lung is derived from t'ung, but t'ung itself has a signific1tion which con-

crete images to form complex sense- images is one of the distinctive charac-

tributes to the meaning of the word dragon.

The connection between

teristics of the Chinese mind, a characteristic which has been most judi-

these two characters lung and t'ung --·a dragon and a boy -lies in the

ciously dealt with by Dr. Lin Yutang in his book "My Country and My

Chen trigram

=.= which,

a nd Of th e e ld es t Son

represent both!

C

in the !-Ching, is the symbol both of a dragon
= -L.) . 1 Why is it that Chen is used to

People".

The Chinese mind thinks in terms of concrete analogy ...

Bec::tuse, as explained before, Chen comes into being as a

result of the first interaction of Ch'ien and K'un

=
=====·
----__ , it is

The Chinese way of thinking is synthetic, concrete .... .
The Chinese language reveals concreteness of imagery .. .

the first child born as a result of the interrelation between father and
mother.

In l1is chapter on "The Chinese Mind" he writes:

"l'Z -<P rrc;
c:=.
IJ><:R/13§ • fo.Y:~>cr

And as Chen partakes of the first Yang line of Ch'ien, it rep·

resents the first male child, i.e., the eldest son.

With the Chinese as with women, concrete imagery always
takes the place of abstract terminology. 1

As regards the dragon symbolism, it should be noted that a dragon is

=

This profuseness of imagery and paucity of abstract

termi-

distinguished from other creatures by its complete masculinity and its

nology has an influence on the style of writing and consequently on

power of periodic transformation.

the style of thought. 2 (My italics)

Now Ch'ien

is the masculine as-

pect of Ultimate Reality and stands for the principle of change, and
Chen

=..=, as pointed out just now, partakes of

Hence it is a fit symbol for dragon.

the first line of Ch'ien.

In this way the ideas of a dragon

The entire text of the !-Ching is a testimony to the accuracy of these
insights.

Other illustrations may be found in the names of different lit-

and the eldest son -~ of the Ch'ien, K'un and Chen trigrams- are as-

erary styles.

sociated.

ter of Dr.

As regards the other radic::tl sign of the character h:ng, it may

be pointed out that
flying.

~

is the ancient form of the word fei

This word fei :f~ is made up of the word sheng

ing" or "ascending", and such signs as =(; and
wings of butterflies.

~

3l

m,

SCI me

chap-

Lin's book may be noted:

meaning
Thus in Chinese literary criticism there are different methods

meaning "ris-

which resemble the

All these component parts suggest the idea of "fly-

of writing called "the method of watching a fire across the river"
(detachment of style), "the method of dragon- flies skimming the

l P. 83
1 Cf. Tre~tise on the Trigr<\m~

In this regard, the following pasgage from the

2 P. 8!
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water surface" (lightness of touch), "the method of painting a

is comidered incorrect by Yang Chien-hsing (:t!1iNJ%), the living

dragon and dotting its eyes" (bringing out the salient points),

on the !-Ching, his contention being that if a fully-developed

"the method of releasing a captive before capturing him" (play-

can be called a dragon, then an inferior man, when he has fully

ing about a subject), "the method of showing the dragon's head

his sinister nature, may be given the honoured title of a supe-

without showing its tail" (freedom of movement and waywardness

man. The above- mentioned explanation of Tu Hou-t'ien is based on

of thought), "the method of a sharp precipice overhanging a ten-

meaning of the last paragraph of the Wen Yen Treatise, which is

thousand feet ravine" (abruptness of ending), "the method of

to be Confucius's

commentary on Line 6 of K'un.

It must,

letting blood by one needle prick" (direct, epigrammatic gibe),

, be pointed out at the same time that the paragraph in question

"the method of going straight into the fray with one knife"

will be fully shown later-· capable of at least two different

(direct going), "the method of announcing a campaign on the

t.·~·rw.r>r<>tions,

of which the one offered by Tu is the least satisfactory.

east and marching to the west" (surprise attack), "the method of
side- stabs and flanking attacks" (light raillery), "the method of

Second explanation.--

a light mist hanging over a gray lake" (mellow and toned- down

Another explanation of the above- mentioned incongruency between

style), "the method of layers of clouds and hilltops" (accumulation), "the method of throwing lighted firecrackers at a horse's
buttocks" (final stab towards conclusion) etc., etc.

'dragon" and Line 6 of K'un is advanced by Meng Hsi

(i[;::f0 and Kan

(=f:ft'), who held that the power of Yin, when developed to tl1e full·
extent, may clash with the power of Yang (~~iff'!~).

Similarly,

evil forces when allowed to grow to their full limit may clash with good
.forces.

Symbolisms of Dragons

Thus, a nation which stands for deception, hatred and destruction,

when developed to its full strength, may bring pressure to bear and even
First Explanation.--

wage war upon a nation which stands for honour, justice and peace.

Coming back to the topic of dragons, the question arises: since dragons
a.re Yang powers and have been chosen to be tlJC subjects of the Yang

Thus

the German Eagle which, according to Keyserling, stood for the principle
of Evil (judged from the standpoint of Spirit)/ after attaining the high·

hnes of the Ch' ien hexagram, how is it that they are now introduced as

est point of its flight, darted upon and sought to overcome the British

~he subject of Line 6 of K'un, which is a Yin line occupying a Yin place

Similarly, a dragon may find an active antagonist in a full- grown

m a hexagram which in itself represents the Yin aspect of things? Several explanations of this apparent incongruency have been advanced by com-

The same principle of analogy applies to the growth of one's
lower desires and emotions as against one's spiritual aspirations, of the rise

In the first place, it is held by Tu Hou-t' ien C:fltUE) that

of woman's influence as against that of man, and of the influence of in·

mentators.

K'un symbolizes a snake or serpent while Ch'ien represents a dragon; but

ferior men as against that of the superior and the great.

just as Yin in its fullest development may resemble Yanrr in potential

limit is reached, a clash between the two polar opposites is bound to occur.

•

b

When a certain

pow~r, JUSt so a serpent, when fully developed, may resemble a dragon or

In the present case of K'un, the topmost line clearly indicates the highest

manifest the characteristics of a dragon c~@--"''i':-1-fVO!.
t':i:xO';;\tA~§J

point in the development of Yin, the extreme limit at which the Yin forces

.!.r,''~{I'Jno";) •

' ~i:.M .1?',§§

L'InC G

obviously indicates the highest point in the development of Yin or in the

begin to clash with the Yang forces as symbolized by "a host of dragons"

growth of the serpent, a point at which the subject of Yin thinks himself

(~ff~).

Hence the allusion to "dragons" in connection with this line.

equal either in outer form or in inner vitality to the subject of. Yang.
Hence the symbolism of a dragon in connection with Line 6.

This ex-

1 Keyserling, From S1.t//ering to Fulfilment, P. 13!1.
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Third explanation-.-.

this recurrence of motion, this rebirth of Spirit, based as they are

The third explanation is based on the Principle of Enant'od
·
I romia or
Reversion to the Opposite, whereby one pole either y 1·n or y.
'
·
.
'
ang, automaticall: changes into its opposite at a certain point, just as night begins
·
change mto day and day into night at a certain mome 11 t H
.
ere m the
case of the K'un hexagram, the topmost line clearly indicates that the y·
forces have in their development
and accumulation
from
·
·
.
• L'me. 1 a tt amed
their utmost limit at which Yin be!!ins to change I'nto I'ts po1ar counter-.

cy~lic return of Yang and symbolized by the p::i~dic reappearance

It m~rks the climax at which Yang forces symbolized by a

host of drago~s begm to manifest themselves. It suggests the meeting of
the two opposmg forces, Yin and Yang t11e latter com·
I
,.
.
.
.
'
·
mg apparent y
from outside (but,
m
reality,
from
out
of
a
different
d'
·
h
·
.
ImensiOn · - t at
is, from inside outward), thus giving rise to the idea that tl ..
d
.
".
.
lC
1agons are
fightmg m the Wilderness" (:fff!Y ). The relationship between Lims 1
and 6 is this: If Line I represents the formation of hoarfrost, Line 6
suggests the culminating point of t11e freezing process_ that is the
formation of ice. If the former indicates the beg 1'nn 1'ng of
: ·
••
a woman s mfluence or that of an inferior man, the latter indicates the maturation of
that influence. Correspondingly, Line 6 may be understood as the condition of absolute Darkness as distinct from Light, absolute Rest as

:§,

dragon, are all indicated by the Fu hexagram

which

shows

Yang line re -emerging from the bottom, and contains the Chen trig(1.&~

which is the symbol of thunder, of motion, and of dragon
~!JW

, ~i~).

The truth illustrated here is that, through rebirth, the

continually renews itself.

The same holds good of life.

Whatever

must also die, but death does not mean absolute annihilation or

c)

point, Yang.

453

end of evolution; it means only the threshold of rebirth and resurrecUfe as life is essentially undying.

It is one with Eternal Reality,

manifests itself only by renewed incarnation in the Transitory, and
ins its identity within the flux of time by means of a continuous
of appearance in harmony with the spirit of the times.

Life is

an endless process, a continuous transformation in time, a being born,
dying away, and a being reborn.

---

symboliz(d bv the }'u :;:;, Lin
"'

----

=,
-

The process of birth and growth lllay

SEE,
__..

--

T'ai

--

;;.§,

Ta Chuang

~

- - , and Ch'ien --- hexagrams, while the process of passing away

-

ceasing to be may be symbolized by the Kou - - , Tun
)lllll;a-

_, P'i
~---

Kuan;::=, Po ; : , and K'un -;; hexagrams. This explains why

from Motion, the material form as distinct from Spirit or force.

- -

- -

-1$.-:11

life is a synthesis of Eros and Logos, an alternation of death and birth,
The
point to note here
· 'f'Icance of
. . important
.
· for understand
. 1'n g th e sigl11
assocratmg
·
1uerent condi' the Idea of "dragon" with I_. inc 6 is tl1at tl1e d'.cr
tions represented by that Line are not permanent
d·
1
·
.
an unc 1angmg conditiOns. In the first place, there is no such ti1ing as complete rest or ever-

l~.sting pe~ce. in an unequivocal and absolute sense. At a certain point motwn or activity will surely set in, because motion is the ultimate irreducible
datum of all reality; since not matter but force in the widest sense of the
term is the ultimate reality in nature A bod
f' th
. .
. .
··
Y o
e greate~t apparent
1
~ohd :Y IS m fact a system of particles revolving and oscillating with
frantic speed; these particles in themselves are only centres of energy.
dead calm is usually the prelude to a violent storm.

A

Thus, from the pro-

of d~rkness, of stillness, of materialism, will inevitably
begm the mamfestatwn of light, of motion, of Spi'r1·t. Tl ·
f
11s recovery o

Yin and Yang. 1 After Yang comes Yin; and after Yin comes Yang.
'i~n ;-:::: is followed by Kou - - , and K'un ::5 by Fu _§. Thus

--

~

6 of K'un is most intimately

connected

==
with

==

Line 1 of

Fu

the symbol of Rebirth, the inner trigram of which is the dragon
1 Chen=.=.
It may be briefly stated that if Line 6 of K'un represents the comdisappearance of Yang, it also indicates its nascency.

--

Hence the idea

It may be added that the Po and }<'u hexagrams,

-=
~

:::-, showing respectively the last Yang line to pass away and the

fou~dest depth~

1 Cf. Kerserling, Recovery of Truth, P. 112.
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-

first Yang line to reappear, and the Kuai and Kou hexagrams

'
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the nineteenth century believed, but in alternate cycles of regener-

__ , showing respectively the last Yin line to pass away and the first

and degeneration, successively rising to the heights of culture and

line to reappear, have a special significance and are closely

and then falling to the depths of chaos and decay.

~ach otht>r as well as with the two parent hexagrams Ch'ien and K•
masmuch as they represent the beginning and the end of the a
cycles of Yin and Yang.
grams Po and Fu,

~~

In connection wlth the former couple of
and

SS, it is said by Chu Hsi that

the

ance and di'3appearance, the growth and passing away, of Yin and Yang

cycle is the beginning of a new one.

The end of

Owing to this overlapping of

cycles, both the decaying and the nascent phases of civilization
'for a time ·side by side.

The conflict between them precipitates a

of peculiar confusion and sharp crisis.

Such a state may be said to

e:x;isted during the Second World War, and it is this state that is
"''·"'UL•'-'~

by "the fighting of the dragons in the wilderness" as represented

a gradual process,. so that if the elapse of a month is represented by ·

~ge of one hne, then, during the ninth month represented b
- one- thirtieth portion of the Yang. force represented by the
y
SE'
line, will, symbolically speaking, have passed away in the course of

==

,

day; so that when the last portion has entirely disappeared chan ·
g1ng
mto K'un §§~. the first one- thirtieth portion of the Yang_ force

==.

;E§

Fu

-§:::

is automatically and without any break beginning to manif

itself, and so on.

This is the reason why the tenth month was called

the ancient Chinese a Yang month altholJ,gh it is represented by the
hexagram which consists of all Yin lines • Thus , 1't may b e sar'd
Yang never ceases to be. In other words , L 1'fe as I'f
1 e never d'1es· 1·f·
comes to a stop, it ~as merely detached itself from the phenomenal '
just as a truth only becomes lost when estranged from the minds of
but does not le~sen its validity for that reason . The en d of one eye
· 1e
merely the beginning of another. There is no "dead end". Death
to rebirth and resurrection.

It is therefore clear that the utmost limit

the manifestation of Yin as represented by Line 6 of K'un marks
beginning
dragons.

of the manifestation of Yang, i.e., the appearance of

It seems that we are still confronted by such a terminal period, the
of a Yin cycle of planetary history. At the same time, the ascendYang -cycle has also started its career, so that we are really standing
a transitional phase between the two cycles.

Hence the simultaneous

of two contradictory currents in our civilization:

on the one

an insensate desire for war and sensuous pleasure; and on the other,

If the majority
the people of the world follow the latter way of life, the way of-peace
spiritual understanding, then the fighting cf dragons with all its
uv"''-""''"'-" and violence will cease, and peace among nations and goodwill
men will be established.
earnest desire for peace and. spiritual understanding.

The Emergence of Great Sages and Saints
The meaning of Line 6 of K'un will be more clearly understood if
the circumstances of the times surrounding the
gence and rise to power of the great sages and saints who become
te from time to time to save and teach mankind.

Such High Be-

are usually regarded as the embodiment of dragon- morals

The Cyclic Process of Creation

(ft~).

history shows that such human dragons always appear at a time when
has sunk to the lowest depths of spiritual darkness, when false

The cyclic law of periodicity is the fundamental law of the
it operates in all spheres of existence. We infer (rom this
progress of mankind goes on, not 1.11 a • smoo th strarg
· h t 1·me, as some

doctrines or superficial ideas hold sway over the masses, when the right
path is not trodden, when "superiors do not observe the rules of propriety
and inferiors do not learn, when seditious elements spring up ........... " (J:
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1mi!lt • T'1m~ • Jtl!G~ii!)l- in

a word, when the conditions of the times
are such as may well be represented by Line 6 of K'un. Lord Krishna
says in his Bhagavad Gita:
That same ancient yoga has been today taught to thee by Me,
seeing that thou art my devotee and friend; for, this is the Supreme

Secret.. .... Whenever

there is decay

of Spirituality, 0

Disciple, and an ascendancy of irreligion, then I manifest Myself.
For the protection of the good, for the destruction of evil
-doers, for the firm establishment of spiritual living, I am born
m <"very age.

Th~ last quotation drives home at once the idea of divine dragons
fighting in the wilderness against the evil serpents CiWUI!!!; =fllif). In commenting on the two paragraphs, Paul Brunton writes in his Innar Reality:
A promise is here definitely made that High Beings hav<"
pledged themselves to watch over mankind, and that they will
save mankind, in the only true sense of salvation, in critical
moments of history ...... Such times come whenever there is degenera-

was in such times as are described above that Jesus Christ,
and other Divine Tcacl1ers were born.

When the Cosmic Hour

they made their appearance and exerted themselves with all their
powers against the dark forces of the age.

If, therefore, we find

communities where there are ignorance and darkness and utter rna-

··.-.tena
. I'!SID, and at the same time apparently unsatisfied yearning~ for spiritual
.
appear here and. there
hght,
we should know that there will eventually
.
.
Th1s will
great men of dragon virtues to teach and gmde the people.
surely happen; it is the law of Nature, the law of Enantiodr~mia.
The
.
of
mankind
is
and
will
ever
be,
a
history
of
alternatmg
day
and
-h1story
'
.
· ht , of the ebb and flow of materialism and spirituality, correspondmg
mg
to the alternate manifestations of Yin and Yang. One remarkable fact
is that when those sages appeared, they usually pursued their task cf
preaching the higher life and the inner light "in the wilderness"
wicked men who sought to persecute and remove them.
they suffered, the more they struggled.

From the wild regions these

then there happens the rebirth of an adept or even a god who
undertakes a public mission of spiritual service.

When the mys-

tic ventures forth into action he is apt to become social dynamite,
exploding whenever the letter is killing the spirit.
cite l1istory in order to attest this truth.

It is easy to

(lf~!Wtr!f)

and so laid the foundation of the citadel of light which was to illumine
the whole world.

Dragons Fighting
(a) First Meaning of Chan

(~)

Fighting

come incarnate in order to relight the lamp among the masses of
depth of spiritual ignoranc<" and there is decay in true religion,

But the more

spiritual dragons fought their battle against the dark powers

must be kept alight in the world. Whenever this truth lapses from

mankind ....... Every time that humanity sinks down to the last

C:f!f)

among t'he ordinary common people, and they were often the victims of

tion in spiritual understanding, because the lamp of the divine truth
human knowledge, it must be brought back by the gods, who be-
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In the original text the Chinese word for fighting is

Chan(~)

which

has two meanings, namely, (a) fighting and (b) meeting or encountering.
The first meaning is emphasized by Meng Hsi (~::~}) and Kan Pao (=f
J{),t who point out that "when Yin attains its highest degree of manifestation as indicated by Line 6 of K'un, it inevitably clashes or fights with the
opposite forces of Yang."

It is held by several authorities that the blame

for this clash must be laid on Yin, because it has violated its inherent
submissive nature and become inimically antagonistic to Yang.

This

attitude of equality or even superiority assumed by Yin as soon as it
l Mencius, Bk. IV, Pt. I, Ch. I.

1. :iili:*S : ~75l:J.lli • 1ki'HG(~ • ~~~fa '
~s : ~~ •~~~tl'J~-& •
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attains ultimate ascendancy can hardly be tolerated by Yang.

measures against Yin, and Yin is denied the credit of that

therefore, only to be expected that the host of dragons (Yang forces)

righteousness.

rise and join in what may be called a punitive expedition against
forces of Yin.

4~9
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Hence the expression "dragons fighting", signifying

A more or less similar explanation is given by Teng Tzu- pin (ffl>-=f

the Yang powers have taken the initiative to launch an attack on

in his commentary on tl] e [-Ching called Wen Hsin Lu Chou I Chieh

powers of Yin, when the latter has, as a result of its development and
expansion, assumed an aggressive attitude instead of a submissive one.

~

Historical Illustration

The essence of the foregoing interpretation is given by Yang Chi'
hsing (#!~%) in his commentary on the same text published in
philosophical journal called Hsueh to yu p'ien (~~t1~m).

He writes:

~~~~~~o*~~~~m'~~~w~
~-T~ '~U-:i;tg~A.fffl~' 1lli!~~6 '~i!%
~~~~~oM~z~,~-?~~,W~

••~~'~#~s=~~~,~~-T~'
~-ft~o*s=~~~Wft~~,#~
~~,»~~~M~W*~~'~M~za

~~' ~~t~~~u~

Perhaps the most striking historical illustration of "dragons fighting
the wilderness" is furnished by the Second World War, Germany,
and Japan, in the meridian of their military power, were approprisymbolized by Line 6 of K'un.

were the Allied Powers of the United States of Amenca, Bntam,
and China.

and those of construction, between barbarism and civilization.
as the Yang Power invariably emerges triumphant from the conflict,
the Dragons of the Allies eventually emerged as the victors.
Another well- known illustration, this one from ancient Chinese history,

o

Yin is by nature the follower of Yang.

As such it hardly

But in the present case, the power of Yin

is at its highest, being equal to that of Yang.

Hence its defiant

With this attitude Yin advances and

presses on Yang, leading eventually to an outbreak of war
between the two opposing powers.

The expression "dragon fight"

signifies that the initiative of launching tlJe attack is taken by
Ch' ien, tlJC idea being that Yin has violated its submissive
acquiescent nature, thus provoking the dragons to attack.

It is

not a case of Yin launching an attack on Yang, but one in which
Yang, finding Yin intolerable, comes to fight Yin.

i!l

credited

with the

Kan Po in his commentary on the I-Ching.

According to

Line 6 of K'un represents the height of the wicked life of the tyrant

This may be translated as follows:

and pugnacious attitude.

This war may indeed be understood as one of th

severe struggles between Yin and Yang, between the forces of

given by

dares to defy Yang.

The "dragons" that r~se to ~tt~ck

righteousness of

Thus Yang

carrying out

of the Shang dynasty.

Before Cheo reached that darkest phase of

iniquitous life, he had been served loyally by King Wen who, as
Chieftain of the West"
empire.

Cffi18), was then already lord of two -thirds of

King Wen, with all his dragon -virtues of a sage, did not rise

st the tyrant, hoping all the time that the latter might reform
and so prolong the destiny of the Shang dynasty. But Chco never
back from bis evil path.

According to the Shu Ching

(fH,_~),

he

"witbout principle, cruel and destructive to the creatures of Heaven,
and tyrannical to the multitudes of the people, lord of all the
~~·uu,Au

under heaven, who gathered about him as fish in the deep and

the jungle·" 1

punitiye
Shu Ching: Successful Co:npletion of the W qr,
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With such iniquities, the tyrant Cheo reached the utmost limit of
evil life.

to grow unchecked either in an individual or in a family, or in

The dragon that rose to attack him was King Wu (:&t;£),

of King Wen.

or in the world at large, for the growth of evil forces invariably

'the

After making solemn declarations setting forth the

for his enterprise, he "led his army across the ford of Meng, and

But they offer<>d no opposition to King

Those m the front turned back their spears and

those behind them;

commentary on Line 1 of K'un.

It is indeed true that the dark power

Yin, being one of the two aspects of Absolute Reality, can never be
eradicated from the universe, and as a result the inimical antago-

and the blood flowed all over the battlefield.

did King Wu don his armour, and the kingdom was settled.

This applies, of

' to the growth of one's lower desires and passions as dealt with in

brought forth his troops, so numerous as to look like a forest, and assembled
Wu's army.

passing away of beneficent forces (Yang), leading in the end

outbreak of conflicts with disastrous consequences.

it up in battle array on the borders of the Shang kingdom .......... .
them in the wilds of Mu (4:\I.:!I!f).
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between Yin and Yang, between Good and Evil, can never be
conquered by compromises or otber devices.

He overth

restored the old rcg1'me
·
f-Ie d'IS p ersed th e
•.
.. ........ • •
treasures of the Stag Tower (IJlHiO and distributed the grain of Clm _ ch ·
(l€..ITfrgj), thus conferring great benefits on

man can always rise inwardly superior to these antagonibms,

the rule of Shang and

the people joyfully submitted to him. "1

Nevertheless, the

and ruling them, counterpointwise, from a higher plane of being
the agency of creative understanding.

In this way, Yin and

, instead of conflicting with each other, would function in unison as
+~-~~·ont

complements.

This means that Yin should always

play a

As regards the growth of the influence of wicked women, much has

positive directing influence of Yang,

been written in the commentary on Line 1 of K'un about the ascendancy

should never exceed the limit of its particular mode of being by

of Empress Wu Tseh- tien and Empress Tz'u- Hsi. It may be added here
that when their iniquitous influence attained its highest degree of expression

.

'

conteractmg influences of a beneficent kind began to be exerted by the
great men- dragons, one in the person of Ti

Jen- chich

Oxi::.~) who

vouring to function in the capacity of its polar countt:.rpart.

A

saying has it that a hat, however old, should not be put on the
and the shoes, however new, should not be put on the bead

::fJJllfE • ~!lltf;Wf • /]..:jJr§).

(~¥1f

There is for everything a correct place

overthrew the regime of Empress Wu Tsch- tien and restored the T'ang

a corresponding correct function consonant with its inherent nature.

dynasty, and the other in the per:son of Dr. Sun Yat- sen, who overtlJrew

, in a given situation, Yin may be extremely strong, and Yang

the regime of Empress- Dowager Tz'u Hsi and founded the Republic of
China.

y

weak, yet the relative superiority of the latter to the former can

be disregarded.

It follows therefore that a serpent, however strong

full- grown, should not consider itself equal in power to a dragon and

Lesser Symbolism
All these lJistori'cal 1'11 u.st ra t'wns of t h e s1g111
· 'fi cance of Line 6 serve to
clarify the meaning of the "Lesser Symbolism" of that line, which reads:
"The dragons are fighting in the wilderness·-- the onward course purported
by K'un has been pursued to extremity" (%H3 , jf§lf~-=J:~F

, Jtill~~-ll).

The moral lesson here is that malevolent influences (Yin) should never be

This analogy applies also to war between nations.

Aggressive war

y mars the llarmony between Spirit and Earth, engendering
influences on all living creatures.

Mencius says, "When con-

about territory are the reason for which they fight, they slaughter
till the fields are filled with them.

When some struggle for a city is

reason for which they fight, they slaughter men till the city is filled
1,, Cf, S}].u Ching, Successful Completion of the W flf,

This i~ wlJat is call(':d 'leading on the land to devour human
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flesh'.

Death is not enough for such a crime.

YAOTZ'U OF LINE 6 OF K'UN HEXAGRAM
Therefore, those who

skillful in fighting should suffer the highest punishment"

N

(-'fflJ'l.t:11f ,

lfiJ} 1 Again, "only he who has no relish in killing men can unify
world" (/f::~~A~filg-z). 2
Boo.k of Changes!

NN Ho.i 12

Hitler should have learned a lesson from

,,

tl&u

(b) Second Meaning of Chan (iJt): Meeting or Encountering
This second meaning of the word chan ~ is given by such
as Hui Tung (~1'-*), Yii Fan (~~), and Hsun Shuang (1,']~), who

w

V4A

she"

~

9

.sw

and K'un at the "Hai" C$-:) sign of the Zodiac in the tenth month.

~

'*"e ---

Their names

Cf-), Ch'ou Cfr), Yin ('!Jr), Mao (9P), Ch'en (~), Ssu (B),

(:510,

i

NE.

., Yin

~
~

4 MA-o C:

~ ~ ctt~,
o Ssu SE

s

In the Chinese calendar there are twelve Zodiac

the first six being Yang signs and the last six Yin.
(Lf), Wei

l Ch~u

wu

facilitate understanding of this interpretation, it is necessary to touch

Tzu

---

1::

wei

between serpents and dragons, but merely the meeting or contact of Ch'

ifti

:u

'o

maintain that there is no actual fighting in the real sense of the

Chinese cosmology.

Shen (Ff'l), Yu (]@), Hsu (J){;), and Hai (~).

the twelve signs correspond to the twelve months of a year, tht" first

Tzu Cf) (Yang) to the eleventh month in which the creative power
Yang makes its first appearance, while the last sign Hai (:;tt)
corresponds to the tenth month which, as explained before, is
by the Yin hexagram, K'un.

K'un, therefore, stands for what is

the "Hai" month (lfj~El • lll~lz1'ft • :f:r~:frr::tt • +A:;llkfu).
the six Yin lines of K'un correspond to the six Yin signs,
topmost line corresponds to the last Yin sign Hai.

These twelve signs

usually arranged in circular order to correspond to the eight points of
compass and the "Hou T'ien Pa- Kua"
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The above diagram shows that the Ch' ien trigram

=

(Yang _

happens to be in north- west exactly under the sign Hai.
may be said to correspond to Ch'ien in point of place, and
· t of time (:l:$=fn'!.~,{£$.. •

fl:1::JJlli::(-EJO.

K'un both fall under the same sign Hai.

Thus

to K'un

In other words, Ch'ien
As Ch'ien stands for

and K'un for serpents, and as north-west suggests the wild
regions of China, the whole idea behind Line 6 of K'un ~
point of contact between Yin and Yang- may be expressed
pictorial manner as "a host of dragons encountering in the wilderIn other words, Yin and Yang forces meet at the Hai sign in the
This is the true meaning of the sentence in the Tsa Kua
Ott~);

"Chan hu Ch'ien" (~f-~t)- "the encounter takes

(;~
-=>=;<1· \'EI'
-.·~_ L), t.e.,
·
th
1cx../\.
· e E'1g11 t

mary Trigrams as arranged by King Wen, thus:

In the Wilderness
two explanations have already been given above. The
is that, inasmuch as no Yang line is found in K'un, the host of
1. Mencius, Book IV, Pt. I, Ch. 14

:J. Mencius, Bk. I, Pt. I, Ch. 61

is supposed to have appeared outside the hexagram, tl1at is, outside
realm of communal life, or in the. wilderness. This conception was
Ying-ta (fL~..lti~). Tpe second explanation, given by

THE I-CHING
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Ching Fang (J'R,OO)l and Li Tao- p'ing
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G$3:!i!ZfS.), is that Ch'ien, the

it may be mentioned that the Ch'ien trigram, being placed on
-west corner, has itself become the symbol for "wild regions"

of dragons, is placed on the north- west corner of King Wen's
corresponding to the north -western region of the "Central
which region is generally mountainous and barren

(~!Hf.

, ~1§-gg~t ,

• MCf:il}!f). Now the third explanation, given in Yao P'eicommentary CMWC.r:j:l), is based on the K'un hexagram which is the
of Earth, or kingdom, or district Calm: J:$~mE!.), and the Chen
which signifies the distance of a hundred li (Jt~Ef.m_). 2 Chen is in
in this interpretation because this trigram is, as pointed out before,
after the first meeting or intercourse between Ch'ien and K'un.
the combination of Chen and K'un gives rise to the idea of a region
uated a hundred li from a kingdom or district, i.e., the uninhabited
uncultivated wild region far away from the metropolis. Thus, the
ing of Ch'ien and K'un resulting in the formation of Chen suggests
idea of "dragons fighting in the wilderness". (t$~mE., :t::l!ms
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This symbolism is often referred to by Yii Fan and Hui Tung
actually occurs in the T'ung Jen hexagram [PJ;\, __ , which embod-

~zjj

1B • 1B7'1-~z!f • ~~l±l!l • !lms.m. • Mc~r!f).

In this connection,
may be pointed out that the Chen trigram as the symbol of thunder
sents the first result of the clash between Yin and Yang forces at the

ginning of Creation.

This initial stage of cosmic manifestation is

rally beset with grave dangers and difficulties which are symbolized
the K'an trigram

==.

These two trigrams, Chen

combine to form the Chun hexagram
gram of the !-Ching.

=..:: and K'an =

4! ~~ , which is the third

It is indeed a fact of profound significance

Chun should come immediately after the symbol of Spirit
the sequential arrangement of the sixty -four hexagrams.

Ch'ien trigram on top, and of which the text reads:

Tung Jen

of Men' takes place in the wild regions of the country" C181A
Line 6 of K'un indicates the extreme point at which Ch'ien

~union

to struggle for manifestation.

Hence, again, the idea of "dragons

in the wilderness".

Blood
the teachings of thf: I -Ching, blood (rfn) is always
..,uucvH.•u

as distinctly Yin in nature fn contradistinction to the life- force

which is Yang.

It is the common belief among Chinese physicians

the quality and the circulation of blood depend mainly on the condition
life- force which vivifies the plexuses and flows along all the nerves of
body.

In their application of medicine for the general improvement

a man's health, Chinese physicians aim more at the strengthening of
life- force than the direct improvement of his blood, being convinced
when the former (Yang aspect) is secured, the latter (Yin) will
as a matter of course. A violent passion·- anger, for instance (~
-at once upsets this nervous energy which in turn affects the blood.
when a man dies, his death is regarded as being due not so much
the cessation of his pulse as to the exhaustion of his life- force. It may
pointed out here that whenever blood is mentioned in the !-Ching, it

A fourth explanation is given by Teng Tzu- pin (~-=f~) in his
Hsin Lu Chou I Chieh (F)::l~IL'~ft!fl~:f¥f.).

Teng points out that if the K
hexagram is the symbol of a kingdom, then the two central lines, 2
5, should be regarded as the centres of political life, i.e., the
so that Line 6 may be undt"rstood as the wilderness outside the
city CJ2JJ$~:1:tH

• =.n.~'Br:j:l~r€:1-z..~~~ • J:t£!~7'1- • W~1B7'1-z!f).

1. Ji!.M:E; : m~~tz:B-li!T , ~~t~:m~~

~

· Cf.

T~xt of Chen hexa~arp;

hexagram~

----

Thus, Line

(No. 5) indicates "waiting in the blood"

mention of blood as a Yin element under Line 6 has two
One is to indicate that actual injury has been done to the
and serpents, to Yin and Yang, as a result of their struggle.

.

"Chen terrifi~s all

in connection with a Yin line in a Yin position.

w+thfn

tmnflreq

I+ ( CQsJI) ·

other purpo[9e is to indicate that Line 6, despite its resemblance or
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proximity to the dragons, and despite the possibility of its

of "blood" and not that of vital spirit.

into Yang, is still a Yin line occupying a Yin position and b 1 ·
.
.
.
,
e ongmg
a hexagram wluch consists of all Ym lines. This is the precise ·
underlying Confucius's remark in his Wen Yen Treatise on K'un:

Should he desire to

himself really from his class and align himself with the sage
worthy, he must leave the high road of material aggrandizement
follow the much narrower path of spiritual perfection.

subject of Line G has not yet left his class, and hence we have
mentioned." O®fJilj!:Jt~ill

the !-Ching the proper symbol of blood is K'an (Jjz~lfrr:!J), which

' Mztfltlfn.Jil'ii). In other words, Line 6,

of a Yang line at the centre.

its impending metamorphosis into Yang, is still a member of its Yin

Why is blood considered as Yin

The meaning of this sentence and its application to human life has

its symbol has a yang line?

There arc two answers.

Yang Chien-

elucidated by Yang Chien- hsing (Wi~%) in his commentary on Line

replies that the significance of K'an docs not depend exclusively on
Yang line, but on its relation to the two adjacent Yin lines.

He emphasizes that Line 6 indicates the attainment by Yin of its
strength, or the highest point in its development at which it

symbol shows the central line being entrapped between two Yin

itself the equal of Yang.

- a sign of danger, of oblivion, of obscurity, of mental anxiety (Jjz

When applied to human life Line 6

,

that the inferior man (Yin) has developed himself physically and

all belonging to the dark side of things. Furthermore,

Wen's diagram K'an occupies the place originally assigned by Fu

ally to the highest degree, and thinks he is now equal or superior
best type of man on earth.

~am~1JO~),

Now the introduction of the idea of "

to the K'un trigram which means darkness, blindness "losing one's way"
, etc. On the other hand, K'an's opposite symbol is Li

is to show that however great may be the material heights he has

:E ,

he remains an inferior man first, last, and all the time; for the onT'"~'"'";,_,

stands for the sun, light, enlightenment, etc., and occupies in King

of a man depends not on the full development of his Yin nature, but

diagram the position of Ch'ien, the symbol of Spirit. .

the culture and refinement of his Yang qualities -

that the meaning of K'an is quite compatible with the nature of

limity of his spiritual nature.

on the depth and

All this

The sages of old were most

in discriminating between men of inferior type and those of the
The other answer which appears more convincing is given by Chi

They abhorred the contamination of a superior influence by
one.

uei Oc::k~) in his I Wen C~F~=~~).

Confucius is credited with the saying:

is not the reality.

I hate the darnel, lest it be confounded with the

bear a Yin relation to the centre of consciousness which evolves

of tongue, lest it be confounded with sincerity.

h it.

Cheng, lest it be confounded with the true music.
I hate your good careful

of the villages, lest they be confounded with the truly virtuous."

Th

why the sages found it absolutely essential to set right the designations
all things C~-th1E:;g:sy.), and their corresponding status and sphere
activities. Thus, a snake remains a snake however much it may
a dragon.

In relation to the vital energy of the body,

is distinctly Yin, just as the atoms which constitute the physical

I hate flippancy, lest it be confounded with righteousness.

blue, lest it be confounded with vermillion.

only denote a relation.

He points out that Yin and

But blood in itself is a synthesis of Yin and Yang elements

.llfift • *~jffif;&JP(:Ifn),t

just as an atom in itself consists of a positive

and negative electrons around it.

And, just as man's centre of

ns<:I011sn,ess is in itself a unity of Yin and Yang, Soul and Spirit, just
the vital energy of the body, although Yang in relation to blood, is
itself a synthesis of Yin and Yang elements.

Thus, the Yin subject of Line 6 may entertain the

that he has left the class of his own folks and attained the rank of
spirits, but the sage says he is still a Yin subject, still . belonging
1. ~ .. Ji.,F.Ji '

w::: ,
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no1_,11~.auY speaking, Line 6 of K'un may show a degree of potentiality

Black and Yellow

that of Yang, yet in due course, when the latter has advanced

An interesting explanation of the symbolisms

F

yellow" is suggested by Li Tao- p'ing in his Chou I Chi Chieh Ts'uan
C*~ZJS

, J,!fl~•m;g@lt).

The point is that Lines 6 and 3 of K'un,
both Yin, are "antagonistic correlatives". Their clash inevitably "'~'~"···-·

change.
The one line that is most likely to undergo transformation
Line 3, because it is incorrectly placed and should change into Y
After transformation the hexagram becomes Ts'ien ~~ , of which

==,

lower intermediate trigram becomes K' an
the symbol of water
of blood (water flows on land as blood flows in the body), and the
intermediate trigram becomes Chen
symbol of "black and yellow"

jeyrfil o

J::li~Rjey1£~
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::..= which, as explained before, is

(J::=.iliJf! • iliJt!JiR • iRJI.U~ • =-~~3X •

u

55
=='

-

Lin SE etc

the ascendancy
=-=
.,
-

of the spiritual over

earthly will be readily recognized. This is one of the reasons why it
wise and right to cultivate good qualities and identify oneself
the spiritual side of life.

He may be a mere tiny ray of light in

midst of millions of otht>r rays, yet the purity of his colour, the
of his vibration, will at once be recognized by those who have
inner eye to perceive the true nature of things.
It is with such
in mind that the noble man sticks to his ideal of the True,
Good and the Beautiful despite all temptations to the contrary and
all seeming possibility to shield his dark nature from public notice.
inner light will show him forth and establish his superiority over the
crowd in which he may find himself.

• iiXJtifil~~~).

In the Wen Yen Treatise of K'un it is written:

"Black -

As regards the question of injury or non- injury, it may here be added
while some authorities hold the "mutual injury" interpretation, others

signifies the intermixture of Spirit and Earth.
and Earth yellow." The particular mention of these two colours

ntain that there is no actual injury or bloodshed at all, blood being

connection with the blood clearly indicates that actual injury has
suffered by Spirit and Earth as a result of the clash.

bol of the meeting of Yin and Yang.

definite in jury and bloodshed is held by Wang Pi (£J5) and K'
Ying-ta C1U~JU!) and the living authority Yang Chien- hsing
who also points out another profounder meaning in the combination
these two colours. It shows that though the two kinds of blood are
up, yet their distinctive colours can easily be discerned, thus
that the spiritual element is easily distinguishable from the earthly e1emen1
In ordinary cases, white and black when mixed up would lose their
and form a new colour, grey; but it is not so in the present case of
and yellow. The analogy is that when two objects, one fragrant and
other offensive, are placed together, the odour of one is easily
able from that of the other.

u.L•••uJ'J'."'~u·

Likewise, in a congregation of superior

a symbol of a Yin element, and the fighting of the dragons only a
Among the authorities who

this "non-injury" view are Hui Tung C~f.l!O, Hsu Shen (Wf'tj), and
Fan (itiD, but their contentions need not be dealt with here. Fi' there is the authority. of Teng Tzu-pin (~-=f3l() who in his Wen Hsin

Cr"'~ 1 l.,~) tries to establish the point that there is actual injury but that
sustained by Yin only and not by Yang.
To support his view, he
that part of the Wen Yen Treatise of K'un which mentions "the
of a ruler by his minister, and of the father by his son" (ffi~;lt

rf.i\Jt)()

as the state of aflai~s that would come to pass under Line

the first appearance of evil under Line 1 were allowed to grow and
to the full.
His arguments, too, in favour of his "one - sided
' interpretation need not be considered in detail here.

inferior men, the former may easily be distinguished from the latter,
wicked man may, by associating with the good, deceive people for a

Transformation of Line

and succeed in giving the impression that he is as good as his
but in due time his true nature will reveal itself;

he will be "found

As in previous lines, the meaning of Line 6 may be borne out by
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the effect of its transformation,
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When it has changed

the upper trigram becomes Ken, the symbol for mountain, which
the top ~ang line stopping the advance of the lower two yin lines just
The result is most probably
a mountam stops an onward movement.
clash, thus bearing out the idea of a clash or fight between the

, the symbol of demolition,

the five Yin lines combining to overthrow the Yang line at the to
h
.
p,
owever, struggles to maintain its position against the onrush of those
forces.

corresponding hexagram Kuai - - , because here, in the five

line at the top. This idea of conflict between Yin and Yang
y agrees with (to) King Wen's interpretation of this hexagram as a
Furthermore, in the T'uanchuan of this hexagram, there is a
which reads:

Hence, ~gain the idea of a clash or fight C!H~R~U , ~~f§!ifJ

#'n~z~). Fmally, when the Ken trigram
inverted, It becomes Chen
z~ift).

and yellow". The difficult question is why a dragon with· all its
power is symbolized by a Yin line in a he:xagram that consists
The most convincing explanation is now found m the

lines, are perceived the host of dragons fighting with the subject of

and st>rpents in Line 6 (~~R~ , ~~ll:::=~, 'n~z~).
the whole hexagram becomes Po i~

== '

::= referred
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to above

the symbol of dragon c~~K*JI '

"it will riot be well to have recourse at once to
This again corroborates the idea suggested by Line

K'un that the fighting of the dragons is an inauspicious affair,
as it does in the shedding of blood.
The Lesser Symbolism of Line 6 of K'un reads:

"The course is

to extremity" (;lt~~~-1:!!). · That of the corresponding Line 6 of

Analogies ·and Correspondences
By the Law of Analogy or Correspondence Line 6 of K'un

-

to Line 6 of the Kuai hexagram - - (No. 43).

"It marks the end at which he cannot continue any longer"
Are not the meamngs of these two Lesser Symbolisms

r.nr•rpo•nn•n"

to each other?
This Kuai

is linked with the third month (April- May), when the last remnant
winter, represented by the sixth line, is about to disappear before

advan~e o.f the warm and bright days of the approaching summer.
the Ym lme at the 'top King Wen saw the symbol of an inferior man·
a• bad m·Ill IS
· ter, I en d"mg· h'Is power to mamtain
·
a corrupt government;
~n the five Yang lines he saw the representatives of good order,
mg to remove the culprit above them. The hexagram therefore '""'~'-'«<"
a condition of conflict between the one yin line and the five
lines.

The warning given in the T'uanchuah of Kuai that "it will
be well to have recourse at once to arms" signifies that it is rtot
for the superior men (Yang) to bring undue pressure too hastily
on inferior men (Yin).

In the history of the Han dynasty we

the well- known case in which two upright ministers, Ch'en Fan

Cll*

and Tou Wu (:Jf:!EO, ignored this warning and took overhasty steps
.r.u..rth"''"'"'

the corrupt eunuchs who were in power, with the result that

. (the ministers) lost their lives· and their blood actually flowed in the
palace of their sovereign.

On the other hand, the Yaotz'u of Line

Cof the Yin line at the top J has no
His end will be evil" (l::f'\ . . X~ • ~~-129)

"The subject
Let us now compare the text of Line 6 of K'un with that of
corresponding Kuai hexagram, and see how their ideas corroborate
reflect one another.
I. We have endeavoured to explain in various ways why Line 6
K'un indicates "dragons fighting in the wilds" and why

on whom to call.
intimation that it is dangerous for inferior men to resist stubbornly
growing influence of superior men.

In the same case cited above, the

eunuchs, including the notorious Chang Yang (~~!) and Tuan
(~I!), ignored this warning

and resisted the influence of those

ministers who had set themselves in earnest to save their sovereign
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from downfall. The result was th a t a11 t I10se eunuchs together with
Wh'l
1
relatives
were •ruthlessly executed.
•
1 e sue 1 warnings are

CHAPTER X

giVen to supcnor men and inferior men in separate passages
of the Kuai hexagram,
· one passage
. the Yaotz'u of Line 6 of K' un, 111
t~o terse s~n~ences, giVes the same warning to both Yang and Yin
ahke. Th.Is IS an interesting point in the study of the analogies
correspondmg hexagrams and their individual lines.

On the Use of Yin Lines

USE OF YIN LINES:

DIVINATION
Prognosis
about War: The fighting of dragons and tile
.
.
. shedd'mg
mtenmxture of blood clearly indicate that there will be heavy
on both sides.
.

~bout seeking Worldly Honours:

The man is at the extreme

~us Y111 cycle·- the end of his tether. He has to struggle against
mfluences.

Failure of his efforts is clearly indicated.
"The onward course has been pursued to

About Businr1ss:

1~here ~s no more room for progress.
This indicates the sluggishness
Ius busmcss and the end of his resources.
About IllnEss:

The man is overwhelmed with Yin influences.

m v.it.al energy and life- force, he is spiritless and struggling.
vomttmg may be indicated. He has
run his· race • H"s
d ays are
·
1
bcred.
Although Line 6 is Yin, it is about to be
This should hold out the hope of having

About Childbirth:

muted into Yang.

RISE

FROM

ADVANTAGE WILL A-

INCESSANT

CORRECTNESS-

FIRMNESS.

LESSER SYMBOLISM: "USING YIN LINES IN
THE RIGHT WAY, THUS BECOMING INCESSANTLY CORRECT AND FIRM". IN THIS
WAY GREAT ENDS WILL BE ATTAINED AND
THERE WILL BE A GRAND CONSUMMATION.
As stated before, 1 the t<"xts of the Ch'ien and K'un hexagrams have
an extra paragraph by the Duke of Chou, the former dealing with
use of Yang lines (or the number Nine) and the latter with the
of Yin lines (or the number Six). These are, as usual, followed
Symbolism" paragraphs by Confucius explaining
meaning. In the present case of K'un, as in that of Ch'ien, these
paragraphs are capable of at least five different interpretations.

First and Second Interpretations
According to Lai Chih- teh 01<:2.~), Liu Yuan (~Ui'JC) and Wang
-fu (I.:frm), the extra paragrapbs are part and parcel of the Yaotz'u
Lesser Symbolism of the topmost line of K'un and embody the advice
by the Duke of Chou to those who find themselves in the extreme
l. Cf. Commentary on cQrresponding para,graph of Ch'ien.
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position represented by tlJat line.

ON THE USE OF YIN LINES

Liu Yuan points out in his

Heng Chieh (Nff~t5.!?f) that it is the nature of Yin to follow Yang as
passive complement,- to "give birth" to all things under Yang's f
dating influence.

Accordingly, the subject of the topmost line of K'un

violated its Yin nature by opposing and clashing with the Yang forces
Ch'ien.

What then would be the right course of action for the sub

in that extreme position?

How should he "employ" or conduct

In what way will advantages accrue to him?

The

incessantly follow and firmly adhere to his correct
acquiescence.

(i.e.,

the number Six)

lines or "lords" of a hexagram, just as the corresponding extra
of Ch'ien is meant to explain "the use of Yang lines (i.e., the
Nine) ·for the same

purpose.

About

this much has been

in the commentary on the corresponding paragraph in Ch'ien.

=

it to recapitulate here that the three feminine trigrams ·-Sun
, and Tui

=·

-which contain one Yin line each and represent

daughters", are produced by the "use of Six" -

i.e., as a re-

the p;ojection of a Yin line from the Mother- Symbol, K'un,

Only thus can K'un complete or bring to a gnznd

mation the tasks initiated by Ch'ien

explains "the use of Yin lines"
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to

_ Symbol, Ch'ien. These "Sixes" are thus diffused among var-

(:f:rf!t.t 'l!Y$).

of the !-Ching, and wherever they appear, they are genrecognized as the lords of the hexagram and are given. special.value

Although both Liu Yuan and Lai Chih- teh associate this couple
extra paragraphs with Line 6, a somewhat different interpretation is
by the latter in his !-Ching La.i Chu T'u Chieh

(bH:ill*tB:liiM). He

'ficance.

matically transforms itself into Yang.

But baving hitherto been

weak and soft, it may lack tlJe spiritual strength to preserve firmly and permanently this transformed state, and it may thus lose
the great advantages arising from it.

It becomes, therefore, im-

perative for Yin to perpetuate its essential attribute of CorrectnessFirmness so that, after its transformation, it may no longer yield
itself to domination by perversive influence3, or betray its weakness by committing other errors.

This transformation in extremis

is, indeed, a great consummation, because it signifies conversion
from the Darkncsg of Yin to the Light of Yang, from the way
of an inferior man to that of a superior man.

But only incessant

and unwavering firmness-correctness can lead to such a grand
fulfilment of life (ffi/\lk~ • QJ.j(~fu).

On what essential attnbutes

special value and significance of those Yin ruling lines depend?
is on the correctness-firmness of a marc, which is the dis-

'

When Yin attains its utmost limit of manifestation, it auto-

Now, the question arises:

of the K'un hexagram.

The important point is that

must not be of a transient or temporary nature liable
way to laxity or impropriety, but it must be incessant and lasting,
y holding on to the ideal of Righteousness from the first unto
This essential quality of incessant correctness- firmness

emphasized in K'un, because, as explained in the commentary on
uan of Ch'ien, Li Cheng (:f!J~ -Harmony- Utility and Correctnessdenote the passive aspect (K'un) of the Absolute, signifying
process of integration from Multiplicity to Unity-· i.e.,
wal from Activity to Rest.

On the other hand, the attributes

tion and Penetration (:JC 'J~) are specially emphasized in Ch' ien,
they denote the active aspect (Ch'ien) of the Absolute, signifying
process of differentiation from Unity to Multiplicitythe going forth from Rest to Activity.

In other words, Ch'ien orig-

process and K'un completes it
· g in the Great Treatise:

Third Interpretation
The third interpretation is set forth by Jen Ch'i-yun (1±@1:~) in

Chou I Hsi Hsin

(Nff~l)t'C.')·

According to Jen's interpretation, this

(:Jjq@J is

Cilitft-fj:l:l:jl~~).

There

"Ch'ien directs the great beginning of

K'un brings them to their completion"
from the Wen Yen Treatise on K'un:

C~-t~nj(fti:J

'i:$fpJ$(.!Jt1).

"The way of Earth is not

the merit of achievement, but on behalf of Spirit to bring things
proper consumma,tion" (lfuill)[;~ • ffflf~1H§-tf1).

But only by in-

I
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cessant correctnes~ ~ firmness can Earth bring things to their grand
mation on behalf of Spirit.

The simplest analogy is the case of a

in relation to her husband. According to Chinese ethics, her greatest
is chastity, the Chinese word for which is Cheng j{, exactly the
word used for correctness- firmness in the I -Ching.
cheng t'sao

(J'f.i~~ID

fulfilling the aim and purpose of her marriage with him. One single
of unfaithfulness will at once destroy the meaning and validity of
marriage; it spells disaster and failure, not advantage and great
mation,

Fourth Interpretation

C*="'O

The fourth interpretation is advanced by Chu Hsi
and
authorities quoted in the Chou I Che Chung (m.Jf5Hlr¢) and the Tu I Hui

T'ung (iifl~lti!N). According to them, this extra paragraph has to do
with a special rule of divination. The general rule is that when a hexa-.

gram is drawn up in divination, only those lines which are represented.
by the numbers 9 and 6 are to be transformed and used as the symbols·
for the prognosis in question, and the texts corresponding to those lines
and their transformed counterparts are to be studied and interpreted as the
given instructions to the consulting party. Thus the "use of Sixes" signifies tl1e adoption of Yin lines for consideration. Now, there are different
modifications of this rule, and one of them is that if the K'un hexagram
is obtained and all its lines are to be transformed, then this special paragraph of K'un must be considered as part of the given prognosis besides
the T'uantz'us of Ch'ien and K'un; 1 for the transformation of K'un into
Ch'ien in divination signifies that the weak subject of K'un, while retaining his soft and acquiescent nature, should be capable of positive assertion

and creative activity (§I i:$rmfi ' ~UJ!Jilliffii'H~lz~-@.), 2 and this special
paragraph of K'un advises the consulting party to "continue his correct- ness- firmness" and attain his goal by complementing his passive and ac1. Cf. Commentary on correspQnding paragraph in Ch'ien,

~. Cf. }i!i]llr!1f~

- -

iffiQtk~

W ith

some creative activity of the right kind

C:lk!iT;it

• Jt~rm-ll~Mc@.).l

Fifth Interpretation

The point is that

or chastity of a woman must be permanent if she is
succeed in grandly completing tl1e life- task of her husband and

----------
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•
.
b. t should play only passive roles, fulfillmg
to Yang lines, their su JCC s
.
They should . therefore
1
bmission and acq mescence.
nature th.roug l
lines instead of clashing with them. In other
't'
arranged counterpointwise
the subjects o
g
.
.
. es
the should occupy only y m posi IOns
y
'f s There will be advantage only as long as y m lm
Yang
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.
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1 d.
e same ap
3 an
o
'.
There should be a sort of interadjustment between
4 and 6 of Ch len.
·
1 laced lines
,.
nd K'un through an inter-transposition of mcorrect.y-p
Thus the three yang hnes 2' 4 and
len a
. .
their correlative correct positions. h h
correlative Yang positions
Ch' ien should be transposed to t e t ree
.
. .
ofK'un - -i e to 1't s fifth ' first ' and third positions respectively.d Simlth
. .' y m
. hnes
.
the three
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t e w
-places respectively.
are transformed into the Chi Chi hexagram - - , in which all
. f o11ow in g the yang in their
in their correct positions, the y m
Tl . Ch' Chi hexagram with its perfect symmetry
us
1
• d' .
balance, with the perfect harmony an d cor respondence of. itsf m lVlas
lines, at once gives the impression of lasting corre~tness m or~ afas in mutual relationships - the realization of an Ideal state ol t'
means camp
The name of this hexagram, Chl. Ch'1 crur.~)
f:li{;Y=r '
•
'e
' lOll
•
. fulfilment, thus corroborating the 1'dea 0 f '' gra nd comsummat10n
m
Symbolism of this special paragraph.

I
t

urpers if they had not given up their regency
and returned
uuS
of the empire to their respective monarchs as soon as the

Sixth Interpretation
What appears the most philosophical interpretation of the text is
vanced by several
k'uei

(~*~).

authorities, including Takashima

(j%~)

bad reformed themselves and become competent to rule ag!lin. Otl~er
include Minister Fang Hsiao~yii

and

According to the former, this extra paragraph

a general rule regarding the right use cf Yin lines-· i.e., the
principle governing the conduct of life or the mode of being of Yin
jects who play passive roles, such as ministers in relation to their
and wives in relation to their husbands.
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The essential attributes

ent with the passive nature of such Yin subjects may well be summed
as docility, obedience, submission, acquiescence and correctness-fi
The last- mentioned quality, which is the one virtue advocated in the

C::tJ*f$)

of the Ming dy11;:~sty

Minister Wen T'ien-hsiang ()(7\iilf.).of the Sung dynasty,

th~ fqr~~r

and correctly refusing to serve the usurper of the throne Kmg Yen
even though be had to sacrifice the lives of all the nine generaof J1is family,! and the latter heroically giving up his life rather
- the new emperor who had overthrown the Sung regime.
serve u nder
loyal minister doe3 not serve two masters and a faithfu~ wife.do.e~ n~t
7irJ-b--r~-::j~:). Such IS the sp1nt m
" (r:Pp:;-r-.-tr--:a-,
tWO 1lUS bands
,c.,I:I'/P~-4=1
'"'_::><,,/1'~noble ministers and noble wives preserve their "correctness-firmness"

in question, is specially difficult of attainment, the reason being that
very individuals in whom it is inculcated are, on account of their
nature, supposed to be relatively soft, weak, pliable, ready to yield,

Meaning of "a great end"

teptible to external influence and, therefore, not likely to remain con stan
correct and firm;

and yet the acquisition of this quality is of

importance if such individuals are to fulfil perfectly the respective
which their positions have conferred on them.

In commenting on the precept of incessant correctness-firmness'' -in
extra paragraph, Confucius writes in the Lesser Symbolism:

"In this

great ends will be attained and there will be a grand consu~mation."

Incessant

firmness on the part of a minister or wife implies the other qualities

literal translation of the phrase ta. chung C*~) is "a great end''·

devotion, loyalty, faithfulness, single- mindedness, and tenacity of

explaining the meaning of this idea, Chi Ta- k'uei (*'2*~) points out

It is necessary to be impervious to temptations, and possessed of the

his I Wen C~F"'D that in reality there is neither first beginning nor
te end of anything in the universe. Everything is involved in

determination "to bring things to their grand consummation".
have been numerous cases in which one moment's incorrect and loose
haviour on the part of a wife has brought her married life to an
end, and many cases in past and present history of a minister, who
been serving the ruler of one state, suddenly turning away for selfish
sons to serve the ruler of another

state or, what is worse,

resorting

subtle strategies to seize power for himself. On the other hand,
- good has been done in the world at large simply because of "~.;.. ......rtnf!Q
· firmness'' on the part of wives and ministers.

Penelope would have

pardized the life of her husband, Ulysses, more than all his
had ever done if she had deviated for o11e moment fiom- ht:;r correct

Even the Cosmos itself exists by a principle of cyclic change,
to which the end of one cycle of World-creation means the
IC){rnruuK

of the following cycle.
Conversely, it may be said that the
of one cycle marks the end of the previous one. Thus- the be-

of a Day of Brahma means the end of the previous N-ight of
and the present Day of Brahma must come to an end however
it may be before another Day can dawn in the endless succession
Cosmic Days and Nights, of Manvantaras and Pralayas.

of the 1-Ching, the First Cause of Ch'ien does not start from
'ien itself but from K'un which symbolizes the condition of "Darkness"

of honour and faithfulness by accepting the pressing proposals of any
of her suitors.

The Duke of Chou and Minister I Yin would have

Thus, in

l. From the great-great-grandfather downwards.
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that "brooded over the face of the deep" before the Spiritual Light
Ch'ien began to manifest itself.

This is why the Kuei Ts'ang Boo.~

Changes, which belonged to the Shang dynasty, began not with the Ch

hexagram but with the K'un hexagram.

Thus, if yuan heng li clzeng

notes one complete cycle of creation from beginning to end, then it
be stated that after cheng, yuan arises again (~1;(T;Ee:JG).

In other

there is no ultimate end in the sense of a final conclusion of
There can only be great ends and small ends depending on the
or magnitude of the cycles to which they belong.

Part II
THE l('UN I-IJ~XAGI{_Al\11

Thus, the end

day, of a week, of a month, and even of a year may
small in relation to the "great end" of a century, of a
yuga, and of a mahayuga.

In the text in question, the "great

signifies the end of a great cycle either of life or of world-creation.
the case of the former, it signifies that the man must live his life in
correct manner and adhere firmly to his ideal of rectitude in order

he may attain that "great end" -

that grand finale -

which alone

to Rebirth and Resurrection.
In concluding this commentary, it may be of interest to
that the Chinese word for "end" -

ckung

~

-

is composed of two

ical signs, namely tzmg .:;., which means winter, i.e., the end of a
and mi

:if-,

which means floss silk.

--

--

The combination of these two "'"'"'""nt<>

signifies that from the deepest night of winter the Yang forces of
Yuan begin to manifest themselves again, at first vibrating faintly
gently like silk filaments which are ever so fine and minute and yet
continuous and tenacious.
~)

This phenomenon marks the "great end"

of one annual cycle of creation and the "great beginning"

of another annual cycle.
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CHAPTER XI
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1. K'UN, THE RECEPTIVE PRINCIPLE, IS MOST

GENTLE AND SOFT, BUT, WHEN SET IN MOTION (BY CH'IEN), IS HARD AND STRONG. IT
IS MOST QUIESCENT, BUT IS ABLE TO GIVE
EVERY DEFINITE FORM.
2. "BY FOLLOWING, IT FINDS ITS PROPER
LORD," AND PURSUES ITS NORMAL COURSE.
3. IT CONTAINS ALL THINGS IN ITSELF AND
ITS TRANSFORMING POWER IS GLORIOUS.
4. WHAT DOCILITY MARKS THE WAY OF K'UN!
IT RECEIVES THE INFLUENCES OF SPIRIT, AND
ACTS AT THE PROPER TIME.
Wen Yen Treatise is a supplementary explanation by Confucius
':Puan by King Wen and the Yaotz'us by the Duke of Chou on
hexagram.

The nature and purpose of this treatise and the

meanings of its title have been dealt with in the commentary
en Yen of the Ch' ien hexagram.

It may be fitting to add here

original Chinese text is written in grand poetical style, the senmostly rhymed and appearing in antithetical couplets, bal5entences of three, four, or six characters each.

A high

tone rings throughout this "Song of Life", and every chapter
beauties of the "Divina Comedia" and the "Bhagavad Gita".
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tc c--11 --,racrcristics of K'un arc se>ftncs":3 and weakness in contra' n ' ,_
the 11111a
to the hardness and strength of Ch' ien; and secondly, that

According to Teng Tzu-pin, it is this distinctive feature of the
that explains the choice of the term "\Ven Yen" as its title, because
term means "Literary Remarks".

Although it cannot be denied that

texts by King Wen and the Duke of Chou and the other appendices
Confucius are all written 1n literary style, yet the fact remains that
beauty of expression, the vVen Yen Treatise excels tbcm all.

'

rest and stillness, while Ch'ien stands for motion and
gtands for
The Tsa Kua C*ftH) - the last of the "Ten Wings" - which
·
ti e hexagrams taken at random according to the oppositreatiSe on 1
<
•
- diversity of their meanings, actually begins with the followmg
put in verse form by Legge:

This Wen Yen treatise is divided into two chapters:

the

sisting, in some editions, of four paragraphs, in otbers, of three, and

"Sttength in Ch'ien, softness
Pi shows

w;

111

K'un we find.

joy, and Shih the anxiom mind."

still others, of only one; the second consisting of six paragraphs.
first chapter explains King Wen's judgment on the K'un hexagram as
whole, while the six paragraphs of the second chapter explain the text
the Duke of Chou on its six individual lines.

Tbis Wen Yen of K

is, therefore, much shorter than that of Ch'icn, which consists of as
as thirty-six paragraphs. One commentator of the Han dynasty, Ho
({PJ~),

who has been quoted in an earlier chapter, attempted to

this arrangement of one single chapter for the hexagram and one
paragraph for each of its lines as signifying the necessary
ness with which a Yin subject should serve
ly, this is too far-fetched, if not fantastic.

The correct explanation

. butes this weakness of K'un to its passive nature,
Hsun Shuang attrl
natural inclination to yield and submit, to obey and acquiesce. It ac•
fatalistically even an adverse turn of affairs without resisting or
to change it.

Such is the nature of the mare and the llama-"-

tameness and docility, bondage and subjection to Fate.

But this

only a partial truth about the nature of K'un. A more comthough in itself still and at rest, is capable of
set in motion by Ch'ien, and when motivated by that positive

to be that the K'un hexagram occupies a

partakes of its nature and becomes similarly hard and strong.

Ch'ien, and so a briefer treatment may suffice for it, whereas a

is the primtts movens, while K'un is the vehicle, the medium,

longer treatise has to be devoted to the Ch' icn hexagram. ·

which that primary creative power of Ch'ien manifests itself.

As

a medium, and under that Yang influence, it becomes strong although,

Paragraph 1:

"K'UN IS MOST GENTLE AND

itself and when detached from Ch' icn, it is weak. 1

... WEAK,- BUT; WHEN SET IN MOTION (BY CH'IEN),
. -IS HARD AND STRONG. -IT IS MOST QUIESCENT,·
BUT IS: ABLE TO GIVE EVERY DEFINITE FORM."

Nature of K'un
In regard to the meaning of paragraph 1,
previeus commentaries to set forth at least two truths about K'un:

:.This truth has been expressed symbolically by. several authorities .
to them, the K'un trigram represents a state of rest or non.
but when motivated into action- 1.c.,
1"f any one or all of its lines
'
made active - it changes into a symbol of strength.
Thus, the moof Line

changes it into Chen

·
· mto
·
of Lmc
2 changes 1t
t11c

::=,

the symbol of thunder; while
The
· tremen-

"t,
l ol K'an :::.:::
W« er-symo ,
--·

force of pealing thunder and rushing water is universally kno\vn.
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Then the motion of Line 3 changes K'un
mountains, which, according to Ruskin, "are, to the rest of the
the earth, what violent muscular action is to the body of man."
more, the motion of all its lines converts K'un into its polar
Ch'ien, while the motion of Lines I, 3 and 5 of the K'un ~.......a. .. n
changes the entire figure into Chi Chi ~-, which, as explained
signifies the movement of clouds and the distribution of rain
:JJ{H).

Illustrations
This underlying truth may be better understood if illustrated by
few material phenomena; machinery for instance. The generating
of a power-station, however elaborate may be its structure, is in itself
a mass of dead matter, perfectly still, and weak in the sense of H.1'-'aiJa{lt
ity of producing anything; but when set in motion by the force of
tricity, it becomes a living agency of limitless productive power.
the physical body of man, when dissociated from his life-force, would
but a mass of inert matter, motionless and feeble, but when
and actuated by the life-force or creative energy, it becomes capable
prodigious physical feats. In China there is a more or less esoteric
of spiritual development based on the I -Ching, and corresponding to
Raja. Yoga of the Hindus and the "Divine Alchemy" of the
The process consists in the transmutation and sublimation of the
forces of the body into higher forms of creative energy. With the aid
that transformed creative energy the silver of the soul can be

int~

the

gold .. of Spirit.

Now the essential point in this context is

during such meditations, when this process of sublimation is being
ed, the physical body (K'un) is absolutely relaxed, still, quiescent
reposed, straight-backed, cross-legged, and cross-handed, while in the
void within, definite motion and transforming activity is incessantly
on, with the immediate result that tremendous inner strength and
energy is generated and absorbed into the system to vivify its
organs. In this way, the physical body, itself so soft and weak, becomes·
tense and strong.
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Idea of Squareness
.
of K'un will be further elucidated when the weakness
concept lOll
.
.
To
f Earth itself (K'un) are brought into consideratiOn.
Ea;h appears to be absolutely still, and its softness is

adva~ccd

··a }Jandful of soil is easily broken up into~ fine particles
·
fact t h a t _
..
b
h
Earth functions as an integral whole, energlz".
the fingers; ut w en
at
its
inne-r
centre,
it
demonstrates"
__mexhaustower-latent
•
d ·
the Y ang P
f
mountains containing oceans, pro ucmg
strength by suppor mg
'
. .
.
• to diamonds. The most stnkmg lllu.
b
and convertmg car on m
. .
.
·
by John Ruskm m h1s
.
two aspects of Earth lS giVen
f Ear th (K ' un)'' ' in Part
Painters. Dealing with the "Truth o
,;,~;;\,~lvu IV, he writes:

f the earth, what
Mountains are, to the rest of t h e b od y o
f
The muscles and
violent muscular action is to the body o man.
the mountain, brought out with
tendons of its anatomy are, m
full of expression, passion and
fierce and convulsive energy,
hills are the repose and the
strength; the plains and the 1ower
.
effortless motton of the frame, when its muscles he

dorma~t a~d

. concealed beneath the lines of beauty' yet ruling those l~ne~ m
.s, then, is the first grand pnnciple
their every undulation. Thl
. of the truth of the earth.

The spirit of the hills is action; that
these there is to be found
of the lowlands, repose; and between
d.,. f
st· ·-from the inactive plain,
.
every variety of motiOn an _.~..o ,_re '.~
.
l'k
the
firmament
~with
cities
for
stars,
to
the
fiery
peaks,
.
s1eepmg 1 e
'.
d
.
l'mbn with the clou s
which with heaving bosoms and exuIt mg 1 "•
'
.
.
f h d lift up their Titan
drifting-.like hair from then,..bnght ore ea s,

hands t; Heaven, saying, "l live for ever!" (Italics added).
.
d 1·
th text in question: "K'un
This therefore is the meanmg un er ymg e
most s~ft and w:ak, but, when~set in motion, is hard and strong" (:!:$
A si~ilar meaning is embodied in the other sentence
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from the Treatise on the Trigrams:

"The principle of establishment in

regard to Earth is 'weakncs:;' (softncs3) and 'strength' (hardness)" (f.U~~

z31t r::1-* gr~ l fa!J) .
As regards the capacity of Earth to give definite forms to things, the
character fang (jf) in the text literally means "square" or "side" or
"direction". This IS why the sentence may also be translated thus: "K'un
is most still, but, in its nature, is square." The idea of forming a square
and other forms on the basis of a straight line (Yang) and what it signifies in life has been dealt with in tbe commentary on Line 2 of K'un.
Hsun Shuang further cxplaim tbis idea of "squarcness" by asserting that
the Yang forces of Ch'ien, which arc expressed through the instrumentality
of K'un, are disseminated "in all four directions"
~ifrjf:d.J

(t'J~El

:

:I:Ftl'f:if.~~j, 1~

• 1ri:00/Z9:1:ffu). When applied to man, this signifies that the sub-

. tl t "pirit is essentially out-pouring, i.e., creative and positive,
1b
truth lS Ja ov
· eooe·r t ' ally recer)tive
Tberefore, there must first of al e
·
·
bile E art11 IS ," 1 1
w
.· rr" of cre·ltivc energy frorn Ch'ien into K'un before the
the "outpounnb
<
•
•
.
"
,
become productive. Cbao Yu-mei CMWct~U says, If K un does
an
.
.
. · ?
latter c.
't· beginning to Ch'ien, who is there to g1ve It a begmmng.
not owe 1 ~
11 b
The leading part must be played by Ch'ien. There must first of a
e
., of creative energy from Spirit into Earth before the latter can
tbe OU tfl 0\v ·
d
.d
t}' s 'Yang leading Yin following' epitomizes the firgt gran
pro uce nng. .
L'
.
· · 1 of the eternal creativeness of Spirit and Earth." 1 The Treattse
pnnc1p e
,
.
on the T'uan of the I hexagram (No. 42) also reads: "Spirit. dispenses,
·" ( .-=.'-"~ lfJi • =r::~ktfu/"-)
A detailed explanatiOn of the
Earth pro d uces
:lni:'0'- r>r • ..1\.JJlli · ':t. ·
'g with all its corresrJondences to human life has
significance of a11 tl1I
·
'n tl1e commentary on the T'uan and needs no rcpetialrea dy b een giVen 1
tion here.

ject of K'un, being soft and pliable, tender and gentle, can meet every

P aragraph 3.-.

situation in life "squarely" without having to beml himself, or resort to
crooked ways to achieve his purpose.

supports men and things" CHTJ2:LJE/f,~i~_M?J).

Finally, when applied to

things in general, the truth seems to be that many products from the

"Its containing capacity is wide, and its brightness great.
Through it the various things obtain their full devclopment" 2 (:hjl
~N}

Paragraph 2:. "BY FOLLOWING, K'UN FINDS

: 1i17R:Yf;}( • &-N~J9Z=-'J).

. "K'un stores up things" 3 Cf&t~ : :iijlJ..Ji'tz).

ITS PROPER LORD AND PURSUES ITS REGULAR,

''K'un brings. things to their fruition"'

COURSE."
This paragraph shows that K'un's cmrcct course of action lies in play·
mg a passive, secondary role, not a leading one.

It requires "the correct-

"If he leads, he will lose his way; if he

follows he will find l1i:; proper lord and meet with advantage" (:fc;:i£1~1~

± • 5f!J).

K'un must follow Ch'ien at any cost, even to the extent of

having to sacrifice his friends

CJ!dt£QJJJD.

ALL THINGS
·

.
't of' K' un or Earth is referThc containing and trans f ornung capac1 Y
red to in many pas3ages in the I -Ching, for instance:

crystalline forms corresponding to

geometrical and trigonometrical figures.

ness-firmness of a marc".

CONTAINS

GLORIOUS."

As

suggested in the Greater Symbolism, the superior man with his lofty virtue

"IT

IN ITSELJ:<', AND ITS TRANSFORMING POWER IS

His quiescent and receptive nature

enables him to bear insult and effrontery with magnanimity (-jc)-j).

bosom of the earth assume definite
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In other words, Earth must

follow Spirit, the minister his ruler, and the wife her husband.

For the

(~~J::{t~j: :1:~ 1 fltiJ&4jj).

A detailed explanation of the all-contairiing capacity of K'un has

·

1 T' uai1· '

already been given in the commentary on the Treatise on t Je
-----

·---

•

'"'"'li'·"'toj,Tf'lE, 9 l'i.f<r!cjJ.!'.lrl,
1 • *<~.''h-Hj'LT.
/tllf..?<..·t:;.:f;l-1. J.-!-l-1:\\~-'l-L.. .::.:-\,n,;!Y,J..::i
..fl'U:Jt ......""'-:N~

'

-

"

·'r"

'''

l ,,.

'·J'[;)2JS•ll!,!
J;:;Jb1J\ilJITi•;X:.J-it:t'
•

c:~."J:T+,•[J

":K:iol!J:'-t::t;Z.-grl!! •
2.
3.
4.
5.

.'l-,1\0'l.j";,fP';: '

•,X:Ff:t""! ;;u&a<?-~,

Treatise on the T'uan of K'un.
Treatise on the Trigrams.
The Great Treatise, Section I.
_
Cf. Commentary on the Treatise on the T'uan of K'un (cl.!

7]
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However, a few more ideas may be added here.

h G
n t e
reat Treatise
Confucius points out the rather mysterious truth that "when K'u
'
·
.
n rests
rt closes up; '~hen It . moves,. it opens. itself" (~J:rjljtJWU!.~, ;}i;!lPJ-fulfl):
Perhaps, the clearest IllustratiOn of th13 truth is found in th
b
e worn of a
woman. At the very beginning of procreation the womb
.
recezves the
germ of hf e, ccntain.s it, and then closes up. Then tran~ "or••·z"t · b .
OJ'
" '~ zor.
egrns
and a most wonderful transformation it is··- the embryonic' d 1
'
eve oprnent
from. a t~ny s~ermatozoon to a complete physical body with the light of
creative mtclhgence. And when the process is comi)leted th
b
'
e worn moves
and opens, and the child is born
Such is the great co t · ·
.
.
·
n mmng and
transformmg capacrty of the womb which is distinct! y· ·
.
..
'
Y Ill rn nature,
occupymg the Ym pmition of the body of a Yin subj·e~t As 't ·
·
'-' •
I IS Wit11
the womb of a woman, so is it with "the earthly womb of all life". In

infusion of creative energy.

Winter, Mother Earth seems to close up with the germs of vegetable life,

masculine" aspect of his complex being. 1

and creatures of many kinds hibernate and undergo transformations within.
When Spring returns, under the fecundating influence of the yang Princi-

nance a constant supply of life-power from that Higher Self.

not so, man's body would fall dead to the ground, an insentient piece of

ple, "the earthly womb" opens once more and Nature is reborn.

rnatter. 2

•

• >

•

I

'

'

.J

This

of Divine Spirit" ()J)IJil*J().

In the commentary thereon special

stres~

is laid on the matter aspect of the Absolute, K'un being understood as the

Primordial Matter or Root-Substance ·which underlies all objective planes
of Nature, ,vbile Ch'ien is understood as representing Divine Spirit and
its Creative Energy which ensouls and maintaim nLttter in all its modes
of differentiation and aggregation.

Matter i; therefore receptiDe to the

Likewise Earth, which is but an aggregation

of matter, is constantly receivin.g an influx of this creative force from
Divine Spirit.

Now, corresponding to C03mic Matter and Earth as the

Yin aspect of things is the physical body of man-- and not only his
physical body but his whole personality including his faculties of thought,
emotion, and action.

These are all passive and receptive in relation to

his Higher Self which is one with Spirit, and is the "most profoundly
They require for their susteIf this were

It follows from this that man should completely organize his

analogy may be extended to the ultimate source of creation and applied

personality (K'un) so that it obeys the inmost impulses unre:;istingly and

to "the Universal Womb of all Life".

receives an ever-increasing direct flow of creative energy from his Spiritual

During Pralaya, the Light of

Spirit (Yang) was enveloped and closed up by Primordial Matter (Yin);

Self (Ch'ien).

but at the dawn of the following Manvantara, when Creation commenced

wherein the fervent devotee polarizes himself with Divine Spirit.

Hence the traditional practices of meditation and worship

once again, the "Heart" of First Matter,- in symbolic terms, the Womb
of the Magna Mater-· opened like the Bud of the Lotus, and out flashed
the Light of Spirit in all its glory.

As the light of the Soul shines forth

All the great religions rightly tea.ch that it is only by throwing himself completely open to divine influences (docile and receptive) that man
can grow in spirit and ultimately transcend the human condition.

Since

through the face of its physical body in pure joy and lofty aspirations, so
the Light of Spirit shines forth through the Earth in the beauty of N a-

man constitutes a "plurilateral" relation, he cannot grow or enrich him-

ture and the glory of her human, animal, vegetable and mineral life.

self by limiting his development to the element which represents his ego
in isolation from the All.

Paragraph 4: ''DOCILITY MARKS THE WAy

deed so.

The whole of experience shows that this is in-

All those men whose lives mark an epoch and continue through

OF

the centuries to help humanity on its upward march, have been first and

DIVINE SPIRIT AND ACTS 1\ T THE PROPER TIME."

foremost skilled in polarization. The great Greek philosophers before Plato

OF K'UN.

IT RECEIVES

THE

INFLUENCES

lived more than thought; their ideas arose from a marvellously vast exThe ideas of "docility" and "receptivity to spiritual influences" as
expressed above in two sentences have appeared in the earlier Treatise on
the T'uan in one single sentence:

"K'un receives obediently the influencez

------------~

l. Cf. Keyser ling, The Art of Life, Ch. IV on "the Mystery of Polarization".
P. 53,
2. Cf. Paul Brunton, The Secret Path, Chapter on "Ti1e Awakening to Intuitio::t".

' ges
aspired to rea
. 1·1ze rn
· therr
. liv-·
. The sa
. 0 f - t 11e 0 nent
metaphysical Reality which transcends the m
· d'IVI'd uaI
es
The

rJerience.
.

the Christian

~ge

proper were all pre-eminently
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prac~itioners

of s

progress,
G
d A that
d . IS to say' of the progress whi cIl I ea d·;:; . man to union
o .
n- m most cases such aspirants were taucrht to b .
.
tice by
placing
. o .
egm
.
.
. themselves in a devotional
- , receptive
relatwnslup With their divine Obj'ect
' · Irl o-tl1cr wor d s
to " recerve
.
ob ed'
.rently the influences of Divine Spirit".'

by their presence?

Because the appearance of sages, the emergence

religions, and the initiation of spiritual movements are all goverthe Law of Periodicity, according to which great events that produconscquences occur only at particular historical moments.
be true -

and this has been attested to be so by the inner experi-

mystics and metaphysicians·- that in the World of the Absolute,
Future merge into one, all events occurring at the same time in
"Time" is only an illusion produced by the succession
states of consciousness as we travel through Eternal Duration, and

Now, the deeper the influences or forces received by a man
. expressiOn,
.
presenting the
the greater the numb
. direct means of l us
forces
, , 1ogica
· ll y supcnor,
.
. .to winch he is p~ycuo
and the depth of the
agam lS proportionate
to that of the region of Spirl't ua1 s·1gm'fi1cance
.
.
a man centred l~rs consciousness in the profoundest depth of
completely orgamzed his being from the sur f ace d own to this
.
would
be perfectly free. For then he would no 1onger b e sub
l
of Nature; on the contrary, Nature would be sub serv1ent
.
t JC laws
1
on
just as language as a fully mastered means of
· abI planes,
·
IS .su servient to. the poet.
He has mas t ered N ature ' s processes
height of supenor understanding · Then ' not onI y h'IS own
b
ut Nature itself
. .
•
•becomes receptive to h.IS b ene fi cent sp1ntual
and all creatiOn IS uplifted and accelerated thereby. This is the
why
the perfect sage l:s ' as t augh t m
· the Doctrine of the Mean "
•
aSSISt
'
'
•"" . the
.., t ransf ~rmmg
and nourishing powers of Spirit and Earth".

not exist where no wnsciousnes~ exists in which the illusion can be
However, when we leave the world of the Absolute and come
this world of relativity, we find that, in every one of its domains,

'time" factor is of capital importance. Thus, the different phases of
'vities of Earth within an annua.l cycle of creation are determined
four seasons.

that things begin in spring, grow in summer, ripen in autumn and
According to the Chinese calendar, a year is divided
twenty-four terms c=.+P]~{JJ) and seventy-two "periods" Ct+.=~),
;:cc)rnE':S[)011Lding to the different stages in the progression and rctrogresof the Yin and Yang forces throughout the twelve months of a year.
·terms and periods govern the changes of weather and the mctamorof certain creatures, but details neecl not be given here. Suffice it
y that this bears out the meaning of the sentence, "K'un acts at

lJl
.
sa .e PJJ2L~7(:!;[!2z.1t1f'

J{rJPJQl!'lB.=+=-4J.hX:.f:o..)
. w h y "when
:::Jv-../\.J'lliB- ';;k:. • 1 A n d th'IS IS
g m_ akes his appearance, all creatures will look up to him " (:Eil1 l
~'¥-ei'lm).2
.
"'£:/\,

As for the vegetable kingdom, it may generally be

to the four seasong, some commentators grve a
ical explanation of this concept of time on the basis of the T' ai
which clearly
~§
and the Chi Chi hexagram fJ.\Eniif -!<>.l""'
~·
~

=-"~"";>2

harmonious interaction and co-operation between Yin and Yang

"K' un ac t s at the proper time"

C~~:fD

Since
sa'
. .
c m t s an d sages arc such beneficent influences to the world
.
SO that humanity may vVJUL!llU«,J
do they not appear in every gcneratl011
.

in other words, the harmonious adjustment between Ch'ien and K'un.
explained in previous commentaries, the Li and K'an trigrams,

==,

embodied in Chi Chi, are the symbols of summer and winter,

ile the Chen and Tui trigrams,
l. The Doctrine of the Mean ' Chap. 2~.
<>
2. Wen Yen Treatise of the Ch'ien hexagram.

~

symbols of spring and autumn

:..= and ==·
(~~'

embodied m T'ai, are

)i{j( • ~[3!. •

f)(~).
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This "time" factor is also an important determinant in the physical
CHAPTER XII

life of man, as illustrated by that of the Hindu who lives up to the ideals
of his religion.

In regulating his main activities on the basis of the

Caste System, the Hindu fulfils his Dharma by first achieving material

Paragraph

success, then setting up his family, then dedicating his service to society,
and, finally, retiring from the world as a Sanyasi.

:More or less the same

precept is given by Lao Tzu in the Tao Teh Ch£ng.

Chapter IV concludes

with this sentence:

''\tVhen success is achieved and your name established,

-

~~,
.ft ?Jf B:J Jk/tO~T
~ '

in tbe life of a planet.

.; MJJ~

The "Great Age" of the earth is divided into

and it is believed that during each y·uga certain distinctive phenomena'
are destined to materialize and that the general world conditions corresponding to future yugas can more or less be predicted on tbe basis of
certain calculations.

Thus, in one of his three books called The Initiate,

Cyril Scott, 1 the author and musician, made public the occult teaching
which he had received, namely, that the world, at the time of his writing
the book in question, was going through a "dark cycle", and that after
the expiration of that cycle, the world would present a brighter state of
affairs. Thus, in thi8 sense, too, K'un may be understood as "acting at
the proper time''.

Yen

:!Jf_ -l-?

~-.

\! :i.1 I.:A

~·±*'~~~£'~~~~~'~·n~
x:p.-++ ..::r:'J:t.. 1.J\l
01-'- .it lv" ' ~]::r-:- $A- j1 Z tfK '
?Jt 0 g- tjl<
~ !r::x ' -~
/" .A/

then retire" (J;IJ!JX • i;~ • $}i5). This Law of Periodicity holds sway even
different periods called yugas in Hinduism or Yun Hui (3!E~) in Taoism

5 of vV en

-:P.

_±. '

-1+
it

J- )

~~~~a~.L 0 ~d'~
1:d :f~f Z/-J" --t-3iil~
:/'" (:.-1
115(

1-- ).,.1-1

\§ If{ -t1:0 0

THE FAMILY WHICH ACCUMULATES GOOD
DEEDS IS SURE TO ENJOY SUPERABUNDANT
HAPPINESS, WHILE THAT WHICH PILES UP
EVIL DEEDS WILL. INEVITAI3LY SUFFER SUPERABUNDANT MISERY.
THE ASSASSINATION OF A RULER BY HIS
MINISTER, OR OF A FATHER BY HIS SON, IS
NOT THE RESULT OF EVENTS OF A SINGLE
MORNING OR A SINGLE EVENING. ITS CAUSES
HAVE GRADUALLY ACCUMULATED-THROUGH
THE ABSENCE OF EARLY DISCRIMINATION.
THE WORDS OF THE I, "HE IS TREADING ON
HOARFROST; SOLID ICE WILL BE FORMED IN
DUE COURSE," SHOW THE NATURAL ISSUE
AND GROWTH OJ<' THINGS.
. paragrap l1 the theme of Line l is developed and applied to
In t lns
.
1 1'£'
The caw;al
relations between the first
the realm of, man's mora
1 e.
·
·
of "''Olid ice arc
understood
as
appearance of hoarfrost an d ,L11c 1r orma• t 10n
·
.
· 't'1a1 harbouring
of ev1l thoughts
being analogoml to those between t 11e 1m
'
·
.
,
.
f
.
,
,
'mcs
The
l)aragraph
begms
and the eventual commtss1on o senous en · ·
and effect whereby
with a general statement of, the mora1 1·a\\, d'1 cause
'
-,
. t "accumu"superabundant happiness" will be bestowed on tlJe f aml·1Y tl1<1.
"
•

l. Author of "Music & its Secret Influences throughout the Ages",

m1sery
lates" good thoughts and good deeds, w1n.1e " superalJU nchnt
'

vVlll
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be inflicted upon tbc family tbat "accumulates" evil thoughts and
deeds.

And it concludes with the lesson that crimes such as regicide

patricide, with all their disastrous consequences alike to the evil-doers
their victims, would never have been committed if the person
had exercised
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knows it, he does not do the thing again," -i.e., he returns at
t}Je good path (f'f/f-:~·5!Ct''?::fJ[]

1;iJZX~r~~:fJrfj).

, since Paragraph 5 of the vV en Yen Treatise,
of Line 1 of K'un,

due discrimination from the very beginning

1

which explains

deah with the effects of both the

tion of good deeds" and tltat of evil deeds, it includes Line 1

any evil tendency as soon as its existence was detected.

as well, since the I -Chi-ng, which starts with · contemplation of
ing of Creation, lays great emphasis on the beginning of
or tendencies, especially those which may produce far-reaching

Good and Evil

whether good or bad, on mankind at large C¥1 ili~iJ):AA').

Good and evil, like Yang and Yin, are relative terms.

Thus,

the beginning of an evil tendency is the subject to be discussed,

lablc anything as good or evil other than in relation to the

of a good tendency is also brought into the discussion.

circumstances of a particular person at a particular time.
moral code which lifts the savage man into civilization and is

beginnings indicated by the first lines of Ch'ien and K'un are

"good" and helpful to his evolution, will later become for the
man a hindering,

retrogressive, and "evil" code.

The code

changed but it handicaps him and keeps him from advancing
Similarly, it cannot be said that a thing is Yin or Yang in itself; it
only be Yin or Yang in relation to something else, and it is only Yin
Yang in relation to that particular thing or group of things.

The

thing w hicb is Yang to the lesser reality will be Yin to the higher;
who are Yang with regard to the cells of our body are Yin with
to some greater Being to whom we arc but as cells in his body.
therefore appropriate that in the Book of Cha-nges, Yang and Yin

slight and indistinct, but when allowed to continue and develop they
to most momentous consequences.

This tendency bears a close analogy

extension of the two lines of an angle which .are close to each
near the point of contact, but become farther and farther . apart as
extend themselves.
~~) reads:

A sentence from an ancient edition of the !-Ching

"At the beginning their distance from each other may

t of one-hundredth or one-thousandth of an inch, but in the end
will be one thousand li apart." 1

In other words, in the region of

infinitesimal shifts correspond to the most tremendous effects.

denotes the accumulation of good qualities Cl1i~) in Line 1,

generally understood as corresponding to good and evil, so that the Y

vation C1~w) in Line 2, moral advancement

symbol, Ch'ien, or a Yang line in general is taken to represent the good

ection

of life, while the Yin symbol, K'un, or a Yin line in general is taken
represent the evil side.

This is why Line 1 of Ch'ien indicates "

accumulation of good qualities" (,t;l~ : I!i!t:W~f!f!f),

while Line

K'un indicates the beginning of an evil tendency.

And this is

Confucius in explaining the meaning of Line 1 of Fu {~
indicates the "return" or "appearing again" of Yang after the
of the Yin cycle, writes in his Great Treatise, "The superior man, if

G::!ti%0

in Line 3,

(JI\Gf,-&0 in Line 4, and grand spiritual consummation Cw

, :;k:{};!tjg) in Line 5;

while K'un indicates the beginning of an

tendency (the first appearance of hoarfrost) in Line I, and its
tion in regicide and patricide (the formation of hard icc) in Line
It is all a question of "qualitative and quantitative relation of cause
Confucius says in his Great Treatise:

If good deeds be not accumulated, they will not be sufficient
to establish one's good name;

if evil deeds be not accumulated,

has done anything that is nat good, is sure to become conscious of it;
. ~:;Z:i%)1[ • ~.1-'Xf·W.

1. CL Commentary on Ch. II, para. 6, Wen Yen Treatise of Ch'ien.

Thus

o

• Herbert Spencer, The Study of SociolOJ:Y·

they will not be sufficient to destroy one's life.

him these favours, as it were repeatedly.

The small man

thinks that small acts of goodness are of no benefit,
not do them;

and does

We may say therefore that he who is greatly virtuous will

and that small acts of evil will do no harm, an.d

does not abstain from doing them.

be sure to receive the appointment by Divine Spirit.l

Hence his wickedness becomes
,e·em tl1at the moral law is nothing
It wou1ci s
·
f atural law· it is closely related
is a questwn o nc
<
<
•
domain of physics,
of action and reaction in the
Hindu doctrine
been best accounted for by the
·
to natural science.
Hindus consider as b e1ongmg

daily piled-up till it cannot be concealed, and his guilt becomes
greater and greater till it cannot be pardoned.

The Law of Karma
Is there really a moral law or providential power which confers
happiness for good done and inflicts misery for

evil perpetrated?

This

problem has been the subject of debate by philosophers and religious
teachers througlJOut the centuries;
for its discussion.

and many volumes have been written

According to the I -Ching, this law is immutable and

infallible, and this is supported by such classics as the Shu Ching and the
Doctrine of the Mum, not to mention other less authoritative works.

the Shu Ching there appears this sentence:
to bless the good,

and chastize the bad"

(~:@:ifrMitf

• ~~ME).

In the

The Master said, "Great indeed is the filial piety of Shun:
l1is dignity was the throne;

his

riches include all within the four seas ......

profound m itself and
.
to the law of the equahty
which fact has hitherto
of Karma, which the

Karma is a Sanskrit word, literally meaning "action"; as all actions
ach efTect becomes a
.
d
are effects flowing from preced mg causes, an as e .
'd
f
d if ct 1s an essential part
cause of future effects, t,bis 1 ea o cause an
e e
·
K
is therefore used
d
of the idea of action, and the wor actwn, or arma,
. n or for the unbroken linked series of causes and effects that
for causa t 10 ,
make up all human activity.

In

"The way of Divine Spirit is

Doctrine of the Mean is found the following discourse:

his virtue was that of a sage;
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Karma is, then, the law of causation, or cause and effect.
If was
·
I n1t1ate,
· ·
put pointedly by tl1e Christian
•St . P au l : "Be not deceived: God
is not mocked:
for whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap. " 3
"For ,., 1'th the same measure that you mete withal
Again, by St. I,uI~e:
'
Man is continually sending out
it shall be measured to you again." 3
various kinds of force on all the plane:; on which he functions;
these
forces __ tbcmsclves in quantity and quality the effects of his past activities-

Therefore having such great virtue, it could not but be that
he should obtain the throne, that he should acquire riches, that
he should achieve fame, that he shculd enjoy long life.
Thus it is that Divine Spirit, in the production of things, is

are causes which he sets going in each world he inhabits;
certain definite effects both on himself and on others;

they bring about
and as these causes

radiate forth from himself as centre over the whole field of his activity,
he is respow>ible for the results they bring about.
As a magnet has its
"magnetic field'', an area within which all its forces play and whose
size is determined by i.ts strength, so bas every man a field of influence

sure to be bountiful to them, according to their qualities ...... "

within which play the forces he emits.
In the Book of Poetry, it is said.
The admirable, amiable prince displayed conspicuously his
excelling virtue, adjusting his people and his officers.

Therefore,

he received from Divine Spirit the emoluments of dignity.

It

protected him, assisted him, and decreed him the throne, sending

Thus,

"the family which accumulates good deeds"

l. The Doctritzg of th~ Mean, Ch. XVII.
2. Galatians, vi, 7.
3. Luke 6:38.

is constantly
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one

sending out streams of beneficent forces to tl·lC, wor
. ld an d tl1ese
t
't · d
·
·
re urn
1 m
ue time m the form of happy circumstances' wne
I 'I "the fa .
h
·
. .
mlly
t at accumlates evil deeds'' is constant!
"
y emi't tmg
DCrll!ClOUS
fore
··d
·.
''
es
reactk.on It m ue tune m the form of miserable circum st ances.
Bro dl
spea
mg,
the
favourable
or
unfavourable
nature
of
tl
I
.
.
f
. . .
Je p lYSical sun·oua cJ..y
mgsh o.. an mdividual
or a family depends karmicall)' on tl·Je euect
.cr
.
of nhi
3
or1 t eir previOus , actions in spreading happine"s
.
"' 0 r un 1lappmess
amo
Each seed bears its appropriate barvest.
ot 1er people.
of Karma are equal.

T

ng
1
ru y, the ways

(trpJ,~,)[;T_),

and the upper trigram remains the symbol of a

Now, if the dark power of Yin, i.e., the power of the wicked
further extends itself,
of bis ruler.
o6T'\f'f'S<e:Llted by Po

it will encroach upon the sphere of

When this penetration of Yin attains the

~u i~

'

~~_stage

the ruler-symbol, Ch'ien, has ceased to be.

suggests the idea of "the murder of the ruler by his minister" (:l:ijl

g). All

these symbolic ideas are more or less borne out by Confucius's

Treatise on the T'uan of the P'i hexagram which reads:

"P'i shows a

bandit, or rascal, or the want of good understanding between the different
classes of men ........... .It indicates that the high and the low (superiors
and inferiors, i.e.,

Regicide and Patricide

ruler and minister, father and son] arc not in

-communtcation with one another, and there are no well-regulated states
The. causal relations between the initial harbouring of evil thoughts
and desues and their eventual exrxcssion as cnmmal
. .
actions have been

under the sky ............ "

C13Z.FIIA. • J:-f/F5<': • 7dfux9'~). 1

This means

that disorder is caused everywhere as a result of the murder of the ruler

dealt
.
Y"with
F at length in . the. commentary on Line 1. However, accordmg
t; u an, all the mam Ideas embodied in this part of the text ~ideas
o'd the murder of a ruler by his minister and of a fatl 1cr b Y h'IS son and
1 cas . of
· , - arc based on the symbolisms of K'un
. ."mornino-"
. .
"' . an d " cvcnmg
and Its mdivldual hues. For instance ' Ch'ierl
· is tlle sym b oI of "ruler"
and"'"""""'
"father" (+!--<'"'-'±},.,-/.'-) ·
~rz:Ji'Y:G ' J~0X
To be exact, the inner tri"ram of Ch'ien
±/-

=
-~

t>

Now, in this gradual rise of Yin from small beginnings to tremendous
heights through various stages, it can be perceived that "the murder of a

Now the Yin

ruler by his minister and of a father by his son is not the result of events

clement which sig·n
~ 1'fies·· th
· c d ar k" power of cvi'l
.
sets 111,
·
s11owing its

of one morning or one evening," but the culmination of a long chain

!fz,

stands for father, and the outer one for ruler.

appearance
in Kou ,r,
ilr'
. _

but.

is
. _.. . no~.
__ _.. checked,
_ __

E VI. 1 11as taken root in tbe mind.

If it

allowed t o 0"~1 ow an d d evelop, the Y m
. clement Will
.

_:~·dy~~~e and force Yang: to recede. as indicated by the Tun hexagram j1

==

_

"' '

of causation extending over a considerable length of time.

Their original

causes have to be traced to a remote past and to the low stri.j.ta of the
subconscious mind where, through "the absence of early discrimination",
tbey remain in oblivion, but nevertheless potent and active.

The pernici-

· • . At this stao·e the Ken t ngra,m
· .
·
wIncb
represents the youngest son

ous mental and emotional energies, which have accumulated as a result

C~fif~.'l>i'-) has been established and the oriainal
"'
c
Ctr 1, 1·en t ngram
·
w111c
·h

of repeated evil thoughts a:1cl desires, have aroused physical energies of a

represents the father is on the verge of being removed (only one Yang

corresponding nature, and these in turn have become impulses which are

·.

·.

Remote Causes of Crime

line remains).

One more move by Yin as shown in P'i

whole Ch'ien symbol
_

.

1

·n

WI

d'1sappear.

a::
=..,.~ and the
p
~tom'

==

The establishment of the son-symbol

through the annihilati011 o f tl1c f at h er-symbol gives rise to the idea of
"the murder
of h;s
~·
~ father by '"t son ,

b Y P'.I 'r:J'
::£

=='
~"·~

( J...'cFi'AX.)·
El :::z ~+/.'

.
At the stage represented

the lower trigram has become the symbol of minister, a

liable to break out in murders or other crimes.
his heq.rt, so b he."

''As a man thinketh in

The evil deeds which can be seen are but the

lengthened shadows cast by the real sins in the thoughts of men.
1. li!!iiilt-J : :l:f~Wl::n:::.

~ill·

**

The ..

l'i!::J·t.l:~ • 3"i::::.~rz~~ • filf.l\~· , J::T~~~ • ':kl"x3'~ • ·M(f·t.K"x • g[
.
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real war is inward;
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the outer action is but the echo and reverb

.
eration.
The only. way to destroy sin in the beginning is to resist its attempted

t<Jitions of the !-Ching.
~

w
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However, the passage has definitely be~n quoted

the Record of Rites, in the 1 T'ung Kua Yen C~liiH!i~), and m Ssu-ma

-

entrance mto the. thoughts, -to refuse to think about it. But it is difficult
b
to overcome the Impulse to express in action a thought which h
as een
granted the habitual right secretly to occupy the mind.t If how
,
. ever, the
remote causes are detected and eradicated from the very outset th
h
.
.
, en t e
delmquent hi~self, as well as his victims and society at large, will be
saved from disaster.
This is why religious teachers of all cou t ·
n nes are
careful to recommend extreme caution at the beginning of eve
ry course
of action or thinking.
Bridgemen says, "Let sin be resisted at the

actually altered it into Shen

threshold, and thus the way is blocked against the commission of greater

pronunciation but of entirely different signification -

sins."

ness", the very same word which appears in the poetic passage quoted

A poetic passage from an ancient edition of the !-Ching reads:
Set right the root, and all affairs arising therefrom will be

m order·
The superior man, therefore, is cautious in starting a
movement. At the beginning the point of deviation from the
right path may be one- hundredth or one- thousandth of an inch
but in the end it will be a thousand li.

.:ill! •

,

(m!§1~:!ffi : jE~* ~'

it-f-'t~~t • ~z~JI!l • ~QFf~).

Records (P],!;!§jl~if2. §I {I!J.). The

ideas expressed in that pas:mge are essentially similar to those embodied in
the text under consideration.

In this connection it is interesting to note

the alteration of this text by Chu Hsi on the basis of the quoted pas3age.
Towards the end of this text is the word Shun )~ which Legge has
translated as Hthe natural issue and growth of things".

This is one of the

Chu Hsi held

that this word was incorrect, and in his commentary on the
~~

!-Ching he

, a word of more or less the same

it means "cautiom-

above as signifying that "the superior man is specially cautious at the
beginning of his movements."

But this act of Chu Hsi has been criticized

by several authorities, among whom are Teng Tzu-pin and Ou Ta-tien,
who point out that the original word Shun ]I]& is used in this text to bear
out the meaning of another word Hsun !IDI] in the Lesser Symbolism of
Line I, on which the present text is a commentary.
the word hsun may be translated thus:

Obviously, the process of rectification of an evil tendency is much
easier at the beginning than at an advanced stage.

Ch'ien's Autobiography in his Historical

The clause containing

"Allow it to go on quietly

according to its nature ............ " This shows that the signification of the

two words Shun )I]& and Hsun

!Ill are the same.

In fact these two words

reasons why the first line of Fu ~ (which indicates the return or first

are interchangeable- even identical, though written in slightly different

appearance of Yang) shows its subject "returning from an error before

forms, for the latter word hsun ,\!jjl] has actually been used by Sze-ma

going so far as to give rise to repentance.
There will be great good
fortune'' c-r~1ii -IJ:O>a:,~-: --1::-)
c
·
.
"'l';@.,x_ ' A>l["--'..,r,c • 7C-r-~ ·
ommentmg on th1s Fu hexagram,
Confucius writes in his Great Treatise:
"Fu indicates a small beginning

Ch'ien in several passages of his Historical Records 1 in exactly the same

but shows a nice discrimination of the qualities of things"

~)· 2

({i!j\ffij~~
eventually t~

Conversely, the absence of early discrimination leads
serious transgressions, even heinous crimes such as regicide and patricide.

Textual Diffet·ence
The poetic passage quoted above is no longer found m present-day
l. Ct Harry Emerson Fo3dick, The Ma11hood of the Master, P. 83.
2. Great Treatise, Ch. VII.

sense as the word Shun )@'t •

Chu Hsi's alteration of the text is, therefore,

not justified. There is no doubt that he was influenced by the meaning
of the poetic passage referred to above.
Commenting on this last part of the text Lu Tung-lai C§-*~0
writes:
This sentence may be considered as a serious warning.
Wrong thoughts and unclean desires should not be nourished and

1. ~lla~*i!lt$;: ~'il~ln::YI. ~fl~JJ'YJ:"FY~*·~~.
Again: :E~o;r:ln (Jil ' Jl!li-&) •
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·allowed their natural growth and development
If 11
.
.
·
a owed to
gr~w accordmg to their nature, what ends will they not lead to";J
It IS necessary for a man to make great efforts to
h .
.
suppress t em
d d"
an
Issoc1ate himself entirely from them.t
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CHAPTER XIII

Paragraph 6 of Wen Yen
~~~~,»~~~'~*~~~~,~~~

~o~•~w~~~,~~*'~~x~~'
Jtl];f~~?Jf11"~

0

BEING "STRAIGHT" MEANS CORRECTNESS
(OF THE INNER LIFE), AND BEING "SQUARE"
MEANS RIGHTEOUSNESS (OF EXTERNAL ACTS).
THE SUPERIOR MAN PRACTISES SELF-RESPECT
TO STRAIGHTEN HIS INNER SELF AND RIGHTEOUSNESS TO SQUARE HIS EXTERNAL ACTS.
HIS RESPECTFULNESS AND RIGHTEOUSNESS BEING
THUS ESTABLISHED, HIS VIRTUES WILL NOT
BE ISOLATED INSTANCES. "STRAIGHT, SQUARE,
AND GREAT, (THE SUPERIOR MAN) CARRIES
OUT HIS OPERATIONS NATURALLY WITHOUT
REPEATED EFFORTS, AND THINGS WILL BE IN
EVERY RESPECT ADVANTAGEOUS." THIS SHOWS
THAT HE HAS NO DOUBTS AS TO THE CORRECTNESS OF HIS ACTIONS.
This paragraph is Confucius's special commentary on the Yaotz'u of
Line 2. It begins by explaining the significance a·nd implication of the
two qualities, "straightness" and "squareness", which are associated with
. that line. Straightness is understood as indicating the uprightness of the
· inner self, while squareness indicates the righteousness of the external act.
The idea is that man's inner nature is originally upright, not "crooked"
or evil as some philosophers, Hsun Tzu for instance, think. His inn.er
self is the yang or masculine aspect of his pluralistic constitution, a~d
Yang, as explained before, "goes straight forward when exerting its power"
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(:;1\::ljitjl;IJWfu@J. This upright and straightforward nature manifests
externally in the form of righteous activities and this rigllteo
.
'
m~
bles h1m to treat his superiors, equals and inferiors in an absolute! ,
and square" manner.

50:)
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It is said in the Great Learning (Ch. X): y

The superior man has a principle with which as witll am
.
'
easurmg square, he may regulate his conduct.

passage; that the incorrect word cheng IE. appeared first in Wang
edition, and that still another error was made by one of the Tai
when quoting this first sentence in his Record of Rites, namely,
instead of the word for "respectfulness"
of the same sound, cheng
Of course, cheng

1

il&

~_&,

or "uprightness", another

meaning government or politics, is

in tbe sense of government is meaningless in

context, but it shows the intermediate ';tagc through which the error
What a man dislikes in his superiors, let him not display in
the treatment of his inferiors; what he dislikes in inferiors
him not display in the service of his. supenors
. · . ............ what' lJe
hates to receive on the right, let him not bestow on the left·

th:

crept into ·wang Pi's edition and all subsequent ones.

this tbat the word for "rcspectfulnes:;'' should be re-introduced to
the word for

"uprightness" in the first sentence

CLE'M1"f:l!&).

the rectification the passage should read:

~hat he hateg to receive on the left, let him not bestow on
nght; ~ this is what is called "The principle with wlJicb, as

"Straightness" indicates respectfulness
ness",

with a measuring square, to regulate one's conduct.''

It follows

rigl1teousness

(:Jj;ft~ti2).

(U[Jt~.&ti2),

and "square-

The superior man by his re-

spectfulness maintains his inward "straightness", and by righteousness maintains his outward "squareness".

Respectfulness a.nd Righteousness

His respectfulness and

righteousness being thus established, his virtues do not stand alone

Now tl1e above interpretation of the first part of the text

.

as isolated entities of a single class.

'

~onceptwn of uprightness of inner being and righteousness of outer acti
IS

f

held by Ch'eng Tzu, Chu Hsi,

ollowed Wang Pi's

(J:JD

and Ts'ai Chieh-fu (£'!<:/.\-..±)

edition of the

!-Ching.

This

'"':717'-•

however, is not congruent with the meaning of the second and
tences, because in both of the latter sentences the same
fulness and righteousness,

are repeatedly referred to as

"straightness" and "squareness", while the virtue of "uprightness"
appears in the first sentence is not alluded to at all.

This •uuv'"'"

has given rise to a great deal of controversy among commentators

Correspondences of Respectfulness a.nd Righteousness
Why is it that respectfulness corresponds to straightness and righteousto

~quareness?

And what is the spiritual meaning behind all these

and correspondences?
The first,

There are at least two answers to this

given by Ou Ta-tien and Jen Ch'i-yun, is based

Yii Fan's theory that Ch'ien stands for straightness and respectfulness
K'un stands for squareness and righteousness.

The symbolisms of

According to Jen Ch'i-yun (f:fJ2::}1), Hui Tung

and squareness and their respective representations by Ch'ien

t~O, Teng Tzu-pin (ff~.::f-j0, and Ou Ta-tien ([;\[j(:lfg), the word

K'un have been explained in detail in the commentary on Line 2 of

out the centuries.

"uprightness", cheng .lE , in the first sentence should have been

f.t,

meaning

"respectfulness", -

the two words being of more or

the same sound but of different significations.

In his Chou I Jisi"

C~~l3BJL.,), Jen Ch'i-yun points out that the word for "respectf
-

ching

:iiJ5c. -

appeared originally in the first sentence of all

texts, showing the perfect coherence and relevance of the ideas of

while that of respectfulness has been dealt with in the commentary
Line 3 of Ch'ien, the subject of which shows his respectfulness by
"active and vigilant all the day, and in the evening still careful
apprehemive" (Biitz:?"~~).

It remains only to explain why K'un is

as the symbol of righteousness.

According to the Treatise on
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the Trigrams, K'un sugge~ts
the idea of cloth and of <a t urnmg
·
,
lath
Now cloth is associated with the idea
of
"c
tt
'
nrr"
or·
"I'
'd'
11
1
·b
C IVI Ina-'' b ,'d e.
b •
11
b
C51 ()3
emg usua y of a rectangular shape, while lathe has much t 0 l
.
•
_ .
•
c 0 Wlth
turmng thmgs mto the proper form. The Chinese word for "lathe"-.
chun C:!Sj)- means also "equal I)Ortions" wbich are -oo--,·
'.
-- • -•
• • -•
' , ' <::> ,,uJ connected
\Hth tl1c 1dea of cuttmg and divHhng. Now, as pointed out in the com.
mentary on the \A/en Yen Treatise of Ch'ien the function of · 1
.
. .
' ·
'
ng lteousness
IS
to
dzstmguish (i.e. divide) right from wronrr
·- t'
f.
. .
0
0
_.
. • .
r JUS lCe rom llljllS·
tlce,
, , and to d1SC1plme man's conduct in the proper
K- un, the symbol. of squareness ' of cloth
· _, '"'lilcl- of ''·"
the emblem of nghteousness. Hence the saying:
respectfulness; and squareness, righteousness."
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form · I n tl·1ese respects
latl
· un d erstood as
' 1e, IS
"straightness indicates

to 'th.esc correspon d cnces, C h'icn is also tbc symbol of
'In addition
.
man
. s VItal force, Ch1 ~' as opposed to his· blood , ancl 1't represents man's
mmd or Inner . Self as opposed to his physical
· man,
' body · Tl1e supenor
therefore, holdmg up Ch'ien as his ideal standard, maintains a reverential
attitude as a means of cultivating
his mind an d st rmg
· 1Jten.or respectful
.
·
mg Ius Inner Self C:U-=J-f,&J2:U~0J). Similarly, following the standard of

IG'~) is that respectfulness and righteousness arc both attributes of

'un,

not complementary qualities belonging to Ch'icn and K'un respec-

'vely.

When it is said that the superior man cultivates respectfulness to

,:maintain his inward uprightness, it signifies that he is trying to embody
·a l{'un attribute in his person, the idea being that a reverential state of

rnind is the one prerequisite for the effective reception of the divine in-

of Spirit. Fnrthermorc, Line 2 of C:h'ien stands for truthfulness
1 and it is only by cultivating the K'un attribute of respectfulness that the spirit of truthfulness can be preserved (4il:=R'~

• :hfl=-,§·

-:tfr. , t.]((pjf QJ,{J-~ fu). 2 Line 2 of Ch' ien also stands for benevolence ( {::.~0

ffz), 3

and only righteousness as indicated by Line 2 of K'un is the com-

plement of benevolence Cif-i:.=§t~' r$=-1'§~~' iJ%0rBiffllt:fu). There is a
mutual correlation between respectfulnesg and truthfulness and between
righteousness and benevolence, which correlation is a reflection of the
inter-relationship and co-operation between Ch'ien and K'un.

In other

words, the virtues represented by Line 2 of K'un arc not isolated entities
but the polar counterparts of those masculine qualities as represented
by the corresponding Line 2 of Ch'ien.

K'un,. h~ practises righteousness as a means of training }1is physical body

Straightness and Squareness

and g1vmg the proper form (~quare) to his external conduct C9~0::0;!'t

~).

His external righteousness is based on his internal

respectfulness~

JUSt as. the squareness of K'un is rooted in the straightness of Ch'ien (0
fiTI~U~:hfi:JJ

'

J:?J3'\-~~0J~).

Having thus established his respectfulness
and righteousness, he has set himself right both internally and externally,
and his virtues will complement each otber as the two aspects of a complete whole instead of standing apart as isolated entities devoid of any
mutual relationship.

Perhaps it was with this idea in mind that Confu-

cius said in his An.>lects:
"Virtue is not left to stand alone- it bas its
neighbours". Cfl~~:Oll , ~tff;;!l).1

There is a third explanation given by Jcn Ch'i-yun m his Chau I
Hsi Hsin O'tL~1 /)bl.\), which may be summarized as follows: K'un shows

an empty space in the middle, which suggests the capacity to receive the
(straight) sceptre of spiritual authority represented by Ch'ien. This signifies respect or reverence for authority.

Then, each Yin line of K'un is

divided at the centre, giving rise to the suggestion that the two component
parts can be folded as with a hinge to form a right angle or other angles.
This angularity indicates righteousness in contradistinction to circularity4
which indicates all-embracing love. 5

Truthfulness and Benevolence
The second explanation given by Teng Tzu-pin in his Wen Hsin Lu
J.. Book J., Ch. XXV

l.
2.
8.
4.
li.

Cf. Wen Yen Treatise of Ch'ien, Ch. II, para. 5.

Cf.

ff,'H,,~)(~~

Wen Yen Treatise, Ch. VI, Para. 31.
Remarks on the Trigrams, Ch. XI, "Ch'ien suggests the idea of a circle."

:l:lf!ifti&llii:7!$l' rf1 ~~Jj[Ziii:iTIJJ0:/M(

'b'}f.ll§t&q\J:81:iffiifc-W~

•
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Following Ch'ien and K'un as his ideal standard, the Slll)erior

man

"contemplates and studies the illustrious decrees of Spirit" OUU~~z~
if:}), and cultivates respectfulness to maintain his inward "straightness"

s:

that hi:; vital forces and high aspirations are not sapped through degcnera.
tion and indolence (1!&.12:1, lil pg • ifrjii!.~~::f,J2JJAflWiff[j~). Externally, he is
cautious about his demeanour, his words, and the exercise of his sensc-fac.
ulties, expressing them all in proper form through the cultivation of
righteousness, thus adopting a "fair and square" attitude towards all
people and all things, and maintaining an all-round vigilance, like the
"square formation" in military strategy, through which no insubordina-

tion or desire for ease may encroach upon his inner being (3Z.~}J0~ 131m

~ • f:[IJ~J2tH::Y'~ • Tfr]'~.}t)f~L)[*~rm)\). Being internally straight and externally square, he achieves greatness and exhibits a harmonious synthesis
of his various Yin and Yang qualities. With the conquest of all illusions
and the removal of all doubts, he becomes the embodiment of creative
understanding, so that he lives and moves spontaneously and effortlessly in
an absolutely right manner at all times and in all circumstances. In t]1e
words of the text, "no practice of morals is necessary on his part, and
yet things are in (~very respect advantageous to. !Jim" c:::r:~::.t::f-5flj ' JliJ/f'
*'!!Jt~11"fu);

Chinese Term for Doubt
As regards the symbolism of "doubt" in the last sentence of the text,
an explanation has been given in tl1e commentary on Line 2 of K'un
and will not be repeated here. What should be pointed out here is that
the Chinese word for doubt, i ~£, has also been the subject of much controversy among various commentators.

According to the K'un.g Shih Ching

Hsueh Chih Yen. (.fL£1;J.('IT~JB-i'D, the word i ~£ should have been ai $I,

signifying "obstruction", the idea being that the subject of Line 2 of
K'un, being "straightforward, fair and square, and great" (@jj::k), can
manifest his powers and abilities spontaneously and free from obstructions
of any kind c~~jt~frfu). Similarly, it is held by K'ung ULEf:) that
the same word i ~ in the last paragraph (Para. 10) of this Wen Yen
Treatise should also be ai ~ with the same signification, that is to say,
"Yin obstructing Yang, there i~ sure to be a clash (~ili~l;tk~Jb~~)·

Thi~
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· at 1cas t e1g
· ht passages
of the !-Ching, m some of
aractcr i !I~[ occurs m
"
which it should obviously be ai 1~ m the sense of obstruction, and in
·.
. 't should remain i ;£ in the sense of doubt, as in Para. 33 of Ch.
others
•
r.-:1 • n.\1-~;L:-,- >-,,J!-7tiJ ..... .
VI of 1the Wen Yen Treatrse
of C'h'l.Cl1 (fJiJ.·~r~-::-_,.)1
-J-G.A. n
, _, . ~/".<:.... ,_ ;~,~"- "

jt$' ~Jf6;tf:r,).
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the idea of beauty as can be evidenced by its Lesser Symbolism
reads: "His artistic beauty shows forth from the centre" C::s'CtE.rF
also by the corresponding paragraph (9) of this Wen Yen Treatise

CHAPTER XIV

Paragraph

contains a sentence reading: "His beauty is in the centre of his
c~t£L-J:lill)· The main difference between the two lines is this:

7 of Wen Yen

~-~~*~,~~~-,~~~~0~~~
~~~,~~~,~~%~,W~~~~o
ALTHOUGH THE SUBJECT OF THIS YIN
LINE HAS QUALITIES OF BEAUTY AND EXCELLENCE, HE DOES NOT DISPLAY THEM, BUT KEEPS
THEM UNDER RESTRAINT. "IF HE ENGAGES
WITH THEM IN THE SERVICE OF THE KING

'

AND IS SUCCESSFUL, HE WILL NOT DARE CLAIM
THAT SUCCESS FOR HIMSELF." THIS IS THE

ject of Line 3 is neither in the supreme nor in a central position,
still looking for an opportunity to serve his ruler. Therefore,
he possesses in a high degree many kinds of sterling excellence
his inherent spiritual nature, yet before his proper time comes for
manifestation, he should not display them, but keep them in reserve
B-;t). On the other hand, the superior man of Line 5 is
established in his correct, central position of supremacy, at least
above Line 3. His time has come. Therefore, he allows his
beauty to radiate from the centre of his being, "give freedom to
and manifest itself in his conduct of affairs" (lj%-=fi2:9x •

WAY OF EARTH, OF A WIFE, OF A MINISTER.
THE WAY OF EARTH IS "NOT TO CLAIM ANY
MERIT OF ACHIEVEMENT", BUT ON BEHALF OF
. SPIRIT TO BRING THINGS TO THEIR PROPER
CONSUMMATION.
This paragraph is an amplification of the text of Line 3. Its
and the symbolisms on which its component ideas are
dealt with in detail in the commentary on that line.
supplimentary ideas may be added here.

However,

Self-Coneeit and Boastfulness
the subjects of both Lines 5 and 3 possess qualities of beauty and
but while the former shows them forth, the latter keeps them

'
cover.

According to the principle of cfJrrespondence, they bear to

other the relationship of ruler and minister c.:=.~::::.0' li~:R.=f).
moral is that should the minister have occasion to engage in the
of his ruler, and be successful, he should not claim success for himbut attribute it to his ruler.

He should merely fulfill his mission

It has been pointed out that the idea of "hiding one's

as Earth fulfilli the creative work of Spirit without claiming the merit
· ement. The significance of all this will be clearly understood
we consider the effects upon his character if, instead of following this
course, he docs the very opposite. If, in the first place, instead of

based on the symbolism of a Yin line occupying a Yang pos1t 1on
enfolding Yang"- Yang being related to the True, the Good,
Beautiful. Why is it that Line 5, which is also a Yin line

g his excellence, be makes a great and unnecessary display of it, he
be guilty of pride or self-conceit; if he refuses to offer his ::ervices
monarch when an opportunity arises for him to do so, he would be

Concealment of Beauty

Yang position, does not suggest the same idea? Because, alth
significance of Line 5 is not exactly the same as that of Line 3,

of parsimoniousness; finally, if, having completed his mission, he
success for himself, striving for recognition from his ruler or from

the public, he would be guilty of boastfulness.
Now, self-conceit p .
.
' . arslrnomousness, and boastfulness
are
faults
of
character
which
11
.
a men of
moral culture are particularly anxious to avoid. Confucius nid "Th
.. .
.
" '
ough
a man may have abrhtrcs as aclnurablc as those of the Duke of Cl wu, yet
if he be proud and niggardly, his other qualities arc really not wortl
recognition." 1

Thus, before his ]\faster, Yen Hui

cv,
11·,~s,ccl
"'1 ·· " ·

from them, as can be seen in the following passage,; from his Tao Tel!
Ching:
The Sage embraces the Primal Unity, and becomes the model

Therefore the man of Tao spurns them. 1
A good general ........•
Effects his purpose and does not glory

111

it;

EiTccts his purpose and docs not boast of it;
Effects his purpose and docs not take pride in

•

ltt f

n
I

I f I.;;,

1

tl lC Wtsh
.

"not to boast of his excellence, and not to make a di'll)lay
of 111-.." mento•
'
2
rious deeds" . Lao Tzu is particularly noted for hi<;
~ ·
- ' adrmmitions·
·· ,
«gamst
these faults of human nature and for his praisc3 for the man who is free

The superior man of Line 3, therefore, avoids self-conceit by keeping
his excellence under cover, avoids parsimoniousness by dedicating his services to his ruler at the proper time, and avoids boastfulness by refraining
from claiming merit for his achievements.

In the text under consideration

stress is laid on the point that the minister "dares not" claim success.
This term "dare not" is specially significant.
which his duties arc fulfilled.

It shows the spirit m

It signifies his realization that after all

he is only the medium through which a certain task is carried out.

of the world.
He does not reveal himself, therefore he is luminous.
He does not justify himself, therefore he is far-famed,
He does not boast of himself,
credit.
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therefore people giVe him

He docs not pride himself, therefore he rs the chief amona
b
men.
Inasmuch as he does not contend, no one m t11C world can
contend with him. s
He who reveals himself is not luminous·

'

He who justifies himself is not far-famed;
He who boasts of himself is not given credit;
He who prides himself is not chief amon(J'"' 111·en.

In

reality, it is not be who has done it, but his ruler who has done it
through l1im.

Without the ruler as the creative power and active

influence behind him, his activities would have lost their
Therefore, he has no right to claim any credit.

meaning.

In this respect the way

of the minister corre;ponds exactly to that of Earth, because, in the words
of the text, "the way of Earth is not to claim the merit of achievement,
but on behalf of Spirit to bring things to their proper consummation."
It is said in the Great Treatise that "Ch'ien directs the great beginning
of things; K'un brings them to their completion" (~!C:J:iJ::kMl' ,

:!::$fri!X.!JtJ).

In a similar seme the way of the minister corresponds to that of a wife,
for, as previou:;ly mentioned, it is ~upposccl to be the duty of a wife, as
the passive aspect of a spiritual unity, to play a complementary role to
complete the life-task of her husband.

This is why Line 3 represents

"the way of Earth, of a wife, and of a minister".

These from the sta· n d· pom
· t of t I1e 1'ao are like remnants of
food and "tumo
·
" , w1nch
·
·
urs of VIrtue
all creatures reject m
disgust.

Historical Illustrations
The spirit m which the minister of Line 3 should serve his ruler rs
1. Ch. XXIV. [lh!,;jl~·>HiJ3 • f:U/.::i+;·::r;r~ • !'1fJ<:;M:]f~l'jJ • f"'l~S~·~·:H{; 'Jl;-{l:iif~il!, • L'lftr<:t:f:tC'ri •

'

"t.i!t;P.r£~>M:-Fr1~

2. Ch. XXX.
0.)~]

>

o

J:.tU:({tAcf:;:ff • .... ,.... th;;;j'~i!f!:HUL3 • 1C:J'['cJ).Jf'ZD!Jl • !l~Tffit'JJ'i ' :'J.~iTiit'JfJi; ':5!~ffii
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most clearly expressed in a passage from the Shu Ching, in connection
with the advice given by the king to prince Chen. The king said
"When you have any good plans or counsels, enter and lay them before'
your sovereign in the palace. Thereafter, when you arc acting abroad in
accordance with them, say, 'This plan or this view is all due to our
sovereign.' Oh! if all ministers were to act tbus, how excellent would

• WJA~!im Jfir pq , mJJ J!Jf{
• B'iA.J8Z:t'rNf • 'fifJsH!¥Uilt).t In this

they be, and how distinguished!" C'mff~~~Jti~®k

Z.=f7!-B • WTwtWrl?ik • 'i1tfJtffiz1j • P,~o:¥

CHAPTER XV

Paragraph

8 of Wen Yen

~~~~,~~·,~~~'WA~ 0
$) s : 1tfl3G~Jf)it:' -~~1k 0

way the minister's personal beauty and excellence become the beauty and

WHEN SPIRIT AND EARTH PRODUCE CHANGES

excellence of his sovereign and the merit of his achievement goes to h1m
too. It is only thus that his beauty and excellence, and, withal, the merit
of his achievement become really conspicuous and outstanding. This truth
is well expressed by Emperor Shun in his counsel to Y ii the Great. He

AND TRANSFORMATIONS, PLANTS AND TREES WILL
GROW LUXURIANTLY.
WHEN THE RECIPROCAL

said:
Come Yii. I was 111 dread of the great flood, but you have
relieved me from my anxiety by accomplishing your task.
You are indeed a worthy minister, capable of diligent service for
your country and of care in your family life. And you have no
sense of self-importance or self-satisfaction. Inasmuch as you do
not pride yourself, no one in the world can contend with you
for the show of ability. Inasmuch as you do not boast of yourself, no one in the world can contend with you for the credit
of achievement.

I see how great is your virtue, how admirable

your vast achievements. 2

INFLUENCES OF SPIRIT AND EARTH ARE SHUT UP
AND RESTRAINED, MEN OF VIRTUE AND ABILITY
WILL RETIRE AND LIVE IN OBSCURITY. THE WORDS
OF THE I, "A SACK TIED UP. THERE WILL BE NO
GROUND :FOR BLAME OR FOR PRAISE," ARE IN
REALITY A LESSON OF CAUTION AND WATCHFULNESS.
This paragraph is Confucius's special commentary on the Yaotz'u of
Line 4 of K'un. Its main idea is that the minister of Line 4 and the
ruler of Line 5, being both Yin subjects, are not enjoying happy and
harmonious relationships with each other (just as Spirit and Earth are at
certain dark periods ~;hut off from each other), with the result that the
former finds it necessary to preserve his person by retiring from office
and living in obscurity, shutting his mouth as well as his "bag of wisdom"
(~Jf). To elucidate the significance of this situation, the text begins by
showing a contrary picture in which Spirit and Earth are in free communication with each other, exercising their transformative influences in
a correct manner, thus effecting the luxuriant growth of plants and trees

l. Shu Ching, Bk. XXI, The Chun-Chen (;tl'llJli:l~).
2. Shu Ching, Bk. II, The Counsels of the Great Yu.

?fi'E: ~ '~*~::Y. nx1t/iX.Jf.J' ·mdtc:l't '£\iY.rr1B • JZmf.f'* • ~l'l~111x • ·Ht&:'ff' '/1!.
'filll"~' xr~~Yb:~f\[1, &fi!l::r:tz, :kl'.~ffi'l<&~'J:J.J, =tf~7~~. ;N;:0±®"i o

Throughout
and facilitating the perfect fulfilment of the lives of men.
the text, emphasis is laid on the beneficent results of the harmonious cooperation of Yin and Yang, of Spirit and Earth, of Ruler and Minister,
and of Superiors and Inferiors; and, correspondingly, on the inauspicious
consequences of their mutual separation.

'i'HE I-CHING

Interplay of Yin and Yang

, intervened in which the Light of Spirit, which had been illumining

One of the metaphysical truths underlying the teachings of the ].
Ching is that "this entire world, the vast universe and the panorama of

life which moves across its face is the interplay of two cosmic forces, called
good and evil.

These two forces are always at work and will continue

to be till the Universe disappears." 1

This fundamental truth is also

touched upon by Count Keyserling when he writes in his Recovery of
Truth that on the plane of true unity beyond the uniqueness of man

"events occur as function of the co-operation between the masculine and'
the feminine." 2 In terms of the !-Ching it may be stated tlmt all the
ever-changing phenomena of the Universe are the result of the interaction
and co-operation of Yin and Yang, of Spirit and Matter or Spirit and
Earth.

Spirit (i.e., the Logos principle) in itself signifies Meaning.

From the standpoint of the recipient it means creative understanding, and
m its outpouring or radiating quality it means change. 3

transmuting things, seemed to have been withdrawn from Nature or,
words, Nature seemed to have closed-up against the light of
Such minor periods usually set in after periods of prosperity and
while major ones, called Pralayas, will in due time be introduced
a result of Cosmic evolution, when, with the coming of the '_'Night. ~f
. ma" and the consequent dissolution of the Universe, Creative Sp1nt

.

'

withdraw itself to rest "for seven eternities" before re-emergmg at
e dawn of the following Manvantaric Day.

When that remote "Night

Brabma" comes, as come it will, men of spiritual understanding will
allow a similar course by withdrawing their consciousness from the "three
worlds"

(~:W-)

-the physical, the emotional, and the mental worlds-

resting in the inner world of Spirit which corresponds to the buddhic
the nirvanic planes of the Buddhist Bodhisattvas.

Thus all changes

in the phenomena of Nature, and of human, animal, and vegetable life,
are due to changes in the interrelationships between Spirit and Earth.
When these mutual relationships manifest themselves in a harmonious
manner, a happy and harmonious order of things will prevail, in which
even rainfall will occur at the right time and ''plants and trees will grow
luxuriantly," and "all things will be nourished and flourish." If, on the
other hand, the reciprocal influences of Spirit and Earth were shut off from
each other, then chaos
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and disorder would be brought about, giving

A Dark Phase of Creation
Why is it that line 4 of K'un represents such a dark phase of creation
in which Spirit and Earth are closed up and men of virtue retire into
(~:!fu~1

,

~A~)?

There are at least five answers to this

The most important is that Line 4 represents the point at which
hexagram

::f:

==
,
-

the symbol of Success and Prosperity, begins

to be transformed into its polar opposite, viz., the P'i hexagram:;§

--=: ;

rise to a condition of affairs in which not only plants and trees would
fail to grow and develop but human beings themselves would be in danger
of being involved in cataclysmic upheavals of all kinds. At such times
men of virtue and ability will seck refuge by retiring from office and living
in obscurity.

the symbol of Obstruction and Separation.

But, before dealing with these

solutions, it is necessary to repeat briefly what has been written about
Line 3 in previous commentaries.

It has been pointed out that when the

gradual transformation of K'un, which starts from its first line, reaches
its third line, the hexagram becomes T'ai, the symbol of Prosperity and

In the history of the world, there have, indeed, been such periods
when, as a result of the operation of the law of periodicity, a "dark

Thus Line 3 corresponds to T'ai.

T'ai consists of the Spirit-

symbol, Ch'ien, below, and the Earth-symbol, K'un, above, signifying
that the influence of Earth rises while that of Spirit descends, resulting

1. Paul Brunton, Inner Reality.
2. Keyserling, Recovery of Truth, P. 469.
3. Ibid., P. 296.

. in the idea of intercommunication between Spirit and Earth.

It may be

noted that King Wen sees in T' ai the symbol of "good fortune with
progress and success"

(G~).

Commenting on this symbol Confucius

THE I-CHING
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writes:

and trees being produced under God's creative power. All the above
assages corroborate the ideas of the first part of the text in question:
~through the changes and transformations produced by Spirit and Earth,

T'ai shows us that Spirit and Earth are in communication
with each other, and that all things consequently have free
intercourse. It shows also that the high and the low, superiors

plants and trees grow luxuriantly." In thi~ way all the ideas whic~ are
erceived in T'ai and in its component tngram, Chen, are associated
p
·
. corre1ate d wit
. h T' m.
.
with Line 3 of K'un which, as explamed
ab ove, IS

and inferiors, arc in communication with one another and are
possessed by the same aims and aspirations ............ Thus, the way
of the superior man appears to be waxing, and that of the small
man waning
~~

'

5i9
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Now, by the principle of cyclic change, a condition of prosperity and
success (T' ai) is inevitably succeeded by one of obstruction and misfortune

(:t: ...... ;Rj;fujtffii~!Jtj:@-&. ' _l T3tffii;t;/Pj-&. ...... Jg-f-

(P'i). Symbolically speaking, T'ai must be followed by P'i C:t:tj~*),
and this is actually so in the sequential arrangement of the sixty-four

;J\AJ1'!~-ift).

This commentary of Confucius bears out the meaning of the first part
of the text under consideration, for it signifies that Spirit and Earth are
not shut off from each other but are exercising their transformative
influences in such a harmonious manner that, as a result, all things
attain their full growth, and the superior men, instead of retiring into

hexagrams by King Wen. It follows from this that since Line 3 corresponds to T'ai, Line 4 which succeeds Line 3 must correspond to P'i.
According to Yii Fan, it represents that point at which T'ai begins to be
transformed into P'i (-~ : n:::=.~Ji,~,:hjlJiX~ , t~l2:9:t:&JiX~ ' :!:$1Z9~NtJJ).
Is there any analogy or correspondence between the meaning of the P'i

obscurity, are coming forth to serve their ruler in an increasingly effective
manner.
The idea of "the luxuriant growth of plants and trees" is

hexagram and that of Line 4 as described in the present text?
The
answer is that the correspondence is a very close one, because while the

i.e.,

te:x;t of Line 4 says that "the reciprocating influences of Spirit and Earth
are shut off from each other and men of virtue retire into obscurity,,

further borne out by the upper intermediate trigram of T'ai

== ,

:::..=: ,

the Chen trigram
which, according to the Treatise on the Trigrams,
suggests the idea of bright young bamboos; of sedges and rushes; of what

Confucius's Treatise on the T'uan of P'i reads:

(~~

The want of good understanding between the different classes

Chen alsJ corresponds to the primary
c,::lcment of Wood, and a sentence from Chapter V of the same Treatise

of men in P'i, and the unfavourable influence of P'i to the firm
and correct course of the superior man ............... all this springs
from the fact that in it Spirit and Earth are not in communication with each other, and all things in consequence do not have

in the end becomes the strongest; and of what is the most luxuriant
::ii~'rt' ~1€~' ;It~~~!' ~If.~).

reads, "All things issue forth from Chen" (~!Jtjl:l:F'fJ~.). Hence, again,
the idea of plants and trees issuing forth from the earth. Finally, Chapter
V quoted above begins with this passage:
"God comes forth in the sign of Chen;
He brings all things to completion in the sign of Sun." (W

P'i also shows that the high and the low are
free intercourse.
not in communication with one another, and that there are no
well-regulated states in the world ............... Thus, the way of the
small man appears to be waxing, and that of the superior man

t±P¥~' ygff-~).

waning. 1

The point to be noted m this connection is that Sun, as well as Chen,

The Chief reason for this interpretation

suggests the idea of wood (~~*). 1
l. Treatise on the Trigrams, Ch. XI.

Hence, again, the idea of plants
l. 1§zggA '~;f!J~Ff~ ... JlU;;!ik:R~!Il'l"~ffiif.Jtlim~~1:!!. o
J::-p;;p;c~:ltfter~1:!!. ...... rJ•,)\Jgi~ 'if!i·:rmm-& o

IS

that P'i consists of the

Spirit-symbol above and the Earth-symbol below.
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Different Interpretations of Text

This arrangement of

the two symbols signifies total lack of intercomnmnication and interpenetration between Spirit and Earth, which, on the plane of human life
corresponds to the entire absence of free intercourse between ruler and the'
people.
In such circumstances no good government can be expected to
prevail. Influential positions become accessible to inferior men, while the
chances of superior men to serve the state become more than ever limited.
The only safe course open to men of virtue and ability lies in retiring
from public service and living in obscurity. This idea of retirement and
seclusion is further borne out by the Greater Symbolism of P'i which
reads:
The trigrams of Spirit and Earth, not in intercommunication,
form P'i. The superior man, accordingly, restrains the manifestation of his virtue, and tries to avoid the calamities that threaten
him.
There is no opportunity for him to secure glory and

As stated above, the text in question, like most other texts, is capable
of nmltiplc interpretations, a few of which may here be introduced from
different commentaries.

A simple explanation is given in the I Ching

Tsi1~,g Hua CJ£*,lli_J!if!J~O that Line 4, being a Yin line occupying a Yin
sition, indicates a condition of "twofold darkness" (£~) devoid of
po
. d' 1
.
any Yang element, thus suggesting the idea of the pnmor 1a state 111

which Darkness filled the boundless void and the Light of Spirit bad not
yet begun to manifest itself.
Creation had not started and it appeared
for a time that Spirit and Matter had shut themselves off from each other.
This condition suggests that men of virtue and ability are hiding themselves in retirement (f\[9'!!:\lt1m~ • ~tfuM~~~-th

' J@ilfffi.A.' B~~Jt

Another explanation, advanced by Ch'eng Tzu, is that the subject of

The implication of this passage is quite obvious.
The lack of
intercommunication between Spirit and Earth, the threat of impending

Line 4 is in the upper sphere, next in position to the ruler of Line 5, but
not harmoniously adjusted to him.
Being near his ruler and yet out of
touch with him, he is exposed to perils which may be escaped by those
who are farther away. Evidently his one safe course lies in retiring from

calamity, and the absence of glory and emolument are equally important

office.

emolument

(J(:l'IB::F:R • ~ • 1t-f-J2H~~Mit • ::FPJ~J2}j~).

factors that impel men of virtue and ability to retire from office and live
in seclusion. All this synthetic reasoning serves to show that the meaning
of Line 4 of K'un is corroborated by that of the hexagrams to which it
is correlated.
This applies to all other lines without a single exception,
for the sixty-four hexagrams and their component symbols are all organically connected and interrelated, just as the organs of the body are harmoniously related to one another, and just as all physical, psychic and
spiritual phenomena are interconnected in some way.
It may be stated
once again that the sixty- four hexagrams and their 384 individual lines
together represent a coherent whole, and that in them and through them
the profound mind may perceive a whole world of ideas and meanings
all of which are closely and minutely related to one another.
Such is
the unique and wonderful system of the !-Ching.

The third explanation is given by Jen Ch'i-yun
(MJ~?)bi)).

111

his Chou I Hsi

He writes:

When Spirit and Earth arc harmoniously communicative with
each other, even plants and trees grow luxuriantly.

How much

more happy and prosperous are the relationships between ruler and
minister!
But, if the reciprocal influences of Spirit and Earth
were shut UP. and disconnected, then men of virtue and ability
should retire and adopt the good policy of a 'tied-up bag'. Line
4 represents such a situation, for it symbolizes the first stage after
the transition from the lower to the higher, and, besides being
"doubly Yin", it is "non-centrai". Hence it suggests extreme
caution.
Pointing out the differences m meaning between Line 4 of K'un anq
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the corresponding Line 4 of Ch'ien, Jen Ch'i-yun further writes:

(~-~~~~~·~~~-~~-).

This extreme caution saves

from injury ('ti~~m).

Line 4 of Ch'ien is associated with two "Nos"- "no permanent place either above or bdnw" CJ:r X 'fin and "no constancy
either in advancing or in retreating". C~~X'tli). This denotes
uncertainty of movement and the probability of progressive

523

It is clear that the above is an exposition of the significance of a
bag" which is the subject- matter of Line 4. Now a "tied-up
' does not only mean keeping one's mouth shut; it also means tying

transformation (.fz:[BX'ffi'X'tli , Jt:f.%~{t). Line 4 of K'un, too,
is associated with two "Nos" - "no blame and no praise". This
denotes certainty of movement and the de3ire for self-preservation

"bag of wisdom", and this signifies that the man of virtue and
restrains the manifestation of his wisdom for the guidance of the

only (:l:$[9)f;~7t¥, {:%JtffiiB)·
Both Line I of Ch'ien and
Line 4 of K'un denote retirement, but while the retirement of
the former is temporary, being undertaken in anticipation of

expressing it. In this connection, it is well to point out that Line
represents the heart just as the lowest line represents the feet, and the

~3iJ2JJxll{f

• :t$ IZ-9~f! ~J2:U!lU!D ·

The fourth explanation is given by Teng Tzu-pin in his Wen Hsin Lu
0=·~ 1 1)~). He points out that Line 4 is midway between the two earthsymbols, being above the lower one and at the bottom of the upper one.
This denotes concealment between different levels of earth. Furthermore,
all the lines above and below Line 4 are Yin lines, signifying darkness
above, darkness below, and darkne~s all around. On the historical plane,
this corresponds to a dark age when evil principles prevail in the country
(IJ..~), and men of virtue hide themselves for personal security. At
such times men of virtue and ability refrain not only from action but from
speech as well. In other words, they make "a tied- up bag" of themselves,
thus agreeing with the teaching of a passage from the Doctrine of ths
Mean which reads:
"When the kingdom is ill-governed, superior men

line the head.

This is corroborated by the Yaotz'u of Line 4 of

- , which reads:

~~ =~

.. :

He is able to attain his heart's desire in the condition indicated by Ming I, quitting the gate and courtyard of the lord of
darkness Cal~~z~L.'' =ftBF~JD.
It is believed that in the centre of one's heart resides the spirit of
and that when the heart is closed upon the world, the "bag of
'
" is closed as well. The idea of the heart is also borne out by the
oTJ:Ui:I.Lluu of Line 4 which converts the upper
intermediate trigram

== ,

K'an
a symbol of heart disease (~!~ : :I;X~Jl.,~)- 1
It may
of interest to mention in conclusion that in Chinese history there were
distinguished personages who, on account of their sagacity and
were actually given the title of honour Chih Nang, i. e., "Wisdomo

They are Shu Li Tzu Chi (~£-T~) of the Ch'in dynasty, Ch'ao
of the Han dynasty, and Huan Fan (;ffi)jlB) of the Tsin
. So happy and peaceful were the conditions of their time that
had no need to tie up their bags of wisdom, but poured them forth
the enlightenment of their country and their
(Q~)

are sure by their silence to command forbearance to themselves" (111m~

, Jt!!ll.:UE.QJ_~).

Living thus in non-activity and silence, they s~w
"malice towards none" -hence their freedom from blame; and t ey
withhold their good work and their good name_- hence their freedom from

!

In other words, he cherishes his wisdom in his heart and refrains

better and more peaceful times and, consequently, opportunities
to emerge into the world, that of t~e latter is permanent, being
undertaken as a refuge from chaos and calamity Cfl:W~ • f!j:~
12. , :1:$[9~, Btftfu). The subject of Line 4 of Ch'ien wants to
advance at the proper time, while that of Line 4 of K'un wants to
restrain himself and avoid the adversities that threaten him (.fz:

,,I

l. Cf. Treatise on the Trigrams, Ch. XI.

·''·:
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inner being, beyond the realms of mental and emotional
CHAPTER XVI

, tbat the mystic begins hi8 procesil of intcriorization whereby he
ever deeper

Paragraph

ra.nge~>

of Spiritual Significance leading ultimately to

perfect union with Eternal 'l'ruth and his comprehension of all things

9 of Wen Yen

to his life in particular and to the universe as a whole.

Thus,

superior man cultivates himself by purifying his inner nature, trans-

~~~~~~'~ftffiH'~~~~'W
f~~ I?] .5t ' ~i:JJ~-~ ' ~ =t 1:k 0

t!Jc duller and more morbid colours of his lower desires and emotiom,

z

blur and ob:;cure tbe Image of God within, into the golden yellow
of Divine vVisdorn which reflects that Image with perfect clearness.
is what is meant by the first sentence of t!Je text,

TI-IE SUPERIOR MAN BY THE "YELLOW"
COLOUR OF HIS INNER BEING, IS POSSESSED OF
DIRECT COMPREHENSION OF SIGNIFICANCE.
THOUGH OCCUPYING THE CORRECT POSITION
OF SUPREMACY, HE DWELLS IN A HUMBLER
SPHERE OF ACTIVITY CORRESPONDING TO THE
LOWER PART OF HIS PERSON. HIS BEAUTY IS
IN THE CENTRE OF HIS BEING, BUT IT GIVES
FREEDOM TO HIS FOUR LIMBS, AND IS MANIFESTED IN HIS CONDUCT OF AFFAIRS, - THIS
IS THE PERFECTION OF BEAUTY.

by the yellow colour of his inner being, is possessed of direct comof Significance" (:li-}-}J{r!Jill'l}'H).

haloes of golden light which permeates their bodies and streams
through their hands and feet.

has acquired direct understanding of
Significance, and bas attained supreme beauty witbin himself.
On the plane of man, Line 5 rcpre:;ent& the supreme

As already elucidated at length, yelIt may be added here that in Esoter-

icism yellow is understood as a sublime colour which appears only in the
"auras" of advanced souls.

It signifies intelligence or wisdom as opposed

to dull green which signifies jealousy, to lurid red which signifies passion,
to grey which signifies fear, and to black which signifies malice.

attained

his position is the highest attainable, yet he realizes that he

clhi" in man, i.e., the principle of Intuition. It may therefore be concluded that the phrat;e "yellow centre" or hua-ng chung (~rp) in the text
in question signifies the centre of consciousness of the superior man, the
It is through

is

a subject to his ruler and, as such, he has to submit to bis sovereignThus, though occupying the highest position, he confine:; himself to
relatively humbler sphere of ministerial activities.

Like the Duke of

when acting as regent to King Ch'eng \Nang,

he dons a yellow

lower garment to show his inferior rank, thus avoiding suspicion on
part of b is ruler and jealousy on the part of his fcllovv ministers.
is the meaning behind the ,;econd sentence of this text,

"Though

the correct position of suprem:tcy he dwells in a humbler sphere

It is

also believed by Esotericists that yellow represents the principle of "Bud-

centre of his individuality or the core of his personality.

poc~ition

a minister when he acts as regent or prime minister to his young king.

low is the colour of Earth, and corresponds to the central point of the
cosmogonic plan and the compass.

One explanation of this phenomenon
that the saint has restored the origi-

It explains the significance of "the yellow lower-gar-

ment" as symbolized by that line.

It reminds one of some pic-

of saints or founders of religions showing their heads encircled with

This paragraph is Confucius's special commentary on tl1e Yaotz'u of
Line 5 of K'un.

"The superior

Now, by assuch a humble attitude and resolving all doubt:> regarding the
of his motives and actiom, he attain:; peace of mind and
of soul.

~;atis

He become:> conectly adjmted to his ruler above, to the

of people below, and witbin tbc cosmic scheme of things in genHc attaiN that inner equilibrinm tlm.wgh \\hich the True, tbc
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Good and the Beautiful :;pontaneou:;ly manifest themselves, illumining his
inner being and "giving freedom to his four limbs".

527

Iy co-ordinated, emotionally calm, and mentally quiescent, while

His intuitive and

life-forces pulsate along distinct channels through his nervous system,

executive faculties arc given full play, thus expressing themselves for the

·permeating his whole body and radiating even beyond its periphery through

accomplishment of great life- tasks.

}Jis head centres and his four limb:J (q~Jt[2]JZ:). 1 To those whose "mind's

The richness of his inner life wells

up and transfigures his whole personality.

IVIencius has given a more or

less similar description of such a superior man:

$ , ~z&. ti,rJ, vibrating in all directiom from the centre of his Inner
Being. Having thus enthroned himself in that secret "yellow court",
that "Holy of IIolics", bis perception of Spiritual Significance becomes
direct and sr)ontaneous (_;f(rfJ:@.fTI.l.), and tremendous creative energies are
released from his Higher Sdf for the accomplishment of his life-work
(iJt:-.JfD· Bles3ccl inded is the m:m who is found worthy for that
highest stage of spiritual development. A:; the direct vehicle of manifestation of the metaphysi.c:1l Rc1.lity within himself, he is most aptly repre-

Inherent in the nature of tl:c superior man arc benevolence,
righteousness, propriety, and knowledge.

eye" has been opened, it presents an object of peculiar loveliness (~:tfjt

These ave rooted in his

heart; they grow and mrmijest themselves as a 11"ild hannony in the
countenance, a rich fullness in the bad, and a spontaneous freedom

in the four limbs. As a result, the four limbs understand how to
arrange themselves without being told. 1

sented by Line 5 of K'un.

Such is the perfection of beauty of the mperior man represented by Line 5 of K'un.

A m::Jre or less similar truth has been hinted at in other rcligiom or
schools of divine wi3dom.

For imtance, in a Buddhist manual of ethics

called The Voice of tJze Silen;;e, arc mentioned "the Three Halls" which

Yellow Court in Taoism

"lead to tbe end of toils".
The expression huang chung

(J!fir~l),

i.e., yellow centre, has also an

esoteric meaning well apprehended by the high initiates of the Chinese
Taoist School of Occult Meditation. At a certain stage of disciplesl1ip,
they are initiated by their master into the secret mysteries of what is called
the "Yellow Court" or "Yellow Chamber"

(~)J(1),

at which they rest

themselves m their daily meditation and contemplation.

A passage in Cl1aptcr VII read:;:
Three balls, 0 conqueror of Mara, will bring thee through
three states into the fourth, and thence into the seven worlds, the
worlds of rest eternal.

This "Yellow

Chamber" is, indeed, the secret of all secrets, being regarded by enlightened Taoists as the "Master-key" to Self-realization. Symbolically speaking, it transforms the disciple from a point into a straight line,

Th<; name of the third lwll is Wisdom, beyond which stretch

tbe shorcles,; waters of Akshara, the

indestructible fount of om-

and

then from a straight line into a triangle and a circle, thus bearing out
the meaning of Goethe's profound saying, "God geometrizes." Through·
out the meditation, the disciple remains in an abwluicly correGt position
and posture (IE {il:!i~:H~), straight- backed,

cross-handed and cros~-legged,

Seek: foi" h:m who is to give birth m the Hall of vVisdorn,

the hall 'Nhich lies beyoild,

'vhe:u~in

all shadows arc unkno,vn,

and wbcrc tlJe light of truth shines with unfading glory.
1. BK. VII, Ch. XXI, para. 4. C't.Ff·l9fifl:: • t::~nl:rt~i1HI'~lL' • ~!£f:~VJ~ • ij~';\:i;:WUFOOi ':i£t
tn'llf • btmm ' tm.ll\l.l"E:lmi~) o
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In the commentary on the above passages, it IS pointed out that
the person here spoken of, who leads the disciple to his spiritual
birth, is the Master, the Teacher; and the Hall of Wisdom represents the
highest stage of progress in human development, the stage of contemplation at which the disciple begins to realize the subjective significance of
all things. Jesus Christ also spoke of the "inner chamber" and He taught
His disciples to enter that chamber when they prayed: "But thou, when
thou prayest, enter into thine inner chamber, and having shut thy door,
pray to thy Father which is in secret, and thy Father which se<'th in
secret shall recompense thee. " 1
The "inner chamber" here referred to properly signifies the inner
shrine of the heart, the secret temple of Spirit, at which the devotee
should say his prayers. That praying devotee naturally assumes a passive
attitude (K'un) to his Father in Heaven (Ch'icn).

PARAGRAPH 9 OF WEN YEN

tt ~~'

--

which shows five Yin subjects owing allegiance to one

ang I·uler ' and of which the "Greater Symbolism" reads:
Pi is formed by placing the trigram representing water over
that representing the earth. The ancient kings, influenced by
this symbolism, established the various states and maintained affectionate relations with their vassals Ofu.J:~7.1<

i!

In history, the text in question may be understood as a description
of the Duke of Chou when he was acting as regent to his nephew,
King Ch'eng Wang (JE{ftl§-ID·

He is described by historians as a

man of strong physique and magnificent personality (~1-%Mlli • ~~Jl.JL
-~M!ZBJZ:),

his physical beauty being a pure reflection of tl1e beauty of
his soul. At the height of his political career, he had completed his great

task of composing music and establishing an elaborate system of rites and
ceremonies on the basis of Spiritual Significance which he understood
most thoroughly. 2 Naturally, the beauty of his music C~i±;it¢) and the
solemnity of his ceremonies exerted refining and elevating influences on
the behaviour and emotions of his people. It is said that by virtue of
his lofty virtues and brilliant talents C.ml~Z.::tz~), he introduced a
"golden age" in the Chou dynasty. This supreme phase of his life ~s
borne out by the transformation of Line 5 of K'un which symbolizes his

• lt • JIG£0~~

'~~~).1

The expression "perfection of beauty" (~z~-!i!.) signifies that Line
represents the highest pinnacle of fortune that can be attained in the
career of a minister. The transgression of that limit would at once produce the very opposite results as indicated by Line 6 which, being placed
at the extreme height beyond Line 5, represents "the fighting of dragons
in the wilderness"- a disastrous state of affairs
z~, §-~TJJ:if&-JR

Historical Illustration
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CM~t:P

• gz~m • ;It(~

• i~HJ.IJ~~~&.\~~).

The symbolisms of some of the ideas in this text are of much interLine 5 of K'un is correlated to the Kuan hexagram

=•

2.~$~~·~~$:~~~~~~~~~--~~~·

§H~·

whose

upper trigram, Sun
is the symbol for "thighs" (~~)Bt),~ and
whose upper intermediate trigram, Ken
is the symbol for "hands"
CJ.t~f.).a

=::,

Hence the idea of "the four limbs" in the text.

The four

limbs are to the b:>dy what virtuous ministers are to the ruler. They
support the budy and make motions just as the ministers support their
ruler and carry out his instructions. Thus, according to the Shu Ching,
Emperor Shun once said to his ministers:
Alas!

what are ministers?

Are not ministers my associates?

What are associates? Are not associates my ministers? '"'""'My
ministers constitute my legs and arms, my ears and eyes. I wish
to help and support my people, - you give effect to my wishes.

situation, for the transformation of that line converts the whole hexagram
l. Matthew 6 : 6.

a

l. C£. ~J'b~fi1J;®Ji o
2. C£. Treatise on the Trigrams.
· 3, Ibid. These symbolisms have been explained in the Introduction.

i
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I wish to spread tbe influence of my government through the four
quarters, -you act as my agents.
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its individual lines.

These individual lines are, m reality, different

of an inner unity just as the various human situations in life and

1

changing phenomena of the Universe are but different aspects of the
The minister of Line 5 of K'un naturally "dwells m

interaction between Yin and Yang.

humbler sphere of activity" than the ruler of Line 5 of

ft).

Now the idea of "dwelling"

CF5)

But it is difficult for a man

average intelligence to perceive the interrelated meanings underlying

is based on the Ken trigram::::

referred to above, which, according to the same Treatise on the Trigrams,

different symbols and the heterogeneous phenomena of the Universe.
do so requires the exercise of what may be called

the "symbol-com-

suggests the idea of a door or gateway of a house (f~1~r~~J;J). The form
of the Ken trigram
with the open space at the middle and below

-~v·-·~-----ing" faculty just as the perception of beauty behind all forms in-

something solid bears a close resemblance to a door or gateway. Besides,

K'un is closely correlated to Line 2 and to two other lines of the Ch'ien
and this correlation has been traced by the editor of the Chou

:=

the Ken trigram denotes the "arrestation of movement" (I~J2:lJl:Z), thus

the exercise of the "aesthetically-receptive" faculty. 1 Now Line 5

bearing out the idea of a closed door which prevents entrance into a
house.

(Ji!iJ~ifrLiJ)

whose views may be summarised in the follow-

section.

The Superior Man of Line 5
Jen Ch'i-yun points out in his Chou I Hsi Hsin
throughout the text of the K'un hexagram, then:

Moral Qualities Represented by Ch'ien and K'un
C!i!B~6ti\~,,)

that,

is no mention of the

Of the six lines of Ch'ien two deal with the moral culture of man.
are lines 2 and 3.

The former deals with "sincerity of speech"

sage or "the great man", but that in this Wen Yen Treatise the "superior

§·z ff:D, "cautiousness of conduct" CJflf1Tzi'll), and "the preservation

man" (;E-:f) is the subject treated under Lines 2 and 5 (:l:$;;r::"§~A • 'tfi
.:::E§;E-:f). He further points out that the superior man of Line 5 jg

truthfulness''

(f*J~~ffW~);

ulness and sincerity"

and the latter deals with the cultivation of
(}i!;',f~ti1toc0,

the "cultivation of correct speech

more outstanding than that of Line 2, because, whilst the latter, being "in-

tl1e establishment of truthfulness''

wardly straight and outwardly square'', is distinguished .only by his moral

two lines of K'un which have to do with the same subject of self-

qualities of reverence and righteousness c=t1fflq1J'?i-fiJt~), the former is
distinguished by his perfect beauty, by his direct understanding of Si

({it1Wfiz:~.\2U6-:¥rD·

Likewise, there

' namely, Lines 2 and 5, the former dealing with the cultivation

nificance, and, above all, by the success of his life- task (lififrp~:7j.fi~.

respectfulness as the way to maintain "inward straightness" (t:]3c.l21,U![
, and righteousne:;s as the way to maintain "outward squareness" (~

Jt).

The superior man of Line 5 excels also the subject of Line 3, be-

· ?1), and the latter dealing with the direct comprehension of Spiritual

cause the former is in a position to allow a full revelation of his inner

When considered separately, they appear to ref our different ways of moral culture; when understood synthcti-

beauty through his personality (his four limbs)

C~!Sff::-[2:93Z),

whereas

latter has "to keep his beauty and excellence under cover ( fr }i:),

y, however, they are all interrelated.

"hardly dares to claim any succes3 for himself" (;;r::f[}(f~-{2,).

associated with the qualities of sit>cerity and truthjul1tess. As sincerity

~~

'

:E~:;r:ll~~ ).

Much has been written about the interconnection of the

(~-a-

For both Lines 2 and 3 of Ch'ien

itself is hut a form of truthfulness, it may be stated that the Ch'ien
stands for only one virtue- truthfulness

l. C£. 1\eyserling, The Recovery of Truth, P. 56.

Cl£~tzrw.3Z

• ~Z~
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On the other hand, the respectfulnes3 and "inward straightness" of
Line 2 of K'un correspond in truth to the "yellow centrality" of Line 5

both having to do with one's inner being, while the righteousness and'

"outward squareness" of Line 2 correspond to the "correct position" of
Line 5, both having to do with one's external appearance. Now, as exter- .
nal appearance is but the expression of inner being, it may be said that
the one fundamental quality for which K'un stands is respectfulnes3 (;fEJ:$
z~.3t

• :tUfczJlt~).

Of the two fundamental qualities of truthfulness
(Ch'ien) and respectfulness (K'un) the former is positive, causing a fullness of heart (Jf1L'), thus corresponding to the undividedness of a Yang
line, and the latter is passive, causing an emptiness of heart (J!l[ 1t,), thus
corresponding to the dividedness of a Yin line. It should be noted also that
truthfulness and respectfulness, being analogous and correspondent to Yang
and Yin respectively, are correlated and mutually dependent, for there
never has been a man filled with the spirit of truthfulness who is not reverential to his elders

C*~~ffij~:tUfc),

and there never has been one

trained to reverence who is not truthful to people C*~:t!&rm~~). The
acquirement of one quality automatically leads to that of the other. The
heart must be filled before it can be emptied, for without being filled
with Spiritual Significance it cannot empty itself of all worldly desires
C~l!fJt!J~fj~JJ[

• JZEI!]ey.± • ~1it.AJ)!Jzi)3lj;~tft), and conversely, it must be

emptied before it can be filled, for without emjrtying itself of all worldly
desires it cannot fill itself with Spiritual Significance C*l!f[f{lj~tf~Jf • A
~JF.~,

• ~iitJZE!!MErrfu).

Thus, full-heartedness and empty-heartedness, truthfulness and respectfulness, the creative and the receptive, the positive and the negative, are
all essential attributes of a complete life, corresponding to the Yin and
Yang or the K'un and Ch'ien aspects of the Absolute. The sage who
has attained union with Eternal Truth is naturally and spontaneously reverential in his attitude towards things; on the other hand, the superior
man who practises respectfulness with conscious and strenuous efforts will
eventually be led to the realization of Eternal Truth C:tE¥:A.JtiJ~4!.:P.~~

• ;lt:tUfcfug]~z:tUfcfu • ;!t:?zfl.IJ.±:fl&H~~~).

Thus, Ch'ien stands for the
way of a sage, and K'un stands for that of a superior man C~-1-S • ~
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, *fi~~ , WJ~:fl&iffi~~ , rmJ21.iJitJ:$:5}]ey~Jiz~~Jitfu). In this
are Ch'ien and K'un interconnected; and in this way is Line 5 of
correlated with Line 2 of the same hexagram, and to Lines 2 and

PARAGRAPH 10 OF WEN YEN

They arc found in different forms with different significations
CHAPTER XVII

in different editions of the !-Ching, with the result that scholars have,
throughout the centuries, been arguing with one another over their possible

Paragraph

10

of vVen Yen

and probable meanings, each trying to establish that his particular interpretation is the correct one, i.e., the one originally meant by Confucius.
It may be of interest, first, to point out the different forms in which the

two words have appeared; secondly, to explain their different significations
and their bearings on the meaning of tbe text; and, thirdly,

to try and

determine, if possible, the correct interpretation of the meaning conceived

WHEN THE SUBJECT OF YIN CONSIDERS HIMSELF EQUAL TO THE SUBJECT OF YANG, THERE
IS CERTAIN TO BE A STRUGGLE. LEST ONE
SHOULD THINK THAT NOTHING OF YANG
REMAINS, THE DRAGON IS MENTIONED. BUT
SINCE THE YIN SUBJECT HAS NOT YET LEFT
HIS OWN CLASS, "BLOOD" (YIN) IS ALSO
MENTIONED. THE MENTION OF BLOOD AS
BEING BOTH BLACK AND YELLOW INDICATES
THE INTERMINGLING OF SPIRIT AND EARTH.
SPIRIT'S COLOUR IS BLACK AND EARTH'S
YELLOW.

by the Duke of Chou.
With regard to the first word m question, it appears m nearly all
common editions of the I -Ching in the form of i

*'£, meaning "doubt"

or "suspicion" as in hsien i tfHiE, and "resemblance" or "equality" as in
i sstt ~)f{J;;z. 1 In this sense of the word, the first sentence should be interpreted as signifying that the dark power of Yin, when it attains its
highest degree of manifestation as indicated by Line 6, bears a resemblance
to Yang, or considers itself equal to it (¥f_]~t: Jl{l;;~~.mtilli~~J&if{;!j-~ • M:~:I.J0
suspicion on the part of Yang that the Yin
subject which has hitherto been of a complementary and receptive nature

!lJffill.), thus arousing the

has become an aggressive opponent of equal strength O~J,i§f!~

• fclJ~ig:I.J0~

, }rilr2./Cf,l.IH~E, ffii5i!J3E:Jt-TI"T)· This presumption on the part of Yin
and the suspicion which it arouses on the part of Yang lead to conflict.

This paragraph is Confucius's special commentary on the Yaotz'u of
Line G of K'un.

Hence tbe fighting of the dragons in the wilderness (fllfl!l'J.=f!f).

It explains the reasons why the ideas of "fighting", of

''dragons'', of ''blood'', and of ''black and yellow'' arc mentioned and
embodied in that text.

As has been pointed out and explained in the commentary on Line 6,
Ch'icn and K'un, or Yin and Yang, meet under the same zodiac-sign
Hai (~jf~~~~~!6-lt:~£).

Textual Differences regarding the Character ] Clfl)
There is perhaps no passage in the !-Ching which has been subject to ,
more divergent interpretations than this last paragraph of the Wen Yen
Treatise.

:¥1

Considerable controversy centres around two word.. , namely, i

in the first sentence, and hsier"

paragraph.

Mit in the second sentence of the

They seem to constitute the two foci of an ellipsis of ideas

This signifies that, according to certain arrange-

ments of the eight trigrams, K'un may be understood as occupying the
same position which belongs to Ch' ien, thus suggesting the idea of a minister
occupying the supreme position which belongs to his ruler.

This assumption

of equality on the part of a Yin subject and its apparent encroachment
upon the sphere of influence pf a Yang subject lead inevitably to conflict.
Hence, again, the idea of th~ "fighting of the dragons".
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The word i ~ appeared originally in the ancient edition of Meng
Hsi (j1ji{!f),t and it is from that ancient text that the word has
been adopted in nearly all common editions. But some textual alteration
was introduced by Yii Fan and Hsun Shuang who maintained that the
word should be n.ing ~' meaning "condensation", thus tallying with the
same word in the text under Line I (fti~~i'Jj( • jli~-fl'~-ti!.). This alteration
was supported by the modern authority, Yao Pei-chung CMfcr:J:l), who in
bis Chou I Yao Shi Hsueh (fi'fl~M.ES~) argues that Line 6 of K'un represents
the tenth month of the lunar year in which the Yang forces of Nature are
hidden in the depths of the earth below, while the Yin forces have attained
the highest degree of manifestation above. In other words, the process which
begins as condensation with the appearance of hoarfrost under Line 1
has reached its ultimate stage, causing the formation of ice which seems to
block up completely all outlets for the ascent of the hidden Yang forces.
In their struggl~ for manifestation, these Yang forces have to break
through the ice which resists and so causes a clash-in other words, a fight
of the dragons C~~~t*:~ T , !li§~J: , ct~~~fffil±! , §jli~jl3, ~~~
Z.!J'!O. But this interpretation, based as it is upon the alteration of the text,
has been denounced by Ou Ta-tien, who maintains that the ancient edition
by Meng Hsi must be more authentic than later editions by Yii Fan and
Hsun Shuang. However, apart from these two above-mentioned interpre-
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"hard ice" hinde1·s or obstructs the manifestation of the Yang power
so causes a clash between the two forces. Teng Tzu-pin recognizes
interpretation as the one correct interpretation, and in his Wen Hsin
(Fp~!l)~)

advances the following argument to defend his point of

When it is held that the clash is caused by the advance of
Yin and its eventual pressure on Yang (jli~~~), it means that
Yin is credited with the courage to defy the superior power of
Yang. But, on the other hand, if the clash is attributed to the
obstructiveness of Yin (~~~~J%&;-~), then the point of emphasis

lies not on Yin's courage but on Yang's being hampered beyond
. its limit of endurance and striving to break through the obstacle.
In the former case the initiative for starting the fight comes from
Yin, whereas in the latter case it comes from Yang.
latter case that represents

the

It is the

correct interp1·etation of the

text, for the expression "fighting in Ch'ien" C*li~ : ~Sf.tz;) in
the Treatise on the Trigrams signifies that it is Ch'ien and not
K'un that initiates the attack. The whole idea is to show that
Yin, when attaining the highest degree of manifestation as indicated
by Line 6, becomes guilty of obstructing instead of passively

tations, there are at least two others both based upon different alterations

receiving the influence of Yang, so that the latter loses all tolerance

of the word i ~· First, it is held in the Ching I Shu Wen Om~~!ilD that
the word in question should be i (different intonation), meaning "progressing

and launches a punitive expedition, as it were, to clear the way
for its manifestation. On the plane of human life, this corresponds
to the growing influence of small men wl1ich, at its height, no
longer yields to but becomes an obstacle to the superior influence

from below to the top" (~z8~-&, §IT~J:Z.~, jli§J:~~~-ti!.), the
idea being that, in its advancement from the bottom to the top, the Yin
power comes in contact with Yang, resulting in a clash which is described
pictorially as the fighting of the dragons. Secondly, in the K'ung Shih

of the great men, thus bringing about a clash between the two
forces. It is characteristic of the teachings of the I -Ching that

Ching Hsueh Chih Yen C.JL~t~~!B8), it is held that in ancient texts

the sage always exalts Yang, i.e., the way of the superior man,

words often dropped their side-radicals for the sake of simplification (tf
;)(~{§J~1D so that in the present case the word i (~) should have been

and deprecates Yin, that is, the way of the small man (~A:J:j(
~:!JU~).
Thus, when the Duke of Chou writes under Line 6

ai (lil) which shows its side-radical shih (;;fi) and which means "hin-

that "dragons fight in the wilderness," Confucius explains it by

drance" or "obstruction". In the present context, the word ai signifies that

giving the reason for the fight, so that a moral lesson may be
taught to the world, and small men are warned against going to
extremes in the pursuit of their iniquitous ends,
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The Character Hsien
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Similar hair-splitting textual criticism has been passed on the
hsien

Mit in the second sentence, which first aprearcd in its present

(~jt~Jt-7E~-fu) in Wang Fu-ssu's edition and has since been

in all common editions. As is expressed in the translation, this
hsien :kl signifies dissatisfaction, resentment, indignation. In this sense of
word, the text is interpreted to mean that the sage is diss:1tis:fied with
extreme position represented by Line 6, which, being Yin in its
position appears to be entirely devoid of Yang influences.

Such a

of absolute rest (Yin) is non-exi3tent inasmuch as the creative activity
Spirit (Yang) never ceases. So he introduces the idea of a dragon (Y
under that line to bear out the truth that at that extreme point
marks the completion of Yin, the dragon-powers of Yang are already
into manifestation. Now, in other editions, the word in question aPJ)eaJri
in at least two different forms with more or less different
"'-"UHJI!.T

In one edition preserved by Cheng K'ang Ch'eng (~~Jrl(;), it appear~;
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this it is which summons up the dmgon-pozvers of spiritual men in a
to overcome the prevailing evil forces and uaher in a new cycle
peace and righteousness. It is for this reason that the idea of dragons
associated with the topmost line of K'un.
The present writer wishes to introduce yet another explanation based
the Law of Analogy or Correspondence.

In accordance with this Law,

6 of K'un corresponds to Line 6 of the -,Kuai hexagram ;k: - 43).

-

We notice at once that although there is not a single Yang

the K'un hexagram, there are five Yang lines in the corresponding
Kuai.

Therefore, when it is said that the increasing power of

arouses the s•uspicion

(~)

of Yang, we may understand it as mean-

that the increasing power of the Yin subject at the top of Kuai
the suspicion of the five Yang subjects below, resulting in fighting
shedding of blood.

Furthermore, we may assume that when the Duke

Chou, b~ing dissatisfied

Of) with the condition of absolute rest or

which bears the same meaning as hsien (~), i.e., dissatisfac~

kness represented by Line 6 of K'un, which is entirely devoid of the

tion. In another edition used by Yii Fan and Hsun Shuang, it appears in the
form of chien (jt), meaning "include". In the same edition, the
tcu (5E) is omitted. The second sentence then becomes "..g;:it~t:~ra;:u
..r..•
)"'$ / --..3fFCJJ~-~-lli

ang element, used the term "dragons" in his Yaotz'u on that particular
he had in mind the five Yang lines of the corresponding hexagram

and is taken to mean that the K'un and Ch'ien trigrarns are i"t1Cl1l!de:d
under the same zodiac-sign Hai. It is becauce of this inclusion that
6 becomes associated with the idea of a dragon.

of the Duke of Chou in connection with that line was to drive home

Ch'ien

•I!

Of the three interpretations the first, which stresses the idea of
tion, is considered by Teng Tzu-pin as the correct one. His

the student of the J-Ching this Principle of Analogy or Correspondence
is of paramount importance in the interpretation of the text of the

i-na:iu;M

is that Lines 1 and 6 of K'un represent the beginning and the IJuJuuJiuct,L.ty~
of the dark power of Yin, i.e., the first appearance and the final
tion of an evil tendency.
son''. Now, in situations such as these, there is no recognition of
or fatherhood, or, in the words of the text, "no acknowledgement 6f
superiority of the subject of Yang".

Most assuredly, the deliberate reference to the dragon-idea on the

This utter disregard of

naturally provokes the intense, righteous indignation on the part of the

Mixed Colour of Blood
With the clarification of the meaning of the first two sentences, the
of the rest of the text becomes clear.

Line 6, despite its associa-

with the idea of dragons is, after all, a Yin line, occupying a Yin
tion, and being part of a group of Yin lines.

In other words, the

subject of that line has not yet left his own Yin class 0®51\JJ!Ej:t~
Hence, as a correspondent to it, the idea of blood is introduced
is distinctly Yin in contrast to the vital force (Yang) of the body.
joint reference to "black and yellow" as tl:e colours of Spirit and

I

I
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Earth has been dealt with at length in the commentary on that line.

In

CHAPTER XVIII

the struggle between Yin and Yang, between snakes and dragons, between
bad and good men, blood is shed by both parties, indicating injury on
both sides.

EPILOGUE

The intermixture of good and bad blood is indicated by the

blending of the two colours, black and yellow.

But, though blended, the

two colours are easily distinguishable from each other, thus suggesting the
idea that spiritual and earthly elements of life, the superior and the inferior types of men, are easily distinguishable from each other, so that the
greater values of the former are never completely lost in their mixture
with the lesser values of the latter.

Similarly, the ways of Spirit, of a

ruler, of a father, or of a husband should be distinguished respectively
from those of Earth, of a minister, of a son, and of a wife in spite of
all manners of interrelationship and union among them.

We have now come to the end of the commentary on the two fundatal hexagrams- Ch'ien and K'un- of the Book of Changes.

Much

been written to expound their spiritual significance as perceived by
ancient sages; but much still remains to be said, for there is no limit
the depth of meaning underlying the hexagrams, just as there is no
't to the development of the inner life of man.

In concluding this

first section of the task, it may be well to recapitulate briefly some essential truths which have so far been expounded.
Constantly in operation is an

Omnipresent, Eternal, and Infinite

Principle which is the Causeless Cause of "all that was, is, or ever shall
This Principle has been called by various names, among which are
"the Absolute'', "Ultimate Reality'', "the Tao'', ''Significance'', "Truth'',
"Unity", "the Self", and "the Oversoul".

In the Book of Changes it

is referred to as the "T'ai Chi" or "Supreme Ultimate" ; 1 in Buddhist
sutras and sastras it is called Cosmic Mind or Bhutatathata; and in the
Enneads of Plotinus it is simply called "the One". The conscious realization of identity with this Principle corresponds to what is called "the
ecstatic union with God" in Christian mysticism and to the attainment
of Nirvana in Buddhist metaphysics; and, in Chinese philosophy, it constitutes the ultimate goal of the sage or "great man" who, in his moral
excellence, is "in harmony with Spirit and Earth".
According to the I -Ching, Absolute Reality of which our phenomenal
universe is the objective manifestation is understood as having two aspects,
Yang and Yin, or Ch'ien and K'un, or the Creative and the Receptive,
corresponding to such dualities as Spirit and Matter, the Male and Female
Principles, the positive and negative poles of electricity and magnetism
on.

For all forms of creation, the interaction and co-operation of

EPILOGUE
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these two polar opposites is absolute! y essential. In the sphere of

of passivity, simplicity, softness, weakness, quiescence, non-action.
Thus, Chapter III advocates "emptiness of heart" and

when Yin and Yang are harmoniously related with each other, they

ambitions" Cl!!Jtj::f;IL' ' ~:1t;:t); Chapter X asks, "In
ting your vital force and achieving the highest degree of weak-

manifest themselves as Understanding and Love and produce a
and correct order of things; but when they are in disharmony,
will produce states of chaos and conflict, as between good and evil
between constructive and destructive tendencies.
necessarily arise to retard or frustrate the progressive evolution of
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•ucuu,.u.t'u.

They are not decrees of inexorable Fate, but can be avoided by

can you not become as a new-born child?'~ (-~~~, f3jg!'Mt~:sf);
XIX advises, "Reveal your simple self, embrace your original
check your selfishness, and curtail your desires" (J!~f@~ , 9;'5¥.£,.
Chapter XXVI states that "The quiescent is the master of the

If

' (l§f~~:g); Chapter XXVIII teaches us "to. maintain muliebrity

adjust ourselves correctly to one another within the cosmic relation

being conscious of virility, and to be placed in the shade while

things, fulfilling our destiny according to our respective positions

conscious of brightness" C9il::rith;OO' ~:1tM' m.Jts ' ~:1tm); Chapter
VI says that "The soft overcomes the hard, and the weak overcomes

understanding and proper conduct on the part of all concerned.

responsibilities as taught by the I -Ching, and if we co-operate
potentialities to the culture of essential Being as well as to the develop-

strong" C*JW}f.ilj!J ' ~J1.5j); and, finally, Chapter LXVII reads: "Here
my three treasures. Guard them and keep them safe! The first i~

ment of the sciences, then it is possible for us to direct our high aspira-

· the second is frugality; a,nd the third is not to dare to be 'foremost

and correctly with one another and dedicate our infinite Yin and

tions to the establishment of a better world.

of all things under heaven"' C:;K~~.:=.Jl

' ¥-fffiii*Z : -B~ ; .=.8~ ;

=B::t:i&~;R.T;t).

However, many thinkers in western countries
positive aspect of Reality and become exclusively active and individualistic.

It is hardly necessary to point out that the Taoist outlook on life is a
negative one.

The results are inevitably what might be expected. The natural sciences:
are developing wonderfully. One mathematical possibility after another

Of course, the teachings of Lao Tzu have a profound
metaphysical meaning and are intended for those ascetics who are bent

has been elaborated.

attaining liberation from the fetters of life, but the fact remains that
many scholars of later ages, like those of the famous Bamboo Grove of

tion after another.

Scientific imagination has brought forth one inven.:..
Consequently, in times of war, million& of lives

be destroyed on the basis of a calculation; and more and more
weapons of destruction are being invented. But, while technological
iciency progresses by leaps and bounds, man's essential Being becomes
all the more inadequate.

In other words, while external conditions shpw

great improvement, life itself fails to become the
understanding but instead tends to be more and more superficial
materialistic.

the Tsin dynasty, fell under the influence of those teachings and consequently withdrew themselves from the outer world and simply lived out
their lives in quiet, effeminate blissfulness.
The profound significance of the Book of Changes lies in the fact that
it lays emphasis on both the creative and the receptive sides of life,
corresponding to the Yin and Yang aspects of Absolute Reality.

Through

the medium of the 64 hexagrams and their 384 individual lines, the Book

While this has been the case with the West, in the East

shows that Yin and Yang are in operation in everything and every situa-

religions which lay emphasis on the passive aspect of Reality only,

tion and suggests ways as to how to bring about and maintain harmony

the result that those who profess them are reduced to a state of inertia

between the two primal forces so as to create and preserve a harmonious

resignation to Fate.

personality, a harmonious family, a harmonious state, and a harmonious

Taoism.

Among these schools of thought may be men
In the Tao Teh Ching there can be found many precepts on the
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world.
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It seems likely that, when the metaphysical truths of the I -Ching

are sufficiently understood and practised by the people of the world, a
new universal order, in which all things are harmoniously interrelated,
will become a living reality.
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Fung Yu-Lan:
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London, 1941.
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London, 1949.
New York, 1936.

London,

London, 1908.

Essay on c.,mpensation.

First Principles.
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Creative Evolution.

London, 1911.

Lectures on the l3hagavad-Gita.

Tagore, Rabindranath:
Hodson, Geoffrey:
Maitland, Edward:
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Sadhana. I"ondon, 1930.

Creation.

Madras, 1930.

Anne Kingsford, Her Life, Letter:;, Dir;ry, end Work.

1941.

The Inner Reality.

London, 1950.

Chandler, Arthur:

Ara Caeli. London, 1916.

Fosdick, Harry Emerson: The Manhood of the Master. N:~w York, 1929.

Inge, William Ralph:
Russell, Bertrand:

The Renaissance of Physics.

Row, T. Subba:

Keyserling, Hermann: Creative Understanding. New York and London,
1929. Recor)ery of Truth. New York and London, 1929. South

Brunton, Paul:

Darrow, Karl K.:

Henri:

My Country ana My People. New York, 1935.

to Fulfilment. London, 1938.

Tertium Organum.

Emerson, Ralph Waldo:

Wing-Tsit Chan: A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy.
London, 1963.

American Meditations.

Ouspcnsky, P.D.:

English translation

by Derk Bodde. Peiping, 1937,

Lin Yutang,:

Living Zen. New York, 1960.

Benoit, Hubert: The Supreme Doctrine. London, 1955.

London, 1963.

A History of Chinese Philosophy.

Linssen, Robert:

Leeuw, Van, J.J.: The Conq,uest of IllusiDn. London and New York,
1928. Fire of Creation. Madras, 1923.

Massachusetts, 1968.

Science ana Civilization itz China.

Needham, Joseph:

London, 1906. Sesame and Lilies.

The Philosophy of Plotimls. London, 1918.

A Critical Exposition of the Philiosophy of Leibniz.

Scott, Cyril:

The Initiate. Madras, 1930.

Mears, I. and Mears, L.E.:

Creative Energy.
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London, 1951.
Wells, H.R.:
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Ho Kuang, 438
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Hsu Yu, 156-7
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Hu Kuang-shan, 60
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Huang Hsing-jo, 7
Huang Ti (Yellow Emperor), 69
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Li Ting-tsu, 5
Li Ssu, xxxii
Li Ying, 423
Liang-chiu Ho, 5
Lien Shan, 68-9, 90
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376, 453, 469
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Matter, 331, 336, 338, 353-4, 3579, 385, 399, 489, 516, 521, .541
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282, 323, 345, 438, 526
Meng hexagram, 207

Light of China, 544
Lin Yutang, 117, 449
Ling Ti, Emperor, 423
Liu Hsin, xxxii
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Liu Yuan, 123, 286, 310, 473-4
Llama, 342, 483

Microcosm, 93, 138, 298, 399, 436
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Lo Scrip, 57-61, 143, 256, 434
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Meng Hsi, 5, 384, 451, 536
Mesotron, 17
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Porphyry, 145
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Prakrti, 330
Pralaya, 323, 334, 354, 419, 479,
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Nero, 248
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Nirvana, 541

Primordial Matter, 489
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One, The, 541
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Propriety (Li), xix, 270, 319
Pu Shang, 4
Purusha, 330
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Logos Spermatikos, 235, 295
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Lu Ling Wang, 372
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Manhood of the Master, The, 500
Manvantara, 323, 419, 479, 488
Mao Ch'i-ling, 6, 101, 144
Marakayar, 426

1'1o hexagram, 55, 88, 153, 218-20
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Saito, Takao, 423
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Scott, Cyril, 492
Secret of the Golden Flower,
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Self-interiorization, 222
Seventh National Congress, xviixix
Shang Ch'u, 4
Shao Yung, 5, 50
Shen Nung, 51-2, 69
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Shih Ch'ou, 5

Shih hexagram, xxxi, 45, 88,
167-9, 226, 263, 389
Shih Huang Ti, 215
Shu Ching, xxxii,
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Sincere speech, 263-4
Socrates, 321
Solar System, 335
South Americcn Meditations, xxviii,
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Spencer, Herbert, 15, 17, 91, 495
Spiritual Summit Conference, xxv
Spring and Autumn Annals (Tso
Chuan), 91
Ssu Hsiang, 25, 97
Ssu-ma Ch'ien, xxix, 79, 424, 501
Study of Sociology, The, 495
Su Tzu-ch'i, 123
Sui hexagram, 88, 102, 207
Sui Jen-shi, 136
Sun hexagram, 154-5, 187
Sun Sheng, 51
Sun Yat-sen, Dr., xvi, xviii-xxii,
389, 400, 460
Sung hexagram, 56
Superior man, xiv, xix, xxii-xxv,
xxix, 130-1, 134, 137, 146, 149,

152, 170, 172, 178-80, 183, 193-4,
241, 258-9, 292, 303, 307-8, 3245, 342-3, 351, 355, 361, :363,
~)68, 370, 377, 379, 391, 404-5,
411, 504-5, 508, 511, 513, 524,
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Supreme Ultimate, 541
Symbol-comprehending faculty,
531
Sze-ma Chao, 425
Ta Chuang hexagram, 195, 376,
453
Ta Ch'u hexagram, 47
Ta Hsueh (Great Learning), 248,
504
Ta Yu hexagram, 80-1, 88, 202,
443
Tactful Silence, 416-433
Tagore, Rabindranath, 133
T'ai Chi, 10, 25, 27, 31-2, 233,
330, 541
T'ai Chi T'u, 16, 62-3
T'ai Chi-T'u Slmo, 11, 62-7
T'ai Chia, 438
T'ai Chung, Emperor, 372
T'ai hexagram, xvi, 54-55, 128,
174, 183, 204, 217, 237, 267,
342, 344, 376, 384, 408, 418-9,
422, 453, 491' 517-8
T'ai P'ing, Princess, 372
Takashima, Donzo, 49, 105, 124-5,
175, 326, 362, 400, 409, 478
Talmud, 364
Tao, xiv, xvii, xx, xxi, 32, 78,

132, 237, 239, 244, 257, 440,
447, 512, 541
Tao Teh Ching, 214, 216, 234,
236, 239, 256, 265, 299, 388,
406, 492, 512, 542-3
Taoism, xxviii, 526
Taoist meditation, 66
Tarot, 92
Ten Wings, xxix
Temple of Chinese Wisdom, xxxv
Teng Tzu-pin, 54, 165-6, 286, 326,
391, 464, 469, 482, 501, 504-6,
522, 538
Theodossiou, Katina, 92
Three Powers, 27, 95
Thyssen, Fritz, 422
1'i Jen-chieh, 407, 460
T'ien Ho, 4
Tiger, 273, 276, 279
Ting hexagram, 56, 207
Ting K'uan, 4
Tou Wu, 471
Travel Diary of a Philosopher, 402

Truthfulness, 262, 264, 268-9, 532
Ts'ang Chieh, 23
Ts'ao Ts'ao, 189, 441
Ts'ao Yu-ts'un, 372
Ts'ien hexagram, 56, 88, 177-8,
213, 226, 265, 323, 414, 429, 468
Tso Ch'iu-ming, 91
Tso Chuan, 101
Tu Hou-tien, 450-1
T'u Fu, 100-1
Tuan Kuei, 471
Tuan Mu Kuo Hu, 6
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Tui hexagram, 220, 310
Tun hexagram, 376, 434, 453, 498
T'ung Jen hexagram, 89, 98, 170,
392, 394-5, 465
Tzu Chang, 268
Tzu Fu Hui Po, 441
Tzu Hsia, 41, 76
Tzu Lu, 139
Tz'u Hsi, Empress, 371, 378, 460
Ulysses, 478
Understanding, 541
Union with Spirit, 117, 314
Universal Life Force, 274-5
Universal Womb of all Life, 488
Voice of the Silence, 527

Waley, Arthur, 406
Wang Pi, 5, 51, 164-5, 175, 201,
210, 468, 504-5
Wang Mang, 180, 189, 440
Wang Yin-chih, 391
Washington, George, 215
Wei Chi hexagram, 344
Wei Po-yang, 62
Wells, H. R., 20r±
Wen, King, xiv, xxxi---xxxii, 1,
2, 3, 4, 19, 24, 48-9, 69, 70-4,
77, 82, 86, 119, 123, 150, 170,
177, 186, 190-1, 248, 287, 296,
346, 373-4, 430, 459, 481
Wen Chung-tzu, 218
Wen T'ien-hsiang, 479
Wilhelm, Richard, xxxiii, 18, 10:)
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Wisdom, 254-5
Wisdom-Bag, 523
World-ascendancy, 198
Wu, King, 136, 189-90, 195, 203,
287-8, 460
Wu Hang, 51
Wu Ti, Emperor, 218
Wu Tseh-t'ien, ·Empress, 371,
378, 407' 460
Wu Wei, 259
Yang Chien-hsing, 7, 20, 69, 109,
451, 458, 465, 468
Yang Hsiung, 51
Yang Ming Shan, xvi
Yang Ssu-hsu, 373
Yang Ti, Emperor, 218
Yao, Em per or, 128, 156, 166, 177,
190, 201, 215, 238-40, 262, 2712, 287, 432, 444
Yao P'ei-chung, 164, 233, 266,
391, 464, 536
Yell ow Court in Taoism, 526
Yellow lower garment, 434-437
Yen Hui, 138-9, 150, 260, 512
Yi hexagram, 53
Yin dynasty, 2
Yu-li, 3, 72, 110
Yii hexagram, 88, 191-2, 194, 226,
417, 429
Yti, Emperor, 51, 57, 72, 136, 215,
256, 262, 290, 514
Yu Fan, 20, 51, 121, 279, 286,
312, 366, 376, 398, 401, 407,
459, 465, 505, 519, 536, 538

Yuan Chieh, 425

Yuan Shih-k'ai, 215

ERRATA AND CORRIGENDA
Page 76: For "Hsiang Wang"
read "King Hsiang".
Page 144: line 29: For "plns"
read "plus".
Page 136: line 21: For "Wu
Wang" read "King Wu"
Page 156: line 16: For "Chuang
Tsu" read "Chuang Tzu".
Page 176: Jines 6-7: For. "and
the fourth the subject"
read "while the fourth is

Page
Page

Page
Page

the subject".
412: line 7: For "hierachy"
read "hierarchy".
416: line 18: For "senseconnesctions" read "senseconnexions".
429: line 23: For "thre
source" read "the source".
529: line 4: For "the earth"
read "Earth".

